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SUMMARY RECORD OF THE EIGHTH 
MEETING (PUBLIC) 

ing land. In 32 per cent every transaction be- 

Held nt tlze Y.M.C.A. Building, Jeru.qalem, 
Tuesday, 17 June 1947, at 4 p.m. 

PrtYSCt~t: 
MR. SANDSTROM, Sweden, Chairman 
MIL JklOoD, Australia 
MR. RAND, Canada 
MR, LISICKY, Czechoslovakia , 
MR. GAR& GRANADOS, Guatemala 
SIR A~DUR RAHMAN, India 
MR. ENTEZAM, Iran 
MR. BLOM, Nctherlands 

tween Jew and non-Jew required the special 
permission of the Government. In only 5 per 
Cent of Palestine were the Jews free to buy land, 

The prohibition was in inverse ratio to Jewi& 
landholdinga Where they had bought a large 
proportion of the land they could buy the re- 
mainder; where they had bought very little they 
were completely prohibited from buying any 
thing. 

MIL G&cih SALAZAR, Peru 
MR. I?ABREGAT, Uruguay 
MR. BRILEJ, Yugoslavia 
Sacretariat: 
AIR. HOO, Assistant Secretay-General 
MR, GAR& ROBLES, Secretay 

The Chairman called the first public meeting 
in Palestine to order at 420 pm. 

Reception of factual igformation relating $0 
conditions in Palestine from the represen- 
tatives of the Jewish Agency for Palestine 

Thc CHAIRMAN invitecl Mr. M. Shertc& and 
Mr. D. Horowitz, representatives of the Jewish 
&ency to take seats at the table and subit 
observations on the Sw-oey of Palestine and other 
publications received by the Committee from 
thc Govcrnment of Palestine. 

Arr. SHERTOK Wewish Agency) declared he 
rrould make a factual introduction to the sub- 
ject under inquiry h-on the standpoint of the 
Jewish Agcncy. 

Mr. Shertok stressed that Jewish agricultural 
settlements had not resulted in the creation of a 
class of landless Arabs. Where land had been 
purchased from absentee landlords, Arab ten- 
ants, when they had to be removed, were in 
every case resettled dsewhere. Not a single Arab 
village had disappeared from the map of Pales- 
tine. It was not easy to find an instance in the 
history of colonization where a large-scale settle- 
ment scheme had been conducted with SO much 
respect for the interests of the existing popu- 
lation. 

Palestine owed its existence as a distinct 
country io the fact that it was the birth-place o£ 
the Jewish people and because, in Palestine, the 
Jewlsh people had been able, to make their con- 
tribution to the cultural and spiritual treasury 
of mankind. 

After a few words of welcome to the Commit- 
<cc?, hir. Shcrtok opened bis statement with a 
brieE referencc to the map of Palestine stressing 
the considcrablc variety of geography and cli- 
mate. He pointed out that Palestine had never 
bccn SO small a country as it was today. Before 
thr first World War, Palestine extended on bath 
sides of the Jordan, and a little to the north of 
irs prescrit northern boundary in the east and 
&hc west. Moreover, the eastern and greater part 
af. Palestine had been detached, and was now a 
separate country, the Arab kingdom of Tram- 
Jordan, 

In every ccntury and in every generation thc 
Jews had attempted to return to Palestine. Dc- 
spite expulsions and prohibitions the Jews had 
striven very hard to maintain their hold of Pal- 
estine. The present phase of Jewish resettlement 
in Palestine, which had begun in 1881, was but 
a link in the chain of Jewish attempts to return. 
The Jews, driven by suffering and peril to seek 
refuge elsewhere, had been drawn to Palestine, 
because this was the only country where they 
could hope to rebuild their lives on secure foun- 
dations and become a nation again. 

Mr. Shertok then described the successive 
waves of immigration which brought Jews to 
Palestine after the 1870%. 

hfr. Shertok next described the five distinct 
geographical zones of Palestine, giving for each 
zone the number of Jewish agricultural settle- 
ments. HC said that the Negeb, which compiised 
forty pcr cent of the country’s area, was today 
mostly Arab populated and arable. The northern 
section of the Negeb ccjntained good soi1 which 
coulù bc turned into an area of very extensive 
ag&zultural devclopment. In this zone there 
lvere only seventeen Jewish settlements, mostly 
~siablished within the last couple of years. 

As a result of the first World War, Palestine 
had changed hands. The British Government 
issued the Balfour Declaration, and the Mandate 
had been approved on that basis. 

Jewish immigration now became the dominant 
feature of the country’s life and the prime agent 
of its progress. A very large number of Jews came 
to Palestine and this large immigration, far from 
carrying any economic dislocation had caused a 
marked shortage of labour, due to the demand 
for food and services that the immigrants nia&. 

In 1939, with the issue of the White Paper, 
British policy had turned a complete somersault. 
Jewish immigration had been severely limited 

Oacially, however, the country had a different 
system of zones, namely, by reference to whether 
and to whae extent Jews were free or net free to 
acquire land. In 63 percent of the country’s area 
the Jews were completely prohibited from buY 

and many tens of thousands of Jews who might 
otherwise have been saired by escaping to Pales- 
tine in time had been trapped in Europe and 
doomed. In a different setting the same story 
now went on. Only 1,500 were permitted to enter 
Palestine per mont11 but many more were tryillg 
to escape from the D.P. camps in Europe. 

The process of Jewish immigration taken as 
a whole had been a mass return numerically 



as well as geographically. Fifty-two countries 
claimed immigrants as coming from them. 

One notable feature of Jewish immigration in 
the last decade had been the bringing over of 
children and adolescents who received education 
and training in. agricultural settlements or in 
special institutions. The Jewish Agency had 
brought over nearly 18,000 children. 

As a national movement, the Jewish Agency 
was against Jews assimilating with the nations 
of the world and losing their distinct identity 
In Palestine, however, the Jewish Agency wel- 
comed the process of assimilation, because the 
Jews were assimilating among themselves and 
emerging as a people re-united and rebuilt. Of 
the 640,000 Jews living in Palestine today, 
230,000 were Palestinian born, mostly the chil- 
dren of immigrants. 

The Jews now in Palestine did not regard 
themselves as a stable and stationary population 
but rather as a vanguard preparing the ground 
for the absorption oE more to corne. 

Economically and socially speaking the Jews 
in Palestine were a new society which was being 
built up by a process of immigration and settle- 
ment. They took away no livelihood from others; 
they creatcd their own. Palestine had absorbed 
a considerable number of newcomers because 
they brought with them their means of liveli- 
hood, their capital, initiative, productive capac- 
ity, a certain amount of adaptability and in- 
genuity, and above all, a determination to make 
good and to discover latent possibilities of pro- 
duction by which they could live. 

Mr. Shertok emphasized that it was the de- 
liberate aim of the Jews in,Palestine to create 
their own economy in order to be able to live 
an independent Jewish life, independent in the 
real sense of the term. 

One of the outstanding features of Jewish 
colonization was the territorial compactness of 
Jbh settlements. This was to be obser-ved not 
omy in villages but in the urban zones as well. 
There Was roOm in Palestine for many more Jew- 

b-h @trIementi, boti in the zones dready colo- 
nh& by JW+s and in the parts of Palestine which 
Were Wday uniformly Arab. 

“We belieW’* said Mr, Shertok, “that we cari- -. . _ _ nec miru;e good by uniting as individuals with 
&emrws of the Arab population in the economic 

Mr. Shertok next turned to the place which 
Jewish industry occupies in the economic life of 
Palestine. Eighty per cent of the industry of 
Palestine, which was entirely new, was in Jewish 
hands. The transition from war-time to peace- 
time economy had been a fairly smooth one and 
the Jewish industrial structure had shown quite 
a remarkable degree of stability and resilience 
in its readaptation to new conditions. 

Ud ,!mritorial mue, as we do, perforce in a11 
C%h& Wumries, with the population of those 
~~1~~~ SPcb; 8 process, if applied in Palestine 
wW#I h~ti de&ted our purpose. It is our pur: 

Wd *ip a self-contained national system 
oin &8 ow4 foundatione. It is the only 

, hope to settle in large 
“nom&lly secure and 

Industrial development had been the back- 
bone of the Jewish urban development. Urban 
development had also been expressed in munic- 
ipal self-government. There were in Palestine 
three types of municipalities-the purely Arab 
muincipalities, the mixed municipalities, and 
the Purely Jewish municipalities. The difference 
between the three could be seen in tbe level of 
the services performed, in the taxes raised and 
in the degree of democratic self-government. In 
dle Purely Jewish municipalities, women had 
the vote, and the rate-paying qualification for 
electing and being elected was fairly 10~. In the 
mixed it wab higher. In the Arab municipalities 
it was still higher. -_ 

‘l’he Jewish labour movement played a very 
net role in the sphere of agriculture and 

‘” ) j,<d r” 
stry. The main Jewish labour organization, 

< 1,, ,’ > “\, ,; <‘,’ ’ y 2 
,q;,,r,, ,, >. ; ‘ii 

OI,, l> >I_j,l *‘_ ‘, ,, 1, I f’ \ r 3.I 
< y ,,,y”sf; “>‘, #l . “\ 0. 

and agriculture. In the Jewish secondary schools 
there are, societies of youth whose ambition was 
not to go to universities but to pioneer in agri- 
a transition of town-bred people to rural life 
culture, Every dunum of land possessed by Jews 
in Palestine had had to be bought and reclaimed 
at their own expense. They had received no help 
in that regard from the Mandatory. Even in 
regard to state domain, in spite of the very ex- 
press provision of the Mandate to place suitable 
land at the disposa1 of the Jews, they had ob- 
tained practically nothing. They had received 
some areas of land, though entirely uncultivable, 
merely for individual and housing purposes, but 
nothing for agriculture. 

Today the Jews possessed just over 6 per cent 
of the land area of Palestine. About 40 to 45 
per cent of this was nationally owned land of 
the Jewish National Fund, controlled by the 
Zionist Organization. Tbe rest was privately 
owned or held as concessions. 

Mr..Shertok expressed the wish that the mem- 
bers of the Committee, during their visit, should 
look not merely at what the Jews had achieved 
in the agricultural field but also to gauge the 
wide margin of undeveloped potentialities. 

The Jewish Agency, in its colonization pro- 
gram, had followed, from the social as distinct 
from the agricultural standpoint, two main prin- 
ciples-self-government of the settlers from the 
beginning, and self-determination of the settlers 
in regard to the particular social form which 
they chose for their collective work and living. 
Thus the burden of responsibility was thrown 
completely on the settlers themselves. 

Mr. Shertok then dealt at some length with 
the results obtained by the co-operation and mu- 
tua1 help between the Jewish agricultural set- 
tiers, and with the so-called Zionist system of 
colonization. 



the Wis&drul had taken ovek a large number of 
industries. There was dso a great deal of CO- 

operativc activity within the frame of the labour 
federation and outside it. 

AI1 this activity called for a certain amount of 
organization. The organization of Jewish people 
in Palestine operated on two levels-the organi- 
zation of Palestine Jews and the Jewish Agency 

Organization. 
The former-the Palestine Jewish Community 

-was recognized as a corporate body: they had 
their general elections based on universal suf- 
frage, and they had their central authority. 

The latter-the Jewish Agency Organization- 
spoke for Jews throughout the world interested 
in the building up of Palestine as a Jewish Na- 
tional Home. There was CO-ordination and divi- 
sion of functions between the Agency and the 
I/nad Leunzi. The departments of the Vaad 
Leurni catered for the needs of the existing 
population; those of the Jewish Agency looked 
after the necds of people who came to Palestine 
and tbe dcvelopment of new potentials. During 
thc ‘tvar, the Jewish Agency and the Vaad Leumi 
hacl jointly organized the war effort of the Jew- 
ish community, as a result of which 33,000 men 
and women, of whom 26,000 were army, navy, 
air force responded to the cal1 for armed service. 
Palestinian Jews had fought in the war as a 
distinct entity, later recognized in the Jewish 
Rrigarlc Corps which had fought in Italy. 

hlr. Shertok concluded his statement by em- 
phasizing that the Jewish community was a 
nation in the making. There was a national 
cconomy already in existence. A great deal of 
the prcsent crisis arose from the fact that there 
was a discrepancy or a conflict between the actual 
position oE the Jewish people and the Jewish 
economy in Palestine, the status which today it 
cnjoyed, ancl the instruments of collective action 
which it lacked and the opportunities of eco- 
nomic nnd political self-defence which it had 
not got. 

---_- 
Members of the Committee then sought in- 

formation from Mr. Shertok on points arising 
from his statement. The questions and answers 
during this part of the meeting are reproduced 
for thc most part in extenso, as follows. 

CHAIRMAN: You mentioned the number of 
Jewish inbabitants here as being 640,000. 

Mr. S~IERTOK: Yes. 
CHATRMAN: It would be interesting to compare 

that figure with your estimate of the total popu- 
lation. 

Mr. SWERTOK: The total population is just 
over I,900,000. 

CHAIRMAN: Does that include also the nomads? 
MI-. SHERTOK: 1 believe SO. 
CHAIRMAN: Does the term Negeb refer to a 

well-defined territory, or is it only a vague ter- 
minology applied to a land in a certain direction? 

arr. SHERTOK: 1 appreciate the point. TO avoid 
any vagucness, we now, in referring to the 
~eg&, mean to caver the Beersheba Sub-Die 
trict. TYe take the Negeb as being practically 
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identical with the Beersheba Sub-District which 
is a quite definite unit or area. It is an area of 
about 12 million dunums. 

CHAIRMAN: 1s that the exact use of the term, 
or is there another use of it? 

Mr. SHERTOK: well, YOU always take tare, 
when somebody else uses the term, to put t. him 
the question which you have just put to me, In 
our literature-if I may use that tcrm-that is 
the significance of the term “Negeb”. 

CHAIRMAN: Might I also ask you about the 
percentage Of Jews settled on the land in the 
rural districts? 

Mr. SHERTOK: 1 said nineteen per cent in tbe 
rural areas. 

CHAIRMAN: YOU said the women had the rigllt 

to vote in Jewish communities. 
Mi-. SHERTOK: In the Jewish municipalities 

and local councils. 
CWAIRMAN: How is it with the Moslems? 
Mr. SHERTOK: The women have no right. I 

believe the only Moslem women who vote in 
Palestine are the members of the few Arab 
families who happen to be included in the area 
of Tel Aviv. 

CI-IAIRMAN: Do you make a distinction between 
the actual use of the vote and the right to vote? 

Mr. SHERTOK: What 1 am referring to is the 
right e’o vote, not the actual use of the vote. They 
have no right to vote. Suffrage in the purely Arab 
and Moslem areas is restricted to males. May 1 
point out that in Haifa and Jerusalem Jewish 
women-not only Arab, but also Jewish women 
-bave no right to vote in municipal elections. 
In Tel Aviv they have. 

CHAIRMAN: Does any member of the Commit- 
tee wish to ask a question on the statement? 1 
intend to proceed later about the subject matter. 

Mr. BLOM (Netherlands) : 1 ati not quite sure 
whether this question is within the scope of the 
statement at this stage. What 1 would like to 
ask is how does the co-operation of the Palestine 
Administration with the Jewish Agency work 
in practice? How is this co-operation organized 
in practice? 

Mr. SHERTOK: 1 am afraid 1 am in a bit of 
difficulty in answering this question because the 
present position is not normal. 1 could refer to 
the period before 1939. In the period before 
1939 there was a fairly frequent contact between 
the Jewish Agency and the Palestine GOVer& 
ment-both the central organs; that is to say, 
the High Commissioner and the Secretariat, its 
Departments of Public Health, Public Works, 
Immigration, etc., the Police, and the District 
Administration. More often perhaps, in other 
questions, it was the Jewish Agency who took 
the initiative in approaching the Government 
and making representations in writing or OrallY, 
drawing attention to certain matters, ding for 
redress of certain, grievances, making Pr?Pos~s~ 
or criticizing proposals of the Government. But 
fairly often the Jewish Agency would be called 
in by the Government for advice on someeing 
or in order to an expression of the*Government’s 



views on the Jewish Agency’s policy and what 
was happening in the Jewish community- There 
bas been particularly close co-operation between 
us and the Government in the field of public 
security. When the Government would appoint 
committees consisting of or including represen- 
tatives of the public, they would invariably con- 
sult us before they appointed the Jewish mem 
bers of the committees. 

In immigration there was dose Co-OperatiOn, 
net merely by our giving our views on the vari- 
ous immigration laws and regulations, but also 
by our taking’ over from ‘the Government the 
distribution of a large number of immigration 
permits-all the permits that went to the so- 
called labour category. 

Today the position, as compared with that, is 
abnormal because the cornerstone of the co- 
operation between us and the Government has 
been knocked out by the White Paper policy 
MT~ hold that by the White Paper of 1939 the 
Government bas violated the Mandate, and 
after a11 it is the Mandate that is the basis of 
cooperation. We hold that not only is the Man- 
date inoperative today in its main provision, but 
also that the policy which is actually being en- 
forced is in direct opposition to the terms of the 
Mandate. St does not prevent contact between 
us and the Government, but 1 would describe 
it as more haphazard, less systematic than it used 
to be. And I must say it is unfortunate, but a 
fact, that relations are extremely strained. 

Mr. BLOM (Netherlands) : 1 have one more 
question on the same line. It is a legal question. 
Who is considered by the Jewish Agency as 
legally a Jew? 1s it religion, or race, or what is 
the criterion? For instance, is the non-Jewish 
wife of a Jew a Jewess, or is she not? 

Mr. SHERTOK: 1 would say technically and in 
terms of Palestine legislation, the Jewish religion 
is essential. What is cssential is that a person 
should ‘not go over to other religions. He need 
not necessarily be actively an observant Jew. He 
is still considered a Jew, but if he becomes con- 
verted to another religion he cari no longer 
claim to be considered as a Jew. The religious 
test is decisive. 

Mr. BLOM (Netherlands) : What about tlle 
non-Jewish wife of a JCW? 

Mrq SnJ!+R’roK: A non-Jewish wife, unless she 
becomes a Jewess-and there is a certain formula 
for her t0 go through in that case-is considered 
a non-Jewess. 

Sir AB~I.JR RAHMAN (India) : It is not a ques- 
tion of a WOman+ HOW cari a non-Jew becorne 
a Jew? 

Mr* SH~‘KX: In the case of a, man there is a 
certain rite, which is usually performed soon 
after his birth, which * 1s essential. But 1 sl~ould 
like to point out that Jewish religious authorities 
‘iscourage conversion to Judaism, and wllen a 
y?” ~XIFZS and JayS “I want to become a Jew,~' 

’ Is bt Of aIl preached a ver-y discouraging 
mmon tQ WZWL him ae;ainst Chat step, a& only 
those Who in& and show grcat seiousness of 
PUTIx)st! are acccpted into t,he fold. 

CNAIRMAN: On the same line 1 should like to 
put a question. Chat do you intend to do with 
regard to future immigration? 

Mr. SHERTOK: Generally we accept as Jews a11 
who say they are Jews. Al1 who corne and say 
they are conscious of being Jews are accepted. 
The technical question may arise in the case of 
one appearing before the Rabbinical Court: and 
having to produce certain papers, or when it 
contes to light that one is not actually a Jew. 
Then the problem may arise. Otherwise, anyone 
who appears and says he is a Jew is accepted 
as a Jew. 

CHAIRMAN: You mean it is not a question of 
practical importance? 

Mr. SHERTOK: No, in actual practice we have 
had no difficulty of that sort. 

Sir ABDUR RAHMAN (India) : May 1 know 1x0~ 
many conversions there have been in fact in the 
last ten years to Judaism? 

Mr. SIIERTOK: 1 Will undertake to ~upply the 
figures. I cannot give the reply offhand, but it 
is negligible. 

Sir ABDUR RAHMAN (India) : Consisting Of 
hundreds-thousands-tens? 

Mr. SHERTOK: 1 think tens. 1 Will check up. 
Mr. BRILEJ (Yugoslavia) : The representative 

of the Jewish Agency spokc about prohibited 
zones. This is not quite clear to me. 1s the pur- 
chase of land prohibited to immigrating Jews 
only, or also to Jews wlio are citizens of Pales- 
tine? If that is SO, cari you tel1 us some other 
examples of discrimination? 
I Mr. SHERTOK: It definitely applies to Jews who 

are citizens of Palestine. There is no distinction 
at a11 between citizens, resident Jews or new- 
corners. The law says that in a prohibited zone 
a Palestine Arab may sel1 land only to a Palestine 
Arab and to no othcr, and that excludes a11 Jews. 
There is a moot point as to wlm is or is not an 
Arab. The aigh Commissioner decides. Moot 
points arise also in regard to other people. 

Sir ABDUR RAHMAN (India) : Are you aware 
that in other parts of the world there is similar 
legislation restraining persons from alienating 
or purchasing land from certain persons? 

Mr. SHERTOK: Here it is on racial lines. We 
lave had in Palestine and we bave today, pro 
tective measures of a purely social character 
applying to classes, irrespective of race or origin. 
But here we have a distinct racial measure. 

Sir ABDUR FLUXMAN (India) : Are you aware 
that in India, for example in the Punjab, a 
Shaikh cannot purchase property only because 
lie is a Shaikh? 

Mr. SJXEILTOK: 1 know. 1 should like to say 
that a sheik is a person holding a certain social 
position. 

Sir ABDUR RAHMAN (India) : The Shaikh in 
the Punjab is something different froc the sheik 

’ that YOU bave. In the same way other communi- 
tics are not entitled to purchase land or sel1 land. 
There are prOteCtiVe legislations in other parts 
of the, world. 

Mr* SH~%rok: With regard to Palestine two 
points arise. Pirst, there is a distinct provision in 
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the Mandate prohibiting the passing of any leg- 
Mr. SHERTOK: Purely economic. islative mcasure Of a discriminatory character 

on racial g-rounds. The second point is Lhat there Mr. FABmo*T (Uruguay), : I should like to ask 
i6 aR express injunction in t3e Mandate to en- a question about educational life in Palestine. 
CoUrage CIOSe settlement of Jews on the land, What is .elle trend of illiteracy in the country? 

and this measure to which we have been refer- Mr. SHERTOK: I had it in mind to say some- 
ring ki in diametrical opposition to bot11 these tlling about education, but’ 1 saw that I had 
provisions. been a little too long. I left it out. There is in 

Sir ABJXJR RAHMAN (India) : 1 hope to bave Palestine a Jewish school system organized and 
tlle phW.lr~ of putting some questions in the administered by the Vaud Leumi under the 

futture, but just now, since we did not know supervision of the Palestine Government, It is 
most of the facts which have been related by run by the community on autonomous lines. It 
the witness, we should like to have time for consists largely of elementtiry schools, but it also 
studying them. contains a number of secondary schools and a 

few teacher-training 
C~WLMAN: We shall bave time to corne back schools. There is also a considerable number of 

colleges and industrial 

to the subject. Our abject is to &t background private schools, some of which are affiliated and 
for Our inspection tour. The Yugoslav member partly supervised by the Jewish public school 
~SO asked if there were other discriminations system, and some are not. There is a large num- 
of a similar kind. ber of secondary schools which are private or 

Mr. SRERTOK: Nothing occurs to me at tlle controlled by semi-public bodies. At the top oof 
momcn t. the educational system there are two institutions 

hIr. BRILEJ (Yugoslavia) : For our Committee, 
of higher studies-&e Hebrew University in 
Jerusalem and the Hebrew Technical Institut@ 

thc question of co-operation between Jews and in Haifa, both of which are under boards con- 
Arabs is of great importance, Cari you tel1 us stituted to ensure their public character and 
some charactcristic examples of suc11 co-opera- which have their own sources of income, large 
tien? 1 mean co-operation in the economic field. their own endowmentb. The Hebrew school sys- 

Mr. SHERTOK: Xt is a question of producing tem receives a block grant from the Government, 
instances and not embarking on generalisations, as part of the Government’s education budget, 
and I cari give three instances. One is the Munic- which is calculated on a proportionate basis 
ipal Gouncil of I-Iaifa, where Jews and Arabs between ehe total of Jewish and Arab chilclren. 
couperate in the n/Iunicipal Council and in the It is a rather intricate formula, but 1 am sure 
Police Force fairly smoothly. Jews have worked when the representatives appear before you they 
nany years under and for an Arab Mayor and Will be glad to initiate you. 

Arabs are now working under a Jewish Mayor, CHAIRMAN: What about the Arab side of 
Chat is an instance in one field: municipal Pal- education? 
estine activity. Mr, SHERTOK: There is a Government school 

Another instance is the co-operation between system which is completely Arab. It serves the 
jewish and Arab orange-growefs. 1 bave referred needs of the Arab population. Its teachers, with 
LO thc fact that this is an industry which is shared a few exceptions who are British, are Arab and 
in. almost cqual parts by Jews and Arabs. There the language of instruction is Arabie. In the 

is a governing Board-the Citrus Control Board Jewish schools the language of instruction is 

-presided over by an officia1 of the Government Hebrew. Both English and Arabie are taught in 

and consisting of Jewish and Arab represema- 
Jewish schools. In the Government schools, 

rives of the trade concerned in equal numbers, 
wllich are for practical purposes Arab, Arabie 
is the instrument of tuition and English is taught 

and their co-operation is very smooth. Also there fairly extensiv$y. Hebrew is not ta@+ 
is an independent undertaking from time to 
simc by Jewish orange-growers with which Arab 

Mr. FABREG~T (Uruguay) : Is the, infant mor- 

orange-growers co-operate, su& as delegations 
tality in Palestine decreasing over the last year? 

abroad discovcring new markets, negotiating Mr. SHERTOK: It is, 1 believe. 1 think Mr. 

tr;tde agrecments in regard to the sale of oranges, Horowitz bas the facts* 
etc., purchase of packing material, etc. ~BA~RMAN: You have studied the Sumey, I 

l rhe third instance is joint strikes of Jewish suppose. There are certain tables giVen there. 

and d\rab cmployees where they work together ~~ you think those tables are accurate? 

and more or lcss on the same terms. There was Mr. SH~RTOK: 1 cari produce for the time being 
a strike OE Governrnent employees about a Year f Igures for Moslem mortality, and my colleague 
at~cl a Ilalf ago which embraced a large number is looking for the Jewish figures. In the Years 
uf J~WS ZUIC~ Arabs and which, from the point of 1922-23 Moslem infant mortality was 186.37+ In 
+Iv of racial relations-I was not there and I tlle years 1944-46 it was 99.9-a very consider- 
c3I111ot say IWW it ended-went off remarkably able ‘drap. 
1b-& and smoothly. Also, recently there was a 
srrike of JeTvish and Arab post office and various Mr. ENTEZAM (Iran) : 1 should like to ask Mr. 

milit~q work employees-they struck together. shertok a question in French becaus: I uuder- 

~~~~~~~~~~ Zay I ask whether these strikes stand he speaks French as well as Englisb. I 

were crf an economic character? lia@ not thought of asking him the question I 
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am going t. ask until1 heard the answer he gave 
to the member from Yugoslavia on the subJect 
of collaboration between Jews and Adx Mr* 
Shertok gave three examples of collaboration 
which Seemed very encouraging, ‘and I should 
like t. have hiS opinion as KJ whether or not 
this experience of co:operation between Jews ad 
Arabs Will not prove frnitful if, as and when 
Palestine is made an independent country. 

Mr. SHERTOK: Although 1 bave been paid such 
a high compliment, I believe 1 shall make my 
reply in English. I am afraid Mr. Enteram’s 
conclusion, although well-intentioned, iS net 
fully warranted. 1 have referred to instances of 
co-operation between Jews and Arabs who are 

* in Palestine on the plane of their day to day 
interests in walks of life where they rub shoulders 
together as common residents and citizens of the 
country, and theY are indeed encouraging be- 
cause I believe they show there is nothing which 
is inherent in the nature of either Jew or Arab 
which prevents them from rubbing shoulders 
and pulling together in matters where their 
common interest is self-evident. This does not 
mean that in the event of the establishment of 
Palestine as a united independent state, things 
Will run smoothly. I am afraid they Will not. 
Why? Because the paramount issue of the prob- 
lem of this country is Jewish immigration: 
whether the Jewish settlement in Palestine is to 
be crystallised at the level of one-third, as de- 
creed by the White Paper, or whether Jewish 
immigration is to proceed further to the full 
measure of this country’s capacity to absorb 
immigrants without displacing others and with- 
out harming others. On this issue the attitude 
of bath sides is clear and for the time being 
it is mutually antagonistic. 1 would refer 
bfr. Entezam CO the attitude of the Jewish com- 
munity and the expressed attitude of the Arab 
leadership. The Arab leadership is uncompro- 
misjngly opposed to any Jewish immigration. 
TheY have said they believe there are already 
too many Jews in Palestirie. 1 do not know what 
practial conclusion they Will draw from this 
ba& premiSe in the event of their gaining con- 
~01 by virtue of two-thirds majority, but anyhow 
they are opposed to any Jewish immigration. 
Th.&i is thtt p~aUI0I.W issue and the Jews nat- 

wdb’ fedhkt they have been left in the lurch 
@t Ehe mercy of a hostile Arab majority; hostile 
~XI 8 Point whih is the moat vital point to the 
~~ ~p~lati0.b t0 itS future, to its well-being, 
~~~~ a6 @@t‘e of its brethren outside. 

‘t& m:w m*pmation, this does not yet mean 
ht &@ R’fwIJ a& We ready to compose political 

&Fher within the structure 
t harming each others funda. 

Mr. SHERTOK: May 1 explain that the practical 
co-operation is not conditional on the satisfac- 
tory solution of the immigration problem purely. , 
There are other problems too. 

Sir ~DUR RAHMAN (India) : tiay 1 put me 
question in that connection? Would YOU like the 
1awS of immigration to disappear from a11 the 
other States in the world? 

Mr. SHERTOK: I have no opinion with regard ’ 
to immigration to other States of the world. 

Sir ABn~ RABMAN (India) : 1 am asking 
wonld, you Iike, as a point of principle, a11 the 
laws of immigration to disappear? 

Mr. SHERTOX: 1 would not go that far. 

Sir ABDUR &&MAN (India) : YOU would like 
the laws of immigration t0 IWnain in otller 

States as tlzey are now? 

Mr. SHERTOK: I have no opinion on that. 

Or. ,QLAZAR (Peru) : According to the docu- 
ments I bave read 1 am under the impressron 
that the greatest number of villages in Palestine 
are either wholly Jewish or whollY Arab. Is that 
a fact? 

Mr. SHERTOK: That is SO. With regard to vil- 
lages they are either wholly Arab or wholly Jew- 
ish. There are no mixed villages. There are 
mixed towns, but no mixed villages. 

Mr. GARCIA GRANADOS (Guatemala) : What 
part of tlle taxes collected by the Palestine Ad- 
ministration is paid by the Jewish people? Do 
pu bave the figure? In what amount are those 
taxes invested again to the benefit of tbe Jewish 
people? 

Mr. S~ERTOK: May 1 ask Mr. Horowitz to 
answer? 

’ Mr. HOROWITZ: About two-thirds of the rev- 
enue of the Palestine Government is derived 
from Jewish sources. It is more difficult to esti- 
mate the benefits because many of the services 
are for the country as a whole, and 1 would$ot 
takedit upon myself to calculate the expenditure. 
It is predominantly for the Arab population, No 
doubt the bulk of the expenditure is to the 
benefit of the Arab population, but as to the 
revenue, the nearest estimate which is agreed 
upon by the Government is that something 
about two-thirds of the revenue is derived from 
the Jewish population, which forms about one- 
third of the population. 

.GnAraMAN: Does anyone else wish to ask a 
question? I have a couple of questions which 
have occurred to me. 

Sir ABDLR RAHMAN (India) : 1 have a question 
-On fac& only. How much money does the Jew- 
ish Population outside Palestine send to Pales- 
tine every year? 

Mr. HoRowrra: I cannot tel1 you for every 
yen but 1 cari give you the global figure for 
*e whole period of time of Jewish colonization 
‘mce the f&t World War. We estimate tlle im- 
ported Jewish capital at something like 150 
million Pounds brought into the country. I 
should like to emphasize that a considerable 



proportion of this capital is percolating, natu- 
rally, into the Arab community and the adjacent 
Arab countries. 

middle of 1945. From 1925-45, 100,000 Jews- 
that is heads of families-applied for naturali- 
zation. 

Mr. SEIERTOK: 1 should like to supplement this. 
Money that is being sent by Jews abroad to 
Palestine is not being sent simply to subsidize 
living in Palestine. It is sent in order to enable 
Palestine to absorb new Jews who arrive and to 
develop the country’s potentialities. The Jewish 
community of Palestine as such is self-support- 
ing; it is not only self-supporting, but it also 
contributes fairly considerable amounts for Jew- 
ish national purposes, for help and rescue of 
Jews abroad. 

Mr. SALAZAR (Peru) : 1 should like to know 
to what authority the applications for national- 
ity must be made. 

Mr. SHERTOK: The Palestine Government- 
technically to the Immigration Department on 
behalf of the High Commissioner. The passport 
is issued under the authority of the High Com- 
missioner. 

Sir ABDUR RAHMAN (India) : How much 
money has been made by the Potash CO. ever 
since the concession was granted to it? 

Mr. SHFRTOK: 1 could try to give the figures 
in case the Potash Co. Will agree to open its 
Jedgers. It holds a concession from the Govern- 
ment and the Government no doubt are fully 
aware of its figures. 

CI-IAIRMAN: 1 have one more question and, 1 
am afraid, a major one, and 1 do not want an 
exhaustive answer. You touched, in your state- 
ment, upon the possibility of Palestine receiving 
more immigrants. That brings us to the absorb- 
tive economic capacity of Palestine. 1-10~ would 
you estimate that capacity? 

CUIRMAN: We are going to see the Potash CO. 
later and we might then bave the figures. 

One of the questions 1 want to put concerns 
the nationality question. When a Jew immi- 
grates here, is his acquisition of Palestine na- 
tionality dependent upon bis renouncing bis 
original nationality? 

Mr. SEIIERTOK: Yes. 
CHAIRMAN: He has no double nationality? 
Mr. SHERTOK: No double nationality. It is not 

a question of Palestine legislation. It depends 
on the legislation of the various States from 
which he originates. With regard to the United 
Kingdom there is a clause which states that if 
an Englishman living abroad adopts the nation- 
aIity of his country of domicile he does not 
thereby lose his British nationality. But 1 believe 
that is an exception to the general rule that by 
adopting, new nationality one has to relinquish 
his [ormer one. That applies to most Jews who 
corne here. 

Sir ABDUR RAHMAN (India) : The question re- 
mains whether the persons coming from other 
countries, other parts of Europe besides England, 
relinquish their former nationality. 
k Mr. SHERTOK: They do not enjoy double na- 
tionality. 

Mr. SHERTOK: The absorbtive economic capac- 
ity of a country cari be estimated only in relation 
to a certain given period. It cannot be estimated 
in absolute terms with regard to a11 etefnity. 
We then venture into the realm of the unfore- 
seeable. But with-regard to a definite period a 
more or less reasonable estimate cari be formed. 

In the olden ciays before the hapless year. of 
1937 the procedure was that once in six months 
the Jewish Agency presented to the Government 
an estimate of the absorbtive economic capaciiy 
for workers alone-that did not affect other cate- 
gories. Then there was an argument between us 
and the Government as to whether our figures 
were correct, and the Government usually tut 
our figures down very liberally and gave us what 
they said they thought was the absorbtive eco- 
nomic capacity of Palestine. They used to cal1 
it EACOP-Economie Absorbtive Capacity of 
Palestine-in those days. But if you ask me with 
regard to the total absorbtive economic capacity, 
we could-and 1 think we shall-present you with 
an estimate of the possibility of economic absorb- 
tive capacity during the coming years, during a 
period of twelve months. We shall say, this is 
what we think it is. 

CHAIRMAN: 1 suppose the question depends 
also on the capital you want to invest. 

Mr. SHERTOK: Naturally that has to be con- 
sidered. 

Sir ABDUR RAHMAN (India) : Those who re- 
main in Palestine are no longer subject to the 
Rationality of the comitry where they have corne 
from? 

CHAIRMAN: It is a question which will be in- 
teresting to us. 

Mr. SHERTOK: They have to apply for and re- 
ceive Palestine nationality. The one condition is 
No years’ continuous residence in Palestine 
bcfore they cari apply. Another condition is a 
knowledge of at least one of the three officia1 
languages of the country. There may be other 
conditions as to desirability. 

Sir ABINJR RAHMAN (India) : May 1 ask you 
bot, many of the persons who have corne during 
the last two decades became domiciled accordipg 
t. the la+ of Palestine? 

Mr. SHERTOK: May 1 say 1 refer only en passant 
to our hope that there Will be considerable Jew- 
ish immigration. 1 did not dei1 with the subject. 

CHAIRMAN: Just as little as my question indi- 
cat& an inclination for a certain solution. 

Mr. SHERTOK: May 1 say that to us economic 
capacity and the adoption of that principle 
means freedom to create economic capacity, It 
does not merely mean ability to estimate, but 
freedom to create it, 

Pair. SHERTOK: We have figures only up to the 

Mr. HOOD (Australia) : With a view to the 
future work of the Committee, would Mr. Shertok 
indicate broadly how his Organization would 
contemplate the presentation and development 
of thé case it wishes to put before the Committee 
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bot11 by way of written material and alS0 Oral 
statements, to the extent to which the Committee 
desire t0 hear? In particular, 1 have beEore me 
now a volume entitled The Jewish Case as pre- 
sented before the Angle-American Committee Of 
Inquiry of last year. In particular it Will be help- 
EU~, 1 think, to know whether we are to take 
this as still the substantial basis of the case which 
will be before this Committee, or whether wc 
may expect supplementary documentation t0 
bring the volume up to date. 

Mr. SHERTOK: In the covering letter to the 
volume to which ‘Mr. Hood has referred, ad- 
dressed, 1 believe, to you, Sir, it was made clear 
by our Chairman that we present this volume 
to you with a view to its being regarded by you 
as a basis for the presentation oE our case to this 
Committee. At the same time our Chairman said 
that we intended to supplement the material 
contained in this volume by a series-a short one, 
1 hope-of memoranda and notes bringing cer- 
tain information up to date and filling certain 
gaps left by our case as contained in this volume. 
We intend to do it within the coming weeks of 
your inquiry in Palestine. We hope to complete 
this before you leave the country. 

With regard to oral evidence we take it that 
we shall be given opportunity t0 make our rep- 
resentations orally before this table after-as 1 
understand from your Secretariat-you have 
completed your tour of Palestine. 1 would sug- 
gest that this question may be gone into between 
our liaison officer and the Secretary of the Com- 
mittee with regard to arrangement of details as 
to dates and who is to appear. 

CnArRMAN: I suppose at the oral hearing you 
are going also to give the outline of what is stated 
in the written statement. 

Mr. SHERTOK: It Will mean generally covering 
thc same ground. 

---- 
At this point, the CHAIRMAN thanked 

Mr. Shertok and Mr. Horowitz for their con- 
tribution and the Committee passed to the next 
item on the agenda. 

Ztinerary of Tour 
The Committee proceeded to examine the re- 

port of its sub-committee on this question. 
ZhCüiOW 

1. It was decided to adopt the recommenda- 
tion OE the sub-committee’ regarding visits to 
HaiEa (Thursday) and the Palestine Potash 
Works, the Jordan and Jericho (Friday) . 

2. A decision concerning a Saturday excursion 
wz4.s dcfmed pending Eurther consideration by 
the aub-committee. 

1, The C&r~w announced there would not 
be any txips made on Sunday (22 June) or Mon- 
dq by the Cammittee. 

4, XC wa% agreed tbat the party would travel 
thm during the trips on Thursday and 

Ytiday. 
5, Lt was agreed chat the Liaison Officers 

&C&l acc0mpany the Committee, 
The meeting adjourned at 6.50 p.m. 
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VERBATIM RECORD OF THE SIXTEENTH 
MEETING (PUBLIC) 

Held at the Y.M.C.A. Building, Jerusalem, 
Palestine, Friday, 4 July 1947, ut 9.30 a.m. 

Prisent: 
MR. SANDSTROM, Sweden, Chairman 
MR. HOOD, Australia 
MR. RAND, Canada 
SIR. LISICKY, Czechoslovakia 
MR. GARCEA GRANADOS, Guatemala 
SIR ABDUR RAHMAN, India 
MR. ENT~ZAM, Iran 
MR. BLOM, Netherlands 
MR. GARCIA SALAZAR, Peru 
MR. FA~KEGAT, Uruguay 
MR. SIMIG, Yugoslavia 
Secretariat: 
MR. Hoo, Assistant Secretary-General 
MR. GAKC~A ROBLES, Secretary 

CHAIRMAN: 1 dclare the Sixteenth Meeting 
open. 

Adoption of the Agenda 

CHAIRMAN: The only point on the agenda is 
the public hearing of representatives of the Jew- 
ish Agency. 1 think we cari adopt this agenda. 

Will you corne to the table here, Mr. Ben 
Gurion? 

Continuation of Hearing of Representatives 

of the Jewish Agency 

(Jfr. Ben Gurion, (representative Of the .Tezfi 
ish Agency), took a seat at the table.) 

1 recognize Mr. Ben Gurion. 
Mr. BEN GURION (Representative of the Jew- 

ish Agency) : Mr. Chairman, Members of the 
Committee, first of a11 1 wish to congratulate 
your Committee on the procedure you bave 
adopted in conducting your inquiry, of seeing 
things for yourselves before hearing oral eVi- 
dence. While the limited time may bave pre- 
vented you from seeing more, 1 believe that 
direct contact with realities in Palestine Will 
help you more than anything else to understand 
at least a part of the problem which you bave 
to study. On behalf of the Jewish people 1 wish” 
to express our sincerest wish that your mission 
may be successful in reaching the full truth of 
the problem you bave been set and a maximum 
0E justice in its solution. 

We have had a rather long and disappointing 
experience of numerous commissions of enquiry 
which were sent to Palestine by the Mandatory 
Government to enquire into things perfectly 
well-known to everybody and to make recom- 
mendations which remained on paper. This ex- 
Plains whY many people here are rather sceptical 
about the value of a11 these enquiries. We are 
still bafled by what happened to the Angle 
American Committee of Inquiry last year, ,which 
was Publicised beforehand as a tremendous 
achievement by the present Government in Lon- 
don, and whose unanimous recommenclations 



were later shelved contemptuciusly by the same 
Government. And if, in spite of a11 that, we 
heartily welcome this new inquiry, it is noe 
beta-use we have any reason to believe that on 
this occasion the Mandatory Government Will 
respect your views any more than those of your 
predecessors. The officia1 statements made by 
spokesmen of the Mandatory Power whether iv 
the House of Commons or in the Special As- 
sembly of ehe United Nations in May this year, 
do net encourage such a belief overmuch. 

TVe welcome this inquiry committee because 
it has been sent by the United Nations. It is 
fîtting that this highest international forum in 
the world should deal with those twin problems 
of the Jews and Palestine, as they both are in- 
ternational in their character. There is hardly 
a country in the world, perhaps with the ex- 
ception of the countries in the Far East from 
India to Japan, which has no direct concern 
with the Jewish problem and Palestine is certain- 
ly not a matter for England alone, which is here 
only as temporary trustee to carry out an inter- 
national mandate under specific conditions and 
with a specific purpose. The settlement of these 
twin problems is perhaps the supreme test of 
the United Nations, a test both of their freedom 
and ability to deal with an issue involving as 
it cioes a conflict between a small, weak people 
and a powerful world empire; to deal with it 
noe as a matter of power politics and political 
expediency, but as a question of justice atid 
cquity, as far as these are attainable in human 
affairs, and in accordance with the merits of the 
case, 

The United Nations in our view embody the 
most ardent hope and the most vital needs of 
the peoples of the world-a hope and a need 
for pcace, stable and lasting peace, which is 
possible ,only if based on ‘justice, equality and 
co-opesation between nations great and small; 
ü iiope and a need for a comprehensive inter- 
national system establishing relations between 
peoples, on the rule of right instead of might, 
on mutual help instead of competition, on free- 
dom, equality and good Will instead of oppres- 
sion, discrimination and exploitation+ The 
JeTvish people, no less than any other people 
ln the world, is deeply anxious for these ideals 
ta prevail, and that for two reasons-because of 
OLUT spiritual heritage and tradition, and because 
of our unique position in the world. 

The gospel of lasting peace, brotherhood and 
justice as between nations was proclaimed thou- 
sands of years ago by the Jewish prophets in 
this country, perhaps in this very City, the eternal 
city in which you are now holding your inquiry. 
&lore than 3,300 years ago, when our ancestors 
werc cm their way from the house of bondage 
il1 Egypt to the Promised Land they were taught 
by QUX- lawgiver and the greatest of our prophets, 
the supreme command for men on earth-“thou 
sllalt love thy fellow-men as thyself,” and that 
if ‘e, stranger sojourn with you in your land . . . 
that stranger shall bc unto you as one home-born 
nmong you, and thou shalt love him as chiself, 
T;er we were strangers in tbe land of Egypt.” 

The prophets who followed Moses-Isaiah, 
Hosea, Micah and others-proclaimed the gospel 
of social justice and international brotherhood 
and peace. They left us the vision of a future 
when the people “shall beat their swords into 
ploughshares and their spears into pruning- 
hooks, nation shall not lift sword against nation, 
neither shall they learn war any more.” 

The teachings and ideals of our prophets to- 
gether with the peculiar nature of our country, 
the uniqueness of its structure and its geographi- 
cal position, a11 shaped the character of our 
people and its civilization, and made us perhaps 
the most exclusive and the most universal of 
nations, since ancient times up to the present. 
When we were still living independently in our 
country we clashed with the civilizations of 
great and powerful neighbours, first Egypt and 
Babylon, then Greece and Rome, ‘who tried to 
crush our individuality and assimilate us among 
them.(With an indomitable obstinacy We always 
preserved our identity) Our entire history is a 
history of continuous resistance to superior 
physical forces which tried to wipe out our Jew- 
ish image and to uproot our connections with 
our country and with the teaching of our proph- 
ets. We did not surrender, we never surrender to 
shecr physical force deprived of moral validity. 
We paid a dear price for our resistance. We lost 
our independence. We were dispossed of our 
homeland. We were exiled to strange lands. The 
pressure against us in the Diaspora was even 
stronger and still we persevered. 

In almost every country of our dispersion and 
in every generation our forefathers gave their 
lives for “Kiddush Hashem,” which literally 
translated means “The Sanctification of the 
Name.” They gave their lives out of fidelity to 
their religious, national and human ideals. In 
this resistance the sou1 of our people was forged, 
and this gave us strength to survive until now. 
There were two main things which enabled us 
to survive a11 these persecutions-our fait11 in 
Zion, faith in our national revival, and our faith 
in thr; vision of our prophets for the future, and 
our faith in a new world of justice and peacellf 
That is why we are SO anxiobs for the sÛccess 
of the United Nations. But it is not only our 
spiritual heritage, but also our peculiar position 
in the world which makes us attach SO much 
value to the United Nations and its aims and 
aspirations. 

We are a small, weak, defenceless people, and 
we know that there cari be no security for us, 
either as individuals nor as a people, neither 
in the Diaspora nor in our Homeland, even after 
we become an independent nation in our own 
state, as long as the whole human family is not 
united in peace and good Will. 

The cas’e before you is rather a complicated 
one. It involves, first, relations betwe.en Jews 
and Gentiles; second, relations between the 
Jewish national home and the Mandatory Power; 
third, relations between Jews and Arabs. 

On the first point 1 shall confine myself to a 
few remarks. You are faced with a tragic prob- 
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the same right as other human beings and peo- 
ples possess,? tlze right to security, Ereedom, 
equality, statehood and membership in the 
United Nations.’ NO individual Jew cari be really 
free, secure and equal anywhere in the world 
as long as the Jewish people as a people is not 

lem, perhaps the tragic problem of our tinte 
and of many generations, of a people which was 
twice forcibly driven out of its country and 
which never acquiesced in its dispossession, and 
although it was its bitter desciny to wander in 
exile for many centuries it always remained 
attachq,d with a11 its heart and sou1 to its historic 
homeland. It is & unique fact in world history, 
but it is a real, living, incontestable fact. 

Duririg your short visit in LhiS COUUtry YOU 

bave seen, I believe, some manifestations of this 
deep attachment: You have seen Jews from aIl 
parts of the world-the cal1 of the homeland 
brought them here-who with passionate devo- 
tion to the soi1 of their ancestors are endeavoring 
to regenerate a people and a land. An un- 
broken tié between our people and our land 
has persisted through a11 these centuries in full 
force because of two fundamental historical fac&: 
first, this country has remained largely desolatc 
and waste while possessing great potentialitics 
of development, given the need, skill, means antl 
devotion for their reaiization. Second, Jewish 
homelessness and insecurity in the Diaspora, 
which is the underlying cause of a11 Jewish suf- 
fering and persecution. Jewish misery may vary 
from time to time, it may become more or less 
acute, but it never cesses. Jewish insecurity 
originstes in three fundamental disabilities ol’ 
Jews throughout the world; they are deprived 
of statehood, they are homeless and they are 
in a minority position everywhere. Unlcss ancl 
until these three disabilities are cornpletely and 
lastingly remedied, there is no hope for tbe Jew- 
ish people, nor cari there be justice in the world. 

The homelessness and minority position make 
the Jews always dependent on the mercy of 
others. The “others” may be good and may be 
bad, and the Jews may some time be treated 
more or less decently, but they are never masters 
of their own destiny, they are entirely defence- 
less when tke majority of people turn against 
them. What happened to our people in this war 
is merely a climax to uninterrupted persecution 
to which we have been subjected for centuries 
by almost a11 the Chris’tian and Moslem peoples 
in the old world. 

There were and there are many Jews who 

could not stand it, and they deserted US. They 
could . not stand the massacres and expulsions, 
the humiliation and discrimination, and they 

gave it up in despair. But the Jewish people as 
a whole did not ,give way, did not despair or 
renounce its hope and faith in a better future, 
national as well as universal. 

And here we are, not only we the Jews of 
Paléstine, but the Jews throughout the world- 
the small remnant of European Jewry and, Jews 

in other countries.jWe claim our rightful place 
undër the suri as human beings and as a people, 

. . 

again rooted in its own country as an equal and 
independent nation. 

An international undertaking WZlS @en t0 

the Jewish people some thirty years ago in the 
Balfonr Declaration and in the Mandate for 
Palestine, to reconstitute our national. home in 
OL~ ancient liomeland~ This undertaking orig- 
inated with the British people and h! British 
Government. It was supported anrl confirmed 
by 52 nations and embodied in an international 
instrument, known as the Mandate for Palestine. 
The Charter of the United Nations secks to 
maintain “justice and respect for the obligations 
arisillg from treaties and othcr sources of inter- 
national law.” 1s it too presumptuous on our 
part to expect that the Unitcd Nations will see 
that obligations to the Jcwish pcople too are 
respected and faithfully carried out in Lhe spirit 
ancl the letter? 

TI1i.s brings me to the second phase of the 
probleln, the confIict between the Rdandatory 
power and the Jewish people. It is a vCrY sad 
and very painful conflict for US, It is a CQnflkt 
of two unequal parties. 

On the one hand a great world powcr, ~OS- 
sessing tremendous military, ~COXIO~C, terri- 
torial and political resourccs, linked in a COm- 
munity of interest and alliance with a great 
number of large and small peoplcs, enjoying, 
deservedly, great moral prestige for the heroic 
part it played in the last war, wielding unIimited 
llower in this country, backcd as it is by large 
milit.ary forces on land, at sen and in tht? air. 

On the other hand, a stateless, lxxneless, de- 
fenceless, small people with nothing but the 
graves of six million dead, hundreds of thou- 
sands of homeless and displaced persans, having 
CO rely only on its own constructive Will and 
creative efEort, on the justice of its cas,e and the 
intrinsic value oE its work, on its natural and 
historic right to its ancient homeland, where 
the first foundations have alrcady bccn laid for 
a regenerated Jewish Commonwealthd What is 
the nature of the conflict? 

I 

Palestine is not a part of the Brirish Empire. 
Great Britain is here as a mandatory to give 
effect to the internationally guaranteed plcdges 
given to the Jewish people in the Balfour Dec- 
laration. 

Xt Will be ta the everlasting creclit ol rhe Brit- 
ish people that it was the first in moclcrn times 
to undertake the restoration of Palestine to the 
Jewish people. Jcws in England wcrc and are 
treated as equals. A British Jem cari bc and 
has been a member of the Cabinet, a Chief 
Justice, a Viceroy, and cari occupy any other 
place in che political and economic lifc of the 
country. Only those who in su& a way cauld 
respect the rights of Jews as individuats could 
also recognize ehe rights of Jews as a pco@, 
The Balfour Declaration was in the &-St place a 
public recognition of the Jews as a pen@, In 
the second place a recognition of the J&& 

People’s right to a national home; in the third 
place, of a national home net merely for Jews, 
but for the Jewish people in im entirety, 
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The Balfour Declaration did not corne Out of 
the blue, Britisll statesmen and thinkers had 
long taken a great interest in the national re- 
vival of the Jews in Palestine, In 1902, the Brit: 
ish Government set up a Royal Commission to 
enquire into the question of aliens in Englan$i 
&.. $@rzl, whose book on “The Jewish State as 
the only solution of the Jewish problem” was 
epoch-making in our history and who became 
the founder of modern Zionism, was invited hy 
His Majesty’s Government to give evidence be- 
fore that Commission. His statement at the hear- 
ings that “the so,lution of the Jewish dificulty 
is the recognition of the Jews as a people and 
tbe finding by them of a legally-recognized 
bonle, to which Jews in those parts of the world’ 
where they are oppressed would naturally mi- 
grate” fell on fertile soil, and met w,itb &ep 
sympathy in the British Governmentl Palestine 
was then still part of the Ottoman Empire, so 
Mr. Joseph Chamberlain, then Secretary of State 
for the Colonies, offered Uganda to the Jews. 

Wllile our people was deeply grateful for su& 
an unprecedented offer, it was rejected by us,. 
for the simple reason chat it was not our’histor% 
homehtnd, it was not the Land of Israel. It was 
Russian and East European Jews who were 
mainly responsible for the rejection, inspite of 
the fact that the plight of our people in many 
countries and especiall in Czarist Russia was 
at that time desperate. The British Government ry-- 
offered then the Zionists an alternative, a large 
area on the border of Palestine known as El 
Arish, which had been detached from Ottoman 
rule. This plan, too, came to nothing because 
of lack of water; and it was only the dissolution 
of the Ottoman Empire in the first world war 
which gave the British an opportunity to re- 
store Palestine to the Jews. 

1 must draw your attention to the first and last 
sentences, which are sometimes omitted when 
that document is quoted. The opening ii this: 
“Dear Lord Rothschild, I have much pleasure 
in ConVeying to you on behalf of His Majesty's 
~~~~rnment the following declaration of sym- 
pathy with Jewish Zionist aspirations, which 
has been submitted to and approved by the 
Cabinet.” And the last sentence reads: “I should 
be grateful if YOU would bring this declaration 
to the knowledge of the Zionist Federation,” .r 1 
The text of this declaration had been submittx 
to President Wilson and had been approved by 
him before its publication. The first people after 
Britain and America to associate itself with this 
declaration was Yugoslavia, or es it was then 
called, Serbia. Then came the confirmation of 
France, Italy, China and many others. Emir 
Feisal representing the Arabs at the Peace Con- 
fereence on behalf of his father, the Sherif of 
Mecca, gave it his blessingz.d) 

The Balfour Declaration was not the ftrst of 
its kind, just as this is not our first return. After 
the destruction of our first commonwealth by 
the Assyrians and Babylonians, the Persian King 
Cyrus the Great in the year 538 B.C. made the 
first “Bolfour Declaration,” as we are told in 
the Book of Ezra: 

‘rIn the first year of Cyrus King of Persia, that 
tlle Word of the Lord by the mouth of Jeremiah 
might be accomplished, the Lord stirred up the 
spirit of cyrus King of Persia, ‘that he made a 
proclamation to the Jews throughout a11 bis 
kingdom, and put it also in writing, Sa$ng, 
‘Thus saith Cyrus King of Persia: Al1 tbe king- 
doms of the earth hath the Lord, the God of 
heaven, given me; and He bath charged me t* 
build Him a bouse in Jerusalem, which is in 
Judah. Whosoever there is among You of a11 His 
people-bis God be with him-let him go UP to 
Jerus&.m, which is in Judah, and bulld the 
bouse of the Lord.9 The Iranian representative 
Will excuse me for using the word “Persia” but 
that was the use in the Bible. 

“The field in which the Jèwish National Home 
was to be established was understood at the time 
of tbe Balfour Declaration to be the whole of 
historic Palestine,” stated the Royal Commission 
for Palestine of 1937. That is to say it included 
Transjordan. The meaning of the national home 
was at that time made abundantly clear by ‘the 
authors of the Declaration. Mr. Lloyd George, 
who was Prime Minister at tlie time, testified: 
“The idea was, that a Jewish State was not to be 
set up immediately by the Peace Treaty . . . it 
was contemplated that . . . if the Jews had 
meanwhile responded to the opportunity and 
had become a definite majority of the inhabi- 
tants, then Palestine would thus become a Jewish 
Commonwealth.” The Royal Commission for 
Palestine, which examined the records bearing 
upon the question, stated in its report that “His 
Majesty’s Government evidently realized that a 
Jewish State might in course of time be estab- 
lished, but it was not in a position to say that 
this would happen, still less to bring it about of 
its own motion.” The Commission goes on ta 
cite the authors of the Declaration. President 
Wilson, Lord Robert Cecil, General Smuts and 
Sir Herbert Samuel and others spoke or wrote 
in terms that could only mean that they con- 
templated the eventual establishment of a Jew- 
ish State. 

There are also records pointing to the numer- 
ical sire of the National Home. George Adam 
Smith, a great scholar whose book the “Historical 
Geography of the Holy Land” is a classic on 
the subject and as far as 1 know is the hest hook 
on Palestine in any language, published in 1918, 
when the 6rst world war was ‘still in progressp a 
pamphlet pn "Syria and the Holy Land.” Dis- 
cussing (on page 46) the nature of the Jewish 
desire to return to Palestine he wrote: 

2~155 years after the @us Declaration an* 
othel- one was issued by Mr. Balfour on behalf 
of His Majesty’s Government on yovember ** 
1917, 1 cari safely assume that a11 of ‘You are 
aquainted with the text of that documents but 

“Towards the fulfilment of a national restora- 
tion Zionists reckon, not without reaso& on tl~e 
migration of millions of Jews to Palestine.,How- 
ever Jewry may be divided in opinion as to the 
shape which that restoration sllould take, there 
is little douht that, given freedom to return and 
possess land under their own la% Jews would 
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report to Palestine in sufficient number to form 
a nation. Moreover, there is room for them in 
the country; from what we have seen, its capacity 
to support them is not to be denied, nor, as 
th& colonies have shown, cari we doubt their 
ability to develop this.” 

Mr, Winston Churchill, in a statement pub- 
lished on the 8th of February, 1920, said: 

(‘If, as may well happen, there should be 
created in our own lifetime by the banks of the 
Jor&n a Jewish State under the protection of 
the British Crown which might comprise three 
or four miilions of Jews, an event Will bave oc- 
curred in the history of the world which would 
from every point of view be beneficial, and 
would be especially in harmony with the truest 
interests of the British Empire.” 

And what is perhaps especially significant in 
this respect is the agreement concluded between 
the Emir Feisal and Dr. Weizmann on January 
3, 1919. Article 4 of the agreement lays down 
that: 

“Al1 necessary measures shall be taken to en- 
courage and stimulate immigration of Jews into 
Palestine on a large scale, and as quickly as 
possible to settle Jewish immigrants upon the 
land through closer settlement and intensive 
cultivation of’ the soil.” 

In 1922, before the Mandate for Palestine had 
been approved by the League of Nations, the 
first White Paper on Palestine, the so-called 
Churchill White Paper (Command Paper No. 
700) was published. It contains correspondence 
jetween His Majesty’s Government, the Arab 
jelegation and the Zionist Organization and a 
tatement on policy in Palestine. In a letter j to 
he Arab Delegation dated March 1, 1922, it is 
tated, “The position is that His Majesty’s GOV. 
ernment are bound by a pledge (the Balfour 
Declaration) which is antecedent to the Cove- 
nant of the League of Nations, and they cannot 
allow a constitutional position to develop in a 
country for which they have accepted responsi- 
bility to thé Principal Allied Powers, which may 
make it impracticable to carry into effect a sol- 
emn undertaking given by themselves and their 
Allies.” 

The statement points out that the Jewish 
National Home in Palestine does not mean “the 
imposition of a Jewish nationality upon the in- 
habitants of Palestine as a whole, but the further 
development of the existing community with 
the assistance of Jews in other parts of the world 
. ‘, . in order that this community should have 
the best prospect of free development and pro- 
vide a full opportunity for the Jewish people to 
display its capacities, it is essential that it should 
know that it is in Palestine as of right and not 
on sufferance. That is the reason why it is nec- 

* essary chat the existence of a Jewish National 
Home in Palestine should be internationally 

guaranteed, and that it should be formdly rec- 
ognized to r-est upon ancient llistoric con- 
nexion . . .” 

The Royal Commission, in exsmining that 
statement, declared, 

The main advantages, according to the Royal 
Commission, of partition to the Arabs are: (1) 
they Will obtain their national independence; 
(2) they will finally be delivered from the fear 

of what they cal1 being “swamped” by the Jews. 
The advantages of partition for the Jews are, 
in the view of the Commission: (1) it relieves 
the National Home from the possibility of its 
being subjected in the future to Arab rule; 
(2) it enables the Jews in the fullest sense to 
cal1 their national home their own: for it con- 
verts it into a Jewish State. “Its citizens Will be 
able to aclmit as many Jews into it as they them- 
selves believe cari be absorbed. They will attairl 
the primary objective of Zionism-a Jewi& na- 
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“This definition of the National Home lias 
sometimes been taken to preclude the establish- 
ment of a Jewish State. But, though the phrase- 
ology was clearly intended to conciliate: as far 
as might be, Arab antagonism to the National 
Home, there is nothing in it to prohibit the 
ultimate establishment of a Jewish State, and 
Mr. Churchill himself has tolcl us in evidence 
that no such prohibition was intended.” 

On July the 24th, 1922, the Mandate for 
Palestine was confirmed by the Council of the 
League of Nations. The Mandate embodied the 
Balfour Declaration and it added a meaningful 
amplification. After citing in a preamble the 
text of the declaration it added, “recognition 
has thereby been given to the historical connec- 
tion of the Jewish People with Palestine and to 
the ground for reconstituting-‘net constituting’ 
-their national home in that country.” 

In commenting on the Mandate, the Royal 
Commission made the following observation: 

<< . . . Unquestionably, the primary purpose 
of the Mandate as expressed in its preamble and 
its articles, is to promote the establishment of 
the Jewish National Hon-re.” 

In 1936 large-scale Arab riots broke out which 
later received the help of the Axis partners. A 
Royal Commission was then sent out to “ascer- 
tain the underlying cause of the disturbances, to 
enquire into the manner in which the Mandate 
is being implemented, and to ascertain whether 
Arabs and Jews bave any legitimate grievances” 
against “the way the Mandate is being imple- 
mented.” 

The Commission found “that though the 
Arabs bave benefited by the dcvelopment of the 
country owing to Jewish immigration, this has 
had no conciliatory effect. On the contrary, im- 
provement in the economic situation in Palestine 
lias meant deterioration of the political situa- 
tion” (Report of Palestine Royal Commission, 
chapter 19, Paragraph 2) . The Commission 
thought that “the obligations Britain undercook 
towards the Arabs and tbe Jews some twenty 
years ago bave not .lost in moral or legal weight 
through what has happened since, but the 
trouble is that these obligations proved ta be 

I irreconcilable. The Mandate is unworkable . . .” 
They reached therefore the conclusion that the 
only solution lay in the partition of the country 
into two States, a Jewish and an Arab State. 



tion planted in Palestine, giving its nationals 
the same status in the world as other nations 
give theirs.” 

The Zionist Congress which assembled aîter 
the publication of the Royal Commission’s re- 
port considered its proposals, which had been 
approved by His Majesty’s Government. A con- 
siderable minority was for rejecting the plan in 
principle, as inconsistent with the obligations 
to the Jewish people, its historic rights, and its 
vital interests. The majority was opposed to thc 
concrete proposals of the Commission mainly for 
two reasons: that the Negeb, the unsettled and 
uncultivated part of Southern Palestine, was 
excluded, as well as Jerusalem. Everybody ad- 
mitted that the Holy Places ought to be inter- 
nationally safeguarded and that the Old City of 
Jerusalem required a special regime. But there 
were very grave objections to the exclusion of 
Jewish Jerusalem from the Jewish State. At the 
same time the majority decided to empower the 
Executive to negotiate with the Government, 
and if a satisfactory plan for a Jewish State 
emerged it would be submitted to a Congress 
to be elected for decision. 1 want to add that 
last year when the so-called Morrison Plan was 
discussed, the Jewish Agency Executive decided 
that it could not accept that plan as a basis for 
discussion but it was ready to consider an offer 
for a viable Jewish State in an adequate area of 
Palestine. The same attitude was maintained 
last winter after the last Congress in our oral 
discussion with the Government in London. 

Meanwhile Mr. Chamberlain’s Government 
changed its mind and sent out another Commis- 
sion which reported against partition. A ycar 
later, in May 1939, an entirely new policy was 
inaugurated, which actually scrapped the Bal- 
four Declaration and the Mandate. The policy 
of the White Paper of 1939 which cari be briefly 
summarized in the following three principles: 

1. Jews to remain a permanent minority not 
to exceed a third of the population. 

Aftcr the admission of another 75,000 immi- 
grants over the next 5 years, “no further Jewish 
immigration Will be permitted unless the Arabs 
of Palestine are prepared to acquiesce in it.” 

2. Jews not to be allowed to acquire land and 
to settle except in a very limited area of Pales- 
tine. 

3. Within ten years an independent Palestxne 
State to be’established in such treaty relations 
with the United Kingdom as Will provide satis- 
factorily for the commercial and strate@ re- 
quirements of both countries in the future. 

In February, 1940, in pursuance of the new 
policy a new Land Ordinance was promulgated 
which established three zones in Palestine: Zone 
A comprising 6,415 square miles, 63.1 of the 
total area of Western Palestine, where a Jew is 
prohibited from acquiring land, water, build- 
ings, trees, or any interest or right over land, 
water, buildings or trees by purchase, lease, mort- 
gage, charge or any other disposition. Zone B, 
comprising some 3,225 square miles, 31.8 per 
cent of the total, is the restricted zone: there 

special permission in writing from the Hi& 
Commissioner, which may at his unfettered dis- 
CretiOn grant or refuse, is necessary if a Jew 
wants to acquire lands, buildings, trees, etc., 
from an Arab. The third Zone, where the Jews 
are free to buy land, is only 5 per cent of the 
area of Palestine. 

When the White Paper quota of 75,000 irnroi- 
grants was exhausted at the end of the war, the 
present Government fixed a political maximum 
of 1,500 a month, in keeping with the terms of 
the White Paper of 1939, that the Jewish popu- 
lation should not exceed approximately a third 
of the total. 

In the memorandum presente,d to y-ou by the 
Government of Palestine on the “Administra- 
tion of Palestine under the Mandate” you are 
told that the two measures under the White 
Paper, the prohibition of Jewish settlement on 
land and the arbitrary liimtation of immigration, 
have been bitterIy resented by the Jews who 
have represented that they are contrary to His 
Majesty’s Government’s obligations under the 
Mandate. This is cme of the half-truths in which 
that document abounds. It is quite true that the 
Jewish people, as stated by the Jewish Agency 
on 17 May 1939, the day that the White Paper 
was issued, “regard, this breach of fait11 as a 
sur-rendes to Arab terrorism. It delivers Great 
Britain’s friends into the hands of those who 
tire ,fighting lier. It must widen the breach be- 
tween Jews and Arabs, and undermine the hope 
of peace in Palestine. It is a policy in which the 
Jewish people Will net acquiesce. The new 
regime announced in the White Paper Will be 
devoid of any moral basis and contrary to in- 
ternational law. Such a regime cari only be set 
up and maintained by force.” But it is not quite 
accurate, as the memorandum seems to indicate, 
that it is merely a Jewish assertion that the 
White Paper violates the Mandate. 

The Permanent Mandates Commission of the 
League of Nations, the only international insti- 
tution which was asked by the Mandatory to 
consider the proposals of the White Paper, de- 
clared unanimously that “the policy set out in 
the White Paper was not in accordance with the 
interpretation which in agreement with the 
Mandatory Power and the Council of the League 
of Nations Commission had always placed upon 
the Palestine Mandate.” The majority of the 
Commission, the chairman, M. Orts, from 
Belgium, the vice-chairman, Professor Rappard, 
from Switzerland, Baron van Asbeck from 
Holland and Mademoiselle Dannevig front NO~- 
way, declared that lthe very terms of the Mandate 
and the fundamental intentions of its authors 
ruled out any conclusion that the policy of the 
White Paper was in conformity with the 
Mandate. 

But it was not only the Perman&ent Mandates 
Commission which condemned the White Paper. 
In a debate in the House of Commons in May, 
1939, Mr. Herbert Morrison, now Lord Presi- 
dent of the Council in the Labour Government, 
declared bluntly on behalf of the Labour Party, 
“We regard the White Paper and the policy in 
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it ,as a cynical, breach of pledges given to the 
Tews and the world, includina America.” Mr. 
Clement Attlec, thé present -Prime Minister 
said then, “The action of the Government”--of 
Mr. Chamberlain-“in making themselves the 
judge of their own case, in taking action con- 
trary to the Permanent Mandates Commission’s 
decision and in disreganding the Council of the 
League oE Nations, will cause very wide feeling 
that instead of acting on their obligations, under 
the Mandate they are flouting the policy of the 
League and international law.” 

The Labour Party at its annual ~conference 
in Southport in 1939 accepted a resolution to 
the sa& effect. Mr. Winston Churchill was not 
less outspoken in his criticism of the White. 
Paper. He said: “1 regret very much that the 
pledge of the Balfour Declaration, supported as 
it has been by successive Governments, and the 
condition under which we obtained the Mandate 
have been violated by the, Government’s pro- 
posals.” TO whom was the pledge of the Balfour 
Declartion made? It was not made to the Jews 
of Palestine; it was not made to those who were 
actually living in Palestine. It was made to world 
Jewry and in particular to the Zionist associa- 
tions. 

Thse Archbishop of Canterbury in the House 
of Lords pointed out that the White Paper im- 
posed a minority status on ,the Jews in Palestine. 
“They”-the Jews-he said, “shall return in 
their National Home to that minority status 
which has beeg their lot through, long centuries 
in every part of the world . . . Whatever a, 
National Home may have meant . . . it surely 
cannot have meant that.” 

When the Land Regulation of 1940 was dis- 
cussed in the House of Commons, Mr. Philip 
Noel-Baker, the present Secretary of State for 
Air in the Labour Government, introduced on 
behalf of the Labour Party a motion which 
reads as follow8: 

“That this House regrets that, disregarding 
the express opinion of.the Permanent Mandates 
Commission chat the Policy contained in the 
White Paper on Palestine was inconsistent with 
the terrns of the Mandate, and without the 
authority of the Council of the League of 
Nations, His Majesty’s Government bave au- 
thorized the issue of regulations controlling the 
transfer of land which discriminates uniustlv 
against one section of the inhabita& ,oi 
Palestine.” 

In his speech, Mr. No&Baker stated “A year 
ago, the Arab delegation told the London Con- 
ference that there were 19 million dunums of 
land in Palestine which they could not cultivate. 
The Jews have already begun to show that they 
cari cultivate it. This Will have to stop because it 
is the prohibited zone.” And he gave economic 
political and moral reasons against the &ciai 
discriminations, 

The racial law is not merely a flagrant breach 
of international obligations under the Mandate. 
It gravely endangers the status of Jews through- 
out the world. If’ the Mandatory Government 
cari enact racia.1 discrimination against Jews 
in their own homeland, why should not other 
Governments, who are not bound by suc11 

international obligations, be allowed to enact 
similar racial laws against Jews everywhere? 
The racial boycott which the Arab League has 
proclaimed against Jewish goods is not entirely 
unconnected’ with the racial land law enacted. 
by the Mandatory Power. And even before an 
Arab State has been established in Palestine, 
the Arab Higher Committee and the Arab 
League have requested that not only should the 
existing racial land ,restrictions remain in the 
new Palestine State, but’ that the constitution 
should provide that this discrimintition cannot 
be removed even by a majority in Parliament, 
but only by a majority of Arab members of the 
Legislative Assembly. This is the civic educa- 
tien given to the non- Jewish inhabitants in 
Palestine and to the Arab people in the neigh- 
bouring countries by the Mandatory Power. 

Seven years have passed since then; Hitler has 
been destroyed and the Nuremberg Laws are 
abolished in the whole of Europe. Palestine is 
now the ,only place in the civilized world where 
racial discrimination still exists in law. Even if 

1 ahall now turn to the second restriction, 
that on immigration. When the White Paper 
was introduced in 1939, Mr. Churchill said that 
this was a mortal blow to the Jewish people. 1 
am sorry to say, he did not exaggerate. The 
White Paper, in closing the gates of Palestine 
to Jews in the hour of the greatest peril, is re- 
sponsible for the death 8f tens of thousands, 
perhaps bof hundreds of thousan’ds of Jews who 
codd bave been saved from the gas-chambers 
had Palestine been open to them. Just before 
the war we applied to the Colonial Secretary for 
permission to bring over 20,000 Jewish children 
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there were no National Home we should not 
acquiesce in such discrimination. We should 
not acquiesce in being deprived of the ele- 
mentary right of citizens, the right of free move- 
ment and sektlement in the country in which 
we live, of being deprived of equality before the 
law. But this is our National Home. Eighty gen- 
erations lived and died with the hope of Zion. 
A great people and the entire civilized world . 
recognized our right to reconstitute our National 
Home here. And now the same Government 
that was chargecl with that sacred trust of pro- 
moting the Jewish National Home has put us 
into a territorial ghetto, condemned us to live 
as in Czarist Russia in a pale of settlement. In 
our long history’ we bave suffered many cruel 
persecutions, but to be locked up in a ghetto in 
our own county, to be debarred from our own 
ancestral soil, lying derelict and waste, su& 
cruel torment even we have not hitherto experi- 
enced. 1s it conceivable that the United Nations 
should allow those racial laws to exist in the 
Holy Land for a single day after the matter was 
referred to them? The Angle-American Com- 
mittee headed by two judges, one English and 
one American, unanimously requested “thiat 
the Land Transfers Regulations of 1940 be 
rescinded.” That Idecision was published on 20 
April 1946. The racial land law still exists. 



from Poland and 10,000 youth from the Balkan 
COUlltI’kS. Permission W& refused and those 
20,000 Jewish c.h&lren and tl~e Io,OoO youtll 
were put to death. There were times when Jews 
could still escape from Nazi-occupied territories, 
but the gates of their National Home were 
closed bY the Mandatory Power and they were 
sent to their death in Dachau and Treblinka. 1 
do net know whether ycru remember the case 
of the “Struma.” It was a small ship which left 
humania at the end of December 1941, with 
‘769 refugees. Roumania was then under Nazi 
occupation. The position of Jem there, as in 

o ther Nazi-occupied countries, was desperate. 
Jews, old and Young, women and children, were 
hercled into goods-trains and dispatched to un- 
known destinations, which meant death in gas- 
chambers somewhere in Poland. On many oc- 
casions, they were collected in the streets and 
machine-gunned on the spot. In the City of 
Jassy alone 8,000 Jews were assembled in the 
market-place and machine-gunned in cold blood. 
Whoever could do SO tricd to escape to the sey 
The “Struma” was a cattl,eLboat which had orig- 
inally been built for navigation on the D,anube. 
The 769 <refugees who managed to reach it did 
net tare very much about the amenities of sea- 
travel; to get to Palestine or not meant 1:ife or 
death.phe trip from the port of embarkation 
in Roumania to Istanbul took four ]days. The 
passengers were not a,lIowed to laud in Turkey, 
as they had no visas either for Turkey or for 
their final destination. Al1 the efforts of the Jew- 
ish Agency to get permission from the Govern- 
ment for them to enter Palestine were of no 
avail. The Agency was not even al1owe.d ,to allst 
certificates in their possession to these unfortu- 
nate people, the reason given being that they 
were enemy subjects. The agony dragged on for 
more than two montlis. On 18 Februqy, the 
Government agreed to allow children below the 
age of 1 to land, but it was already too late. The 
boat had to leave Istanbul. On 24 February, 
the “Struma” went down with 764 passengers. 
The refugees of the “Struma” were not the only 
direct victims of the White Paper, nor did a11 
the refugee victims who came in chips die by 
drowning. 

borne up by hope, but that hope is doomed to 
end in the most terrible disillusionment.” He 
calls this unauthorized escape to Palestine an 
“inhuman process, disgusting and disgraceful.” 

’ happened to be in London in the darkest 
heurs Of the war for England, when France had 
collapsed and Belgium surrendered, when 
Eng1and StPod alone and the smalI remnant of 
the British Army on the Continent was &sper- 
atelY trYing to get back through Dunkirk. They 
did not wait for the luxury of ,the “Queen ~~~~~ 
and the “Queen Elizabeth,” nor did they tare 
aab?ut the seaworthiness of the ramshackle, filthy, 
llttle boats which assembled from a11 parts of 
England to save that valiant Eemnant. Al1 the 
British people were proud of Dunkirk, and 
rightly so. It was a great military disaster kurned 
into a greater moral triumph. We sufferd a 
greater disaster in Europe than the British 
Army. Not a few thousands, not tens of thou- 
sands, but millions, six millions were put t. 
death. Cari anybody realise what that means? 
What that means to us? Cari one realise-a mil- 
lion Jewish babies burned in gas.chambers? A 
third of our people, almost as many as the whole 
ppulation of Sweden, murdered. 

Some of them weree killed by His Majesty’s 
Forces, A few were killed on the eve of thè 
war, on September 1, 1999, when the boat “T&er 
Hill” reached the shores of Tel-Aviv and was 
fired on. More recently, in May 194’7, three 

’ refups were killed on the ship the “Theodore 
Herzl” which was intercepted by His Majesty’s 
Navy. 

1n a &bate in the Wouse of Lords on April 
23 last, a noble Lord, Lord Altrincham (for- 
merly Sir E.dwa& Grigg) , who had been British 
representative in the Middle East during the 
wa-r, expressecI h+, horror and disest at illegal 
immigration into Palestine. His Lordship called 
the &sperate attempts of refuge@ in the camps 
of Europe ,to rea& their homeland “a .trafic 
camied on under conditions which reallY .re- 
s-ble the old slavetrade across the Atlantlc.” 
~~ knew that “the human cargoes do start out 

Not a11 Jews in Europe were exterminated: 
out of 9,270,OOO Jews who lived in continental 
Europe in 1939-some 3,000,OOO have remained 
alive (including Jews in U.S.S.R.). Out of 
3,250,OOO Jews in Poland-150,000, out of 850,000 
in Roumania-300,000, out of 360,000 in Czecho- 
slovakia-33,000, and SO on. Hundreds of thou- 
sands of these survivors are still in camps, in 
that same Germany, surrounded by sthe mur- 
derers of their people, surrounded by the same 
-hatred as under Hitler, In a Gallup Pol1 re- 
cently taken by the Ameri,can Military authori- 
ties in the American Zone of Germany, 60% of 
the Germans approached approved of the mas- 
sacre of the Jews by Hitler, 14% condemned 
the murders, 26!$ were “neutral.” T-e Jews 
do not want to stay where they are. They want 
co regain’ their human dignity, their homeland, 
they want a reunion with their kin in Palestine 
after having lost their dearest relatives. TO 
them, the countries of their birth are a grave- 
yard of their people. They do not wish to re-. 
turn there and they cannot. They want to go 
back to their national home, and tliey use 
Dunkirk boats. And here, as the noble Lord 
said in the House of Lords, “their hope is 
doomed to end in the most terrible disillusion- 
ment,?’ as on tlle seas leading to their land they 
are hunted by the powerful navy of the: Manda- 
tory, and forcibly sent back to live in Concen- 
tration camps again, this time in Cyprus. And 
we were told by the Under-Secretary of State 
for Foreign Affairs, Mr. MacNeil, in the House 
of Gommons on May 5, that “vigorous, extensive 
and. vaied measures are being taken” aga?st 
immigration of Jews into Pal’estine unauthorlsed 
by the ‘white Paper authority, m.eaning .that 
pressure, econokic, miIitary and dlplomatlc, 1s 
being exerted by the British Government on 
the goveruments of other countries in Europe 
and America, to blockade the Jewish victims Of 
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pose. 
Viscount Samuel spoke the mind of the entire 

Jewish people when, referring to so-called illegal 
immigration in answer to Lord Altrincham in 
the House of Lords, he said, “When the noble 
Lord denounces with SO much vehemance the 
horrible conditions in which these immigrants 
are coming in and says that we must upllold the 
law, the governments of the United States and 
other governments are inclined to ask, ‘How 
dare you shut out these Jews and stop this im- 
migration in defiance of the very @rit of the 
Mandate which you purport to administer?‘.” 
He continu& “The Government says, ‘We bave 
passed an ordiance that is the law.’ The Zionist 
Organisation says, ‘The law you have passed is 
i tself an infringement of the Iaw, an interna- 
tional law approved by the League of Nations.’ ” 

When the war was over, the war in which a 
million Jewish soldiers took part in the Allied 
Armies, incl&ing 30,000 volunteers ‘in Jewish 
uiits from our country, when the appalling 
extent of our disaster became known, we made 
an application for the first 100,000 refugces to be 
brought to Palestine. There was an acute short- 
age of labour here. But it soon bccame clcar that 
peace came not for Jews, and that Hitler had 
not been defeated-as far as Jews are concernd. 
He may have perished at the hand of the allied 
armies,, but his venomous doctrines against the 
Jews still stand. The people of Europe were 
liberated-but not European Jews. Displaced 
persans of every nation could go back to their 
countries, where they found a government of 
their own people to tare for them. But the home 
of the Jewish displaced person was closed, and 
sitrong forces of air, sea and land were mobilised 
to guard the gales. Then, even the might of the 
British Navy did not suffice, SO the whole pres- 
sure of Great Britain-economic, political and 
diplomatie-was brought to bear ?igorously, 
extensively and varledly” in Europe and the 
Americas, to keep the Jews where they were. 

Even the unanimous recommendation of the 
Angle-American Committee of Enquiry to admit 
at once 100,000 refugees was turned down. Sim- 
ilarly, the finding of the Angle-American ex- 
perts chat the country could absorb 100,000 
refugees within a year had no efiect. 

The White Paper policy proved to be superior 
to a11 humanitarian considerations, to a11 the 
economic needs of the country, to a11 obligations 
and requirements of ‘the Mandate, Such a policy 
could only be carried out by force and the 
Government embarked on a system of oppres. 

r 

.ion which turned Palestine into a police state. 
A.11 civil liberties known to English law were 
not merely limited but for a11 practical pur- 
poses abolished. Orders cari be made for the de- 
tention Of any person for any period or “during 
the High Commissioner’s pleasu?e” without any 
process of trial. Thousanids were in fact so de- 

tained and many have been kept in dctcntion 
for years. Even persons convicted by the Courts 
were detained aft,er having served their sentences. 

Unrestricted rights of arrest, search, confisca- 
tion of movable and immovable property, de- 
tention and deportation bave been reinforced 
by the wide powers givm to Military Courts to 
impose the $death sentence for the use and the 
mere carrying of firearms, explosives, etc. Lia- 
bility to the same punishment is incurred by 
every member of a group if SUCh an OffeIW? is 

committed by any othcr member. Searches of 
agricultural settlements, whether allegedly for 
arms or for persons engaged in defence training, 
or for “illegal” immigrants, have been increas- 
ingly numerous from 1943 onwards; settlers at- 
temtping passive resistance 1Ost their lives On 
more than one occasion On the 29 June 1946, 
large army forces occupled 25 settlements ancl 
the premises of Jewish national institutions in 
the towns. Jewish elected leaders were arrested 
and detained for four and a half months without 
trial. An unprecedented house-to-house search of 
Tel-Aviv from 29 July to 2 August 1946, involved 
over twenty thousand troops. The imposition of 
“statutory martial law” in March 1947 deprived 
240,000 Jewish inhabitants of a11 the ordinary 
mechanisms of social existence for over two * 
weeks. 

Apart from these peak phases of military ac- 
tivity, the month in month out regime in 
Palestine for years now has been one of press 
censorship, house curfews, road curfews, police 
and military searches, patrols and identity checks, 
accompanied by the shooting of curfew-breakers 
and of persons who failed to answer challenges. 
Whether SO intendde or not, this regime fias 
been in fact one of rcpeated collective punish- 
ment of the entire community. 

Parallel to the officia1 measures, there have 
been over the years recurrent unofficial assaults 
by police and military on the civil population- 
in the prisons, in detention camps, in the streets. 

1 should be the last person to make wholesale 
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accusations; on the contrary, 1 must record 
numerous occasions when British soldiers and 
sailors carried out the painful duties of searches, 
arrests and expulsion of refugees with disgust 
and tears in théir eyes, and tried as far as lvas 
consistent with their position to help the Vic- 
tims of the oppressive regime. There were cases 
of soldiers and sailors risking their lives to 
save refugees from drowning, and considering 
the spirit of the regime and the virtual law- 
lessless which it has established in this counwy, 
it is a matter of surprise that the unoficial as- 
saults were SO few. it is not the soldier or the 
policeman W~O is to blame-it is the regime, the 
White Paper policy, the breaching of pledges, 
the violation of the Mandate, in short, what 
Mr. Churchill called the “squalid war against 
the Jews.” 
(At this point, at the reqhest of Mr. Ben Gurion, 

a brief recess was declared by the Chairman. 
The meeting resumed at 11.15.) 

At the special assembly of the United Nations 

the Nazis in Europe, to close a11 frontiers against 
them for transit &d exit, to keep them forcibly 
where they are in order to preserve the sanctity 
of the White Paper. Even the machinery of the 
United Nations is used for that inhuman pur- 



Iast May ,the Brïtlsh representative, Sir Alexander 
Cadogan, candidly admitted the ‘failure of the 
Mandatory in Palestine. The Palestine Govern- 
ment bas recently published a memorandum on 
the Administration of Palestine under tlle 
Mandate to sexplain the reasons for that failure. 
It tries to achieve the impossible-to justify the 
Wllite Paper of 1939, to show that that policy 
Was inherent in the Balfour Declartion and the 
Mandate from the beginning. There is no need 
for me to refute su& a contention. Again, in- 
stead of telling US what the Administration di,d 
t0 impIement the Mandate, the memorandum 
telIs us why the Administration disliked it. In 
this sense it is a revealing document. For the 
first tir-ne tlze Administration has openly con- 
fessed its hostility to the Mandate in an officia1 
document. For the sake of truth 1 must say that 
this self-indictment is rather excessive. The 
mz-norandum is supposed to caver not only the 
period of the White Paper of 1939, but the 
whole period of the Mandate since 1922. Ft is 
net correct to say that the whole Administration 
was hostile to the Mandate a11 the time, as the 
authors of the memorandum seem to imply. 
There were people in the Administration who 
tried to carry out their duties faithfully without 
any persona1 bias. 1 could mention several names, 
but shall mention only Field-Marshall Lord 
Plumer, High Commissioner in 1926 and 1927, 
who as far as 1 know was neither pro-Jewish 
nor pro-Arab but only pro-duty, and he carried 
out bis job honestly and simply as a straight- 
forward soldier without fear or favour. When 
there was Arab unemployment he tried to find 
work for Arabs; when there was Jewish unem 
ployment he tried the same for Jews. There 
were people like him before and after. 1 could 
even name sorue among those who are serving 
in the Administration today, but 1 am afraid 
they Will be embarassed if 1 do SO. 

But it is true that, on the whole, this memo- 
randum reflects tbe general attitude of the Ad- 
ministration in Palestine, as well as in some other 
places in the Middle East and in London, which 
were biased against the Mandat,e and the Na- 
tional Home from the beginning, and did every 
thing they could to. obstruct the Mandate until 
tbey suceeded in superseding it by the White 
Paper of 1939. 

A fuI1 and detailed analysis of this memoran- 1 
dum Will be published in time and presented to 
tbe United Nations. H’ere 1 shall rnake OnlY a 
few observations. 

First of aI1, on the so-called dual obligation. 
While we stil,l maintain that the primary Pur- 
pose of tlle Mandate was the establishment of 
tlle Jewish National Home, we readily admit 
tllat tllis was net the only obligation whlch was 
incurnbent on the Mandatory. EVen if there were 

net a single Word in the Mandate about the 
non-Jewisl1 population in Palestine it would be 
tlle duty of the Govenrnment as a Government 
t. promote the wellbeing and advancement Of 
aIl the inhabitants without distinction, Mandate 
or no Mandate. 

If tbere are any complaints against the Gov- 

ernment it is not that they have done toO muclr 
for the population, but thac they have done al. 
most nothing for the National Home and very 

little for the inhabitants of the country. In our 
view, it is a fallacy to regard the duty of the 
Government to the population as a whole as in 
anY Way confiicting with its other duty, whether 
PrimarY or net, to promote the estahlishment 
of the National Home. Even this memorandum 
does not deny that the Jewish effort “benehted 
the Arab as well as the Jewish section of the 
population,” that the progress of the country 
as a whole was materially assisted by Jewish 

development and that the increase in tl~e 
country’s prosperity which resulted from Jewish 
enterprise facilitates the financing of measures 
of general development. 

But the memorandum makes a great point 
of the disparity between Jews and Arahs in 
Palestine; a disparity there is, in mentality and 
social outlook, in public spirit, in dynamic 
power, and in many other things. There is also 
a disparity between people living in the twen- 
tieth Century and those living in the fifteenth 
or some even in the seventh Century. But in 
stressing the point of disparity the memoran- 
dum is rather one-sided; it brings it up as an 
accusation against Jews and gives it as a reason 
for ourbing their progress. Now, if a disparity 
between Jews and Arabs is a defect which ought 
to be remedied by the Administration, then the 

’ Government should mention a11 the disparities 
between Jews and Arabs and try to remedy 
them all. 

1 shall mention on1 a few. There is the 
disparity in numbers sy There are some 600,000 
Jews in Palestine and somè 1,100,OOO Arabs. 
There are no..~_r.eliahlo~. figures. in this re?.pect. 
Tl&~~~s”~&i even -.-__.- _.._.,,-- _ .- greater disparity.. than that. 
TX;‘-Arabs own 94% of the land, the Jews only 
6%. The Arabs have seven States, the Jews none. 
The Arabs liave vast under-developed territo- 
ries-Iraq alone is three times as large as England 
with less than four million people-the Jews 
bave only a tiny beginning of a national home 
and even that is begrudged them by the Pales- 
tine Administration. The most glaring disparity 
perhaps is that the Arabs have no problem of 
homelessness and immigration, while for the 
Jews homelessness is the root cause of a11 their 
suBerings for centuries pas . dSome of these dis- 
parities were summed up by the Permanent 
Mandates Commission of the League of Nations 
in 1939 when they said: “It should be re- 
membered that the collective sufferings of Arahs 
and J~WS are not eomparabIe, since VaSt spaces 
in the Near East, formerly ,the abode of nu- 
merous populations and the home of a brilliant 
civilization, are open to the former, whereas 
the world is increasingly being closed to set- 
tlement by the latter.” 

Perllaps tlle most amazing statement made in 
. tlrat memorandum is the representation of the 

Jews as a “privileged group” as against the Arabs, 
who are shown as hewers of wood and drawers 
0f water. 1t would be interesting to know what 
are fie special privileges accorded to Jews il1 
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Palestine. 1s it that, as His Excellency the High 
Conkissioner bas mentioned the other week, 
chat the Jews pay 70% of the taxes while the 
Arabs get approximately 70% of the services? 
But the real mischief of that statement lies 
rather in the second part of the sentence, deny 
ing us the privilege of $eing “hewers of wood 
and drawers of water”; we consider this as a 
great, true privilege. It was denied to us in 
many countries and many generations, when 
we were forced to live only in the cities, and in 
the cities we were confined to a limited number 
oE occupations. We were forcibly ,divorced from 
work on the soil, and if there was an ideal,‘ in 
addition to the love for our country, which ani- 
mated the tens of thousands of Jewish youth 
who came to Palestine, it was the ideal of be- 
coming hewers of wood atid drawers of watei, 
to do a11 kinds of hard physical work with their 
own hands, to live by the sweat of their brow. 
What distingaished the Jewish community in 
Palestine from Jewish communities in the 
Diaspora, is precisely that fundamental change 
in our economic structure, that the great ma- 
jority of our people here are people who are 
doing hard manual work in the fields, in the 
factories, at sea and on the roads. In a Jewish 
community of some 600,000 there are more than 
170,000 organised workers, men and women: 
that means more than one, roganized worker 
for every four persons, including the aged and 
babies. It is the pride of the Jewish Labour 
Movement in Palestine,.that it raised the dig- 
nity of labour in a country where work is de- 
spised. 

1 had my first conflict with a High Commis- 
sioner in this country on that very question. 
Then 1 was not rperesenting the Jewish Agency 
but the Jewish Labour Fedpration, and 1 came 
to see Sir John Chancellor, who was High Com- 
missioner from 1928 to 1931, to ask that Jewish 
workers be given a share in Government road 
works. Sir John, who hsd corne from Rhodesia, 
tried to convince me that the most suitable 
system for this country would be the one exist- 
ing in South Africa, that the primitiye, hard, 
unskilled work should be left to the “native,” 
while the Jews should concentrate on skilled, 
better paid jobs. He was very much surprised 
when 1 told him that this was precisely the 
status which we would in no .circumstances ac- 
cept in our country. We were not here to .form 
a superior class leaving the rough and hard 
work to others. While we are willing to use our 
brains, we must and want to use our hands and 
do .every kind of work which is necessary for 
the maintenance of society. 

We had the same discussions with some Jew- 
ish employers among thém the great bene’factor 
of Jewish colonisation in Palestine, the Baron 
Edmond de Rothschild, who set out to drain 
swamps and who for that job brought over 
workers from Egypt. We offered to do the work 
ourselves, and when he objected on the ground 
that that kind of work was unhealthy, we said 
that that was an additional reason why we 
should do it ourseIves, 

I could not understand this contempt implied 
in the memorandum for hewers of wood and 
drawers of water. We believe that there is no 
more valuable an’d important work in this 
country, or in others like it, tban drawing water, 
You bave perhaps seen something of this work 
in the Negev. It is unfortunate that we could 
net do very much as hewers of wood, because 
many invaders and .conquerors for the last 
eighteen centuries have ruined the forests of 
this country. But we delight in being hewers of 
rocks and stones, which still abound here. Noth- 
ing would antagonise us more tban an attempt 
to deprive us of the privilege of being hewers 
of rocks and drawers of water, as the Govern- 
ment is trying to do. We believe that the home- 
land cannot be bought nor conquered. It must 
be created, and createcl by hard work. 

Another complaint made in the memorandum 
is chat the very purpose of the National Home 
has prevented it “from having a character other 
than Jewish and . . . prevented the assimilation 
of the culture of the Jewish community with 
that of the Arab population.” We plead guilty. 
We are Jewish and we are determined to re- 
main SO. We refused ton assimilate even with 
highly civilized European peoples. Jews in 
Germany, speaking better German than Hitler, 
were not saved by their assimilation. We shall 
be as Jewish as an Englishman is English. We 
do not need any justification, We are develop- 
ing our own civilizati&, our Hebrew language. 
We sball arrange our life and organize our 
notions and needs, beliefs and ideas. But this 
Will not hinder-on the contrary, it Will stimulate 
-our seeing in the Arab a Eellow-man; a neigh- 
bour whose fate is bound up with ours and 
whose advancement is as vital Eor us as it is 
for him. Perhaps it may take him a little longer 
because of the age-old dispacity of standards 
and other differences, but we shall do every- 
thing we cari to help him reach the same eco- 
nomic, social and cultural level as ours. 

We are not the Government of the country, 
unfortunately, and while we are made respon- 
sible we have no power. We cari only assist 
Arab advancement by our example and by our 
conscious private efforts, and this we are do- 
ing. But nothing cari be farther from us than 
any idea of assimilation. We reject the implica- 
tion that a conscious Jew who cherishes his be- 
liefs and language cannot co-operate with a 
conscious Arab who cherishes his beliefs and his 
language. Even when we differ on political is- 
sues, we do not see why we cannot co-operate 
in daily life. There is co-operation between Jew- 
ish and Arab workers, Jewish and Arab peas- 
ants, where an opportunity presents itself. 

In paragraph 8 of the memorandum we are 
told of the “anti-racial feeling which was shown 
in the riots oE 1920, 1921 and 1929, and Jews 
were murdered for being Jews during the 
1936-1939 rebellion. In the countries frequently 
held out by the Arabs as exemplary in the 
matter of Arab-Jewish relations outrages 
against the Jews as such occurred: in Iraq in 
1941; in Egypt and Tripoli in 1945.” 1 hold 
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no brief for the Arabs and 1 shah certainly not 
condone Arab riots against Jews, but there are‘ 
two instructive omissions in that statement. One 
is the failure of the Administration-here is the 
finding of the Royal Commission of 1937: 

“ ‘The first of a11 conditions necessary for 
the welfare of’any country is public security’ . . . 
Today it is evident that the elementary duty of 
provicling public security has not been dis- 
charged. If there is one grievance which the 
Jews have undoubted right to prefer it is the 
absence of security. Their complaints on this 
head were dignified and restrained.” 

The second point is thàt it is not fair CO make 
the whole Arab population of Palestine re- 
sponsible for these riots. Not a11 the Arabs took 
part in them; on the contrary, very large num- 
bers of villagers, especially those near Jewish 
settlements, rendered valuable assistance to their 
Jewish neighbours, by giving them information 
about the Arab terrorist gangs. In these riots, 
especially in those of 1936 to 1939, more Arabs 
than Jews were murdered by Arab terrorists. 
Al1 the Arab victims of Arab terrorism were from 
the political opponents of the Ex-Mufti. 

In paragraph 11 of the memorandum there 
is a curious explanation of why the land policy 
required by the Mandate was not carried out 
by the Government. Two articles in the Man- 
date are concerned with land-one is Article 6, 
which requires the G,overnment to encourage, 
in co-operation with the Jewish Agency, close 
settlement by Jews on the land, incmding State 
lands and waste lands not required for public 
purposes. The other is Articlé 11, which charges 
the Government with the introduction of a 

. land system appropriate to the needs of the 
coun;ry, having regard among other things to 
the desirability of promoting the close settle- 
ment and intensive cultivation of the land. 

For the 25 years of the Mandate bath articles 
have been entirely neglected. New; for the first 
time, the memorandum reveals the hidden rea- 
son why the land policy of the Government was 
“retarded.” It is due according to the memoran- 
clum to the specific mention of the Jewish 
Agency in relation to setlcment on the land, 
because such mention makes the Arabs sus- 
picious of Jewish agricultural development and 
this suspicion causes the land policy of the 
Government to be retarded. But is this the true 
position? The Mandate, as you know, applied 
until recently to both Eastern and Western 
Palestine, Article 25 authorized “the Mandatory 
to postpone or withhold application of such 
provisions of this Mandate as he may consider 
inapplicable to the existing local conditions.” 
In accordance with this Article a11 the provisions 
referring to the National Home.and the Jewish 
Agency were made inapplicable to Transjordan 
in 1922. Moreover, Jewish immigration and 
settlement were entirely excluded’ from that 
part of Palestine. But Article 11 remained in 
force in Transjordan: and one may ask what 
was done by the Government to advance its 
land policy in that part of the mandated terri- 
tory in which that curious excuse of the, Jewish 

Agency did not exist. Why is it that Transjordan 
w& even less, very mue-h less developed than 
Western Palestine? Why is it that Transjordan 
is incomparably poorer and completely unde- 
veloped? Why is it that in Transjordan the 
population has remained stationary for the past 
25 years, and even now when it is made an 
independent kingdom it cari hardly support 
itself. Again, we have another neighbour, Iraq, 
where that convenient scapegoat called the Jew- 
ish National Home and the Jewish Agency 
cannot be produced. For more than 20 years 
there has been a national Arab Government 
there and still the country is less developed than 
Western Palestine-95 per cent of the popula- 
tion is illiterate, the mortality of children is 
over 50 per cent, the sanitary conditions aré at 
an appallingly low level and the Iraq worker 
lives on a far lower standard than that of the 
Arab worker in Palestine. The memorandum ’ 
does not conceal the faa that Arab progress in 
Palestine has been much assisted by Jewish 
settlement here. But it is careful to explain that , 
both Arab and Jewish progress is due to the 
Administration. Again one must ask, why are 
these beneficial results of the Administration 
not evi’dent in the other part of the mandated 
territory, in Transjordan? The eastern part has 
remained almost as it was before the British 
Mandate, the western part has been entirely 
revolutionized both in the size of its population 
and in the state of its development, the only 
difference being that on one side of the Jordan 
you have the National Home and the Jews,’ and 
on the other side they are absent. 1 do not want 
you to feel that it is our view that the country 
has not benefited at a11 from the Mandatory 
Administration. They have carried out works 
of which no administration need be ashamed, 
for example Haifa Port and many excellent 
roads. 1 would especially point out the relief 
from the heavy agricultural taxes which op- 
pressed the rural population in Turkish cimes, 
1 would mention the Government health and 
educational services, although they serve only 
the Arabs. But a11 this does not change the 
fundamental fact that the Mandate for Palestine 
has not been implemented, its primary purpose 
has not been carried out and was very of& 
obstructed even before the White Paper. The 
Mandatory in Palestine failed not because Jews 
and Arabs did not co-operate, but because the 
Mandatory refused to co-operate with the 
Mandate. 

The White Paper in destroying the Mandate 
bas removed the moral and legal basis of the 
present régime in Palestine. _It is an arbitrary 
rule based on force alone. It is contrary to the 
wishes of the entire population of the country, 
it causes untold sufferings to our people, it 
threatens our national existence. It is incom- 
patible with international obligations and good 
faith. 

Now the question, the main and fundamental 
question arises: What should be the future 
regime of this counrty? Jt does not matter SO 
much what name is given to the regime, whethq 
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YOU cdl it Mandate, International Trusteeship, 
Palestine State, National State, Arab State Or 
Jewish State. Neither does it matter very much 
what the formal constitution would be. You 
bave countries with good constitutions on PaPer 
sud with bad governments in practice, ad YOU 
bave the reverse. Life does net follow paper 
constitutions. 

I Will give you an example of a name which 
cari caver different purposes: the term or name 
“bi-national state.” 1 know at least two proj- 
ccts for a bi-national state in Palestine which 
are diametrically opposed to each other. One 
is based on the very denial of Zionism and the 
Mational Home whereas * the other is a full 
blooded Zionist scheme. 

The anti”Zionist bi-national state is the White 
Paper of Mr. Malcolm Macdonald, who claims 
that bis policy envisages neither a Jewish nor 
an Arab State, but a bi-national one. Although 
the JewS will form one-third of the population, 
the state Will not be Arab, but Will be shared 
by both peoples, and shared in such a way that 
the essential interests of each community are 
safeguarded. It even romises ta protect the spe- 
cial position of the Jewish National Home in 
Palestine, This is a bi-national state which 
prohibits Jewish immigration, condemns Jews 
to remain a permanent minority and perpetuates 
the homelessness of the Jewish people. 

And there is another proposa1 for a bi-national 
state advanced by an important labour left- 
wing group in Zionism, the Labour party 
“Hashomer Hatzair.” It is a project to settle 
from two to three million Jews in Palestine in 
the next 25 years. For that period Palestine 
would be placed, according to that plan, under 
the administration of a special Development 
Authority, the specific objective of which would 
be: 

(i) to promote ‘the settlement in Palestine of 
at least 2 to 3 million Jews during the next 
20 or 25 yearl by developing the economic pos- 
sibilities of the country; 

(ii) to raise the standard of living and educa- 
tion of, the Palestinian Arabs to approximately 
the present Jewish level during the same period; 

(iii) to promote and actively encourage 
Jewish-Arab co-operation as well as to encour- 
age the gradua1 development of self-governing 
institutions, local and national, on bi-national 
lines, until the stage of full independcnce within 
the framework of a bi-national constitution is 
reached. 

To achieve this, Palestine woul$ be placed 
under a Permanent Supervisory Commission of 
tb three Great Powers and this Commission 
would be responsible for selecting an adminis- 
tratioll fitted to fnlfill the aforementioned tasks. 
A development Board is to be instituted by that 
governmf-‘nt in which Jews and Arabs will par- 
ticipate in equal numbers. 

i0 1 

When independence had been achieved after 
SoIne twenty to twenty-five years, the Permanent 
Supervisory Commission would continue t. 

execute some powers of general supervision until 
the United Nations decided that the new con- 
stitution was working well and that Palestine 
Was ready for memdership of the United Nations. 

Jews and Arabs ‘would be organized in two 
national, autonomous communities; when Pales- 
tine became independent, it would be consti- 
tuted as a federation of these two communities. 
The Central Government would COnSkit of four 
members, two Arabs and two Jews, elected hy 
a State Assembly, composed of the two National 
Councils of the Jewish and Arab communities 
and of the State Council with half Jews and 
half Arabs. 

You cari easily see that, although these are 
bath called bi-national state plans, they mean 
in reality two contradictory things. The question 
of the future regime in Palestine iS really not 
so much a question of legal, constitutional ar- 
rangements, but a more fundamental question 
of the desired future structure of the COUlly, 

the make-up, and size and composition of the 
population and the nature of the development 
of its resources. The most crucial question is 
immigration. Here you are faced with two ~OS- 

sible lines of action: the anti-Zionist line, which 
is that the constitutipn of the country should 
preserve the status quo, freeze the size and 
the -owth’ of the present population, arrest 
the development of agriculture and industry, 
stop immigration and turn Jews into a statutory 
minority. 

And there is another liné-the Zionist line: 
that the regime of the country should be de- 
signed to realize the maximum development 
of a11 tbe potentialities of Palestine; to cultivate 
as many millions of dunums as possible out of 
the 18 million dunums which are at present 
uncultivated; to irrigate instead of 400,000 
dunums as at present, at least, 4,000,OOO dunums; 
to .increase the size of the population to three 
or four millions and afford full opportunities 
for the Jewisli people to rehabilitate themsclves, 
while raising the standard of the Arabs to the 
same level, and in this way to create a living 
example,for the whole Middle East, where Jews 
and Arabs Will cooperate and work together as 
free and equal partners. , 

1 venture to submit that the second line was 
envisaged and adopted by the statesmen-British, 
Arabs and Jews-at the end of the first world 
war when a general desire for a new social 
order and new international relations stirred 
humaility. It was felt that the timc had come 
to redress the ancient wrong committed against 
the Jewish nation and to give it a chance to 
restore its ancient cominoiiw~alth. 

It was part of a larger arrangement which 
gave the Arabs their national freedom after 
many centuries of Turkish oppression. It is 
wrong to regard the problem of Jewish-A.rab 
~~~~tbns only in the framework of this little 
COuntV. The statesmen who were responsible 
for the Balfour Declaration did not envisage 
mer+’ the ITStOratiOn of the Jewish nation 

alone- At the same time they provided for the 



liberation of the Arab people and they achieved 
this on a much larger ;Cale and in a-more effec- 
tive way. The Arabs gained their freedom in 
an area of 1,250,OOO square miles, 125 times as 
large as the area of Western Palestine with a 
population of some 15 to 16 million Arabs- 
about the number of Jews living then in the 
world. 

This was che real two-fold arrangement made 
with the Arabs and the Jews. The freedom of 
the Arab people in their countries-the restora- 
tion of Palestine to the Jewish people. 

The representatives of the Arabs saw and 
acknowledged this two-fold arrangement, as cari 
be seen from the following preamble to the 
Feisal-Weizmann agreement: 

i “His Royal Highness the Emir Feisal, repre- 
senting and acting on behalf of the Arab King- 
dom of Hedjaz, and Dr. Chaim Weizmann, 
representing and acting on behalf of the Zionist 
Organization, 
mindful of the racial kinship and ancient bonds 
existing between the Arabs and the Jewish 
people, and realizing chat the surest means of 
working out the consummation of their national 
aspirations is through the closest possïble col- 
laboration in the development of the Arab 
State and PalestineJ and being desirous further 
of confirming the good understanding with exists 
between them, 

promise meant: Not a Hebrew University, not 
a cultural centfe, not a community of 600,000, 
not a minority. 8,British and Arab statesmen at 
that time knew perfectly well what the promise 
given to the Jews meant. The original intention 
of the Balfour Declaration and the Mandate 
could have been achieved and the Jewish Com 
monwealth would bave been an accomplished 
fact before the Second World War-+- if the 
Mandatory had implemented I its mandatory 
obligations resolutely and consistently. 1 ask 
you, gentlemen, to imagine for one second that 
there were two or three million Jews in the 

lestine before the outbreak 
you believe that the disaster 

which overtoo r people in Europe would 
have happenedjHitler oppressed and enslaved 
a11 the peoples whom he conquered: Dutch, 
Czech, Yugoslav and others-but there was only 
one people which he singled out for complete 
extermination, the Jewish people, because this 
was the only people without a land of its own, 
a government of its own, à state of its own, 
which was able to protect, to intervene, to save 
and to fi&3 

have agreed upon the following articles:- , . .” 
And then the articles follow. The Mecca news- 
paper, “Al Qibla,” carried an article, in its 
183rd jssue of March 23, 1918, written by King 
Hussein himself, “calling upon the Arab PO~U- 
lation in Palestir+ to bear in mind their sacred 
books and their traditions, and exhorting them 
to welcome the Jews as brethren and co-operate 
witb them for the common welfare.” 

And now I put the question to you: Who is 
prepared and able to guarantee that what 
happened to us in Europe Will not happen 
again? Can human conscience, and we believe 
that there is a human conscience, fr 
of a11 responsibility for that catastroph 
is only one safeguard: a Homeland and State- 
hood! A Homeland, where a Jew cari .return 
freely as of right. Statehood, where he cari be 
m.aster of his own destiny. These two things 
are possible here, and here only. The Jewish 
people cannot give LIP, cannot renounce these 
two fundamental rights, whatever may happefi. 

J 
The problem of Jewish-Arab relations is not 

While reasizing that the aspirations of the 
Jews and Arabs would be fully met-those of 
the Jews in Palestine, those of the Arabs in 
the Arab countries-the statesmen then were not 
unaware of the existence of Arabs in Palestine, 
nor were they unmindful of their interests. 
But these interests were limited to civil and 
religious rigbts, and did not comprise political 
aspirations which were fully met in the Arab 
countries. 

merely the problem of Jews and Arabs in Pales- 
tine. It is the problem of the relations of the 
Jewish and Arab peoples as a whole. Their 
national aspirations in that broader sense are 
not only compatible but complementary. 

This was the underlying idea in the agree- 
ment between the Emir Feisal and Dr. Weiz- 
mann. It contemplated an Arab State on one 
side-and a Jewish Palestine on the other. While 
it was stipulated that measures should be taken 
to protect and assist the Arab peasant in Pales- 
tine it, was understood that Palestine should be 
a Jewish State. 

Al1 the promises made to the Arabs were 
I fulfilled; most of them at once, others after some 

delay. The Arab political problem has been 
solved completely, and the Jewish people, not 
less than anybody else, congratulate the Arabs 
on achieving’ their full indepèndence. 

Nobody cari seriously claim that a Jewish 
Palestine could in any way endanger or harm 
the independence or unity of the Arab race. 
The area of Western Palestine is less than 1% 
of the vast territory occupied by the Arab States 
in the Near East, excluding Egypt. The number 
of Arabs in this country is less than 3% uf the 
number of Arabs who have gained their politi- 
cal independence. The Arabs in Palestine, even 
if they were a minority, would still be a part 
of that large Arab majority in the Middle East. 
The existence of Arab States to the north, east, 
and south of Palestine is an automatic guarantee, 
not only of the civil, religious and political 
rights of the Arabs in Palestine, but also of their 
national aspirations. 

The promise given to the Jews has not yet 
been fulfilled. There is no doubt what the 

But a Jewish Palestine, a populous, highly- 
developed Jewish State has something of great 
value and importance to offre, not only to the 
Arabs in Palestine, but to those in the neigh- 
bouring countries as well. Even the small begin- 
nings of the Jewish State, where Jews have 
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occupied and developed only a small fraction 
of the country, have already had a marked effect 
on the advancement of the population in Pales- 
tine. Even now the position of the Arab peasant 
and farmer in Palestine is superior to that of 
the Arab peasant and farmer in Arab States. 
Our national aim cannot be achieved without 
great constructive work, ag&ultural, industrial, 
material and cultural, and this must, by its 
nature, raise the economic and social standards 
of a11 the inhabitants of the country. We cannot 
fully utilize the water resources of Palestine, 
which are now being wasted, without providing 
larger irrigation possibilities for the Arab fellah 
as well. We cannot introduce modern methods 
of cultivation without the Arabs learning from 
that example. We cannot organize Jewish labour 
and improve conditions of work without simi- 
larly orgaqizing the Arab worker and improving 
his conditions, 

s long as the government is in foreign hands, 
the impact of our development on Arab ad- 
vancernent is small. The theory of holding the 
balance between Jews and Arabs, which in 
practice’ meant curbing and obstructing our 
work, was not only injurious to us but to the 

ly ask: .Why is it that a million 
Arabs cari be safeIy left in a Jewish State and 
why should not a million Jews be left in an 
Arab State? If the Jews and the Arabs who are 
in Palestine were a11 the Jews and a11 the Arabs 
that exist in the world, this would be a very 
logical and conclusive argument. There would 
then be no reason whatsoever why one should 
prefer an Arab to a Jew or a Jew to an Arab, 
and only numbers would Count. But one cannot 
ignore the fact that both communities living 
in Palestine are merely fragments of larger com- 
munities living outside; and both of them 
belong to these larger units and their fates are 
inextricably bound up with the larger units. 
By depriving the Jews in Palestine of a national 
home, by preventing them from becoming a 
majority and attaining statehood, you are de- 

piiving not only 600,000 Jews who are here, 
but also the ‘millions of Jews who are still left 
in the world, of independence and statehood. 
In no other place cari they have the desire or 
t$e prospect of attaining statehood. 

In depriving the million Arabs of the same 
prospect, you do not affect the status of the 
Arab race at all. An Arab minority in a Jewish 
State would mean that only a certain number 
of individual ATabs would not enjoy the privi- 
lege of Arab statehodd, but it would in no vay 
diminish the independence and position of the 
free Arab race. The Arab minority in Palestine, 
being surrounded by Arab States, would remain 
safe in national association with their race. 
But a Jewish minority in an Arab State, even 
with the most ideal paper guarantee, would 
mean the final extinction of Jewish hope net 
in Palestine alone, but for the entire Jewish 
people, for national equality and independence, 
with a11 the disastrous consequences SO familiar 
in Jewish history. 

The conscience of humanity ought to weigh 
this: Wbere is the balance of justice, where is 
the greater need, where is the greater peril, 
where is the lesser evil and where is the lesser 
injustice? 

The fate of the Jewish minarity in Palestine 
Will net differ from the fate of the Jewish 
minority in any other country, except that here 
it”might be much worse. 

We are against the continuation of a mandate, 
whether a British mandate or a United Nations 
mandate?aTwenty-seven years ago England under- 
took, an ,d 1 believe sinccrely undertook, the 
task of settling large numbers of Jews in Pales- 
tine, sufficient to build a Jewish State. She 
failed in her task. It was a difficult task; it 
required great effort, it met with no light 
obstacles, and the Mandatory refused to make 
these efforts and to surmount a11 these diffi- 
culties. It was not a vital need for the Manda- 
tory. We, too, encountcred difficulties, cven 
greater difficultics than the Mandatory. We 
met not only with Arab opposition, we met 
difficulties inherent in the nature of the country, 
we were handicapped by lack of experience and 
by lack of means, We had to collect pennies 
from the poor Jewish masses in a11 the Cour&es, 
for the rich Jews, with few exceptions, were 
indifferent to our work and refused to assist 
LIS. We persevered, We could not retreat be- 
cause we stood with our backs to the wall; we 
had no choice, it was a matter of life or death 
for us. Would a mother be dcterred by obstacles 
when saving the life of her child? 

This is why we succeedecl and the h,Zandatory 
failed; not because we excelled in ability, knowl- 
edge or experience-on the contrary-but be- 
cause it was a vital, dire necessicy for us; we 
simply had to do itl 

What a single Mandatory cannot do, a joint 
trusteeship Will be able to do far less. Intensive 
development and large-scale immigration require 
a dynamic administration, constant initiative, 
quick decisions and continued action. An ad- 
ministration taking directives from different gov. 
ernments cari hardly perform a task of this 
nature. 
TN be settled by setting 

up a bi-national sta bi-national state, if it 
bas any meaniiig ii cari only mean parity, 
either parity of population or parity of gov- 
ernment. Parity of population is biologically and 
politically impossible; nobody cari devise means 
to equalize the numbers of Jews and Arabs and 
keep that parity constant. Parity in governlnent 
means permanent deadlock. For thosc who are 
satisfied with maintaining the status quo and 
freezing the development of the country, SUCII 

a government may be satisfactory. But if de- 
velopmeut and immigration are the abjects, a 

gime of this nature is utterly unsuitable. 
Only by establishing Palestine as a Jewish 

tate cari the true objectives be accompiished: 
migration and statehood for the JCWS; eco- 

velopment and social progress for the 
th the liberation of the Middle Eastern 



r’ 
ountries from the ‘decadent Ottoman Empire, 

the Arab race achieved its political aspirations. 
It is still very far from economic, cultural and 
social liberation. Forma1 political independence 
is not enough, and the more far-sighted people 
among the Arab leaders realize this very well. 
Unless the Arab peoples advance socially, eco- 
nomically and culturally, their independence is 

b race was liberated, the Jewish 
eople too was promised national restoration. 

The Jewish political aspirations have not yet 
’ been attained, but a great deal has been achieved 

in the economic, social and cultural fields. The 
historic interests and aspirations of the Jews 
and Arabs are not mutually exclusive-they are 
complementary and interconnected. Each one 
of them has in abundance what the other needs. 

Co-operation between Jews and Arabs Will 

development about the relations betwee? Jews 
and Arabs is still to corne. 

Mr.‘BEN GURION: Yes, that was the last section 
of my address-about the Jewish-Arab relations. 

CHAIRMAN: Yes, but is there no further’devel- 
opment still to corne? 

Mr. BEN GURION: There will be, sir, in the 
evidence given on the economic development of 
the country, and if you will raise the questions 
which 1 did not caver then you Will be given a11 
the material, information and explanations. 

CHAIRMAN: Yes, but 1 want to avoid putting 
questions now which might be answered in the 
next chapter. t 

Mr. BEN GURION: Well, it is left to you, sir, 
to arrange the work of the Commission. ’ 

CHAIRMAN: ‘If a further development about 
the Arab and the Jewish reIations is stiI1 forth- 
coming, 1 think it would be wise to put ofE 

i 

prove the truest blessing for both peoples. 

The United Nations possess the necessv 

Su 

authority to undertake that great act of states- 

a co-operation cari rest only upon-eq 

manship, which would change the face of the 
entire Middle East and free the energies of the 

Nothing Will further tbe Jewish-Arab 

Arab and Jewish peoples for a great constructive 

a 

effort. 

more than the establishment of the Jewish State. 
The present tension and unrest, once the main 
problem is finally settled, Will give place to a 
nzw orientation among these two Semitic peoples. 

You 
c 

achieve your mission successfully 
hen restore freedom to Palestine, give 

justice to the Jewish people and stability, prog- 
ress and prosperity to the Middle East. 

These three objectives cari be accomplished 
by the immediate abolition of the White Paper, 
the establishment of a Jewish State and the 
promotion of a Jewish-Arab alliance. 

---l! CHAIRMAN: Under what heading is t e evi- 
dence from the Jewish side to fall? 

. BEN GURION: Now, a Member of the Jew- 
gency, Rabbi Fishman, Will make observa- 

tions on the religious groups of our movement 

CHAIRMAN: And what will follow after that? 
Mr. BEN GURION: Then, if you Will prefer, 

questions to the first two witnesses. 
CHAIRMAN: 1 should like to hear under which 

headings the following evidence is to be given 
because 1 do not know if we have a11 the neces- 
sary material on which to base our questions on 
the chapter which has just ended. Though you 
term this conflict as primarily one between a 
small meek ,people and a powerful world Empire, 
that it is to say between the Jewish people and 
the British Empire,‘do you still say that the case 
is a “complicated one?” It involves first, you 
say, “relations between Jews and Gentiles; sec- 
ond, relations between the. Jewish National 
Home and the Mandatory Power; third, rela- 
tions between Jews and Arabs.” 1 have the im- 
pression that you have treated here more the 
relations between the Jewish National Home 
and the Mandatory Power, and that a further 

some questions during’the next meetings ab&t 
regulations in Palestine, especially emergency 
regulations. As it would be possible that the 
representative of the. Agency would say he does 

the questioning until we have also heard that 

not know exactly or that he does not have the 
legal knowledge to answer these questions, I 
should like you to bring here one of the mem- 

chapter. 

bers of your staff of lawyers in order that he cari 
advise you on those questions. 

Mr. BEN GIJRION: As you like. 
Mr. GARCIA GRANADOS (Guatemala): 

Mr. Gurion, I think that the Agency has a 
competent staff of lawyers. 1 should like to put 

Mr. BEN GURION: We Will do it gladly, sir. 
CHAIRMAN: 1 recognize Rabbi Fishman. 
(Rabbi Fishman took his place at the table). 

Rabbi FISHMAN: Mr. Chairman, gentlemen, as 
the representative of the religious wing of the 
Zionist Movement on the Executive of the Jew- 
ish Agency, I would begin by recalling the eter- 
na1 bond between the Jewish People and this 
country-the Land of Israel. There i,s an indis- 
soluble bond _between the People of Israel and 
its Torah (religion) , and there is similarly a 
strong an-d enduring tie between our People anb 
this land, the like of which is not ,to be found 
elsewhere. 

About eighteen hundred years’ ago-a Century 
or SO after pagarr Rome had robbed us of our 
country-a Jewish sage said that Palestine had 
been given to the Jewish People because it was 
prèeminently suited to its nature and character, 
The peculiar features and characteristics of this 
country and its geographical position, sur- 
rounded as it is by sea, desert and mountains, 
made it indeed a fit home for a people of dis- 
tinctive outlook and spiritual traditions:sbbi 
Yehuda Halevi, who lived over eight hundred 
years ago, and was one of the greatest Jewish 
figures of the Middle Ages, a physician, philoso- 
pher, and poet, perhaps the most Hebrew spirit 
since the days of the Prophets, was wont to stress 
the unique character of this attachment; The 
period in which he lived was one of prosperity 
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for tlle Jews of Spain, where 1~ w~S born- TheY 
enjoyed full ciVic and political rights. NeVer- 
theless he insisted that the Jewish People in the 
Diaspora was a body without a heart and a soule 
He wrote: “Neitller in the East nor in the West 
is there a place of assured hope for us.” There 
was @y one cure he could prescribe for bis 
dispersed people: to return and settle in the 
Land of Israel. 

T]le bond between the People of Israel and 
the ~oly Land was maintained throughout the 
ages and lands of our exile. It was upheld by 
the leaders of the nation in successive genera- 
tiens: tbe sages of the Talmud and Midrash 
the rabbis of Helakhic and Midrashic litera- 
turc, the Jewish pilgrims and travellers Who re- 
corded their experiences and impressions of the 
HOI~ Land. Sermons were preached in the syna- 
gogues and houses of study concerning the 
sanctity of the ancestral homeland. Legends and 
traditions were handed down embodying ancient 
memories and historical associations. In every 
agé %he leaders of the Jewish People in every 
land were busily engaged in activities for the 
benefit of the Jewish population of the I’Ioly 
Land. There were many movements of re-immi- 
gration to Palestine, among the most notable 
being those of the Jews expelled from Spain and, 
about 150 years ago, of the Jews of Lithuania, 
Poland and the Ukraine. Al1 these helped to 
strengthen the spiritual tie between the Jewish 
People and its historic homeland, a tie that will 
never be sundered. 

Permit me to ,dwell on some aspects of this 
unbreakable attachment. 

It was in the Prophetical Books that mention 
%Vas first made of “Erets Israel” (the “Land of 
Israel”). This, and not Palestine, is the historic 
name of the country. It bas been known as suc11 
to tbe Jews from the times of the Prophets to 
the present day. The Books of the Prophets con- 
vey a picture of our country in a11 its aspects. 
They describe its boundaries, districts atid cities; 
they recount its history from the days of Joshua’s 
conquest to the return from Babylon in the time 
of Ezra and Nehemiah. It is from these sources 
that archaeologists and historians deriVe their 
basic knowledge. Often Jews, reading i)l distant 
lands the story of the country and its historic 
places, have reconstructed in their imagination 
forgotten episodes from bygone happy days. ns 
in a vision the ancient places would become real 
to them, and they would be seized with an ardent 
yearning to make the ascent to the Land of Israel 
and kiss its soil. 

From theU time of Joshua to the present &y, 

for a period of 3,318 years-I am only stating 

here what is known to every historian-Jews haVe 
lived in the land of Israel in unbroken sequence+ 
After the destruction of the first Temple hy 
Babylon, and again after the destruction of tl~e 
second Temple by the Romans, Jews continued 
to dWd1 on this sacred soil. Those who were 
exiled to foreign Iands strove at a11 times t. 
strengthen the Jewish population of Palestine 
materially and spiritually, and to extend it and 
ensure itS continuanee. 1 would also point ouc 
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that, SilIce the ancient J etvlsh Cunm~onwcalth 
was destroyed Palestine hS nevcr bWl1 El11 in- 

dependent State. ’ 
Alter the advent of pagan Rome, WhiCh 1X%‘- 

secuted Christianity xs ~41 ZLS Judaism, and 
wllicll clestroyed the Jewish kingdom, our nation 
was rendcred 1~01~~1~~s ~~ld WLS ScattWXl ,111 OVf!r 

tlle globe. TO the world aC large the Jewish 
people alter its terrible fa11 appearect like a Smt- 
tered fio& of l,vancleritlg ShC!~p+ SUCh ~ould, 
inc-eecl, llave been thcir fate had it net becn for 
tlleiy p-eat pst in this colultry atld thcir un- 
quen&able llope of a coming X’estOr~ltiOIl. ‘ThiS 

unique past livcci 011 in the 1lfXW OE thf2 [)fX)pk 

and el~con~passecl it 011 a11 &k~. EVWy JCW, Whû- 
ever and w~~erever lx W~S, heard in the P~@%I of 
the Holy \qrit the mighty voiccs of the püst, the 
Voice of the Almighty issuing from the lip~ OE 
the Prophets, a& bcheld the ancient sites of hir 
HQ country. Rom thcse hc dcrivcd bis hopc 
and ut~l~nkal~lc fait11 in the future- 

In another thrce wecks our peuple throughout 
Ille worltl will again maurnfully reColtCCt die 
clestmction of our Commonwcaltli aXlrI 0111’ Sanc- 
tuary. On that day the ninth of AV WC ubscrve 
yenr alter year an annual fast of twenty-four 
heurs, assemble in OLW Synagogues and mourn 
the destruction of our land and people. On that 
day wc give ourselves up to weeping and ycarn- 
ing for our homeland. Our people sit with bewcd 
heads on the floor of elle Synagogue rcciting thc 
Book of Lamentations. They are a tinieles ree 
minder of a trngedy the impact af which is felt 
ta this day. 

But this age-long mourning is nnt mcrdy an 
agonised cry of dejection uttercd by a people 
bereft of hope nnd a prey to dcspair. Therc is 
in it also a stïong note of protest aginst thc 
civilized world which bas failed to extend a 
helping hand to our martyred peoplc. 

The mcmorics of the Zion oE thc past bave 
implanted in QUI hearts the hope of thc Zian of 
the future. Zion, thc home of tiie Prophets and 
the tenter of Jewish crcativcness-bas brten clttr 
guicling star throughout our wanclerings in thc 
lands of our exile. From the days of Daniel 
cluring the Babylonian Exile to the prescrit day- 
that is to say a period of 2,300 years-eveq Jew 
saying bis prayer bas turned bis face towards 
Jerusalem. Three times a day, in the course of 
bis religious devotions he srressed the Can&on 
between himself and his ancient home, praying 
for the return af bis exiled people, Thc hop@ of 
a revival of Jewish indcpendencc in thia llis- 
toric land was the corner-stone of bis faîth. Xr 
was an essential of his spiritual life. 

There are numcrous rcligious precepcs v,$ich 
cari be properly îulfillcd only in this ~Ioly Gand, 
and even those prcccpts which WC arc ~+ined 
CO observe in exile cannat thcre be çarried Out 
as they should bc. The alien environment in- 
evitably exercises a profound efiect u~Q~I ollr- 
selves and our children. The life of &e JCQ in 
the Dispersion cannot be one of action, & in the 
life of any free nation moulding its affairs ac- 
cording to its own spirit. Living amid strange 
envim-m-mts the Jew 1~ ~XXII compclled to 



adapt himself to the standards and the spirit of 
others. In spite of himself he had to accept their 
values and suppress his own national and spir- 
itual cbaracteristics. 

In a renewed Jewish national life in Palestine 
such adaption to others Will not be necessary. 
There the Jews Will live an independent, natural 
and Hebrew life, free from the coerciofi of for- 
eign rulers and the pressure of alien cultures. 

Throughout tlieir exile, Jews bave steeped 
themselves in memories of their homeland. 

For hundreds of years religions Jews bave ob- 
served the practice when building a house, of 
leaving a patch one ell square unwllitewashed, 
in memory of the destruction of their country. 
ThroUghout the exile every Jew has a handful 
of earth from Palestine placed in his grave, so 
that even in death he may be united with bis 
ancient land. 

To go and settle in the Land of Israel has 
always been considered by the Jews as a most 
meritorious deed. 

Throughout the ages we find Jews making 
efforts to reach the Land of Israel. The spiritual 
leaders of tbe people, were among the first to 
translate that ageless yearning into positive ac- 
tion. On reaching the land of their desire tbey 
wou1d Write to their people in the lands of their 
origin, telling them of the beauties of Palestine 
and urging them to follow in their footsteps. 

is to make War Ilot only against tlle Jewish 

people but als0 against what we be1ieve to be a 
Precept Of our creed. Since the dawn of political 
Zionism, which was created by Herz1, many lead- 
ing rabbis, including the gr& Rabbi Samuel 
MoI~ilever, bave lent their support to the new 
movement. A distinctive religious grouping, 
known as the Mizracbi, was formed witbin thc 
Zionist Organization, and it was my privilege t. 
be among its fcmders forty-five ycars ago. The 
Mizrachi Organization, which is wholly religious 

in characte& bas been enabled, 1arge1y by virtue 
of its labour section-the “Hapoe &+mizra&“- 
to take part in the reconstruction of the country, 
Dozens of ‘villages, including collective settle- 
ment% bave been established upon tbe sacred 
soi1 by “Hapoel Hamizrachi,” to the glory of 
our nation and the Torah, We have fouuded 
scores of ekmentary and secondary sch001s, 
where our children are brougbt np according to 
our religious traditions, and where thcy also re. 
ceive a broad secular education. These schoo1~ 
are scattered throughout the country, ançl they 
are exercising a most profound influence. 

Up to’ a lew generations ago the journey to 
the Holy Land was fraught with hardships and 
dangers. Travellers would spepd many ,years 
travelling in rickety carts, on ill-paved roads and 
in unseaworthy sailing craît. Many would leave 
their homes and property, their families and 
friends, to wander from country to country in 
an attempt to reach the Holy Land. They were 
exposcd to persecution and mockery, an easy 
prey to robbers and eut-throats. Yet they will- 
ingly risked a11 these privations to accomplish 
their hearts’ desire and for the many who per- 
ished on the way the Holy Land was their dying 
thought. Those who were fortunate enougb to 
reach their destination arrived for the most part 
utterly destitute. They lived in great poverty and 
frequently in fear of their very lives, for condi- 
tions were most insecure. It was only because of 
their great love for tbe country, because of their 
conviction that by settling in the Land of Israel. 
they were obeying a major precept of the Torah 
and hastening the redemption of the land and 
the people, that they were able to hold out. They 
accepted the tribulations bound up with life in 
Palestine in those days with love; and it was 
they who paved the way for the pioneers of the 
national revival in modern times. 
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The religious grouping within the Zionist 
Movement-it numbers tens of thousands of 
members-calls for the establishment of the Land 
of Israel as a Jewish State for religious as well 
as for political reasons. In its view, the revival 
of our Religion and the observance of its com- 
mandments in their entirety are possible only in 
an ,independent Jewish Palestine free from for- 
eign control. Religious Jewry wants CO see the 
new Jewish life in this country built up on the 
eternal foundations of the law of Israel. We do 
not however refuse to co-operate with non-re- 
ligious Jews in tbe building up of the country. 
The precept to reclaim and rebuild this land is 
SO holy, that whoever engages in the task, ‘even 
if he is not religious, becomes sanctified thereby, 
We firmly believe that the holy character of this 
effort will also influence the non-religious 
builders, and that eventually they or their chil- 
dren will proceed along the path of the revealed 
Law and Jewish tradition. Such is our hope. 

In our view it is the duty of every Jew to corne 
and 1ive in Palestine; and any regulation restrict- 
ing the fnlfillment of this commandment is not 
only devoid of legal authority, but positively 
sinfu1. This land was once ours and by the 
grace of Heaven it Will be ours again and a new 
Jewi& Commonwealth Will arise in it. No power 
in the world cari stop US from retnrning to this 
our land. TO make war on Jewish immigration 

Here I wish to make it clear that this hope of 
ours does not entai1 the establishment of a 
tbeocratic State in Palestine in the sense in whicli. 
t1le term is generally used. The Law of Israe1 is 
a law of Ilfe. It was vouchsafed equally to prophet 
and priest, to the leaders and the masses of the 
people. It was granted bot11 to the individua 
and tbe community that a11 might study it and 
1ive according to-it. We must make provision in 
our State for a1l its inhabitants whetber they 
are of our faith or not. We must see to it that 
a1l bave a livelihood, and that ail are ab1e to 
live in their own way. At no time bave we wished 
-nor do we wish it now-to compel otller 
peoples, even if they live in our midst as a 
hinority, to accept our creed. IVe want our 
f,=llow-Jews to Iive according to our Law and 
tradition. But we cannot cast off those of our 
people who do not observe the precepts of their 
religion: the basic principle was long ago formu- 
1ated by our sages, who said: “An Israelite Who 
sins is sti11 an Israelite.” Our attitude is c1ear: 



the entire people, including a11 movements and 
oarties. whether they obey the commandments 
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of the Almighty or Lot, are members not only 
of one religion, but of one nation. They constl- 
tute a single, united naiton. We exist not only 
by virtue of our religion, but also by virtue ok 
our natural inheritance passed down from fathe’ 
to son, by virtue OE our homeland, lineage and 
race. As a nation we have been persecuted; and 
aS a nation we demand the restoration of our 
homeland; the Land of Israel. 

In conclusion, let me state a simple truth. We 
cannot and do net want to adapt ourselves to 
an alien life. We cannot and do net want to 
u-de our sou1 and spirit for civic rights or for 
a11 tl~e rights in the world, quite apart from the 
fact that we do not believe we shall ever achieve 
complete equality in foreign courmies. We do 
net wish to forego our right to exist as a nation 
in our own land in accordance with our own 
tradition t is utterly absurd to query the ex- 
istence 0 Jewish nation, ev& if we do speak 
a variety of languages and are scattered through- 
out many countries. We have only one homeland 
in the world-the Land of Israel. We shall never 
have any other. This is our country, and ours it 
shall be with the help of Him who chose Zion. 

CHAIRMAN: We have heard the address of 
Rabbi Fishman. Rocs any Member wish to put 
any questions arising out of the statement? 

(No response.) 
CHAIRMAN: 1 understand that Mr. Horowitz 

is to follow. May 1 ask if a written statement of 
your speech has been distributed? 

Mr. HOROWITZ (Jewish Agency) : It is con- 
tained in the book 1 have supplied to the Com- 
mittee, and is based on that book, “Trends of 
Xconomic Development in Palestine.” 

In my address, which Will deal with the eco- 
nomic aspect of Palestine, I would like to estab- 
lish two main points. 

First that the economic capacity production 
of Palestine is adequate to solve the problem of 
large-scale Jewish immigration with which we 
are confronted. Secondly, that the process of 
absorption of Jewish immigration and trans- 
plantation of the Jewish people into Palestine 
bas had and Will have a favourable effect on the 
economic condition of the &abs in this country. 

The first question with which we will have to 
deal is what is economic capacity of absorption. 
It Certainly is not an arithmetical concept. There 
$is no such thing as a fïxed, constant, rigid eco- 
nomic capacity of absorption fier se inherent in 
any country. The economic capacity of absorp- 
tion is a function of material and human forces. 
Space, natural resources, the quality of popula- 
tion, ski& knowledge, capital, productivity of 
labour and a number of imponderabilia such as 
the determination of the people or &e uecessity 
to strike roots in a certain country. 

with the prO@“eSS of the machine age and the 
development of managed economy, the material 
factors are decreasing in importance, in, their 
effect on the economic capacity of absorption, 
while the human factors, such as application of 

capital, ski11 and knowledge and the determina- 
tion of the people eo reCOIISt.rUCt a certain 
economy are gaining importance. They are both 
developing in inverse ratio. The utilisation of 
resources becomes more important than the 
availability of resources. The economic wpacity 
of absorption is being created. 

I would like to exemplify that statement with 
several instances. 

Palestine has an area of some 10,000 square 
miles. Approximately Z,OOO,OOO people are living 
in this area. Sicily has exactly the same area and 
supports a population of 4,000,OOO people; Lom- 
bardy, of the same area, Supports some 6,000,OOO 
people, in Belgium 8,000,OOO people live. On 
the other hand, Transjordan lias an area three 
times more than Palestine and supports only a 
population of 350,000. Had Iraq an area similar 
to that of Palestine it would support, according 
to the present population of Iraq, only 200,000. 
In Europe, which has an area only half as large 
again as the United States of America, the popu- 
lation is four times as large. Czechoslovakia has 
an area of 140,000 square kilometres and sup- 
ports a population of 15,000,000, whilst Bul- 
garia, 103,000 square kilometres, supports only 
5,000,OOO people. 

This variation of density of population cannot 
be exclusively explained by natural resources. It 
stands in inverse ratio to natural resources and 
depends mainly on the quality of the population, 
on the economic effort, on a11 the resources of 
ski11 and capital, which are human and not ma- 
,terial. Thus any definition of the economic 
capacity of absorption of a certain country per se 
as inherent in the country itself-any such lim- 
itation would be both far from the reality of the 
situation and highly wrong. There is no such 
concept as a static, constant, rigid, fixed economic 
absorption., ’ 

1 would like to exemplify that point with an- 
other historical instance. A few years after the 
discovery of America, Sir Walter Raleigh lecl a 
few hundred people to what is now the most 
densely populated and richest part of America. 
They seayed there for about one and a half years, 
and were taken back to England by Sir Francis 
‘Dr&e on one of bis voyages around the world. 
They did not find in the United States of Amer- 
ica, in that area, s@%icient economic capacity of 
absorption for supporting these few .hundred 
people. The natural resources were certainly 
available, the area was tremendous, but there 
were other conditions necessary which were lack- 
ing in that particular effort. 

The relativity of that concept oE capacity of 
absorption is brought into relevance by the Eact 
that that area, on which a few hundred could net 
exist, now supports millions of ,people on the 
highest standard of life on the globe. 

That same fact is brought out by some in- 
stances nearer Palestine. There is a certain im- 
migration of Arabs into Palestine. It is a con- 
troversial point whether t.he immigration is very 
extensive or only a small trickle, but there is no 

question that there is immigration of Arabs into 
Palestine, and no emigration from Palestine to 
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other countries. Where do these Arabs corne 
from? They corne from Syria and Lebanon. 
These countries have a density of population 2.7 
times less than Palestine. They corne from Trans- 
jorclan, whicli has a density of population fifteen 
times less than Palestine. 

There is another phenomenon which shows 
to the same extent that these particular forces 
are much more important than natural condi- 
tions, these other forces, being social develop- 
ment, the ability of the population and capital. 

There is an interna1 migration in Palestine. 
That fact was stated in 1931 in the “Census of 
Palestine” by the Palestine Government, a very 
competent and one of the best comments on 
Palestine prepared by Mr. Mills. IIe stated in 
that survey that there is without any doubt a 
migration of Arabs to the coastal plain, The 
coastal plain is the most densely populated part 
of Palestine. They corne from sparsely populated 
areas to the coastal plain because Jewish de- 
velopment takes place in that area. Again, the 
human factors were more important than the 
natural conditions or resources of availability 
of space. 

1 would Iike to follow up that question of 
absorption and sce by what instruments this 
preponderance of the human factor is becoming 
established. Let us take agriculture first. Prob- 
ably agriculture should be more dependent on 
natural conditions and on space than any other 
branch. Thcre are three main factors in the 
transformation of agriculture to modern meth- 
ods. One is transformation of uncultivable land. 
Members of the Conimittee have had the oppor- 
tunity to see some ,of that work of reclamation. 
They have seen areas cleared of stone, swamps 
drained and othér methods of amelioration of 
the soi1 employed. ,There is no such fixed, rigid 
concept as cultivable or uncultivable land. Un- 
cultivable land cari be turned into cultivated 
land if methods of reclamation are applied. We 
bave seen land reclaimed and now serving as a 
basis for thriving, prosperous agricultural com- 
muni ties. 

There is a second method-increased produc- 
tivity-rotation of crops, rational systems of fer- 
tilization, cross breeding, improvement of breeds. 
Al1 those serve to increase the unit of produc- 
tion, the unit of productive capacity. 1 shall 
explain that further and exemplify with some 
figures. 

Jewish dairy farming, which yields 4,000 to 
4,500 litres of milk per cow, per year, against 
something like 600 to 800 litres of milk per cow 
in Arab primitive economy. The average yield 
of the Jewish breed of hen is 140 to 160 eggs as 
against 60 from the Arab hen. The wheat croP 
of 120 to 180 kilos per dunum as against 70 to 
80 in Arab farming is another example. Also the 
quantity of 900 to 1200 kilos of grapes in Jewish 
production as against 300 to 400 kilos ln firab 
f arming. 
----..- 

1 Mr. Hororvi tz made use at bis -point and subsequently 
of colorecl wall-charts corresponding to the diagrams, to 
which references are given in each case, set out in “Trends 
of IWmomic Dcvelopment in Palestine” (Jclvlsh AgencY 
for Palestine, May 1947). -. 

1 wourd like ~CJ illustrate that with the follow- 
ing diagram (Diagram 20). We bave here four 
main lines, The red line represents c&~s ex. 
ports+ Citrus is a pro+ce of intensive farmingl 
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These instances could be multiplied, and form 
a verY serious and formidable proof that produc- 
tivity cari be raised by effort, by knowledge, by 
application of capital and by application of dif- 
ferent imponderabilia which bave a very im- 
portant bearing on the economic absorption 
capacity; the determination to make good, the 
determination to grow roots in a country. 

There is a third method-the most important 
of the three-of turning agriculture into a more 
productive branch of expanding its capacity for 
colonization of workers and its capacity to pro. 
duce iticome. That is the shift from less valuable 
to more valuable processes. It is mainly tlle 
problem of ,irrigation. The problem of capacity 
of absorption of agriculture for new settlers is 
not the problem of arithmetic. It is not a ques- 
tion of area. The relation is quite irr&vant in 
that case. What is important is the income-pro- 
ducing facilities, the income-producing capacity 
of a certain area. We know chat about one 
dunum-one acre, for that matter-is equal in 
income-producing capacity to five dunums or 
five acres of other land, and then irrigation be- 
cornes a very decisive factor. 

1 would like to illustrate the development of 
irrigation in Palestine on this chart (Diagram 
23) .l We see a certain increase of the population, 
These blocks represent areas of irrigated land 
in various parts of Palestine. If you observe the 
extent of development you Will see a very rapid 
increase of the irrigated areas of Palestine, which 
was much more rapid than the increase of the 
total population. The irrigated area of Palestine 
increased in that period about fourteen times, 
while the population increased by 144 per cent. 
That is, per head of the Jewish and Arab popu- ’ 
lation, a five-fold increase in irrigated areas. 

The shift from Iess valuable to more valuable 
crops is this: we distinguish in agriculture be- 
tween two kinds of produce. One is the product 
of extensive farming, the second is the product 
of intensive farming. The first is that defined as 
energy-producing food, which is mainly grain, 
cereals, etc., produced under extensive farming. 
The second is called protective because it pro. 
tects the tissues of the body. That is a biological 
term, and these products comprise dairy farm- 
ing produce, vegetables, fruits, poultry-raising, 
etc. 

There is a general shift in the world consump- 
tion from energy producing to protective food- 1 
stuffs, which means a transition frOm extensive 
to intensive agriculture. NOW intensive agrlcul- 
ture provides more facilities for settlers and cari 
support more people on a smaller area at much 
higher standards, This irrigation process enabled 
us t. effect a transition from extensive t0 in. 
tensive farming, from farming that supports few 
people on a low standard of life to farming 
which supports many people on a high standard 
of life, from a production of energy-producing to 
procective foodstuffs. 



a protective foodstuff. We see a steady, perma- per cent. The Jewish population-that is the 

rient and increasing trend up to the war. Then green block-is 32 per cent of the total; while 

the exigencies of the war interrupted. There was 93 per cent of the land and 68 per cent of the 

a blockade in the Mediterranean and the citrus population is the Arab share. 

could not be sent abroad. Now we see again the HO~ could we establish 600,000 people, a 
same rising curve, a steady increase in produc- third of the population, on 7 per cent of the 
tion of citrus fruit. land? Of course, that area of land is insufficient. 

A second protective foodstuff and the product Someone might say, they probably live on agri- 

of intensive farming is vegetables. We see a . cultural produce, either lmported or bought 
spectacular increase in the vegetable crops of * from the Arabs. However, the calculation shows 
this country. 

Tllen we bave wheat crops. That is an energ? 
producing food. It is almost StatiOnaI+ iS rep 

resented by the yellow line-there is no change* 
It depends only on weather fluctuations. 

This development of citrus crops and of vege- 
table C~O~S and wheat crops which remain sta- 
tionary reflects that process of transition from 
extensive to intensive farming which enables us 
to settle tens and thousands of people on the 
same area without detracting anything from the 
possibilities of the existing population, as I shall 
prove in my analysis later on. 

Al1 that is correlated to the b!ue line, which 
shows the steady increase of the share of the 
Jewish population within the total population 
of the country from eleven per cent to thirty-two 
per cent today. 1s that a pure coincidence? My 
reply is that it is not. The development of in- 
tensive farming is entirely dependent on the 
expansion of markets, and the Jewish population 
of Palestine created these markets for both Jew- 
ish and Arab farming, and thus the capacity of 
absorption was tremendously increased by this 
transition from extensive to intensive farming, 
from the production of energy-producing to the 
production of protective foodstuffs. 

1 would like to show the results of this process 
(Diagram 24). Here we have these blue and 

red blocks. The blue blocks represent the value 
of production of agricultural produce. The red 
blocks represent the area on which they were 
produced. Here we have Jewish farming. On 7.7 
-1et us say 8 for simplicity’s sake-on 8 per cent 
of the cultivated-not cultivatable-cultivated 
area of Palestine over 28 per cent of the whole 
agricultural produce of the country was pro- 
duced. Of course, that transition was very quick 
in the Jewish area. In the Arab area of 92 per 
cent, only 71 per cent was produced. 

That does not mean that the Arab farmer 
could net establish the same standards. Projjably 

he could do so by application of skill, knowledge 

and capital. That Will be the process in the 
course of time, as 1 shall show later on. But this 
shows how, on a smaller area, rnuch lwger vege- 

tation cari be created, how the capacity of agri- 
cultural production does not depend on the 
arithmetical gauge of the area available but on 
what crops are produced and by which metllods 
they are produced. 

us the following two facts: First, chat 50 per cent 
of the consumption of foodstufEs of this 32 per 
cent of the population is covered by that area. 
50 per cent of the foodstuffs produced in that 
area is consumed in that area. In addition, this 
area grows a certain quantity of citrus, which is 
exported abroad and provides the necessary cash 
for the purchase of other foodstuffs. SO, this 32 
per cent of the population is about 75 per cent 
self-sufficient in foodstuffs. Of course, we must 
take into account also the export of foodstuffs 
from an area of something like 7 per cent of the 
land of Palestine. Again a proof of how elastic 
the capacity of absorption is and 110~ vastly it 
cari be increased. 

The next diagram, Distribution of Land and 
Population (Diagram 19), shows US tlle area 

occupied by the Jewish population of Palestine, 
The land area occupied by the Jewish popula- 
tien is dmwn in the brown block, that is, 6.9 

We pass to the second important point-in- 
dustry. Here the dependence on natural factors 
and conditions is even less pronounced than in 
agriculture. In ancient times, industry was 
mainly based on proximity of raw materials. 
This period passed a long time ago. The devel- 
opment of transport has made the importance 
of local raw materials almost negligible. 1 wouId 
like to support that radical statement by some 
facts. Let us take the cotton industry of the 
world. It is concentrated in England, on the 
continent of Europe, in Japan and in other 
countries. l3ut in these three territories, certainly, 
there is a big cotton industry. None of these 
countries has cotton. There are two countries 
rich in cotton, India and Egypt. Inclia bas a 
certain cotton industry, but it certainly cannot 
compare with any of these territories. Egypt bas 
a negligible cotton industry. One of the rnost 
important centers of production of machines is 
Switzerland, which has neither coal nor metals. 
Of a11 the countries of the world, Switzerland- 
Belgium being the first with the highest propor- 
tion of people engaged in manufacturing proc- 
esses, 44.4 per cent-Switzerland is certainly one 
of the countries which is the poorest in raw 
materials. 

1 would like to recall a persona1 exPerience. 
In 1940, 1 was invited by one of the heads of a 
department in the Government of Palestine to 
advise him, before his departure for the Delhi 
Conference. The Delhi Conference was con- 
vened tb co-ordinate and intensify the war effort 
against Hitler, in 1940, by the whole Middle East 
and Ru- East. He told me that he was in a 
difficult position. What could he offer in Delhi 
as our contribution? This was the beginning of 
the war. We are a country poor in raw materiaIs 
-nearlY none. What cari we offer in the cles- 
Perate situation in which the Allies are IIOW 

Placed? MY reply to him was much more opti- 
mistic. I told him we had one very important 
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and very valuable raw material which may prove 
decisive in our war effort. He eagerly asked what 
that raw material was, and 1 replied “brains and 
ski&” That statement might have heen, at that 
time, presumptuous, but subsequent events lrave 
proved thac Palestine was really the most im- 
portant force in the economic and industrial war 
effort in the whole Middle East. That fact has 
been recognized. 

Industry here is based not on availability of 
raw materials but on import of ski11 and knowl- 
edge and a determination to make good out of 
despair. History has shown that industries were 
established in that way many times. The woo1 
industry was established by Flemish refugees. 
The Huguenots brought their industries all over 
the world with them. The Jewish immigrants 
from Czarist Russia established the clothing in- 
dustry in the United States of America. 

The very economy of the growing population 
provides to industry the most important asset 
-and that is markets-gives a filip, a stimulus 
to that expansion of industry. Industry ex- 
panded in correlation with the Jewish immigra- 
tion: the number of employees, G times; capital, 
10 times, while population in the same period 
increased 69 per cent. Net output, 6 times; con- 
sumption per bead, 258 per cent. That is per 
head, not for the whole population. This is 
shown in these two diagrams (Diagrams 25 and 
26). The green line shows the increase of the 
Jewish population. You cari see the tremendous 
increase from next to nothing, shown in these 
three blocks which represent persons employed, 
capital and gross output, to this tremendous in- 
crease shown here, 6 times against 69 per cent 
of the population as a whole. This process of 
industrialization exceeded by far the increase of 
population. It is clearly shown here. Of course, 
it is done according to different scales. What is 
important here is the gradient. You see a very 
slow, slight gradient in the total population and 
in the Jewish population, and a very rapid in- 
crease in these three indications, capital, num- 
ber of workers and gross output of industry. 
Here is shown the Jewish population and the 
number of Jewish enterprises. Against this is 
shown how industry kept pace and exceeded the 
growth of the population. Thus the capacity 
of absorption in industry was greatly increased. 

I would like to emphasize again that the very 
growth of the population creates a basis for 
expansion of industry. Each industry bas a cer- 
tain technica1, economic minimum. Man cannot 
establish a factory for ten thousand people, but 
the same factory may be established for one hun- 
dred thousand people. Otherwise, it would not 
pay. You need to establish it on a large scalc 
ta caver a11 your overhead expenses, and so on. 
Even today, one cannot establish an automobile 
factory in Palestine. Fifteen years ago it would 
not have paid to estabhsh a glass factOrY in 
Palestine, but today, we have suc11 a VerY Pros- 
perous concern. In the meantime, the popnla- 
tion has increased and the very increase in the 
population has provided the marketing facilities. 
In modern, managed economy, the difhculty is 

net so much the technical process of production 
as the finding of facilities for t,he marketing of 
the new product. And the broader the expan- 
sion of popu1ation, the broader the basis of in- 
dustry by establishing various technica1 minima 
in new branches of indus&y, 

Again we bave a diagram (Diagram 27) SIROP- 
ing the increase of Jewish ,population and gross 
consumption of Jewish produccs. Not on@ did 
the consumption keep pace with the increase of 
population but the consumption per head of 
industria products increased in that way, 

Hem we have increase of productivity during 
this period 1922-1936 and 1937, exemplified and 
reflected in these blue bIocks. 

1 am aware that this whole process must have 
raised certain doubts and certain problems in 
the minds of the Members of the Committee. 
One of them, an important one, mentioned by 
almost every one who analyzes Palestine econ- 
omy, is the trade balance of the country, How 
cari it be that Palestine imported before the war 
to the tune of some fifteen million pounds and 
exported to the tune of some five million 
pounds? 1 wouId Iike to ca11 your attention to 
this diagram (piagram 3) in which 1 bave tried 
to explaïn that whole process. We have here 
three main factors reflected in these diagrams: 
The black one is the net trade deficit of Pales- 
tine; the red one shows the Jewish capital im- 
port; the third one is the Jewish capital invest- 
ment. It is not the samc; one cari import capital 
without investment, but the ye1Iow one SLOWS 

Jewish capital investment. New, if you Iook at 
these three indications, you Will lind an exact 
correlation between the three factors in their 
development. If Jewish capital import rises, the 
net trade deficit rises and the Jewish capital in- 
vestments increase, and vice versa. It would be 
Eallacious to say that capital import covers the 
net trade deficit. Capital import causes the net 
trade deficit, and that is obvious. What ‘cari be 
r,he material form, the substance of capital im- ’ 
port? 

Let us say that capital is imported for plant. 
ing of orange groves. It takes the form of pipes 
and pumps. Capital is imported for the estab 
lishment of textile factories. It takes the form 
of spindles, looms and motors. Or, if we are to 
establish a mctals industry, we bring lathes, 
shaping machines, and SO on. Of course, this 
tremendous import of one hundred fifty million 
pou& during that period since 1922 must have 
taken that shape. Otherwise, it would have been 
very bad, had it not been accompanied by a 
tremendous import of capital go& bccause 
that import of capital goods, which is the cause 
of the net deficit in the trade balance, serves 
the &v&pment of the country and the final 
balancing of the trade account. Because, when 
these orange graves, for which pipes and pumps 
were brought over, bear fruit, they increaSe the 
expert of the country. If a textile factory StartS 
producing its yarns or materials, it Will either 
deaease the import of textile goods into the 
country or increase the export of these goods 
abroad. 80 that the very net trade deficit is an 
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expression, a material, substantial expression of 
the development of the country. It is not cov- 
ered by capital import. It is created, caused bY 
capital irnport, and it is shown exactly bY that 
correlation of the three indications of Jewish 
capital and investment, Jewish capital imPort> 
and net trade deficit that it is not a coincidence. 
There is a wholesome connection between the 
three. 

As a matter of fact, it is not a phenomenon 
peculiar to Palestine. Austrialia, New Zealand, 
the Argentine, and the United States of America 
had, for a long period of lime, an adverse trade 
balance because they were developing. That was 
the material expression of their development. 

Of course, in the first period, capital goods, 
means of production, must be brougln into the 
country. A new community starts with produc- 
tion of consumer goods and not capital goods. 
No country with no industry Will start produc- 
ing looms and spindles. It Will produce textiles. 
SO, the first period is import of capital goods 
whicb must create a trade deficit. Of course, 
from one point of view, we are in a more fortu- 
nate position than a11 these Young countries 
were in their period of development. There, 
also, the deficit in the trade, balance was a con- 
commitant of development, but they had after- 
wards the difficuh legacy of that development. 
They had to repay the borrowed capital, be- 
cause that capital was not invested in the coun- 
try, at least not in a great proportion. The bulk 
of it was borrowed and they had to pay amorti- 
zation and interest charges, which were a heavy 
burden on some of these countries, a very heavy 
burden, and created very serious and grave prob- 
lems. We shall not have to deal with that prob- 
lem because the capital brought into this coun- 
try is net borrowed capital at ail. It is refugee 
capital, or capital raised, for the express purpose 
of the development of the Jewish national home, 
by Jewish people a11 over the world. SO, we Will 
be more fortunate in that we will not have to 
contend with that legacy of quick and rapid 
development, repayment of borrowed capital. 

New, another probIem with which the Mem- 
ben of the Committee are confronted. How does 
this rapid influx of immigrants in the thirties 
bear on the employment situation in the coun- 
try? In this diagram, (Diagram +j) we sec two 
curves: The black curve represents the number 
of Jewish immigrants; the red curve, the num. 
ber of Jewish unemployed. This diagram proves 
that paradoxically, at least on the face of it, they 
are in inverse ratio. The larger the immigration 
the less unemployment. Immigration seems to 
create employment. Of course, we cannot relY 
entirely and exclusively on that empirical evi- 
dence that there is an inverse ratio in &velop- 
ment. Wc bave to try to analyze it from the 
Point of view of. economic theory. And that was 
done quite convrncingly and adequately by some 
Enghh economists in their analysis of unem- 
ployment in the ‘thirties, They proved that the 
usual notion of the man in the street that there 
is a fixed volume of employment and that if 
YOU bring in mm people they are bidding for 
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the same volume of employment, competing 
witl~ one another, is entirely erroneous. That 
theory is called “Lump of Labor Theory.” That 
was disproved completely, because each man 
added to tlle population is not only a worker, 
an employce, a producer, but he is at tho samc 
time a consu1ner. As economic crises in our 
moderu economy are mainly crises of marketing, 
crises of supply and demand, and not of difficulty 
of production, SO that with increased loa@a+ 
tion a great filip, a great stimulus is given to 
development of agricultural and industrial pro- 
duction. We have witnessed that in Palestine, 
that unemployment must decrease. Inuni@-ation 
created employment. Unemployment was always 
in inverse ratio to immigration. .That is praved 
by the inverse ratio in figures and facts in these 
two factors, and also by econamic theory. 

1 would like to touch on anothcr problem. 
HOW was the government revenue and develop 
ment of government services affected by this 
immigration? This is very important. Net~ pop 
ulation requires new services, new communica- 
tions, It imposes a certain burden on the GOV- 
ernment. Tbe question is how cari the fiscal 
system of the Government keep pace with chis 
new immigration. We have here in this diagram 
(Diagram 28) two curves. One is a red c~rve 

which represents Government local rovenue~ In 
this case, “local,” means not grants and aids 
from the British Government but what is raised 
here on the spot in Palestine in the forrn of 
revenue from the local population, It cloes net 
mean help to the local Government. 

Here we show Jewish immigration, 1 think 
the correlation between these two curves is un- 
mistakable, It shows how immigration produccs 
not only employment but revenue for the &v* 
ernment. As immigration increases, revenuco in- 
creases; as immigration decreases, revenue 
decreases. Al1 the time, without the slightest 
exception, the correlation is absolute and con- 
sistent. 

We have anotker problem which was touelied 
upon by Mr. Shertok in bis evidence, the 11~“’ 
tion of the occupational distribution of ~11~ 
Jewish population. We brought into the cut\n- 
try a population which was mainly urban, a 
population which had to be adaptcd to new 
conditions, and which we intended to estabiish 
on a sound and hearty basis of an occupationa 
distribution which would be similar ta that of 
modern, developed countrics. The Jewish pop 
ulation in the world had rhe following occupa- 
tional distribution: 3 per cent agriculture, 56 
per cent artisans and manufacturers, and 61 per 
cent in what are called tertiary services of pro. 
duction, services of commerce and a11 kin& of 
subsidiary occupations, This picture, in it&E, 
shows a very unbalanced occupational structure, 
The facts were much worse than are reaectcd 
in this diagram (Diagram 4). The $8 per Cent 
in agriculture and the 36 per cent as artimns 
did not represent real agricultural workers but 
entrepreneurs. 
agricultwe, 

Here our primary industry in 
and the secondary industry is ma*+ 

ufacturing. We had to carry into eEect a bans- 



formation of our occupational structure. We cari we see only this coincidence, this simultaneous 
sec that transformation on the other blocks. development, this steady and consistent increase 
~ere we have Palestine, occupational distribu in the share of the Jewish population and the 
tion of Jews: 19 per cent in agriculture, 27 per total population and the increase of expectation 
cent in industry, 54 per cent in tertiary occupa- of life at birth in the Moslem population by 33 
tions, These are not entrepreneurs; these are per cent. It is illustrated here: the red curve 
*cal workers, We have effected in one generation represents the increase of the share of the Jewish 
this complete transformation of the OCCUpatiOnid population; the gTeen blocks represent the in- 
structure. crease in the expectation of life at birth. 

The present occupational structure compares 
very well with the structure in other countïies. 
Par instance, in the United States of America 
there is 19 per cent in agriculture-the same as 
we have here-31 per cent in industry-a little 
bit more than we have here-and 50 per cent 
in tertiary occupations. In Australia, there is 
24 per cent in agriculture, 29 per cent in indus- 
try, and 46 per cent in the tertiary stage. Great 
Britain has 6 per cent in agriculture, 43 per 
cent in manufacture, and 50 per cent in tertiary 
stages. 

I do not want to tire you with these figures. 1 
think it is sufficient to say that the point is il- 
lustrated by these blocks in this diagram. The 
occupational distribution of Palestine Jewry very 
much resembles the occupational distribution of 
countries with very healthy and sound econ- 
omies, the United States of America, Australia, 
Switzerland and other countries. Our present 
occupational distribution is in complete con- 
tradiction to the occupational distribution which 
we had a11 over the world among the Jewish 
population. 

Now 1 shall try to prove the second thesis of 
my evidence; that this process of transplantation 

, of $he Jewish population of Palestine and im- 
migration into Palestine has had a most favour- 
able effect on the economic conditions of the 
Arab population. 1 have here a diagram, Moslem 
Expectation of Life at Birth, Jewish Share of 
Population and Jewish Immigration, Diagram 
7. The green blocks represent the expectation 
of life at birth. We see that in 1925, the first 
year for which we have reliable figures, in the 
first block, males and females, that the expecta- 
tion of life at birth was 37. AI1 my figures are 
based on Government statistics, Even if in some 
cases we consider these statistics controversial, 
for the sake of uniformity, we have taken a11 the 
figures on the basis of the Palestine Survey, 
submitted by the Palestine Government to the 
An+-American Committee of Enquiry, As 1 
said, the life expectancy in 1925 was 37, for 
males and females. In 1945, the life expectancy 
was 49 for males and 50 for females, an increase 
in the life expectancy at birth by 33 per cent. 

Now, we have worked out Moslem expectation 
of life at birth. We bave taken the whole period 
of time and analyzed the dynamic development 
in that period. Now we shah try to do the same 
in space, to compare Moslem expectation at 
birth in Palestine in comparison with that of 
independent Arab States. We bave here that 
diagram (Diagram 8). The important blocks 
are the three uppermost. That is the expectation 
of life at birth in Iraq. In Egypt it is slightly 
larger. These are the Moslems of Palestine, and 
to the extent that Iraq and Egypt has other 
populations than Moslems it rather colors ehe 
picture against my argument. 1 mean if there are’ 
Christians they have longer expectations of life, 
SO that if you would have Moslems separately 
for Egypt, probably their expectation of life 
would be even shorter than here, But, as we do 
not have reliable statistics, 1 take the whole 
population of Iraq and Egypt-even then we 
see a tremendous difference between Iraq, 
Egypt, and the Moslems of Palestine. This dif- 
ference, of course, is explained by the previous 
diagram, Twenty years ago it was about the 
same. But this development, the increase ‘of 
expectation of life by 33 per cent whiclris con- 
current with the share of the Jewish population 
within the total population, brought the Pales- 
tine Moslems far away from the usual level of 
expectations of life in the Middle East. 

The next diagram, Jewish Share of Popula- 

At the same time, the share of the Jewish 
Population in the total population of Palestine 
increased from 11 to 32 per cent. 1 shall not go 
into the analysis of the cause and effect of this 
correlation, for the time being, 1 shall only show 
the correlation, the concurrent development be- 
tween the increase in the Jewish share of the 
Population and the general improvement and 
Progress of the Arab population and Arab econ- 
OmY. Later on, 1 shall try to show that there is a 
close ling between them. But, for the time being, 

tien, (Diagram 9) shows a definite gain. If you 
look at the blue curve you Will see an increase 
from eleven per cent to thirty-two per cent in 
round figures, That is the blue. Now the black 
line shows Moslem Infant Mortality in Pales- 
tine. New, if we look at these two curves we see 
that they develop in inverse ratio. They tend 
always to increase in their discrepancy. It is a 
kind of opening S&ors. The larger the Jewish 
share in the total population of Palestine the 
lower the Moslem infant mortality. It decreased 
from 186 per thousand in 1922-24, a three year 
period which was used in order to eliminate any 
accidental factors, to 100 per thousand in 1944- 
46, a decrease of 46 per cent, This opening of 
the scissors is indicative of a certain concurrence. 
In the analysis of infant mortality, which is 
considered a11 over the world by experts as the 
most conçlusive and clearest indication of the 
economic condition, progress,’ and cultural level 
of a population, a new system is now applied. It 
is the system of’ regional statistics. Xt was fïrst , 
applied in England and it showed a very close 
correlation between poverty and infant mortal- 
ity, poverty and general mortality. The so-called , 
“depressed areas” were proved to have a high 
incidence of sickness. The increasing infant inor- 
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tality was most accentuated. In the most pros- 
perous districts it was much less than that. Now 
we have tried to appIy to Palestine that method, 
and I must say concurrently, the Government 
Statistician did it on the one hand and we on 
the other hand, not knowing one from another. 
And if you read jn the “Survey or Palestine” the 
chapter on the standard of life of the Arabs You 
will find an excellent corroboration of my thesis 
here. Ir. states exactly the same thing, nalmly 

that it cannot be a coincidence that the highest 
rates of infant mortality are in those districts 
in which there is no Jewish colonization at ail. 
It is most pronounced that the lowest is in the 
Jewish colonization. The lowest rates are in 
Jaffa. You see that in Jaffa (Diagram 10) this 
brown color shows very dense Jewish settlement. 
In Jaffa it is 81.4 per thousand, and in Haifa it 
is 117.7 per thousand. The two most Jewish 
districts, where the Jews form the largest pro- 
portion of the population, have developed the 
lowese infant mortality. The highest is in Bethle- 
hem, 176.4 per thousand, where there are no 
Jews at all. In Ramallah it is 171.5 per thousand. 

Mr. FABREGAT (Uruguay) : Would you mind 
repeating the number please? 

MI. HOROWITZ: Ramallah is 171.5 per thou- 
Sand, Bethlehem is 176.4 per thousand, almost 
double that of in Haifa and Jaffa areas. There 
are no Jews there, none at all. The middle dis- 
tricts with mixed population show almost an 
exact correlation. It is an exact correlation but 
in inverse ratio-the larger the share of the Jew- 
ish population the lower the Moslem infant 
mortality. 

Now on this new diagram, the Development 
of Arab Economy, (Diagram 11) 1 would like 
to show the development of the condition of 
the Arab working class in this country. We have 
figures only since 1939 for the Arab as published 
by the Government. We see these three blocks. 
The yellow block represents the cost of living. 
The green block represents Arab daily earnings 
in agriculture. The red block represents the 
Arab daily earnings in building. Now if we fol- 
IOW up the yellow blocks we see a certain in- 
crease in the cost of living. But then, particularly 
since 1943, we see suddenly that wages’in build- 
ing and agriculture far exceed the increase in 
the cost of living. That means that real wages, 
nOt nominal wages only but real wages of Arab 
workers throughout the agricultural industry 
increased in a very pronounced way, far above 
the inwease in the cost of living. Here you sec 
the development of the condition of the Arab 
working class as rcflected in their real wages, an 
imnmx in wages in comparison with the in- 
crwe in the cost of living in the two most im- 
portant branches of Arab economy-agriculture 
and building. The increase in agriculture was 
approximately five times as much, and in build- 
ings it was about five and a half times as much. 
New we shall again apply our previous methods. 
We have shown something in tlle category of 
time. New we Will take again space. This dia- 
gram, (Diagram 12) shows the Average weekly 
wages in Indusery in Egypt and the Arab In- 

dustrv of Palestine. This is based on Govern- 
ment’ statistics. The Egyptian Government has 
publi&ed a special book on the development of 
wages in industry. Here it is a little bit against. 
Palestine because at the time these statistics 
were taken the cost of living in Egypt was 291 
and in Palestine 262. That means the difference 
is much more pronounced if we also take into 
account chat their cost of living index was higher 
in that period of time. In January 1946 the dif- 
ference is more pronounced. The red blocks 
are various industries, food, beverages, tobacco, 
etc. The red blocks represent Arab wages in 
Arab Palestine, the blue blocks in Egypt. 1 think 
the indications are unmistakable. Always bear 
in mind that the factual picture is more pro- 
nounced. Of course their cost of living increased 
more than ours in that period of time. 

Here is an illustration of a similar develop- 
ment in agriculture in the non-Jewish sector. 
This diagram (Diagram 15) shows the Indica- 
tions of Agricultural Developmem (Crops) in 
the non-Jewish sector, and the growth of the 
Jewish population. The tremendous increase of 
crops is correlated to the increase of the Jewish 
population. As the Jewish population increased, 
the crops, fruits and vegetables, fruit being violet 
and vegetable being green, increased tremen- 
dously while wheat remained stationary. Of course 
that is not a coincidence. Again it is the same 
thing. They started on the same way of transi- 
tion, from extensive to intensive farming-the 
Arabs fron the production of energy-producing 
foodstuffs, which supports few people on a lower 
standard of life, to production of produce of 
intensive farming, vegetables, fruits, and SO on, 
which support the agricultural cultivation which 
is much denser and on a much higher standard 
of ,living. That is not a coincidence. There are 
many Jews who appear as buyers in che markee 
and by SO doing have enabled Arab agriculture 
to affect that tremendous and spectacular in- 
crease in their production of intensified farming. 

1 now show you a diagram entitled Indications 
of Agricultural Development (Livestock) in the 
non-Jewish sector and the growth of the Jewish 
population (Diagram 16), This diagram shows 
exactly the same as the Iast in another fashion. 
It concerns livestock, fowls, cattle, Sheep, and 
goats. Again there is a spectacular increase in 
cattle, which is green, and poulcry which is red. 
There is a very spectacular increase in the crops 
of the Arab farming coincident with the devdop 
ment of the Jewish population. NOL SO sheep and 
goats. They remain stationary, like wheat, bc 
cause that is extensive. They produced for the 
Jewish market, and SO they were enabled to raise 
their standard of life, and to improve their farm- 
ing by the development of these urban markets, 
Again there was a cIose link between the two 
phenomena. 

In this diagram we bave Some Economie Indi- 
cations in Palestine and Middle East Countries 
(Diagram 17). Again we apply our method of 
hecking our results by an analysis in time and 
by an analysis in space. We have Palestine, red; 
Transjordan, blue; Egypt, yellow; Lebanon, vio- 



let; S+a, grcen; Iraq, brown. II~~)oR of :lgri- 
. . cultural Machincry-that iS . ~aleSlmf?. Imports 

of IndustriaI Machinery (ds per hcad) -they 
are heads of the population. Govcrnment Rev- 
enue, recl, Heal,th Expencliture, Forcign Trade- 
a11 these indications are quite unequivocal. 
There are (&ers which show the inverse ratio. 
Palestine is lowest in Infant Mortality. In GOV- 
ernment Revenue, in import of Agricultural 
Machinery, in Imports of Industrial kfaChhlWy, 

in FIealtll Expenditure, and in Foreign Trade it 
is always the lai-gest of all. In Infant Mortality 
it is always the lowest. Il.11 Number of Inhabitants 
per Tractor it is the lowest. In. Number OI? Motor 
Veliicles it is the highest. SO tbat if we cari 
&& our results in Space, the rCStitltS which We 

llave gained by the analysis in time, we arrive 
at exactly the same conclusions. The Arab pop- 

ulation of Palestine is in a quite diffcrent position 
from the Moslem Arab population in neighbor- 
ing countries, and that thcse coincidences must 
appear curious if tlley were the ollly coinci- 
dences. 

I now introduce the diagram on Jewish Anti- 
Malaria work in Palestine (Diagram 14) . Here 
I approach thc analysis of thc causal link be- 
tween thesë factors. This covers the territory in 
Northcrn Hulch arca, Southcrn Huleh area, and 
the Beisan arca. Thcre is the incidence of sick- 
ness herc in thc last ycar and in thc first year. 
If you look at thesc blocks therc is a descending 
line. You Will sce one of the facts which must 
bave affected the Arab population as well, We 
have the statistics only for thc Jcwish population 
for incidence of diseasc. But, obvjously, thc 

swamps dcstroyed the peoplc without giving heed 
to race, crecd, or nationality. 

This new diagram is entitled Somc Economie 
Indications in Cyprus and non-Jewish Palestine 
(Diagram 18). This is the last diagram bcfore 
1 corne to the final cxplanation. This is a dia- 
gram which shows another country undcr British 
administration, having no Jews, or nearly no 
Jews, and it shows thc devclopment in this coun- 
try in various indications which resemble very 
much those in Palestine, 1 am refcrring to Cyprus. 
1 do not want to contend, of course, that the 
pas’t administration had nothing to do with this 
progress. Bat, 1 would like to emphasizc that 
tlie main factor in this vcry rapid dcvelopment 
was Jewish colonization, Jewish reconstruction, 
and Jewish development. We bave (in red) 
Health Expcncliturc per head of Population. Red 
is Palestine and blue is Cyprus, In red from 1930 
t. 1933 we see a very pronounced increase. At 
the same Lime we sce a decreas in Cyprus. In 
Education Expenditure per hcacl of Population 
there is a very pronounced rise in Palestine and 
stntionary or slightly decreasing in Cyprus. But 
whah is more important is the dcvelopment of 
the Population itself. We sec the total increase 
in Palestine and the total incrcase in thc same 
area in Cyprus. Now the natural increase was 
larger in Palestine due to thc decline of infant 
mortalitY* But even more pronounced is the 
Migration. While Palestine, according to Gov- 

crnmcnt figures, had in the Arab population an 
increase of some two per cent by immigration, 
there was a decreasc of the Cyprus population 
by migration from Cypl~ by cight per cent 
which had to be deducted from the ,twenty per 
cent of their total increase, SO that their increase 
really was about thirteen per cent. The natural 
increase in Palestine since 1931 for the Arab pop- 

ulation is thirty-six per cent-of that tliirty-four 
pcr cent was a natural increase and two per cent 
was duc to Arab immigration. In Cyprus, the 
total population increased in that period by 
thirtcen pcr cent. It is true thc natural increase 
was also twenty-one per cent, but there was a 
migration from Cyprus of eight per cent. 

Now we bave seen the ser,ies of diagrams and 
indications. It seems to me that the very fact 
that SO many curves and blocks converge in the 
same direction proves that it cannot be a co- 
incidence, particularly if we check it by our 
results in comparisons in space and time, check- 
ing one another, and by analysis of another 
country which is also uncler British administra- 
tion. Now, what bearing cloes Jewish coloniza- 
tion, Jewish deveiopment, and Jewish recon- 
struction havc on the condition of the Arab 
population. Every economist Will say that the 
import of 150,000,000 pounds into such a smalI 

country cannot remain confïnecl to one com- 
munity. You must bave a percolation of that 
CiLpit;ll, a transïcr of part of that capital into 
the other communities. There are various chan- 
nels for it. The one is purchase of land at ex- 
orbitant, fantastic prices. Of course it would 
be cluitc unreasonable for an Arab to buy land 
for hjmself at the price of, let us say, eighty 
pounds per acre in an Arab part of Palestine. 
He cari get the same land at a tremendously 
chcaper rate either two kilometers east or north 
of Palestine. For the Jews that is the bnly place 
in which they cari settle, SO they are obliged to 
psy these exorbitant prices. That is one of the 
most Oiml~ortant channels of transfer of Jewish 
capital from thc Jcwish scttlement to the Arab 
scttlemcnt. Of course Jewish agriculture cannot 

dcvclop for natural reasons as quickly as the 
%Jewish population cari, also for lack of space. 
The Jewish population buys extensively Arab 
agricultural produce and will ,continue to bny 
it. That is a most important factor for the popu- 
Iation, two-thirds of which are farmers. For the 
farmer the market for bis primary produce is 
the most important factor. Moreover, he pro- 
duccs building materials, stone, and lime, a11 
of which you bave seen. Everywhere you see 
stoncs hciag grinded in the mills and worked 
by Arabs. There are new employment facilities 
created by the Jews. 

And last, ùut not Ieast, the contribution Qf 

oneetllird of the population of the country LO 

thc revenue of the Government is, according to 
Government admission, two-thirds of the whole 
revenue, while the benefics (1 do not say at the 
moment that 1 challenge that policy, I state only 
the facts) are distributed in inverse ratio. That 
is a factor which must bave led to the develop 
ment of the Arab economy. It was aided, assisted 



by the verY fact of an example of such a mode1 
development by Jews: reclamation, new health 
services, a11 that, also to some extent directly 
assisted by health services. But ,that is a secondary 
factor and is not as important. The important 
point is the indirect effect, the provision of 

I means and the provision of ways and a mode1 
of development. Al1 these comparisons between 
the Arabs and the Jews explain the tremendous 
effect of Jewish economic development on Arab 
production and standard of life measured by 
both their standards since the extension of,Jew- 
ish colonization work and that of the Arabs in 
the neighboring Arab States. 

1 would like to summarize now. my evidence 
and emphasize the salient points. The dynamic 
development which creates new economic ca- 
pacity of absorption; the establishment of an 
economy of growing population which stimulates 
expansion of production and ïnvestment; the 
interchangeability of space and ski& the art of 
substituting space by capital and skill, which 
makes it possible to utilize on a much larger 
scale and more efficiently the natural resources 
of the country:, a11 are shown and reflected by 
these analyses of the economic factors acting and 
self-propelled in this country. Thanks to tlie 
impact of these factors on the economy of Pales- 
tine, facilities .for new economic capacity of 
absorption were and Will be created in the fu- 
ture, leading concurrently to a further rise in 
the standard of life and to a further improvement 
in Ihe condition of the Arab population. 

CHAIRMAN: 1 think it is time we adjourned 
this hearing. The hearing is adjourned until 
Sunclay morning at 9 a.m. 

(Thc haaring was adjournad at 2 p.m.> 

VERBATIM RECORD OF 
THE SEVENTEENTH MEETING (PUBLIC) 

Held at the Y.M.C.A. Building, Jerusalem, 
Palestine, Sunday, 6 July 1947, at 9 a.m. 

Present: 
MR. SANDSTROM, Sweden, Chairman 
Ma. ‘HOOD, Australia 
MR. RAND, Canada 
MR. LISICKY, Czechoslovakia 
MR. GARCIA GRANADOS, Guatemala 
SIR ABDUR RAHMAN, India 
MR. ENTEZAM, Iran 
MR. BLOM, Netherlands 
MR. GARCIA SALAZAR, Peru 
MR. FABREGAT, Uruguay 
MR. SIMIC, Yugoslavia 
MR. HOO, Assistant Secretary-General 
MR. GARCIA ROBLES, Secretnry 

CF~AIRMAN: i ca11 the meeting to order. 
Confinuation of Hearing of Representatives 

of the Jewish Agency 

The agenda contains continuation of the hear- 
ing of representatives of the Jewish Agency. Mr. 
Bernstein, 1 think, is going to be the next speak- 
er. WiII you corne to the table please? 

(Mr. F. Bernstein, representative of the .T~w- 
ish Agency, took a seat ut the table.) 

I recognize your right to speak. 
Mr. &RNSTEIN (Representative of the Jewish 

Agency) : Mr. Chairman and Members Of he 
Committee: 

I have to present, on behalf of the Jewish 
Agency for PakStine, some of the economic as- 
pects of the case in which the judpent Qf the 
United Nations lias been invoked by the Man- 
datorY Power. Any such presentation shouI& it 
seems Co me, be preceded by several general 
observations: - 

1. In reviewing the past, it should be borne 
in mind thac the determining elemenr. in the 
history of the British Mandate in Palestine bas 
been a vast ‘discrepency between the axertain- 
able purposes of British Palestine policy and 
those of the Jewish Community of Palestine. 
The Jewish Comrnunity here (OF YiShV, as ~3 

commonly refer Lo it) has accepted as valid ob- 
jectiues of public policy only the purposes laid 
down in the Balfour Declaration and Subse- 
quently embodied in the terms of the Mandate, 
while the Mandatory has often created its OWn 
national and imperial objectives as primary. 
This discrepancy of purposes was not tO0 Con- 

spicuous during the firsr ten years of the Rilan- 
date. It was perhaps ill-understood on the part 
of the Jews and becamé only gradually more 
distinct, and was clearly revealed iînally in the 
White Paper of 1939. Though not unaware of 
the effort made by some elements in the I3ritish 
Governmnet to place ever more restricting ineer- 
pretations on the obligations of the Mandatory 
Power towards the Jews, world Jewry neverthe- 
Iess remained convinced that, on the ground 
even of the 1922 White Paper, no restriction 
could be placed on Jewish immigration and 
Jewish development other than that naturally 
imposed by the rate of progress of the economic 
absorptive capacity of the country. But those 
elements in the British Government which be- 
came clearly dominant in 1939 had in view, as 
in the meantime has become abundantly clear, 
a limitation of Jewish development which, ex- 
pressed in demographic terms, meant to prevent 
the growth of the Jewish population of Palestine 
beYond about a chird of the total population. 

There are, it is truc, some doubts about t.he 
exact number of the Arab population as esti- 
mated by Government statistics, the source of 
estimates in rural Arab districts being on@ un- 
verified statements of mukhtars, but it may be 
assumed that in actual fact the one third limit. 
bas net been seriously transgressed. HOWWW 

this maY be, it is quite natural that so striking 
a difference between the purposes of the Manda- 
torY Government and those of the Jewish people 
caused friction, steadily growing in intensity, be. 
tween the Jewish national bodies and the Jewish 

Yishuv on one side, bent on clevelopment as 
comprehensive as possible, and the British cen- 
tral Government and the Palestine Administra- 
tion on the other side. The Palestine Adminis- 
tration cbntemplated with increasing disquiet 
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tbe progress of Jewish development, which nec- 
essarily would bring about much earlier than 
tlaought desirable the wmewhat dreaded moment 
when the appropriate Jewish population limit, 
as envisaged by the British Government, would 
be reached and the freezing-up of Jewish devel- 
opmen t would have to be enforced. 

numbers of immigrants to a total most frighten- 
ing to the British Administration, could be 
absorbed. 

Our attitude to the economic and fiscal policy 
of the Government, largely critical it must be 
admitted, is the inevitable result of the dis- 
crepancy of purposes indicated above. Jews re- 
gàrded themselves as entitled to an economic 
policy actively furthering the Jewish coloniza- 
tion effort and the development of the National 
EIome and to a fiscal policy employing the grad- 
ually growing taxable capacity of the Jewish 
Yishuv for the benefit of those who were creating 
that capacity by their labour and investments 
as well as for the benefit of those, large sections 
of worlcl Jewry ~110 needed and desired to emi- 
grate to Palestine. The British Government used 
and uses Jewish tax money largely for Arab 
development. The Mandatory could not conduct 
the economic policy required by the interests 
of building up the Jewish National Home with- 
out speeding up a process which even without 
the help of an adequate Government economic 
policy went at a pace much too stormy for the 
aims of British Palestine policy. 

From the purely political point of view now 
adopted by the British Administration instead 
of the economic argumentation earlier adhered 
to, anything said about the economic aspects 
and prospects of Jewish colonization cari be 
construed as proving the need to halt, if need 
be artificially, a development which, on the 
strength of its economic possibilities, would qpen 
vast future perspectives. 

Nevertheless we believe it our duty, to place 
the economic facts, as we know them, and the 
economic possibilities as we see them, before 
your Commission. 

3. The promise contained in the Balfour Dec- 
laration seemed to provide the enterprise of 
Jewish colonization with what it needed most: 
a firm political basis, consisting (a) of the rec- 
ognition of the political aims of that coloniza- 
tion by the Power ruling the territory, (b) a 
governmental Administration acting in conso- 
nance with the recognized aim and the main 
purpose which caused the Mandate for Pa1estin.e 
to be entrusted to Great Britain. 

2. Inquiries into the economic possibilities of 
Palestine, conducted by experts and commissions 
at various stages of Palestine development, seemed 
initially to be genuinely concerned with the 
gravely-doubted ability of the Jews to buiId up 
a National Home. But in the course of time 
such inquiries, as far as they were officiai, be- 
came increasingly governed by the political ob- 
jective of proving that the absorptive capacity 
of the country could not be considerably in- 
creased and that therefore Jewish immigration 
ought to be severely limited. Consequently we 
Jews went to great pains in order to prove that 
we could achieve something in the field of colo- 
nization and upbuilding and that an adequate 
development policy would secure a productive 
self-supporting livelihood for a great number 
of additional Jewish immigrants, without dis- 
placing a single Arab. There were of course 
differences in the estimated numbers, according 
to some necessarily hypothetical elements in the 
estimates. But the numbers of even cautious 
estimates were rather impressive. 

Though the fundamental discrepancy between 
the aims as understood at the time of the Balfour 
Declaration and those of the actual British Pales- 
tine policy revealed itself distinctly only at a 
relatively late stage of development, it became 
clear already in the first years of the Mandatory 
regime that the confidently ex,pected political 
basis was lacking in both respects: The ,political 
,aim ostensibIy recognized was subject to a series 
of interpretations gradually emptying it of its 
original meaning. The Palestine Administration, 
barely tolerating the Jewish colonization effort 
instead of assisting it, seemed cbiefly concerned 
with what was explained as the protection of 
the Arab population from the dangers threaten- 
ing them, in the freely expressed opinion of the 
Administration, from Jewish colonization. 

The consequences of this lack of political basis 
initially hoped for were far-reaching in many 
respects, more particularly in the economic field. 

By now the manifold apprehensions of inquir- 
ing experts have proved unfoanded. The Jews 
have shown some measure of ability in the field 
of agricultural and urban colonization. ’ Consid- 
erable numbers of immigrants were absorbed 
long after British statesmen had expressed the 
opinion, that tire economic absorptive capacity 
of the country ‘was entirely exhausted., No Arab 
has been displaced. But now the British Admin- 
istration sees the main danger precisely in the 
Jewish ability for colonization and even more 
rn the objective possibilities, no longer to be 
doubted, of developing the absorptive capacity 
of the country to such a degree, that additional 

Jewish colonization, i.e. the total of economic 
activitieb bringing about the absorption of Jew- 
ish immigrants into the economic structure of 
the country, instead of being supported by ade- 
quate political conditions, and consequently 
being freed from any consideration with regard 
to their political effect, had, on the contrary, to 
be instrumental in regaining or acquiring îhe 
political basis which had been lest or perhaps 
never really existed. This reversa1 of the nec- 
essary relation between political basis and eco- 
nomic colonization forced Jewish colonization 
to the ‘necessity of seeking a maximum of auton- 
omy and thus, from. the outset, introduced an 
element of mutual suspicion into the relations 
between Jews and the Administration. And, ! 
still more important, Jewish colonization and 
Jewish enterprise had to observe, with regard 
to the Arab population a measure of exclusivity, 
which ~would not have been necessitated to suc11 
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c*lo)~iza&)I], But what Arab go&+41 towards 
the Jews c&J ha~:c I>ecn dmitred ils tl result 
of tlpsc cco1l()nlic 1~alcIilS l$‘ilS, in large part lest 
due ta tllc ht& of a more direct cconOnlic CO- 
opcration a& cJllc tO thC f;lCl thlt tllCXX hefitS 

lvL>re repres~~~ted as thc giEt of a protecting Ad- 
l~~inistrati»lI, which by tllC VWy attitude of 

protector dcnounced Jcwish colonization as 
llarmful and dangcrous 10 Arnbs. 

After these introcluctory dmwtions, I pro- 
pose to requcst your attention to some OE the 
main problcms besetting Jcwish colonization in 
the field oE urban and industrial development, 
agriculturül colonization bcing dcalt with by my 
colleague, Mr. E. Kaplan. 

While the Jewish Agency concentrated, for 
botb ideological and practical reasons, during 
the first two decades after the British occupation, 
mainly on agricultural colonization, urban and 
industria development was left on the whOle tO 
private initiative. The beginnings were certainly 
modest, but it is an errer to believe that Jewish 
industry was establishcd only during the war. 
Thc output of Jewish industry and handicrafts in 
1936 alreacly reached a net value of £19,109,000; 
of this total £17,887,000 was contributcd by “fac- 
tories” proper (viz, enterprises employing more 
than 10 hired workers) . But it is truc chat in- 
dustrial development made exceptionally great 
strides during the war years. This rapid progress 
was due to two main Eactors. The war situation 
necessitated the provision of the local population 
and of the Middle East armies with commodities 
locally produced as far as possible, For once, 
and as far as war nccessities were concerned, the 
Government assisted industrial devclopment with 
a11 available means. The Jewish population oE 
Palestine, owing to experience gained in Europe, 
was able to develop the required industries. The 
isolation of the Middle East, caused by the war 
and by the diversion of the resources of the old 
industrial countri& to Var purposes, fulfilled 
the function of a ljrotective tari& behind the 
walls of which Young industries had developed 
in most countries. 

1 do not want to tire you by figures and Eacts 
which have been provided to you, 1 hope not too 
abundantly, in writing. But 1 should like to 
say a word about the specific problems of this 
development. 

in 
As a natter of course, industrial development 
Palestine is not an isolated case. It is part of 

what might be called the migration of industry 
from the old industrial countries to colonial or 
semi-colonial territories. The case of Palestine, 
within this movement, is somewhat irregular in 
character and certainly in intensity, but it is 
nevertheless part of this general movement. Its 
significance is not always fuuy understood, espe. 

cially net by economically backward populations 
who Will ultimately be its main beneficiaries, 

an cxtcnc by the mcre rccluircinents of a national 
colonizatian, had p0litiraI conditions Wt been 
SO very advcrsc. 

Xt is truc tlrdt thc .+\rah population nWC!rtheIesS 
derivcd immense advantagïs from the Jcwish 

/ 

‘1’1~~ pol~ulations, and especially their ruling 
~~WXS, still labour unclcr the illusion that po- 
litkill itlCi~~x.mhce cm be gained by diplomacy 

~1~1 maintaincd without an adequate econolniC 
baSiS. ThC illusion is understandable, since the 
SO COIlCd diplamatic victories cari be won, some. 
timcs, lïItlWr ensily whilc the prerequisites of 

EUH cconomic, XIC~ especially industrial develop 
111Cll t 3t’C’ IlOt quickly ancl not easily acquired. 

*~‘hP introduction of modem industry into tlle 
Aiiddlc East hy the jews mcans in this respect 
a unique chance, smcc they are suficiently 

cquippcd to perform thc task and vitally inter- 
Csted in perEorming it. The sanie cannot be said 
with regard ta any other factor inside the Middle 
East or ontside it. The Jews arc thereEore,- 
Lhough the dominant social group in the Mi&le 
East are slow to rccognize this-by their indus. 
tri?1 achicvement and cxample, laying the only 
rcally solicl basis for a measure of independence 
oE C~C hCiddle East Erom imperial domination 
by great powers whosc primary economic base 
lies elscwherc. 

Industrial development in Palestine has to 
struggle with great disadvantages. In the be- 
ginning no onc thought it possible, or even 
dcsirable, and the Jews thcmselves regarded it 
rather as an unimportant sidcline. The Manda- 
tory Governmcnt certainly acccpted this general 
view most gratefully, not being interested in 
the general movcmcnt of migration of industries 
into coIonia1 territories, nor in a quick increase 
of the Jewish population oE Palestine. The pre- 
scrvation of Palestine in a State of patriarclial 
somnolescence, which mcans the preservation of 
its econornic structure as a country of ratlier 
primitive agriculture, secmed at the time the 
main idea of dominant elements in the Palestine 
Administration. 

Nowadays industrial dcvelopmcnt is 1argelY 
dependent on the economic policy of the GW 
ernment, especially on its policy of customs 
taritis, import licensing, exclzange control, and 
taxation, This does not mcan that even the 
most favourable Government policies cari, huild 
sound industries. But Government policY cari 
greatly hampe’ and almost prevent industrial 
development. Palestine bas been, in this respect, 
extremely ill-fated, the famous-or inEamous-- 
paragraph 18 of the Mandate (much more tare- 
fully respected than some other paragraphs of 
the Mandate) having bcen interpreted to de- 
prive the country of any possibilitiy of prevent- 
ing it from becoming the dumping place of 
industrial produce of a11 industrial countries, 
especially Germany and Japan. As a consequence 
oE the absence in Palestine of a well conceived 
trade policy designed to protect and foster the 
rational development of industry, the few in- 
dustries which try tentatively to supply the local 
market which gradually became significant as 
the result of immigration, were confronted by 
crushing competition of foreim import made 
cheap, in tiany instances, by expert premiums 
or Similar measures. The question of industria 
exPorts did not yet exist, but in the field of the 
Ch-US expert the obnoxious influence of that 
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paragraph 18 was severely felt. It established 
the most favoured nation principle unilaterally 
with regard to* a11 countries then members of 
the League of Nations (and even for countries 
like Japan, who had flouted the authority of 

the League but maintained friendly relations 
with the United Kingdom) , and it deprived 
Palestine of every possibility of concluding trade 
agreements with other countries securing equal 
treatment and adequate outlets for its owu prod- 

LICE. The Angle-American Enquiry Commission 
bas stressed the obnoxious effect of this phra- 
graph (on pages 12 and 33 of their Report). 

The customs tariff of Palestine is built on 
purely fiscal lines. Some raw materials have been 
exempted, after many representations, from cus- 
toms duties, but there is still a rather impressive 
list of raw matcrials and partly finished indus- 
tria1 products on which duties are levied while 
local industrial proclucts are, in no way protected, 
even modestly, by tariffs. During the war addi- 
tional duties were introduced, but, again in 
accordance with the purely fiscal aim, indiscrimi- 
nately on dutiable raw materials, half finished 
industrial products and consumer goods alike. 
The financial results are important. Government 
income from custom duties arose from LP 2 
million in 1939-40 to LP Ii million in 1946-47. 
It should be noted that some essential com- 
modities not produced in Palestine pay hi@ 
duties, as çugar 43 per cent. SO do some indus- 
tria1 products not made in Palestine as motor 
cars, tractors ancl typewriters. 

Since the war the Government policy of grant- 
ing (or withholcling) import licenses forms a 
very important part of Government economic 
policy, In its efEect on the Palestine economy, it 
is çomplementary to customs policy and even 
supersedes it to some extent. This matter is 
complicated by monetary problems, such as the 
protection of the Pound sterling and rhe rate 
of release of Palestine held sterling balances. 
Agreements with regard to “loading areas” (thc 
permitted sources of imports) too play a part. 
Both questions Will be touched upon shortly 
in another paragraph. Meanwhile it should be 
stated that import licences have bcen granted 
with special liberality for industrial consumer 
g-oocls that were also produced in this country 
at a time when it was clear that the transition 
li-om war cconomy to peace economy would 
severely test the staying $ower of the Young 
Palestine industry. At thc same time the Gov- 
ernment displayed no concern whatsoever about 
provicling LIS with imports of raw materials and 
machinery at low world-market prices. We are, 
in fact, being asked to meet the impact of world 
competition with our hands tied. Can there be 
Agly wonder that there is a growing suspicion 
among the Jewish business community that the 
Government oE Palestine is deliberately attempt- 
ing to stifle our Young industry? 

As every protection tends to pamper industry 
:und to delay the introduction of efficiency, ~0 
the opening up of the country to foreign com- 
petition cari bave a salutary effect. Palestine 

industry is now, however, being exposed to that 
cure somewhat recklessly, and it cannot be de- 
nied that the transition period causes many 
dificulties. In some branches, medium and small 
Plants Will have to combine or to co-ordinate 
their production. In some instances new plants 
now heing built Will insure still better finishing 
processes. The establishment of marketing com- 
Panies for some kinds of industrial produce is 

also contemplatecl. In any case, it seems im- 
probable that any important part of our indus- 
try Will succumb or that the industria expansion 
now in progress Will be thwarted. But great 
ClifiCUhks Will bave to he overcdme, and lnany 
of these dificulties are unnecessary and are con- 
nected with the unconstructive charactm of Gov- 
ernment economic policy. 

In the first place, the high cost of labour stands 
in thc way of Palestine industry becoming fully 
competitive wilth that of the old ind’ustrial coun- 
tries, now that the cost of labour may seem to 
be an entirely interna1 affair not dependent on 
Government policy. But the high wages prevail- 
ing are partly due to the labour market having 
been virtually closed by the severely restricted 
iinmigration policy of the British Government 
and partly-even for a greater part-to the high 
cost of living prevalent in Palestine, one of the 
worst heritages of the war. There lias been much 
discussion about how this high price level has 
corne about, how prices could have becn pre- 
vented from soaring sky-high and how they 
could bc Iowered. We bave corne to the con- 
clusion, which lately seems to have been partly 
accepted by the Administration too, that the 
hi& COS~ of living is chiefly caused by the fact 
that Palestine is obliged to buy some of the 
most essential foodstuffs and cattle odder from 
the high priced areas of the Middle East. Lower- 
ing the cost of living Will not be possible, to any 
important extent, unless Palestine gets access 
to the low priced countries exporting foodstuffs 
and unless Palestine is able to buy tbese com- 
modities at the same prices as the United King- 
dom; the United Kingdom now allocates to itselE 
supplies at half the pricc of the supplies that it 
allocates to Palestine. 

This lowering of the prices we have to pay 
would be partly a mattcr of change in agree- 
ments about loading areas. Partly it would de- 
pend on the full availability of Palestine earn- 
ings in hard currency, especially clollars, for Pal- 
estine purchases. 

Palestine bas earned during the years l’%o- 
1946 1&5,088,000 United States dollars, of which 
g8gl82,ooo so-callecl gift dollars, providecl by 
American Jewry to funds for upbuilding Pales- 
tine and tjG,906,000 from experts to the United 
States of America, especially polished diamonds. 
This total a11 went, in the first instance, to the 
United Kingdom. Neighboring couatries got dol- 
lar allocations from Britain far in excess of their 
own earnings, SO, in fact, Jewish dollar earnings 
were transmitted to Arab countries boycott% 
Jewish produce. Tbe Jewish Agency has been 
allowed to use gif’t dollars for the requirements 
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of fie yishuv under such restrictions that in 
actual fact about two-thirds of the gift dollars 
bave gone t. the London pool. Therefore, bY 
her control of our dollars and Our imPorts> the 
United Kingdom bas, in fact, been exploiting 
JewiSh Palestine on a very large scale. We boPe 
that the United Nations Will be in a position to 
end this exploitation-which is certainly verY far 
from the purposes for which the MandatorY sYs- 
tem was established. It is not yet clear at a11 
what amounts OE hard currency and sterling Will 
be available for the Palestine economy in the 
future, but experierice has taught us that in the 
case of Palestine lack of an independent bar- 
gaining position has allowed the Bri’tish Govern- 
ment to let political considerations and the in- 
terests of the United Kingdom override those of 
Palestine in general and of the Yishuv in par- 
Çicular. 

There are, of course, some ,,additional basic 
factors affecting not only the industria develop- 
ment but, in different degrees, a11 branches of 
economy. I would like to mention here the high 
cost of oil and oil products, determining to a 
great extent the price of electricity, industrial 
power and cost of transport. When, twenty-five 
years ago, the economic possibilities of Palestine 
were under discussion, it was always stressed 
that the prospects must needs be poor, since 
Palestine did not possess coal or such water re- 
sources as would enable the generation of power. 
Meanwhile, one of the most potent sources of 
power became available on the spot in practically 
unlimited quantities, oil. But Palestine does not 
get this oil at cost price plus normal profit. 

We are charged for benzine, excluding excise 
duty, at Haifa 19 mils per four gallons, as 
against a price of 104 mils for exactly the same 
oil c.i.f. United Kingdom ports, thus including 
freight and insurance. Fuel oil costs at Haifa 
LP 4.800 per metric ten as against LP 2.950 for 
exactly the same oil sold at Haifa port for 
bunkering. Gas oil is sold at Haifa at LP 7.350 
per ten, in Haifa port for bunkering at LP 
4.429. 

1 hope you Will pardon me for giving you some 
figures for once, but you Will easily imagine 
bow great is the hampering effect on Palestine 
development of such exaggerated prices and 
profits being charged for the main source of 
industria power. The differences of price, as 
specified above, are the more striking since Pales- 
tine oil concessions have been granted to oil 
companies at SO fantastically favourable chndi- 
tiens (exemption from a11 existing and future 
Government and municipal taxes, exemption 
from Paying customs duties on goods brought 
in bY the concessionaires, expropriation bY Gov- 
ernment of land needed; freedom to import 
workers; no effective obligations as to selling 
prices in Palestine; no obligations t. sel1 by- 
products in PakStille) that the Permanent Man- 
dates Commission before the war criticized these 
concessions as being too favourable to the con- 
cessionaires and too unfavourable to Palestine. 
The British Government has, -in fact, a large 

interest in the petroleum business of the Middle 
Es$t and great influence even over the companies 
in which it has no ownership participation, but 
the position of the British Government lzas not 
been used to protect Palestine from monopolistic 
extortion. 

The nsual assumption that the development 
of industry is impossible without large natural 
resources of raw materials bas been denied in 
Palestine, thougll net there alone. Enterprisc, 
ability, the ski11 of workcrs, experience, and 
scientific training, together with a burning and 
all-pervading desire to create new possibilities 
of living are of far greater importance. But ‘an 
economic policy, conducted by a sympathetic 
government, bent on furthering that develop 
ment instead of viewing it with appreherisive 
susnicion. would meatly facilitate and speed up 

A--- ’ 

a process whi& until ‘now, the war years ex- 
cep&, had to rely only on the driving force of 
private initiative undeterred by whatever difi- 
culties. 

Theoretica]]Y, . the future possibilities of in- 
dustrial development in Palestine are nearly 
unlimited thc more SO since SpaCe, SO essential 
for, agriculture, is less vital for industry. 

But the major policy of the British Govem- 
ment, resolved to keep the growth of the Jewish 
population within the limits of a TI~w?w~%S 
clausus, does a.ffect our growth fiossibilities very 
seriously. A continuation of that policy would 
deprive industrial development of the expanding 
home market urgently needed, both as the nec- 
essary basis for an export industry and for the 
additional workers, who are required for in- 
dustrial development. 

In connection with industrial exports, a single 
observation may be made with respect to t.he 
Arab boycott. We believe that those who advised 
the Arab governments to resort to this boycott 
did singularly bad service to the Arab cause, net 
SO much because Arab consumers are being de- 
prived of some goods which they used to buy 
for their own advantage and not for that of 
the Sellers, but because the real Arab interest 
lies in an industrial tenter being established in 
the Middle East. It cari never be or become a 
watertight tenter, even if the Jews wished it to 
becorne SO and it must needs baye a beneficial 
influence on general economic developaents in 
the Middle East. But then politics are often short 
sighted, and they are ruled more frequently by 
passions than by clear reasoning. The effect of 
the Arab boycott cari never be what it was meant 
to be according to its sponsors: to destroy the 
economic basis of the Jewish YiShuv. It bas not 
remained, of course, without some adverse ef- 
fects, but they are certainly not decisive and new 
exPort markets have been opened up to Jewish 
industria products. But cari it net be imagined 
that the BrSsh Government might bave been 
able to protect the interests of a population en- 
lzrusted to its tare, and assailed by such a boycott, 
bY other measures than some very belated, very 
weakf very reluctam, and manifestly ineffective 
declarations? The British Government bas, in 
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fact, treated the boycotting countries with every 
conceivable indulgence. In 1945, before the boy- 
cott, Palestine bought from the high-price Arab 
Middle East countries (apart from oil) some 
LP 4237,000 of goods more than she sold them; 
in the following year-the first of the boycott- 
Palestine, under British trade exchange controls, 
bought from the boycotting countries LP 7,334,- 
000 ‘more than she sold them. The boycotters 
received a reward of some LP 3,100,OOO in in- 
crease in Palestine’s net payments to them. Pales- 
tine had dollars to buy the same goods elsewhere 
far more cheaply, but British controls deprived 
Palestine of the use of these dollars. The dollars 
were transferred to’the boycotters by the sterling 
pool. 1s there any wonder that the boycotting 
countries believe thar powerful forces in the 
RriLish Governmenc approve of *their action? 

It would perhaps be worthwhile to devote 
part of this short survey to the fiscal policy of 
the Palestine Government and its influence espe- 
cially on Jewish development in this country. 
Also it might be of value to say something about 
a question apparentIy puzzling the Government 
itself: .how it is possible that Palestine could 
accumulate sterling balances amounting to some 
150 million pounds, while the value of imports 
has exceeded those of exports almost during the 
whole period of the Mandatory regime by one- 
third and more? 

But both questions would involvc a rather 
implicatecl analysis of figures. 1 am afraid it 
would be a too tiring procedure. We are prepared 
to give any information on those subjects, if 
desired, in wriling. At prescrit, 1 would like to 
content myself with two general remarks. 

It has been contended that the structure of 
Jewish econom&s in Palestine is essentially weak, 
because a too important part of the outlay is 
covered by Jewish contributions received from 
abroad, As f?r as these moneys are used for in- 
vestment purposes, there is certainly no reason 
for apprehension, it being clear that colonization 
in Palestine is not possible without large capital 
import whether this be private or public capital. 
It is only the use of these contributions, as they 
indeed are partly used, for services, which could 
elicit unfavourable comment. However, it should 
be remembered chat the Jewish Yishuv pays at 
least 70 per’ cent of the Government budget, 
that is in the present financial year something 
like Ll? 18 million, Of this sum, admittedly a 
very sma1.l part is returned for Jewish services, 
whilst the balance, as far as not needed for direct 

, administration expenses of the Government, goes 
to the Arab sector. It cari be assumed, in a11 
confidence, that the Jewish economy could large- 
ly caver the expetises of its own services by local 
income, were it not obliged to pay SO largely 
for non-Jewish needs. And I believe it cari be 
stated in truth that foreign Jewish contributions, 
as expended on services, make up only part of 
the sums extracted from the Jewish Yishuv for 
non-Jewish purposes. 

As regards the seemingly SO unfavourable bal- 
ance of trade, it should be understood that in a 

. 

country of colonization the difference between 
balance of trade and balance of ptiyments must 
be great, since a considerable part of the import 
in goods, paid by capital import, is spent on 
investment and development purposes. The sit- 
uation would become dangerous if the consump 
tion and services of the settled population of 
the country were partly paid for out of import 
of capital, but the accumulation of balances in 
London alone proves that this cannot be the 
case. 

* 

There is an additional rFason whi 1 do not 
want to analyse governmcnt budgets and bal- 
ances of payments before your Committee. Tbis 
might have been necessary if 1 thought that the 
case to be judged were essentially an economic 
one. If it ever was, it has ceased to be SO, I am 
afraid, long ago. We are confronted with the 
puzzling situation that whar. was demanded from 
us at earlier stages, namely to prove the eco- 
nomic possibilities of Palestine ‘colonization, is 
by now largely used against us because we have 
proved them, The, issue bas now become visibly 
what it, in fact, always has bcen: whether the 
Jewish people Will be given the opporeunity to 
build up a future in which the‘ famous four 
freedoms are not only a figure of speech, or not. 
We do not really understand the motives of 
those who want to tut off our deuelopment. If 
there are really conflicting interests, and 1 doubt 
it, it should be remembered that there are con- 
flicting interests everywhere in the world, and 
wisdom cari only decide what solutions are most 
promising of peace and deveIopment. As to the 
moral issue it should not be forgotten that what- 
ever claims of other interested parties may be,’ 
the Jewish people in its effort to build up its 
national future in Palestine, is fighting for life 
in the most primitive sense of the Word. Al1 
others concerned are, at best, fighting for power. 
We trust that the moral issue Will be decisive 
in the judgment of the United Nations. 

CHAIRMAN: We have heard the testimony of 
Mr, Bernsteiti. 

New, 1 suspend, the hearing for ten minutes. 

(The hearilag wns suspended for ten minutes 
and then resumed.) 

CHAIRMAN: The meeting is called to order. 
The next to give evidence for the Jewish 

Agency is Mr. Kaplan. 

Mr. KAPLAN (Jewish Agency) : My task is to 
sum up the economic evidence of the Jewish 
Agency and to answer questions, if any, wieh 
regard to the economic and financial activities 
of the Jewish Agency, with regard to our gen- 
eral plan of economic development, and wlth 
regard to our programme for the financing of 
this development. 

In summary, our contentions are: that Jewish 
immigration has created new economic absorp- 
tive capacities in Palestine and has given a great 
impetus to Lhe economic progress of the country 
as a whole, to the benefit of a11 its inhabitants; 
that we have established a ’ Jewish economic 
en&.y which is sound and self-suppqrting; that 
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we are in palestille still al: the beginning of the 
dcvd0pment process; dlat Palestine cari absorb 
adclirional millions of pe01k that our Plan for 
tlle absorption of a million Jews during the next 
decade, as submitted to the Angle-American In” 
yuiry Commitlee, is a practical one; and that, 
gi\ren a rcasonable amou~t of international co- 
operation, the means cari be found to finance 

this absorption. 
1 had the privilege of testifying before the 

. Angle-American Committee mainly on ma,tte*.s 
pertaining to agriculture. I tried then to mdl- 
cate in some derdil, that rhe SUp@S in Pales- 

tine’ of tlle basic natural resources of land and 
water are net tlle limiting factors in’ the ab- 
sorption of large numbers, and that the agricul- 
tural population of this country cari easily be 
doubled and maybe trebled. The things that are 
needed to make this great agricultural expansion 
possible are large-scale immigration and a broad 
development policy designed and executed with 
vision, courage, and a pressing sense of need on 
the part of the responsible authorities. The 
progress of modern agriculture depends upon 
tlle expansioii of urban markets, and we con- 
sequently envisage further agricultural develop- 
ment in this country as a part of its general all- 
round progress. My previous testimony on these 
questions appears as a part OF the statements 
and memoranda submitted to you under the 
title “The Jewish Case.” In t$e hope that you 
had an opportunity at least to glance through rhe 
printed material, 1 shall, with your permission, 
confine myself to a brief review of the basic 
data. 1 shall try to supplement our Iprinted sub- 
missions principally by summarizing for you the 
research and development work accomplished 
during the past fifteen months. 

Let me begin with the Legends that Palestine 
is a country where land is scarce and water is 
still scarcer. The latcst memorandum of the 
Government of Palestine on “The Administra- 
tion of Palestine under the Mandate” states that 
“under 3ritish rule in Palestine the main im- 
pediment to large-scale planning was, however, 
and remains, uncercainty as to Lhe availability of 
land not only for close settlement of an addi- 
tional agricultural population, but adequately 
to support the existing population. The position 
as regards water resources was equally character- 
ized by imprecision,” Please note that this un- 
certainty and imprecision still holds good in 
tlle minds of the Government after 27 years of 
iCs rule in the country. It might perhps net 

unreasonably bave been anticipated that, if the 
Government of Palestine was so uncertain oE 
the land and water resources of the country, it 
Il$ht bave used more of its resources during 

the Past 27 years eo go thoroughly into these 
questions instead of leaving them predominantly 

t. Jewish public and private bodies. The Gov- 
crtlment J-w on the other hand, net rehained 
from translating its uncertainties into policies 
tabac stand as barricrs across the main line of 
‘conomic progress. Despite the uncertainty in 
its Own jud@nents, the Government justifies the 

The White Paper divided Palestine inter tlueh 
zones, in reverse direction from thc olfiçial CX- 
planation of the reasons for thc rest~ict,ions 01~ 
land tramfer. The l’ree zone, çonsisting of abîme 
5 per cent of the total area of PalCsline, ~l.ïrl)raçe~ 
the mm congested areas. Thc reslriccccl ZD~‘L~, 
constituting 32 per cent of the total ürVS,, ;&j 
the Prohibited zone, constituting ~3 11~ cclll, olrc 
the zones which comprise lancl t. a large degtT 
uncultivatecl and described ÙY I& &vcrllnzernR 
as “~~ncultivable.” It inay be of interest tO attd 
that the agricultural standarc of living in iflpI 
s”-called congested free zone is the lli&cst rxt 
a11 rhe farming population C)E P:llcstine. *f”gra‘ 
G”ve*nment of Palestine 1~~s rcstriçt& 0r I,,rc%. 
hibited land transfer ancl developmcnt prccisVty 
in those Pares Of thc COUntry jn wl\icll lcast dim* 
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~~~~~~~~ Paper hy the argument that “tllere was 
no room *il1 certain areas for further transEers 
of Ar& land, while in some ocher areas such 
transfers of land ~LIS~ be rescricted if Ar& cul- 
tivators were ~0 maintain their existing standard 
of life and a considerable.landlcss Arab PoPula- 
lion was net soon to ‘be createcl.” “In fa& a 
review of tlle condition of congestion in Arab 
and Je&11 rural areas carried OLH in 1938, had 
indicated serious congestion in almost the whole 
of tlle Arab area, whereas Jewish land s~~l’-Vort~d 
fewer fanlilies in proportion t0 tlX acreage.” In 
my evidence before tlle Angle-American COm- 

mittee, I repudiated this assertion with regard 
t. tlle use of land at Jewish disposai. If WC cake 
only the rural po!pulation, We ha% 8 IY&3 a 

between Jewish and Arab pop~~l~tion of 1 to 5 
in Palestine as compared with a ratio Of cultl- 
vated land of 1 to 10. Further, in accordance TVith 
Government statistics relating to 1944-45, the 
ratio of JewiSh to Arab use Of cultivated land 

under main groups of crops (eXCl~~ding CiLrus} s 
was 1 to 13, whilc the ratio Of value of crops 
was 1 to 41/C. Jewisb rural POpUlatiOn k there- 
fore twice as dense as Arab rural population per 
unit of cultivated land, and Jewish output is 
tllerefore tliree times as great as Arab OUtpLlt 

per unit of cultivated land. Ncvertheless Ihc 
Government again now cites conclusions Of 8 

“review” made in 1938-a revicw never put at 
our disposa1 SO that we might be able CO analySc 
it and show how it had fallen into crror. At clic 
same time the Government ignores its o;vn pub- 
lished figures, which Aatly contradict thc con- 
clusion of this 1938 “review.” 

Witb a clcar conscience 1 say: the truth iS 
that this little country contains suficicnt 1:1nrX 
and water to feecl not only irs present poy>uiation 
but twice and thrice this numbcr. 1 say it upon 
the strength of our colonizing expericnce during 
three generations and on the basis of thc sçicn- 
tific research which WC bave contluctccl ciuring 
the past 35 years. Of course Palestine, 13kc many 
other countries, cannot and sl~ould not producz 
everything. But then Palestine producczs snnrr 
commodities in abundauce which other COU~- 
tries Will gladly take from hcr in excl~~nge four 
products of which she is short. 



velspment had taken place. The backward are 
to remain backward. 

I would ask for permission to nmstrate it by 
a few maps. Here is the map of Palestine and 
here are the chree zones. The green one is the 
so-called free zone. The red one is the so-called 
restricted zone, and the other part, the yellow 
one, is the so-called prohibited zone. 

We Jews own, in the free zone, about 50 per 
cent, or, to be accurate, 49.2 per cent; in the 
restricted zone we own about 6 per cent. In the 
prohibited zone we own less than 3 per cent. 

1 Will not go into an explanation of the map. 
This map and the next are part of a set of maps 
that we have submitted to you, together with 
the book mentioned by me, “The Jewish Case.” 
This is the map showing the density of the pop- 
ulation in the different parts of Palestine. If 
studied more closely, it Will show, as I said, that 
the free zone is actually the most congested one. 
If you look at either Zone “D” or Zone “A” you 
Will find large areas where the population is 
between eleven and twenty-six to fifty per kilo- 
meter. It is, as 1 said, less populated. 

The other map shows, in accordance with the 
Government statistics, the distribution of cul- 
tivable land, The brown ones are uncultivated. 
The green are cultivated between sixty and a 
hunclred per cent. The brownish one is culti- 
vated between twenty and sixty per cent. 

Again, if I take the so-called free zone, apart 
fram these few patelles, which are Sand dunes- 
it is highly cultivated. In the other two zones 
you Will see a lot of these brown and browner 
patches which mean uncultivated land. Even 
the Ju&an Desert, where there is no population, 
is included in the prohibited zone. 

‘IXe total area of Western Palestine is about 
26,400,OOO dunums, counting a thousand square 
mctres to the dunum. About a third of this area 
is uninhabited desert and largely unexplored. 
Of the remaining 17,000,OOO dunums, about 9,. 
000,000 are cultivated, and about S,OOO,OOO are 
uncultivated and given up by the Government 
as uncultivable. We have shown by exlperience 
ancl reasonable analogy that this area of cultiv- 
able lands cari be increased by millions of dun- 
ums, which would provide a livelihood to cens 
OF thousands of familics in agriculture. 

Mr. Chairman, and gentlemen, you have 
visited the Negeb. In accordance with Govern- 
ment figures there are in that area about 1,600,- 
000 dunums of cultivable land of which only 
one-half is cultivated. You bave seen the primi- 
tive form of cultivation which now preevails. You 
bave seen the first beginnings of our efforts to 
convert this semi-desert into a highly cétltivated 
area, It calls for vision, and certainly we cannot 
always claim success, but we are pursuing the 
method of tria1 and errer. After observing the 
experience of three experimental settlements over 
a period of three years, we established an addi- 
tional thirteen settlements during the past ten 
months. 1 sho~dcl rather say the nuclei of addi- 
tional settlements. We have tried to study the 
climatic conditions, the proper form of cultiva- 

tion; we have tried to bring water to. these places. 
YOU have seen the damVand the reservoir at 
Revivim. It was quite costly, as is each new ex- 
periment, but-from the point ‘of view of the 
development work that will be carried out there 
in the future-su& a cost is amply justifîed. In 
the neighbourhood of Beersheba, on a plateau 
three hundred meters above sea level, we are 
trying a different system of water supply-that 
of underground storage. By building a number 
of lower dams, we are trying to stop the fast flow 
of Bood water and to recharge the underground 
basin. Experiments have shown that by this 
method an accumulation of millions of cubic 
meters of water is possible. IVe are trying a third 
method of bringing water from a distance, and 
you bave seen the work done at Nir Am and our 
water pipeline that may soon caver a distance 
of 164 kilometers. The cost of the water through 
the pipeline Will be, in its first stage, about 16 
mils per cubic meter. But again we are still in 
the stage of experimentation. Higher than aver- 
age water costs are justified in this arid zone. 
Water Will bring a blessing not only to the Jew- 
ish settlements, but also to the whole area. We 
are alrea.dy supplying water to our Arab neigh- 
bours. 

During your visits you bave no doubt had an 
opportunity to see our work of reclamation in 
other parts of tlie country. You saw that we have 
succeeded in converting large areas of so-called 
bad land into what are now among the most 
productive parts of the country. May 1 mention 
that of the one million dunums of land acquired 
by the Jews during the last twenty-five years, 
more than half was thought to be uncultivable 
and unhealthy waste land. The total area’ re- 
claimed by us is more than 600,000 dunums and 
we believe that larger possibilities are still be- 
fore us in this country. More than half of North- 
ern Palestine-about S,OOO,OOO dunums-consists 
of hi11 country, of which only about Z,OOO,OOO 
dunums, according to Government statistics, are 
cultivated. This very low ratio of cultivation 
is the result of centuries of neglect. By deforesta- 
tion, over-grazing and improper cultivation, large 
areas have been reduced to rocks and boulders. 
The soi1 itself is of the highest fertility. Many 
of’ these areas cari be revived, and 1 state this 
on the strength of the achievements bot11 of our 
settlements in the hills and of many Arab farms. 
Al1 this. area is now part of the prohibited zone. 
We firmly believe that the White Paper of 1939, 
with its land prohibitions and restrictions, was 
not only a blow to the Jews, but continues to be 
a major handicap to the proper development of 
the country as a whole. SO much for the legend 
of the scarcity of land. 

Of even greater importance than the size of 
cultivated area is the question of better, more 
economic and more intensive use of the land. In 
my statement before the Anglo-American Com- 
mittee 1 dwelt at some length upon farming 
methods. 1 told the story of the reduction of the 
land area in our settlements from as much as 
three hundred dunums per family three genera- 
tiens ago, to twenty-five dunums of irrigated land 
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in our intensified farms of today. Experience has 
shown that on the average, in- Norihern Pales- 
tine, one dunum of irrigated land is worth, from 
the agricultural point of view, five dunums of 
unirrigated land-in the Negeb much more. I 
wish here merely to sum up the required land 
area that we now accept as the basis of our 
settlement activities. In.the plains, ten to twelve 
dunums of irrigated land for citriculture or for 
market-gardening farms in the neighborhood of 
towns; twenty-five dunums of irrigated land for 
mixed farming; one hundrcd dunums of un- 
irrigated land for mixed farming. In the hills 
a family unit should comprise fifty dunums, of 
which thirty should be of superior quality re- 
claimed and ameliorated for fruit growing green 
Eodder and vegetables, and twenty dunums of 
inferior quality for carob plantation and con- 
trolled grazing. 

T have also, in my testimony before the Anglo- 
Ambrican Committee, challenged the Govern- 
ment’s figures with regard to its hypothetical 
data bearing on the problem of the “lot viable.” 
Our figures have never been refuted. 1 do not 
intend to go into a11 these questions today. 

Then experience of agricultural ‘improvement 
in Palestine is the basis for our belief that it is 
the character of land( use which is of primary 
importance to both Jews and Arabs. Our Arab 
neighbors have improved and intensified their 
land use greatly during the past fifteen years of 
ra’pid Jewish growth. This improvement has 
taken place often as a direct consequence of 
resources made available by Jewish land pur- 
chases. Other stimuli have been Jewish urban 
markets, the example of Jewish farm methods, 
and the aids made available through Jewish-paid 
taxes. It is a most notable fact that in Trans- 
jordan, under the same Mandatory rile, but 
from which Jewish immigration was excluded by 
the partition of 1922, the Arab farmer shows 
no corresponding progress despite the availabil-1 
ity of large land resources. 

In accordance with officia1 figures, the average 
income of the Arab farmer increased from the 
year 1931 to 1939 by appioximately 30 per cent 
(disregarding the gain in citrus) . By 1945, again 
utilizing only Government figures, and disregard- 
ing war-time price advantages;, the income of 
the average Arab farm family was approximately 
50 per cent higher than in 1931. This gain 
reflects great progyess in land use and in farm 
management. The Arab fellah has diversified 
his farm and has greatly increased his produc- 
tion of vegetables, olives, fruits, eggs and fodder. 
The Arab agricultural economy also profited to 
a very important extent from a favourable war- 
time price development. Arab agricultural out- 
put increased during the war by about 15 per 
cent, but the portion of output designed for the 
market increased to about 30 per cent of the 
total Arab production. Prices of characteristic 
Arab farm products rose far more than his cost 
of production or than the costs of the consumer 
goods that the Arab farmer buys. Because of 
this price differential in his faveur-along with 
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his increased productlvlty-the Arab fellah was 
able to raise bis standard of living notably and 
at ,the same time to psy off the greatest part of 
his debts. 

There has been, in the past eight years, an even 
greater development in Jewish agricult;re. The 
increase of the output on Jewish agriculture 
(again apart from citrus) during the war, in 

constant prices, was about 110 per cent. This 
increase has continued in the two years after 
the war; the output is now about 140 per cent 

,higher than the output of 1939. This increase 
in Jewish agriculture was caused by further in- 
tensification, by a substantial increase in the 
irrigated area, and by establishment of new 
settlements. From the beginning of the war we 
have established 94 new settlements; this in- 
cludes 36 nuclei of new settlements, established 
during the past 15 months. 1 should actually say 
now thirty-eight. 

Again 1 wish to give an idea of the expansion 
of the Jewish settlements on the two maps which 
1 have here. 

Here are the Jewish settlements after the first 
war. We had then 45 settlements. You cari see 
where they were concentrated Here is the prog 
ress made by us LIP to July 1947. We have now 
in Palestine 328 settlements. Of these, cIose to 
300 are agricultural settlements. It is now tW0 
years after the war, and both Jewish and Arab 
farmers face a difficult problem of rc$djustment 
and adaptation to world markets. The Jewish 
agricultural economy is based mainly on the 
production of protective foods. The prices of 
its products have risen since the beginning of 
the war by about 360 per cent. During çhe past 
year there was a limited decrease of the prices of 
Jewish farm products, but 1 regret to say there 
was at the same time some increase in the cost 
of production. Jewish agriculture, which pro- 
duces about 75 .per cent to 80 per cent for the 
market, dépends to a high clegree on imported 
fodder. The cost of fodder bas increased substan- 
tially during the last year. Our agricuïtural set- 
tlements paid last year about 600,000 pounds 
more for fodder than the year before. We are 
compelled as a result of Government policy, to 
buy our fodder mainly in Middle Eastern coun- 
tries, where prices are extremely high. We pay 
about six times the pre-war price for grain. Jew- 
ish farming bas to face the difficult situation of 
a high cost of labour resulting both from the 
high cost of living and from the scarcity of 
labour. An increase in immigration Will make 
labour more readily available. Then, with a size- 
able increase in the importation of cheaper fod- 
der, we*,will be able, though not without a diffi- 
cuit transition period, to adapt ourselves to 
prevailing world prices as we did before the war. 

But the question of agricultural reconversion 
Will be .no Icss difficult for the Arabs. The prices 
of Arab products have increased since the war 
even more than those of the Jews; in fact, by 
46 per cent. The Arab farm is based’ to a mu& 
greater extent than Jewish farming on he pro- 
duction of grain, and when the present Sellers’ 



market is aver, Arab grain growers too Will llave 
to adapt themselves to world market prices. 
Bcfore the war Arab cereal villagers were gen- 

erally unable to caver their expenses out of their 
farm income and were compellcd either to incur 
debts or to seek additional sources of income 
through hiring themselves out for labour. In 
our view the only way for these Arab farmers 
t0 avoid a post-War relapse into their, former 
indebted and impoverished condition is by the 
improvemcnt of farming methods and additiona 
irrigation with corresponding expansion of 
urban markets. 

ment schemes combined with large immigration, 
Such development initiative is the primary eco. 

nomic requirement of both the Jewish and Arab 
population now resident in the country and of 
the many hundreds of thousands of ~ews who 
need to corne here. 

I turn 110~ to the second of our stultifying 

legends-that of the scarcity of water in Palestine. 

The Government of Palestine stresses the 
great obstacles in the way of rapid development. 
Certainly they exist, but these obstacles are net 
the scarcity of natural resources, but are rather 
connected first of a11 with the present system of 
tenure of Iand, then with the lack of education 
and training, and finally with the lack of capital. 
Al1 these obstacles cal1 for a bold development 
scheme. The methods of land tenure and the 
extreme fragmentation of holdings cal1 urgently 
for a thorough-going land reform; lack of capi- 
tal cari be made good by additional Jewish 
immigration and new farm credit facilities; 
marketing possibilities cari be provided by a 
rise in tlze standard of living and by additional 
Jewish immigration. Irrigation water cari be 
provided in exchange for land. Training calls 
for example. There must be Government inter- 
vention, guidance and planning; without Gov- 
ernment authority and initiative it is hardly 
possible to carry out large development schemes. 
But 1 regret to say that our experience under 
the present regime has been a disappointing one. 
The Covernment of Palestine has lacked imagi- 
nation, determination and interest in economic 
development. The aim of the Mandatory GOV- 
ernment’s intervention in economic affairs has 
been “keeping the balance”-mainly not develop- 
ment, but restriction, and the sufferers have been 
Jews and Arabs alike. 

About forty years ago, in 1908, the Zionist 
Organization started its colonizing work in this 
country. There was then not a single modem 
well in Palestine. About fifteen years later the 
total irrigated area in Palestine was about tlrirty. 
thousand to forty-thousand dunums. New the 
area under irrigation totals 450,000 dunums, 
which means that in the last twenty-five years 
the area has increased more than ten-fold. But 
we are confident that it is possible to increase 
tire irrgiated area of Palestine further to an 
amount totaling at least eight times as much as 
is now irrigated. In this direction lies the future 
of Palestine’s agriculture. We are’ only at the 
beginning. The discovery of water is, in our 
view, the greatest discovery ever made in Pales- 1 
tine. I would like to say that in the last iifteen 
months we have had quite a.number of further 
striking successes in finding water in diiEerent 
parts of the country. 

I discussed the questionqof irrigation at length 

I wish to add to my text one remark with 
regard to the most important question of land 
tenure. We inlzerited this backward system ,from 
the Ottoman regimc. In Turkey itself this system 
lias been abolished, but in Palestine it is still in 
force in its main lines, The’ settlement officer is 
not empowered here to readjust and to redis- 
tribute the land SO as to improve agrarian con- 
ditions. He is authorized only to deal with the 
rights of ownership. In this connection I cal1 
your attention to page 607 of ‘The Jewish Case.” 

I bave mentioned briefly the land regulations 
of 1940. 0n1y this week we were confronted with 
the publication of a draft law called “Irrigation 
Water Bill, 1947.” We were amazed by the Gov- 
ernment’s decision to introduce suc11 radical leg- 
islation, putting a11 underground water under 
strict Government bureaucratie control without 
recourse to the courts at a time when the whole 
question 0% Palestine is sub judice. me @neraI 
tendency of this law, as of most other laws *en- 
acted since 19.39, is restrictive and not creatrve. 
Wbat Palestine needs is a governmental author- 
ity which is determined to execute l?rge develoP- 

in my statement before the Anglo-American 
Committee, and’ on that occasion explained the 
work of our water companies and the schemes 
prepared by local and American experts, espe- 
cially the over-a11 irrigation scheme prepared by 
Hays and Savage. Mr. Hays is an outstanding 
American irrigation engineer with very wide ex- 
perience, while to Mr. Savage may perhaps be 
accorded the title of the foremost irrigation engi- 
neer of our times. 1 understand now that the 
Hays-Savage scheme is contested, in some par- 
ticulars, by the Palestine Government’s water 
officers. We proposed fifteen months ago that a 
round-table conference should be held where the 
American experts and the water officers of the 
Palestine Government would be brought to 
gether in order to clear up the differences of 
opinion. Some Members of the Anglo-American 
Committee heard the ‘explanations of Messrs. 
Hays and Savage (see “The Jewish Case,” page 
612), but 1 regret to state that the Government 
representatives did not appear at that meeting, 
and up till now most of the criticism of the GOV- 
ernment has been kept secret. This seems to US 
an extremely strange way for a Mandatory to 
deal with a scientific and technical question that 
is of the greatest importance for the development 
of the country. 

Mr. Chairman, I am in a position t0 State chat 
our local and American experts are ready to 
appear before you whenever you desire; they are 
ready to appear before you in Europe, if that is 
more convenient, and they are prepared to give 
you, or any competent engineer you may des&- 
nate, any explanations you may tare to bave of 
their scheme. In accordance with Mr. Hays’ re- 
port, an additional area of about 21/~ million 
dunums beyond what is now irrigated cari be 
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irrigated by utilizing the water sources of this 
COU&~. Hé envisages a further development by 
way of co-opcration with the neighbouring 
countries. 

Our Agricultural Research Institute at ~MO- 
voth has followed,up the Ways-Savage scheme by 
more dctailed calculations of actual water re- 
quirements, by trop and region. They bave pre- 
pared cultivarion plans in accordance with the 
soi1 and climatic conditions prevailing in various 
parts of the country, and they bave reached the 
conclusion that with the same quantity of water 
as estimated by Mr. Hays a further arca of about 
800,000 dunums cari be irrigated, bringing the 
total area of new irrigable lands LIP to 3,300,OOO 
dunums. About 120,000 intensive farm units cari 
be established under this scheme. This means 
doubling the agricultural population of Pales- 
tine. We estimate that there are now in Palestine 
about 85,000 Arab îarm units and about 15,000 
to 16,000 Jewish farm units. 

Arguments bave been brought against this 
scheme, questioning the quantity of water avail- 
able and the feasibility of the scheme because 
of the present form of land tenure, and also 
stressing the high price oE water. I do not intencl 
to go again into a11 rhese questions. As regards 
the high price of water 1 would like lo stress 
again that what is decisive is not the absoluie 
price of the water, but the ielation of the cost 
of the water to the value of the crops procluced. 
Our Agriculturzil Research Institute has made a 
detailed study of the ratio of the cost of water 
to the value of different crops in the different 
parts of this country, and they came to the en- 
couraging conclusion that a price of 21/4 mil per 
cubic metre is an economic one as regards most 
of the products of an intensified farm unit, even 
assuming the low pre-war level of agricultural 
prices. Mr. Hays believes that the price of water . 
in Palestine ~111 be less than 2 mils. He empha- 
sizes that the water Will cost less here than in 
California. We know that it Will be less than 
that paid in many places in Palestine before 
the war. 

cubic metres for irrigation. The rest of the de- 
velopment area consists of inland plains-valleys 
known as the Hulch, the Valley of Jczreel and 
Asdraelon, and others. These inland plains caver 
an area of about one million dunums: They re- 
quire about six hundred million cubic metres of 
water for their irrigation. 

Here you have again the map of Palestine, and 
in general it is the Hays-Savage scheme covering, 
as 1 said, additional land of 3,300,OOO dunums, 
together with the irrigared land-about 3,700,OOO 
dunums. That is, as 1 said, a provisional scheme 
prepared by us covering the 21/~ million dunums. 

‘Leaving that aside for the moment, you see 
you have an irrigable area of the Jordon Valley 
and about one million dunums of irrigated land 
in the south of Palestine in addition to the 21/ 
millions which 1 mentioned just now. 

CHAIRMAN: 1s that map to be available for us? 
Mr. KAPLAN (Jewish Agency) : Yes, it Will be 

available. 
The authors of this limited scheme confined 

themselves to no more than 60 per cent of tlie 
,i.rrigable area of plain land and to a quantity 
of water which is available even at the most 
conservative estimate of water potentialities in 
Palestine, (Most conservative experts agree that 
at least 2 billion cubic metres of,water are avail- 
able for agricultural and other uses.) An impor- 
tant feature of this development plan is the 
carefully worked out “water duty,” ‘which is not 
derived by a purely statistical average but is a 
directly computed sum of the quantity of water 
actually required by the various crops under the 
actual conditions of their growth, taking into 
consideration soil, climate, season and farm 
practice. 

Mr. Chairman and Gentlemen, in order to 
narrow the field, of controversy, and to explain 
the large development possibilities, we instructed 
our Agricultural Research Institute to prepare 
an additional plan as a part of Mr. Hays’ over-a11 
scheme based upon’ quantities of water which 
are indisputably known to be available for irri- 
gation and which do not raise serious objections 
as to cost. It was laid down by this instruction 
that such schemes should not embrace the whole 
of agricultural Palestine, but only limited areas 
of cultivated or cultivable land which could be 
brought under irrigation under the most eco- 
nomic conditions. After careful examination of 
the soils, .,of the climatic influences, of the water 
available, of @gricultural practices, of marketing 
demands, eleven agricultural districts %were 
chosen, .extending over a development area of 
21/~ million dunums-a11 to be cultivated in an 
irrigated and intensive mariner. The major part 
-about 1 I/~ million dunums-of the area is in 
the coastal plain. This area requires one billion 

The development area under consideration in 
this most recent scheme contains at present about 
45,000 farm units, Jewish and Arab, in the 
approximate proportion of 1 to 2. The plan en- 
visages the establishment of an additional 50,000 
farm units on the same area, bringing the total 
to about 100,000 farming families. In addition 
there woui dbe about 25,000 to 30,000 families 
in this area engagéd in other rural occupations. 
A comparison of the value of the agricultural 
output fro;m the area in question, at pre-war 
prices, before and after development Will illus- 
trate clearly the resulting change. While the 
present value of the farm output of the area is 
about five million pounds; the estimated value 
of the future output is about eighteen million , 
pounds at constant prices. The net income of 
an Arab farm which paid no rent or interest, was 
authoritatively estimated at about $30 and 240 
in pre-Tirar years, while the development scheme 
provides now for a net income of £GO at pre-war 
prices in the first stage of the plan, which Will 
gTow Jo 2100 in its final stages. In t;he case of a 
mature Jewish farm, this net return is now about 
ilO0 t0 2120 at pre-war prices if the farmer prac- 
tices irrigation and mixcd farming. In the Jewish 
section, the development plan is mainly de- 
signed to increase Lhe number of farms, the prin- 
ciple of intensification and diversification having 
been now well established. It is of course to be 
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expcctcd LhaL, in &e long run-as farm practiccs 
are perfected-the averagc income pcr Jewish 
farm unit will also rise. 

As I have stressed earlier, WC asked that this 
dcvelopment plan bc prepared within the gen- 
eral framework of the Hays-Savage Report, into 
which a series of rcgional or local water projects 
cari fit at various stages. These water projects 
would be capable of functioning separately to a 
large extent. The ,linking of regional water proj- 
ects insures their advantageous functioning and 
collateral safety ii1 that each cari, when neces- 
sary, rely upon the surpIus water reserve of the 
other. This fact becomes of the utmost impor- 
tance when it is considered that bath water 
resources and rairifall are not evenly distributed 
in the country. The Hays-Savage design permics 
great elasticity in the carrying out of the work 
in such stages. Working schemes, balance sheets 
of the difierent types of farms and estimates of 
production and cost have a11 been prepared, and 
-provided a market for the produce is assured 
by new urban development-the whole scheme 
is economically sound. 

MTe consider it dangerous to ncglect the mar- 
ket factor in planning for agricultural improve- 
ment. Our plal1.s arc very cost-conscious, and 
thereforc we mllst emphasize that the presence 
of a large number of new consumers is a prc- 
condition for the full utilisation 0T the agricul- 
tural resources OE Palestine. Modern agricultural 
development depends upon urban development. 
For that reason, 1 said in my statement before 
the Anglo-American Committee that the whole 
discussion of the quantity of water is not relevant 
to the present proposa1 made by the Jewish 
Agency with regard to the immigration of the 
first million Jews. Even the limited scheme de- 
signeb by our Agricultural Experimental Station 
provides for more adclitional irrigated land than 
would be needed to meet the agricultural needs 
of an additional Jewish immigration of one mil- 
lian persons. As shown in our memoranda sub- 
mitted to the Anglo-American Committee, the 
quantity of irrigated land needed for an addi- 
tional Jewish population associated with one 
million immigrants is about 650,000 to 700,000 
dunums and thc quantity of water needed is 
about 450,000,OOO cubic metres. These quantities 
oE land and water are certainly available. There 
is no question that Palestine has far more avail- 
able land than. water and are required for a 
Jewish immigration of one million. Serious dis- 
agreement is possible only if we consider sig- 
nificant multiples of one million. 

This brings me to the ten years’ scheme of 
. absorbing one million Jews into Palestine. MY 

colleague, Mr. Bernstein, has explained to you 
the developmemt possibilities of industry. In- 
dustry and agriculture are the main cornerstones 
upon which we have built our scheme for the 
economic development of the country and ab- 
sorption of one million Jews. The details of the 
sclleme were given in testimony by Mr. Hoofien 
before the Anglo-American Committee. May 1 
also draw ~OUI- attention to the books Palestine 
Problem and Promise, by Messrs. Nathan, ?ass 
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and Creamer, and The Outline oi A l’lan lor 
Jewish Palestine, by Mr, Gruenbaum. The for- 
mer is a searching review of our development 
problems and possibilities by three independent 
American economists; the latter is a parallel 
study by a Palestinian economist associated with 
the Jewish Agency’s planning work. We have 
built ouï blueprints for the absorption of one 
million Jews (during a period of ten years) 
upon past experience, upon research and plan- 
ning. We know that the experience of life Will 
be more varied than we cari take into account 
fully even in our most judicious blueprints. 
Our planning is correspondingly flexible. 

The Government of Palestine discloses a basic 
lack of understanding of the fundamental nature 
of our work in Palestine when it accuses our 
Jewish economic system of exclusive racialism. 
At the same time, the Government engages in 
unfounded innuendo when it states that it is 
inconceivable “that a civilized society consisting 
of a privileged group and a balance of hewers 
of wood and drawers of water should be delib- 
erately constructed under international agree- 
ment.” A society divided along national lines 
into privileged and exploited is exactly what we 
have tried and succeeded in avoiding. We Jews 
hew our own wood and draw our own water. 

It is impossible to understand the Palestine 
problem (and Zionism) if one does not under- 
stand our conception that we are trying in Pal- 
estine not only to find a haven for refugees but 
to re-establish a Jewish nation, We must do our 
work of national building with our own hands; 
our national home cari not be based on the ex- 
ploitation of another people. The Government 
policy derives from entirely false premises and 
could only result in failure when it conceives, 
as a common end, a unitary Palestine and not 
co-operation between two equal peoples, two 
nations-Jewish and Arab. There is no lack on 
our side in desire and effort to achieve co-opera- 
tion, but only on a basis of Jewish nationhood 
in Palestine. Government policy was unwilling 
to encourage this development. At best the Gov- 
ernment bas, in principle, been neutral towards 
our efforts, but de facto often hindered them. 

Mr. Horowitz in his evidence explained to you 
the occupational structure of the present Jewish 
population of Palestine, About 47 per cent are 
occupied in primary and secondary industries, 
and about 53 per cent in tertiary occupations, 
We Jews have not infiltrated ourselves into the 
existing Arab economy. We bave already built 
a new entity, more or less upon the pattern of 
Western economic life. From the economic point 
of view we are already a nation in the making. 
The ten year plan provides for the further and 
faster development of the present trends. 

We believe that the economic and social foun- 
dations laid by us are sound and the possibilities 
for great expansion are there, provided proper 
conditions are forthcoming. We are strengthened 
in that belief by postwar development here. Two 
years have passed since the termination of hos- 
ti1ities. We have had to face quite a number of 
dificult problems. Like other countries engaged 



in the war effort, Palestine was confronted with 
tl-,e tremendous task of readjusting its economY 
frorn war ,-onditions to the requirements. of 
peace, But our task was not limited to Preservmg 
our economic equilibrium and safeguarding the 
standard of life of our people. Gur economy is 
a dynamic and expanding one, governed by the 
clear objective of absorbing new immigrants* 
During the yeus 1945-46, in accordance with 
Government quotas, 86,000 Jewish immigrants 
were absorbed into the country, and this task 
was successfully more or less solved in addition 
t. tl~e re-absorption of almost 26,000 Jewish mm 
and women demobilized from the armed forces. 
The adjustment of Palestine’s economy to these 
needs took place under adverse political condi- 
tions which are not without repercussions on the 
economic life of the country: restriction of im- 
migration, terror, reprisaIs, martial law, Arab 
boycott and curfew. Al1 these formidable ob- 
stacles had to be overcome. 

Moreover, while in other countries the task 
of postwar reconstruction was considered as the 
main purpose of the Government in the period 
of transition, and a11 endeavours of Government 
were directed towards this end, here the Govern- 
ment was largely indifferent to this problem and 
concentrated its activities mainly on the preven- 
tion of immigration and the maintenance of the 
political status quo. Neither the foreign trade 
policy nor the fore@ exchange policy of the 
Government of Palestine has been governed by 
the objective of fostering the economic develop. 
ment of the country to carry out the purposes 
for which the Mandate was entrusted to the 
United Kingdom; quite other considerations 
have been determinative. As a result, we had to 
work under conditions of unnecessarily high 
costs. We had to carry out our economic devel- 
opment tasks in an unorganized economy, witb 
a quite unnecessary degree of inflation, bringing 
a vicious spiral of soaring wages and prices. De- 
spite these necessary and unnecessary difficulties, 
I dare say that we succeeded to a considerable 
extent, and we have tried to prove our success 
in the memorandum on the Reconversion ol 
Palestine which has been submitted to ~OU. Our 
economy is continuing to expand, though with 
certain impOrtant structural shifts due to the 
recOnVerSiOn of war industries; citriculture and 
construction-both hard hit by the war-are 
p?g-essing rapidly; mixed farming is g&wing 
in a11 its branches. Even in these two dificult 
and hard years, we have therefore strengthened 
and expanded our economic position, and we 
have correspondingly by strengthened our belief 
in the feasibility of our large development 
scheme. 

tion and. integration of this 100,000 would cost 
a sum of $70 million or about $700 per head. 
we believe that this amount is perhaps a little 
toO high even under current high cost condi- 
tions; in any case, only about half of the funds 
for the 6rst 100,000 would be required in the 
first year. 

The Cost of absorbing ‘immigrants before the 
war was between £ZOO and 2300 per capita, but 
the index of cost of living has now riSen to about 
275 and that may explain the figure fixed by the 
experts of about $700 per head. However, we 
are discussing a ten year plan, and no one catr 
give an exact forecast of the price structure and 
price development in the coming ten Years. It is 
reasonable to expect however, eSpeCialIy UpOr1 
the strength of our experience here in RdeStine 

after World War One, that prices in Palestine! 
will adjust themselves to the international pricc 
level. An average price level of 50 per cent higher 
than the prewar figure is perhaps a reasonablc 
expectation. That means, as Mr. Hoolien put 
it, that we may bave to mobilize, invest and 
spend during these ten years a sum of about 

&400,000,000 to £450,000,000. We have tried to 
outline the different sources for mobilizing these 
funds: savings of the Palestine Jewish economy, 
immigrants capital, investment from Jews 
abroad, Zionist funds, sterling balances abroad, 
non-Jewish foreign investments, German repa- 
rations, international bank loans, etc. 

The question of international participation 
was discussed last year in connection with the 
abovementioned proposa1 of the 100,000 Jewish 
immigrants. The Government of the Unitcd 
States promised then to contribute its share. 
During my latest visit to the Unitecl States, a 
few weeks ago, 1 again discussed the possibility 
Of an international loan provided tlmre is :t 
favourable political decision. During the sanm 
visit 1 was strengthened in my estimate of tho 
participation of Jewish private capital in t,he 
building up of Palestine; the interest of world 
Jewry in Palestine is tremendous. I regret to .gay 
that the results of our activities witb regard tc) 
reparation fnnds were less successful; for tl~e 
moment only some tcnS of millions of dollars 
are assured to Jewish organizations for tlm rc- 
settlement and rehabilitation of displacod per- 
sons, whereas our estimate of looted Jewisll prop- 
ertY runs into several billions of dollars. 

The ten Year plan calls for large finances and 
for government authority. In our presentation 
t” the Angle-American Committee, and in the 
books mentioned above, this problem of Onan- 
cing is discussed in detail. The question was also 
discusscd in great detail in negotiations with tl~e 
Angle-American experts in connection with the 
recommendation to bring lOO,OOO Jewish refu- 

VCS t0 Mestine as soon as possible. The experts 
then reached the conclusion that the immigra- 

Last year was quite a promising ycar ns re- 
gards Zionist funds. Upon the request of the 
Anglo-American Committee, 1 placed before 
them some figures about the financial activities 
of the Jewish Agency and the other principk 
Jewish institutions. The total expenditure of 
the main Jewish bodies for the period 1917 to 
October 1945 was 245 million. From October 
1945 to October 1946 the same bodies spent in 
Palestine an. additional il.2 million. Tire total 
expenditure of these bodies therefore carne to 
about £57 million. Of this total about 221 mil- 
lion was spent for the purchase of land and 
agricultnral settlement; more than £lO million 
for education and cultural activities; about $5~ 
million for immigration; about $5 millian for- 
national organization and religious and cultural 
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institutions; about $5 million for urban settle- 
ment, trade and industry and m-ban investments; 
about S4.6 million for healrh and social services; 
about £31/4 million for public works, labour and 
housing, and about $2.6 million for ad&inistra- 
tion and miscellaneous. The income of these 
institutions reached a figure of £53 million. Of 
this the Jewish Agency and its financial instru- 
ment, the Palestine Foundation Fund, had an 
income of about 227 million and spent about 
£29 million. The Jewish. Agency spent about £9 
million for agriculture alone. 

In addition to this capital brought into the 
country by the principal Jewish institutions 
(though about 10 per cent of the above sum 
cornes from Palestine itself) , about 2125 million 
of capital has been brought in by private Jewish 
individuals and companies. Of this total, about 
four-fifths was brought in during the period 
between the Great Wars. 

We bave to tare for their human rehabilitation 
and economic integration. The reason for thc 
large collections of funds in Jewish communities 
in a11 countries are to settle new immigrants to 
expand the country’s economy SO that more, 
newcomers cari be absorbed, and net to support 
the established population in Palestine. These 
are the needs which have first claim on our 
attention. 

I do not under-estimate the magnitude of the 
financial problem of the years before us, but the 
upbuilding of Palestine should not be discussed ‘ 
merely as ‘an economic and financial problem. It 
is a great human problem for a11 the peoples of 
the world; for US it is a question of the revival 
and survival of the Jewish people, and who is 
able to appraise the cost of the survival of a 
people? 

1 would, however, be.doing this Committee a 
disservice if 1 were to give rhe ,impression that 
the sizable capital sums which Jews bave 
brought into Palestine during the past quarter 
Century (more exactly thirty years) , have served 
Jewish purposes alone. On the contrary, we 
bave been contributing capital on a very large 
scale to the Arab community of Palestine. Dur- 
ing the past fiscal ycar, 1946-47, we Jews con- 

tributed about £8 million to the Arab com- 
munity of Palestine through the Government 
fiscal mechanism alonc. Though Arab wealth 
bas increased markedly during recent years, the 
Jewish community’s share of total taxes con- 
tinues to rise. In 1946-47 the Jewish contribu- 
tion to Government revenue was more than 
three times-that of the Arabs. Even the wealthiest 
Arabs pay very little in taxes. It is this financial 
contribution which has made possible a standard 
of social services (education, health, and SO on) 
for Palestine Arabs far above those of any Arab 
country. We anticipate that as our development 
plan proceeds we shall continue to bring finan- 
cial and economic benefits to our Arab neigh- 
bours. We regard it, however, as an elementary 
right that, in the future, su& benefits should be 
realized in a framework which takes due account 
of our own needs. 

Mr. Chairman and gentlemen: The economic 
evidence of the Jewish Agency has tried to show 
you the Jewish achievements in Palestine and 
the possibilities latent in this country. This is a 
small country, but at a time when the whole 
world became too small for those Jews Aeeing 
from Nazi persecution, Palestine alone was large 
enough to provide for them with a haven and a 
home. Palestine is our home, our only home. 
The Jews need Palestine, and Palestine needs 
the Jews. 

1 hope, Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, that 
during your visits you were able to see the spirit 
of the people behind these achievements. We 
have had to overcome great difficulties. Only the 
bclief in national revival, and in an economic 
democracy, enabled us to overcome these diffi- 
culties. 1 ask to be permitted to finish ~ny evi- 
dence with the same words that I used in my 
statement b’efore the Anglo-American Commit- 
tee. “Return to us confidence in humanity and 
international responsibility. We need this con- 
fidence to strengthen us in the unequalled effort 
of reviving a good but badly neglected land and 
the remnant of an ancient people. The land 
and the people are bound together.” 

CHAIRMAN: May 1 ask if we have the map 
before us that you have been referring to, or 
some other map? 

The Government, in its statement advocates 
“the willingness of each to contribute according 
to his means and to the need of the other.” We 
accept this, as a general principle. But a faix 
evaluation of needs and means is imperative to 
a just application of this principle. We question 
the evaluation implied by the Government’s 
statement. We Jews have always to consider net 
only the needs of the existing population in 
Palestine (and we have also in our community 
many under-privileged) but also the needs of 
our people abroad. In accordance with Govern- 
ment statistics, of 7,851 Jewish immigrants dur- 
ing the year 1946 only ten persans with two 
dependents brought £l,OOO or more per c@it@l. 
Before the war about 28 per cent of the Jewish 
immigrants arrived under ‘the SO called “caPi- 
talist” category. NO~, 99 per cent of the immi- 
grants arrive in Palestine penniless. They *are 
the victims of the war and of Nazi persecutron 

Mr. KAPLAN: Of the six maps you have but 
two, but 1: am ready CO submit, if you wish, a11 
the other maps. / 

CHAIRMAN: What 1 would like to know is 
whether on this map which we had before us 
just now, or some other map, are indicated the 
regional or local irrigation schemes and the num- 
ber of settlers which they would allow for? 

Mr. KAPLAN: No sir, but 1 am ready to submit 
an additional map whereon Will be indicated 
the regions of the development schemes, and the 
number is submitted here. Further, if YOU are 
asking for details, I am ready to submit a11 pos- 
sible details. 

C~AI~MAN: I think it would be useful to bave 
su& a map. 

Mi. KAPLAN: ,Thank you very much, Sir. 
CHAIRMAN: The hearing is now adjourned 

until tomorroty morning at 9. 

(The meeting adjourned & 1.2 fl.m.) 
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C~AI~MAN: 1 cal1 the meeting to order. 
The agenda for today COntainS tW0 points: 

one, public hearing of representatives of the 
Jewish Agency, and the other public hearing of 
representatives of Vaad Leumi. I think we cari 
adopt this agenda. 

It is adoptcd. 

Continuation of Hearing of Representatives 
of the Jewish Agency 

I wish to ask first if we shall consider the 
evidence of the Jewish Agency as ended SO far. 

(At this point Mr. Ben Gurion and Mr. 
Shertok took seats at the Council table.) 

CHAIRMAN: Mr. Shertok, are you going to 
make an address as your colleagues bave done? 

Mr. SHERTOK: No, Sir. 
CHAIRMAN: Then we consider the evidence as 

ended SO far, and we Will put our questions. I 
understand that on the political issues you, Mr. 
Ben Grurion, and you, Mr. Shertok, are going to 
answer. 

(Asscnt signified.) 
CHAIRMAN: Before we begin, 1 should like to 

ask my colleagues that, when putting a question, 
they speak into the microphone so it cari be 
heard in the hall, 

If the Committee is able to make recommenda- 
tious whiCl1 Will contain a remedy for the 
troubled situation here, I think it is very im- 
portant that WC should determine what is really 
the m-G of the evil. Now, you had, in your 

addresses, put rather much in the foreground 
your conflict with the Mandatory power, and 
we bave heard at length your grievances against 

the Mandatory Power and the Administration of 
Palestine. You bave rather put the conflict be- 
tween the Jews and the Arabs in the background. 
There are, however, certain indications tllat at 
the root of the evil is this conflict between Jews 

and Arabs. 
The first question 1 want to put t. you is 

this: do YOU agree with me that if you could 

nnd a solution of this conflict ,between Jews and’ 
Arabs, tlle confiict between you and tbe Man- 
datory power would be relegated to secondary 
place and pel-haps be solved automatically? 

Mr. BEN GURION (Representative of the Jew- 
ish Agency) : I am afraid, Sir I .cannOt agree Wi& 

that view, because it implies a few things wllich 
we tllink are not the way you put it, Mr. Chair- 
mari, We llave no coniiict with the Arabs on our 
side. As far as this country and the Arabs are 
concerned, what we say is that we were dis- 

possessed from o21r country, although it was a 
considerable time ago. But we did net give it np. 
It is our home. We admit that a11 those ~110 are 
living in tbis country bave the same right to iL 
just as we. We do not say, as in the case of other 
dispossessed people, that the people who are 
tl~ere ought to be rcmoved. 

There was su& a view hehl by the Labour 
party, adopted only two years ago by the British 
Labour Party, just before the election, that in 

order to make more room for Jews the Arabs 
‘should be encouraged to transfer to other COUll- 

tries. We did not accept it even then; we did 
net approve of it. v\re do not claim that any 
Arab ought to be removed. Thcrefore, We havc 

no confhct, as far as we are concerned, with tbe 
Arabs. They deny our right to be in our home. 
If you cal1 this a conflict, thcn there is a con- 
fhct, but it is not a conflict on our side. 

We do net claim anything they bave, The 
Mandatory here, when these countries were 
liberateçl, undertook to facilitate our return. 
This is the conflict. It is truc that at the begin- 
ning, the representatives of the Arabs agrcecl 
to that settlement. They later did not keep it. 

SO, 1 would not say there is a confli,ct between 
us and the Arabs. If there is a conflict, it is a 
one-sided conflict. The Arabs try to deny onr 
right, to our country here. We do not deny 
their right to this country here. 

CHAIRMAN:Then 1 must ask, is it not enough 
to create a conflict that the Arabs deny your 
right to corne here? And as further indication 
of this conflict, is it not true that the Arabs 
bave not contented themselves with contesting 
your right in an academic way, that they bave 
shown that contestation of your rights even in 
acts? 

Mr. BEN GU~ON: Yes. In this, it is the same as 
in PriVaLe or in any other pub1i.c law. This 
question was adjudicated by the world tribunal 
when the question arose. It was some twenty- 
seven years ago. You bave the same question in 
many countries where Jews as private persans- 
not as a people-were dispossessed by the Nazis. 
In the meantime, their goods were given away 
to others, but the law said-at least in many 
countries, in Greece, I believe, in Czechoslovakia, 
and some other countries-that the goo& takerr 
awaY forcibly from the Jews were to be given 

back* S~mhneS the peuple who had then re- 
fused to do it. But there is a law whicll is 
s”PeriOr, and this 13~ ought to be carried out. 
And the Mandatory undertook to carry out tl~at 
law. It failed in that, 
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CHAIRMAN: 1 only want now to expIain why 
1 said that there are indications that there is a 
confiict between yourselves and the Arabs. In 
the grievances +a tyou make against the Gov- 
ernment, you have referred to a pro-Arab atti- 
tude of the Government. That presupposes op- 
position between Jews and Arabs. I further 
see, in the case you stated before the Angle- 
American Committee, that you end your case 
by saying, among other things: “The issue is 
net merely one between Jews and Arabs. It 
concerns the whole world.” 

Mr. BEN GURION: Yes, Sir. 
By the way, 1 did not use the term that the 

Mandatory is pro-Arab. 1 doubt that very much. 
Anyhow, I did not say SO, that they are pro- 
Arab. 1 said they were against the Mandate, but 
1 did not say that they are prohrab. 

CHAIRMAN: Wcll, J will go on with “y que,+ 
tions. 

I suppose that your conception of the essence 
of the conflict is influencing your proposais for 
settlement. Now, it is not altogether cIear how 
you imagine the development of things here. 
We have seen that you’oppose the White Paper, 
the land regulations. 1 suppose you want them 
abolished-the restrictions on immigration and 
the land regulations. You want them abolished 
and, 1 suppose, immediately. 

Mr. BEN GURION: Yes, sir. 

CHAIRMAN: On the other hand, we see that you 
want the abolition of the Mandate and you do 
not want the substitution of a trusteeship, or 
something of that kind, for the Mand&e. Then 
the question must corne up: how do you think 
that immigration could be implementcd if the 
Mandate has ceased? What kind of government 
do you think should be established in this 
country instead of the Mandate? 

Mr. BEN GURION: Weil, that is a very legiti- 
mate question, and a very sensible question, and 
I Will try to answer you to the best of my ability. 
We say that the White Paper policy is illegal, 
and therefore, it should be removed at once. 
The Mandate, in fact, does not exist becatise it 
was violated by the Mandatory. We are not in 
faveur of renewing it. We do not believe that 
in the future it will be carried out better than 
in the past. Therefore, we say that the original 
intention and the need, and what in our con- 
viction is just, should be decided upon by the 
Wnited Nations, and a Jewish State should he 
established. 

There are two parts in the establishment of a 
state: one is the material part, which is the 
most essential; the other is tbe legal part, the 
purely forma1 one, i&ich is also of great il- 
portante. ’ 

I Will say a word about the material establislz- 
ment, because the whole difficulty of the prob- 
lem here is that you have a people, You bave 
a country, and their right to the countrY was 
acknowleclged, but the people do not haPPea 
to be there yet. They were dispossessed, and 
tbey have to cbme back. SO, the first thing is 
tlle material establishment of the state, whicll 

means that plans based on ou experience a& 

on aC~~ieVelnellts, examined and approved hY 
experts-economic, irrigation, agricnltural, in- 
dustrial experts, and SO on-should be examined 
by the Committee and the United Nations to 
see 110%~ theY cari be carried out; and that a 
million Jews should be resettled in their coun- 
“Y. 

In OUr VieW it is not only possible, but it is 
possible to do SO by good Will. It is possible to 
do it in a very short time. This is the matcria 
establishment of a nationa home for the Jewish 
State. This may take some time. In the mean- 
time, it will be supervised by the highest author- 
ity of the United Nations. The fact that the 
Mandatory itself referred it to the Unit& 
Nations implies a certain recognition that this 
is the place where it bas, to be judged and de, 
cided, although the Mandatory did not under- 
take formally to carry it out. But there is an 
indication that this is the place where it should 
be decided. 

Ass&ming that on the recommendations of 
your Committee the United Nations approves of 
that plan, the material establishment, it means 
the settlement of the first million Jews-I say 
a million, it may. be 900,000 or it may be 
l,lOO,OOO, to state a round figure-in the shortest 
possible Cime. Even thc shortcst possible timc 
may and must take some time. 1 am unable to 
say how long it Will take. 1 think no one is 
able to say that, becausc there are always in 
human affairs unforeseen things which may 
happen. But it should not take longer, as far as 
we cari judge now-it must not take longer than 
a few years. Not necessarily longer than a few 
years. Then, in the meantime, a committec, 
or any instrument which the United Nations 
will decidc on, wiI1 supervise. 

This plan means two things: bringing in a 
large number of Jews, and developing the Arab 
parts of the country. Because we cannot-not 
only hecause we are phiIanthropists-we cannot 
irrigate the country as a whole-and the &Sis 
of our plan is, frst of ail, irrigation. YOU cannot 
irrigate only the Jewish part OE the land. You 
must irrigate a11 parts oE the land. And we must 
give irrigation to the Arabs. We must give roads 
to the Arabs. We must give better buildings 
and better schools. And it impIies raising the 
standard of living of the Arabs to the same level, 
as Possible, as the Jewish. 

These are the two essential fcatures of our 
plan of devclopment: a large Jewish settlement; 
a considerable raising of Arab standards. 

When this plan is approved bY You and hy 
the United Nations, then the Jewish Agency 
cal1 be cllarged to carry it out, not only because 
‘it is responsihle but because it is able to do it. 
We will be able to do it. It is OLIL’ baby. If the 
Arabs are willing to take part, we Will WdConX 

tllem to take part in it. It Will be under the 
llighest suPervision of the United Nations. 

When a considerable part of the plan is car- 
ried out, hecause you must not wait until the 
end of it-a considerable portion of that large- 
scale plan of immigration, settlement and iln- 
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provemalt of conditions of Arabs is carried out, 
then the Unit& Nations Will decide there is no 
more need for supervision and the independent 
state of Palestine cari be established. And we 
cas envisage a State in Palestine only on ab- 
solutely democratic lines, where every Citizen 
in the country is an equal citizcn. By the way, 
I Mrant to express what we mean by a Jewish 
State, We mean by a Jewish State simply a State 
wl~ere the majority of the people are Jews, net 
‘a State where a Jew has, in any waY9 anY 
privilege more than anyone else. 

I want to mention on this occasion that dur- 
ing our last talks with the Government in 
London, when certain proposais were made for 
a settlement-which, unfortunately, we could 
net consider-we were offered that Jews should 
bave more rights than others.’ And certain ex- 
amples werc given us of certain British colonies, 
in Ceylan and other places. And we declared 
emphatically to the Govcrnment that we will 
net accel>t, we wilI fight any privilege accorded 
to a Jew because he is a Jew. What we want 
to bave is more Jcws in Palestine but not more 
privileges for the Jews. A Jewish state means 
a state based on absolute equality of a11 her 
citizens and on democracy. When the United 
Nations will sce that the main purpose for 
which this country is destined, to solve the Jew- 
ish problem, thüt the main thing has been done 
ancl that the time is ripe to undertake adminis- 
tration of the Government itsclf, then the second 
phase, the legal, the f8rmal establishment of a 
state will be reached. Whether it Will take two 
years or three years, 1 cannot say, but in that 
transition period it Will be in charge of the 
United Nations. That is a11 we envisage here. 

CHAIRMAN: If 1 sum up correctly what you 
have said, you mean that it would bé an ad- 
ministration of the country under supervision 
by the United Nations? 

cision that Palestine is becoming a Jewish State. 
The f act-and this has been admitteb by 
many-the fact that this was not quite clear in 
the Mandate bas led to contradictions. But the 
first thing is that there Will be a clear-tut de- 
cision. Then the interval wiI1 be very short. 
Tllerefore, dtbough you Call Say What is thf! 
difference if you ‘cal1 it a Mandate 01: if you 

cal1 it supervision-the difference is that it is 
for a very short time,’ you know ex:!ctly .where 
you are going, and you know what IS gomg to 
happen in a few years. 

CI-KAIIWAN: May 1 ask who Will then take tare 
of the administration? If it is thc United 
Nations,’ they would bave to set up a special 
administration just as the Mandatory has done 
hitherto. -- 

Mr. BEN GIJRION: No, not exactly. therc Will 
be, for a certain time, a kind of government 
that is cdlled a dyarcby, as in India. 

There Will be the plan of development whicll 
Will be carried out by the Jewish Agence. TlleY 
Will net undertake here the whole GovernnXnt 
of the country, for many reasons wliich there is 
no need to enter into. But the dcvelopment of . . 
tlle country, irrigation, building, b1-ingq l* 
immigrants, settling immigrants, providing for 
immigration, this Will be undertaken hy the 
Jewish Agency. Al1 the I-est, safety, SeCLlrity, re- 
lations, and a11 other functions of the Govern- 
ment which bave nothing to do with develop 
ment Will be for a time-and we believe a very 
short time-under the supervision of the United 
Nations. 

Mr. BEN GURION: Yes, The Jewish Agency- 
CHAIRMAN: But is that not a continuation of 

the Mandate in another form? 
Pfr. BEN GURION: No, it is not, Because the 

Mandate means-and you will see the first Ar- 
ticle of the Mandate begins: “That the Man- 
datory shall have full power of legislation and 
of administration . , , save as they may be 
limited by the terms of this Mandate. This had 
to be done because at the beginning there was 
onlY a very small Jewish community of some 
6WOO and they could not foresee how long it 
would take to reach the consummation of tlle 
Purpose of the Mandate. We are now in a 
different phase. There is onIy a very short in- 
terval between the decision to have a Jewish 
State and the material and legal consummation 
of a State. 

CHAIRMAN: In other words, it Will be an ad- 
ministration on the lines, more or less, of tbe 
one which exists here now, with the difference 
that the Jewish Agency would assume certain 
important functions in the administration? 

Mr. BEN GURION: Yes, but this difference iS 
very important. 

CHAIRMAN: Yes, of course there is a great 
diff erence. 

Mr. BEN GURION: A great difference. 
MR. LISICKY (Czechoslovakia) : Mr. Chairman, 

1 have a question. 1 
CHAIRMAN: 1s it a question referring to this 

matter? 
Mr. LISICKY (Czechoslovakia) : Yes. 
May 1 ask if, in this transitory period, the 

administration of the country as concerns se- 
curity, the administration of the law, and SO 
forth, Will be administered by the Mandatory 
Power, by the United Nations, or by any special 
administration? This point is net quite clear to 
me from your statement. 

CHAIRMAN: Of course, when I asked whether 
it is net a continuation of the Mandate, tl~at 
was a contradiction, as there Will be no Manda- 
tory. It Will be a direct administration by the 
United Nations. But do you think there is an 
advantage in such a situation? 

Mr* BEN CuRIoN: There is, hecause, Erst of 
allt thcre will be a clcar-tut, unequivocal de- 

Mr. BEN GURION: Well, 1 think this is a mat- 
ter for the United Nations to decide. 1 do net 
think that the present administration cari be 
1% became YOU cannot have an administration 
charged with a thing which they heartily dis- 
like* But whether they should remain, whether 
it should be an international administration or 
a single administration, this should be left t. 
the United Nations. The United Nations Will 
decide. 
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Mr. LISICKY (Czechoslovakia) : It means that 
YOU, sir, have no idea of your own about this 
aspect of the question. 

MR. BEN GURTON: We did not discuss it, and 
I cannot speak on behalf of the movement 
wbich 1 represent. 

Sir ABD~R RAHMAN (India) : The Chairman 
wants the second question to be answered first. 

Mr. BEN G~RION: DO you want me to answer 
the second question? 

Sir ABDUR RAHMAN (India) :’ DO 1 under- 
stand correctly that you want a J&sh State 
to be established, to be forced on the country 

by the arms of the United Nations? 
CHAIRMAN: 1 was just going to put a similar 

question. I understand this one hundred Fr 
cent Jewish solution of the Palestine question 
and a complete dismissal of the Arab claim to 
the country. 1 suppose you agree with me tllat 
it is. 

CHAIRMAN: I do not want to press my ques- 
tion What I wanted to know was whether one 
could assume that there Will be a violent Arab 
reaction. Then you bave to answer the question 
which Sir Abdur Rabman put, 

Mr. BEN GURION: Yes. 'IXe supposition is 
that no armed forces are loosed against any- 

body. First of all, I want to say that the fact’ 
implied in that question chat at present armed 
forces are net being used is not quite correct. 

lbh. BEN GUKION: 1 Will tel1 you-first of aIl, 

I think 1 ought to answer the question of Sir 
Abdur Rahman. 

CHAIRMAN: 1 will corne CO that, but at a later 
stage. 

tVhat do YOU think Will be the Arab reac- 
tion to su& a solution? 

Mr. BEN GURION: Weil, 1 Will answer both 
questions. I Will answer first the question I was 
asked by Sir Abdul Rahman. 

CHAIRMAN: 1 am coming to the same question 
that Sir Abdul Rahmari asked after you answer 
tbis one. What do you think Will be the Arab 
reaction? 

The present position is that armed forces 
are being used against us: Armed forces are 
being used against Jews that are coming into 
the country. -But for the armed forces of the 
British Navy, the Jews who are still suffering 

in camps would be here. Because it is only the 
armed forces that have prevented them from 
coming. ’ 

Before 1 answer the question, 1 Will ask this 
question: Are you for using forces of the United 
Nations or of a Mandatory to prevent Jews, 
by force, from coming back to their country, 
a thing which is happening now? 

CHAIRMAN: Weil, we Will not answer that 
question. We have the answer to our question, 

h4r. BEN GURION: Do you want me to answer 
your question first and then the question of Sir 
Abdul Rahman? 

C~IAIRM.~N: Yes, Sir. 

Mr. BEN GURION: 1 am not asking you a 
question; 1 am not asking you to answer. 

CHAIRMAN: You are answering my question. 
Mr. BEN GURION: 1 have to answer. 1 sacd that 

Mr. BEN GURION: Well, you asked me a ques- 
tion which 1 am afraid’is not for me to answer. 
1 arn sorry that you have no Arab representa- 
tivcs here, because this question cari be really 
authoritatively answered by them. 1 cannot say. 
I would not presume to tel1 you what may or 
may not be the Arab reactions because, as far as 
1 know, there may be different reactions oE 
different people and 1 know there are different 
attitudes, 1 happen to know this. 

CHAIRMAN: Now 1 corne to the question of 
Sir Abdur Rahman. 

the facts are that at present force is being used 
against us for two purposes: for preventing us 
from coming here-because, without force, I 
want Sir Abdur Rahman to know these Jews 
would not have been prevented from coming 
back; and secondly, force is used to enforce tbe 
racial discrimination against Jews. 

Sir ABDLJR RAEIMAN, (India) : In connexion 
with your own question, Mr. Chairman, would 
it not mean a war between the Jews and the 
Arabs? Let us put it straight. Would it not mean 
an absolutely bloody war between you and the 
Arabs? 

Sir ABDUR RAISMAN (India) : That is net the 
answer to the question. It is going absolutely be- 
yond it. If he would only concentrate on the 
answer to the question put to him, it would be 
better, because when he says force is being used, 
the same force is being used against the Arabs, 
and the same force is being used against anybody 
~1x0 contravenes the law. If 1 contravene the 
law, the same force would be used against me 
today. 

Mr. BEN GURION: Do you want me to answer 
this question now? 

CHAIRMAN: Yes, please. 
Mr. BEN G,URION: 1 Will answer the question 

as it was put to me first and as it is put to me 
now. 

Mr. BEN QJRION: 1 did not finish my answer.. 
Sir ABDUR RAHMAN: (India) : YOU are going 

beyond it, We will not finish for two monchs rf 
you go on in that way. 1 do not mind if we 
take two mon ths or two ‘years. Let me lead the 
questioning, You say you have not finished your 
answer? 

Sir Abdur RAHMAN (India) : They are two 
differenr questions. 

Mr. BEN GIJRION: 1 want to answer bath ques- 
tions. The first question is whether we want the 
United Nations to force upon the Arabs a Jew- 
ish State or Jewish immigration. This was the 
question. 

Mr. BEN &JRION: Yes. 1 say that the fact is, 
first, that force is being used against people ex- 
ercising their rights. Our right is to corne back. 
To prevent this, force is being used. 

If the U’nited Nations Will give a ‘decision in 
justice and equity thzit the Jews bave a right to 
corne back to thcir country, then I belieue .it 
Will he their duty, if necessary, to enforce Itv 
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1 do n*t know how much force Will be necessary, 
but you bave the same problem. evervhere ln 
the world. The main question iS not whether t” 
use ‘force or not; tlle main question is whether 
a thing is rigllt or wrong. That is wbat the 
United Nations have to decide: Is it rlght or 
is it wr-ng? If it is wrong, then it 1s for the 
Unit& Nations to stop every Jw from commg 
into the country, and perhaps, as some Pe”Ple 
here want, to send away those who are here* 
Such a thing bas happened to us. So, this is the 
question: if the United Nations Will say this is 
right, then they Will do everything to enforce 
that right, the same as they are doing to eV* 

force right everywhere else in the world. It 1s 
not a special question applied to us. 

(&AIRMAN: The abject of this transitory Pe- 
riod of administration, in order to get in the 
immigrants and to enforce that policy, implies, 
I suppose, the abject of coming to a State where 
You could use afterwards democratic means to 
govern the country? 

Spain fourteen or SO many centuries ago. That 
is their claim. It iS simple. 

Mr. BEN &JRION: Ses. When the country bas 
reached a stage when the main abject for which 
this country has to serve cari be fulfilled, then 
you do not need any foreign intervention ariy 
more. . 

CHAIRMAN: The abject is to create the con- 
ditions for a democratic rule of the country? 

Mr. BEN GURION: Yes, Sir. 

CHAIRMAN: Now, let us return to the Arab 
claim. You know well the Arab claim and the 
basis for it? 

Mr. BEN GURION: Yes. 
CHAIRMAN: It cari be expressed very shortly. 

It is a claim based on the possession of the land 
for a considerable period of time and the right 
of self-government of the people of the land. 
What is your answer to this claim? 

Mr. BEN GURION: My answer to that daim 
is the answer which was given not only by us 
but bY human conscience almost in the whole 
world. The same claim was made almost twenty- 
five years ago. The reply was that you cannot 
judge this country which has a special history 
and special conditions which cannot be found 
anywhere else, and the relations of the Jews of 

this Country cannot be judged by a rule applied 
ta other countries not having the same unique 
conditions. Really, it is a unique case. you have 
fust of a11 the people who were here a very, very 
long time ago; you know that. I cari give you 
the Arab case. I understand the Arab case and 
1 fUllY realize it. It is very simple. They state 
theY do not tare what happened, and nobody 
O”ght to tare what happened fifteen hundred 
Of ~0 thousand years ago. We are here. We 
are not here from yesterday; we were llere for 
centuries. We are the majority, and we llave a 
right to self-determination, We Will decide, just 
as dle PeoPle in the United States or tlle people 
in Canada, whcther to allow or not t. allow 
immiFants. The fact that Jews were llere some 
tWo thousand YearS ago is the same a’s the Roman 
l’ions having bcen in England some two 
thousand YcarS ago, or when Arabs were in 

fiot one but many nations in the world did 
not accept that claim because tb.eY were faced 
with a unique case which is not as simple as 
that. you cannot compare it with Spain and 
the Arabs. Cari YOU find a single Arab in the 
world who cares to go back to Spain? Cari YOu 
find a single Arab in the world ~110 Will spend 
a penny for Spain? Can you find a single Arab 
in the world who dreams of Spain? Wbat bas 
he t. do with Spain? He has bis own CouUtrY- 

Many kinds of people come from many countries, 
but here YOU bave a unique case without a*Y 
paa&l in history. Here is a pOple wllo for manY 
centuries were dreaming of this country. They 
migllt bave found a country anywbere. else, 
but m, a& they never gave up their clalm. It 
is unique. A~so, the case of Palestine is UlliqUe. 

It is net the same. We did not say it alone, but 
the entire civilized world said that while the 
Arabs were liberated in various territOrieS there 

was room for the Jews in Palestine. The Jews 
are connected with this country. We recognize 
their connexion. ‘They are coming back. They 
bave a right to corne back. They put only oye 
limitation. We, ourselves, WoUld bave put ths 

limitation if it had not been p”t by others: 
not to displace the population right here. I do 
not know if 1 have to go into that again. That 
was the decision. What happened? Nothing liap 
pened. Did it prove the Jews do ncit need a 
home? Did it prove that Jews cannot build? 
Was it proven that we cari come in only by dis- 
placing Arabs? Everything that Ilappened since 
that world decision strengthened that decision. 
The need of the Jews, t&ir ability to corne back, 
and their not displacing (1 do not want to bring 
in the point that we are benehting anyone- 
we are, but not because of that) , these three 
things were proven even more than they were 
known twenty-five years ago. New, 1 return 
to the question: what reason l-rave you, not 
you the Commission, but what reason lias world 
conscience to reirerse that decision? There is 
only one reason that the people here say “NO, 
we Will not let chose Jews come back.” The 
same thing happened in many countries, In 
certain countries the Government submitted 
that, and 1 do not want to mention the names 
of those countries. There are Jews ~110 were 
dispossessed by Hitler. 1 do net ‘speak of c&- 
many, but countries that suffered from Hitler. 
When the Jews we’re dispossessed, very few, be- 
cause the majority were murdered, came back 
and claimed their possessions. They did net 
get them back for the .simple reason that the 
countries were occupied and did net want t. 
give them back. That was the only reason. But 
tllis case is not similar to that because tllen dle 
JewS had three or four rooms an& in elle nlean- 
timep somebody else occupied a11 tlle tlvee roc)rns. 
I-Iere we bave a case Where there is a large 
building ald three rooms are occupied, eleven 
rooms are net occupied, and. we saY, “Stay in 
Your three rooms, we are going t. occupy tlle 
Other eight unoccupied roolns.” N[e says, “No, 
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we don’t want it. Stay out.” The world has said 
“No,” and we say there is no reason why you 
should reverse that decision, because justice and 
the necessity are the same, if not stronger, There 
is no reason whatsoever. The only reason is that 
those wbo undertook to do it failed to do it. 

CHAIRMAN: You think the fact that a claim to 
a country has not been given up is ~0 essential? 

Mr. BEN GURION: Our claim? 
CHAIRMAN: Yes. 
Mr. BEN GURION: It is very. Of course, if we 

are invaders, then we have no right. 

CHAIRMAN: And you do not think that a 
thousand year’s possession is enough to oust the 
cl aim? 

Mr, BEN GURION: Sir, 1 do not lay down gen- 
eral rules. I say on this occasion, under this 
historic and geographic position, no it is not, 
for the reasons which I gave in my ad&&. It 
is Ilot a question of the Arab race; they are 
fully liberated. It is not a question of the Arab 
individuals who are here; they are not suffering. 
Our claim stands; we did not give it up. 

CHAIRMAN: Let us go now to this clecision that 
YOU spoke of. I suppose you mean the Mandate? 

Mr. BEN GURION: The Declaration and the 
Mandate. 

CHAIRMAN: Let us’ return to that act. You 
mean that that is an absolute promise to give 
the country to the Jews as a state? 

Mr. BEN GURION: Sir, in human affairs you 
cannot speak about “absolute.” 1 would not com- 
mit myself to the word “absolute” because it is 
a term whose meaning nobody uncterstands. But, 
it was a definite undertaking, a definite promise 
based on the recognition of these unique facts 
to which 1 have referred. 

CHAIRMAN: Why 1 use the word “absolute” 
there is to come to my further questions which 
are aiming at seeing whether you admit any 
reservations in the undertaking. The Mandate 
is based on the Balfour Declaration, and in the 
Balfour Declaration the word “state” is not 
used; the term “National Home” is used. 
Further, it is said “ Palestine,” and it bas been 
SO stressed. The phrase used is “in Palestine.” 

. You do not think there is any reservation in 
these terms? 

Mr. BEN GURION: Yes, Sir, there are two reser- 
vations: one is the reservation that the civil 
and religious rights of non-Jewish communities 
should not be prejudiced. That is one reserva- 
tion. There is another reservation that the 
equality and political status ’ of Jews in other 
countries should not be prejudiced. These are 
the two reservations. Of course, they are clearly 
defined. Weil, 1 cari leave out for the moment 
the latter reservation because you bave no 
trouble with the Jews. What you have in mind 
is the first reservation concerning the Arabs. 
This very reservation is a clear indication as to 
what they meant by a National Home for the 
Jewish People. rf, as this memorandum or the 
White Paper claimed, it was meant or even con- 
templated that the Jews remain a mrnorltY> I 

ask YOU if in a country the Jews are net. a mi- 
nority why must you have safeguards for the 
rights of a majority. It is nonsense. The whole 
question, after all, state or no state, is the 
question of whether the Jews must remain a 
minority or may they become a majority. This 
is the question, because a state follows from 
that. If this was meant why do you need to 
safeguard against prejudicing the rights of the 
non-Jewish communities? Then you ought to 
have safeguards against prejudicing the rights 
of the Jewish community. If it was meant that 
the Jews should be a minority, then you should 
have to have a National Home which means a 
minority, and then to safeguard their rights as 
against the majority. But you do not need to 
safeguard the rights of a majority. Therefore the 
safeguard itself is a clear indication as to what 
was meant. However, we are not neutral, and 1 
do, not claim to be neutral on that question. 
But you have a clear explanation why the Word 
“State” was not used then. It was not used for 
the simple reason because it could not depend 
on the best Will of the British Government to 
have a State. It was not for the British to ,take 
the Jews from Russia, Po1and, or from the 
United States of America and compel them to 
go to Palestine. They could not say they would 
do it, and therefore they used this term. They 
clid not say “A Jewish Home.” They said “A 
National Home for the Jewish People.” First 
of a11 they did not say merely “a home.” ,“A Na- 
tional Home” in English bas a definite meaning, 
In English you say “Nationality,” In English 
they say, “What is your nationality? TO what 
State do you belong?” There is a difference in 
the question. “Nationality” in Continental Eur- 
ope, in English, means “State.” They said “A 
National Home.“ But, they did not say only 
that, they said “A National Home for the Jew- 
ish People.” Every word was weighed. It was 
not simply that somebody got up and wrote 
a declaration. For months they discussed every 
word of it. It is true that they did not say “Pal- 
estine as a National Home;” they said “in Pales- 
tine.” But “in Palestine” does not necessarily 
mean in a part of Palestine, because if they 
meant in a part of Palestine they would bave 
said SO. They adopted the wording of the 
Zionist Programme. There was a Zionist Pro 
gramme formulated in 1897 in Basle, Switzer- 
land, where our first World Congess was held. 
These we formulated our programme. The 
Balfour Declaration adopted the same wording, 
and it did not adopt thc same wording by 
chance. The reason why they did not use that 
term “Palestine as,” 1 think is that it conld be 
easily interpreted as meaning removing the 
Arabs from Palestine, which they did not want 
to do; they should not have done it; neither do 
we like to do it. But, in Palestine, it does not 
mean a part of Palestine. Suppose you are in- 
troducing Socialism in England, when you. say 
Socialism in England it does not mean socialism 
in a part of England. But, also, it could net 
have meant a minority. Further, we bave tlle 
very simple and clear evidence of the Prime 
Minister. He said that to attribute to that 
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Declaration an intention or a meaning Of a 
possibility for Jews to remain a minority wo”ld 
bave been a fraud on the people to whom this 
was given. SO, the reservation which was made 
even strengthens our understanding, which is 
not ours, which was the understanding of the 
Commission, and of every responsible statesman, 
that a Jewish minority was not meant. In no 
State is there a question as to whether the 
Jews are a minority or not. 

CHAIRMAN: When I referred to that term 
“National Home in Palestine,” 1 had in mind 
a passage in the statement of British poW in 
Palestine published by Mr. Churchill, then Sec- 
retary OE State for the Colonies, in June l%Z1 
I quote here from the Government’s memoran- 
dum where it is stated as follows: “When it is 
asked what is meant by the development of fie 
J&sh National Home in palestine, it may be 
answered that it is not the imposition of, Jewish 
nationality upon the inhabitants of Palestine 
as a whole, but the further development of the 
existing Jewish community with the assistance 
of Jews in other parts of the world in order that 
it may become a tenter in which the Jewish 
people as a whole may, on the grounds of re- 
ligion, race, interest and pride- >i 

Mr, BEN GURION: Yes, yes, but you are quot- 
ing from the memorandum. 

CNAIRMAN: Yes, 1 am. 
Mr. BEN GURION: Here, sir, is the White 

Paper in its entirety. 
CHAIRMAN: 1 haYe it, too. 
Mr. BEN GURION: And 1 read it from the be- 

ginning to thc end. 1 did not read only that sec- 
tion. It 1s very casy to extract a feti sentences 
from a long and complicated document to lend 
it another mcaning than it was originally meant 
to be. First of all, what is of very great im- 
portance is that that paper, the White Paper, 
contained several documents. It contains, first of 
all, and this is perhaps the most important part 
of the White Paper, letters sent by Mr. Churchill 
LO the Arab Delegation to whom he certainly 
would not like to exaggerate the obligations 
which they undertook to the Jews. On the con- 
trary, writing to the Arab Delegations he would 
like, as far as compatible with the obligations 
to the two, to put them in a very right frame. 
The Arab Delegation claimed then what they 
claim now. There is a majority and the majority 
want to rule, and a national government should 
be set UP. He wrote “. . . We cannot do it be- 
cause we are responsible for the Declaration 
made on November Znd, and a national govern- 
ment in Palestine under the present circum- 
stances would preclude the fnlfillment of that 
undertaking. . ,” I quoted that in my address, 
and 1 do not Want to quote it again because 1 
know they are only telling yOU little half-&uths 

even about documents, I gave you the evidence 
net of the Jewish Inquiry, but of a purely 
British-Arab Inquiry. They bave the evidence 
. . . ..---- 
1 CIIl<l. 1p. 
2 C1ntl. mm lwl”. 

of MT. Churchill, himself. While this phrasing 
was meant, as far as possible, to cordier the 
Arab, it was not its meaning to preclude the 
establishment of a Jewish Mate. 

What is the meaning of a Jewish State? As 
I told you before, a Jewish State does ‘net mean 
one bas to be a Jew. It means merely a %-te 
where the Jews are in the majority, Mherwise 
a11 the citizens have the same status. If the 
State were called by the name “l%lest~ne,” 1 
said if, then a11 would be Palestinian CitiZellS. 

If the State would be given another name- 
think it would be given another name, because 
Palestine is neither a Jewish nor an Arab name. 
As far as the Arabs are concerned, and we bave 
the evidence of the Arab historian, EIitti, that 
there was no such a thing as “Palestine” at ail: 
Palestine is not an Arab name. Palestine is ako 

not a Jewish name. When the Greeks were our 
enemies, in order not to axxnoy the Jews, they 
gave different names to tbe streets. SO, maybe 
the name of Palestine Will be changed. But. what- 
ever the name of the country, every Citizen of 
the country Will be a Citizen. This is what we 
mean. This is what we have to mean. We can- 
not conceive that in a State where we are not 
in a minority, where we have the main responsi- 
bilities as the majority of the country, there 
should be the slightest discrimination between 
a Jew and a non-Jew. 

CHAIRMAN: Well, SO far we bave treated this 
term “National Home in Palestine.” We corne 
further to jthe clause in the Balfour Declaration 
wherein it is spoken about maintaining tlie civil 
and religious rights of tbe other sections of 
the populations in Palestine. That expression 
is in the Mandate recorded in Article 6, wherc 
there is a slight difference in wording. It is 
said there “The administration of Palestine 
while insuring that the rights and position a£ 
other sections of the population are not preju- 
diced shall facilitate Jewisll immigration under 

suitable conditions. . ,” Do you think that this 
clause while showing that the right position 
of Arab sections of the population are not 
prejudiced could b< considered as placing 8x1 
obstacle to Jewish immigration? 

Mr. BEN GURION: Weil, on that, sir, there is 
an authoritative interpretation. Again, that cari 
bé answered by His Majesty’s Government, itself. 
Uefore this White Papcr there was another 
White Paper. There were many White Papers, 
such as the Passfield White Paper.2 clin two 
former Chancellors and Lord Hailsham, chai- 
leuged the Government that this White Papel- 
was curtailing the rights of Jewisll inll-nigratioll 
as against the international obligation, nnd they 
requested thé Government to put: it ~0 the tesE 

before the Hague Court. But tlle tllen Covern- 
ment did net see its way clear to go as far as tllac 
and they set up a Cabinet Committee, wllo dis- 
cussed the question. Then tbey gave aI1 oecial 
expIanation which is callecl the MacDonald 
Letters3 which really should be called I.Iender- 
SOn’s becme he was then Labour ~~~~~~~ Sec- 
retarY- He elaborated qn this letter and gave an 
attempted explanation as to wl1a.t was meant by 
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the references to the rights of other sections- 
that these were not meant to impair or to worsen 
rhe position of the other sections in Pelestine, 
and that as long as the position of other sections 
were not impaired, it would be worsened. It 
was the duty of the Government not to allow 
but to facilitate immigration--this was a posi- 
tive obIigation. SU& was the officiai interpreta- 
tien undertaken by His Majesty’s Government 
when this question was for the first time raised. 
I am sorry I bave not got it with me, but I will 
send you that officia1 document, 

CFMIRMAN: My question is more of an abstract 
nature. What 1 am aiming at is the circumstances 
in which the position of the other Arab sections 
of the population could be SO jeopardized that 
the clause (in the Mandate) giving protection 
would operate. 

Mr. BEN GURION: If you mean economically, 
absoIutely. 

CWAIRMAN: Not economy, political conditions. 
Mr. BEN GURION: No, that is a different ques- 

tion. First of all, do you ask me whether this 
was meant by the Mandate, or a part from the 
Mandate on the basis of equity? 
. CEIAIRMAN: 1 ask on the basis of the Mandate 
where there is stated the understanding that 
the rights and position of other sections of the 
population would not be prejudiced.” 

Mr. BEN GURION: Then 1 say quite definitely 
that 1 wo~dcl not use the word “absolute,” com- 
plete convinction and knowledge that what was 
meant was the economic conditions and position 
of the population of Palestine because it is 
dealing with economic matters. Article 6 is 
dealing with two economic matters, immigra- 
tion and colonization. They asked the Manda- 
tory to facilitate immigration and to encourage 
close settlement of the Jews on the land on the 
condition-or some other phrasing; 1 do not re- 
member-while ensuring that the rights and po- 
sition of other sections of the population are 
not prejudiced. 1 want to say that we accept it 
wholeheartedly, not only because it is there 
but because it is right. What is meant by the 
economic interests of the popuIation is that their 
economic position should not become worse be- 
cause of Jewish immigration and settlement. This 

’ is what the Mandate meant. 
CHAIRMAN: But is the immigration Wholly an 

economic natter? Does it not also have political 
implications? 

the Balfour Declaration was given it wasn’t even 
said that England would ruIe the country. It 
had nothing to do with the concrete administra- 
tion. Here in the Mandate they have to lay 
down a number oE set principles for the ad- 
ministration of the country. For instance, tllere 
is nothing about the Holy Places. They do net’ 
caver the whole problem of the I-TOIY Places 
because the Holy Places in Palestine are net 
merely the concern of the communities in Pal- 
estine, but of the world at large. HOwever, there 
is not a word there because it bas notlzing to do 
with that point at all. Were they have to lay 
dowil more details about the administration of . 
Palestine. Further, they said while you bave to 
encourage Jewish immigration, you are to see 
to ‘it that the economic lposition of other sec- 
tions should not be impaired or become worse, 
In the Balfour Declaration there is not a Word 
of Jewish immigration nt ail, although it is im- 
plied. Thére they lay Clown only the main gen- 
eral principles. 1-Iere they gave the implica- 
tions of that principle. 

CHAIRMAN: 1 corne to another aspect of this 
absoluteness of the promise of which you spoke. 
How far do yciu mean that the Mandatory Power 
would have to go to enforce the immigration of 
Jews into Palestine? Was the undertaking to go 
to war, to go to whatever effort’it might mean? 

Mr: BEN GURION: Again 1 have to take cx- 
ception to the implication which is contained 
in your question, that they have to enforce. We 
did not discuss this question, and what I Will 
say now is because you ask me a question and 1 
want to make it clear. I am responsible for it. 
We cari be left alon,e with the Arabs in Palestine. 
We do not want England to impose anything. 
We want her only not to impose a stoppage Of 
immigration. WC, do not ask England to impose 
anything; we ask her not to impose a stoppage 
of Jewish immigration, which she is doing 
against the Mandate.. The Mandate was to facili- 
tate immigration. They are imposing armed 
forces against immigration. We ask them to take 
away armed forces and not to impose non-immi- 
gration. 

Mr. &NJJ (Canada) : What about 1922? Would 
you make the same answer? 

Mr. BEN GURION: The question would not 
bave arisen. 

Mr. BEN GURION: Absolutely. But the political 
implication was to allow the Jews by immigra- 
tion to become a Nation and have a National 
Home, not a minority. That was the political 
implication. 

CI~AIRMAN: ~~ I s&d before the terms of the 
Balfour Declaration were to a certain extent 
altered in this clause. The Balfour Declaratron 
spoke about civil and religious rights. You do 
net think there is any implicatioh in this change 
of the wording? 

Mr. BEN GURION: No, Sir, I do net think there 
is any alteration at all. Here they lay.,down the 
terms of tlle administration of Palestme. When 

Mr. RAND (Canada) : It might bave’ if the 
Arabs had opposed immigration and the United 
Kingdom Government had kept. its hands off. 

Mr. BEN GURION: In’ 1922 lhe Arabs opPOs$ 
immigration, and when YOU read the Whlte 
Paper of Mr. ChurchiIl you Will see that he 
wrote a reply to the Arab delegation when they 
declared tllat they were opposing it, and he said: 
“We cannot accept your position.” 

Mr. ~ND (Canada) : What I mean is that in 
1922 you were a very small proportion of tlle 
population. you were not in a position phys- 
i,-ally to impose immigl+ation on resisting Arabs. 

Mi. BEN &JRION: Thc question bas never 
arisen. 

Mi. RAND (Canada) : We are dealing with 
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the interpretation ol: the Declaration and the Mr. BEN GIJRION: 1 even now belicve it; I 
Mandatory and you must consider it ander a11 believe it may be overcome. If there is any 
conditions. In that case would you haVe been r certainty in the future, 1 am certain that if, al- 
satisfied just to allow the United’Kingdom Gov- 
ernment to keep its hands off the opposition to 
immigration? 

Mr. BEN GURION: In 1922-I do not really know 
why you ask about 1922. 

Mr. RAND (Canada) : 1 am trying to find out 
what the Mandatory means. 

Mr. BEN GURION: In 1922 we were a small 
community in Palestine, ancl if left alone we 
could easily have been exterminated. 

Mr. RAND (Canada) : Therefore, you had to 
have some protection. 

Mr. BEN GIJRION: We had to have it, and the 
world gave it to us, and it was the privilege of 
England to do it. 

Mr. RAND (Canada) : SO it is .not merely .a 
question of withholding the hand against Jew- 
ish immigration? It is also a question, in some 
situations, of shielding immigration. 

Mr. BEN GURION: 1 was asked by the Chairman 
how long we would ask England to impose, and 
to that 1 have answered that we do not ask her 
to impose any more. 

Mr. RAND (Canada) : It was not for how long; 
it was how much. How much force do you think 
the United Kingdom ought to take? You said, 
we do not want any force except to remove force 
against immigration. In 1922 it was different, 
1 agree. 

CHAIRMAN: You said that you are going to im- 
pose immigration? 

Mr. BEN GURION: No; “impose” means some 
hostility. When 1 am going back to my home 1 
am not imposing; 1 am going back to my home 
-unless you deny that it is my home. If you give 
judgment that the place where 1 am living does 
nOt belong to me, then 1 bave no right to go. 

CHAIRMAN: 1 refer to your own worcls. You 
used the words, “we are going to jmpose.” 

Mr. BEN GIJRION: 1 did not say “impose.” 1 
said, we Will corne back by ourselvcs-not “im- 
pose.” 

Sir Abdur RAHAIAN (India) : Would they be 
content if the Government removed the prevent- 
ing of immigration and Ieft the thing just now 
to the fate of the Arabs and the Jews? Would 
they be content? 

Mr. BEN GURION: Yes. 
CHAIRMAN: You know that the Royal Com- 

mission said that in their view the association 
oE the policy of the Balfour Declaration with 
the Mandatory system implied the belief that 
the Arab hostility to the Balfour Declaration 
would sooner or later be overcome. 

Mr. BEN GURION: You read from the memo- 
randum. 

CHAIRMAN: No, 1 did not read it from the 
memorandum; I remember it from the Royal 
Commission’s report. You are not in agreeent 
with the statement implying that the Arab hostil- 
ity to the Balfour Declaration would sooner or 
latcr be overcome? 
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lowed io corne back to our country, we will 
live in peace and co-operation’ with the Arabs. 
1 believe that as 1 believe in the Jewish State. 

CHAIRMAN: Let us assume that there would 
be violent resistance to enforcing elle immigra- 
tion, would you mean, in any circumstances, to 
go on and fight down the resistance? 

Mr. BEN GURION: 1 said we do not ask for a 
Mandate any mort, SO it is not a question. The . 
question does not arise on the Mandate. But 
my answer to the question is, you have to decide 
whether what we ask is right or wrong. If it is 
right, and force is necessary, you have to apply 
it. If it is wrong, not only you do not have to ap 
ply force, but you do not bave to allow it. It is 
a question of right and wrong, and not whether 
to apply or not to apply force, as in any other 
conflict in the world. And this is the reason 
the United Nations was established. 

Mr. RAND (Canada) : 1 suppose that is one 
case in which you cari resort 10 absolutes. 

Mr. BEN GIJRION: No absolütes. This W~S thf! 
reason why we were ready in 1937-I mean the 
majority-to consider a compromise. Although 
we knew we were entitled to an entire coumry, 
when the British Government came and told US 
the result of that Commission, they said, YOU 
are right, but this will require force and we do 

not want it and we cannot do it, and therefore 
we tel1 you here is a compromise. The majority 
said, that they were willing to consider it. 

Mr. LISICKY (Czechoslovakia) : Are you still 
ready to considcr a compromise? 

Mr. BEN GURION: 1 told you in my eviclence 

that when we had the talks after our last con- 
gress with the Government in London, we told 
them thac if a Jewish State in an aclequate area 
of Palestine were offered, we would consider it. 

Mr. LISICKY (Czechbslovakia) : Does that mean 
partition? 

Mr. BEN GURION: “TO partition,” according to 
the Oxford dictionary, means to divide a thing 
into two parts. Palestine is divided into thrcs 
parts, and onljr in a small part are the Jews 
allowed to live. We are against that. 

Mr. GARCI~A GRANADOS (Guatemala) : Several 
times 1 bave heard about the possibility of vio- 
lence if a decision of the United Nations werc 
not accepted by a certain party. Suppose that 
decision would give absolute freedom to a Je*t+ 
ish State, would the ,Jewish people be able to 
resist violence and defend themselves? 

Mr. BEN GURION: You mean violence on rhe 
part of the Arabs? The first thing we Will do 
if such decision is given Will be to. make tht: 
greatest effort to corne to an agreement with 
tic Arabs. First, we Will go to them and tel,1 
them, here is a decision in our faveur. We are 
right. We want to sit down with you and set& 
the question amicably. If your answer is no, 
then We Will use force against you. Then we 
Will take tare of ourselves. 

CHAIRMAN: There is one argument in the 



Arab case to which 1 want an answer. ‘phey 
say, this decision of the League of Nations is 
a11 right, but nobody cari dispose of our country 
without our consent. What do you answer to 
that? 

Mr. BEN GUIION: The answer is this is our 
country, including the Arabs who are in it. 
This country is the country of the Jewish people 
and of a11 the other inhabitants. This is our 
answer. 

that a National Home is more than a Jewish 
State. Why? Because a State belon- onlp to the 
people who are there, and they cari say, we Will 
not allow anybody else. Suppose there are a mil- 
lion and a half Jews in Palestine and it is a 
Jewish State; ,that State cari say to the Jews in 
Roumania or’ Germany, we do not want you. 
This might happen. 

CHAIRMAN: 1 think you have already answered 
the question. If you cari envisage another SOIU- 
tion, then this hundred per cent Jewish solution 
that you have- 

Mr. BEN GIJRION: It is a matter of justice, I 
am convinced. 

CHAIRMAN: 1 bave exhausted the questions 
1 wanted to put. Doe’s some other member of 
the Committee wish to ask any questions? 

Sir ABDTJR RAHMAN (In&a) : Are you taking 
subject by subject, or are you giving the mem- 
bers the option of putting a11 their questions? 
1 want to know the procedure. 

CHAKRMAN: 1 think the members who have 
additional questions to put ought to do SO on 
this political issue. 

Sir ABDUR RAHMAN (India) : I do not think 
that is fair to the members. Let the members 
exhaust their own questions which they want 
to ask at any stage. There are a number of other 
questions which arise out oE the answers which 
it is impossible to put at this stage. Therefore, 
1 am suggesting that the best thing would be 
to leave the other members to put their ques- 
tions, and when they have done with it, if 
another member wishes to put another question 
in regard to another question, it is a11 right. 
Otherwise, one member must be allowed to 
exhaust his questions before you’go on to the 
next one. 

1 was present at an Imperial Labour Confer- 
ence in London in 1925, convened to discuss only 
the question of immigration in the British Em- 
pire. There was a discussion between British 
labour and Australian and Canadian labour. 
The British asked for a larger immigration- 
there was a great deal of unemployment in Eng- 
land, about two million unemployed, at that 
rime. They asked for immigration of British> 
labourers to Canada, Australian and New Zeal- 
and. The delegates from’ the Dominions were 
against it. They had their own reasons; it is not 
my business to say who was right or who was 
wrong. They a11 belonged to the same stock- 
British stock. Stich a position might arise in a 
Jewish State. The Jews in Palestine might say, 
you are suffering in Germany; that is your busi- 
ness. Therefore, when you said “a National 
Home for the Jewish people” 1 said it was more 
than merely a Jewish State for those who are 
there. As long as there is a Jew who cari not stay 
where he is, and as long as there is a place in 
Palestine, a Jewish State Will not have the right 
to prevent him îrom coming. ThereEore, a Na- 
Liona Home for the Jewish people is more than 
a Jewish State. 

CHAIRMAN: You bave interpreted my inten- 
tion to follow that procedure. 

Sir ARDUR RAHMAN (India) : I have no ob- 
jection. 

CHAIRMAN: We adopt the procedure that the 
questions ,of one member Will be exhausted be- 
fore 1 give the word to another. 

1 went on to explain why the Zionist Organi- 
zation, in its programme, did not use the term 
“ Jewish State,” and 1 gave three reasons. One 
reason was that it might imply-though it must 
not-domination, and we did not want the world 
to have the impression that we want to domi- 
nate anybody. The other reasons 1 do not re- 
member but you have read it. 1 stand by those 
reasons, and we do not want a Jewish State based 
on domination. 1 Will send you our programme. 
When we asked for a Jewish State we said the 
Jewish State must be based on neither domina- 
tion nor being dominated. We stand by the 
same principle. There is no change. 

Mr. SIMIC (Yugoslavia) : You bave said in your 
evidence before the Peel Commission in 1937 
that you would ask for a Jewish State if Palestine 
were an empty country. But you said there are 
other inhabitants in Palestine and they have a 
right not to be at the mercy of the Jews. Further 
you said that a State may imply domination by 
the Jewish majority of the minority. 1s Palestine 
more empty now, or does the Jewish State imply 
Iess domination of the Arab minority than ten 
years ago? 

Mr. SIMIC (Yugoslavia) : Would you agrce to 
have a State with a Jewish majority? 

Mr. BEN GURION: 1 may add that tomorrow 
you Will receive a memorandum and a11 these 
things yon Will find fully expIained. 

Mr. SIMIC (Yugoslavia) : Would you agree to 
have a State with a Jewish minority or majority 
-with a parity in the Government? 

Mr. BEN GURION: 1 remember well that evi- 
dence, but 1 am afraid you have got only a small 
extra& from it. 1 Will give the gist of the whole 
of it and then you Will realize more fully what 
1 meant by that extract which you bave read. 

1 was asked the same question about a Na- 
*ionaI Home and a Jewish State, and 1 explained 

Mr. BEN GIJRION: In my statement 1 gave the 
reason why parity in a Government cari be a 
good expedient when there is a foreign power 
ruling the country. We were in faveur of parity 
as long as there was a Mandatory Regime in 
Palestine. We said it was not right, although 
there was a deep, historical reason why there 
should be for a time a Mandate. But even in a 
transitory period the population should not be 
kxcluded from the Government. They should 
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be there on parity-two eyual parts. But ,YOU 
canllot bave parity in an independent State. 

Mr. SIMIC (Yougoslayia) : Why? 
Mi. BEN GIJRION: YOU Will have a permanent 

deadlock. Parity means not that a single Jew 
and a single Arab have the same right, but that 
the two communities have the same xight. You 
Will bave a parity of ten Jews and ten Arabs and 
a Government of three Jews and three Arabs. 
You will bave a permanent deadlock. The ques- 
tion of development Will corne up-the develop- 
ment of the Negeb. We are for development for 
two reasons. We are for development as Jew 
we are for development as progressive people. 
They are not anxious for development. I do not 
say they are not progressive. They are. But it is 
their right to be what they are. But they Will 
be against it. They will prevail because you need 
a positive decision and positive action. A parity 
cari always prevent any action being taken. 

The second question, which for US is just as 
vital, is the question of immigration. YOU Will 
have two for, and two against. That is enough 
to prevent immigration, because you must bave 
a positive decision to have immigration. &I YOU 

will have a permanent deadlock, which. means 
blocking immigration and blocking development, 
and 1 cannot imagine how the Government 
would exist. There is no such thing in the 
world. 

~1~. BEN GIJRION: Here you have a case where 
certain things cari be done onlY by Jew?h-Arab 
co-operation, because in order to acqulre land 
you must bave the consent of the Arab who is 
the owner, and we acquire land only by Jewish- 
hab CO-operation. But here cornes the Govern- 
ment and says “No.” 1 Will tel1 you the appli- 
cation of the law. 

T&e the case of the Negeb. There are peuple 
tllere who have large tracts of land. T%e land 
is &Sert. They have not got the means nor the 
ability to develop the land. SO they say, w-e Wfll 
sel1 a part of our land to the Jews and thls wlll 
enable us to develop the rest of OUX land. This 
was mainly the process by which we acquired 
land in other parts. Then cornes the Government 
and says, “No, you cannot do it.” The result is 
that ee land remains desolate. We CannOt corne 
there, and tlle Arab ~110 wOuld like to develop 
the land cannot do it because he is prevented 
by the Government. This is not an imaginary 
case. There are tens and hundreds of such cases. 

Rh. LISICKY (Czechoslovakia) : You are clefi- 
nitely pessimistic about the prospect of Arab- 
Jewish agreement? 

Mr. BEN GURION: On the contrary; I ai defi- 
nitely optimistic. 1 am sure that as soon as there 
is a Jewish State and we are an independent 
factor, the Arabs Will see reason, because they 
<are sensible people and know what is good and 
what is bad. As long as they believe they cari 
prevent us from being’ here it is natural. I do 
not blame them. When the ,Arabs are against 
us 1 do not blame them for some of the means 
which they use. 1 cari understand their attitude. 
1 blame the Mandate-not the Arabs. When the 
Arabs say they prefer a poor country to a rich 
one 1 cari understand it. 

Mr. FABREGAT (Uruguay) : In another part of 
your exposition you gave a special concept on 
the relations between Arabs and Jews. Did you 
speak of co-operation and express the view chat 
the co-operation cari only rest upon equality? 
I consider it would be worth while to know your 
opinion especially on this point. DO YOU think 
that such co-operation might be possible at this 
moment under the actual conditions? 

Mi-. BEN GURION: In another place you will 
fmd that 1 told you that there is co-operation 
now between Jews and Arabs, just as there is 
co-operation between English and I;rench, or 
Czechs and Poles. They represent two distinct 
things. They are human beings and they are 
peoples. 1 spoke about co-operation in both 
senses. There is co-operation between Jews and 
Arabs as individuals. As far as it depends on us 
we are willing to co-operate-not becausc we are 
philanthropie, but because we believe it is for 
the good of both to ca-operate. Jewish workers 
are co-operating with Arab workers. The Gov- 
ernment is not always very happy about it be- 
cause it is mostly against thc Government. 

Mr. FABREGAT (Uruguay) : Did you say, on 
page 16, that the Racial Land Law still exists? 
Do you then consider that this Racial Land 
LaW implies violation of the Mandate and of 
the Charter of the United Nations? 

Mr. BEN GURION: 1 think it is defifiitely against 

the Charter of the United Nations. 

Mr. FABREGAT (Uruguay) : By its character of 
racial discrimination? 

Mr. BEN GURION: Yes. * 

There was only recently a strike of some fifty 
thousand employees of the Government-Jews 
and Arabs. There is co-operation between Jew- 
ish villages and Arab villages. This is ping on. 
We would like to go on on a larger scale, as 
far as we are concerned. There is CO-operation 
between Jews and Arabs as individuals. 

Mr. FmREGAT (Uruguay) : 1 should like t. 
know, in a few words, the process of the practical 
applicntion of tllat Inw in Palestine. 

Mr. BEN GURION: What is the scope of your 

question? 

Mr* F*BREGAT (Uruguay) : YOU said there were 
racial IaWs here. 1 asked about the application of 

the racial laws in Palestine, 

YOU quoted now the co-operation between 
Jewish people as a people ancl Arab peuple a~ a 
people. S3~h co-operation is possible 0111~ when 
we shall bave the status wllich tlley llave-an 
independent nation, not when they are able ta 
boYcott Our goods and we are powerless to do 
anFI%. But when there is an illdcpendent 

statey instead of a boycott by Arabs of Jewi& 
goods there Will be an exchange of servi& and 
g”ods because it Will be for tlle benefit of bo& 
Jews and Arabs. Therefore, in order to hnve 
co-oPeration between these tWO peoples you 
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must have equality. Only two equals cari CO- 
operate. 

CHAIRMAN: Are you optimistic about the CO- 
operation between Jews and Arabs in a Pal- 
estinian State in political matters. 

Mr. BEN GURION: What political matters do 
you mean? 

CHAIRMAN: I mean co-operation in governing 
the stat& 

but I cari tel1 you now thai 1 visited the camps 
soon after the liberation and 1 visited them re- 
cently. There is a very ‘strong deterioration in 
the conditions, for many reasons: for political 
reasons, economic reasons. There is also a de- 
terioration in the relations between the Jews and 
the German population there. There have al- 
ready been cases where many Jewish D.P.‘s have 
been murdered by Germans and by German 
police. 

Mr. 'BEN GURION: The Arabs are just like any 
other people; they have different views, although 
publicly it may appear that theY have only one 
view. 

Mr. FA~REGAT (Uruguay) : 1 am asking about 
the economic and social co-operation. 

CHAIRMAN: 1 added the political matteis. 
Mr. BEN GURION: As 1 say, there are even sec- 

tions among the Arabs here, and in neighbour- 
ing countries, where they are willing for political 
co-operation. 

CHAIRMAN: These camps are now called As- 
sembly Centres, but 1 do not suppose that 
changes the conditions very much, 

Mr. FARREGAT (Uruguay) : Mr. Ben Gurion, 
you speak of about one million children killed 
in Europe under the Nazi persecution. 

Mr. BEN GURION: Yes. 

CHAIRMAN: On the whole? 
Mr. BEN GURION: On the whole. There are 

Arabs who are against it. 
CHAIRMAN: How Will it turn out? 
Mr. BEN GURION: If we and the Arabs who 

want to co-bperate are encouraged, those sections 
here and abroad among the Arabs who want to 
co-operate would be strengthened. 

CHAIRMAN: 1 asked whether you were optimis- 
tic about political co-operation. 

Mr. BEN GURION: Yes, absolutely-as Ear as it 
is absolutely known. 1 am infected by your lan- 
guage. 

Mr. FABREGAT (Uruguay) : Mr. Ben Gurion, 
in relation to the immigration problem, you 
spoke about the fate of the Jews and the Jewish 
children and the prohibition of their entry into 
Palestine. May 1 know, if it is possible,’ the num- 
ber of people who are now in the camps at 
Cyprus, esfiecially the number of Jewish children 
in the camps at Cyprus. 

Mr. BEN GURION: The total number, 1 believe, 
is something more than fifteen thousand-seven- 
teen thousand. 1 cannot give you the exact num- 
ber of children. 

Mr. FABREGAT (Uruguay) : May 1 obtain the 
number later? 

Mr. BEN GURION: My colleague tells me there 
are two thousand children there. 

Mr. FABREGAT (Uruguay) : 1 would like to 
know the number of Jewish people who are now 
in concentration camps in Europe and the con- 
ditions in which those people live at this moment. 

Mr. BEN GURION: As far as 1 know, there are 
some two hundred twenty thousand Jews in the 
,camps, but this does not comprise-- 

Mr. FABREGAT (Uruguay) : What are the con- 
ditions of living in the camps, the social condi- 
tions, the health conditions, the cultural condi- 
tions for the Young people, for the women, for 
the men? 

Mr. FABREGAT (Uruguay) : These children in 
tbe camp at Cyprus, do they bave parents? ., 

Mr. BEN GURION: There are many who have 
not; there are some who have. There were many 
Polish Jews who escaped to Soviet Russia, and 
they were saved, with their children. Most of 
the large families which you Will find in the 
camps, and some of them also in Cyprus, witl 
mothers and fathers and children, are those who 
escaped to Soviet Russia and bave now corne 
back. They went back to Poland and from 
Poland to Germany, in order ta get to Palestine. 

Mr. FABREGAT (Uruguay) : Thank you. 
Mr., BLOM (Netherlands) : 1 would like to ask 

first a question about the form of government 
Mr. Ben Gurion has in mind for the transitional 
period. Mr. Ben Gurion says that Jews are en- 
titled to build up a country here with a Jewish 
majority, and therefore, they bave in mind, they 
visualize an immigration plan of about one mil- _ 
lion Jews. Mr. Ben Gurion says that it Will take 
a few years. Then he adds that ‘as soon ,as a 
considerable part of that plan is carried out, 
independence cari be established. Now, of course, 
it is not possible to state exactly how many years 
it Will take before, in the view of Mr. Ben Gurion, 
that moment has corne, that that considerable 
part has been carried out. But perhaps Mr. Ben 
Gurion cari agree chat it Will take at least some- 
thing between, say, five and ten years. 

Mr. BEN GURION: Not &cessarily. 
Mr. BLOM (Netherlands) : Have you in mind 

a shorter period? 
Mr. BEN GIJRION: Not necessarily, sir. 
CHAIRMAN: How many people do you think 

you cari take in here per year? 

Mr. BEN GURION: We Will send in a memoran- 
dum giving you a11 the details of the conditions, 

Mr. BEN GURION: 1 Will answer the question, 
but I do not know whether you will accept the 
a&wer. Last year there was a commission of 
experts, English and Americans. They discussed 
the recommendation of the Anglo-American 
Commission about the 100,000 people. They 
came to tbe conclusion-and this was announced 
by Mr. Morrison who was the President of tbe 
Council-that you cari absorb 100,000 within one 
year. This was without any special authority’ 
given to the Jewish Agency. If the Jewish Agency 
is given full authority for development and im- 
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~1~. BEN GURION: Yes, of course it is. 

migration, with the assistance of Jews and certain 
answer as to our view on these details, because 

damages to which we are entitled-which has we did not go as far as that. 

already been recognized, we are getting part of Mr. BLOM (Netherlands) : Mr. CEman, I 

that now, as 1 imagine Mr. Kaplan told ~OU- do not see these. as details. 1 thmk, lt IS, a very 

then much larger numbers cari be brought over important question, from a practlcal Interna- 

and settled. You do not need to wait until you * tional policy, as to what the situation Will be 
bave settled the entire million Jews. We worked il1 the future. 
out a plan of a million Jews, for two reasons: 
One, it was approximately the number of Jews 
whom we know are in dire need-tiley cannot 
stay where they are; and it was also based on 
certain calculations of land and industry which 
we know we cari develop. But this is not related 

R/lr. BEN GURION: NO, Sir. 

to the political problem. You cari solve the politi- 
cal problem in half the time that Will be re- 
quired for settling the one million Jews in Pal- 
estine, In other words, if you need eight years 
for settling and absorbing , a million Jews, then 
you may need only three or four years until you 
cari establish a complete or a considerable form 

~1~. BLOM (Netherlands) : SO the Jewish 
Agency bas no special plan in Vies as regards 
this? 

M,., BLOM (Netherlands) : 1 would like to ask 
~1~. Ben Gurion what is tlle OpiniQn of the 
Je.ish Agency on the report of the Angle-Amer- 
ican Committee, last year’s report? 

of self-government of the country on a purelY 
democratic basis. 

Mr. BLOM (Netherlands) : Weil, just to have 
in mind a certain period, I Will think of some- 
thing between five and ten years. Mr. Ben Gurion 
is more optimistic about it. 

Mr. BEN GURION: 1 cannot guarantee, Sir; no- 
body cari guarantee these things. 

Mr. BLOM (Netherlands) : Anyway, thcre Will 
be a transitional period. 

M~.BEN GURIQN: we will send YOU th OfiCkd 
reply we bave given. We said, first of all, that 
if tlle two inain recommendations were carried 
Out, tlle abolition of the Whice Paper and thC 
immediate admission of one lmndred thausand 
Jews, we would be willing to sit down with a 
committee of the Government to discuss a long- 
term policy, because we had there two policies: 
Short-term policy-what should be done im- 
mediately; and long-term policy. But we Will 
send you a copy of that memorandum 

ho[r. BEN GURION: Yes, Sir. 
Mr, &,o~ (Netherlands) : I would like to ask 

what form of government Mr. Ben Gurion visu- 
alizes for that period. For instance, who Will 
provide the judiciary services, the police fOlCe, 
and SO forth? 

Mr. BEN GURION: As far as possible, judicial 
and police services Will be provided by the 
people of Palestine, but under the supervision 
of the United Nations. 

Mr. BLOM (Netherlands) : What do you mean 
by supervision of the United Nations? 

Mr. BEN GURION: They should have the fina! 
control until independence is established: 

Mr. RAND (Canada) : You mean administra- 
tion rather than supervision. 

Mr. BEN GURION: Yes, as far as administration 
Will be necessary. 

Mr. BLOM (Netherlands) : As you know, in 
the United Nations there is nothing in existence 
at the moment in the nature of an international 
police force, or anything of that kind. SO’ that 
tvill have to be provided by one or more coun- 
tries. 

Mr. BEN GURION: We did not discuss a11 these 
details. I must be frank about it. We do not 
really think it is for us to decide. We cari only 
state a certain general principle, a certain line. 
2%~ details of how to carry that out are not 
for us t0 decide. The general lines should be laid 
down, the principle should be adopted that there 
should be a Jewish state based on equality, and 
a large plan of development should be adopte& 
Then the details Will be worked out on the 
ha& of these three main lines. I really cannot 
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R/Ir, BLOM (Netherlancls) : Thank you very 
much. 

Mr. BEN GIJRXON: May I add tllat YOU Will also 
receive a supplementary memorandum. YOU bave 
been presented with the Jewish case, with a11 
the material submitted to the hnglo-American 
Committee more than a year ag0. Tomorrow YOU 
will get a memorandum which supplies a11 the 
happenings and developments since then ~lp to 
now. You Will fïnd there a11 the things in which 
you are interested. 

Mr. BLOM (Netherlands) : My next point is 
this. 1 remember chat the Jewish Agency told 
the Angle-American Committee last year that 
the Agency was not constituted, in its reprcsenta- 
tive bodies, just as it bas been laid clown in its 
constitution, because of the war and because 
several members of the different bodies bave 
died and no new elections bave been held, I 
would like to know how this is now. Are tbc 
representative bodies of the Jewish Agency now 
in accord with the constitution? Especially, I 
would like to know whether the non-Zionist 
organizations bave an influence now in thc 
executive bodies, and whether they are repre- 
sented too. Can Mr. Ben Gurion and llis col- 
leigues give the views of the non-Zionist organi- 
zations too? What is the position today? 

Mr. BEN GURION: 1 Will tel1 you thrce things, 
One* in the Mandate, it was laid down that thè 
Zionist Organization is the Jewish Agency. ‘I’lzis 
is according to the Mandate. There, the Jewjsh 
*@ncY is requested to secure the co-operation 
Of a11 Jews ~110 want to assist in the building 
uP Of a national home. Then, in 1929, on OU~ 
OWn initiative, we had a conference to wllicll we 
invited many Jewish organizations wllich arc 
OfficiallY non-Zionist. But the term non.Zionisr 



does not mean that they are not Zionists. They 
may be Zionists, but the organisation is termed 
non-Zionist. For instance, the Jewish Community 
is a non-Zionist organization, but almost every 
Jew in that organization is a Zionist. The same 
is true in other countries. The Board of Depu- 
ties in England is 90 per cent Zionist, but they 
are organized in their capacity of a Jewish com- 
munity in England and not as Zionists. We made 
our constitution. It was not the Mandate which 
required US to do it; it was an interna1 Jewish 
matter that required that the Jewish Agency 
should be based. of fifty per cent representatives 
of Zionist organizations, as su&, and fifty per 
cent of other organizations whether they are or 
are not Zionist. In the meantime, something 
happened. For instance, there were a number 
of communities in Europe which sbould be rep- 
resented. They do not exist any more. In: Amer- 
ica, it. was based on a persona1 basis. A number 
of Jews in America-there were no democratic 
elections-a certain number of Jews, Mr. Marshall 
and Mr. Warburg were designated, taking into 
account that they enjoyed a large popularity 
among American Jewry. Many of them died. 
This, unfortunately, ruined the whole structure 
as it had been laid down in the Constitution. 
But either people, as individuals, died, or entire 
communities were wiped out. However, Ihe Con- 
stitution still remained as it was, It is still com- 
posed of Zionists and non-Zionists, although 
some of the non-Zionists are living in America 
and do not actually take part in the work which 
is being done here. We have now decided that 
the next Zionist Congress will cal1 together a 
Council. What Zionists cal1 a Congress, non- 
Zionists cal1 a Council. We Will cal1 together a 
council of those organizations since the old Con- 
stitution cannot be carried out because the real- 
ity behind it does not exist anymore. When we 
cal1 together su& a council, the enlarged Agency 
may be reconstituted. For the time being, we 
have the old Constitution, but the old Consti- 
tution does not correspond to the reality. 

Mr. Bto~ (Netherlands) : Are there any non- 
Zionists in the executive body here? 

Mr. BEN GURION: There are in America. There 
was one here in Palestine, but he resigned be- 
cause of social ditierences of view. There ‘are 
three in America who are oflicially members. 

Mr. BLOM (Netherlands) : ‘Will we be in a 
position to get the views of non-Zionists? 

Mr. BEN GURXON: Oh yes; I am sure you Will 
be. 1 cari tel1 you this: that before, in the Anglo- 
American Committee, and also in our work 
before the United N&ions in America, we co- 
operated with cwo large American-*Jewish bodies, 
the American Conference and the American 
Jewish Committee. The attitude of the American- 
Jewish Committee on this question differs in one 
respect froc ours. They are in favour of a Jew- 
ish state in a part of Palestine; they support a 
Jewish state in an adequate area of Palestine. 
They do net associate themselves with our full 
programme of Pa&tine as a Jewish State. 1 be- 
Iieve they sent you a memorandum, while you / 

were still in America, on behalf of the American- 
Jewish Committee, 

Mr. BLOM (Netherlands) : We got several, 
Mr. BEN GURION: As far as 1 know, the Jewish 

Board of Deputies in England, which has demo- 
Cratically elected representation of English Jews, 
aIso identify themselves with the attitude of the 
Jewish Agency. 

CHAIRMAN: Mr. Lisicky has asked to put some 
questions, Before 1 allow him tO do SO I would 
like to know whether there are other Members 
who also want to put questions. 

(Several Members signified a desire to ask 
questions.) 

CHAIRMAN: Before we go on, I think we cari 
suspend for ten minutes. 

(The hearing was suspended for ten minutes 
and then resumed.) 

CHAIRMAN: 1 cal1 the meeting to order. 
Mr. Lisicky has asked to put some questions. 
Mr. LISICKY (Czechoslovakia) : My first ques- 

tion is in connection with the quotation mem 
tioned on page 11 of Mr. Ben Gurion’s state- 
ment. IC is a quotation from the Report of the 
Palestine Royal Commission, The quotation 
reads as follows: 

“The Commission found that though the 
Arabs have benefited by the development of the 
country owing to Jewish immigration, this has 
had no conciliatory effect. On the contrary, im- 
provement in the economic situation in Palestine 
bas meant deterioration of the political situation 
* . * The Commissiqn thought that the obliga- 
tions Britain undertook towards the Arabs and 
the Jews some twenty years ago bave not lost 
their moral and Iegal right through what has 
happened since, but the trouble is Ebat these 
obligations proved to be irreconcilable. The man- 
date is unworkable.” 

In another connection, if 1 remember, Mr. 
Ben Gurion mentioned that Sir Alexander 
Cadogan, at the last session of the General As- 
sembly, admiteed candidly-whcther candidly or 
not candidly, it is a matter of taste-that the 
mandate is unworkable. It is a quotation brought 
forward by Mr. Ben Gurion. It was not refuted 
in bis statement. 1 should like to know wbat is 
bis appreciation of thc facts mentioned in this 
quotation. 

Mr. BEN GIJRION: 1 tel1 you in that respect we 
more or less agree with the view expressed by 
the Permanent Mandates Commission. 1 would 
say that there were on that Commission people 
with very greac experience in tliat matter. 

Mr. LISKKY (Czechoslovakia) : You mean the 
Peel Commission? . 

Mr. BEN GIJRION: No, the Mandates Commis- 
sion of the League of Nations-the International 
Commission. 

Mr. LISICKY (Czechoslovakia) : But what I 
quoted is from the Peel Commission. 

Mr. BEN GURXON: Yes. They discussed this view 
of the Commission, and they said, whether the 
ol~ligations in themselves are reconcilable or 
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not, there may be a different view from the Comm 
mision. In their view, the obligations are re- 
Concil&]e, but as the mandatory said, the mari- 
date is unworkable, because a mandate must be 
worked by the mandatory. If the mandatory said 
the mandate is unworkable, then the mandate 
became unworkable. 

Mr. LISICKY (Czechoslovakia) : SO you agree 
on this question? 

Mr. BEN GIJRION: 1 say they said it, and we 
saw that the mandate, since then, became, in 
fact, unworkable. The mandate was not work- 
able, and this was the reason why they accepted 
the other conclusions of the Committee, that 
the solution is a compromise, and a large part 
of the Members also accepted the same and were 
ready to consider it. But the fact is that the 
mandate, since then, was not workable because 
the mandatory said it was not workable, but 
we do net admit that obligations are unreconcil- 
able. We do not see any conflict in the obliga- 
tions, but the mandate became unworkable. That 
is a fact, and one must admit a fact. 

Mr. LISICKY (Czechoslovakia) : SO you admit 
the fact that the mandate is not workable? 

Mr. BEN GURION: It became unworkable. Not 
chat it must be unworkable. We admit the fact 
that the mandate became unworkable, not that 
it had to become unworkable. 1 take a different 
view. 1 do not think it had to become unwork- 
able, but the fact is it became unworkable, and 
you must admit a fact. 

Mr. LISICKY (Czechoslovakia) : 1 am satisfied 
with your answer. 

1 see on the next page that when discussing 
the conclusions of the Commission, if I under- 
stand rightIy what you said there was some hope 
of accepting the conclusions of the Commission 
under the condition of some changes, it means 
if Negeb should be included, it was a situation 
as in 193’7. Are you in a position CO tel1 me what 
the situation is now? 

Mr. BEN GURION: The position, I told you, is 
in writing; there were some incorrect quotations 
by the press, stating that 1 was against the de- 
cision. That is nonsense, The view 1 expressed 
myself, on the last occasion, regarding the form 
Of government, we stand by the attitude we took 
last year, that we Will be ready to consider the 
question of a Jewish State in an adequate area 
of Palestine, and that we are entitled to Pales- 
tine as a whole. We would be ready to consider 
sucb an offer as a Jewish State in an a&quate 

area of Palestine. 

Mr. LrstoKY (Czechoslovakia) : Am 1 right in 
understanding that you are not opposed t. the 
idea of partition? 

Mr* BEN CuaroN: That means we are ready to 
consider it. 

Mr LrsrcKY (Czechoslovakia) : On page 31 

of Your speech I read this: “The original inten- 
tien of the Balfour Declaration and the mandate 
could have been achieved and the JewiSh ,com- 

i monwealth would have been an accomplisJ& 

1 
fact before the Second World War if the manda- 

i 

tory had implemented its mandatory obligations 
resolL~tely and consistently-” 

That is one part of my remarks. The second 
is that 1 sec in the Statistics of imm$ration chat 
the number of Jewish immipantS 1x1 the Years 
1927 t. 1931 was as follows: in 1927, tbe number 
of Jewish immigrants was 2,713; iii 192% 2,178; 
in 1929, 5,249; in 1930, 4,944, and in 1931, 4,075. 
DQes it mean tllat tbe low number of immigrants. 
in this year was tlle result of the PreVentiOn hy 
the Palestine Covernment of a larger immigra- 
tion? 

Mi. BEN C~RI~N: 1 Will tel1 yoU. You raised < I 
a very relevant question, and lt 1s a very le& 
mate question. 

There are two main factors ConCerning Jewish 
immigration into Palestine: one is the position 
and the need of Jews to immigrate. BeEore the 
First World War some 3,000,OOO Jews immigrated 
from European countries. This WitS one faCt.Or. 

The second factor is the attraction of thiS COUil- 

u-y to a Jew. Pal’estine, as a country, in itsell is 
not a place of immigration, it was a COUn~ Of 

emigration. People left the country. Many Arabs 
-especially Christian Arabs who had a little 
higlrer standard of living-left the cOuntrY to go 
to South America and other countries. 

How could Jews immigrate into Palestine? We 
had to create a new economy. In the f?XiSting 

econorny scarcely a single Jew was absorbed. 
There are some hundreds of Arab villages, and 
we Will find there not one Jew. There are many 
Jews in agriculture. We had to build a new eccm- 
omy. If we develop a counuy we make a place 
for immigrants, so the questian of immigration 
into Palestine is organically tied up with the 
question of building and development. We made 
a claim against the mandatory power. Xt was 
almost entirely passive and did not assist in thc 
development. The less they could develop and 
build, the less there was room for immigrants, 
And we had to do a11 the development, almost 
entirely, and had little material means to do it. 
This is why the mandatory power did not hclp 
us more, for our sake and for the sake of the 
people here. 

Here we see that tbere is no conflict betwecn 
tbe two obligations. We do not admit the oùl@ 
tien to the Jews and the Arabs are irreconcilablc, 
so 1 Will leave out the question. We were net 
assisted in the building LIN md developmeht of 
the coun~y. You nmst builtd houses, you must 
develop land by irrigation, YOU must build [ac- 
tories. You heard yesterday the story ol our (-CO- 
non& effort and how much that was assiste& 

If# from the beginning, the Government had 
been assisting in the development of the cotm- 
trY as we were, the whole history of Palestine 
would have been changed. of course, WC cannot 
prove ehat-You cari never prove a supposition. 
This is our conviction and is net onmity l;o the 
G”vernment. We have no enmity. It is net Inere 
lY g”esswork. We say that because we know it, 
We did the WOrk and we know what cari be donc. 
Take the question of the Negeb. With our poor 
means we CQuld not undertake the irrigation of 
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ït. We could not make arrangements to bring 
water from afar, because we must have the aqth- 
ority.. The land is not ours. The Government 
has the authority and they never tried. They 
could easily bring water to the land, and make 
it possible for large-scale Jewish settlement. They 
did not do it. There you see our position. 

promotion of’ the Jewish-Arab alliance in the 
country and not o&ide, and if you think that 
there is no prospect of this alliance in the coun- 
try, should this prospect for this Jewish-Arab 
alliance outside the codntry be greatér than in 
the country? 

Mr. LISLCKY (Czechoslovakia) : SO it means 
that there was no prevention on behalf of the 
Government for immigration, but you state that 
they ‘did not encourage it? 

Mr. BEN GURION: There was the other thing, 
too.. We made an investigation of the economic 
requirements of the country every six months, 
before the White Paper was published. Every 
six months the Government fixed a schedule 
quota for immigrants, The quota was based on 
the examination of the economic needs, mainly, 
of course, on Jewish economy. We came to the 
conclusion we needed 25,000 workers. We re- 
ceived three thousand. There was a discrepancy. 

Mr. LISICKY (Czechoslovakia) : There was a 
restriction of immigration even before the White 
Paper. 
1 Mr. BEN GURION: Theoretically there. was not, 
but in fact we did not get the number of people 
we needed, and therefore many Jews could not 
corne. When we asked in 1939 it was for a very 
modest figure, three thousand, and we only got 
three hundred. We had to refuse that. We could 
not manage to supply the needs of the people 
that,‘wanted to corne. 

Mr. L~SICKY (Czechoslovakia) : But 1 see in 
1931 you had four thousand. 

Mr. BEN GURION: That was general. Before the 
White Paper there were different categories of 
immigrants. There were capitalists-people with 
means. There were relatives, pupils and there 
was a labour schedule. The labour schedule was 
fixed every six months. The figures you have 
here are a total number of immigrants, but 1 
refer to them as labour schedule. For every six 
months they were newly estimated and decided. 

Mr. BEN GURION: Well, you asked me really 
a very relevant question. 1 must apologize to the 
Chairman for having to repeat one part of the 
question which I said before. Perhaps you did 
not hear what I said. You must distinguish be- 
tween Arabs as human beings in their commun- 
ity, as one thing. A Jew is a worker and an Arab 
is a worker. A Jew who has an orange grove and 
an Arab who has an orange grove, Will have 
common interests, and they work together as 
such on many occasions. This does not prevent 
them, and they do not act as a worker or as an 
orange grove owner, but as an Arab in these 
concerns having different and conflicting po- 
litical problems. Now 1 corne to rhe question of 
co-operation with Arabs in Palestine, and in 
co-operation with Arabs outside of Palestine. 
WhiIe there are Arabs who from the beginning 
were in faveur of Jewish immigration, and there 
are still Arabs who are in faveur, not a single 
Arab Will corne out publicly for Jewish immigra- 
tion. 1 don’t blame them. 1 don’t say that the 
Arab is dishonest; he is under the pressure of 
his community. There was even an example 
which 1 am net going to mention-a group of 
Arabs who had not taken the orders of the Mufti. ’ 
1 regard this as more or less the conditions that 
human beingl are living under. Human beings 
are not angels. It is more or less a normal thing. 
AS long as the Arab community Will be able. to 
prevent the growth of Jews in Palestine they 
Will do it, because there Will always be a group 
of people who Will be strongly against it and 
they Will prevail, especially when they have be- 
hind them also the policy of the Mandate Power. 

Mr.’ LISICKY (Czechoslovakia) : By what means 
Will they prevail? 

MI-. LISICKY (Czechoslovakia) . And now for 
your conclusions. You are refuting the interna- 
tional trusteeship of United. Nations. You are 
refuting the bi-national State, and the reason for 
your refuting of a bi-national State is the sub- 
mission that a parity in the Government should 
be necessarily a permanent deadlock. It means 
you have no confidence in the possibility of co- 
operation with the Arab part of the Palestine 
population as far as they are in equal numbers 
or in majority. But if 1 understand you well, you 
have great confidence about the prospect of this 
co-operation once the Jewish part of this popu- 
lation Will be in majority. There is another aspect 
which does not seem to me to be entirely con- 
sistent with your pessimistic views about the 
possibility of .co-operation with the Arabs in 
Palestine. In your conclusion you are asking the 
United Nations for help in accomplishing three 
objectives: the immediate abolition of the White 
Paper; the establishment of a Jewish State, and 

Mr, BEN GURION: Among their own people 
they will impress their programme because it is 
casier to raise anti-Jewish feeling and anti-Eoreign 
feeling in the country. 1 say as long as they cari 
prevent it, they Will prevent it. However, once 
it is an established fact many who follow now 
one lead change their view. I Will give yOU a 
concrete example based on experience. In 1937 
these proposais were made by the Peel Commis- 
sion to establish a Jewish State, and also an Arab 
State, It was accepted by the Government. For 
the first time in recent history the officia1 leader 
of the Arabs who was a11 the Lime our bitterest 
opponent, who before the Peel Commission even 
refused to promise that the four-hundred-thou- 
sand Jews who were taken into Palestine would 
be accorded their full rights, submitted to us 
tln-ough intermediaries proposa& for a Jewish- 
Arab agreement. The proposals came to us in 
London through an Englishman and a Jew, The 
Jew was Haymson and the Englishman was 

the promotion of Jewish-Arab alliance, 1 am Colonel Newcombe. He was a friend of the < 
asking would it not be Useful to start with the Arabs. In Palestine it came thyough Dr. Magnes. . 
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We ask them who was behind these proposais. 
In London and here we were told the Mufti. 
This was the fh-st time in recent history that 
tllis happened. We said that while the psoposals, 
themselves, are not satisfactory we are willing 
to meet the Arabs and discuss them. 

Mr, I.,I~ICKY (Czechoslovakia) : But at Fhe 
time, if 1 understand well, there was no question 
of a Jewish fjtat.e for the whole of Palestine? 

Mr, BEN &JRION: Yes, you are right. We said 
we were willing to meet the Arabs and discuss 
propos&. Time passed and reçeiving no answer 
we asked where the people were. They said that 
&y went back and that they refused to dlscuss 
it. What happened? In the meantime, between 
which these proposals were submitted to Us 
and their refusai, a new policy was formulated 
by His Majesty’s Government. They scrapped 
the policy of the Peel Commission. They scrapped 
the policy of having two states, which means 
having a Jewish State. Then the people who 
came to us said, “Why should we corne to terms 
with the Jews? There is no need.” SO, we think 
as long as they Will be able to prevent us they 
Will. Their wish and policy Will prevail among 
the Arab communities. Since this is in our view 
a matter of right and wrong it should not be, 
decided only by the Arabs, but it niust be de- 
cided by a Higher Tribunal. We say you are 
the Tribunal. 

Mr. LISICKY (Czechoslovakia) : Now, you are 
in t,he absolute. New, do you khow the definition 
of politics? Politics is the art of the possible. 

Mr. BEN GURION’: The only question is what 
is the possible. We say once this. question is 
decided they cannot prevent any more, neither 
our being here nor our being equals. It means 
independence. Then, knowing human nature, 
knowing especially these people, we know them, 
we live among Arabs-my colleague, Mr. Shertok, 
when his father came, and settled in an Arab 
village was the only case, as far as 1 know, of a 
Jewish pioneer settling in an Arab village, My 
colleague, Mr. Shertok, was brought up in an 
Arab village, still has friends there, and when 
he is sick or having a Child they corne to con- 
gratulate him, I worked, myself, with Arab work- 
ers in Jewish fields, in Jewish villages. We know 
these people. We live with them, togethe’r. We 
also have certain hiskoric indications from re- 
cent history, from the last war, when the ques- 
tion was decided. It was decided by the Allies, 
by the Associated Powers, as they called them- 
SelVeS, in the League of Nations. The Arab 
world accepted them. When did the opposition 
of Arabs begin? It wasn’t in 1917, 1918 or 1919. 
Then a11 the Arab representatives, Feisal, the 
syrian Committee who came to Versailles, the 
Shaorif of Mecca, a11 accepted, were in favour 
of, and wanted an alliance. When they began to 
see that tlley did not mean it seriously, I do not 
think that Mr. Balfour or Mr. Lloyd George did 
not mean it seriously, but the people here did 
no6 and they had indications that they did net, 
I do not want to go into this. It is a very sad 
history. I bave only mentioned 1920. It was 

under military oc’cupation. There Wfre many 
troops here. 1, myself, was St111 a soldter in the 
British ArmY. I happened t0 be in Jerusalem. 
It was the Jewish PasSoVeï. Tllere WaS a pogrom 

which lasted three days in the Old City of 
Jerus#aleme I could not understand why it was. 
There were suficient troops. The +bs belng 
net aS sophisticated as Europeans sald to them- 
selves “ed Dawlamaana ” which means “The Gov- 
ernment is with us.” Then they said, “If the 
English are against it Why should we not be for 

it.” Wl~en they doubted the sincerity, I think 
they had no reason to doubt the sincerity of the 
Government in London, but seeing What was 
going on llere they said, “Why shpuld we agSee?” 
But, wlle~~ they knew that a deaslon WaS glven, 
they accepted it. Therefore, 1 say we have a 
reason to believe. It is also when YOU ta2k about 
certain things you cannot be absolutely SU~C, 
but as far as you cari foresee things, giVen human 

nature, given a world clecision, ,given ‘a Eact, glven 
a living intcrest, when a Jewish State will be 
estahlished that State Will be in as good relations 
with tlle Arab State as any Other State in the 

world with its neighbours. We have an example 
in the Middle East, Turkey and Greece. There 
was perpetual war between Turkey and Greece. 
Once a decision was made, and Turks were trans- 
ferred to Greece, back and forth, 1 mean the 
last war, they became the bcst of friends. There 
is more reason here to become good friends be- 
cause we are not Greeks or Turks, and they arc 
not Greeks or Turks. We Will live here. Therc 
is a kinship among us. We need each other. As 
1 said, we have things that they bave not ancl 
they bave things which we bave not. WC neecl 
what they have in abundance. They need what 
we have in abundance. If we cari benefit them 
and they cari benefit us there is no reason in tlxe 
world why this sbould not be done, if the fact 
that we are here free and cqual is established. 
That is as far as human beings cari foresee. 1 
say that is the most reasonablc thing. Therc is 
another factor: we know we Will do it with thc 
best intentions in the world. Since we came to 
Palestine we are trying to do it. 1 cari tel1 you 
from my persona1 experience that wlien 1 came 
to Palestine, as a11 other Jewish pioneers, 1 came 
to work on the land. It was forty-one years ago 
when Palestine was ruled by the Turks. 1 had 
to go to work on the land with a rifie on my 
shoulder because there was lawlessnes in the 
counwy. Arabs were shooting Arabs ancl cspecial- 
*Y sllooting, if they could, Jews, We had to de- 
fend ourselves. Mre had a spccial organization 
which we called “The Watchmen.” It was the 
policy Of that organization to create the best 
relatiOns between us and our Arab neighl>ours. 
We succeeded. WC taught them to respect us, 
W1len tlley founcl that 11~ JCYVS could d&xd 
tl~el~selves, although they w&e feW, ZUICL c~~ltl 
use a rifle and take tare of themselvcs as gocx~ as 
Or maYbe better than they, thcn WC tried to makc 
friends and Were successful. The same peoplc 
who attacked US before became our best îrien&,. 
‘le believe this Will happe11 on a larger scale 
OnCe we are established and indepcndent* 
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callv foresees that sort of continffency or provides 
for ‘it in any practical way. T%er& are- certain 
articles of the Charter to which reference could 
be made, but they are in such general terms that 
no real help could be obtained from them. TO 
sum up, could Mr. Ben Gurion indicate again 
what possible proposals for this transitional pe- 
riod he wouId put forward, if asked to put them 
forward. 1 repeat, in a proposition of this nature 
the onus of proving the feasibility of the whole 
proposition devolves on those who put it for- 
ward, and the feasibility really depends on the 
nature of the interim arrangement. 

Mr. LISICKY (Czechoslovakia) : As a majority? 
MI-. BEN GURION: Of course, only as a major- 

ity. You cannot have a State with a minority. 
Then there Will be an alliance between the Jews 
and the Arabs. The world cari help us with that 
if the Arabs know that it is the wish of the 
world. They are Members of the United Nations. 
There is now a general inter-dependence. Even 
the greatest powers need each other. It is one 
world. There is a general inter-dependence, and 
when we speak about independence it cannot 
mean absolute. independence. There cari be no 
absolute indepedence. We Will be a Member of 
the United Nations. They are Members of the 
United Nations. The United Nations cari help 
us to accelerate the pyocess which will corne by 
itself of Jewish-Arab friendship. 

Mr. LISICKY (Czeclloslovakia) : 1 see your 
point. Your case is based on a strong belief. We 
are in a land of a strong faith. 

Mr. BEN GURION: Sir, you would not survive 
if you would not have that faith. 

,CIIAIRMAN: Any more questions, Mr. Lisickyi 
Mr. hIGKY (Czechoslovakia) : No. 
Mr. EIOOD (Australia) : Mr. Chairman, i would 

like, if 1 may, to attempt to secure more of a 
decision on a point which has already been 
touched on this morning. In fact, it was touched 
on most recently by Dr. Blom in one question, 
to which Mr. Ben Gurion replied, spoke of the 
transitional period-the interim period involved 
in the proposition which was outlined in gen- 
eral terms by MI-. Ben Gurion. That is to say 
the creation of a Jewish State looking to the 
early accomplishment of the Jewish majority. 
In reply to that earlier question Mr. Ben Gurion 
stated that in his view the supervisory arrange- 
ments connected with that period could be re- 
garded as a detail, and he further indicated chat 
in the planning, which has been carried out by 
the Agency in this respect, no particular con- 
sideration had been given to that aspect. 1 note, 
however, that in page statement which we heard 
Iast week there are in fact real indications of 
an attitude regarding the grovisional arrange- 
ments for supervision. You stated, for example; 
“We are against the continuation of a Man- 
date, whether a British Mandate or a United 
Nations Mandate.” Further down we read: 
“What a single Mandatory cannot do, a joint 
trusteeship Will be able to do far less.” 1 Further, 
if 1 may continue to quote: “Intensive develop- 
ment and large-scale immigration require a 
dynamic administration, constant initiative, 
quick decisions and continued action.” That 
statement touches on a very vital aspect of the 
whoIe issue. 1 would like Mr. Ben Gurion if he 
could address himself again to that point, to 
try to indicate to us exactly what sort of super- 
vision he would envisage for that transitional 
period. It is a crucial point in our consideration 
of this question, There is nothing, at present, 
laid down in the United Nations Charter or any 
associated document which clearly and specifi- 
---- 
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Mr. BEN GURION: It is really the same ques- 
tion, and 1 understand why the same question 
occurs, It is quite legitimate. 1 Will try to make 
myself as clear as possible. 1 Will not enter again 
into why we are against the continuation of the 
Mandate. It failed. It was admitted. It was said 
ten years ago. We do not think it Will change, 
Then you ask if it is necessary to bave a tran. 
sitional period. Chat is the difference between 
what you cal1 non-Mandate and transitional? 
Again there Will have to be some Mandatory 
power -here. 1 might say there would be two 
very important differences which Will change 
the entire nature of the temporary supervision. 
One is there Will be a clear assumption that 
what we claim is right and is approved by you. 
If net, and you do not approve it, the question 
does not arise. The question that ME. Blom 
and you put to me arises only on the assumption 
that you admit our claim is right and should be 
a.pproved by the United Nations. Then the first 
very important ditierence would be that there 
would be in existence a clear-tut decision by the 
highest tribunal in the world for a Jewish State 
in Palestine. That is one thing which is of great 
importance, Then the second point, which is 
of no less importance than that: the Jewish 
Agency, representing both the Jews who are in 
Palestine and those who are to corne after the 
United Nations have examined their pIan for 
development and $ettlement of one million Jews 
-that is after you bave accepted and approved 
the plan which we must first examine of course 
-the Jewish Agency would be given authority, 
under these conditions to carry out the plan of 
development and settlement which involves 
bringing over, in the shortest possible Lime, one 
miIlion Jews. That is question number two. 
Then cornes the question (and you must envisage 
the questions only under these two conditions 
otherwise your question does not arise at all) 
when you reach such a decision and the Jewish 
Agency is given this authority to proceed with 
the approved plan of settlement, immigration 
and development in the shortest possible time, 
the question Will arise as to what Will happen 
in the meanwhile. The decision is there. The 
Jewish Agency has the authority, but Palestine 
cari not yet be established as a democratic inde- 
pendent State. We say that for that short time 
and under those conditions there Will be a super- 
vision by the United Nations. 1 know, sir, there 
are no provisions in the Charter because when 



this Charter was formulated it did not have in 
mind such a unique problem. It had in mind 
the needs of a11 the peoples in the world and 
it did not bother with such a problem. HOW- 
ever, 1 do not see that ft is beyond the states- 
manship of the big and small nations of the 
United Nations to lay down definite conditions, 
in this special case and for a very short period 
providing for such an international supervision 
as Will ensure, first the carrying o’ut of these two 
decisions of the United Nations: to bave a State 
and to have the Jewish Agency carry out that 
plan. Secondly, to provide for administering 
the country until it is able to be a democratic 
independent country, and to ensure peace and 
justice for everybody in that country, which 
Will be the problem of the transitional period. 
The details how to do it 1 admit we did not 
work out. When it cornes to that, we‘ Will take 
part in it. We Will make our proposals. How- 
ever, 1 do not think there Will be any great dif- 
ficulty. Once you have decided on these two 
great principal questions, when this Will be ad- 
mitted, then there Will be no difficulty at a11 
and you Will be able to devise a special regime 
for a certain period to fulfil that special function 
under those conditions. 

Sir AESDUUR RAI-IMAN (India) : That would be 
regarded as the paramount interests of the in- 
habitants of the territories, as mentioned in 
Article 73 of the Charter. 

Mr. BEN GURION: You are raising another ques- 
tion from the one Mr. Hood raised. 

Sir ABDLIR RAHMA-N (India) : In your reply 
you referred to the fact that the United Nations 
was not concerned with special questions and 
was laying. down general principles. 1 swas try- 
ing to draw your attention to the words which 
apply to the present case also, and as to how 
you would reconcile your statement in the pres- 
ence of those words. 

Mr. BEN GURXON: First of a11 this applies to 
trusteeship. 1 do not propose trusteeship. Second- 
ly, it is not only Article 73; there is also Article 
80, and Article 80 was adopted for this very 
special reason of Palestine, Article, 80 speaks also 
abour trusteeship agreements: “ . . , until such 
agreements have been concluded . . . “-and &y 
are not yet concluded, and we do not offer to 
conclude a trusteeship agreement-“nothing in 
this Chapter shall be construed in or of itself to 
alter in any manner the rights whatsoever of 
any staces or any peoples or the terms of existing 
international insrtuments to which Members of 
the United Nations may respectively be parties.” 
This is the special Article of the Charter which 
+Plies to Palestine. It was introduced only be- 
cause of Palestine. What you ask me implies 
another question-whether or not we have a 
righe. 1 tried to answer that question, Mr. Hood 
did not raise that question. 

Mr. Hoon (Australia) : 1 would like to ask 
whether or not Mr. Ben Gurion would expect 
that during this transitional period some means 
of enforcement would have to be provided or 
to exist-whether police functions would have 

to be provided for, and whether that provision 
would have to be made even if nover used for 
the maintenance of law and. order. 

Mr. BEN GURION: Yes, of course. 1 would say 
for peace and justice-it does not matter what 
you cal1 it. 

Mr. HOOD (Australia) : Would that be the 
same authority within Palestine as would exer- 
cise these functions referred to in Mr. Ben 
Gurion’s statement? That is to say, the functions 
of dynamic administration, initiative, quick de- 
cisions, etc. Would it be the samei 

Mr. BEN GURION: No. This would be the carry- 
ing out of the development scheme. It would be 
the Jewish Agency. 1 believe they Will have tbe 
dynamic quality. 

Mr. HOOD (Australia) : In that case would the 
Agency be acting for the whole population of 
Palestine, or for the Jews only? 

Mr. BEN GURION: 1 said, if the Arabs would 
accept it. 1 cannot speak for them really. If they 
co-operate in that scheme of development they 
will also, with the Jewish Agency, take part 
in it. 

Mr. HOOD (Australia) : I am trying to Ch?ar 
my mind on this. 1 shouId like to put one fur- 
ther question. Does Mr. Ben Gurion not see 
difficulties of a profoundly constitutional nature 
in having a divorcement, at it were, of the real 
State power-that is CO say the enforcement of 
law and order-from the specific administration, 
the day to day handling of the policy? 

Mr. BEN,GTJRION: Certain difficulties may arise, 
but not of a nature which cannot be surmounted, 
having the authority of the United Nations. 

Mr, HOOD (Australia) : A question on a differ- 
ent point, Would -it be, contemplated that the 
Jewish State should be eligible for membersbip 
in the United Nations from the initial period, 
or after the transitional period? 

Mr. BEN GURION: As soon as it is established. 
1 do not say as soon as there is a decision to bave 
a Jewish State, but a representative of a State 
which has been established should be admitted. 
But on that the United Nations must decide. It 
should be admitted as soon as possible because 
1 think this is one of the greatest injustices done 
by the entire world which ought to be remedied. 

Mr. RAND (Canada) : 1 want to clarify in more 
concrete terms what Mr. Hood was speaking 
about. As 1 understand your programme for im- 
migration and expansion of capital, it involves 
the protection of an outside power, whether it is 
the United Nations directly or some delegate of 
the United Nations. That is the sum of what 
you have told us. 

Mr. BEN GURION: That is it. 1 must add some- 
thing. If there had been no United Nations there 
would be no Mandatory now. You asked me 
whether we could have done it twenty years ago 
and 1 told you that we would have been wiped 
out, as the Assyrians were in Iran-althougb net 
SO easily. If there were no United Nations and, 
assuming for a moment that England saYs: “I 
walk out tomorrow,” or that the United Nations 



would say: “1 have nothing to do with Pales- 
tine,” 1 think we would manage. It would be 
difficult. We would manage to bring in Jews, 
and as our work in Palestine is in its nature con- 
structive, we would do it-under difficulties. We 
would try every day to corne to the Arabs and 
say: “Let us have an agreement and settle the 
question by ourselves.” We would be willing to 
listen if they would, in a spirit of co-operation, 
discuss a compromise. But if they said: “No,” we 
would go on by ourselves as far as we could. But 
there is a United Nations; there is a Will, in the 
world-1 do not say it is really a fact, but there 
is an ideal embodied in the world Organization. 
This question was referred to that Organization 
by tlie Mandatory Power, which also has a cer- 
tain meaning. Why did the Mandatory Power go 
to the United Nations? Last year they tried only 
to go to America; now they have gone to the 
United Nations, They also recognize that there 
may be a higher authority, which may have a 
higher moral authority. Therefore, we corne to 
you and say, if yop admit that we are right, say 
SO; if you admit and say that we are right, and 
should that right be accomplished, as you are 
trying to do it in ‘every place in the world-as 
the Court of Justice is doing-if it decides that 
Mr. A is right, then although Mr. B said “No,” 
the right of Mr. A is enforced. But if you leave 
us alone we Will do what we cari alone by our 
own means. We will defend ourselves by a11 
means and we Will build by our own means. We 
Will bring Jews by our own’means. We will not 
give up. 

strong protest, and therefore it was hold up.21 
He told me if there was any new &v&pment 

he would let me know. fie said: "Keep your- 

self ready the whole night; perhaps there Will 
be a call.” In che morning he rang me up and 
told me he had got a cal1 from London to 
carry out the White Paper. It was promulgated 

in the Palestine Gazette that from now on, with 
retroactive power to May 1939, a Jew could 
net acquire a tree, wâter, a piece of land, a 
building outside five per cent of tlle zone whi& 
is called free. That is Lhe story of’tlle land law. 

-Mr. GAR~~A GRANADOS (Guatemala) : On what 
legal grounds could the High Commissioner 
enact this law? 

Mr. BEN GURION: 1 prefer this question to be 
put to our legal advisor; 1 am net a lawyer. 

C~AI~MAN: 1 think that was explained to you 
by Sir Henry Gurney at the first meeting we 
had. 

Mr. BEN GURXON: 1 prefer this question to be 
put to our legal adyiser, who Will appear before 
you. 

Sir ABDUR RAHMAN (India) : 1 do not know 
why we need to cal1 on the opinion of legal 
advisers. The law is there and every one of us 
is entirled to form an opinion on the law. Mr. 
Granaclos, or 1, or Mr. Lisicky cari get as many 
opinions for our benefit as we like, but we have 
CO for$ our own opinions and declare what, 
in our opinion, is the law. 1 do not think the 
opinions of lawyers woulcl be of any use to the 
Committee as such. 

Mr. GARCIA GRANADOS (Guatemala) : We Will 
go back to that discussion later, because before 
that 1 would like CO ask you a few questions about 
pages 15 and 16 of your paper. You speak there 
about the Land Regulation in 1940 and you 
said the racial law was a breach of international 
obligations under Lhe Mandate. How was that 
law enacted? 

Mr. BEN GUR~ON: It was enacted in this way. 
One day we were informed by the High Com- 
missioner-it was, 1 think, in February 1940- 
that at six hours on a certain day, in the after- 
noon, such an ordinance would be promulgated. 
1 went immediately to see the High Commis- 
sioner and asked him if he could postpone the 
promulgation for a few days and give me the 
facilities to apply to London, because it would be 
a disaster. 1 also know that there was a promise 
given to the Labour Party by Mr. Chamberlain’s 
Government that no new step would be taken 
under the White Paper to which they objected 
SO strongly, and 1 know they were not consulted. 
The High Commissioner said: “1 cannot do ie; 
1 have my orders that at six o’clock today, or 
tomorrow, it bas eo be. promulgated.!’ Then I 
received after a few hours a cal1 from the Chief 
Secretary that they were called through from 
,London to hold it up and he asked mc wllat 
was rhe matter. 1 said: “Do you want me to ex- 
plan why your Government held ie up? I cari 
imagine why it is”-knowing the promise given 
to the Labour party in London. 1 said: “I cari 
imagine that the Labour Party made a verY 

Mr. GARCIA GRANADOS (Guatemala) : 1 am 
following my interrogation, and not yours. I 
hope the Jewish Agèncy Will present their law- 
yers. We will go back to the other question you 
were discussing with Mr. Hood. On pag.e 34 
YOU declared that you were against a bi-natIona 
State. I must assume that is true. NOW, as a last 
resort there would be partition, or some other 
way out. At any rate, whether it is partition, or 
some other way, it should not be a National 
State accorcling to your wish. In that case what 
would be .the necessity of a transitional period 
and of having an administration appointed by 
the United Nations? Could not the Jewish peo- 
pie, if they are going fo form a Jewlsll State, 
take up immediately and carry on the admlnls- 
tration by themselves and defend themselves 
with their own resources? 

Mr. BEN GURION: 1 think you put the que+ 
tion in case you decide on partition and a Jew- 
ish State. 

Mi. G,Q& GRANADOS (Guatemala) : Or 
some other way of creiting a Jewish State that 
would net be bi*national. 

Mr. BEN GURION: 1 Will answer each part *of 
the question separately. Assuming that it wltl 
be satisfactory, there is no need for any transi- 
tional periocl, This cari be established tomor- 
row. 

As far. as defence goes, 1 think the decision of 
the United Nations, on the one hand, and OF 

the other hand the ability of the Jews to defencl 
themselves will. be Suffi&t. 
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(Guatemala) : Regard- 
MI-. Hood, or by Mr. 

Mr. GAR~~A GRANADOS 
ing the question put by 
Blom, about an international police, do you 
not think that in hearing the case the- United 
Nations would appoint an administrator here? 
Would that administrator not find among the 
Jewish people support enough to defend that 
administration and carry out its program? 

Mr. BEN Guanos: Even the Mandatory Power, 
when it wanted, always found sufficient peorle 
among Jews to v&mteer to defend the country; 

CHAIRMAN: I think, Mr. Gar& Granados, 
tl~at YOU overlooked one factor in Mr. Ben 
Gurion’s previous answer. This transition perlod 
was aimed at creating a Jewish majority, and 
that is the reason for the supervision. 

Mr. GAR~~A GRANADOS (Guatemala) : Thar is 
why 1 would like to ask you whether it refers 
to the whole of Palestine or to part of Palestine 
-the transition period, 1 mean. 

Mr. BEN GURION: 1 said that in a part of qal- 
estine we do not need any transitional period. If 
it is the whole of Palestine, we may need a short 
transitional period. 

Mr. GARCIA GRANADOS (Guatemala) : When 
you say a United Nations Administration, do 
you mean that that administration, would be 
through any particular country, or that the 
United Nations would appoint a group of in- 
dividuals to carry out tbe administration. 

Mr. BEN GURION: 1 used the word “supervise” 
-net “administration.” 1 did not go as far as 
that. I did not lay down whether it should be 
an administration or not. 1 said it was a pro- 
vision to ensure two tbings-peace and justice 
for the country. Whether they Will entrust one 
man to do it and to organize his forces-this 
is, SO far as we are concerned, left to the United 
Nations. We have no definite plan on that. 

Mr. GAR~~A GRANADOS (Guatemala) : Do you 
favour one man, or one country? 

Mr. BEN GURION: 1 think that should be left 
to the United Nations. 1 cannot give you the 
answer to that question on behalf of the body 1 
represent. We did not discuss that question. 

CHAIRMAN: The question of Mr. Garcia Gra- 
nados suggests to me another question. Wbat are 
the relations between the Jewish Agency and 
the Hagana? 

Mr. BEN GURION: The relations between the 
Jewish Agenq and the Hagana are the relations 
between the Jewish Agency and the Jewish 
population in Palestine. ’ 

What yOu Cal1 the Hagana is groups of Jews 
who bave bcen organized for at least the last 
forty years. When 1 was younger I was myself a 
member of it. 

CHAIRMAN: It is an independent organization? 
MT* BEN GURION: It is the Jews in Palestine 

established in an organization for defencc. 
C~UUVMN: IS the Hagana armed? 
Mr. BEN GURION: 1 hope they are, 
CHAIRMAN: HOW large is the group? 
Mr+ BEN GUaro~: I cannot tel1 you, but I am 

Sure if YOU want to see the people of the ~~~~~~ 

tlley will gladly appear Lefore you, and pey 
will be able to give YoU the aCtUa1 infOrmatlOIl+ 
I am net sure that they Will be able to appear 
publicly because it is not quite under cxisting 
Palestine laws. I am not sure that it is a legal 
organization. 

Mi. LIsIcKY (Czechoslovakia) : SO there is 
net organizational connexion between the Ha- 
gana and the Jewish Agency? 

M,-. BEN &JRION: The Hagana is a Palestine 
Jewish affair. 

Sir ABDUR RAHMAN (India) : 1 wonld like YOU 
t. be precise in your answer to the questions 1 
will put. They Will be definite questions. I bave 
been llearing your discourse With great interest 
and attention, and 1 would like YOU to confine 
yOur answers to my questions. 1 do not want 
a discourse. My questions Will be SUI& that the~ 
will require short answers, and You cari give 
me short answers. I will break the question, for 
yOur advantage, into bits. 

I find from your statement before che Anglo- 
American Committee that YOU did net and do 
not, base the Jews’ right to Palestine on what 
bas corne t0 be known as the Balfour Declara- 
tion. Have 1 understood your answer correctly? 

Mr. BEN GIJRION: 1 must be given the freC- 
dom to answer in the way I believe I cari an- 
swer. 

Sir ABDUR R,QKklAN (India) : I think tllere 55 
only one answer. 

Mr. BEN GURION: If 1 bave to answer, I llaVC 
to answer in my own way. If 1 cannot, 1 wiI1 nOt 
answer. 

Sir ABDKJR RAHMAN (India) : Have I undcr- 
stood your position? 

@AIRMAN: I think 1 shall halre to decide 
whether the answer is an answer to the question 
or not. 

Sir ABDUR RAI-IMAN (India) : My question is 
a simple one. 1 bave put to him that his statc- 
ment before the Angle-American Committee and 
the statement which hc made here led nc to 
think that he does not base the right.. of the 
Jews to Palestine on what lias corne to be knawn 
as the Balfour D,eclaration, Havc 1 understoood 
his position correctly or not. 

Mr. BEN GURION: Not correctly. What I said 
was that the Jewish right to Palestine was prior 
to the Balfour Declaration, 1 do not think chat 
is the same thing. Our right was existing jEor 
3,500 years. The Balfour Declaration was merely 
a recognition by a Great Power of chat right. 
The ri@ existed bcfore. That is whaç I said, 
and I maintain it nOw. 

Sir ABDUR RAHMAN (India) ; 1 Will try to find 
Out a little more about chat historical association 
from Rabbi Fishman and any other vntleman 
You would like to produce. 1 Will net burden you 
just nOW witlz regard to Biblical refcrenccs. But 
I Will take you into another part of tlze case 
for the time being. 1s ii: truc tllat before tlle 
maki% Of what lias corne to be known as the 
Balfour Declaration, many different versions of 
tlle suggested formula were drafted by vnrious 
members of the Zionist Political Committee 
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shortly alter the interview between Mr. Balfour 
and two highly respected Jews, Dr. Weizmann 
and Baron Rothschild? 

Mr. BEN GURION: There are several drafts, it 
is true. 

Sir ABD~JR RAHMAN, (India) : Are two of those 
drafts correctly printed as pages 163 and 164 of 
Jefiies? 1 

Mr. BEN GURION: Thcre is one person, as far 
as 1 know, who cari answer. 

Sir ABDUR RAHMAN ‘(India) : Dr. Weizmann 
is coming. 1 only ask you the question. If you 
are unable to answer the question, say SO. 

Mr. BEN GURION: 1 think that as Dr. Weiz- 
marin is taking that part, 1 would not take it 
upon myself to answer questions of a historical 
nature of which I have no first-hand knowledge. 
As the person who knows it will appear, I think 
it is best to put the question to him. I was not 
there. 1 was in the army when the Balfour 
Declaration was written. 

Sir ABDUR RAHMAN (India) : You have made 
a large number of statements of facts of which 
you did not bave persona1 knowledge, but it 
is up to you to say whether these drafts are 
wrongly printed. 1 take it you do not know. 

Mr. BEN GURION: 1 do not know. I have not 
read it, SO 1 am unable to te11 you what draft is 
there and what is not. 1 have not seen a11 the 
motions and a11 the drafts of the Balfour decla- 
ration. 

CHAIRMAN: Let LIS ask these questions oE Dr. 
Weizmann. 

Sir ABDUR RAHMAN (India) : That Will be my 
fonction to decide. If 1 think it necessary, 1 
shall do SO. 1 am only asking him to read them. 
If he refuses to read them. , . 

Mr. BEN GURION: 1 am reading them. 
Mr. ENTEZAM (Iran) (Interpretation from 

Frcnch) : A point of order. 1 should like to ask 
the Chair to request the public in this hall not 
to express their opinions pro or against any side 
here. We are in the presence of a very difficult 
problem and it is vcry disturbing if the public 
expresses a preference for one or the other side. 

Mr. BEN GURION: May 1 associate myself with 
ehe wish expressed by the representative of Iran? 

CHAIRMAN: 1 also associate myself with that 
opinion and request the public not to give vent 
to their feelings. 

Mr, BEN GURION: 1 am reading, and 1 am sorry 
to say 1 cannot te11 yoy 1 bave no reason to say 
it is not correct, or that it is. 

Sir ABDIJR RAIIMAN (Pndia) : That is quite 
enough for me. Could you say that Mr. Edwin 
Montagu, the Secretary of State for India, Sir 
Philip Magnus, and their associates in British 
Jewry ,were opposed to the Balfour Declara- 
tion? 

Mr, BEN GURION: Very much SO. 
Sir ABDUR RAHMAN (India) : They did net 

want the establishment of eveti a National 
Home? 
---_ 
1 J. M, N. Jeffries. Palestine the XeUliCy (1939) * 

Mr. BEN GURION: No. 
Sir AXKJR RAEIMAN (India) : MLK~ less a 

National State. 
Mr. BEN GURION: They knew it was a National 

State and they were against a Jewish State and 
a Jewish National Home and against Jews being 
Jews. They are assimilated Jews. 

Sir ABDUR RAHMAN (India) : YOU bave just 
now seen these drafts. Assuming that these 
drafts are correctly printed, do you find that the 
words “National Home in Palestine” were re- 
placed or substituted in the Balfour Declaration 
as it was printed for the words “Palestine as the 
National Home of the Jewish people?” 

Mr. BEN GURION: Yes, 1 know that in the 
White Paper of 1922 it is pointed out that it 
did not say “Palestine as a National Home,” 
but “A National Home in Palestine.” 

Sir ABDUR RA~IMAN (India) : 1 am only trying 
to draw your attention. Do you find any differ- 
ence between those two expressions? 1 

Mr. BEN GURION: As far as thc draft is con- 
cerned 1 told you 1 had not read them all. 

Sir ABDIJR RAHMAN (India) : 1 am only ask- 
ing if you see any difference in thc fact that for- 
merly the draft was “Palestine being a National 
Home,” while the real Balfour Declaration as 
it came out in November 1917 said the “Na- 
tional Home being in Palestine.” Do you find 
any difference between the words “Palestine 
being a National Home” and the “National 
Home being in Palestine?” 

Mr. BEN GURION: As far as the draft is con- 
cerned, 1 have told you, 1 cannot tel1 you. 

Sir ABDUR RAHMAN (India) : 1 am asking the 
meaning of those words “Palestine being a Na- 
tional Home” and “A National Home, being in 
Palestine.” 

&fr. BEN GURION: 1 bave told you 1 cannot 
say whether there was or was not SUC~ a draEt. 
Possibly there was. 

Sir ABDIJR RAHMAN (India) : Leave the drafts 
out. 

Mr. BEN GURION: The Balfour Declaration 
says “National Home in Palestine”-net “PaleS- 
tint as a National Home.” 

Sir AJKXJR RABMAN (India) : Do you find any 
difference between the words “Palestine being 
a National Home” and “A National Home being 
in Palestine?” 

Mr. BEN GURION: 1 do not see any difference 
except tllat whcn you say “Palestine as a Na- 
tional Home,” it may be interpreted to mean 
that the Arabs shoulcl be transferred from Pal- 
estine, and they did not want this, and rightly 

SO. 
Sir ABDUR RAHMAN (India) : The words “Na- 

tional Home” were not defined and they were 
net known to international law until then. 

.Mr. BEN GURION: As far as 1 know, they were 
net. I am not an international lawyer. 

Sir ABIXJR RAHMAN (India) : \Vas Mr. Bent- 
wich ,a Jewish international lawyer? 

Mr. BEN GURION: He is still a Jew and, 1 
think, still an international lawyer. 
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Sir bnuR RABMAN (India) : Did he define 
“National Home” in his book l on the Manda- 
tory System? Would you please read it? 

M,., BEN GURION: Do you Want me to read 
it nowp 1 cannot give you a judgment on what 
1 am going to read nOW. 

Sir A~uua RAHMAN (India) : I am onlY draw- 
ing your attention ‘to Mr. Bentwich’s definition 
of a National Home. 

. 

Mr. BEN Guaro~: I think the best thing would 
bc for you to read what he says. 

Sir AUDUR R~\HMAN (India) : Is it Written 
tl~ere? I am just drawing your attention to that 
book. It defines National Home as a territory in 
which a people without receiving rights ofpoliti- 
cal sovereignty has nevertheless a ‘recogniaed 
legal position and the opportunity of developing 
its moral, social and intellectual side. Is that 
how MI-. Bentwich understands that term? 

Mr. BEN GURION: 1 Will tel1 you what I un- 
derstand it to mean. If you ask me to say whether 
these worcls are here, you do not need to because 
&y are here. If you want to ask me what I 
understand by them 1 Will tel1 you. If you do not 
want me to, I Will net. 

Sir ABDUR RAHMAPY (India) : Since YOU are 
not an international lawyer I Will not trouble 
you. 

Mr. BEN GURION: If you want to draw my 
attention, 1 want to say what is my contention. 

CHAIRMAN: 1 would like to shorten the dis- 
cussion. We are here to gain information and it 

is perhaps not necessary to ask the opinion of 
the Jewish Agency on everything that is written 
on this subject. We cari discuss it. 

Sir ABDUR RAHMAN (India) : No, that is net 
the case. The answers of Mr. Ben Gurion have 
been given in a certain strain and they assume 
that the words “National Home” mean a “Na- 
tional State.” 1 am trying to draw his attention 
10 the fact that Jewish international lawyers 

‘who have written books have meant otherwise: 
that is ail. It is for your benefit, for my bene- 
fit, for everybody’s benefit. 

Mr. BEN GURION: May 1 again tel1 you what 
is’my view, because 1 believe you tried to draw 
my attention to something which is not there, 
and because I belive the first part of it says 
when the Balfour Declaration was given it did 
net signify that it gave the Jews sovereignty of 
the country. The Jews until now had no sover- 
eign rights in Palestine, but it gave the Jews 

who mm not here the right to corne back and 
develop it. That is, as far as 1 gather it, what 
You mean. Secondly, maybe Mr. Bentwich has 
views different from the views of others. I do 
not see why Mr. Bentwich is not entitled t. 
bave bis oWn VieWs and why bis views need t. 
bind anyone else. 1 think the people who for- 
mulated the Balfour Declaration knew as mucl~ 
about the meaning of it as Mr. Bentwich. The 
same thing is truc for the Royal Commission. 
There are also lawyers among them, 
--- 

Sir Aant~~ RAHMAN (Xndia) : According to 
Mr. Balfour, this Declaration was in the nature 
of an adventure. He himself said SO; is that not 

right? 
’ Mr, BEN &~ION: Maybe. If YOU hWe Rad 

it. 1 Will take your word tbat he said SO. YOU 
asked me whetber he said so. 

Sir ASDUR RAHMRN (India) : Yes. 
M,-. BEN GURION: Weil, 1 Will Say, if YOU tel1 

me that Mr. ‘Balfour said SO; I trUSt YOU, I Will 

take your Word for it. 
Sir Annua RAHMAN (India) : AI1 right. Can 

you point to any document to show that there 
is any reference to tbe creation of a Jewish State 
in Palestine which was made to Mr. Balfour 
or t. the British Cabinet, before the issue of 
this Declaration? 

Mr, BEN GIJRION: Before thc issue Of the DE!C- 
laration? This is what was proposed to them. 

Sir ABDUR RAHMAN (India) : Was any claim in 
regard to Palestine becoming a Jewish National 
State ever brought to tlze notice of Mr. Balf~~r 
or to tlle notice of the Britisb Cabinet? 

Mr. BEN GIJRION: Again I must tel1 YOU rhat, 

if you mean the British Cabinet at the time of 

Mr. Balfour, or before that, tllat I am not really 
the person who cari givti you the historical evi- 
dence. I was quite Young thcn. 1 was Ilot electcd 
to the Cabinet. 1 was simply a private in the 
army. 

Sir ABDUR RAHMAN (India) : Havc you seen 
any documents up until now? 

Mr. BEN GURZON: No, 1 bave not seen any. 
Sir ABDUR RAHMAN (India) : In the statement 

which Mr. Shertock made to the Committee, it 
was pointed out that any notion of: the Jets 
in Palestine being as Jewish as the England is 
English is whoiely wrong. 1s that correct? 

Mr. BEN GURION: That is correct. 
Sir, ABDUR RAHMAN (India) : Do you know 

that Lord Balfour made the following speech 
in the House of Lords on the twcnty-thircl oE 
March 1922: “1 cannot imagine any poIiticaI in- 
terests exercised under greater safeguards than 
the political interests of the established popu- 
lation of Palestine. Every act of government will 
be jealously watchecl. The Zionîst organization 
bas no attribution of political powers, If it uses 
Or usurps political powers, it is an act of usurpa- 
tion. Whatever else may happen in Palestine, OF 
this I am confident, that under the British 
Government, no form of tyranny, racial or re- 
ligious, Will be permitted,” 

Mr. BEN GURION: Tbat is a fact, of course. 
TheY had no political power in 1%?2. They havç: 
none now. 

Sir AB~UR RAHMAN (India) : Was thc First 
World War still going on when the Declaration 
Of 1917 was made? 

Mr* BEN G~RIoN: It was still going on, ycs. 
Sir ABnoR RAHMAN (India) : And tlrere was 

more than one reason‘ for niaking this Dec- 
laration? 



Mr. BEN GUR~ON: Really, 1 cannot answer as 
to their reasons. 

Sir ABDUR RAHMAN (India) : 1s it not a fact 
that Jewish soldiers were in those days fighting 
for Germany and the Axis ‘powers? 

Mr. BEN GURXON: Yes. 

Sir ABDLJR RAI-IMAN (India) : Mr. Shertok 
being one of them. 

Mr. BEN GU~ION: Jews in Germany? 

Sir ABDTJR RAEIMAN (India) : Yes. 

Mr. BEN GIJRION: You asked me; let me an- 
swer. Jews in Germany fought for Germany. 
There were no Axis powers in 1917. The Axis 
powers arose long after the First World .War, 
and your question does not apply. Jews in 
Germany, as German subjects, fought, and 1 
think bravely, for Germany. And rightly SO. 

Sir ABDUR RAI~~VAN (India) : I agree that the 
Axis powers came into being later, in the next 
world war, but 1 meant Germany and Turkey. 
Were Jews fighting for Germany in those days 
or net, in that war? 

Mr. BEN GURION: Yes. It is a matter of fact. 
Therc is no need for those questions here. Jews 
in Palestine, who were in the Turkish Army, 
fought in the Turkish Army. My colleague was 
an officer in the army, my colleague Mr. Sher- 
tok. I was expelled by the Turks, although 1 
protested against it. 1 wanted to stay in there 
and 1 was expelled by Jemai Pasha. 1 told them 
I would corne back as soon as possible. They 

’ saicl we know you Will try but you Will not corne 
back. 1 was expelled with my colleague who is 
now the President of the Jewish. Community in 
Palestine, Mr. Ben-Zoi. We were expelled to- 
gethcr. We both came back as volunteers to 
fight against Jemal Pasha. We did not find 
him here any more, 

Sir ABDUR .RAHMAN (India) : Since you came 
to Palestine some forty-two years ago, you must 
have corne to know that Arab nationalism had 
begun and was actually growing very much in 
1914 and 1915. 

Mr. BEN GURION: Well, 1 know a little dif- 
ferently. 1 canie to Palestine, to be exact, forty- 
one years ago. 1 lived with Arabs. 1 mtist say 
that 1 lived mostly with the common man, wieh 
workers and peasants, because 1 was an agricul- 
tural worker. 1 did not find anywhere, among 
those Arabs with whom 1 had any contact, any 
political opposition or an? political movement 
against Jews. But to tel1 you the whole truth, 
1 must tel1 you that even then there was published 

Sir Abdur RAHMAN (India) : ,Was a Jehad de- 
clared by Turkey, by the Ottoman ruler since 
he was the Caliph, and was it not resisted by 
the Arabs in Arabia, in Palestine, in Lebanon, 
in Syria and in other places, and was a declara- 
tion made by King Hussein? 

Mr. BEN GURION: Sir, you are far from the 
reality in these countries when ,you think that 
a J&R~ was needed to bring a Palestinian Arab 
to fight in the Turkish Army. He had to go 
into the arrny, and he had to fight. He was not 
asked whether he liked it or not. It was not 
necessary to ask him, nor did he have any view. 
I-Te never heard of Jchad. He knew he had to 
serve in the army, and he served in the army, 
as he had served for centuries. The Arabs have 
been serving in the Ottoman armies for cen- 
turies without a Jehad. There was no need for 
a Jehad. 

Sir ABDUR RAHMAN (India) : Not Only the 
Arabs. When the war was declared, every Mos- 
lem was bound to fight. 

Mr. BEN ‘GURION: No IvIoslem fought, except 
those who served in the army. 

CHAIRMAN : Do you think you Will finish 
with your questions by two o’clock? 

’ 
a paper in Haifa, Carmel, published by a Chris- 
tian Arab who tried to stir up anti-Semitic feel- 
ings against Jews. But among the Arabs I knew 
there was no political feeling, although there 
were quarrels, and there were shoo$ngs between 
Arab villages and Jewish villages. But the feel- 
ing naturally .grew because the Arabs are the 
same as any other people in the world, and the 
national movement arose among the Arabs. And. 

Sir ABDUR RAHMAN (India) : No. 

CHAiRMAN: Then, 1 think we shall hztve to 
adjourn the hearing and continue the discussion 
of certain matters we discussed yesterday in the 
private meeting. 

The hearing is adjourned until tomorrow 
morning at nine o’clock. 

Tlze hying adjourned at 1.15 dclodt. 
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1 was watching its rise\ and. growth amqng the 
Arabs. 

Sir ABDUR RAHMAN (India) : Did they decide 
to break away from the Ottoman Empire in 
1915 on account of that rising nationalism? 

’ Mr. BEN GURION: No, not the Arabs in Pal- 
estine. At least, not those 1 knew. The Arabs 
in Palestine fought with the Turks. And 1 do 
not blame them; it was natural that they should 
fight with the Turks. 

Sir ABDUR RAHMAN (India) : In Arabia, Syria, 
in Transjordan, was the nationalism growing 
among the Arabs in those places? 

Mr. BIXN GURION: Well, 1 happen to know 
the storfr of the Firsc World War in these conn- 
tries. 1 happen to know it from persona1 ex- 
perience; I was living here. There were only a 
small nutnber of Bedowins who, from time to 
time, attacked Turks when the opportunity 
offered itself. 1 have not seen any Arabs fighting 
against the Turks, neither here, nor in Trans- 
jordan, nor in Syria, nor anywhere else. 1 do’ 
not want to imply by that that the Arabs in 
Syria did not want to become independent of 
the Turks. But the fact is they did not fight 
against them. 



VERBATIM RECORD Or- THE 

TWENTY-FIRST MEETING (PUBLIC) 

~~~~~ at the Y.M.C.A. Building, Jerusalem, 

Tweday, 8 July 1947, at 9 a-me 

Present: 

MR. SANDSTROM, Sweden, Chairman 

MR. HOOD, Australia 
MR. UND, Canada 
MR. LISICKY, Czechoslovakia 

R/IR. GARCIA GRANADOS, Guatemala 
S~I< ABDUR RAHMAN, India 
MR. ENTEZAM, Iran 
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MR. FABREGAT, Uruguay 
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Secretariat: 
MR. Hoo, Assistant Secretary-General 
MR. GAR~~A ROBLES, SeCWWy 

CHAIRMAN: 1 cal1 the meeting to order. 
‘The agenda for today’s meeting COntainS three 

points: adoption of the agenda, public hearing 
of Dr. Weizmann, Public hearing of representa- 
tives of the Jewish Agency. 1 think we cari adopt 
this agenda. Adopted. 

Hearing of Dr. Weizmann 

Will you, Dr. Weizmann, corne up on the 
platform, please? 

(Dr. Chaim Weizmann took a sent at the 
table). 

Dr. WEIZMANN: Mr. Chairman and gentle- 
men: 1 am grateful for the opportunity to speak 
before you on the ideals and principles which 
underly the movement and the work in this 
country which you have corne to examine. 1 
may be forgiven if 1 am somewhat slow. My 
sight is impaired and 1 have to refer to the 
document, and it is of necessity a somewhat 
slow and disagreeable process. 
CI was privileged to be amongst the group of 

people which negotiated with the. statesmen, 
cluring the First World War, more or less from 
the period of 1915 until 1918, and subsequent 
years, on the issuance of the Balfour Declara- 
tion. I was particularly associated with Mr. 
Balfour who was, together with the Prime Minis- 
ter, Mr. Lloyd GeorgeJinstrumental in giving 
effect to this Declaration, and SO 1 am perhaps 
somewhat competent to speak of the meaning 
of the Balfour Declaration which is, I under. 
stand, a matter of considerable heart-searching 
and controversy. I also would like to say that 
1 stood at the centre of the activities which 
followed after the publication of the Declara- 
tien, and subsequently after the drafting of tlle 
Mandate, until quite recently. And even now, 
although I hold no office, and 1 speak on my 
own behalf in my private capacity, I believe I 
know more or less what the Jewish people think 
ol the position, and I believe I understand the 
mind of the British Government-at least I bave 
bcen trying to do SO for a11 of my life. Tllere- 
lare, without trying to be in any way boastful, 
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I would like to submit to you, Sir, and to ~OU, 

Gentlemen, that I speak as a reSUlt Of a lengthy 

period of experience of tria1 and errer, of mis- 
takes, llaving suffered and paid for these mis- 
takes. 

1 shoUld like to begin my statement-and 1 

do so from the bottom of my heart-by express- 
ing in the presence of you gentlemen and of the 
public sitting here my sincerest gratitude to the 
‘Mandatory POWer, to Great Britain, for having 
inaugura& this policy and for having, through- 
OUt many years, tricd to go along with US in 

the implementation of this policy. There is no 
question, watever may be the position today, 
that if we see today a great and interesting and 
thriving c0mmunit.y in Palestine, it4 would not 
have been possible without firSt Of a11 the COXl- 

quest of Palestine by the British Army and the 
rule of Great Britain in this country. And that 
is a sincere tribute of gratitude, whatever else 
may bave happened since. 1 consider that what 
is going on now-the deterioration of the rela- 
tions between Us and Great Britain, which, EO- 
gether with a great many Jews, 1 deplore, is 
merely a temporary thing which, in the light 
of the historic perspective in the past, is an 
unpleasant intermezzo. 

Although the initiative of the Balfour Dec- 
laration came primarily from Great Britain, it 
is common knowledge that Great Britain had at 

the time the support of the Allied and asso- 
ciated powers of France, of Italy, and, above 
all, of the United States of America; and sub- 
sequently the Mandate and the Balfour Declara- 
tion and the whole of the Palestinian Regime 
were, SO to speak, a Child of the League of Na- 
tion, and Great Britain was a trustee on behalf 
of the League. It had to account for its actions 
annualy to the Permanent Mandates Commis- 
sion of the League. The Permanent Mandates 
Commission was to draw up an annual report, 
and this report taras to be submited to the League 
Assembly, which took the opportunity of ex- 
pressing its approval or disapproval, wholly or 
partially, of the stewardship of the British Ad- 

*ministration in Palestine. IL went on like that 
for almost a quarter of a Century, until the year 
1939, until the publication of the White Paper 
which interrupted this work and which broke 
our existing relationship with the British Gov- 
ernment, with the Administration of Palestine, 
very much to the regret of a11 the well-wishcrs 
of Palestine. The last act of tlie Permanent 
Mandates Commission of the League of Nations 
in 19.39 was to declare the White Paper incorn- 
patible with the spirit of che Mandate as it was 
interpreted a11 this time, and that was by a 
majority, I think the unanimous opinion of thc 
members of the Permanent Manclatcs Commis- 
sion. A majority of the Permanent Mandates 
Commission said that tlie White Paper W~S ROC 
compatible with the Mandate, and here the 
matter was left because war brokc out and a11 
sYstematic work and the League itself disapeared 
in the vortex of blood and sorrow. 

The Mandate, in my humble opinion, bad 
tw” main purposes, and perhaps I Will be IX~- 



mitted before 1 enter upon the subject to say 
a word about the motives which bave moved 
Great Britain, and perhaps some other friends 
of both Grcat Britain and of the Jewish people, 

at that time to issue the Balfour Declaration. 
I know that a great deal of-if I may be pep 
mitted, for lack of a better parliamentary ex- 
pression, to US~ the Word-nonsense is being 
spoken about it, and perhaps this is the time 
and the place to put it right, at any rate on 
behalf of one who, 1 think, was closely con- 
1xCkd for mi3lly years with this p&od of 

&wish and international history. -.-us 
Like every human deed, the Balfour Declara- 

tion had two main motives. There was no ques- 
tion but that it had an ideal motive. The states- 
men of that time, Mr. Balfour and Mr. Lloyd 
George, amongst them, primarily wanted to 
manifest a certain amount of restitution to 
the Jewish people for the contribution which 
the Jews have made in these thousands CIE years 
to the civilization of mankind which, you know, 
is common knowledge. Mr. Lloyd George and 
Mr. Balfour were deeply religious men and 
knew the Bible, knew the value of the Bible 
and the effect the Bible had on the character 
and on the life of the British nation, and they 
could not heIp and were only too glad to con- 
nect this influence with the othtirs of thc Bible 
or with the nation in the midst of whom the 
Bible was born, 

1 remember very well in the first talk which 
1 had with Mr. Lloyd George-that was long 
before there was any talk oE a Declaration or 
similar action-that he said, in a way half- 
jokingly and half-seriously-‘JYou talk to me 
about Palestine. That is the only geography 
which 1 know, and 1 am acquainted with the 
geogTaphy of Palestine almost better than with 
the geography of the present front.” He was 
proud to be associated with this work, and there 
was no doubt an underlying ideal motive which 
moved the statesmen of that time-primarily 
the two foremost statesmen-to issue this Dec- 
laration. 

There was, as 1 said, another set of motives 
and they were ucilitarian; not utilitarian in a 
gross or purely materialistic sense, as I am going 
to explain in a moment. We were-1 mean the 
British people and those who were associated 
with the British, and 1 was associated with the 
British nation and proud to be SO-a11 engaged 
in a war of life and death, which meant the 
existence or non-existence of the CommonweQh 
of Great Britain. A great deal depended ?pofi 
America. In America there was a powerful Jewish 
community which was at that time, for some 
reason or other-I do not agree with this reason, 
but it was more or less current opinion in 
Great B&ain at that time-either very neutral 
or inclined to be pro-German, some of tien% 
the powerful German Jews, or the Jews of 
German ancestry. It was thought that by this 
act of restitution-at any rate a form of declara- 
tion-this might swing the opinion of a powerful 
group of American Jewry. 

Tllere was also another group-the Zionist 
group-which was never pro-German. It was 
ahays anXiOus to see British victory. But wé 
wanted to have a united Jewish community of 
America standing behind the great war effort 
and behind President Wilson, who was care- 
fullY preparing bis nation for entry into the 
war, for taking upon themselves a great ordeal, 
and it was thought that the Balfour Declaration 
might help to swing the opinion of this com- 
munity. I believe it had some effect, and I 
believe that in that respect it has fulfilled the 
purpose which was intended at that time. 

ph 
ere was also another community at that 

t tlme which played a great part in the war- 
another Jewish community-and that was the 
Russian Jewish Community. It was, you remem. 
ber, before Russia was divided and before 
Poland was re-established, and the Russian- 
Jewish Community was the largest in the world, 
It was six million strong, and also the opinion 
of the Russian-Jewish Community was of con. 
siderable .value in that constellation of circum- 
stances. There were two purposes: one‘ was 
purely idealistic, and the other partly utilitarian, 
in the sense in which 1 have tried to describe. 1 %..J 
1 hope 1 may be forgiven for having dwelt on 
it at su& length, but 1 thought now is the time, 
and I am advanced in years and I may not have 
the opportunity of clearing it up again, SO I 
am taking the opportunity now of resubmitting 
it to you, gentlemen;J 

The nations of the world realized, particu- 
larly the British, American, French and Italians, 
that a great deal of the trouble, worry and per- 
secution which has beset the Jews throughout 
their history is due to the abnorrnal position of 
the Jews in the world. What is the abnormal 
position of the Jews in the world? What is it 
characterized by? It is characterized by one thing: 
1 think this Word from what 1 cari sec from 
reports, has been used here quite often. 1 used 
this word for the first time in speaking before 
the Royal Commission. It is the “Homelessness” 
of the Jewish people. TO that 1 must add a 
comment. I do not mean the “homelessness” 
of individua Jews. There are groups of Jews 
in the world who have very comfortable homes- 
the American Jews, the Jews in a great many 
of the Westèrn and Northwestern counttries, the 
Jews in Sweden, Denmark, France, and also, 
there was in Germany-but as a collectivity, as 
an‘ ethnie group, they are homeless. They are 
and they are not. They are a people and they 
lack the props of a people. They .are a dis- 
embodied ghost, ‘l?here they are with a great 
many typhl characteristics, many strong char- 
acteristia which have not disappeared through- 
out centuries, thousands of years of martyrdom 
and wandering, and at the same time they lack 
the props which charactcrize every nation. We 
a& today: “What are Poles? What are French? 
What are Swiss?” When that is asked everyone 
points to a çountry, to certain institutions, t0 

parliamentary institutions, and the mari in the 
street Will know exactly what it is. He bas a 
passport, If you ask what a Jew is, well, he is 



a mari who bas t0 offer a long explanation*for 
bis existence, And, any person who has t” Offer 
in explanation as to what he is is alWayS SUS- 

pect, and from suspicion there is *nlY one steP 
t. hatred or contempt. 1 am trYing t” Put it 
as lightly as 1 cari. 1 do net want to describe 
it as the wagedy which it reallY is. This bas 
rendered the position of the Jews in the world 
abnormal and, as a very logical consequence Of 
this abnormal position, their relation to the 
outside world is abnormal. 

Palestine is in the process of upbuilding, having 
a thriving community here, Yet even today there 
are Jews, 1 do not know how maI~y, but quite 
a few who would deny (a) that there are Jews; 
(b) that they are Jews; (c) that there is Pales- 
tine; (d) that it is necessary to bave Palestine. 
Al1 that confuses the Gentile mind, which does 
not understand. And, if you do net understand 
somebody, you begin to suspect him. And, if 
YOU begin to suspect him, there is only one 
step left from suspicion to hatred. It was thought 
this this position must be remedied bY n*r- 
malizing the position of the Jews and by ren- 
dering them as normal as anybody else, and 
giving them those props and those material at- 
tributes which they lack. Hence the attempt 
and ardent desire of a great part of Jewry to 
build up a normal life of their own. And where 
could we do it except in this country? 

1 think I have, it is my duty, although 1 never 
thought it should be necessary, to try to explain 
“Why Palestine?” Why not Kamchatka, Alaska, 
Mexico, or Texas? There are a great many 
empty countries. Why should the Jews choose 
a country which has a population that does not 
want to receive you in a particularly friendly 
way; a small country; a country which has been 
neglected and derelict for centuries. It seems 
unusual on the part of a practical and shrewd 
people like the Jews to sink their effort, their 
sweat and blood, their substance into the sands, 
rocks and marshes of Palestine. Weil, I COUICI, 
if 1 wished to be facetious, say it is not our 
responsibility-not the responsibility of the JewS 

who sit here-it is the responsibility of Moses, 
who acted from divine inspiration. He might 

bave brought US to’ the United States, and in- 
stead of the Jordan we might have had the 
Mississippi. It would have been an casier ta&. 
But, he ha chosen to stop here. We are an 
ancient people with an old history, and you 
cannot denY YOUI’ history and begin fresh, And 
the Proof of what I am saying, which may again,’ 

perhaps be too abstract, is the following: almost 
Parallel, simultaneo+y with the colouization Of 
Palestine began another project of colonziation 
in another part of the world far removed from 
here, nearer to a great many countries fr*m 
which s*me of the distinguished representatives 
who sit here corne from, that is the colonization 
in the Argentine. The colonization of JewS in 

the Argentine began, aS 1 say, almost simul- 
taneously with the attempt to colonize pales- 
&.. NO~, compare these two countries: Argen- 

tins is a VaSt COUTltry with ViTgin soi1 whiCb 

,%ad a benevolent government. There was no 

opposition. On the contrary, the government 
was anxious that the Jews should corne in-at 
any rate then, 1 do not know what it is now. 
Usually this anxiety does not last too long- 
but there it was, and the Jews went to the 
Argentine. Tlley went there under the guidance 
of a powerful committee, which was endowed 
with a great many funds, something to the 
amount of ten million pounds, gold pounds. 
At that time it meant more than probably fifty 
or scventy-five millions now. They began their 
work under the best possible auspices. Today, 
tlle colonization of Argentina represents a few 
JewiSh settlements. They are quite good, and 
tlley are decent people ~110 work hard on the 
soil, but it is just a few Jewish villages. The 
Younger generation of manY of the Jewish settle- 
ments is drifting,gradually to Buenos Aires where 
they be&mè lawyers and doctors, the usual proc- 
ess which we know is the economic and social 
development of a Jewish community surrounded 
by a majority of non-Jews. 

We began in this conntry at the same time. 
you bave seen it. You have seen it now. How, 
in a great many parts it looks attractive, It is 
covered with trees and grass. But, 1 remember 
when I first came in 1908 and then in 1918 
when 1 travelled with General Allenby, a great 
Commander-in-Chief who conquered Palestine- 
1 travelled with him from Rammalla, from 
Tel-Aviv to Jerusalem, and we travelled through 
a derelict, barren country. There was not much 
green, and be turned to me and said: “1 thought 
you were a reasonable fellow. Do you really 
think anybody Will corne and settle in this 
country?” Al1 1 coul< say to Allenby, for whom 
1 had a profound respect, was “Weil, General, 
let us wait another twenty years and perhaps 
we Will be granted the opportunity of meeting 
again and we might re-discuss the subject.” We 
did meet again, anil we did re-discuss the sub- 
ject, and he did change bis mind, and he did 
announce the change publicly. New, this prog- 
ress is due to the fact that it is Palestine, Pales- 
tine, for reasons which 1 need not labour, re- 
leases energies, activities in the Jcwish people 
which are not released anywhcre else. As soon 
as a Jew cornes into contact with this country 
he begins to feel as if he 1~1s returned. 1 shaII 
net say that every Jew feels it. 1 am net going 
to say that he feels it at once. But these are 
sentiments which grow, which grow in every- 
one of us, and the rocks, marshes, and sands 
*f Palestine became a precious possession into 
which we pour our sweat, blood, effort and 
iwenuity in order to make it what it is. 

I gave some of the reasons for the Balfour 
Declaration in 1917. They were, as 1 said, ideal, 
ahd theY were what is called “utilitarian.” They 
ais* came as a result of a conception that the 
Position of the Jew would. be altered and bis 
suBer% allayed if he had a place to go to, And, 
if these reasons were valid in 1918, theY a. for- 
tiori are one thousand times more valid today. 
I am afraid that the reasons which prompt& 
us t* make a prognosis of the Jewish problem pn 
the Years 190% 1905, and 1906, for which we 
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were looked upon as dreamers and star-gazers 
who were trying to get something impossible- 
a11 Chese prognoses as CO what was going CO 

happen to the Jews, unfortunately more than 
came truc. There are six million Jews &ad in 

Europe, and hundreds of thousands of Jews are 
languishing today either in D.P. camps or in 
countries where they are not wanted. It is proof 
that the situation demands speedy remedy. I 
say: emphatically, gentlemen, speedy remedy. 1 
took upon myself the liberty, perhaps it appears 
sometihat formal, last year to warn the Anglo- 
American Commission that time is of the essence. 
I am old enough to issue that warning again. 
Time is of the essence. We bave lest SQ much 
blood, we cannot afford to 1ose any more. for 
US it is a question of survival: it brooks no delay. 
The position of Jewery today in the world is 
sombre. In Palesfine it is somewhat different, 
and here are feacures of the situation which 
givc US confidence, 1 would not like to appear 
CO you as a prophet of evil or of sad things. 
1 never believed that we would build Palestine 
with Jeremiahs. 

We have some comforting hope in the atti- 
tude of the United States, the attitude of British 
public opinion (in spite of what 1 said about 
the temporary difficulties, and 1 am sure they 
Will pass) and the attitude, last but not least, 
of the Soviet Union. We were happy eo read 
President Truman5 message to Ibn Saud which, 
in very clear terms, gave expression to the 
attitude of the American Government to the 
development of the Jewish National ‘Home. 1 
was equally pleased to read and grateful for 
the statement of Mr: Gromyko in his thoughtful 
speech which could have been, 1 do not want to 
impart anything to him which is not SO, but 
it could hav.2 been made by a Zionist. 1 am 
sure he is not a Zionist. 1 do not want to offetid 
him that way, but the speech, nevertheless, 
was a good Zionist statement. 

There is’another feature of the situation which 
no doubt has drawn your attention. SO far, the 
ability, finance, and a11 that you have seen 
erected here which constitutes the National 
Home, has been created with our own hands. 
That is something to which 1 would like to 
&Il the specific attention of this Committee. 
One of the greatest reproaches which is usually 
levelled at the Jew is “Oh, yes, he may be a 
very good fellow and a11 that and no doubt 
when you corne into a country you are law- 
abiding, you pay your taxes, you do net steal, 
and SO on. But you see there is something about 
you which we do not altogether relish. YOU 
always corne when Chings are ready. You corne 
into the second fioor of rhe building. The foun- 
dation, Che dirty work which you need in 
digging and laying the foundation, putting up 
the bricks and stones, and ail that has been 
done by others. When it is aIl ready, and the 
rooms are nice1y painted, and the pyjamas are 
on the bed, YOU step in and you hire .Fn elegant 
suite, and here you are. We do net bke it.” 

This is the reason why Jews are UsUallY 
branded as parasites: parasites not in the ordi- 

nary sense of the Word, but in this particular 
sense. 

We1, here in Palestine there were marshes and 
we have drained them; there were stones and 
we bave planted over them; Chere were no houses 
and we bave built them; it was ridden with 
disease and we have clelred it. Al1 that has been 
done here, from the modest cottage of the Sett]er 
to the Unïveristy on Mount Scopus, is the work 
of Jewish planning, Jewish genius and of Jewish 
hands and muscles, net only of money and ini- 
tiative. This gives us a certain amount of pride 
and confidence. Given a dog’s chance, we could 
do as well as anybody else. 1 do not think we 
are better than anybody else; I do not think 
we are worse than anybody else, X think we are 
just as good and just as bad as the others. Bqt 
the chances are dii’ferent. And here was a chance, 
a remedial chance, a chance of political circum- 
stances. 1 believe, and 1 want to underscore 
rhis, we have made, under the circumstances, 
the best of that chance. 

There is something else to be said, and I am 
saying it in a11 humility. Other peoples bave 
coIonized great countries, rich countries, They 
found when they entered there backward popu- 
lations. And they did for the backward popu- 
lations what they did. 1 am not a historian, 
and I am not sitting in judgment on the coloniz- 
ing activity of the various great nations which 
have colonzied backward regions. But 1 would 
like to say that, as compared with the result 
of the colonizing activities of other peoples, our 
impact on the Arabs has not produced very 
much worse results than what has been pro- 
duced by others in other countries. In fac& it 
is admitted, even by the administration of Pales- 
tine, which cannot be suspected of over-bias in 
favour of our ivork today-you see I am trying 
to be as careful as 1 cari, 1 could have used a 
more severe expression, but that is not the 
point today-that the Arabs have benefited by 
the work of the Jews. It admits it in the Blue 
Paper which 1 have tried very hard to read 
before appearing before you. This Paper says, 
yes, you have done quite well, but you have 
created something which is very very wrong; 
you have created a disparity between yop and 
the local population, Work in a country, col- 
onizing activity, building up of a country, creat- 
ing of social conditions is not like a convoy of 
ships which usually moves with the speed of 
the slowest. Every nation moves on its way Of 

progress with the speed which is a result of its 
qualit& of its abilities, of its conditions. YOU 
cannot artificially suppress these particular 
qvalities in order, SO to speak, not to create a 
disparity, A disparity is aIways there when there 
are two strata of population. 1 admit that these 
create certain diflîculties for the Administration. 
I have no doubt that the Palestine Adminis- 
tration had dificulty. 1 am ready to admit it. 
We bave. created quite a considerable amount 
of dificnlty for the Palestine Administration. 
I am very sorry for that. 1 have tried .to miti- 
gate Chese difficulties, but human bemgs are 
there in order to create difficulties for each 



oher. If the world were run smoothly, like 
a c-as3 of pupils ~110 are always obedient ad 
"goodysgoody," well, the world would be a ter- 
ribly du11 place and no one would *want t-0 
live in it. Difficulf,y is there. IL iS llfe, 1: 1s 
struggle. It is a clash between various concePtIons 
and interests. The Administration would like 
us t. go slow. I admit it is perhaps easier for 
the Administr+ion if people go slow. But we 
were driven by a11 the furies of the world. We 
could Dot afford to be slow. Every slowing 
down of our progress meant SO manY dead and 
si much destruction. Every Jew whom we saved 
0ut of this hell of Europe was to us a gain, a 
double, triple, tenfold gain. Therefore, our con- 
ception of speed and the Administration’s con- 
ception of speed are, of necessity, different. Talk 
of disparity in that sense is, at least, nOt quite 
just. 

I would like to deal with one other subject 
which is again a matter of considerable con- 
troversy. What is a National Home? What does 
it mean? Was it meant to make a state out of 
the National Home or net? 1 may perhaps for 
one second as a quasi self-appointed historian 
of the Zionist movement-which 1 am not-deal 
with the question of how the words “National 
Home” came about. You see we came here in 
1917 and we bad the problem of building up 
the country. We were expected by His Majesty’s 
Government to build up Palestine. Neither the 
British Government nor we, perhaps, realized 
a11 the dficulties which we would have to face 
in doing that. It was essential to create some- 
thing which would serve as an instrument for 
this building. In olden times, such backward 
countries were built up by charter companies. 
Al1 of You Will remember the East Indian Charter 
Company. But charter companies were hard to 
fashion in 1918, the lirst quarter of the twentieth 
Century. The Wilsonian conception of the world 
certainly would not have allowed a charter 
company. Therefore, we had to create a sub. 
stitute. This substitute was the Jewish Agency 
which had the function of a charter company, 
which had the function of a bodY which would 
conduct the colonization, immigration, improve- 
ment of the land, and do a11 the work which 
a government usually does, without really being 
a government. We had a11 the clifficulties of a 
government and none of its advaniages. The 
Jewish Agency was given a special position in 
the Mandate. It was not much of a privilege; 
it was a great burden. And I cari say .this out 
of the bitter experience of many Years. 

We were told by various peol~le in the British 
Government that we were acting too qui&ly. 

We were told by the Jews that we were acting 
too slowly. I have felt it aI1 my life. I still feel 
it now. I am ConStantly being reproached: Why 

do You not ask for immigration of 100,000 or 
150,000? We could take them in; it is only the 
British Government which is wicked ancl does 
net let them in. You are not strong enougll: 

You must knock on the table and impress the 
British Government that you llave got t. do it. 
Wellj 1 am net going to tel1 YOU what my 

answers were. They are a11 on record. But I 
broke my neck repeatedly. It: iS a vejry difficuit 
task t. be between the hammer and the anvil 
of two su& contending forces. But chat this 
work Will go on, we a11 believe. If We are able 
to acquire land, if we are able to bring in 
Jewi& immigration, whether it is a large immi- 
grbtion or net, whether it Will correspond to 
tlle needs wllich. are inllerent in tlle pOSitiOIl 

of the Jews or nOt, eventually, in the fullness 
of time, in, God’s 0~11 time it Will become a 
Jewish State. 

There was not doubt about this point in the 
min& of the statesmen of that time, nor in the 
minds of those who worked with them-and 1 
did try to work honestly and COnSCientiOudy 

and in l~armolly with a11 the ehlCntS COIlCe~ed: 

we a11 believed it would result in a Jewish State. 
The difficulty again is in the speed. Some 

&-itish People used to tel1 me, Weil, yOU are 
pushing too hard; a Statc may corne in fifty 
years, sixty years, or seventy years. We thought 
it may colne sooner. We were in a vicions circk 
and I would like to explain what I mean by 
that. In order to perform the work which we 
were expected to perform under the Mandate, 
we had to bave land, improvement of the land, 
reclamation of desert areas, bringing in masses 
of people-masses of from 20,000 to 40,000 per 
year-settling them, educational problems, social 
problems, hospitals, and SO forth. You really 
must have governmental powers bccause our 
work, our speed of immigration depended on 
the absorptive capacity of the country. Now, 
thexe was no absorptive capacity of the country. 
Absorptive capacity does not grow on tsees. 
You cannot find any absorptive capacity on thc 
hills of Jerusalem. The hills of Jerusalcm are 
very beautiEu1, but you cannot livc on them 
unless you devlop them, Therefore, WC were 
placed in this dilemma: in order to creatc 
absorptive capacity on the scnle which we rc- 
quire; you need governmental powers in orcler 
to have governmental powers, you neecl more or 
less of a majority in the country. We needed 
immigration and development on a scale which 
only government could give us, Qn the one 
hand we nceded the government; on the other 
hand we could only get the government when 
we brought the masses in the country. This was 
the vicious circle in which we moved and which 
we tried to break through with our poor heacls. 
VerY often, we broke our heads but did net 
break the circle. 

I tllink 1 have dealt with what we conceived 
i0 be the function of the Agcncy, I have deaIt 
witll what 1 cal1 unjust governrncntal criticism 
of the disparity. I bave pointecI out that dis- 

ParitY is a natural phenomenon whicb canner 
be avoided. You cari only avoid it if you stop 
working altogether, ancl that mcans stagnation. 

*t this point, 1 would like to say that, to 
solne extent, this disparity could havc been 
avoidedj if the other part of thc population, tlse 
Arab Population, hacl been rcady to co-opcratc 
with US in the same degrcc in wllicll we wcre 
reaclY to co-opfmte with thcm. But theY sto& 



aside. Very often I heard from quite benevolent 
Arabs-they did not mean any evi1, we were 
quitc friendly-you Jews are queer peop1e; you 
have corne to Palestine and you have in your 
hands the best land in the country. In fact, 
some of them whom 1 know-I do not want to 

I name them-said, well, you have rea11y cheated 
US; we hase sold YOU this and that piece of 
land very, very cheaply; if we had waited another 
ten years wc could bave sold it to you at double 
or triple the price. The Arabs like money just 
as much BS ‘the J~WS do. It is not a particularly 
Jewish trait. My answer to them was, gentle- 
men, you seem to have forgotten that we bave 
made it into good land; we bave made it into 
good land because we have sunk SO much effort 
ineo it. If you would do the same, your laad 
would be just as good if not better than ours. 
DO not reproach us for having improved that 
part of the land which you have sold us because 
you could do nothing with it. 

There is another reproach levelled on us, that 
we disturb the status quo. Naturally, every ad- 
ministration-and the British Administration 
does not differ from a Dutch or a French Ad- 
ministration in that respect-is reluctant to dis- 
turb the status quo. They like to keep things 
going smoothly and nicely. When an adminis- 
trator cornes into a backward country, he has 
a certain clic& which he applies to the country, 
The British, for instance, whom 1 know best 
in that respect-corne to a backward country 
and what do they do? They clean up the country 
from disease; chey cstablish a measure of justice; 
they create means of communication; they give 
to the population a certain modicum of educa- 
tion. Al1 this is done nicely, quietly, not too 
clynamically. They are not too static, but they 
do not like this dynamism of the Jews who are 
always in a hurry and always upset the routine 
of the Administration. It is perfectly natural for 
an administrator to feel this way. A friend of 
mine has repeatedly told me, well, these damn 
Jews are troublesome; rhey cari never take no 
for an answer; if you throw them out of the 
door they will corne in through the window. 
hly answer to him was, we cannot afford to 
take no for an answer, we have no time. If you 
refuse this, that, or the other, to us it means 
the loss of SO many hundreds, of SO many thou- 
sands of peop1e. It is a question of life and death 
for us: A little water here, a little piece of land 
there, means to us a great deal in terms of 
human lifc. TO you it simply means one fraction 
of a vast territory which you possess, and which 
you ‘have possessed long enough, and which 
you keep. YOU are safe, but we bave no assurance 
of our future. 

Therefore, we are sometimes net preferred, 
I do not say tbat we are discrjminated against, 
although certain Iaws, as adumbrated in the 
White Paper, do constitute a discrimination. But 
it is more of an attitude. The British Adminis- 
trator would like to be just to both parts of thc 
population. 

AS far as we are &cerned, this slow tempo 
is not enough for us. It may be enough for the 

British; it may be enough for the Arabs. I 
believe-and 1 am saying this in the 1ight of 
what is going on in Great Britain-that this 
slow1~ss of tempo is not enough even for the 
British people now. 

Look at the difference which bas been created 
between the Mandate and the White Paper. 
The Mandate encourages settlement OE the land; 
the White Paper not only discourages it, it 
stops it. The Mandate encourages intensive 
co1onization; the White Paper discourages it. 
The White Paper nullifies the Mandate, That is 
why we bave to oppose the White Paper with 
a11 the strength at our disposai. 

I wou1d like to say that the White Paper 
had two fatal effects. It had an effect on the re- 
lations between Jews and Arabs, Why should the 
Arab listen to overtures on the part of the Jew if 
he knows that with the application of a litt1e 
violence, as he did in the years 1934 and 1935, 
and 1936 to 1939, he cari get what he gants 
and more. Al1 our effort to try to persuade thym 
that it is in the interests of both parties that 
we should corne to an agreement failed at the 
moment when the British Government broke 
our back, SO to speak, by the White Paper. 

The White Paper also had another fatal effect. 
And 1 say this with a11 the force at my command 
and in a11 solemnity. The White Paper released 
certain phenomena in Jewish life which are 
un-Jewish, which are contrary to Jewish ethics, 
contrary to Jewish tradition, “You must net 
kill” is something which has been grained in 
us on the Mount of Sinai. It was inconceivable 
ten years ago that the Jews should break this 
Commandment. Unfortunately, they are break- 
ing it today, and nobody deplores it more than 
most of the Jews. 1 hang my head in shame 
when 1 have to speak of this fact before you, 
gentlemeh, 1 hope that international action, 
in concert with Great Britain, Will clear out 
this disease from our midst. 

The Mandate was born out of hope, The 
White Paper was born out of fear. The fear 
which ‘was brought into the world by Hitler, 
by Nazism, by a11 this darkness which has 
covered the bright horizon of Jews before the 
war. This fear has found expression in a great 
many forms, particularly in the form of the 
White Paper. This fear was a result of the 
appeasement policy: appeasement of Germany; 
appeasement of the Arabs. The British nation 
bas paid dearly for this appeasement policy. 
It bas paid dearly in a bloody, devastating war. 
She wi11 bave to suffer from the effects of this 
war for many years to corne. Every one of us 
had to sufier’ from it. The Jews in Palestine 
bave paid for this appeasement in the form of 
the White Paper. The worst of it a11 is that the 
price you pay is useless. Al1 this appeasement 
on1y bring Dead Sea fruit, nothing eIse. 

At the 1ast Congress which took place in Basle, 
I said in my opening address, and 1 think it 
stands repeating before YOU today: “Whenwer 
a new country was about to corne under Gestapo, 
ru1e we asked that thc gates of the National 
Home be opened for saving as many as possible 
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of our people from the gas-chambers- our 
entreaties fell on deaf ears; it seemed that the 
White Paper was more sacred for some peoPle 
than life itselE, Sometimes we were told th? 
our exclusion from Palestine was necessary in 
order to do justice to a nation endowed.w$h 
seven independent territories, covering a mIlllon 
square miles; at other times we were informed 
that the admission of our refugees might en- 
danger military security during the war. It was 
casier to doom the Jews of Europe to a certain 
death tban to evolvc a technique for overcoming 
such dificulties. When human need, the instinct 
of self-preservation, collided with the White 
Paper, the result was the Struma, the Patria 

erhaps you are entitled to ask what were 
attempts to which 1 alluded several times 

ln my remarks, which were made in order to 
comc to terms with the Arabs. 1 cari speak for 
myself, and I am sure 1 am including a good 
manY of mY Zionist colleagues 0: ex-colleagues, 
when 1 say that from the very first moment, 
two months after the Balfour Declaration, this 
was one. of the first tasks to which I devoted 
myself-and sanie of them collaborated with 
me in getting into touch with Arab leaders. 
Even earlier-it is not true and 1 say SO advisedly, 
what is being afirmed by Arabs and their quasi- 
friends, that the Balfour Declaration was given 

* behind the back of the Arabs. Not only was the 
Balfour Declaration a public act but of the 
gentlemen who conducted the investigation prior 
to the Balfour Declaration, foremost among 
them was the late Sir Mark Sykes, a man who 
knew the Arabs, and whom I knew. The rec- 
ords in the British Foreign Office would confirm 
it: He reported every step in th&e negotiations 
to the then representative of the Arabs, King 
Hussein, SheriE of Mecca at that time, subse- 
quently King Hussein. He was kept fully in- 
formed about what was going on, That was still 
previous to the issuance of the Balfour Dec- 
larationtj 

After the Balfour Declaration was issued in 
November 1917, 1 came to Palestine, and to 
&+ypt, early in March 1918, and for weeks I 
was trying to get in touch and meet with a11 
sorts of Arab leaders, beginning with Mr. Nimir, 
the venerable editor of the “Mokattam”-I think 
he is ninety-six - finishing with the learned 
Sheikhs in the Al Azheer University, and many 
other Arab leaders of !!+a, Lebanon, and Pales- 
tine who were then living in Egypt, because 
the rest of these countries, and part of Palestine 
itself, was still under Turkish rule and in a 
state of warJ 

When I came to Palestine in JUne or JUly, 

1918, with the consent of the Commander-in- 
Chi& General Allenby, 1 took a long and hap 
ardous journey into the desei-t. YOU c0uld net 
go to Transjordan as comlortably and quickly 
as YOU cm do now. 1 had to go through the 
desert. I almost went the same way as my an- 
cestors did four thousand Years ago, and enally 
got mYselE in to Transjordan in order t. meet 
the man who was then standing on the right 

. 

ffank of the Arab armïes in Transjordan, at the 
head of a group of, 1 think, about three\thousand 
ArabS helping in the fight. 

I entered into‘ conversation; I explained to 
him exactly what we wanted to do, what we 

would like t’o do, how we could help him if 
he, wanted us to, and 1 would like his support 
if he could give it. This conversation led to 
many more. I refer to Emir Feisal, afterwards 
King Feisal of Iraq. This condensed into friend- 
ship which lasted the resl of, unfortunately, 
the short life of King Feisal. Parenthetically, I 
might add that since then I visited Transjordan 

nsjordan sheikhs visited 
c sheikhs were astonsihed 
t in Palestine, and naively 

suggested that if I would go to Transjordan 
I could probably do the same thing there. Weil, 
I said, there were just a few obstacles in the 
way. We had better not talk about it much. 
But there was net a trace of unfriendliness in 
them. 

There is a genttleman for eXall@e in Syria, 
who is very loud today in his protestatians 
against Zionism and Zionist activities. $ think 
he is the Prime Minister of Syria. His” name is 
Jamal Mardam. Now this gentleman, JanlaI 
Mardam, is an old acquaintance of mine. I am 
sure I am embarrassing him by saying that. EIe 
is probably the type OF gentleman wlio would 
say we were friends but would not salure me 
in Piccadilly. He would not like to point out 
publicly that he knew me. But Jamal Mardam 
at that time-it must bave been during the first 
premiership of Mr. Leon Blum-I have not the 
exact day in my head, but it was comparatively 
recently-wanted a treaty between Syria and 
France, and he appealed to me for help, I gave 
that help. 1 did my level best. If the treaty 
ivas broken later, 1 do not think, with your 
permission, 1 should be held responsible. 

That is one example. There are many more. 
1 do not want ‘to bore you or to burden you 
with enumerations, but there was ncver a year 
when an attempt was not made to corne to somc 
understanding with the Arabs. It is the fault 
and the responsibility of one small group of 
men, headed by the Mufti or Grand Mufti. 
I-Ie bears a heavy responsibilty in that he never 
allowed the situation to come to a head. 

Even now-you have been able to ascertain 
thac yourself-in many clornains of economic 
activity, like the Citrus Board, the Dead c;ea 
concession and many othei activity, Jews and 
Arabs are trying ancl striving to work togethcr, as 
in some of the municipalities, Haifa is an C~CC~- 

lent ~example of a mixed rnuncipality of great 
commercial importance, the 1730~t important t0ï~n 
in Palestine. Here the two elements seem to bc 
W”rki% in harmony, until some devil Will step 
between them and break it up, SO far thc cicvil 
bas net succeeded, but devils are active in Pales- 
tine quite often. 

These attenipts to bring about Eriendship havc 
never stopped and Will not stop until TV~ be&n 
tO understand cach other. Onc OI tlle most im- 
portant preWqUisites for such Eriendship is ta 
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establish a definite, clear and equal status be- 
tween the Jews and the Arabs. 

CHAIRMAN: Do you wish for a rest? 
Mr. WEIZMANN: If 1 could haie five minutes, 

1 would be very glad. 
CHAIRMAN: 1 suspend the hearing for ten 

minutes. 1 ask the public not to go out, as you 
may have difficulty in re-entering when we start 
in $en minutes time. 

(The meeting was suspended for ten minutes) 1 

CHAIRMAN: 1 cal1 the meeting to order. 
Mr. WEIZMANN: 1 mentioned the treaty of 

friendship with the then Emir Feisal, subse- 
quently King Feisal of Iraq. I should have ex- 
plained a little more by saying that we drew 
up a treaty of friendship. This record of the 
treaty is part of the general record of th’e Peace 
Treaty of that time, and no doubt among the 
documents which are before you you will find 
a copy of this treaty. postscript was also in- 
cluded in this Lreaty. This postscript relates to 
a reservation by King Feisal that he would carry 

out a11 the promises in this treaty if and when 
he would obtain his demands, namely, inde- 
pendence for the Arab countries. I submit that 
these requirements of King Feisal have at presenf 
been realized. The Arab countries are àll in&- 
pendent, ancl therefore the condition on which 
dependecl the fulfillment of this treaty, has come 
into effect. Therefore, this treaty, to a11 intents 
and purposes, should today be a valid document. 

1 would also like to remark that this treaty 
was drawn up with the help of the late T. E. 
Lawrence, certainly one of the best friends of 
the Arabs, also a man not unfriendly to our 
aspirations 

iJ 
1 now turn to another subject which ap- 

parently is, or was, invoked since the appearance 
of the $Vhite Paper. The White Paper is justi- 
fied by some people on the ground that the 
National Home is already built up; it is a 
fnished product. Therefore, there is no necessity 
of going on much further with the work. 

1 contend that thac is a meaningless assertion, 
wrong in theory, wrong in fact. The National 
Home as ic stands today, even in its limited 
form, battling against great difficulties, is a 
living organism. A living organism is never 
finished. It only finishes when-it dies. Even old 
countries, like England, or Belgium or France, 
are not finished. They go on. They clevelop. They 
evolve. Something new may happen in this 
country that may give a different turn in its 
history-1 hope a favourable turn. But to speak 
of a country that is finished means to doom it 
to death. 1s that the intention of ‘the White 
Paper and the interpreters of it? Then we shall 
resist it with a11 our might. We protest against 
it with a11 our strengch. 

to build up Germany. We have heard this advice 
given to Üs by disfinguished British statesmen 
who play a great part today in the concert of 
European affairs. With a11 réspect to these states- 
men and to the opinions they may have about 
Britisll aflairs, 1 must tel1 them they do not 
begin to understand the reaction of the Jews to 
such a suggestion. We are tired. We are tired 
of building up Germany and other countries 
in order that they should destroy us again. We 
bave had this experience for a good few hundred 
years, and if the gentlemen who offer us this 
very benevolent advice do not know it, they 
only have to open any text book of Jewish 
history. LiEe would not be worlh living on this 
earth if we accepted advice of this kind. 

1 have warned the various Commissions before 
whom 1 have had the honour to speak. 1 hope 
1 Will not have to do it again, not that 1 do 
not appreciate sufficiently this honour, but 1 
hope it Will not be necessary. 1 told them in 
1981): there are in this part of the world-meaning 
Central Europe, Germany, and other countries- 
people who are pent up. without being able 
to move; the world for them is divided into 
two parts, the countries where they cannot live 
and the countries they Ca?not enter and they 
are doomed, This sombre prophecy of 1936 came 
true in 1942.’ Therefore, in the face of this 
terrible fact, to advise us to turn again to live 
among the hatreds of the present and the tomb- 
stones of the past is asking too much from flesh 
and blood. Only recently there has been a con- 
spiracy discovered in France which aimed at the 
overthrow of the French Rcpublic, probably 
by the French Nazis. One of the projects which 
was discovered was a detailcd programme of 
how to exterminate the French Jews on the 
pattern of Hitler and his Nazis. 

It is, therefore, for us no more a question 
of refugees alone. It is very important t0 save 
refugees. It is very important, as I pointed out, 
to save every Jewish sou1 we cari, particularly 
now, when every Jew alive is a precious ~OS- 
session to us. But there are higher things at 
stake, and that is the survival of the Jews as a 
people, and this cari be achieved only throngh 
independence in a Jewish State in this country- 
in part of this country. 

Another affirmation, or diclum, which has 
been born recently out of the White PaPer 
atmosphere is the benevolent advice which ,is 
given to us sometimes: whY should the Jey 
not devote their intelligence an@ their experl- 
ence to helping build up Europe, specifically 

There is another assertion: that the Mandate 
is unworkable. In fact, some peOple Went SO 

far as to say the Mandate was unworkable ab 
i&o. One might be tempted to ask, ii: You 
know that the Mandate was unworkable ab 
initia, why bave a Mandate at ail? But that iS 

port factum wisdom, wliich is always somewhat 
dangerous. 1 contend that the Mandate was net 
unworkable; it was rendered unworkable. It was 
rendered unworkable because a great many 

people who were in charge of working the Man- 
date had no fait11 in this policy, had perhaps 
little sympathy with it,. and therefore over- 
exaggerated the difficulties which were mherent 
in this policy. 1 would be the last man io deay 
that this policy has not had, and bas, manY 
&&ult;ies, If anybody kn,ows the difficulties, it 
is we, because we bave experienced it on our 
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skin, on our body, on our SOU~. But diffkulties 
we there in O&r to be overcome. If you tllrow 
off the burden at the appearance of the first 
difficulty, naturally every instrument whlch Is 
merely a produ& of the human brain, full Of 
faults and dificulties, Will become unworkable. 
Besides, this Mandate was tested and rePorted 
upon to the Mandates Commission. Thls Ma** 
dates Commission, I venture to submit, con- 
sisted of gentlemen not only of high integritY3 
but also of high wisdom and experience. It 
contained also a distinguished Britisher, for ex- 
ample, a man of the calibre of Lord Lugard, a 
great administrator who made a mark in his 
life in the administration of the African de- 
pendencies of the British Empire, I bave never 
head, and 1 have never seen in the records of 
he Permanent Mandates Commission any state- 
ment to the effect that rhe Mandate is not 
workable. They pointed out the difficulties; they 
point& out the methods of surmounting the 
dificulties, but nobody ever referred to the 
Mandate as unworkable in principle. It bas 
become unworkable since the appearance of the 
White Paper of 1939. 

Perhaps it Will interest you if 1 read to YOU a 
Xetter written by a soldier who was Military 
Administrator in Palestine in the early stages. 
His name is General Louis Bols. He was sup- 
posed to have been not particularly friendly to 
us. 1 do not know on what this reputation is 
based, but his letter speaks for itself. In fact, 
it is a letter to General Allenby, who was his 
Chief and who was then in London. 1 wcis going 
to London and he as$ed me to carry the letter 
to General Allenby. 1 did not know its content 
then but 1 know it now: 

“The country is in need of development 
quickly in order to make the people content. 
At present we are suffering from being forced 
to make the budget balance. The moment the 
Mandate is given we should be ready to pro- 
duce a big loan, part oE which should be sub- 
scribed by inhabitants. 1 want Sir Herbert 
Samuel here for advice on this matter, a& 1 
want a much bigger financial adviser than you 
have been able to send us as yet. With such 
a loan, say 10 to 20 millions, 1 feel certain I 
cari develop the country quickly and make it 
PaY and gradually the population should in- 
crease -from the present 900,000 to two and a 
half million. There is plenty of room for this. 
The Jordan Valley should hold a million instead 
of its crescnt 1,000. But we must have water. 
The northern and eastcrn frontiers must be 
arranged to ensure control of the Litani and the 
Jordan. These matters are of 11o use t. our 
northern and eastern neighbors and they are 
essential to US.” ‘ 

This was the opinion of a so]dier at a time 
when JYestine was more or less a desert. one 
Of the reasons why ‘the Mandate seemed un. 
workable was ht the policy, in the execution 
Of the Mandate, was never a crm one; it was 
always vacillating. WheneVer & habs made 
a fUSS Or a littk pogrom the Mandatory power 

retreated and the Arabs learncd that violence 

Pays. 
I now turn to the problem of the solution. 

But before doing SO 1 should like to quote tw0 
opinions which were held at the time of the 
issnance of the Balfour Declaration by His 
Majesty’s Government. One is expressed in a 
telegram whiclz the British Ambassador in Petro- 
@ad-then petersburg-received from the Foreign 
Office. This telegram reads: 

“Tlle British Government bas issued an offi- 
cial declaration regarding the re-establishment of 
a J&& State in Palestine.” Note the word 
“re-establishment.” 

Then a quotation which cornes from Mr. Lloyd 
George’s history quoting an opinion expressed 
by Mr. Balfour in che Cabinet pI’fZ.ViOUS to the 

publication of the Balfour Declaration: 
“The Balfour Declaration did not necessarily 

involve tlle early establishment of an inde- 
pendent Jewish S tate, which was a matter of 
gradua1 development in accordance with the 
ordinary laws of political WchtiOn.” 

Tlle same opinion was expressed by Mr. 
Churchill before elle Royal COmmiSSiOn. SO, in 
my llumble opinion, there is no doubt that what 
the British Government had in mind was that, 
tllrougll effort and in time, there would evolve 
a Jewi& State in Palestine. At that time Pales- 
tine meant not only Western Palestine, but also 
Palestine and Transjordan. Transjordan ap- 
peared on the hiscorical stage only in 1922 or 

1923. These quotations refer to the years 1917 
and 1918. What is, therefore, the solution of 
the thorny problem which you gentlemen are 
called upon to adumbrate? It may appeau to 
you somewhat daring if I make a tentative 
proposal, but my experience and my contribu- 
tion to the building of Palestine emboldens me 
to speak on the subject. There is no question 
about it that when Palestine was promised, 
when the Declaration was given, when the Man- 
date was written-and 1 should like to say that 
the Mandate was written not only when Mr. 
Balfour was Foreign Secretary, it was completed 
in its present form under Lord Curzon, and I 
am quoting Lord Curzon because Mr. Balfour 
might be considered as biased in favour of the 
policy in which he is the main author. By no 
stretch of the imagination could Lord Curzon 
be accused of any bias in that direction. StiIl, 
at that time by “Palestine” was understood 
“Palestine and Transjordan.” Then Transjordan 
was tut off. As you know, the size of Trans- 
jordan is much g-rester than that of Palestine- 
more than tlree times. It was tut off, SO to 

speak, at a moment’s notice, And here is a sort 

Of irony. First you aniputate Palestine. YOU tut 
ofE a country which is three or four or five 
times the size of Palestine, and tien you turn 
round on poor Zionists and tel1 them, you are 
a small conntry; you cannot bring any popu. 
lation there; you must displace others, and we 
Cannet allow that, and SO on. 1 do net think 
it is cricket. I do not think it is fair play, Either 
You do net tut it off, or if you bave done it 
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you cannot throw it in our face that we are trying 
to bring a population into a small country. In 
fact, what we have been trying to do since that 
time is, by ingenuity and scientific development, 
to increase the size of the country, and as you 
cannot increase it materialIy, or geographically, 
we have tried to increase it in such a way that 
we are trying to make two blades of grass grow 
where one blade has grown before; in fact, to 
make four tomatoes grow where one has been 
growing before, by intensifying-sometimes over- 
intensifying and utilizing every little knot and 
every nook and cranny in Palestine and making 
it produce human sustenance. That has been our 
business since Palestine has been amputated. 
But it has been done, and 1 am not harking 
back to it, and 1 even realize that today in order 
to have peace in this country, stability in the 
Middle East-and the Middle East is impdrtant 
not only for Jews and Arabs, but also for the 
whole of the civilized world-we bave great re- 
sponsibility not to disturb the peace in this 
part of the world. 
, Knowing a11 that, we are %rink 1 am speak- 
ing the mind of a great many Jews, after a great 
deal of hardship, after a great deal of testing, 
after a great deal of evaluating the possibility 
of whac we cari d”ffor a form of partition which 
would satisfy the just demands of both the 
Jews and the Arabs. We realize that we cannot 
have the whole of Palestine. God made a prom- 
ise: Palestine to the Jews. It is up to the Almighty 
to keep His promise in His own time. Our 
business is to do what we cari in a very im- 
Perfect human way. 1 do not like to play on 
the sentiment of the distinguished Indian repre- 
sentative who sits here. 1 should say partition 
is à la mode. It is not only in small Palestine; 
it is in big India. But at least there you have 
something to partition. Here we have ,to do it 
with a microscope. There you’ cari do it with a 
big knifed 

What are the advantages of partition? It has, 
in my opinion, two great advantages. It is final 
and it helps to dispel some of the fears of our 
Arab friends. 1 am not saying that you would 
dispel easily a11 fears. Fear is not a matter of 
logic. It is a matter of emotion, and emotional 
reaction cannot be dispelled by logical per- 
formance. But at any rate we cari do a11 we 
cari in order to help in future to mitigate their 
fear. If it is final the Arabs Will know and the 
Jews Will know that they cannot encroach upon 
each other’s domain. TO us it means something 
else, It means equality of status with our Arab 
neighbours: the most important requisite for 
good relations between us and them. As long 
as they consider us inferior in political status 
they Will not be anxious to make peace with us. 
Therefore, it is a desirable solution, although 
it represents, as I have already pointed out, a 
new and great sacrifice on the‘ part of the 
Jewish people., It cannot be whittled clown, it 
cannot be bargained down, and the part of 
Palestine which would remain after partition 
must be soniething in which Jews couId live 
and into which we could bring ‘a million and a 

half people in a comparatively short time. It 
must not be a place for gravés only, or grave- 
yards, or, as you sometimes see on very full 
trams, “standing room only,” ,Therefore 1 have 
a plea to make to this distinguished Committee. 
1 respectfully pray that you Will corne to a 
decision of this kind, and above a11 see that 
this decision is carried out-and, carried out 
quickly. 

Perhaps at this stage 1 might read to you a 
letter which 1 received only two days ago from 
one of the two survivors of the authors of the 
Balfour Declaration: it is a Ietter from General 
Smuts. He writes as follows: 

“My dear Doctor, 
“ . . . , . . . I cari imagine your anguish in 

a world which was SO, full of hope, and today 
has nothing but despair to show for itself. 

“We cannot undo the past, ‘and cari only try 
to find a better way to the future. As 1 told 
you’ in London last year 1 see now, at this 
sad stage, no escape except by way of Partition, 
I was long for an undivided Palestine, but 
after a11 these failures and missed opportuni- 
ties 1 see no other way out of the present 
impasse. Only yesterday, speaking in our Par- 
liament, 1 expressed myself publicly in favour 
of this solution-if solution it is. Palestine 
never was undivided in the great past, and 
perhaps a fair share of it for Jewry may once 
more be the nucleus of a National Home,and 
a Holy Land. Now that a United Nations 
Organization Commission has been appointed 
to assemble thc facts and search for recom- 
mendations, my expression of opinion, as one 
of the original authors of the Balfour Dec- r 
laration, may carry some weight with the Com- 
mission. At any rate it is something conaete 
and definite, and not another and further 
postponement of a decision which cari brook 
no further delay. 

“It must be a heartbreaking misery for you 
to live amid a11 that sccne of frustration and 
suffering-of lawlessness and counter-lawless- 
ness. You who have laboured SO hard and SO 
long to enter upon the Promise. . . . . . 

“1 blame no one, 1 praise no one. 1 only 
pray that the Great Mercy Will once more 
corne, and wash out evcn the memory of these 
years. . . . . . . 

“Ever your affectionately 
Jan Smuts” 

1 bave almost finished what 1 wanted to say. 
However, before finishing this chapter of the 
solution 1 would like to emphasize once more 
with a11 the strength at my disposa1 that one 
of the foremost prerequisites for the solution 
and for the establishment of an atmosphere in 
which a solution cari be found is to wash out 
the White Paper-to scrap it-to throw it unto 
the heap where it belon@ 1 do not know a 
single document which is responsible for SO 

much trouble and SO much evil as is the White 
Paper . 

One would lbe tempted now to go into de- 
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tails on the side of the partitioned area, if One 
speab of partition. 1 &a11 not burden You 
with details, If 1 am @en the oPPortunity 
of answering questions, I may gO into a httle 
more detail. plie area must be suficiently ade- 
qua t. absorb something in the nature Of a 
million and a half people in addition to the 
present population. That is the size of the Prob- 
lem which is urgent at preseut. It must be an 
area which cari be worked. And, I believe, sPeak- 
ing in general terms, iE YOU Will take a somewhat 
improved PeeI Line (1 understand that a11 Of 
yoLL llave had before you the Peel Report and 
tlle “Line” which the Peel Commission Offered 
as a basis for a Jewish$tate.) I say, advisedlY> a 
somewhat improved Peel Line. This Peel Line 
was net fixed by the Peel Commission. It was 
simply an indication as to how their minds ran. 
They were prepared to discuss improvements, 
alterations, and modifications. If to this Peel 
area is added the area of what is usually called 
the Negeb which 1 think you bave visited and 
which in its greater part is a desert, a desert 
which 1 daresay Will never be worked except 
bY us because for us it is again a struggle of life 
and death to open up this area-then 1 think 
you will have created a part of Palestine which 
may in the future, with God’s help, become a 
land flowing with milk and honey and give 
nourishment and sustenance to a sorely tried 
people-the Jewish people. Further, 1 would 
like to add, in my opinion, that it Will also help 
the future development of the Arab popula- 
tion. 1 may be asked-1 cannot foresee a11 the 
questions-I may be asked: “Will it be trouble- 
some? Will it produce friction and trouble?” 
It would be foolish on my part if 1 were to say, 
“Oh, no, it Will go off quite smoothly.” NOthing 
goes smoothly. And, nothing worth doing is 
done without trouble. But 1 do believe that a 
great many thoughtful Arabs if they feel that 
this project is set into motion with a11 the au- 
thority, dignity and force, (1 do not mean mili- 
tary or physical force: I mean moral force) 
which the United Nations command, I think 
the Arabs Will eventually asquiesce. PrObab]Y 
the Mufti Will not acquesce, and some other ex- 
t*emists on our side may not acquiesce, but I do 
not think that Will present an unsurmountable 
difficulty. Therefore, the prerequisite is to sweep 
awaY the White Paper and give us a chance t. 
bring in a considerable populatiton. I named a 
figure of a million and a half. Give us a chance 
of developing the derelict part of Palestine which 
is today the Negeb .And do it, 1 pray with the 
utmost possible respect, quickly. Do not let it 
drag 0~ DO net Prolong our agony. It has lasted 
long enough and bas caused a great deal of 
bloOd and sorrow on many sides. 

long before the Balfour Declaration was made, 
maY be restored tO its old glory and that we maY 
lnok uOon this episode as something which 
was of a transitory nature. 1 have spoken of our 
Own wor-. I submit with a certain amount of 
Pri&a, but not boastfullY, that, if we are given 
a chance, we cari make our contribution. And 
YOU, gentlemen, and those who bave empowered 
you tO enquire into the facts have it in your 
pOwer tO put the keys of co-operation into our 
hands-co-Operation with the Arabs, co-operation 
with the Other people in this country, and make 
Our contribution to the revival and rejuvenation 
of the East. *God has chosen the small countrics 
as a vesse1 through which he sends bis best 
messages tO the world, and it is perhaps not too 
much tO think that once strife is at an end and 
peace and the work of construction begins, and 
tlle Old wanderer cornes back to bis old inheri- 
tance-perhaps once more a message Of peace 
will corne out Of this country tO a world which 
stands sOrelY in need of SUC~ a message, 

CHAIRMAN: 1 thank you, Dr. Weizmann. Will 
You allOw us now to put some questions to you? 

Mr. WEIZBIANN: Yes. 
&AIRMAN: First, there are some questions 

which were put yesterday to Mr. Ben Gurion 
which 1 should like to put to you. The first set 
of questions conccrns the Balfour Declaration 
and the Mandate. 1s there, in your opinion, in 
those documents anything in express words or 
by implication which indicates any reservation 
in the undertaking? First, 1 refer tO the rights 
and the position of other sections Of the PO~U- 
lation. Will you please answer this question? 

Mr. WEIZMANN: Yes, it is in the Balfour Dec- 
laration. It is not merely implied. It is esplicit 
in the Balfour Declaration that the l3ritish 
Government views with favour the cstablish- 
ment of a National 1-Iome for the Jews and then 
goes on to make the provision that thc rights 
and the position of the other parts Of the pop~lla- 
tion-1 forget the exact wording-will bc saîe- 
guarded. 

CHAIRMAN: Would that, in your opinion, 
under certain circumstances make the Mandate 
unworkable? Do you think that it came to a 
stage where the rights and position of the 
other sections of the population were SO preju- 
diced that it made the Mandate unworkable? 

1 am almost at the end of my, statement. I 
have spoken of Great Britain, of its manage- 
ment of the RIandate, and of the subsequent 
policy of 1939. 1 would like to say! publicly that 
1 bave spoken more in sorrow than in anger, 1 
am still convinced that the norma] and goOd 
relations of Great Britain, ~1~0 bas been con- 
SistentlY a friend of the Jews and even a fSiend 
Of %onism for the past three hundred years, 

Mr. WEIZMANN: I do not think SO, Sir, because 
of the following reason. It may be SO interpretecl 
by people who wish to put into it su& inter- 
pretations, but what has happened is that under 
the dispensation of the Mandate the Arab posi- 
tien, if you speak of the economic, material, and 
mOneta*y position, has not become worse but 

better. To that everyone Will agree. Politicaliy 
the Arabs bave never had a position in IJalestinc. 
TheY had a position in Baghdad, Beirut, and in 
MeCCa- There was the home of the political 
asPirations of the Arabs, not Palestine. 

CHAIRMAN: Would the Mandntory havc the 
obli!S’tiOn to carry out the undertaking in 
the Mandate regardless of the rcsistance it met? 

Mr. WEIZMANN: NO, 1 admit ht you are 
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asking a very intricate question. It is very dif- 
ficult for me to say what the Mandatory would 
think at a given moment. What 1 do think is 
that the Mandatory should bave proceeded with 
firmness and determination from the very be- 
ginning: thcn it would not bave had to use 
force. 1 tried to indicate to you that the Arabs 
were quite friendly when they saw us coming 
into Palestine. The moment they saw the vacil- 
lation, uncertainty, then they began to utilize 
this position and certainly make the position 
of the Mandatory difficult. SO much SO that the 
Manciatory could say, “Look here, gentlemen, 
I am very sorry. 1 did not bargain for this and I 
cannot do it.” My intention, if the Mandatory 
would say that it is SO (and 1 do not say that it 
does say SO) but if it says so now, then it is 
the duty of the Mandatory to produce an al- 
ternative solution, 

CHAIRMAN: Now 1 would like to ask you a 
question with reagrd to the agreement you 
made with,,Emir Feisal. In that document was 
insertecl the condition that the undcrtaking of 
Emir Feisal would be void if the promises given 
to the Arabs were not carried out. Emir Feisal 
and the Arabs have contended chat by later 
events the undertakings were not carried out. 1 
supl-‘osc it referred then to the events which 
took place in Syria; was that not SO? 

Mr. WEIZMANN: Yes, the promises w&e not 
carried out at the time. He was expelled from 
Syria, he had to go to Iraq. What 1 contend now 
is that the Arabs have obtained a11 the inde- 
pcnclentie they had been claiming under Feisal. 

‘CHAIRMAN: 1 should Iike to ask you the ques- 
tion whether Emir Feisal, after he had been 
driven out from Damascus, was entitled to con- 
sider the agreenient made with you as void? 

Mr, WEIZMANN: 1 think he was. 1 think he 
was, and this agreement was never pressed. 

CI-~AIRMAN: I should like to ask you a ques- 
tion, which is perhaps a legal question, and that 
is whether the agreement cari be revived by 
further accomplishment of the condition he had 
put? 

Mr. WEIZMANN: 1 really believe, Sir, that it 
cari be revivcd under new authority, under 
new conditions; since then much has changed. 

CHAIRMAN: 1 havc still another question re- 
garding the solution. You touched upon the pos- 
sibility of a compromise, and in your suggestions 
you referred to partition. 1 should like to ask 
if you have heard of any scheme which is not a 
definite partition, but is a dividing up of the 
country into different parts and keeping it to- 
gether in a kind of federal State: have you heard 
su& a scheme discussed? 

Mr. WEIZMANN: Yes. There *are a11 sorts of 
conditions and conclusions that have been pass- 
ing through one’s head a11 these years, and if I, 
personally, carne to the conclusion that partition 
is the best, 1 did SO by a process of elimination. 
I know that one speaks of a bi-national state; 
of a sort of federal solution; of what is usually 
callecl the Morrison Plan. I do not think that 
they have advantages of partition which is final, 

If the Arabs have more force they Will try to 
rush in and break in that line of demarcation. 
If the Jews have more force, they may do SO. 
Would that be a permanent solution which 
would promote love and peace in the countr 

Mr. WEIZMANN: 1 think it would, eventually. 
I am net SO foolish as to think that if you pro- 
c1aim partition on all these passions to which 
you rcfer Will die out. 1 agree there will be cer- 
tain Jews who Will try to rush in, and certain 
Arabs who Will try to rush in. But, on the 
whole, if you, with the authority of the United 
Nations, proclaim this the solution and make 
this appeal to the Jews and Arabs and say, “gen- 
tlemen, you must not break it: it is a sacred 
covenant,” you will find that on the whole it 
wi1l prevail. I do not want to be a prophet. I 
told some of your colleagues before that it is 
very dificult to be a prophet in Palestine. The 
comp&ion is’too great here. 1 do say that your 
business is to create a maximum of conditions 
under which the eventuality of a violated SO~U- 
tien wi1l be impossible and time Will work its 
way out. Alter all, what has happened in India 
is a1so the end of a long road of suRering, and 
may God grant you that it shouId be the end. 

Sir ABDTJR RAHMAN (India) : 1 hope it is the 
end. 

Mr, WEIZMANN: But no human being cari 
guarantee that it is the end. I read every day 
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definite, and crystallized. Anything that will 
1eave an uncertainty will leave room for pull- 
i% by the two forces. The Jews Will want to 
get something better. The Arabs will want to 
push us out of what we have. ThereIore, 1 be- 
lieve although partition means a sort of SOIO- 

mon’s judgment, it is under the circumstances 
perhaps the better, 

CHAIRMAN: What is, in your opinion, tlze 
main objection to srch a scheme as a ,federal 
state? Do you abject to the vagueness of it, or 
do ~OU believe that it is not possible for Jews 
and Arabs to work together in political matters? 

Mr. WEIZMANN: Yes, 1 think the Jews and 
Arabs would probably work together, but a 
Eederal State would mean again in another form 
a third party. There may be a sort of federaliza- 
tion on a great many points. There are a great 
many interests in common: railways, customs, 
means OE communication. A11 these things really 
lead eventually to econoic co-operation in a 
great many domains. But it would be better to 
be separated politically and leave it to the 
gradua1 processes of evolution to unite econo- 
mically. 

Sir ABDLJR RAHMAN (India) : Dr. Weizmann, 
I may tel1 you India stands for love and peace, 
and when 1 am putting these questions to you 
1 am only putting them with the intention that 
love and peace may be promoted in this country. 
YOU have referred to the unfortunate partition 
in India itself. 1 hope you have read Mr. Gandhi’s 
statement wbich came out this very morning 
in the papers. It is that very thing which 1 
am trying to avoid, if possible, because I fear it 
may lead to further friction. A line oQ partition, 
a line of demarcation, is l not a permanent thing. 



bat somebody is killed here or there. Of course9 
it is but a drap in the ocean in India. But for 
us a drap of blood goes a long waY. Ic takes 
time, Give US time, Give us benevolence. Glve 
us the possibility of turning around and of mak* 
ing friends in the surrounding Arab countrlesj 
and I think in time it Will be a11 right. NobodY 
could guarantee that it is enough to proclam a 
solution and that it Will go right on without 
any trouble. 

Sir ADOUR RAHMAN (India) : ir. Weizmann, 
I am very sorry to see that even the Jews bave 
started certain rules of discrimination whjch 
bave probahly led to this trouble which exlsts 
now. I need not go into the details with you. 
You know them, and 1 know them. 

Mr. WEIZMANN: Perhaps you Will specify? 
Sir Annva ~~HMAN (India) : Take for in- 

stance t,Ix Zionist congress in regard to non- 
Jewish. labour, and things of that kind. They 
ranconr. They produce a kind of hatred. It 
may bave been very good for a community, 
but from the point of view of country it was 
probably a very unwise thing to do. 1 .refer t0 
things like that which create dissenwon and 
hatred in the minds of people. That kind of 
discrimination of which Mr. Ben Gurion has 
been complaining has really corne from your side 
of this country. 

Mr. WEIZMANN: Well, 1 know to what you 
refer, and 1 would like to answer it iti the follow- 
ing way. There are three sectors in this country. 
There is an Arab sector, there is a Jewish sector 
and in between stands the British sector. They 
are a11 employers of labour. Now, in the Jewish 
sector we employ a great many Arabs. In the 
Arab sector no Jew is being employed. In the 
British sector there is considerable employment 

of Jews, but perhaps not as much as we think 
We are entitled to. Now, what ‘are we doing? 
We corne into this country and try to bring in 
mm. WC! are told you cari bring in “A”’ and 
9” only if YOU find work for them. In order 
to find work for them, empIoyment for tl~em, 
We m*st spend some money on development. 
This money is collected from the pennies mostly 
of poor Jews. NOW it is different. But ten years 
aP the Poor Jews gave the money. The rich 
Jews thought it was better to give money for 
a hospital in Berlin, or for a dental school in 
Berlin, ad. not for something in Palestine, 
Therefore the obvious contention is t. say that *. . 

history, that for once we have a chance not to 
discriminate against Arabs. After all, we do 
employ masses of Arabs. If YOU would corne to 
the place where 1 live, you would see it, or if you 
would go to Palestine Potash. 

Sir ABDUR RAHMAN (India) : Palestine Potash 
and Kadimah are the only tw? things that 1 
know employ Arabs. 

Sir ABDUR RAHMAN (Xndia) : The Zionist Po- 
litical Committee? 

Mr. WEIZMANN: There was a Zionist group 
which helped. We a11 co-operated. Of course+1 

a11 the money which is given for the emp!oyment 
of the Jews and for the bringing in of the Jews 
should be employed by Jews. I submit to you 

that once the Arabs begin to employ Jews, the 
Jewish rule too Will be relaxed. 1 cannot promise 

a11 the drafts were considerëd by them.-*/* 

it for a11 the others, but if 1 were in command, 
Sir ABDUR RAEIMAN (India) : Haye YOU, bY 

1 would try to do it. 
any chance, those drafts printed in Jefi;=’ 

Sir ABDUR RAHMAN (India) : 1 know you 
would. Mr. WEIZMANN: No. 1 bave seen JellX-“bock 

Mr. WEIZMANN: 1 realize thera is a great deal 
but my eyes are sufficiently weak SO as net to 

in what you say. But you ought to realize, and 
read a11 of Jeffries. 1 have read some of it: 

at the same tirne, that we have been SO much Sir ABDUR ROMAN (India) : 1 just wanted tQ 
discriminated against, SO often throughout our know if you had seen them. 

1 J. M. N. Jeffries: Palestine the Reality (1989). 
Mr. WEIZMANN: 1 know exactly what 

want to know. 
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Mr. WEIZMANN: Corne to the orange belt. 
Sir ABDUR RAHMAN (India) : There are very 

few institutions, two or three at the most. 
Mr. WEIZMANN: But they employ masses of 

Arabs. You cannot point to a single institution 
which employs Jews among the Arabs, except 
possibly a doctor. When an Arab is very, very 
sick and he must be operated on, and he can- 
net be operated on by any doctor, but a Jew, 
he will try to get a Jew, Then he is @ad, for 
the operation is usually successful. 

Sir ABDUR RAWMAN (India) : 1 am very sorry 
to trouble you. 

Mr. WEIZMANN: No, you do not trouble me, 
I am h&e for ehat. I would only like to tel1 you, 
Sir, with a11 respect, that it is much easier to ask 
questions than to give answers. But I am doing 
my best. 

Sir ABDUR RAHMAN (India) : 1 know. Unfor- 
tunately, 1 have been asking questions ,a11 my 
life and getting the answers. 

Mr. WEIZMANN: 1 am doing my best. 

c 

Sir ABDIJR RAHMAN (India) : Weil, in any case, 
since you were really responsible, or at least one 
of the gentlemen who was responsible for the 
Balfour Declaration, 1 could get better informa- 
tion from you than from anyone else just now. 
A number of drafts of these declarations came 
into existence before this one came out, is 
that correct? 

Mr. WEIZMANN: Yes. 

Sir ABDUR RAHMAN (India) : And some of 
them were considered by the Zionist Congres$ 

Mr. WEIZMANN: 1 would like to correct you, 
sir. 

Sir ABDUR RAHMAN (Inclia) : By its Political 
Commit tee? 

Mr. WEIZMANN: There was no Congress at 
that time. 



j Sir ABDUR RAHMAN (India) : Are those drafts, 
as printed thtere, more or less correctlly printed? 
That is a11 1 was trying to find out. 

Mr. WEIZMANN: 1 know that there is one draft. 
I do not know whether it is printed in Jeffries. 
There was one draft which was submitted to 
MT. Ralfour and to Lloyd George, which said 
chat His Majesty’s Government favonrs the es- 
tablishment of Palestine as a Jewish National 

Home. 1s that a11 you want to know? 

Sir ABDUR RAHMAN (India) : That is a11 I 
wanted to know. 

1918 that “We do not aspire to found a Zionist 
State, What we want is a country in which a11 
nations and a11 creeds shall have equal rights 
and equal toIerance.** 

&h-. TkIZMANN: 1 may have said that; I do 
net know. 1 bave forgotten it. YOU must never 
quote a public man’s speeches which have been 
made twenty-five years ago, because in those 
twenty-five years a great deal has changed. 

Mr. WEIZMANN: There was not mn& of this 
qualifying sentence to which you refer. But if 
you want me to complete the history, 1 w  
SO, if 1 may trouble you for a moment. 
draft was given in by me. 1 brought it t 
Balfour. He initialled it. In fa&, somewhere 
among my archives, which 1 had sent to Canada 
during the war, there is still this original draft 
which was given to Lloyd G 
it, and here the matter ende 
London at that time. Then 
peared a letter in the “The Times” signed by 
twelve what you would cal1 important Jews. 
They were important mostly to non-Jews: they. 
were not SO terribly important to us. But” they 
were important by weight of their position in 
the non-Jewish world, by the weight of the$r 
bank account and various other qualities. They 
published, as you probably know, the famous 
letter in “The Times,” disassociating themselves 
from a11 Zionist activity, saying that it would 
harm Jews-meaning it would harm them. The 
Government was perplexed. The British GOV- 

ernment did not want to perform an act: against 
the Will of the Jews. At that time, it had not 
iested the weight and the value of these particu- 
lar interests. 1 have nothing against them per- 
sonally, but 1 think their public performance 
was at that time too highly assessed by the British 
Gavernment. Of course, they were people who 
had a very high social standing and occupied a 
high poSition in the British world. They wer 
the British Government’s Jews; they were n 
my Jews. 

Sir ABDUR RAEIMAN (India) : 1 only quote 
them because you bave quored what happened 
tWeIIty-fivk years ago. It is only relevant in that 
connexion. 

Mr. WXIZMANN: That is quite right. We did 
not want to speak of a State then. We spoke of 
a National Home. But the characteristic of the 
thing, whether it is a National Home or whether 
it is a State, remains the same. We think that 
in the Jewish State a11 peoples Will Iive in amity, 
and freedom. 

Sir ABDIJR RAHMAN (India) : Was Palestine 
included in the Feisal agreement? 

Mr. WEIZMANN: No, definitely not. 
Sir ABDUIL RAHMAN (India) : SO, the immigra- 

tion in Palestine was inclucled but the liberty 7 
of people living in Palestine was not inclucled? 

Mr. WEIZMANN: 1 do not quite get it. It was 
not included in the sense that it was net con- 
sidered by Feisal as an Arab country, as a 
country on which he had a claim. 

Sir ABDTJR RAIIMAN (India) : He had no daim 
at that time to any country. 

Mr. WEIZMANN: Oh, yes. He laid claim to 
Arab countries. He was ready to exclude Pales- 
tine from that claim, 

Sir ABDUR RAWMAN (India) : But there is no 
mention of the exclusion of Palestine in the 
agreement? 

Mr. WEIZMANN: No, but if he allowed immi- 
gration into Palestine- that we shoulcl conduct 
it and we should support it and develop it- 
it means that re lays no claim to Palestine as 
an Arab country. 

Sir ABDU~ RAHMAN (India) : One of 
was Mr. Montague. 

Mr. WEIZMANN: No, Mr. Montagne was net 
sitting there. Mr. Montagne was inside the 
fortress, He was a Cabinet Minister. and he had 
every opportunity to sabo he Balfour Dec- 
laration, and he did his b , as you realize, 
the fight was not a very e one. On the one 
side, these Jewish grand dukes, SO to speak, with 
a11 their weight in London; on the other side, 
1. represented the poor Jews. We were submergd 
we were not vocal: those who left the ghettos of 
Poland and Russia could not spak English, even 
if you tried to make them. It was a very unequal 
fight. And it spe+ enormously for the intuition 
of Great Brit * that they have chosen my Jews 
and not the 1 am trying to put it very 
bluntly. 

Sir ABDUR RAIIMAN (India) : You were re- 
ported to have said in “The Times” ‘of 1 March 

Sir ABDTJR RAISMAN (India) : That is ail. 
Mr. GAR& GRANAXX (Guatemala) : I should 

like to go back to the question of the solutiou. 

I think in one of your answers you did net stress 
enough the only advantage that partition might 
have, and that would be independence right 
away. This is the only advantage, as srated be- 
fore. But nevertheless, 1 think you disposed a 
.bit lightly of the question of a federal State. I 
sec a few advantages in federal States. The first 
one would be a way of disposing of minorities. 

Then, that the economic integrity of the country 
would be kept intact. Furthermore, yOU are 

aware &at’ a certain part of the Jewish POPula- 

tien oppose partition. Some of them, because 
they want more, others because they believe 
that there is a possibility of collaboration with 
the Arabs. New, 1 should like to refer t0 your 
answer given before to the Chairman, and I 
should like to have. you make more Ckar the 
real disadvantages of a federal State that might 
be created, that would be governed by a council 
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appointed by the United Nations and parts of 
it appointed by the proper States, with each 
State to legislate for itself and, of course, trying 
to give to the Jewish people a11 the territories 
that now are not populated or are under-popu- 
lated. 1 should like you to give consideration to 
this question and to give me an answer. 

Mr. WEIZMANN: Would you mind, sir, if I 
defer my answer for a few heurs. 1 am prepared 
to corne again and give an answer. 1 am net pre- 
pared to answer on the spot. 

Mr. GAR~~A GRANADOS (Guatemala) : Very 
well. 

Mr. WEIZMANN: 1 thank you very much for 
the question. It will open certain horizons for 
me. 

Mr. BLOM (Netherlands) : 1 have just one 
question. 1 would like to know whether Dr. 
Weizmann remembers at what time he heard 
for the first time of the Hogarth Message. 

tion, which is not a government yet. But WC 
have seen that divergence many a time. What 1 
do know is this: whatever Hogarth’s message 
was, if it did contain any contradiction, we were 
informed about it. We were given a Declaration 
and told that it was for us to make good. WC 
were told to proceed with the Mandate. The 
Mandate laid down, as you know, a11 the ways 
and means of putting into effect this Declaration. 
We took it a la lettre. On the strength of that, 
on what we were told repeatedly, we sunk CILU+ 
money, our energy, our men into this country, 
and we made out of this country what it is. 
Whether, ab initia, through Professor Hogarth’s 
message, there was some contr&diction, I do not 
know. That applies equally to a11 the contra” 
dictions in McMahon’s letter, which you no 
doubt know. 

Mr. WEI%MANN: 1 met Professor Hogarth in 
Palestine when 1 first came in 1918. 1 came out 
first to Egypt and then to Palestine. 1 met Pro- 
fessor Hogarth there and 1 had the opportunity 
of discussing this whole policy with him. 1 
knew that Rogarth had a mission with the 
Arabs, but 1 did not know what it was. 1 was 
not told what it was. 

Mr. RLOM (Netherlands) : You heard what 
this mission was. You heard it also when these 
letters were published in 1939, I think, for the 
first time? 

Mr. WEIZMANN: I’ read about Hogarth only 
when it was published, but 1 did not know at 
the time what lie was about in Palestine. 

Mr. BLOM (Netherlands) : That was in 1939, 
YOU think, that bis letters were published for 
the first timei 

Mr. WEIZMANN: 1 read thcm only when they 
were publishecl, although 1 had met Hogarth 
long before. 1 did not know what his activities 
wcre. 1 knew he was working among the Arabs. 
1 do nott know thar he was particularly en- 
chanted with the Balfour Declaration policy. 1 
cannot say that. He was rather reserved about it. 

Mr. FABREGAT (Uruguay) : I have one ques- 
tion, Have you read’ a letter from Marshal 
Smuts? Do you think that the opinion of. Mar- 
shal Smuts on the whole question of. Palestine 
and the Balfour Declaration is included in thc 
letter you have just read? 

Mr. WEIZMANN: 1 think it represents the 
opinion of Field Marshal Smuts. 

Mr. BLOM: (Netherlands) : There are other 
opinions in Marshall Smuts’ ‘letter on the bis- 
torical aspects of the Balfour Declaration , 

Mr. WEIZMANN: Yes. Weil, 1 know SOIIIC- 
thing. I used to meet Marshal Smuts quite 
often. Marshal Smuts identified himself with 
the Balîour Declaration and with the meaning 
of thc Balfour Declaration, as Mr. Balfktour 

gave expression to it. Marshal Smuts thought 
that it woulcl eventually lead to a Jewish S~ale 
in the whole of Palestine. And as you see now, 
he considers the partition as what the Frenclr 
cal a pis-u.lZer, as the least of the evils. 

Mr. BLOM (Netherlands) : Thank you, Dr. 
Weizmann, 

Mr. BLOM (Netherlancls) : What I would like 
to know, Mr. Chairman, is whether Dr. Weiz- 
mann, when he saw these Hogarth letters printed 
for the first time, whether he thought they were 
in, contradiction to the Balfour Declaration. 

CHAIRMAN: Are there any other questions? 
(NO response.) 
CHAIRMAN: Then 1 thank you, once ITMFK:, 

Dr. Weizmann. 1 hope we bave not tired yotl. 
Mr. WEIZMANN: Thank you, Mr. Chairman, 

and thank you gentlemen. You have been very 
kind and very’ generous to me. 

(Dr. W~iznzann ihen withdrew /yoni the tab1r.j 

Mr. WEIZMANN: Weil, 1 cannot answer for 
the contradictory messages which the British 
Government sent to various people during the 
war. Perhaps th&e is an eIement of contradic- 
tion. 1 do not know. It is not a contradiction 
which we have introduced. 1 am grateful that 
you are giving me the opportunity of making 
this statement in response to your question. I 
do not want to evade this question: 1 cannot 
answer it. It is not within my province. It is 
quite possible that, there have been cases, not 
only in the British Government but in many 
other governments, Particularly during the war, 
where one department does’ not know what 
another department is doing. It has happened 
before. It happens even in the Zionist Organiza- 

Continuation of hearing of representatives 

of the Jewish Agency. 

CHAIRMAN: We Will now go on with the Lhirrl 
point on the agenda: the hearing of the Jewi& 
Agency. We Will continue thc questioning of 
Mr. Ben Gurion and Mr. Shertok by Sir r’ibdur 
Rahman. 

Sir ABDUR RAHMAN (India) : Mr. Ben Gurioli, 
do YQU wish to make any comments on tllc frtl. 
lowing declarations or statcments on behalf tri 
the 13ritish Government: 1. General Allenl~y’s 
declaration, soon after the Turks were &rcntcxi, 
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to the effect that he “reminded the Emir Feisal 
that the Allies were in honour bound to en- 
deavour to reach a settlement in accordance 
with the wishes of the peoples concerned and 
urged him to place his trust wholeheartedly in 
their good faith”; 2. Commander Hogarth’s 
statement to King Hussein in January 1918 to 
the effect that the British Goyernment were de- 
terrnined that insofar as it was compatible with 
the freedom oc the existing population, both 
economic and political, no obstacle should he 
put in the way of the return of the Jews to 

Palestine; 3. Bassett’s letter dated 9 February 

19 18, to, King EIussein, to the effect that His 
Majesty’s Government has hitherto made it their 
policy to ensure the Arab’s liberation and it 
remained the policy that they are determined 
unflinchngly to pursue by protecting such Arabs 
as already are liberated from a11 dangers and 
perils, and by assisting those who are still under 
the yoke of the tyrants to obtain their freedom; 
4. the Anglo-French Declaration made on 7 
November 1918 to the effect that the goal envis- 
aged by France and Great Britain in prosecuting 
in the East the war was to secure the complete 
and final libcration of the people who have for 
SO long been oppressed by the Turks and the 
setting up of national governments and ad- 
ministrations which shoulb derive authority 
from the free exercise of the initiative and 
choice of the indigenous populations, and to 
further and assist in the setting up of indigenous 
Governments and administrations in Syria (from 
thc Taurus range to the Egyptian frontier and 
Mesopotamia) which had already been liberated 
by the Allies, as well as in those territories which 
they wcre endeavouring to liberate, and to recog- 
nize them as soon as they were actually set up? 

Mr. BEN GURION: No, sir. 

tors to arrange for a terrorist campaign against 
Jews. This was one of the causes, 

Sir ABDUR RAHMAN (India) : When was this? 

Mr. BEN GURION: 1936, 1937, 1938, ancl 1939. 
Sir ABDUR RAIIMAN (India) : There were no 

riots before 1936? 

Sir ARDUR RAHMAN (India) : Do you know 
anything about the Haycraft Commission which 
had been appointed to inquire into the Pales- 
tine disturbances of 19211 

Mr. BEN GUR~ON: Yes, sir. 
Sir AISDUR RAEIIMAN (India) : Have you read 

their recommendations? 
Mr, BEN GURION: I believe 1 read them at 

the time. 

Mr. BEN GURION: Thcre were. 

Sir ABDUR RAHMAN (India) : What werc they 
due to? What was the cause of them? , 

Mr. BEN GURKON: There wcre many causes. 
This was one of the causes, One cause, for in- 
stance, was that in 1929 thcre was a îalse ac 
cusation made against us by some people that 
we attacked thé Mosque of ‘Omar, which was 
just as truthful as the accusation made against 
the Jews that they arc drinking the blood of 
Christian children for ritual purposes. That was 
a very serious cause of disturbances in Damascus 
in 1940, where many Jews were murdered by 
the population for such an accusation. An ac- 
cusation of that kind was made in 1929. This 
was the cause of serious riots when the entire 
Jewish community of Hebron, whcre there had 
been no immigration, was exterminated. 

Sir ABDUR RAHMAN (India) : Was the extent 
of immigration between 1931-1939 in Palestine 
to the extent of 218,000 while, in thc whole 
of the United States of America, Brazil, Aus- 
tralia and the Argentine, an area two hundred 
times larger than Palestine, the immigration 
was only to the extent of 207,000? 

Mr. BEN GURXON: Those are facts, yes. 
Sir ABDUR RAHMAN (India) : What do you 

know about the Jewish State of Birobidjan? 

Mr. BEN GURION: 1 have heard about it. 
Sir ABDIJR RAHMAN (India) : As a foreign 

State? 
Mr. BEN C~RI~N: 1 think it is an autonomy, 

but I really cannot give exact details. 
Sir ABDIJR RAHMAN (India) : Have YOU had no 

chance to see this before? 

Sir ABDIJR RAI-IMAN (India) : Did the .+bs 
ever raise any objections to the Jews vlsItl?g 
Palestine or even to moderate immigration arls- 
ing out of religious zeal before i1917? 

Mr. BEN GURION: Before that they had noth- 
ing to say in Palestine. It was the Turks. 

Sir ABDTJR RAEIMAN (India} : Was Jewish im- 
migration the cause of Arab riots and bloodshed 
in Palestine? 

Mr. BEN GTJRI~N: 1 think there- are a number 
of things which you have seen and which I 
havc net. No, 1 have not seen this. 

Sir AKWR RAI-IMAN (India) : I am placing it 
hefpre $XL SO you do not know whether it con- 
tains about thirty thousand square miles or On$’ 
about one hundred. thousand JeWS? 

&Jr, BEN GURION: 1 know that SOViet,I~ussia 

is such a vast country that it may contain such 
a large area as you say, but really, I cannot tel1 

you. 
Sir ABD~R RAHMAN (India) : Do you know if 

it is really a Stdte? 

Mr. BEN GURION: There was Jewish immigra- 

tion, and there werc riots. Maybe one was the 
cause of the other. It is a fact that tkre were 

both. Maybe there were other Causes. 
Sir ABD~R RAHMAN (India) : Could you give 

me any other cause? 

Mr. BEN GURION: No, as far as 1 know it is 
net. It is an autonomy, and it is loyal to tl;at 
autonomous condition. There is only a Jewlsh 
minority, as far as I know, but I do not know. 
I am net an expert on it, and 1 do not know 
why I must givc this information. 

Mr. BEN GURION: Yes, a very serious cause was 
the Axis powers ~110 sent money and instruc- 

Sir AHDUR RAHMAN (India) : 1 just wanted to 
know whether the officia1 language of that place 
is Yiddish. 
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&fr. BEN GUR~ON: SO lar as 1 know it is net- 
1 think this is tlle only place in the world wbere 
tlle officia1 language is Jewisll. 

Sir ABDUI< RAHMAN (India) : Palestine is sacred 
tO Cllristians, it is sacred to Moslems; therefore 
would you permit a11 tbe Moslems and a11 the 
Christians to corne and settle down in Palestine 
on the same basis on which you Want to Settle 
clown in Palestine? 

Mr. BEN GURION: There is a difference. of 
course it is sacred to Christians. YOU ‘are a Mos- 
Iem and you say it is sacred to Moslems. I take 
your word for it. 

Sir ABDIJR RAHMAN (India) : YOU do net know 
about it? 

&Ir, BEN GURION: Your authority iS Sufficient 
for that purpose. But Jcws are coming to Pales- 
tine because it is our country, it has been our 
Iromeland for 3,500 years. In addition to that 
it is sacred to them bccause it is the centre of 
tbeir religion. 1 know that Rome is sacred to 
Christians, and no Christian Will ask the right 
to poses Rome. There is nothing lrke that 
here. We are here on the basis of the i‘act that 
it is the country of our people; we were dis- 
possessed by force and we did not give it up. We 
are coming back to our home, 

Sir ABDUR KAHMAN (India) : 1 Will corne to 
that part a little later. 1 just wanted to know 
because you know that the Moslems used to turn 
to the holy area of Masjid Aqsa as their Kaaba 
until the Prophet ordered faces to be turned 
towards Mecca at tbe time of prayer. 

Mr. BEN GURION: 1 am really afraid to con- 
tradict you, but the history which 1 know re- 
garding Moslems is that at tbe beginning the 
Prophet of the Moslems called them to turn 
to Jerusalem and there were other things which 
he nccepted in Jerusalem, but later on, when 
tbe Jews were living in Arabia, they refused to 
accept it, and many of them, especially JewS of 
the Medina died for it, because they refused to 
accept him as a prophet. He told his people to 
turn to Mecca, but SO far as 1 know it bas 
nothing to do with the reconstruction of Mecca. 

Sir AUDUR RAHMAN (India): That WaS the 
Katiba in Mecca. . . 

Mr. BEN GURION: This is a discussion which 
does net concern me as it is a religious matter. 

Sir AsDUR RAHMAN (India) : 1 just wanted t. 
know. How many synagogues were there in 
Palestine before 1939) 

k-- BEN GURION: 1 have not the infqrmation. 
CHAIRMAN: 1 repeat my request to the public 

to keep silent. 
Sir AB~xJR RAHMAN (India) : Did the Presi. 

dent of the Tenth Zionist Congress, held in 
June 1931, make the following speech: “Cnly 
those suffering from gross ignorance or actuated 
by malice, could accuse us of the desire of es- 
tablishing an independent Jewish kingdom, The 
people wllo allege this seem, SO far as they are 
llonest, t0 CoIlfUSe Zionism with the Messianic 
belief. Our boundless love for Palestine owed 
its origin ah0 to thiS belief, but it has never oc- 

curred tO L1s modem practical Zionists to in- 
troduce Messianic tendencies int0 our move- 
ment.” 

Mr. BEN GURION: Weil, the President was here 
just now. I tbink you should, bave referred to 
lrim this question. 

Sir ABD~R RAHMA~V (India): NO, 1 did not 
know that Dr. Weizmann was actually presiding 
at that congress. 

Mr. BEN &JRION: He was not tlie President of 
tllat congress. SO far as 1 know, no such state- 
ment was made by the President who presided at 
the time. 

Sir &DUR RAHMAN (India) : Was it macle by 
anyone else? 

Mr. BEN GTJR~ON: 1 do not know. YOU asked 
me if tbe President made such a statement. AS 
far as I remember, the President at that congress 
made no such statement. 

. 

Sir ABDUR RAHMAN (India) : You cannot say 
whether anyone else made that statement? 1 
am just trying to be clear in my mind about 
tbe question, but it may bave been someone 
else. 

Mr. BEN GURION: Al1 kinds of persons made 
a11 kinds of statements, nnd I really cannot be 
requested to remember everyone of them. 

Sir Annun RAI-IMAN (India) : Apart from ‘the 
Zionist’s attempts, have any other Jews made 
attempts to gain political sovereignty in Pales- 
tine? Have any other persons made any attempt 
to create a sovereign State in Palestine? 

Mr. BEN GLIRION: Yes, Jews throughout history 
-before the Crusades, dnring the Crusades- 
a11 the Jcws were exterminated in Palestine. 
After that, in the time of the Turks, they made 
these attempts by going back to Palestine and 
trying to build it up, because they believed that 
by building up they were re-establishing, as 
they called it in their language, a Jewish king- 
dom. We do not now use the word kingdom, 
but what they meant was a State. There was a 
time when a kind of chapter was written by one 
of the Turkish soldiers, a bigh officia1 in Tur- 
key, on thc movement to build a part of Palestine 
as a Jewish province. 

Sir ABDUR RAHMRN (Inclia) : How far is the 
southernmost Jewish colony in the Negev from 
the Egyptian frontier? 

Nr. BEN GURION: 1 imagine it is some ten 
kilometres. I cannot give you the exact figure. 
I do net know, althougb I bave travelled there. 
Perhaps twenty kilometres. 

Sir ABnua RAHMAN (India)‘: And are there 
any Jewish. colonies near the Syrian frontier? 

Mr. BEN GURION: Yes, there are. 
Sir ABD~R RAHMAN (India) : How many and 

how far? Just give me tlle figures. 
Mr. BEN GWON: There are many Jews on tbe 

f’rontier- ‘l3-me is one colony outside the frontier 
Of Lebanon. There is a colony where the frontier 
is in the middle OE the colony. 

Sir AnDuR RAHMAN (Tndia) : Was any pi&et- 
ing Ordinance passed legalizing picketing by the 
Jews of Arab labour in 1940 or thereabouts? 
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Mr. BEN GURION: No. there was picketing at 
many times, and there was a time when 1 had 
the privilege of taking part in it. Then Jews 
were excluded from work in Jewish colonies. 

Sir ABDUR RAHMAN ‘(India) : Was the picket- 
ing ordiance passed? 

Sir A~JR RAHMAN (India) : AII of thc]n havc 
died out? 

Mr. BEN GURION: Yes, the picketing ordinance 
was passed. 

Sir ABDTJR RAHMAN (India) : Was it sometime 
in 1940 or thereabouts? 

Mr. BEN GURION: Yes, a11 of them. 
Sir ABD~R RAHMAN (India) : Al1 of them and 

their descendants bave died out? 
Mr. BEN GURION: Yes, they disappeared. 
Sir ABDUR RAHMAN (India) : And the fe]]a- 

heen who exist in Palestine today, are they de- 
scendants? 

Mr. BEN GIJRION: No, before that. TO what 
ordinance do you refer? 

Sir A~DUR RAHMAN (India) : The picketing 
ordinance. 

Mr. BEN GLXION: No, not picketing, not in 
1940. It was long before that. 

Sir &DUR RAHMAN (India) : 1s it possible for 
you to imagine that any country in the world- 
Canada, Australia, the United States of America, 
South Africa or England-will permit Jewish 
immigration in unlimited numbers if they are 
exposed to the risk of being outnumbered? 

Mr. BEN GURION: 1 do not feel any need to 
imagine such a thing. If you mean to ask why 
we want to corne to Palestine, 1 bave told you 
it is because we are coming back to our country. 
But 1 do not know why you want me to imagine 
such a thing could happen except in our country. 
Of course we do not imagine, we could not 
imagine, such a thing. On the contrary, 1 told 
you in my opening speech that we were offered 
space in another country, in Africa: we refused 
it on that account, because we did not consider 
it our country. 

Mr. BEN GURION: 1 do not think so. 
Sir ABDUR RAHMAN (India) : DO YOU know 

that Abraham had two wives-at least, two wives 
with whom we are concerned-Hagar and Sarah, 
Sarah was the first and Hagar was the second. 
Ishmael was the son oE H.agar; Isaac was tlle 
son of Sarah. 1s that correct? 

Mr. BEN GURION: Yes. 
Sir ABDUR RAHMAN (India) : New it was tire- 

dicted in the Bible-when 1 refcr to the Bible 
1 mean the Old Testament, 1 do not refer to 
the New Testament at ail-it was predicted in 
the OId Testament that twelve tribes would 
spring from Israel. 

Mr. BEN GURION: No, it .is not true. 
CHAXRMAN: Sir Abdur, Will you please direct 

your questions this way? 
Mr. BEN GU~ION: It is said in the Bible, with 

regard to these two children that to “Isaac and 
the seed of Isaac 1 will give this land.” 

Sir &DUR RAHMAN (India) : When did the 
Jets leaves Palestine? 

Sir A~DUR RAHMAN (India) : Do you imagine 
the friendship between the Jews and the Arabs 
Will. increasc if unlimited immigration is per- 
mitted in Palestine? 

Mr. BEN GUNON: They never left it. 
Sir ABDUR RAAMAN (India) : They have al- 

ways been here? 
Mr. BEN GURION: Yes, except in the period of 

the Crusades, when a11 Jews were entirely ex- 
terminated. 

Mr, BEN GURION: 1 imagine that when the 
Jews are re-established as an independent na- 
tion they Will establish good relations ,between 
themselves and their neighbours. Without it, 
110. There will be trouble with the Arabs who 
think they could do with / the Jews what the 
IZuropeans did with them. 

Sir ABDUR RAHMAN (India) : Have the rela- 
tions between Arabs and Jews been very strained 
since the Mandate? 

Sir ABDUR RAHMAN (India) : When was that? 
Mr. BEN GURION: You know it was the 10, 11 

and 12 centuries. 

Mr. BEN GTJRION: As 1 said, relations between 
individual Jews and individual Arabs were 
often very good in Turkish times, and they are 
very good no;, but political relations between 
Arab communities and Jewish communities are 
not SO good, and this is because they have been 
brought into opposition. 

Sir ABDUR RANMAN (India) : Who was in 
possession and occupation of Palestine as it is 
known today before the Israelites? 

Mr. BEN GURION: There were a large number 
of people who came here; there are many names. 

CHAIRMAN: Before whom? 
Sir AB~UR RAHMAN (India) : Before the 1s. 

raelites. 

Sir ABDWR RAIIMAN (India) : How many Jews 
-did Titus deal very cruelly with the Jews? 

Mr. BEN GURION: You cari rely on the histori- 
cal documents which are there. 1 mean that he 
was cruel. He destroyed the Temple, expelled 
their leaders, put b them to death in cireuses in 
Rome, sold them as slaves. 

Sir ABDUR RAHMAN (India) : And that also 
was first Century A. D.? 

Mr. BEN, GURI~N: Yes, but he did not expel 
a11 the Jews-130 years after that the Jews made 
ws on tlx Romans, ancl 600,000 Jews, according 
t. the Apostles, were killed by the Roman le- 
gions. 

Mr. BEN C;~RI~N: The names are supplied in 
our Bible. 

Sir ABDUR RAH~.~AN (India) : When WaS th$? 

vr. BEN ,GURION: That was 130 A. D. 
Sir ABDUR RA~AN (India) : Coming now to 

more mandane matters, cari you give me aq ides 
as t. how much of the budget is being spent- 
1 do not want the actual figure, if yOU Will onlY 
refer me to the Administration Report-I onlY 
wanted to bave an idea from you how much in 
proportion to tlle whole income was bcing vent 
on public security? 
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Mr. BEN GURION: 1 will refer you to the Re- 
port, and I refer you to OLU witnesses, Mr. Horo- 
witz and Mr. Bernstein. 

CHAIRMAN: We will reserve questions on the 
economic matters for the hearing of Mr. Horo- 
witz and Mr. Berstein. 

Sir ABWJR RAHMAN (India) : Now one thing 
more. 1 am giving you a list of the Arab villages 
which 1 am told were wiped out, arid 1 ask YOU 

whether this is correct or not: Shatta, Afuleh, 
Jeidab, Tab’oon, Jinjar, Mejdel, Jisr al-Majme, 
Tel Adas, Jallood, Sasafeh, Tel Esh-Shamaam, 
Al-Hartiya, Sheikh Breik, Hrief, Defna> Khan 
ed-Duer, Madekhel, Khayyan al-Walid, Coîarta, 
Jadra, Kirdana, etc. Have tbese Arab villages 
been erased? Do they exist now as Arab villages? 

Mr. BEN GURION: 1 am grateful to those who 
gave you this material, that you gave us the OP- 
portunity to speak about that. I want, not only 
yourself, but the whole Committee to know 
about it. One of our witnesses Will tel1 you the 
whole story of it, and not merely in a way of 
“yes or no” as you require. 

Sir ABDUR RAHMAN (India) : You give me the 
information later on. 

Mr. BEN GURION: You Will get the inforrna- 
tion later on, and I am very grateful that you 
raised the question. 

Sir ABDIJR RAHMAN (hclia) : As statements 
werc made by Jews that no Arabs had been dis- 
placed and by Arabs to the contrary, 1 wantecl to 
verify it and to verify this. 

Mr. BEN GURION: It is your job to do that. 
CHAIRMAN: Will you please go on. 
Sir ABDIJR RAHMAN (India) : Now is it correct 

that, in spite of the restrictive measures, the 
Jews have been actually acquiring lands from 
the Arabs? 

Mr. BEN GURION: <es, in a restrictive way. It 
is corect, for the last few years since 1939. 

Sir ABDUR RAHMAN (India) : Will you kindly 
give me a11 the figures on the division of lands 
acquired in breach of the regulations? 

Mr. BEN GCJRION: 1 am sorry, we could not 
discuss them. It was net in breach of the regu- 
lations. It was in accordance with these regu- 
Iations. You Will get a11 these figures for a11 
these years from 1939 until the present moment. 
It is a pity these regulations could not have been 
dropped; it was in accordance with the regu- 
lations. 

CIIAXRMAN: Have you more questions on the 
political issue? 

SIR ABDUR RAHMAN (India) : Yes. Do you 
think that politically there is room in this coun- 
try both for the Arabs and unhimited number 
of Jews? * 

Mr. BEN GURION: First of ail, there is no such 
thing as unlimited nunber of Jcws. There is a 
limited number of Jews. 

Sir &!DUR RAHiVAN (India) : Unlimited num- 
ber of immigrants, then? 

Mr. BEN GURCON: They are limite& I believe- 
and I am convinced; it is not a matter of belief- 

that for the last 40 years 1 bave done nothing 
but study this problem because it is a matter 
of life and death for me and my people. 1 say 
it is a conviction, and not merely a belief, that 
there is room in this country for every inhabi- 
tant in Palestine who is here already, whether 
Jew, Christian, Armenian, Arab, Moslem or any 
other, and several millions of Jews to corne in. 
1 am not able to ~IX the exact number, because 
this depends on a number of factors,’ mostly on 
the degree of development, and the degree of 
authority to have such a development. 

Sir ABDUR RAHMAN (India) : 1 hope- you re- 
member my question. I am not, talking eco- 
nomicaly, but politically. 

Mr. BEN GURION: Then 1 do not undersnnd 
quite what you mean. You ask me about room; 
that is, whether there is room, and that is an 
economic question, but if you ask me about it 
politically, then it is no question a1 all. Politi- 
cally, for instance, 1 cari imagine a vast territory 
where not a single Jew cari ‘enter, although therc 
are milbons of square miles of land. They are 
two different questions, and politics has nothing 
to do with room. 

Sir ABDUR RAHMAN (India) : As a matter of 
information, were exports of various commodi- 
ties stopped from Palestine in 1920 or therc- 
abou ts? 

CHAIRMAN: 1s not that also in the economic 
domain? 

Sir ABDUR RAIIMAN (India) : It was a question 
pertaining to economics, and I Will leave it. 1 
am leaving out a11 the economic questions. 

C~IAIRMAN: Are there any more questions on 
thc political issues? 

Sir ABDUR RAHMAN (India) : No. 
CHAIRMAN: Then 1 think we shall have to 

adjourn and thank you very much. 

Mr. BEN GURION: Everyone has finished witb 
me? 

CHAIRMAN: We Will continue at a later hear- 
ing to question Mr. Horowitz and his colleagues. 

Mr. BEN GURION: 1 mean that a11 the political 
side is finished? 

CHAIRMAN: 1 might put some questions, and 
that is the same question that we put t0 Dr. 
Weizmann. What about a federal state? I do 
not imply by that we are specially interested 
in a federal State. We just want to explore the 
posibilities. 

Mr. BEN GURION: I am ready to answer that 
now if you want. We Will not consider ’ any 
settlement which excludes complete independ- 
ence and equality as a nation with Arabs in 
this country. If in any way a settlement is made 
where we are not in a nation, and which wouid 
deprive LIS of equality as a nation, we Will bave 
to be against it, because we consider two things 
as vital for our very existence and our human 
dignity, the belief that the Jew has self-respect 
as a people and as human beings, and thcse 
two vital issues are these: one, the right of the 
Jew who is unhappy, uncomfortable, oppressecl, 
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left to a higher authority. But certaidy there 

must be international guarantees for the free- 
dom and sncrcdness of a11 the Holy Places in 
Palestine. 

(hWtMAN: DO YOU think trusteeship Or sOme- 

thing of that kincl with regard to Jerus&-m 

would be neccssary? 

Mr, BEN GURION: No, the question of the 
Hdy PhcCS is really a misup. The Holy Places 
art W1ly a fcw phc~s in Jerusalem. Tlley are 
II@ Jerusalem, They are in the Old City also 
bccausc therc arc diflerences of views, but that 
iS Ilot a matter for herc. But yOu shOu]d nOt 

idcntify thc I-loly Places in Jerusalem with any 
O~~CT City in Palestine. They are in certain places. 
Therc is a Holy Place in Bethlchem for the 
Christians. Thcrc is a Holy Place in Nazareth. 
‘I’here are H01y Places for Jews, Christians and 
Moslcms in Jerusalem. Here in Jerusalem “Holy 
PERCES” tneans only a certain spot of Jerusalem, 
but Jerusalem itsclf is not a part of those Holy 
Places, and therefore for the safeguarding of 
thos~ places you ought not to in&& Jerusalem 
as a whole, outside of the Holy Places. 

holr. Gmcia SALMAR (Peru) : 1 clo not know 
whetber the point 1 am going to raisc has been 
rais4 alrcady. 1 sincerely believe that the Jewish 
pcoplc wisb 10 live peacefully with the Arab 
people and to co.operate with them for the 
common good, but the situation in Palestine 
does not scem to be leading that way. Both 
peoples scem to he leading scparate lives. In 
a normal life there are towns like Tel-Aviv, 
for the Jewish, or Gaza, or 1-Iebron, which are 
only hrab in population, Al1 of these are either 
wholly Jewish or wholly Rrab. The schools too 
;trc separate. There is a school for Jewish chil- 
dren and a school for Arab children. Therè are 
scparate tcchnical schools for both of them, and 
even tbc Univcrsicy is practically a Jewish Uni- 
versity. In industry, Jewish inclustry employs 
Jcwish labour, and Arab industry employs Arab 
~;~l~our. Ihcn tbe trade unions are separate.’ Do 
you X)~L: think that this physical and spiritual 
scparation is nlaking more nnd more diflicult CO- 

operation in thc future, the co-operation that 
you Ivant and that everybody wanes? 

Mr. BEN GURION: 1 Ibink what you mcntioned 
is a fact, ancl a vcry important fact, in the life 
of ttiis country-that there is a scparation or, 
I migbt say, a distinctness in economic life, in 
l~abj~ation, in culture, in schools, as you enu- 
lneratcd. It is truc. But 1 do not think this pre- 
&clcs future co-operation between Jews ancl 
jirabs, just as 1 do net believe that because 
El?gland and France have a distinct economy, 
langnage and tradition, they cannot co-operate. 
And although thcy quarreled, for many cen- 
turies they regardcd each other as their main 
cnellly, since, I believe, 1940 there lias been a 
very strong and growing co-operation between 
thcse two countries. SO the fact that people a332 
living scparately and distinctly must net pre- 
clude co-operation. On the concrary; we sec the 
o~>positc phcnomena: pcoples having the same 
langLl:~ge and thc same state of culture quarl‘el- 



ing among themselves and fighting each other- 
It does net follow necessarily that people, in 
order to CO-operate, must use the same language; 
it does net follow necessarily that people using 
the same language cannot quarrel and make 
wars against themselves. 

There are deep reasons why the Jews had to 
build new villages and towns. There were two 
main reasons. I am afraid 1 may enter into a 
rather long explanation, which 1 would net 
tare to do at this late heur. 

One reason was that they did not want to 
take away anything from the people who are 
llere. Secondly, they could not live on the same 
level. But this does not mean that the Jew 
living in his village and speaking Hebrew, and 
the Arab living in his village and speaking 
Arabie, cannot co-operate in having the same 
conditions, to guard against thieves, against 
plagues, against a11 other things. And there are 
cases of such co-operation. But this is on a 
small scale. We are convinced that as soon as 
the Jews are equalized on the plane of statehood, 
perhaps not in one single day, but owing to the 
necessity of both peoples and the ~WO estab- 
lished facts, there Will be co-operation between 
them in spite of the fact that they live their 
own lives. They live their Jewigh, life, and they 
live their Arab life. We do not see any diffi- 
culty in co.operating because of that. 

Mr, ENTEZAM (Iran) : (Interpretation ‘from 
French) : 1 have only one question, but before 
1 ‘put it to Mr. Ben Gurion, I should like to tel1 
him that 1 was very much touched by his allu- 
sion to the Emperor of Persia and it was at 
that time Persia who rendered a service to the 
people of Israel. 

The question 1 have is as follows. As 1 see it, 
Mr. Ben Gurion admits to only one solution, 
and that is an independent State of Palestine. 
It is quite evident that on that point Mr. Ben 
Gurion and the Arabs are in full agreement. 
Both want an indepdendent State, and both 
want a democratic State. 1 insist on the words 
“democracy” and “democratic State” because, in 
the first place, it is a fashionable and popular 
expression at present, and also because it means 
rule by the majority. The only difference be- 
tween the Arabs and Jewish people on this 
point is that the Arabs say “establish that in- 
dependent State now;” whereas the Jewish people 
say “don’t do it now, but wait until we have 
a majority in the country.” 

If we admit that Palestine is a special case ànd 
mighc need special treatment, cari we at the 
same time accept under the question of delay 
the principle of self-determination? IL seems to 
me that ie is dificult to admit at fie same time 
that you must delay until an independent State 
is established and also admit the principle ,of 
self-determination. This is the question 1 bave, 

Mr. BEN Gu~N: 1 want first of a11 to tel1 
the representative of Iran that while we have 
to forgeC and we do forget, a11 the evils done 
t0 US, we never forget the good things which 
bave been done to us, and ic is net only in rela- 

tion to Persia, allhough our relations with 
Persia really were the most temporary relations 
as between the Jewish people and the great 
empire which was on the border of Palestine. 

As to the question of the representative of 
Iran, it really raises the whole issue. But 1 want 
grst of a11 to say that it is not quite the same 
thing, even assuming that we talk about a 
democratic State. We conceive a democratic 
State as a State where a11 citizens are absolutely- 
llere I cari used the word “absoluce” because 
either it is eqnality Or it iS Ilot; YOU CallIlOt 

have equality of 99 persans because then it is 
discrimination-eqnal, whatever they are: Jews, 
Arabs, Moslems, or any Other natiOndity or 

religion; while the State required by the Arabs, 
as expressed offlcially by. the Arab delegation 
and by the Arab League, is one in which they 
want to have one discrimination-against the 
JewS, that they should not be free as equal 
citizens to sectle; not the Jews outside PaleStine, 
bue the Jews who Will be citizens in â so-called 
democratic Pglestine State should not be able 
to settle wherever they like. SO it is net quite 
the same. From the beginning they want to 
build a State on racial discrimination. But this 
is the real issue. It is not a quéstion merely of 
time. They want: it nov, and we want it after 
a certain period. Eormally, it may look SO, but 
1 think it would be unfair on my side to make 
the whole question merely a question of time, 
to say we also want to have a democratic State, 
but not now-after a certain number of years, 
It is quite a different thing. What we say is 
that here we Jews and we Jewish people have 
a State and have a right. No State, no political 
regime cari be created in accordance with jus- 
tice, with history, and with international law 
which recognizes this Jewish Scate and this 
Jewish right, wh ic 1 Will preclucle the realization 1 
of our right. And our right consists of two 
things: our right to immigrate into Palestine 
as our right, not as a Jew immigrating to Amer- 
ica. When 1 immigrated into America, America 
was free. 1 myself was expelled by the Turks 
from Palestine and went to America without 
a passport- had not got a passport because 
a11 my papers were taken from me. 1 came to 
America in 1915. Even then the Jews, or any 
other persons from Europe, could immigrate 
h’eely into America. They did not immigrate 
as of a right because America could say, yes 
YoU are free to immigrate, or America could 
say, no. There was time when she said yes, and 
there was rime when she said no. But the French 
Government, or the English Government, or the 
Persian Government cannot say to a Persian or 
French national you bave no rigllt to corne 
back as of right. This is our right in this countr)S 
and in this country only. I am giving YOU our 
vies which 1 believe is the view of international 
law and of human conscience, as far as we knew I 
it until now. This is our right, and we say it 
Will be wrong to create such political conditions 
that Will rob us of our right. This is done in 
many countries. 1 Will give you an example, 
although it is not quite the same. 
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In the District of Columbia in the United 
States there are people living-and there are 
over a million, more than the number of Jews 
in Palestine-and they have no right of self- 
determination. They have not the right which 
every American has in every American State to 
elect their own Governor. They were deprived 
for a more general reason. This is the central 
place which belongs to a11 the forty-eight States 
in America, and because they have the privilege 
of living there they have not the right which 
the Citizen of Ohio, or of Minnesota, or of any 
otber State has. SO it is not always absolute. 

When th’ere is an over-riding right which may 
displace that right of self-determination no 
country, Will recognize-neither Persia nor France 
-the right of self-determination, let us say, of 
one of their dependents to be independent. 
There are certain rights of self-determination, 
and when 1 say the right of the Jew to corne 
back to his country and the right of our people 
to be here as equal partners in the world family, 
it is an over-riding right which applies to Pales- 
tine, and therefore no regime-not only an Arab 
State, should be created, even no trusteeship, no 
mandate should be created-which Will make that 
right impossible of realization. This is why we 
oppose it. It is not a matter of time only, but 
given sufficient framework, it cari be safeguarded 
only if there is independence and the Jews are 
in the majority. Then ‘the Jew Will be able to 
corne back if he is persecuted. 1 am not naming 
any country-let us say Patagonia-but if he is 
in danger of being murdered or persecuted there 
he Will be able to corne back if there is a place 
for him because the majority Will see to it. And 
the Jewish people as a whole-not every Jew- 
Will enjsy the same status as any other people. 
This is the crucial point, and not the matter 
of time. 

Mr. LISICKY: (Czechoslovakia) : I presume that 
Mr. Ben Gurion has listened to the statement 
of Dr. Weizmann, which was acknowledged with 
enthusiastic applause by the public. This state- 
ment favours a partition of Palestine into two 

states. 1 should like to hear the opinion of Mr. 
Ben Gurion on this scheme-not his persona1 
opinion because it is more or less known, but 
the opinion of the Jewish Agency.’ 1 am not 
asking for an immediate answer. 1 should prefer 
very much a considered opinion of the Jewish 
Agency after deliberation. If 1 may ask, 1 should 
like to see included in this considered opinion 
the point of view of the Jewish Agency on the 
possible federate scheme off these two Stmes-a 
Jewish State and an Arab State-in Palestine 
after the partition. I do not mean any rigid 
federation, but rather a sort of loose confedera- 
tion, a sort in which the independent character 
of the Jewish State should be completely set 
forth. I put the question, but 1 am not asking 
for an immediate answer. 

Mr. BEN GWRION: 1 Will make two remarks 
on that. One is chat Dr. Weizmann is thought 
SO well of by the Jewish people and occupies 
su& a place in onr history and,among us that 

CIIAIRMAN: Does anyone else wish to ask a 
question? If not we shall have to adjourn the 
hearing until tomorrow at 9 a.m. 

&fr. BEN GURION: Will you allow me before 
I leave to express my gratitude for your patience 
and your kindness-everyone of you-in asking 

your. questions and listening to my answers. I 
know you want the truth and, as far as I and 
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he is entitled to speak for himself without any 
public mandate. You heard his views. I also 
had the pleasure of listening to them. As you 
do uot insist on my giving pou the answer now 
about tlle scheme of partition, I will not do 
it, but I Will tel1 you what we told the GOV- 

ernment last year and this year while we believe 
and request that our right, at least to the Western 
part of Palestine should be granted in fui] and 
Western Palestine be made a Jewish State, we 
believe it is possible. We have a right to it, but 
we are willing to consider an offer of a Jewish 
State in an area which means less mari the 
whole of Palestine. We Will consider it, But I 
am glad you do not want me to give a com- 
plete scheme. 

On the question of fed.eration 1 made it clear 
before that it depends really on what you mean 
by the word “federation.” When you say “feder- 
ate State,” you mean that the Jewish State 
would be an independent State. 1 Will give you 
an exampie, in Australia, for instance. Although 
Australia belongs to the Commonwealth of Na- 
tions, Australia is independent. When England 
makes war, Australia may remain neutral; and 
when Australia makes war England need not 
make war. It has its own representation and its 
own representatives, although it is tied up with 
a larger group in a free commonwealth. 

If you mean that the Jewish State should be 
federated with other states while remaining an 

independent State with Membership, than we 
are perfectly willing. In fact, we would welcome 
it if this were for the benefit of a11 the peoples 
in this region and if this were the desire of the 
United Nations. But if you mean that there 
would be a federate State as, let us say in the 
United States wehere there are forty-eight states- 
New York is a state, but really it is one state; 
the United States is as much a single State as 
France, or as the United Kingdom, although 
there is Wales and Scotland and England. If 
you mean the Jewish State should be a part 
of a federate State as New York is a part of the 
United States, that is a denial of the Jewish 
State and Jewish independence. We would be 
against tbis. Such a scheme as this means not 
a Jewish State. 

Mr. LISICKYS (Czechoslovakia) : 1 think you 
did not hear wbcn 1 spoke about a loose con- 
federation. 

Mr. BEN GURION: 1 say we Will be ready to 
enter not a loose federation, but a much closer 
federation with free and equal status as a ‘free 
and equal people, whether confederate or fed- 
erate. Tl~is does not preclude the federation of 
a Jewish State with some of the neighbouring 
States. 



my colleagues cari, we want to help you, and 
I am grateful for your patience and your 
kindness. 

CIIAIRMAN: We thank you, Mr. Ben Gurion. 
The members of the Committee Will now retire 
to a private meeting. 

Tlze meeting adjourned at 1.25 p.m. 

VERBATIM RECORD OF THE 

TWENTY-FOURTH MEETING (PUBLIC) 

Held ut the Y.M.C.A. Building, Jerusalem, 
Palestine, Wednesday, 9 July 1947, at 9 a.m. 

Present: 
MR. SANDSTROM, Sweden, Chairman 
MR. 1-IOOD, Australia 
MR. RAND, Canada 
MR. LISICKY, Czechoslovakia 
MR. GARCIA GRANADOS, Guatemala 
SIR ABDUR RAHMAN, India 
MR. ENTEZAM, Iran 
MR. ULOM, Netherlands 
MR. GAR&% SALAZAR, Peru 
MR. FABREGAT, Uruguay 
MR. SINIIC, Yugoslavia , 
Secretariat: 
&IR. Hoo, Assistant Secretary-General 
MR. GAR~~A RO~LES, Secretary 

CHAIRMAN: 1 cal1 the meeting to order. The 
agenda for today’s hearing contains two points: 
Public hearing of representatives of the Jewish 
Agency and public hearing of representa&es of 
Vaad Leumi. 

1 think we cari adopt this agenda. 
It is adopted. 

Continuation of Hearing of Representatives 
of the Jewish Agency 

Then we are going on with the questioning of 
the representatives of the Jewish Agency. First, 
1 might ask if anybody wishes to put any ques- 
tions to Rabbi Fishman. 

Sir ABUR RAHMAN (India) : 1 have one or two 
questions. 

Mr. KAPLAN (Representative of Jewish Agen- 
cy) : Rabbi Fishman is not here. He was not 
informed that he was to be questioned. 

CIIAIRMAN: Then we Will postpone those ques- 
tions. Will Mr. Horowitz, Mr. Kaplan and 
Mr, Bernstein corne to the table. 

(Mr Horowitz, Mr. Kaplan and Mr. Bernstein 
took seats at the table.) 

CHAIRMAN: For my part, 1 only wish to repeat 
my requests for the maps we spoke of during 
your address. 

h4r. KAPLAN: The scheme was sent to you, in 
eight copies. The other maps Will be sent to- 
morrow. 

CHAIRMAN: Does any other member wish to 
ask any questions? 

SircABDuR RAHMAN (India) : Yes. 
. In compiling data on infant mortality, clid you 
caIculate the rate of immigration among people 
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in different economic stata or in different eco- 
nomic groups of Arabs and Jews? 

Mr. HOROWITZ: My data on infant mortality 
was based on Moslem population. We did not 
give any data on the Jewish population, where 
the decrease is also very pronounced, but what 
it was intended to prove was that the infant 
mortality of the Moslem population decreased 
concurrently and in exact correlation with the 
increase in the share of the Jewish population. 
The data were given only for the Moslem popu- 
lation of Palestine. hlthough there is some im- 
migration of Moslems into the country, it is SO 
small that it could not affect the final figures to 
any considerable extent. 

Sir ABDUR RAHMAN (India) : That is not the 
answer to the question. 

Mr. HOROWITZ: Maybe I misunderstood the 
question; please repeat it. 

Sir ABDUR RABMAN (India) : Did you calculate 
the rate of infant mortality in the different eco- 
nomic strata or in the different economic groups 
of Arabs? 

Mr. HOROWITZ: We took Moslem rural infant 
mortality. That represents the most representa- 
tive crosssection of the Arab population, and che 
poorest one, the Arab fellahin, which represents 
about two-thirds of the Arab population of 
Palestine. 

Sir AWWR RAJJMAN (India) : 1 do not think 
then that you bave calculated infant mortality 
with reference to the grouping of each family. 

Mr. HOROWITZ: No, there are no data for such 
an analysis. Moreover, we did not think that this 
was in any way relevant to the case. 

Sir ABDUR RAEIMAN (India) : Did you calculate 
the economic reeurns from the capital that is 
being sunk in for the purpose of increasing the 
absorptive capacity? 

Mr. HOROWITZ: Yes, sir. 

Sir ABDIJR RAHMAN (India) : 1s the increase of 
the present economic absorptive capacity com- 
mensurate with the vast amounts of money which 
have been invested for that: purpose or with the 
return that you get from these investments? 

Mr. KAPLAN: The cost of colonizing Palestine 
is less than the cost of colonizing in most other 
countries, for example, in Australia. If you take 
the cost per person or per family in Australia 
and Palestine, or in Canada and in Palestine, 
you Will find that we invested here less than thc 
Governmenr: or other agencies investecl for colo- 
nizing there. Since you ask the question, certainly 
we are spending quite a good sum of money 
for coloriizing, but otherwise, the Government 
should have done that. But if you ask me if the 
cost Of colonization is commensurate with the 
increase in the absorptive capacity, my answer 
is yes. 

Sir ABDUR RAIIMAN (India) : TO what extent 
are the Jewish colonies indebted to the Jewish 
National Fund? 1 believe some figure was given 
by you to the Zionist Congress. 

Mr. KAPLAN: When you say Jewish National 
Fund, there are two: One is with regard to land, 



With regard to land.. there is no question of in- 
debtedness because they are paying only for the 
lease and they are paying a certain percentage 
in accordance with the case of tbe land and the 
productivity. In the agricultural field it is mostly 
2 per cent. The indebtedness to the Palestine 
Foundation Fund and the other agencies con- 
nected with it is approximately four to fve 
million pounds. 

Sir ABDUR RAHMAN (India) : Are there any 
Arab villagers who are entirely landless? 

Mr. KAPLAN: 1 Will cal1 your attention, in con- 

Sir ABDUR RAHMRN (India) : Was that the 
figure that you gave the Zionist Congre%? 

Mr. KAPLAN: No, You asked me what the in- 
debtedness is to the National Fund. At the Zion- 
ist Congress, I discussed the tota1 question of the 
agricultural debts of the Jewish Settlements in 
Palestine. That includes quite a lot of private 
loans and commercial loans. 

Sir ABDUR RAHMAN (India) : What was the 
extent of that loan. 

Mr. KAPLAN: My approximate estimate now is 
about 11 to 12 million rounds. lt may be of 
interest to add that it is less now than the 
agricultural products per year. If you take the 
agricultural output and compare it with the 
indebtedness, it is less than the agricultural out- 
put of one year. 

nection with this question, to the Government 
Survey prepared a year ago. There is a chapter 
entitled Displaced Arabs, and there is quite a 
lot of information with regard to the registration 
conducted not by us but by the Government 
with regard to the displaced Arabs. You wi‘ll find 
there the figure, which has been arrived at aftel 
long investigation, after years and years, the total 
number of acknowledged displaced Arabs are 
666. The Government made certain facilities in 
order to resettle them. Only half used these facili- 
tie9; the other half refused. You may receive more 
detailed information on this from Mr. Shertok, 
who will also answer to the question that the 
representarive of India raised yesterday. But a11 
the figures that 1 am stating now cari be found 
in the Government Survey. I mentioned the total 
a few moment ago, 666. Only half of them used 
the Goverbment facilities to be resettled. The 
others thought it was not worth while because 
they found othec occupations or sources of live- 
lihood. 

CHAIRMAN: What is the difference? 

CHAIRMAN: 1s there any indication of what 
became of the half that did not use the facilities 
of the Government? 

Mr. KAPLAN: A very small one. Our estimates 
of the agricultural output of last year was about 
14 million pounds. 1 am speaking of the Jewish 
mixed agriculture. 

Mr. KAPLAN: There are certain indications in 
the Survey. But we have some additional mate- 
rial that Mr. Shertok Will prepare for you. 

Sir ABDUR RAHMAN (Xndia) : Are you not get- 
ting very large sums oE money from America and 
other places and are you not concentracing your 
efforts to get Palestine as a Jewish State, regard- 
less of the monies which are being spent on 
improvement of tbe country. 

Sir ABDUR RAHMAN (India) : Do you consider 
that the average Arab holding is adequate lor 
the maintenance of the Arab family at a reason- 
able standard of living under present conditions? 

Mr. KAPLAN: 1 will htive to divide that ques- 
tion into quite a feti parts. 1 answered to the 
first part: in my statement, and I do not intend 
to repeat it. May I remind you that 1 said in 
my seatement that the collections made through- 
out the Jewish world are very substantial and 
they are made in order to absorb new immigrants 
and to increase the absorptive capacity of Pales- 
tine. Among these countries, the United States 
plays a very substantial role. There are now five 
million Jews in America. It is the largest Jewish 
community and the richest. Therefore, we now 
receive the greatest part OE our contributions 
from America. IE you ask me whether ‘we collect 
money in order to absorb immigrant and develop 
oui country, the answer is yes, certainly. If you 
ask me whether we have taken into consideration 
the cost, if the implication is that we are invest- 
ing or spending money without paying any 
attention to whether the cost is fantastic or net, 
my answer is no, We are trying to save the cent 
and the dollar and to invest it under the existing 

Mr. I-LAN: I tried to give quite a detailecl 
answer in my address. 1 do not wish to go into 
the matter but 1 Will say, if you compare the 
Arab holdings in Palestine and the Arab hold- 
ings in Transjordan, and if you Will compare 
the standard of living, you Will find that the 
condition of the Arab fellahin is much better. 
If your question is whether the position of the 
Arab farmer or fellahin is a satisfying one, 1 Will 
say no, but it is not connected with the question ’ 
of the size of the land. His position was worse 
twenty ycars ago. It is in connexion with the 
question of the use of the land. 1 may cal1 your 
atténtion to what 1 said previously when 1 went 
into this at great length. I do not wish to re- 
peat it. , 

Sir ABIIUR ~<AFI~~AN (India) : In view of the 
existence of a deficit and the gradua1 increase 
in the hrab population, which doubles its num- 
bers in approximately twenty-seven years, is iC 
net necessary Lo adopt a land poIicy to saleçuard 
the rural population? 

., conditions in the best possible way. And we are 
giving an account to our contributors through- 
out the world, and to the Americans, in order 
to show, from oui: point of view, that it is quite 
a good investment. It is an investment to revive 
the Jewish people. 

Mr. KAPLAN: Again, it is the same question 
that we are discussing. I am trying to make my 
point clear. Perhaps 1 did not succeed. First of 
ail, the Arab agricultural population increased 
during the twenty-seven years. 1 do not know the 
exact figure for the twenty-seven years, but I cari 
give you the figure for about fifteen years. In my 
figures, the agricultmal population increased by 
about 30 per cent. What 1 am trying ‘to say is 
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that it is not a question of land reserve. There 
are large land reserves in Palestine. They are 
now either uncultivated-they are even called 
uncultivable-and we have to convert them into 
cultivated land, or tbey are cultivated very ex- 
tensively. If tbe bedouin in Negeb is usng 499 
dunums of land, he is conducting a miserable 
living. He cari conduct quite a good living if he 
Will improve the form of use of the land and if 
we introduce irrigation. Therefore, there is a 
question of land tenure. 1 have also stressed the 
question of what 1 cal1 the necessity of land 
reform. It is not a question of quantity. It is a 
question of legislation and a question of the use 
of agriculture. You have tremendous reserves of 
land in Transjordan and Iraq that bas probably 
been under cultivation for hundreds of years. 
What is the situation there and what is the 
situation here? 

Sir ABDUR RAHMAN (India) : Was Palestine 
industry able, before the war, to compete with 

cari give that answer, since he is the person to 
whom to address questions on industry. 

Mr. BERNSTEIN: Palestine industry before the 
war was chiefly for the local market and could 
compete with foreign industry to the extent that 
this industry produced a good bit sold here in 
the country. Industrial ,export did not exist at 
that time. There was a certain margin between 
foreign produce and Palestine produce, but the 
margin was not SO big that the local produce 
could not be sold here. 

L Mr. XAPLAN: One moment, 1 would like to 
correct myself. 1 did not ,follow the question. 1 
thought when you said before the war that it 
was the first war. Then there was no industry, SO 
the question was the one to which Mr, Bernstein 
gave the answer. 

Sir AISDUR RAHMAN (India) : Have Lebanon, 
and Syria developed during the past twenty-five 
years? 

Mr. HOROWI~ 1 do net know if we should 
deal with Lebanon and Syria, but there was a 
certain progress-however, in no way comparable 
with that of Palestine. 

Sir ABDUR RAXXMAN (India) : One more ques- 
tion, and 1 shall have finished. Were the Jewish 

. settlements in general self-supporting before the 
war? 

Mr. KAPLAN: 1 have one remark with regard 
to wliat we cal1 the method of our colonization. 
The method of our colonization is that a group 
organizes itself and negotiates with what we cal1 
national institutions. The national institutions, 
together with the group, prepare the so-called 
CO-ordination scheme, but the group is absolutely 

1 independent in fixing tbe form of its life. The 
execution of the agricultural colonization plan 
takes time. It is not a question of a year. Some- 
times it takes quite a few years. When the scheme 
was executive, and they had a full colonization 
loan-because we do not give grants, but only 
loans-a11 the settlements were self-supporting, 
before the war. 

CHAIRMAN: Before the last war? 
Mr. KAPLAN: Before the last war a11 settlements 

were executive and they received what we cal1 
the full body or full loan for equipment, and 
were self-supporting. There were many settle- 
ments in the process of colonization. 

1 Will give you an example. If it was a question 
of orange growing, establishing an orange grove 
takes five years, each year you bave to invest 
additional funds. They were receiving the addi- 
tional part of the loan. But to the question that 
you asked me, my answer is yes. 1 say that in the 
last years we were trying to make general the 
total income and expenditure of Jewish agri- 
culture. There was net surplus of income. 

CHAIRMAN: Have you exhausted your ques- 
tions? 

Sir ABDUR RAHMAN (India): Yes. 
Mr. HOOD (Australia) : This is only a ques- 

tion related to the point just mentioned by 
Mr. Kaplan. Could we have some precision and 
rather more details on the term “self-support- 
ing”? Would you, for example, include on that 
side the repayment, at ordinary rates, of capital 
invested? 

Mr. KAPLAN: 1 shall try to give a few additional 
remarks. Maybe it Will be of interest to state that 
of the payments due on the loans to the Jewish 
Agency in connection with the colonization men- 
tioned a moment ago, about 85 per cent were 
paid on time. 

May 1 add a second remark, that hundreds of 
,our settlers paid during the war, despite the fact 
that they were entitled to repay the loans ten, 
flfteen or sometimes twenty years later, and tbey 
gettled the whole at once. 
_ When you ask the question of being self-sup 
porting, it is a very simple one. The question is, 
when we say we are taking the income, we are 
taking the expenditure. Then we are taking tbe 
payments, to be paid as intercst due in the first 
stages; the question is, does the income caver 
expenditure, and have they certain reserves for 
payments of their debts? 1s that c1ea.r enougb? 

Mr. HOOD (Australia) : Yes. 

CHAIRMAN: Are there any more questions? 

Mr. FABREGAT (Uruguay) : You mentioned ou 
page 8 of your evidence a draft law called tbe 
Irrigation and Water Bill, 1947. Would you con- 
sider that as restrictive and not creative? Would 
you describe in general terms the provision of 
this law and the means of implementation pro- 
vided by the Government of Palestine? 

CHAIRMAN: Which laws? 

Mr. FADREGAT (Uruguay) : The Irrigation and 
Water Bill. Do you consider this law as restrictive 
and not creative? 

Mr. KAPLAN: First of ail, 1 wish to say 1 said 
it is a draft of a law, and we still consider sub- 
mitting to the Government our criticism in 
detail, in writing, with the hope that this law 
may be changed. We consider it bureaucratie 
and restrictive, As 1 said, there is no recourse to 
the law. The officers are identified for what tbey 
may do. They cannot be asked for identification 



if it was ascertained that there was, say, some 
omission or some mistakes by depriving a person 
of water. You have no way of approaching any- 
body. There is only one possibility of appeal, to 
the EIîgh Commissioner of Palestine, and we 
cannot appeal directly, but through the Irriga- 
tion Qfficer, and his decision is final. You cannot 
explain, you cannot discuss it. There is a pro- 
posa1 to bave a kind of advisory committee, but 
it. is the right of the gentlemen in authority to 
ask‘the advice of the Committee or not to ask 
it, to accept the view of the majority or not to 
accept this view. In accordance with tlie law, the 
officer may decide how far you cari use the water 
-sixty kilometres ,per hour, eighty, one-twenty, 
one-fifty-it does not depend upon the work, it 
depends upon bis decision. He cari prescribe to 
you how to use the water. You should use thc 
water .from your own well, or somebody else Will 
use” the water. You must give the water to the 
others. You see, it gives to the Government, or 
the Government authorities, very large powers, 
and as 1 said, on the strength of our experience 
we often meet doubts, because of the uncertainty. 
YOU cannot keep this part; you cannot use it; 
you cannot transfer the water. 

Because of this experience we are afraid that 
the law Will be used in a restrictive manner and 
net for developm’ent. If the law becomes a part 
of a large development scheme under public 
supervision, we would discuss it in another way. 

CIIAIRMAN: Did 1 understand rightly that this 
point is on a draft law? 

Mr. KAPLAN: 1 said in my statement it was a 
draft law. 

.dates when these concessions were given? \\Jas 
it at th: beginning of the Mandate? 

Mr. HOROWITZ: No, it was under Sir John 
Chaucellor, between about 1928 and 1933. 

~NAIRMAN: Does anybody else wish to ask any 
more questions? 

Mr. BLOM (Netherlands) : ‘1 would like to ask . ,- 
a question about the absorption of immigrants, 
1 would like to know how the prospective immi- 
grants are selected at the present time within the 
small quota provided by the regulations. 

Mr. KAPLAN: A part of the so-called permits 
or certificates are appropriated directly by the 
Government-now, quite a substantial part-a& * 
therefore the selection is made there by the Gov- 
ernment itself. A part is appropriated for dis- 
placed persons in the British zone. There the 
selection is made by the British Military repre- 
sentatives in consultation with the representatives 
of the Jewish Agency.’ A third part is now allo- 
cated for our people in Cyprus. The selection in 
Cyprus is also made by the Government Authori- 
ties in consultation wich our people. We are 
trying to give first priority to children, especially 
orphans. Then there is the question of whether 
they bave relatives, the question of their ftness 
for the country. The Government sometimes 
tries to allow older people to immigrate. 

CHAIRMAN: How many are taken monthly 
from the Cyprus camps? 

Mr. KAPLAN: About 750 per month. 
Mr. IJSICKY (Czechoslovakia) : About 50 per 

cent of the quota? 

CHAIRMAN: SO it has no immediate interest, 
but for the future? 

Mr. KAPLAN: Yes, and about 375 from the 
British zone. The others are mostly chosen by 
the Government. 

Mr. 'KAPLAN: 1 hope it will not bave. 
Mr. FABREGAT (Uruguay) : 1 have another 

question, but addressed to Mr. Bernstein. 1s this 
the moment for this question? 

CHAIRMAN: Yes, if it is on the subject under 
discussion. 

Mr. FABREGAT (Uruguay) : In connexion with 
your remarks on page 15 of your statement about 
oil concessions, is it possible to kn0w the date 
on which those oil concessions were granted, ta 
which cotnpanies and under which conditions? 

Mr. BWNSTEIN: I do not have a11 elle particu- 
lars here among my papers, but the information 
may be found in the Gazette of the Palestine 
Government. 

Mr. HOROWITZ: Certificates are also deductecl 
for soldiers and soldiers’ wives. People who en- 
listed in the British Army during the war and 
fought during the war against Hitler, if they 
were not IegaIized-they were admitteq to the 
Army, but not to Palestine-they had to get spc- 
cial certificates which were deducted from the 
quota; certifiate for soldiers who fought in the 
British Army but came to Palestine before the 
war or during tbe war, without a legal certificatc 
-thcy get a certificate now and it is deducted 
from the monthly quota. 

Mr. HOROWITZ: There was a special Gazette 
published at that time. It was ‘under Sir John 
ChanceIlor. It gives the concessions, the conccs- 
sionaires, the dates and the names of the com- 
panies are clearly elucidated and set fort11 as well. 

Mr .I?AISREGAT Urugusy) : May 1 obtain Lhat 
Gazette? 

Mr, KAPLAN: 1 am ready to submit to you in 
writing the exact distribution of the certificates 
for, the last five months or for the Iast fifteen 
months, in accordance with the categories, il: you 
like. 

Mr. $%LOM (Netherlands) : 1 would like to ask 

Mr. HOROWITZ: Certainly. 
Mr. FABREGAT (Uruguay) : Will you s~q#y it 

to me? 

&ïs: in a11 t.he documents and calculations %~OUI 

thc cconomic absorptive capacity of this country, 
a11 the’data concerned with conditions in this 
country are very carefully calculated and laid 
out, but my point is, do these calculations a& 
Lake into account the average physical and menq 
ta1 ability and the standards of education of the 
prospective immigrants? 

Mr. HOROWITZ: Yes. 
CHAIRMAN: Cari you, indicate the approximate 

Mr. KAPLAN: Yes. Should 1 elaborate upon it? 
At one time we had quite a large training systeln 
in the different countries. No+ we are trying t0 

I 

re-establish this training system and are trying 
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to train people as much as possible, even durmg 
their stay in the counlries of Europe, for their 
future work in Palestine. So”metimes we cal1 the 
process of training a process of reh~bilitation. 
It is a double process today. It is first of a11 what. 
we cal1 a human rehabilitation, because it is not 
an easy problem eo bring people, after years in 
concentration cainps back to an abilicy and a 
desire to work, CO do hard work because ehey 
want to do SO and not because they are compelled 
by Nazis or others. 

One of the parts of human rehabilitation is a 
physical rehabilitation, a good many of them 
suffering because of what has happened to them. 

Mr. BLOM (Netherlands) : Are they suffering 
mentally too? 

Mr. KAPLAN: For the moment 1 speak of the 
physical side. There is quite a large work of 
selection and medical aid. Please remember that 
it is by no means Perfect. Theré is a great deal 
to do. We are trying to do our best but there 
Will be many failures. 

We are crying also to organize what we cal1 a 
scheme of employment, even in the camps, to- 
gether with the Joint Distribution Committee. 
By chance last week we were negotiating with 
the Government of Palestine to organize such a 
scheme of vocational training and employment 
in the Cyprus Camps in order, as far as we could, 
to prepare the detainees. But we must recognize 
that there Will be a certain percentage of people 
to arrive as invalids-what we cal1 social cases, 
perhaps because of age or illness-and we Will 
have to take tare of them. But 1 cari say that our 
experience lately-1 mean after the time of the 
Naz&is quite encouraging, especially amongst 
the youngsters. 1 would estimate that of the able- 
bodied people about 75 per cent or 80 per cent 
succeeded in linding work and integrating Lhem- 
selves, as 1 said in my address more or less into 
the economic life of the country. That does not 
means that the work is .finished. We are facing 
difficult problems but we are trying to meet them, 
and the result is quite encouraging. 

Mr. BLOM (Netherlands) : Do 1 understand 
that the Agency realizes that there Will be, as a 
consequence of the sufferings most of the people 
went through, a certain percentage-difficuIt to 
estimate-of people who Will not be able any 
more to do a work of full value? 

Mr. KAPLAN: Perhaps, but it is for the tirne 
being a small percentage. Among the refugees 
here there are quite a lot of people who are 
skilled workers, even because of the hard work, 
in the camps only the fittest were able to survive. 
Therefore, among them there is quite a number 
of skilled workers and the process from the point 
of view of retraining Will bring quite a number 
of refuges into the building trade. There was a 
scarcity of building workers, and we succeeded 
in bring a large number of them in a short time 
into the building trade and thus expanded our 
labour force, 

Mr. BLOM ,(Netherlands) : Does the Jewish 
Agency at the moment bave any reliable estimate 
of the total number of Jews from Europe who 

want to immigrate into Palestine, and do you 
know how many of them are living. in Assen&ly 
Centers? 

.- 
Mr. BLOM (Netherlands) : That was a year 

ago. 
Mr. KAPLAN: 1 do not think there has been 

any substantial change. There were changes in 
two directions-I may say opposite directions, 
The number of people in what you cal1 detainees 
camps, or maintenance camps-I mean displaced 
persons-has increased. It has not decreased but 
increased by infiltration of the people from 
Poland, from Hungary, and partly from Rou- 
mania. Mr. Earl Harrison, who was sent by 
President Truman about two years ago to in- 
vestigate the sittuation in Germany-immediately 
after the war-thought that the number of dis- 
placed persons who were in need of settlement 
and desiring to go to Palestine then was about 
a hundred thousand. Now the figure, as Mr. 
Ben Gurion told you, is more than two hundrecl 
thousand, and the milieary occupation forces 
face this time, from the Jewish displaced persons 
point of view, a more difficult problem than two 
years ago, and our people already face the pros- 
pect of a third year. 

With regard to the other countries, again 
there is a difference. There are many countries 
-and 1 do not wish to put any blame-where the 
number is still very great-say Roumania. The 
number of Jews who are willing and need to 
leave Roumania is not less today than it was two 
years ago. In the smaller countries perhaps a 
part of them succeeded in the meantime in set- 
ding or resettling. 1 do not. think there is a 
change in the total figure. 

Mr. BLOM (Netherlands) : That was my point 
-whether there are substantial changes after, 
say, the last year. 

Mr. KAPLAN: 1 regret to say no. 
Mr. BLOM (Netherlands) : 1 have a few ques- 

tions to put to Mr. Bernstein. Mr. Bernstein, on 
page 3 of your address you said, ‘<Jews regard 
themselves as entitled to a fiscal policy employ 
ing the gradua’lly growing taxable capacity of 
the Jewish Yishuv for the benefit of those who 
were creating that capacity by their labour and 
investments, as well as for the benefit of thosc 
large sections of world Jewry who need and 
desire to immigrate to Palestine.” 

1 was wondering whether the policy claimed 
here would really be a wise policy in any coun- 
try-to use the taxes paid by one part of the 
population only for the benefit of that part or 
the population. 

Mr. BERNSTEIN: 1 cannot say whether it would 
be a wise policy or not. At any rate, the policy 
was not conducted, SO it is a hypothetical que9 
tion. 1 only tried to indicate what were, at the 
time, the main differences of opinion with rc- 
gard to conducting business or carrying out of 
the mandate. 

Mr. BLOM (Netherlands) : It says here that the 
Jews regard themselves entitled to this fiscal 
policy. 
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Mr. KAPLAN: According to what we could ex- 
pect from the-Balfour Declaration and the Man- 
date, and if we take into account the process 
of colonization, “I should like to remind you 
that we are asked a lot of questions-perhaps 
not a11 here in this room-in connection with 
the extent to which the Jewish Community was 
self-supporting, and we have heard a lot about 
the money which is coming from abroad. So if 
YOU ask yourself, how cari a community which 
is being established, which is growing caver its 
needs and its services, then we must say that 
this must corne from the growing taxable capa- 
City of this community. The net result of invest- 
ment and labour finds itself expressed in a 
growing taxable capacity, and it is only natural 
that if you embark on colonization you employ 
this taxable capacity for the community you 
are establishing. The fact that we were forced 
by Government policy to transfer a large part 
of this taxable capacity to another sector, had 
as consequence that we had to rely on foreign 
money for a part of our own services, But per- 
haps 1 did not fully understand your question. 

MI-. HORFWITZ: Could 1 amplify the statement? 
The situation is such that the statement does 
not mean that the whole amount of additional 
taxation must be used only for Jews; it is a 
difl!erent problem. If a third of the population 
pays two-thirds of the taxes and gets less than 
one-third-something like one quarter-of the 
services, the disparity is too pronounced and a 
part of the additional taxes is not really paid 
from income but from import of capital in the 
form of customs duties on various means of pro- 
duction. Therefore, a part of the capital which 
would be used for colonization and expansion 
of machinery for production, was transferred to 
the Arab population. That point of taxation is 
highly ‘controversial if you consider the dispro- 
portion between the two sections, one-third of 
the population paying two-thirds of the taxes atid 
using only one-quarter of the money. If it were 
entirely from income it.would still be debatable, 
but it is partly a kind of taxation on import 
of capital which develops the country to the 
benefit of the two sections of the population. 
That part is to a certain extent unjustifiable. 
It hampers the process of colonization. 

Mr, BLOM (Netherlancls) : We know that the 
declared policy of the Jewish Agency is to raise 
the standard of living of the Arab population 
here, and I think therefore that this statement 
was perhaps put in too absolute a sense. .: 

Mr. BERNSTEIN: It is a formulation with regard 
to retrospective criticism of the policy that was 
conducted. If I had to formulate what it would 
have to be, the formulation certainly would be 
less absolute. / 

1 should like to add that the question depends 
to some degree on the general political situation. 
You asked whether it would be wise to follow 
that policy. As I pointed out, it wotild be wise 
in the sense that then, of our own free Will, 
we could have transferred a part of this taxable 
capacity to the Arab .sector. What 1 tried to point 

out in this passage was the fact that a11 these 
advantages came to the Arab sector quasi as a 
gift of the Administration and not as a conse- 
quence of- Jewish colonization, not mentioning 
the goodwill which the Jews probably could 
bave obtained from the Arab popu1ation by 
the fact that a considerablc part of the taxes- 
the Jewish taxes-was transferred to the Arab 
population. 

Mr. BLOM (Netherlands) : We could finish 
this debate, 1 think, but 1 should like to make 
one remark. In any country where tax regu- 
lations impose heavier taxes, on the wealthier 
people, and these funds are used for the poorer 
people, the wealthy people do not say “1 should 
like to give ii to them myself but noti it looks 
like a gift from the Government.” I think we 
could leave it at that. 

I should like to put one last question. On page 
11 of Mr. Bernstein’s address, 1 read the fol- 
lowing sentence: “Meanwhile it should be stated 
that import licenses have been granted with 
special liberality for industrial consumer goods 
that were also produced in this country at a 
time when it was clear that the transition from 
war economy to peace economy would.severely 
test the Young Palestine industry.” Could Mr. 
Bernstein perhaps explain. this with some ex- 
amples-just elaborate a bit more on what the 
actual rules were. 

Mr. BERNSTEIN: 1 believe 1 cari do it. The im- 
port policy of the Government was to grant 
import licenses, largely for what you call con- 
sumer goods, with severe restrictions for capital 
goods and raw materials, while we should have ‘- 
thought it to be contrary, and the effect is at 
this moment that the country is rather swamped 
with industrial produce of the kind we are 
making here, while there is a lack of raw ma- 
terials and machinery. The import was espe- 
cially heavy in one of the branches most de- 
velopecl in the war years-the textile branch-to 
such an extent that we tried continually to put 
some restrictions on the import of those goods 
by agreements between the merchants and the 
industrialists. 

Mr. BLOM (Netherlands) : Has this policy had 
as a consequence a decrease in industrial pro- 
duction here? 

Mr. BERNSTEIN: At present, at least in the 
textile branch, yes. There is, 1 hope, only a tem- 
porary reduction in production and work. 1 can- 
not tel1 you the exact percentage but 1 should 
say it is near forty per cent in the textile branch. 
In other branches it is not SO much Eelt. 

CEIAIRMAN: Cannot the eficient import of 
heavy good and raw materials be due to shortage 
of such materials? 

Mr. BERNSTEIN: It is due in part to shortages, 
but it is due more to monetary difficulties. In 
fact, it is a question of availability of dollars. 
I believe we could have had practically all We 
wanted if we could have used our dollar earnings 
for purchasing in the United States. 
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CHAIRMAN: You know of course there is a great 
shortage of certain raw materials-for example 
timber. 

Mr. BERNSTEIN: TO tel1 the truth, that is One 

of the legends. There is not such a shortage of 
timber and we could get as much as we like to 
bny, and even twice the amount, if we only 
provide the dollars. 

Mr. FABREGAT (Uruguay) : In conilection With 

the immigration problem, has the Jewish Agency 
any plan in connection with the Jewish children 
from Europe? I refer, of course, to those who 
escaped the Nazi persecution and are now in the 
Cyprus Camp. 1 asked this question because 1 
want to know who is now taking tare of those 
children. 

Mr. ~PLAN: I f  you ask me if sufficient tare is 

being taken, X would say no, But if you Say 
who is taking tare of them, they are actually 
taken tare of in three institutions. One is a 
Government institution. 1 do not know exactly 
what the relation is but the Government is 
providing a minimum for the tare of children. 
Tben there is the Joint Distribution Committee 
which is adding substantial sums. And then the 
Yishuv and the Jewish Agency have a special 
institution called, “Youth Immigration,” 

or, FABREGAT (Uruguay) : What are the health 
and cultural conditions? 

Mr. KAPLAN: Very hard. The conditions are 
very difficult, and we beg for permission to take 
at least a11 the chilclren to Palestine. Despite 
a11 efforts, the conditions are bad, and the cul- 
tural conditions especially: 

Mr. HOOD (Australia) : 1 should like to know 
whether any estimate cari be given, even in very 
broad terms, of the extent to which the develop- 
ment of the Jewish Community has necessarily 
relied on existing means of production, particu- 
larly foodstuffs, in the Arab community. To 
what extent bas that been the case in the past, 
and to what extent cari any calculations be 
given? 1s it a necessary factor in the future? 

Mr. HOROWITZ: Fifty per cent of the foodstuffs 
consumed by the Jewish Community in Pales- 
tine are produced by Jewish agriculture, Then, 
Jewish agriculture in Palestine produces food- 
stuffs for expert, wliich provide an equivalent 
for a considerable proportion of the 50 per cent 
of foodstuffs which we do not produce. There 
is no difficulty in getting foodstuffs imported. 
A part is purchased from tbe Arab community. 
At present that part is estimated at something 
like 15 per cent of Jewish consumption of food- 
stnffs. 1.5 percent is purchased from Arab agri- 
culture; 50 per cent is prodticed by Jewish agri. 

’ culture; the rest is supplied through imports. 
That means the imports represent something 
like 35 per cent of our consumption of foodstuffs, 
for which we create a certain equivalent in our 
exPort of citrus. SO the foodstuff trade is almost 
balanced. 

tir. Hoon (Australia) : Does that mean a con- 
stant figure? 

Mr. ~IOROWITZ: No, the figure for the last year. 

Mr. BERNSTEIN: If  you Will allow me, on this 
principle there is no discussion at all. What we 
at the time thought and demanded, but did not 
;et, was as follows. We said, how in this quite 
-xceptional case-not of an existing population 
but of a colonization where we have to create 
1 community from the beginning-cari we find 
:lle means of developing this community? There 
Mas a wide discussion on how to finance this 
:olonziation. Then the question had to arise, 
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Each year it changes. It depends on, immigration 
and development of agriculture. In years when 
we bave a large influx of hTlITligl&On there %i 
a certain lag in production; it takes time to catch 
up. In years in which there is an expansion of 
agriculture we catch LIP more quickly. It depends 
on tl~e two factors; on the one hand expansion 
of agriculture through the establishment of new 
settlements and expansion of agricultural pro- 
duction in existing settlements; and on the other 
hand on the increase of the Jewish population, 
It changes. The figure 1 provided was for last 
year. 

Mr. KAPLAN: Before the war we produced 
about a third of our own Eoodstuffs. During thé 
war we raised the percentage up to 50 per cent. 

Mr. LISICKY (Czechoslovakia) : 1 should like to 

go back to the discussion between Mr. Blom and 
the sepresentative of the Jewish Agency about 
the claim put forward in the statement of Mr. 
Bernstein, that the Jewish community is en- 
titled to get back in benefits for the Jewish 
community, their share in the taxes. 1 think 
the point which was raised by Mr. Blom is quite 
simple. it is uncontestable chat the Jewish com- 
munity is the wealthier part of the population 
of Palestine, and it is a common fact that thc 
wealthier part of the population of any country 
pays the greater part of the taxes. It is com- 
mon knowledge everywhere in our rimes, and 
X think it Will ‘be shared even by you because 
you are insisting-and rightly-on your progres- 
sive character. Bluntly speaking, the rich are 
paying the taxes not for their own benefit, but 
for the benefit of the poorer part of the com- 
munity. SO 1 think it is time to finish with this 
claim and with this putting forward that the 
Jews are paying more in taxes than the Arabs. 
It is incontestable, but quite natural, because 
the Jews are the richer people here, and if you 
still hold this view that what you are paying 
in taxes should be reverted in benefits for your 
community, in this respect you are revertîng 
to the feudal system. 1 think that it is not your 
intention, and perhaps it is cime to correct, once 
and for ah, this impression. 

Mr. BERNSTEIN: I am afraid there is a bit of 
misunderstanding on this point. If it were a 
lnestion of distributing the tax income of some 
population among the rich and the poor, then 
Lt is a fully accepted principle by a11 of us that 
:axes must be paid according to ability to pay 
lnd must be used according to the need of the 

lifferent parts of the population. 

Mr. LISICKY (Czechoslovakia) : Of the whole 
community. 



how to use the gradually growing taxable capa- 
city of this community for the further expansion 
and for the needs of this community? There 
were grave doubts in the beginning as to whether 
a new community would be able to pay its own 
way. And in this exceptional circumstance, not 
of an existing community but of a community 
being created through colonization, we thought 
to be entitled to use the taxable capacity of this 
newly created community for that community. 
It was not SO, and in retrospect 1 tried to say 
what we thought at the time. It is now in actual 
Eact a question of proportion, but we do not 
want to give the impression here that we were 
not fully alive to the necessity to employ the 
tax income according to the needs. But 1 would 
like you not to forget that this use of taxes in 
Palestine is not only a question of social equity, 
but also a political question because the dis- 
tribution of taxes has an influence on political 
relations, and dGs in fact was the point 1 tried 
to stress in my remarks. 

Mr. KAPLAN: May 1 cal1 your attention to the 
additional statement made by me? 1 shall quote 
it: “The Government in its statement advocated 
the willingness of each to contribute according 
to his mea’s and the need of the other.” We 
accept this as a general principle, ‘but a fair 
evaluation of needs and means is imperative to 
a just applic+on of this principle. We ques- 
tioncd this relation implied by the Government 
statement. May 1 give two examples from my 
persona1 experience? 

tion. There was a suggestion to introduce estate 
duties into Palestine. It is not a tax upon the 
poor and there is no racial dis’crimination. The 
Arabs opposed stubbornly the introduction of 
estate duties. They even quoted religious rea- 
sons, and then we asked if there was suc11 a tax 
in Egypt and Iraq and said that we needed the 
money badly for a lot of social services in Pales- 
tine. But because of the opposition of the Arabs- 
probably not the very poor Arabs-tliis draft, 
which was already started, was not introduced. 
What we question is the evaluation of the méans. 
If you Will take the income tax paid in Nablus- 
1 think you visited Nablus-and compare it with 
a small township-a Jewish township-you Will 
see the income tax paid there and see quite a 
difference; not a difference of wealth, but a 
clifference in the execution of the law. We ques- 
tion the evaluation of the means. We do not 
question the principle that you stated, and we 
cari give, quite a lot of figures to show it because 
we said, as Dr. Weizmann said, sometimes it is 
an appeasement, but an appeascment in che 
tax field. 

Mr. RAND (Canada) : 1 would like to ask Mr. 
Horowitz a question. He stated that about 15 
per cent of the food requirements in the Jewish 
community was furnished by the Arab com- 
munity. Can he give an estimate of the total 
economic exchange between the Jews and the 
Arabs in a11 fields? In other words, fifteen per 
cent of the food consumed by the Jewish com- 
munity is furnishecl by the Arabs. 

There is a tremendous rieed for education in 
Palestine, and 1 stress that there is tremendous 
need for educacion in Palestine also among the 
Jews. It is also one of the legends that a11 the 
Jews are rich. It is not SO. We introduced quite 
a lot of taxes-voluntary taxes, but nevertheless 
Palestine taxes. The Government issued a law 
in the 193O’s, 1 think, about twelve or fifteen 
years ago, giving the municipalities the right 
to introduce special taxes for educational pur- 
poses. Actually, the municipalities are, as you 
know, under Government authoriiy. For years 
and years we asked to introduce-I give an 
example in this ciry of Jerusalem where we are 
now-an educational tax, and it is not true that 
the Arab community in Jerusalem is a poor one. 
It is sufficient to walk through the streets of 
Jerusalem and see the Arab houses to see there 
is a large number of very rich Arabs, as there 
is quite a large number of rich J’ews. We begged 
to introduce such a tax, We could not achieve 
it up to a year and two years ago, and even now 
if you compare the taxes paid by the rich sec- 
tions of the population-rich Arabs and Jews- 
and here 1 say by the rich sections for the sake 
of such essential needs-1 dare say some Arab 
villages in proportion havè paid more for their 
education than the rich Arabs of Palestine. 

Mr. HOROWITZ: 1 said that fifty per cent of 
the foodstuffs c’onsumed by the Jewish com- 
munity is provided by Jewish agriculture and 
fifteen per cent by Arabs. 

Mr. RAND (Canada) : Wcll, that is what 1 said- 
fifteen per cent, Nqw, cari you give me an esti- 
mate of the total economic exchadge between 
the Jews and the Arabs in this country? 

Mr. HCJROW~TZ: It would be quite impossible 
to give in actual figures. We only know that if 
you have a kind of trade balance between Jews 
and Arabs, that trade balance would be greatly 
adverse to the Jews. 

Mr. RAND (Canada) : Could you indicate tlie 
commodities? _ 

Now I Will give ~OU a second example. It was 
in the statement mentioned by our War Eco- 
nomic Advisok) Council. 1 had the privilege 
of being among the War Economie Advisory 
Council and we discussed the question of taxa- 

Mr. HOROW~~Z: Yes, I cari. First of all, there 
is agricultural produce. We do not sel1 any a@- 
cultural produce to +e Arabs although fifteen 
per cent of Arab produce are sold to the Jews, 
e.g. fifteen per cent of the Jewish coisumption 
of foodstuffs. In absolute figures, thrs is a very 
high proportion of agricultural surplus produce, 
our Arab population being a population with a 
high consumption of fooclstufls; it is in absolute, 
quantities of foodstuffs a very considerable item 
in the income of Arab agriculture. It is only 
fifteen per cent of our consumption, but a very 
considerable item in the income of Arab agri- 
culture, as is shown by the raising curve of the 
production of these foodstuffs. 

Mr. 'RAND (Canada) : What do you mean by 
agricuIture as distinguished from foodstuffs? 
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Mr. Ho&wrrz: 1 mean food products. That is 
one thing. Secondly, we have fodder. We have 
intensive agriculture. We are related to Arab 
agriculture to a certain extent, like Denmark 
to countries from which it buys foodstuffs for 
animals. We concentrate on poultry raising, 
dairy products, and SO on, and as we do not 
have enough land we do not produce enough 
feeding stuEs: here the proportion of our pur- 
chase of Arab agriculture is considerably higher. 
The third point-again we buy from the Arabs 
but they do not buy back from us, we buy a 
considerable proportion of building materials 
from Arabs, stcme, groundstone, and a kind of 
coarse Sand. This is a branch which employs 
many Arabs in the country. The produce is sold 
in a preponderant part to the Jews, as the Jewish 
building movement is doing the preponderant 
share of building in this country. Fourth, a large 
proportion of the Jewish population lives in 
houses built by Arabs, who let tlzem out to 
Jews, as it is a very profitable occupation. Fifth, 
employment. For every Jew employed in Arab 
economy, if there are any, there are at least 
one hundred Arabs employed in Jewish economy, 
in Jewish services, in some Jewish industrial 
undertakings, Palestine Potash, etc. For every 
Jew employed in Arab economy there are at 
least one hundred Arabs, and 1 think the esti- 
mate is very conservative, employed in Jewish 
economy. That is the next channel of transition. 
Sixth, a furthei charme1 of transition is revenue. 
Whether someone approves it or not, revenue 
represents a transfer in the balance of payment 
between the Jewish and Arab community. 
Seventh, the sale of surplus land which goes 
into millions is also one-way traflïc. Al1 these 
seven channels form a kind of combination of 
connected vessels by which a considerable pro- 
portion of the import of Jewish capital is trans- 
ferred to the Arab community. An additional 
factor is the relation in the foreign trade be- 
tween Palestine and the neighbouring Arab 

’ countries which, in the course of a few years, 
created a deficit of LP 26,OOQOOO in the trade 
balance between Palestine and these countries. 
It is almost exclusively due to the development 
of the country by the Jews and the tremendous 
purchases by us from the neighbouring Araib 
countries, SO that we not only provided capital 
for the development of the Arab sector of Pales- 
tine, but to a considerable extent we are the 
providers of capital and finances for develop 
ment in neighbouring countries. And, the larger 
the Jewish immigration, the larger these trade 
deficits, particularly SO now, when the Arab boy- 
cott decreased our exports to those countries. 
But we have not the power to use that deficit 
in trade balance as a means of a bargaining 
weapon-to say; if you continue with the boycott, 
we shall not buy from you. Wè cannot do it be- 
cause we do not have the government authority. 
SO, in that case, the very reward for the boycott 
is the increasing profit to the neighbouring 
countries from the Jews of Palestine. 

Mr, RAND ( Canada) : These purchases that 

you say you make from the neighbouring Arab 
countries, are they produce or transit goods? 

Mr. HOROWITZ: They are not transit goods. 
They are the produce of the country, mainly 
raw materials, foodstuffs, etc. 

Mr. RAND (Canada) : 1s there any perceptible 
interchange in Palestine in manufacturing goods 
between the Jews and the Arabs,? 

Mr. HOROWITZ: There is a sale of Jewish manu- 
factured products to the Arabs. That is the 
only item which goes the other way around, 
but it is in no way comparable with a11 these 
seven items which 1 mentioned. It would be a 
very small, almost negligible fraction in the 
balance of payments. Even now there is an offi- 
cial boycqtt in the country which is not effective. 
That ineffectiveness proves that the boycott’ 
would be even less effective in Egypt and Iraq. 
It is effective in these countries by the prohibition 
of the Government of these countries in the 
issuance of import licenses for Palestine goods. 
When the Arab buyer, purchaser or consumer 
has to decide for himself, he finds ways and 
means, which 1 cannot mention here for obvious 
reasons, to resort to subterfuge in various ways 
to buy Jewish products, of course, in negligible 
proportion in the balance of payments, but it 
proved very conclusively that the boycott is 
very ineffective when the Arab consumer has 
to decide by himselE. 

Mr. RAND (Canada) : 1s there any degree of 
reciprocable purchase by the Jew of Arab manu- 
factured products? 

Mr. HOROWITZ: No, the Arab industry forms 
something Iess than 10 per cent of the industry 
of Palestine. It is not an industry. There are 
small workshops which do not have many prod- 
ucts for sale. The only industry in the Arab 
community is the soap industry in Nablus. This 
soap indtistry is a special product which has a 
ready sale only among the Moslem population, 
because for religious reasons they prefer haviqg 
the pure vegetable contents in the soap. It has 
a guaranteed religious value and it does not 
contain any animal fats. It has a very coarse 
external appearance and is bought mainly in 
Egypt and Palestine by pious Moslems, because 
that is the only kind of soap which has the 
guarantee that it does not use any anmial fats. 
Therefore, it is a kind of special product. 

Mr. RAND (Canada) : You do not smoke the 
Arab tobacco? 

Mr. HOROWITZ: We do, in very considerable 
proportions. 

Mr. BRILEJ (Yugoslavia) : Mr. Chairman, 1 
was told that the taxes in Palestine are twice 
as high as, for instance, Lebanon, four times as 
high as Syria, and ten times as high as Egypt. 
Can you tel1 us something about this comparison? 

Mr. HOROWITZ: Per head or per population? 
Mr. BRILEJ (Yugoslavia) : Per head. 
Mr. HOROWITZ: 1 could not tel1 you eXaCtly 

whether the figures are correct but to a certain 
extent it is true, as two-thirds of the taxes are 
levied on the Jews-the revenue is much higher 
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because the Jewish population has a rnuch 
higher yield in taxation. But if you take anly 
one-third and compare to the figures provided 
by you, you Will find about the same taxation 
for the Arab population as in the neighbouring 
countries. But there is an additiona] yield of 
taxation from the Jewish population which, in 
its predominant part-I do not complain aboul: 
it-goes to improve the service of the Arab popu- 
lation, SO that this particular structure of the 
taxable capacity of the country is a11 to the 
lmdt of the Arab population in Palestine. 

Mr. BRILEJ (Yugoslavia) : We had here a state- 
ment made by the Jewish Agency that the oil 
companies do net pay customs, and do not pay 
income taxes, 1 would like to know if only oil 
firms enjoy SU& privileges, or whether there are 
other firms in Palestine with such privileges. 

Mr. HOROWITZ: There are no other items of 
that kind. That is a separate agreement between 
the Palestine Government and the companies 
which establishes the refineries. The pipeline was 
laid in 1929 or 1930. When the contract was con- 
cluded, these privileges were afforded to these 
companies exclusively. 

Mr. LISICKY (Czechoslovakia) : 1s this exemp- 
tion of taxation temporary or for the whole 
duration? 

Mr. HOROWITZ: For the whole duration. 
CHAIRMAN: Are there any further questions? 

(No response) . 
CHAIRMAN: Then we consider the questioning 

of you gentlemen, as concluded. Of course, we 
reserve our right to return to questions on other 
matters, if we should like to, later on. 

1 now call Rabbi Fishman. 
(At that point, Rabbi Fishman took his place 

ut the table, and his remarks which were made 
in Nebrew were interpreted by Mr. Kafdan.) 

Sir ABDUR RANMAN (India) : Rabbi Fishman, 
1 do not know the Bible, 1 do not pretend to 
know it, but’ 1 should Iike to get information 
from you, your point of view, and I hope you 
wiP1 enlighten me as to what you have to say 
in regard to a few matters which I Will put to 
you. 

Rabbi Fishman, what was “the Promised 
Land”? 

RABBI FJSHMAN: The Promised Land was 
quite a large one, from the river of Egypt, up to 
the Euphrates. 

Sir ABDUR RANMAN (India) : It included the 
whole of Syria? 

RABBI FISI-MAN: Yes, a part. 
Sir A~DUR RAI-~MAN (India) : The whole Of 

Transjordan and Iraq? 
RABBI FISHMAN: No.’ 
Sir ABDUR RARMAN (India) : The whole of 

Syria, Lebanon, present Palestine and Trans- 
jordan? 

RAP,B~ FISHMAN: ‘i"es, possibIy part ol SYria 
and Lebanon. 

Sir AB~UR RAI~NIAN (India) : When was the 
promise made by God? 

RAIW FISIIMAN: The promi’se was given to 
Abraham, Isaac and Jacob, about 4000 years 
ago. 

Sir ABDUR RAHMAN (India) : When was it con- 
firmed by God? 

~UKSI FISHMAN: Ir was reaffirmed to Moses. 
Sir ABDUR RABMAN (India) : Did God also 

promise that twelve tribes would a.rise out of 
Ishmael, son of Hagar and Abraham? 

RABBI FISHMAN: IC was definitely stated, the 
sons of Isaac would inherit the land, 

Sir ABDUR RAHMAN (India) : That was not 
the question. Did God promise that twelve tribes 
would arise out of Ishmael or not? 

RABBI FISXVIAN: He said not. Twelve tribes 
would arisc only out of Jacob the son of Isaac. 

Sir ABDUR RATIMAN (India) : When clid Cyrus, 
the Persian king, order the Jews to return to 
Jerusalem? 

IRABBI FISHMAN: It was approximately 2400 
years ago. 

Sir ABDUR RAH~IAN (India) : Was not the 
promise of God made to Abraham and Moses 
Eulfilled by Cyrus’ order of return to Jerusalem? 

RARBI FISIIMAN: Cyrus gave only a part of, the 
land to the Jews. 

Sir ABDU~ RAI-MAN (India) : And therefore, 
according to you, a part of the promise of God 
was redeemed. 

RABBI FISHMAN: Maccabeans enlarged the 
area that Cyrus gave back to the Jews. CY~US 
put in bis proposa1 to Jews only a part of the 
country and the Maccabeans .later expanded 
that part, 

Sir ABDUR RAHMAN (India) : Did the Arab 
Prince Yoshan abject to the Jews return with 
C~rus’ order and try to stop them? 

RABRI FISHMAN: Alter the exile, many of the 
neighbouring peoples occupying a part pf Pales- 
tine resisted the return of the Jews. Among 
them was also the gentleman mentioned by the 
representative of India. 

Sir ARDUR RAHMAN (India) : According to the 
Jews, was their return to this country not to 
take place with the appearance of the Messiah? 

RABBI FISHMAN: No, in accordance with the 
Jewish tradition the Jews should return to Pal- 
estine before the Messiah cornes, and Jerusalem 
should be a part of Palestine. Only then, after 
the return of the Jews to Palestine in accordance 
with the tradition, the Messiah may arrive. 

Sir A~~IJR RABMAN (India) : How long after 
the return of the Jews Will the Messiah arrive, 
according to you? 

-BU~ FISHMAN: That is a thing nobody cari 
tell. 

Sir ABDUR RABMAN (India) : HO~ long bas 
Rabbi Fishman been in Palestine? 

RABBI FISHBIAN: Forty-one years. 
si? ABWJR RAE!MAN (India) : HO~ many syna- 

gogues .were there in Palestine up to 1917? 
RABBI FI~I-I&AN: 1 cannot give the exact figure 

for the moment, but in Jerusalem. there weïe 
about fourteen synagogues. 
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Sir ABDuR ~&MAN (India) : And outside 
Jerusalem? 

~BBI FISHMAN: There were a lot in other 
places such as Jaffa, Hebron, some nOt existing 
now, at Safad, FIaifa, Tiberias and in a11 the 
Jewish villages. 

Sir ABDIJR RAHMAN (India) : Are there any 
Christian Jews in the country? 

RABBI FISI-IMAN: It is not for me t0 answer, 
Tllere may be Jews who are converted, but I 
do not mix with them. 

Sir ABDUR RAI-IMAN (India) : But arc there 
any? 

RABRI FISHMAN: 1 do not know, because I do 
not mix with them. 

Sir ABDUR RAHAN (India) : I am asking you 
if you recognize Christian Jews to be Jews. The 
Government does not treat them as Jews. 

RABBI FISIIMAN: 1 think that a Jew, even if he 
has been converted and has committed a sin, 
is nevertheless a Jew and cannot free himself 
from the bondages of Judaism. 

Sir ABDUR RAHMAN (India) : SO according to 
ypu, a Christian Jew is a Jew? 

RABBI FISHMAN: 1 wrote a long article about 
that. Jews who have committed a si? and have 
betn converted cannot free themselves from the 
bondages of Judaism. 

Sir ABDUR RAHMAN (India) : SO, according to 
you, a11 the Christians and a11 the Moslems are 
Jews? 

CWAIRMAN: Are there any more questions? 
RABBI FISHMAN: That is your opinion, not 

mine. 
Sir ABDUR RAHMAN (India) : 1 am asking your 

opinion, 
CHAIRMAN: We Will content ourseives with 

this answer. Are there any more questions to be 
put to Rabbi Fishman? Then 1 thank ypu, and 
we Will now conclude the hearing of the Jewish 
Agency. 

I suspend the hearing for ten minutes. After 
the suspension, we Will hear representatives of 
the Vaad Leumi. 

(The meeting was iuspended for ten minutes.) 

CHAIRMAN: I cal1 the meeting to order. 

H-ring of the Representatives 
of the “Vaad Leumi” 

We Will .now hear representatives of the Vaad 
Leumi. I understand Mr. Ben-Zevie, the Presi- 
dent of the Vaad Leumi, is going to give the 
opening address. 

Mr. BEN-ZEVIE (Vaad Leumi): We are a dele- 
gation of four. 

CHAIRMAN: YOU may corne up as you are 
going to speak. It is not necessary for a11 to stay 
on the platform while one is speaking. YOU will 
be called up in your turn. ~ 

Mr. BEN~&E: Permit me, first of,all, to ex- 
tend the greetings of the Yishuv to you, the rep 
XXStatiVeS Of the United Nations who came 
here from west and east to establish the truth 

about &is land and its particular probleln, 
which is unique in the world. We appreciate 
the trouble you bave taken and particularly tl~ 
interest you have shown in the Jewish settk- 
ments, bath apicultufal and urban. You SaTV 
the Holy Places reminding you of millenia of 
the Ilistory of this country, of Javish history 
past, and you saw the pioneering generation, 
paving the way of the future. Be greeted in your 
task of bringing before the forum of the United 
Nations the problem of the people of Israel a& 
the Land of Israel. 

The Vaad Leurni, the General COUrKil of the 
Jewish Community of Palestine, represents the 
entire organized Yishuv of over 600,000 Je= 
Every sihgle one of the 340 settlements, rural 
and urban, are units of the Knesset Israel, zs 
the organized Jewish Community is called. Every 

four years general elections are held for the 
Elected Assembly, the supreme parliamentary 
body of the Yishuv. The last national elections 
were held in August 1944, when the number of 
electors amounted to 300,000, of whom 67 
per cent went to the ~011s. We are the only body 
elected on a democratic basis authorized to speak 
on behalf of Palestine Jewry. 

We submitted to you a number of memo- 
randa, dealing with history, local autonomy, 
social services and features of Emergcncy Legîsla- 
tion, and my colleagues here Will supplemeilt 
the memoranda and reply to questions arising 
ther.efrom: Dr, Hi&, our honorary legal ad- 
viser and member of the delegation, here on my 
right, Will speak on the attitude of the Yishuv 
to the problems now confronting Palestine, Dr. 
Katznelson, member of the Vaad Leumi Execu- 
tive in charge of Health and Social WclFare, wi1I 
follow and Mr. David Remez, the Chairman ol 
the Vaad Leumi, Will sum up and concludc OU~ 
evidence. 

1 for myself wish to supplcment here the 
historical memoranda. 

Otir right to Palestine is based upon OU~ 

national history. Like any other’ nation we 
claim the elementary right to independencc and 
we identify ourselves with the Jewish Agcncy 
demanding the establishment of a Jewish State 
in Palestine. Although in the course of OU~ 
history we lost independence, we never gave up 
our entity as a nation, we never ceased hoping 
for our return to the Land and the restoration 
of our State. Only once in its history has this 
land had its independent statehood, and ‘that was 
the Kingdom of Israel. The inhabitants who lived 
in the Land before the children of Israel came 
here never succeeded in laying the foundation to 
one political and cultural unit in Palestine. The 
l!IoIY Scriptures and the living historical trac& 
tion Of our nation tel1 us of the Jewish State 
established net only on the basis of common ori- 
gin and back-ound, but ilso of religion, cul- 
turc, language and ideals. The Tewish State ‘of: 
Palestine existed for almost eieven centurics 
with small interruptions, from tlle days of saul 
and David up to the darkest days of the destruc- 
tion of the Temple by the Romans in tlle ycar 
70 c. E. In spite ‘of the fa11 of the indcpelldent 
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state, the bulk of the Jewish population in Pal- 
estine survived for almost another six centuries 
-.Gnd shattered remainders clingéd to their land 
and persisted in carrying on the tradition of 
cheir people. None of the conquerors in the 
Izistory of the country, be they Romans, Arabs, 
Mongols, Mamelukes, or Turks, cared or suc- 
ceeded in establishing a State, with the excep- 
,cion of the Latin Kingdom which only for 
oinety years formed a unity of the Land. 

We firmly believe that the restoration of in- 
,dependence of the Land of Israel is the historical 
destiny of the entire Jewish people. In our paper 
called “Three Historical Mcmoranda” we prove 
chat the Jewish nation never interrupted its 
connection with Palestine. In a special chapter, 
dealing with the continuity of Jewish settlement 
in Palestine, we prove that there was a Jewish 
population in existence in Palestine throughout 
the generations who never departed from the 
Holy Land and its soil. Moreover, waves of 
immigration kept coming from the Western as 
M?e11 as the Eastern and Ori,ental Diaspora. It 
is an historical fact that for centuries during 
che Arab rule, the Crusaders’ and the Turkish 
period, the country remained a wastt2 ana dis- 
ease-stricken Land and a population amounting 
perviously to 3,200,OOO in the beginning of the 
seventh Century dwindled down to 673,000 on 
the eve of the British occupation. Since then the 
population increased threefold, the whole popu- 

lation increased threfold; the Yishuv, that is 
the Jewish population, rose from some 60,000 to 
640,000. A similar figure of increase was reached 
by the Arab sector, due both to natural in- 
crease and to immigration from neighbouring 
Arab countries. This was increased by nearly 
600,000 during this time. .It is remarkable that 
110 similar increase and development took place 
in the neighbouring Transjordan, originally 
under the same British Mandate, where general 
conditions are net very much different from 
western Palestine and where natural resources 
are even more plentiful than here. 

‘What is Palestine for us and what is it for the 
Arabs? For us, it is the sole refuge, the harbour 
of salvation and the sole hope for our dis- 
persed nation, whilst for the Arabs it is a negli- 
gible part of the vast Arab territories. Compared 
with the Arab territories in ,Asia alone it rep- 
resents 0.8 per cent, if we include Arab coun- 
tries in Africa, Palestine is only 0.4 per cent. 
Even Arab countries with such natural ,resources 
as Iraq have a density of 8 per square kilometre, 
Syria, 15 per square .kilometre. The vast Arab 
territories and their natural resources leave space 
for an enormous increase of the Arab popula- 
tion, and for their development they do not rely 
on this small country of 27,000 square kilome- 
-tres, while the Asiatic Arab countries alone con- 
sist of 3,226,OOO square kilomet&s with a total 
popu1ation of only about 14,000,OOO. 

During the period of tl\e Mandate the Jews 
made their suprcme efforts to build up the 
country, ,believing that the process of recon- 
struction would be favoured ‘ind encouraged 
by the Mandatory according to the letter and 

the spirit of’ the Mandate. Instead, the policy 
oi the White Paper, of lb39 .aime$ at stopping 
further development, immigration and coloniza- 
tion of the country. We are convinced thnt if we 
had had the liberty of taking charge of our OWI~ 
affairs, hundreds of thousands might bave been 
brought to Palestine and been saved. Now we 
face the fact that over one million of those who 
surviveci’ the Nazi inferno are condemned to 
utter despair if they are not granted immediate 
facilities of immigration. The strong links be- 
tween them and us, among them there art: many 
of their own families, and the wish to be re- 
united increase their anguish. The homes of 
the Yishuv are kept open, in every settlement, 
in every village, in every town dwelling to re- 
ceive saved brethern. 

At the same time the position of Jewish minor- 
ities in the neighbouring countries is rapidly 
cleteriorating politically, culturally and economi- 
cally. The development during the past twenty- 
five years of the newly established Arab States 
does not provide any chance for non-Arab 
minorities, be they Assyrians, Kurds or Jews. 
The sole hope ofe the Jewish minorities is the 
exodus. 

Our appeal to you is: Open the gates of our 
country. 

Permit me, Mr. Chairman, to conclude with 
a citation of a prophet who prophesied three 
thousand years ago, Isaiah: (62.10 fi.) “Go 
through, go through the gates; prepare ye the 
w+y of the people; cast up, cast up the high- 
way; gather out thc stones; lift up a standard 
for the people. Behold the LORD hath pro- 
claimed unto the end of the world, ‘Say ye to 
the daughter of Zion, Behold, the salvation 
cometh. ” 

CHAIRMAN: 1 thank you, Mr. Ben Zevie. 
1 recognize Dr. Eliash. 
MR. ELIASH:. It was about sixteen months ago, 

in March 1946, that this delegation sat before 
this very table and pleaded the same cause which 
it has corne to do today. It then endeavoured to 
explain the attitude of the Yishuv ,in matters 
of genera1 policy, and it is today again to expIain 
its attitude to the problems confronting Pales- 
tine today. 
. I am sure that after a11 you have’heard from 

the various witnesses who presented the Jewish 
case, you Will be convinced that had anyone pre- 
dicted sixteen months ago that the people who 
are pining away in the concentration camps, 
now called centres of assembly, would pass an- 
other winter and would be faced now with a 
third winter, we would bave called them in this 
country “false prophets,” or perhaps, in these 
modem times, 1 should say “false experts.” But 
we are again before you to explain the attitude 
of the Yishuv in these mattèrs. 

New the Yishuv, as the Jewish population of 
Palestine is generally called, is on the one hand 
a &k, the presènt day link in that long chain 
of Jewish generations in Palestine which goes 
back to its national life, to that very national 
home which is to be reconstituted in Palestine. 
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On the other hand, it represents the embodi- 
ment of the modern national home called into 
being by the Balfour Declaration and as a re- 
suit of that process of rebuilding the Jewish 
nation to which our sons and our daughters have 
responded from east and. west, from north to 
south, they have contributed to creating the 
present-day Yishuv. 

you may well ask yourselves why we, the 
handful of Jews in Palestine, assume to corne 
before you to state a case after it has been so 
eloquently stated by the representatives-the 
fully-accredited representatives-of the Jewish 
people as a whole. 1 may say, it is because we in 
Palestine consider ourselves trustees over certain 
values, certain created and recreated values for 
the Jewish people outside. 

I sec that in the Report of the Angle-Ameri- 
cari Committee it is stated that one Jewish tvit- 
ness stated to the Commission that the people 
in Palesine consider themselves a “vanguard of 
an army which is to follow.” 1 am afraid this 
statement does not rightly represent what the 
Yishuv feels about itself. We are here as the 
beginners of a task, as those to whom the priv- 
ilege bas fallen to start and make it easier for 
those to corne. And that is why we think that 
the discussion as to whether the national home 
is already established is both idle and irrelevant, 
in the same way as it would be idle and ir- 
relevant to discuss whether a Child bas already 
reached manhood; SO that it should now be put 
into a concrete casing. For that is how WC see 
the departure from the policy of the Mandate, 
that the national home is to be considered crys- 
tallized SO that’ it may be petrified; it is to be 
considered sufficiently grown SO it may be stulti- 
lied; it is to be considered sufficiently developed 
SO it may now be maimed and crippled. 

We, in Palestine, the Yishuv, have come to 
see that immigration to Palestine is regarded 
by us as our very life blood, as the very essence 
of our continued existence and development. It 
may, perhaps, be strange that an economic en- 
tity should not consider itself in a position in 
which it should advocate the elimination of 
competition, in which professions, trade unions, 
merchants, artisans should not corne and say, 
wo do not want anyone to come in and compete 
with us. And perhaps it is also another unique 
feature among the unique features of the Pales- 
tine case that you fïnd thac the Yishuv not only 
sugers through the White Paper in that its next 
of kin cannot be rejoined, its families and 
those people have been waiting now for years 
to see remnants, sole remnants of families who 
survived the halocaust of Europe, but that it 
also feels itself stunted in its growth, that it feels 
itself deprived in the influx of fresh blood, fresh 
energy, forces which help it to exist and to CO~I- 

tinue in its growth. 
The position is at present suc11 in Palestine 

that if a man welcomes in his home bis own 
wife, who may have come into Palestine from 
a concentration camp, but bas not obtained 
the necessary permit, he would be liable foi 
helping an illegal immigrant and would be 

lacillg a penalty of ei@lt years inlprisonment 
and a fine of one thousand pounds. This is laid 
dowa in our &mergencY Dehnce Regulations, 
and the anomalous position lias been created 
that if you harbour a murderer in Your home you 
are only liable to three years imprisonment, M%at 
is more, if tllat murderer happens to be a C~OS~ 

relative, you would not be prosecuted at a& 
but for harbouring an illegal immigrant, who- 
ever he may be, tlle penalty which faCes the 
t\ri&ed person SO doing is eight years ilnprison- 
ment and a fine of one thotrsand poundsa 

It is in tllese conditions that tire Yishuv bas 
been living for the last eight or nine years, arld 
it is this that we bave corne forward to tel1 you. 
Tlle same Wllite Paper bas Ieft about two and a 
half per cent of Palestine where land could ‘be 
acquired by Jews. You may woirder vVlly the 
figure is two and a half and not five per cent 
as was mentioned by other witnesses who have 
ad&essed you; it is because bdf Of tht Uea 

already belongs to Jews, half of tbe free area, 
as it is called. But the remarkable provision is 

also this: it is not as if the legislator, in bis 
wisdom, decided that a certain part of PakStine 

should be reserved for Jewisli developmen anù 
another part forArab development. This le@- 
lator excluded entirely Jews from the 95 per 
cent, but left the 5 per cent-or the two sud a 
half per cent, as 1 called it-to free competition, 
not only to free competition in Palestine, but 
to any Syrian or Egyptian investor who desires 
to invest his money in land which is bound to 
rise in price, because the Jews must buy it one 
way or another. It has SO arranged matters that 
the entire Arab energy, both financially and 
politically by the way of propaganda cari bc 
directed to prevent the sale to Jews of thesc tWo 
and a half per cent. That anyone placing his 
land on the market cari be eithcr persuaded or 
intimidated not to sel1 it to thc Jews who are 
free to buy it if they cari. 

And ,in addition to that, the Yishuv is at 
gresent regarding, as has been statccl nlrcady to 
you, with the gravest apprelicnsion new prij- 
posed legislation as to the water resources in 
Palestine. Not the surface water resources, which 
are vested in the I-Iigh Commissioner, and as 
regards which, no legislatiou bas yet been pro- 
posed, but the underground water resources, 
which are created by special effort; and as re- 
gards these, too, the widest possible polvers will 
be exercised by oflîcials whose word wilI be final 
and the Yishuv gravely fears lest this bc an- 
other means of curbing its activities and of re- 
saicting its expansion. This White Paper bas 
been introduced to the Yishuv as an introduc- 
tien to a minority status in Palestine, and I 
think tlie Angle-American Con~mittee of En- 
quiry hve used the word “terrer,” by saying 
“community 1iJès in the terrer of remaining a 
minority, and perhaps a steadily diI&&hing 
minority in this country.” Tlle minority wna 
offered saf~guards, and perhaps it may llOt be 
amiss if 1 mntion one case of safeguards which 
1x1s turned OUt to be of very Iittle protection. 

The Mandate of Palestine, whiclr was ap- 
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proved by fifty nations, contained a safeguard 
in its Article 15, that no legislation shall be 
passed in Palestine which tends to discriminate 
between the inhabitants of Palestine on the 
grounds of race or religion. The Palestine Order- 
in-Council provided a further safeguard by 
providing in one of its sections-+n fact, in three 
of the sections-in one of its sections that the 
Legislative Council of Palestine should not be 
able to Iegislate in a manner which discriminated 
between the inhabitants. In another place, that 
the I$igh Commissioner should not be able to 
legislate in that manner, and finally, in Section 
89, that His Majesty reserves himself the right 
to legislace in Palestine only in accordance with 
the Mandate. 

And yet the very same Order-in-Council was 
amended by the insertion of this Article 16 (d) 
which discriminates between the people of 
Palestine on the ground of race and religion and 
limits the rights of the Jews to bny land, even 
from fellow Jews if the land happens to be in 
Zone A. 

now in Europe. Thev ~111 have to do it as a 
people and n& as a community. They Will have 
to find their place among other nations who Ve 
being helped by the richer, the happier of na* 
tions to rehabilitate their own people, and as 
we stand now, a community onIy without a 
standing in the world as a people, we shall cer- 
tain17 not be able to perform that duty. 

We also stand entirely defenceless in matters 
of political action and reaction by others of our 
neighbours. You have heard about the boycott 
of our goods; you have heard about the difficulty 
one bas to get across a neighbouring country, the 
impossibility of procuring a visa for a Child if 
it has to get across a country which does not like 
any more Jews coming to Palestine, We stand 
entirely defenceless in that regard. We cannot 
either suggest reciprocation or appeal to our 
own practice as Jews for the abolition of those 
practices against us, and it is only when we shall 
be one day able to act as a people that we shall 
be able to defend ourselves against these dis- 
criminations. 

We are living now in a period where history 
is rapidly giving new forms to peoples and to 
governments, and we see before our own eyes 
110~ two sections of a great people who joined 
to struggle together for their freedom, one’ of 
them containing a very large and powerful 
minority, decided not to rely on safeguards for 
its future. It may be a very indicative pointer 
to the Jewish people as to whether safeguards 
could help a minority living among a majority. 
Moreover, this Yishuv has real state functions 
imposed upon it. Xc has to provide its own social 
services, and in that connexion may 1 say a 
word about this question of taxation, which 
served as a subject of interrogations this morn- 
ing. 

The position in Palestine is not such that the 
Jewish community is taxed and then the services 
are equally divided, as a result of which the 
Arab community benefits by sheer weight of 
its numbers. If one appIied the principle that 
the ri& have to be taxed SO that the poor may 
have their services, one would still wonder 
whether in any country the rich are taxed and 
then they are told, “Oh, watex? We are not 
going to give you. Schools we are not going to 
give you, because you are ri& 1-Iospitals we 
are not going to give you, because you cari 
provide them for yourselves.” It seems to me 
that if the principle of taxing the rich is com- 
mon, So also is the principle of giving the essen- 
tial services to the rich and poor alike. And even 
if this myth of the Jewish community being the 
rich and the Arab community being the poor 
were fully and scientifically established, the in- 
iquity of taxing the Jewish community and then 
telling it to provide for its own education, its 
own health and its own necessities, does, in my 
submission, cal1 for some comment. 

There is another result of this policy-perhaps 
the most tragic one for us, the people of Pales- 
tine-and that is the cancer which is growing in 
our flesh, the terror of which one hears the 
Jews as a whole SO often accused, with the result 
that our own children bave turned away from 
the precepts of their fathers. Generations of 
Jews have taught them the great Command: 
“Thou shalt not kill;” and the Yishuv is rent 
and torn between the desire to eradicate the 
cancer and the impossibility of co-operating 
with a Government which has proclaimed as 
its declared policy to condemn US to the status 
of a minority in this country. As a result, we 
have lived now for years in a regime of defence 
regulations. You Will find that these regulations 
have become quite a substantial part of the 
Statute Book of Palestine. They have been given 
the dignity of a special edition by the Govern- 
ment, in which they are a11 collected until 2 
March 1947. Since then they have again been 
increased, improved and amended. You wiI1 Çmd 
in them that laws cari be promulgated even oral- 
ly without any Pu*blication; that they cari be 
contrary to any other law of the country and 
yet would prevail. That other law may even be 
the Order-in-Council itself-that @est source of 
safeguard. You Will find that property and lib- 
erty are not properly protected. As a result hun- 
dreds of people are in detention camps. That 
many of them are innocent is obvious from the 
fact that some of them get gradually released 
as investigations proceed. 

But in addition to these functions of main- 
taining the community as such, it is obvious 
that the Jews of Palestine Will have to do their 
share-and the lion’s share it Will be-in re- 
establishing the shattered remnants of Jewry 

Is this the regime which is to be perpetuated? 
Is this the regime to which no solution is to be 
Eound? We have corne here to pray that the 
solution may be a radical one and an early one. 
The organized conscience of mankind has found 
it possible to do justice ,to the Jew individually 
in almost every nation, The great ideals of the 
French Revolution have taught the world lib- 
erty, equality, fraternity as regards individual 
Jews in each of these countries. Perhaps the 
great ideals now animate the United Nations 
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Will teach the organized conscience of mankind 
to do justice to the Jews as a people. And then 
we in Palestine shall be given the status not of 
a religious community merely, as we are now, 
but of the people of Israel in the Land of Israel. 

Tlle Jewish. community of Palestine provides 
82 per cent; Jewi& sources abroad-malnly 
American sources, including Hadassah-13 per 
cent; Govermnent of Palestine 5 per Cent. 

CHAIRMAN: 1 thank you, Dr. Eliash. 
I recognize Dr. Katznelson. 

(Dr. Katznelson took a Seat ut t?le table.) 

Dr. ~TZNELSON: ph-. Chairman, Members of 
tlle Committee: In our memorandum “The Jew- 
ish Community of Palestine and its Social Ser: 
vices,” which we bave submitted t0 you, WC 
described the structure of the Jewish COmmUnity 
oE Palestine, its authority and îunctions, as we11 
as tlle development of its social services: Echca- 

tion, Health, and Social Welîare. In the memo- 
randuni it was explained that the burden of 
these services, which have reached the accepted 
standards of a civilized community, is borne 
almost entirely by the Yishuv, without appropri- 
ate aid from thé Government Treasury, and 
without even the necessary authority to raise 
funds by means of p’ogressive taxation, SUC~~ as 
the imposition of a special income tcax upon the 
members of the community. 

This disproportion is eveti more marked in 
the Yishuv’s health budget, if taken SePaatelY. 
out of tlle 3 million pounds spent on rhis ser- 
vice, only 1.6 per cent is provided by Govern- 
ment. In this budget, too, the income from ont- 
side sources is small. YOU bave seen Hadassah’s 
University Hospital on Mount ~CO~US, and bave 
learned something of its Splendid work, but the 
contribution of Hadassah in America towards 
the health budget of the Yishuv is Iess than IO 
per cent of the total. Nor does this contribution 
come from ri& people in America, but is the 
result of the ‘vo1untary effort of Hadassah’s ZOO,- 
000 members. Tlle main sources fronl WhiCh 0111: 

heaIth services derive their income are the health 
insurance fees paid by Jewish workers. 

The Obje;t of my evidence is to illustrate 
this peculiar state ,of affairs by further factual 
descriptions of the situation. 

Here you sec the health budget of t@e Yishuv 
(see diagram page 16 of “Palestine’s Health 
in Figures”) that is included in the previous 
sum of 6 million pounds. The health budget 
amounts to some 3 million pounds a year and 
is derived 90.2 per cent from the Yishuv, 8.2 
per cent from Jewish sources abroacl-almost 
entirely American Hadassah-and 1.6 per cent 
from the Government of Palestine. 

The Social Services bave always been the deep 
conc,ern of the Jewish community and its local 
and ‘national authorities. Care for .the eclucation 
of the younger generation, for the health of 
the inhabitants, and for the relief of the needy, 
has long ceased to be regarded by the Yishuv 
as the concern of private organizations and 
philanthropie societies. The Yishuv regards this 
as a public duty incumbent upon the central 
and local authorities, and claims a just distribu- 
tion of the financial burden involved between 
these tW0 factors. But in vain. The Government 
of Palestine looks upon the Yishuv main1y as 
a source of Government revenue, and upon its 
readiness to fend for itself as sufficient reason 
for depriving it of the aid due to it from SUC~ 
revenue, 

Here are a few figures. 
Over 6 million pounds were spent in 1945-46 

by the Jewisli social services; that is, some ten 
pounds per capita-a sum norma1 in a progressive 
community, and certainly not liigh considering 
the conditions under which the Jewish commun- 
ity is living and developing in Palestine. HoW 
do Government and the Yishuv share in provid- 
ing this sum? Not on the fifty-fifty basis normal, 
for example, in England and other countries, 
but in a proportion of 5 to 95. And this 95 per 
cent is net, as many seem to believe, largely 
derived from outside sources; on1y 13 per cent 
of the total sum cornes from abroad, the re- 
main& being provided by the Yishuv itself. 

As I said, the main sources rom which our 
health services derive their income are the 
health insurance fees paid by Jcwish workers- 
members of the Workers’ Si& Fund, named in 
Hebrew Kupat Holim-from patients’ fees and, 
to a lesser extent, municipal rates. In 1946 the 
expenditure of Kupat Holim which covcrs prac- 
tically the entire Jewish working population- 
nearly 50 per cent of the cominunity-amounted 
to LP 1,900,OOO. The bealth of the worker is a 
national asset-a definition accepted in inter- 
national labour conventions, and it would bave 
been natural to divide this expenditure equally 
among the three factors concerned: the Workera 
the Employer, and the Government. Instead, the 
proportion is 82:15:1, and even this one per 
cent bas been obtained only recently in the form 
of a small grant to the Kupat Holim Hospitals. 

Here is the diagram illustrating the position 
of this chief medical institution in this country, 
spending, as I said, last year, 1946, LP 1,900,- 
OOO. 82 per cent is paid by the Workers them- 
selves; 16 per cent by employers-voluntarily, 
because there, is no legislation at a11 in this 
respect-1 per cent by the Government; 1 per 
cent from other sources. 

Here is a diagram illustrating this proportion, 
or rather, disproportion, of revenue from vari- 
OUS sources. Here is the expenditure on JeWish 
social services 1945-46. 

It is divided according to sources of income. 

In our memorandum to you it was pointed 
out that for years Government bas becn rc- 
quested in vain by the Vaad Leumi to come to 
the aid of Kupat Holim, bath by means of 
appropriate social legislation and by contribut- 
ing towards the cost of maintenance OF their 
services. The following extracts of letters ad- 
dressed by the Government Department of 
Health. to the Vaad Leumi, in reply to the 
latter2 reprcsentations in this matter, are char- 
acteristic of Government’s attitude: 
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‘I 

I  .  .  It is the opinion qf this clcpartment- 

that is the Department of ,Health-that leg- 
islation that involves compulsory contributions 
towards health insurance, however desirable 
it may be for the Jewish workers, would not 
be accepted favourably by the majority of the 
Iaùourers of this country” , . . and 

I< t . . In tbe opinion of Government, the 
stage of development SO far reachcd ii1 Pales- 
tine is not SUC~ as to admit of the establish- 
ment of a general health or social insurance 
scheme, and in the absence of SUC~~ a schemc 
it Will be appreciated that Government can- 
not properly make contribution to a fund 
maintained for the benefit of only one section 
of the population.” 

let distributed among the mcmbers of the Com- 
mittee, these figures are included and the sources 
are indicated there; they are a11 officia1 sources. 

Most characteristic of Government’s heale 
policy is its attitude to the Jewish medical pro- 
fession. Jewish cloctors constitute some 90 per 
cent of Palestine’s medical profession, but what 
is their share in Government’s medical services? 
Out of a total of 13 senior medical officer, there 
is not one Jew-a11 being Britishers and Arabs; 
and of the twenty-five medical officers, Grade 1, 
twenty are Arabs and only five are Jews, the 
latter having been appointed only a few months 
ago, possibly a result of some pressure on behalf 
of the Vaad Leumi. 

This attitude, in effect, means that Govern- 
ment shirks its elementary duties towafds the 
health of a Iarge working community and has 
placecl on the shoulders of this community the 
entire burden of providing its medical require- 
ments. The readiness of the worker to psy ex- 
cessive dues, in relation to his limitcd earnings, 
in order to ensure medical facilities when he falls 
81, is a strange reason for withholding Erom him 
bis share of assistance from public funds. 

Here is a diagram illustrating the position 
(page 15, “Palestine’s Health in Figures”) . You 
see that among 2,700 doctors in Palestine, some 
2,400-nearly 90 per cent-are Jews, and some 
10 per cent non-Jews. 

However, among thirteen Government Senior 
Medical Officers, there are no Jews, at ail, and 
among twenty-five Medical Officers Grade 1, 
there are only five Jews. 

As to the extent which the Yishuv benefits 
from Government’s social services-Government’s 
education system, as you know, is purely Arab, 
and Government’s health services meet the 
Yishuv’s requirements only to a small extent. 
Less than six per cent of a11 Jewish patients 
admitted to hospitals, and only three pe,r cent 

of a11 Jewish out-patients attcnding clinics re- 
ceive treatment in Government institutions. 

Here is the diagram illustrating the position 
of the hospitalization of Jewish patients in Pales- 
tine (page 12, “Palestine Health in Figures”). 
Some 52,000 Jewish patients are treated in hos- 
pitals yearly. Out of this 52,000, 48,000-92.1 per 
cent-are treated in Jewish hospitals; less than 
3,000-or 5.5 per cent-in Government hospitals, 
and 2.4 per cent in non-Jewish hospitals-that 
is, missionary hospitals. That is the position with 
regard to hospitalization of Jewish patients. 

This is at a time when Jewish doctors bave 
earned geat popularity among Arabs in Pales- 
tine as well as in the neighbouring countries. 
According to the officia1 figures available, some 
2,500 non-Jewish patients are treated yearlp in 
Jewish hospitals and many thousands of non- 
Jewish out-patients in Jewish dispensaries. In 
this connexion it is of interest to note that even 
after the officia1 boycott on Jewish doctors, pro- 
claimed some time ago by the Arab Medical 
Association, Arab patients continue to attend 
the Jewish medical institutions as before. 1 
would add to that in Jerusalem there are more 
Arabs in the Hadassah Hospital than there are 
Jews in the Government hospital, 

Tlze ncxt diagram (page 13 of “Palestine 
Health in Figures”) illustrates the great short- 
age of ,beds in our hospitals. In the Jewish hos- 
pitals the daily bed occupancy is over a hundred 
per cent, and that is the average. That means 
there are days when many additional beds are 
put in the corridors; in Government hospitals, 
the bed occupancy is seventy-five per cent, and in 
the missionary hospitals only about fifty per 
cent. This shortage of beds is a constant source 
of suffering for hundreds of patients, including 
many serious cases which must be refused ad- 
mission to hospitals. The distribution of Jewish 
out-patients treated in the dispensaries of vari- 
ous institutions cari be seen from the diagram 
on page 14 of “Palestine Health in Figures”: 
95.4 per cent are treated in Jewish clinics, 3.1 
per cent in Government clinics, and 1.5 per 
cent in missionary clinics-non-Jewish clinics. 

Government’s health policy places the Yishuv ’ 
in a most serious dilemma: either to tut down 
its essential services, educational, medical and 
social welfare, or to increase more and more the 
rates and fees already over-burdening the mem- 
bers of the Jewish Community, The Yishuv en- 
deavours to follow the latter path, faising 
health insurance dues and municipal rates, as, 
well as payments for services, such, as patients’ 
fees, tuition fees in scl~oo1s, and maintenance 
fees in social welfare institutions, etc. The latter 
recourse is contrary to the social character of 
these services, and greatly affects the poorer sec- 
tions of the community. This is particularly felt 
in the mixed towns where practically no aid is 
forthcoming from the municipal authorities 
towards the social needs of the population. 

1 wish to mention here that a11 these figures 
given here are Government figures. In our book- 

Whereas it is the Government’s policy ‘as re- 
gards the Jewish community not to help those 
who help themselves; its policy as regards the 
Arab community is the reverse-t0 help those 
who do not help themselves. Al1 the Arab. social 
services are maintained, with a few exceptions, 
by Government. The contribution towards these 
services from local taxation and fees is insigni- 
ficant. Instead of educating the Arab community 
towards financial and administrative responsi- 
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bility through participation of their local au- 
thorities in the maintenance and administration 
of their social services, Government absolves 
t,bem from this responsibility. Instead of en- 
couraging Arab initiative, Government dis- 
courages Jewish initiative. In this way Govern- 
ment cannot, naturally, meet the health needs 
of the population with the small funds at its 
disposa1 for health purposes, even after disre- 
garding its duty towards the Jewish community. 
Outstanding is Government’s failure in two fiel& 
of public health which shoùld have been its 
main concerni The fight against tuberculosis, 
and the tare for mental diseases. 

In 1935 a Government expert who made an 
inquiry into the state of tuberculosis in this 
country reported as. follows: 

“The problem of tuberculosis among a11 com- 
munit& in Palestine is of sufficient gravity 
to warrant systematic attention on modern 
lines, the valuable time lost by the inability 
of Government to take active measures in the 
past making the position a11 the more urgent.” 

Since that report nothing bas been done to 
carry out its recommendations. Moreover, when 
the Vaad Leumi last year submitted to GOV- 
ernment a plan for the erection of two tuber- 
culosis hospitals-a total of 400 beds-which are 
badly needed to meet the most pressing demands 
of the Jewish community, and saked for a capital 
grant of twenty-five per cent of the total cost 
involved-that means taking upon itself seventy- 
five per cent-their request was rejected by Gov- 
ernment. 

The shortage of beds for mental patients some- 
times takes on an aspect of a public scandai. 
The decision taken by Governkent some twenty 
years ago CO establish a large mental hospital 
in Jerusalem bas not yet materialized. Govern- 
ment’s failure to respond to these vital require- 
ments of the community is even more striking 
in view of the fact that Government’s estimates 
of revenue and expenditure for the year 1947- 
1948 show, on 31 March 1947, a surplus of six 
million pounds. 

It is regrettable that Government’s health 
budget is relatively small, constituting onIy five 
per cent of its total expenditure. Government, 
as is known, argues that it is unable to set aside 
larger sums for social services owing to the large 
expenditure on security; but it is also a fact 
that in peaceful years, for example, 1931-1935, 
the percentage of expenditure on health services 
was not higher than at present. However, even 
granting Government’s argument, one asks one- 
self whether it is indeed for the Jewish taxpayer 

* to bear the heavy burden of taxes in order to 
enable Government to maintain a regime in 
Palestine devoid of any moral or constitutional 
basis. 

Thèse are the political and administrative 
conditions under which the Yishuv has to meet 
its ever-growing needs; to provide educational 
facilities for every Jewish Child in a land where 
education is not compulsory; to tare for the 
beaIth of the worker in a country where healtl; 

insurance, is, again, not compulsory; to main- 
tain welfare services in a country where there 
are no legislative provisions for social security. 
The voluntary funds established for these pur- 
poses by the General Federation of Jewish 
Labour, such as the Unemployment Fnnd, the 
Invalidity Fund, Pensions Fund, etc., receive no 
assistance whatsoever either from Government 
or from employers. 

Under such conditions the Yishuv has not 
only to tare for the maintenance of its normal 
services, but had, from the very beginning, to 
overcome the obstacles which beset the path 
of the early settler, and first and foremost, to 
eliminate tlle dangers which threatened his 
health and very life through the diseases preval- 
ent in the country. The few maps and diagrams 
which I am going to present to you illustrate 
some of the achievements in this field. 

Taking first the great problem of malaria: 
you see here an officia1 map taken from a GOV- 
ernment survey published before the war (last 
map in “Palestine’s Health in Figures”). It is 
Palestine in 1920. The blue areas are the highly 
infected malaria areas. In the blue area the 
rate of infection was, in 1920, 50-100 per cent. 
The rest of the coun’try was also malarial, but 
the percentage was rom ten to fifty per cent. 
That is the malaria rate of Palestine in 1920 as 
presented by an officia1 map of the Governmcnt 
of Palestine. 

Now cornes another map-the map of Jewish 
settlements in Palestine since 1920. From the 
brown spots you cari see that the Jewish settler 
almost closely followed the highly infected areas 
of malaria. What it meant to the Jewish settler 
and the Jewish health service during the twenty- 
five years is quite obvious. 

The next diagram illustrates the results of 
Jewish anti-malaria work during the twenty 
five years (page 9, “Palestine’s Health in Fig- 
ures”), This work started in 1922 with the 
establishment of a spccial institution for malaria 
research. Here you cari see some of the areas- 
settled by the Jews; the Huleh, the Beisan and 
the Emek Hefer, and you cari see how malaria 
incidence in these areas dropped during the 
years to an almost negligible percentage. Even 
in the Huleh area, which is far from being 
reclaimed. 

Here we corne to another disease, trachoma 
(diagram, page 10, “Palestine’s Health in Fig- 
ures”), which was severely endemic in Palestine 
after the First World War and now lias dropped 
to almost a negligible rate among the Jewish 
population. It is also decreasing constantly among 
the Arabs. Here are two lines: one, the Jewish 
comlnunity as a whole, and thc ocher, the 
Oriental Jews, suc11 as the Tiberias community, 
which had a percentage of 80 of trachoma among 
the school children, and is now maring almost 
the average rate of the Jewish commnnity in 
Palestine. 

Here is the Arab line showing tlle decrease 
in trachoma incidence, from wllich it appears 
ht the work of the Government in tlle Arab 
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schools was less successful, at any rate, than the 
Jewish, and trachoma came again among the 
Oriental Jews where the same rate of trachoma 
among the sch001 chidlren was as among the 
Arabs. 

again you see the decrease, almost parallel, in 
the Jewish infant mortality with the Moslem 
infant mortality for the past twenty years. The 
Bgyptian mortality rate again remained as it 
was some twenty years ago. 

1 now refer to a diagram entitled “Mortality 
from Typhoid in Various Countries” (Page 11) . 

1 now refer to a diagram entitled “Infant Mor- 

This char-t shows that the results of the anti- 
tality among Oriental and European Jews in 
Palestine” 

typhoid measures are disappointing. The reason 
(Page 7). Here is an important pic- 

why they are disappointing is because we had 
ture, illustrated by this diagram, showing what 
cari be achieved by modern health work, and 

no control of the Arab sector, and over the particularly by modern infant health work. As 
sources of the disease. You Will see .here that you know, there is in Palestine a considerable 
while in the Western countries typhoid is at a proportion of Oriental Jews. These Oriental 
low ebb and does not exist as a serious disease- 
the Palestine Jewish community here belongs 

Jews had a very high infant mortality rate, It 
was almost as high as it was in the Arab sector 

to the backward countries, and the Arab com- of the commnnity. New, due to the constant 
munity has the highest percentage of typhoid efforts by the Infant Welfare Services, by the 
mortality-nearly two per th.ousand of popula- 
tion. The Jewish community has about one case 

Hadassah Medical Organization, and by other 
bodies, it dropped almost to the rate of the 

per thousand a year. But, that includes also a European part of the Jewish community. Here 
Iot of cases of typhoid which could be preveated are Jewish children of European origin, and 
by an effective campa@ against it, by measures here are Jewish children of Oriental origin-you 
of sanitation, etc. Now, we are compelled, almost cari readily see the difference. Once again it 
every year to provide mass inoculation against must be stressed at this point that among the 
typhoid, similar to the method used in the Oriental Jews the percentage of the very poor 
army during the war, in order to prevent the is very high, 1 may say even higher than the 
disease. For example, we tried to prevent this average. But the diagram shows that the differ- 
disease by inoculating a11 our school children, ence in mortality rates in the richer classes and 
but it certainly is not a means to eradicate it- in the poorer classes cari be abolished by sys- 
it is only a means to prevent outbreaks. tematic and extensive medical work. 

1 now refer to a diagram entitled “Death 
Rates” (Page 3). Here you see death rates per 
one thousand population. The lowest line in- 
dicates Palestine Jews. The next line just above 
indicates Palestine Moslems. The top line indi- 
cates Egypt. You cari see here that the Jewish 
mortality rate dropped from some 16 to some 
61,$ per thousand of the population. The Moslem 
mortality rate again dropped very rapidly and 
is now nearing the European mortality rate. 
There was a time when the Moslem mortality 
rate, twenty years ago, was higher than the 
Egyptian mortality rate. At the same time the 
Egyptian mortality rate is almost on the same 
level as it was twenty years ago. Al1 these dia- 
grams, as 1 mentioned, are based on officia1 fig- 
ures. With regard to Egypt, the officia1 figures 
are those of the Egyptian Government. 1 now 
refer to a diagram entitled “Death Rates in 
Thirty Countries” (Page 4) . This diagram, and 
I am referring to the one indicating the situa- 
tion after the First World War, shows the posi-, 
tion of Palestine among thirty countries. Below 
you sec PaIestine’s position immediately belore 
or after WorId War II. After the First WorId 
War, some twenty-hve years ago, you see the 
Palestine Jews in the Middle of these thirty 

1 now refer to a diagram entitled “Child Mor- 
tality in Palestine” {Page 8, “Palestine Health 
in Figures”) . This is a diagram showing Child 
mortality LIP to the age of five years. Here are 
Moslems and here are Jews. Among the Moslems, 
out OE one thousand new born children about 
five hundred died before the age of five. That 
was the position fifteen years ago. Now you cari 
see that it has dropped to nearly half, only two 
hundred and fifty. This refers to a11 towns of 
Palestine. 

Mr. FÀBREGAT (Uruguay) : Did you say two 
hundred? 

Mr. KATZNELSON: No, two hundred and fifty- 
nearly half the previous rate. Now here we have 
again the Moslem mortality among children in 
purely Arab districts. You see it as it was fifteen 
years ago and as it is now. But, if you compare 
that with mixed districts, Jaffa rural sub-district 
and Haifa rural sub-district, you cari see the 
beneficial effect of Jewish settlement on Arab 
Child mortality. In the purely Arab districts 
the rate is much higher than in. the mixed- 
districts of Jaffa and I-IaiEa. Jewish mortality 
among children is certainly lower, but still one 
hundred are dying before the age of five. It is 
quite clear ,that the mortality rate among the 
Moslem people cari be dropped even more if 
Jewish settlement is allowed to continue. ‘. 

countries. -NO~ it has advanced to first place. 
As a have mentioned, the Jewish mortality rate 
in Palestine is one of the lowest in the world- 
6.5. Also, the Moslem mortality rate advanced 
from second place to much nearer to the Euro- 
pean countries, leaving behind almost a11 the 
oriental countries. 

1 now refer to,a diagram entitled “Infant Mor- 
tality in Palestine and Egypt.” (Page 6). Here 
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NOW to conclude my evidence. What con- 
clusions are to be drawn from the above facts? 
A. The .Jewish community of Palestine has 
proved by a quarter of a Century of constructive 
work its ability to establish and maintain, under 
the most unfavorable conditions, public services 
on a national scale for the benefit of the Jewish 
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population and the country as a whole. B. The 
political conditions in this country are in CO~U- 

pIete contradiction to the progressive character 
of tlle Jewish Community, and shackle its con- 
structive ability to develop this country for the 
absorption of immigration on a SCale appro- 
priate to the needs of the Jewish people. C. The 
present state of affairs involves the Yishuv in 
a tragic and constant conflict between its social 
requirements, which arme those of a civilized 
state, and its potentialities which are those of 
a voluntary organization. There is only one 
remedy for the present intolerable situation, and 

* that is to grant the Jewish community of Pales- 
tine a status which Will enable it to fulfill its 

~ historic mission by establishing a Jewish State 
in Palestine. 

CHAIRMAN: 1 thank you, Dr. Katznelson, and 
I recognize Mr. David Remez. 

(At that point, Mr. David Remez took a Seat 
ut the table). 

Mr. REMEZ (Chairman of the Vaad LeUmi) : 

On coming here to sum up the testimony which 
bas been submitted in the name of the Yishuv, 
I should like to mention first of a11 that the 
news of the visit here of the United Nations 
Special Committee on Palestine was received by 
the Yishuv with hope and faith even though 
we are weary of enquiries. More than two years 
have passed since the end of the World War 
against Hitler, and we have seen only broken 
pledges and unfulfilled promises as far as the 
Jewish people is concerned. We said, “At lasc 
the question has reached the judgment seat of 
the United Nations, and the day for pronouncing 
an international verdict has corne.” You took 
the trouble to travel North and South; you did 
net mind undertaking tiring journeys on our 
bot summer ‘days, and we are grateful for it. 
We believe that what you see with your own 
eyes is the best testimony to our enterprise. You 
have seen for yourselves by what a powerful 
urge to live and by what a strong creative im- 
puise are moved those who bear the main burden 
of the work of our revival. These are not de- 
structive, but creative forces which have never 
been frightened of sand or swamp, of rocks or 
desert. Through much pioneering labour a11 
this has been turned into agricultural land which 
cari support a thriving population, We have 
actually only one prayer: that you, the delegates 
of the United’ Nations, Will understand this 
great constructive endeavour which derives from 
the hopes OE generations now at last being ful- 
filled. The responsibility which falls on you and 
those ~110 sent you is a11 the greater precisely 
because, internationally approached, the prob- 
lem is not diflicult of solution. 

2. The historical connexions of the Jewish 
people with its land are not mummified memo- 
ries of the past; they are those of a living people 
which has ever kept its faith in its deliverance 
and restoration. The associations of the past 
and the hopes of the future are inseparably 
bound together. On these two shores, the past 
and the future, bcat the waves of Jewish immi- 

gration from a11 parts of their exile and at a11 
times, defying the perils of the journey and the 
various oppressive regimes in this country. The 
world acknowledged this unique connexion and 
the League of Nations gave it its express ap 
proval in the Palestine Mandate. 

3, The Yishuv is a harcly community, educated 
t. in&pendel~ce and self-defence from its very 
illception. Prom the days Of 0 ttoman rule in 
Palestine it bas undergone severe trials. Those 
responsible for the government of the country 
were not always able or willing firmly to deEenc1 
the Jews. Nevertheless, the Yishuv struck root; 
it created a ne+ agriculture and industry, re- 
vived its language, set up scientific institutes 
until, today, it represents a self-contained CCO- 
nomic and cultural entity, capable of carrying 
out its historic mission, sanctioncd by the Na 
tiens of the World-that of gathering together 
the, dispersed of Israel in their home. If. a man 
does not take his homeless and afflicted brother 
into his home, then he is no real brother or bis 
home is not a home. Our home, our National 
Home, is closed to.us from the outside, and for 
two years we have been battering our heads 
against the doors guarded by fleets and aero- 
planes. It woulcl be your privilege, delegates of 
the nations, to open tlmse gates at once. DO not 
let the poison sink further into the SOU~S of these 
outcasts and into our own SOU~S. And these out- 
casts in Europe are not the only ones. 

4. We know that the anvil of our work is the 
waste-lands. It is within our power to fertilize 
them and drive out desolation from a11 corners 
of the country. We are thankful to Providence 
that our work does not despoil others but adds 
something to what .they bave. It raises us and 
our neighbours; and our neighbours, the Arabs, 
cannot rightly obstruct our return. You, dcle- 
gates of the nations, know that five Arab States 
are already represented in the United Nations, 
the sixth stands outside of bis own free Will, 
and the seventh, whose territory was originally 
included within the boundaries of the Mandate, 
is seeking admission. The area of land which is 
in the possession of elle.92 States is enormous, but 
a11 sparsely populated. 1s there really any inter- 
national law that even the poor man’s ewe lamb, 
bis only one, should be given to the rich? 

5. The Yishuv and the Zionisc Movement 
liave declared in explicit terms that an inde 
pendent Jewish State Will be based. from the 
beginning, on the assurance of Eu11 civic, cultural 
and religious rights for the Arabs, whetber as 
individuals or as a community. A threefold safe- 
guard Will here be operative; the presencc of 
the Arab peoples around us and our sincerc 
wish to live in peace with them, the existence of 
scattered Jewish communities throughout the 
world, and the adherence of the Jewish State to 
the principles of the United Nations. But you 
cannot reverse this claim and suggest to the Jews 
that instead of political independence in their 
own country-the only one they have in the 
world-they should accept minority rights while 



the Arabs should receive yet another State in 
addition to the seven they already have. 

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, may 1 be al- 
lowed to indicate the following three essential 
points: 

a. No more deZay. No more letting the bitterness 
of disappointment seep into the hearts of 
Jews. The most cruel feature of this situation 
is delay. 

b. No solution that is not a real solution. What 
use Will any constitutional arrangement be 
to us if it makes us dependent on those who 
deny the essential principle-our right to re- 
turn to our country and develop it as our 
homeland? 

c. No further patronage. We have reached the 
point where the consummation of our enter- 
prise. as well as the creation of friendly rela- 
tions between ourselves and the Arabs are 
contingent on our indepedence. Once a Jewish 
State has corne into being, reciprocal relations 
between it and its neighbours Will follow. 
Give the constructive genius of the Jewish 
people a proper chance and one of the sorest 
international problems will have found a 
just and happy solution, 
CHAIRMAN: 1 thank you, Mr. Remez. New, 1 

would like to put to you some questions, You 
have indicated certain general principles, but 
if you should try to put these general principles 
into a more concrete form what solution would 
you propose? 

Mr. REMEZ: Our President, Mr, Ben-Zevie, has 
declared in his opening address that we identify 
ourselves entirely with the political demands of 
the Jewisà, Agency which has largely been ex- 
plained, 1 believe. 

CHAIRMAN: SO you want to promote the same 
solution as the Jewish Agency? 

Mr. REMEZ: Yes. 
CHAIRMAN: What about the partition scheme 

which bas been discussed here SO many times? 
Mr. REM~Z: We identify ourselves also in this 

respect with the declaration made by the Chair- 
man of the Jewish Agency, Mr. Ben Gurion. 
We are ready to negotiate a proposa1 for’estab- 
lishment of a Jewish State, without prejudice to 
our main claim. 

CHAIRMAN: Does any Member of the Commit- 
tee want ta ask any question? 

Mr. BLOM (Netherlands) : 1 would like to ask 
if the problem of Palestine and the solution 
the Jewish Agency is presenting has been dis- 
cussed in the representative bodies of the Yishuv 
in Palestine and, if SO, whether we could then 
get some information on the results. Have you 
taken votes on any decisions which have been 
reached? 

Mr. REMEZ: Yes, Sir. There were many discus- 
sions, naturally,. in the elected bodies of the 
Jewish community. But, as a part of the Jewish 
people, we are included in a World Organiza- 
tion, and we accept the decisions made by the 
Zionist Congress as binding for us as well. 

Mr. BLOM (Netherlands) : You said there bave 
been discussi&s in the representative body of 
the Vaad Lenmi. Was it then decided that what- 
ever the Zionist Congress and, on their behalf, 
the Jewish Agency would present as the opinion 
of the Jews a11 over the world would be accepted 
by the Yishuv also, or with specific proposals 
and specific solutions by your representative 
body before the discussions came up? ” 

Mr. REMEZ: One of the fundamentals of the 
Yishuv and of the elected assembly of the Yishuv 
is that they are included and consider themselves 
as a part of the World Jewish Organization. X 
would say it is a constitutional basis accepted 
forever. But, we have also identified ourselves 
with the request for a Jewish State. That is a 
resolution accepted by the elected assembly of 
the Yishuv identifying che Yishuv with the estab- 
lisliment of a Jewish State. If you like we could 
provide you with the resolution. 

Mr. B~o&x (Netherlands) : It is not quite clear 
to me yet. If it is constitutional that the Vaad 
Leumi should not present its own separate view, 
why then discuss it in the representative body of 
the Vaad Leumi. My first question was if the 
problem had been discussed and the answcr was, 
yes. 

Dr, ELIASH: If you Will be good enough to 
glance at the very last page of the Supplement 
presented to the United Nations by the Govern- 
ment you Will find there that ,.the Yishuv bas 
sent 79 delegates to the last Zionist Congress, 
and that these delegates belong to various po- 
litical parties. The same political parties, most 
of them, are aiso represented in the elected as- 
sembly of the Jewish community. There cari be 
no doubt that the question which SO vitally af- 
fects the future of a community would merit 
the liveliest’ discussion in its representative as- 
sembly. But at the same time, it cannot consti- 
tutionally pass a resolution which would be 
binding on the Jewish people. On the contrary, 
a resolution to the contrary would be binding 
on the Jewish population of Palestine which 
considers itself politically affiliated with it. 
Therefore, while there is a discussion OE the cur- 
rent thought in the country and the opinion of 
the Jewish community is considered and given 
due weight by the Zionist World Orgsnization, 
the actual resolution which is presented on be- 
half of the Jewish people is on behalf of the 
Jewish Agency and not of the Vaad Leumi. 

CNAIRMAN: 1 want to put a question in con- 
nexion with the one put by Mr. Blom. 1 read 
here in the opening address of Mr. Ben-Zevie 
the following: “The Vaad Leumi, the General 
Council of the Jewish community of Palestine, 
represents the entire organized Yishuv of over 
600,000 Jews. Every single one of the three hun- 
dred and forty settlements, rural and urban, is 
a unit of the Knesset Israel, as the organized 
Jewish community is called. Every four years 
general elections are held for the Elected As- 
sembly, the supreme parliamentary body of the 
Yishuv. The last national elections were beld 
in August 1944, when, the number of electors 



amounted to 300,000, of whom 67 per cent went 
to tlle POIIS. We are the only bodyi elected on a 
democratic basis, authorized to speak on behalf 
of Palestine Jewry.” How many members does 
this elected parliamentary body consist of? 

ïXr. BEN-ZEVIE: One hundred seventy-one mem- 
bers. 

CE~IRMAN: And does this body elect repre- 
Sentatives to the Zionist Congress? 

Mr. BEN-ZEVIE: Not exactly. This body elects 
only the Vaad Leumi, the Executive Council 
which is called General Council or National. 
Council, consisting of forty-two members. This 
Council, wl$ch m.eets every month or SO, elects 
a permanent executive of 11 to 13 members who 
work daily, most of them, in the office. Now, 
about the delegates in the Zionist Congress- 
they are elected separately, not through this 
Assembly, but by popular elections. 

CHAIRMAN: Do you, in the Yishuv, discuss 
these political issues? 

Mr. BEN-ZEVIK Yes, certainly we discuss them 
in our Assembly, and aïter discussing we came 
to the same conclusions supporting the views of 
demands of the Jewish Rgency towards the big 
issue, the Jewish State in Palestine., That is the 
only solution we accepted in our Assembly, and 
we are entitled, oni behalf of the Vaad Leumi, 
on behalE of the communities, to express the 
views here which were presented by the Chair- 
man. 

WAIR~,~AN: Was that a unaniinous vote on the 
question to which you refer? 

Mr. BEN-ZEVIE: Of course that happens very 
seldom in any parliament; it was not unanimous, 
but there was a very large majority. The minor- 
ity remained a minority but accepted the views . 
of the majonty. The decision of the majority 
prevails. It may be that minorities still have 
their opinion, but they accepted the majority 
and the majority prevails, as in every other gov- 
ernment. The majority of the government or the 
parliament prevails, although minorities may 
remain with other views. 

CHAIRMAN: Did you take this vote before or 
after the Zionist Congress? 

Mr. BEN-ZEVIE: It was before the Zionist Con- 
gress. 

Mr. BLOM (Netherlands) : 1 bave one more 
question. 1 would remark that Mr. Ben-Zevie 
just said that as in every qther government, the 
majority prevails. 

My last point is this: 1 would like to know 
which labour conventions are in force here in 
Palestine. 1s the policy of the Government with 
regard to the application of labour conventions 
the same as either in the United Kingdom or the 
Colonial territories, or is it different from bath? 
Cari you tel1 me that? 1 mean, what is the trend 
of it? 

Mr. ELIASII: As regards real social legislation 
in Palestine, Palestine is still in its infancy. We 
bave a Workmen’s Compensation Ordinance 
which lias recently been redrafted. This is about 

the only thing on the Statute Book of Palestine 
in the nature of labour legislation. 

NI~. BRI~EJ (Yugoslavia) : YOU told US that 
Vaad Leumi bas the same point Of VieW as the 
Jewish Agency in regard t0 partition 01‘ estab- 
lishment of an independent state in Palestine. 
Does that mean that a11 groups within the Jew- 
ish Agençy llave the same point of Vif%‘, Or are 

tllerc some groups which do not bave the same 
point of view in regard to partition? 1s there 0111~ 
a numerical majority or mipority against or for 
partition? 

Mr. ELIASEI: Weil, there is no doubt about it, 
tllat not a11 parties regard the solution with tlle 
same eyes. There are parties W~O would exclude 
partition as a possible solution because they aSk 
for the whole of Palestine as a Jewish State. 
Others exclude it because tbey prefer parity and 
a bi-national state. The matter bas certainly 
been very thoroughly discussed for ycars. But in 
a11 suc11 matters, Jews, as a coalition government~ 
eventually arrive at a policy. A coalition govern- 
ment eventually arrives at a platform which it 
presents on behalf of its entity and net OU behalf 
of the groug which advocates it. 

Mr. BRILEJ (Yugoslavia) : May 1 ask which 
groups between the Jewish Agency and the Jerv- 
ish Community are in favor of cstablishment of 
independence of Palestine as a Jewish State in 
the whole of Palestine? Which groups are in 
favor of establishment of a State in an aclequatc 
territory? Which groups are for a bi-national 
State? We would like to bave the situation clear. 

Mr. 17L1~sH: If 1 may say SO, somc part of this 
information is contained in the statement which 
has been prepared by the Government, whicll 
more or less accurately represents thc position. 
You Will find ‘there stated that the I-Iashomer 
Hatzair are the protagonists of the bi-national 
independent State in Palestine based on the 
principles of Zionism and socialism, as it is 
stated here. You Will also find here that some of 
the parties share part of these views. The mattcr 
really cannot be stated with great brevity. IL 
has taken the Government about half a dozen 
pages to state it. 

If the Committee desires, the Vaad Leumi 
will present a statement which accurately setzi 
out the views of the various parties. We will ako 
give their numerical proportion. 

Mr. GRANADOS (Guatemala) : 1 sho~~lcl like to 
put a few questions to Dr. Xliash. 

The Vaad Leumi has submitted a rnemoran- 
dum on the Emergency Defense Regulations of 
Palestine. Furthermore you, yourself, Ml-. Eliash, 
mentioned in your exposition some features oE 
the Emergency Regulations. The first question 
I bave is: Do YOU know of a similar legislation 
in any part of the world or in any time or in any 
epoch of humanity? DO ~OU, ZIS an excellent 
attorney, an expert in Palestine law, know of a 
similar law anywhcre else? 

Mr. ‘BLQZI: Weil, I would not claim suc11 a 
wide knowledge of legislation a11 around thc 
globe, particularly when 1 sit before an assembly 
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in which SO many nations are represented. But 
1 think one cari add it to the unique features of 
Palestine. You bave heard SO much about the 
Palestine case being unique. TO the best of my 
knowledge, the entire combination of a11 these 
provisions is certainly unique. 

CHAIRMAN: We migbt perhaps clear up that 
question in the Committee when we corne to the 
stage of writing our report. 

Mr. GRANAIIOS (Guatemala) : I am interrogat- 
ing a witncss who is an expert on Palestine law. 
I am entitled, I think, to know everything he 
cari say about it. 

New, Mr. Eliash, on what legs1 grounds was 
that Iaw enacted? 

Mr. ELIASH: In 193’7, there was a special Order- 
in-Council which bas given cxtremely wide pow- 
ers to the ‘Hi& Commissioner to enact these 

’ regulations. As a matter of fact, 1 bave it with 
me, and 1 cari refer to it if you wish me to. 

The Palestine Order-in-Council, 1937, which 
was gazetted in Palestine on the 20th of March 
1937, gave power to the High Commissioner to 
make su& regulations as appear to him, in his 
unfettered discretion, to be necessary or ex- 
pedient for securing the pubI.ic safety, the de- 
fense of Palestine, the maintenance of public 
order, and the suppression of mutiny, rebellion 
and riot, and for securing the essentials of life 
to the community. It was under this Order-in- 
Council that tbe present Regulations have been 
published in 1945. 

Mr. GRANADOS (Guatemala): Can you explain 
to me, Dr. Eliash, how cari an Order-in-Council 
be applied to Palestine? 1 mean, on what legal 
grounds are the Orders-in-Council based? 1s that 
on the Parliament Act of 1890? 

Mr. ELIASH: His Majesty enacted it in Pales- 
tine, mainly under the Foreign Jurisdiction Act 
of 1890, and it has been recently held by our 
courts in Palestine that the Municipal Courts 
in Palestine cannot question whether these enact- 
ments are or are not contrary to the Mandate; 
the courts having held that the Mandate, being 
in the nature of a treaty or a covenant between 
the Allied Powers and His Majesty, it is only 
the Allied Powers or their successors that cari 
raise an objection to the legislation being con- 
trary to the Mandate, but not the people of 
Palestine before the Municipal Courts. 

Mr. GRANADOS (Guatemala) : Do you have 
there the text of the Mandate? 

Mr. ELIASH: I have. 

Mr. GRANADOS (Guatemala) : Have you no- 
ticed that in several articles of the Mandate they 
make a distinction between the Mandatory and 
the Administration of Palestine? 

Mr. ELIASII: Yes, Sir. 

Mr. GRANADOS (Guatemala) : Could you read 
Article I of the Mandate? 

Mr. ELIASH: Yes, it is before me. “The Manda- 
tory shah have full powers of legislation and of 
administration, save as they may be limited by 
the terms of tbis Mandate.” 

Mr. ELIASH: With a11 respect, it bas always 
been regarded that Article 7 makes it a specific 
duty incumbent on the Administration of Pales- 
tine to enact a nationality law. It was never 
understood to mean that the Administration of 
Palestine shah be limited in its powers of Legis- 
lation only to nationality law. It is understood, 
and always bas been understood, that the Man- 
datory legislates in Palestine, througb the ma- 
chinery of the local administration, but that 
such legislation is limited to the provisions of 
the Mandate and cari in no case be contradictory 
or be in antimony with the provisions of the 
Mandate. 
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Mr. GRANADOS (Guatemala) : Will you please .. 
read Article 7 now? 

CHAIRMAN: Mr. Granados, what are you aim- 
ing at now? 

Mr. GRANADOS (Guatemala) : I am ‘going to 
ask Mr. Eliash’s legal opinion. 

CHAIRMAN: On the forma1 validity of these 
Orders-in-Council? 

Mr. GRANADOS (Guatemala) : Yes. 

CHAIRMAN: But there has been no contention 
on any side that they are or are not valid. 

Mr. GRANADOS (Guatemala) : It is not a ques- 
tion of contention; it is a question of wanting 
to hear the opinion of an attorney who is an 
expert on the legislation of Palestine. 

CHAIRMAN: Tbis is not a question of the legis- 
lation of Palestine. It is a question of the Legis- 
lation of tlie Mandatory Power. 

Mr. GRANADOS (Guatemala) : Well, it is the 
application of the Mandate. 

Mr. FABREGAT (Uruguay) : It is a question for 
the Committee. 

Mr. GRANADOS (Guatemala) : The Mandate is 
the basis of everything that has been done in 
Palestine. 

CHAIRMAN: 1 could understand the question 
if it had been suggested from any side that it 
was formally not valid. 

Mï. GRANADOS (Guatemala) : 1 am sorry, Sir. 
X bave noticed that in that case of the legislation 
of Palestine there is some kind of reserve, and, 
as I exposed it in one of the private meetings 
of the Committee, I had the intention to prove, 
or at least to show that most of the legislation 
of Palestine, in my opinion, is invalid. 1 feel 
that 1 am entitled to ask tbe ,opinion of one of 
the outstanding lawyers of Palestine. 1 just want 
to ask him two more questions. 

First, Will you please read the first part of 
Article 7 of the Mandate? 

Mr. ELIASH: “The Administration of Palestine 
shall be responsible for enacting a nationality 
law.” 

Mr. GRANADOS (Guatemala) : DO you yot 
think that it is only in tbat case that tbe Admm- 
istration of Palestine cari enact laws if, according 
to the first Article, the limitation of the terms 
of the Mandate are for the Administration of 
Palestine? 



Mr. GRANADOS (Guatemala) : Is that Act of 
parliament of 1890 something that is to be ap- 
plied to the colonies? 

Mr, ELIASH: The Foreign Jurisdiction Act 
gives power to His Majesty to legislate in any 
part of the world for which His Majesty is in 
any way rcsponsible, either as a sovereign or, in 
‘the present case,’ as a Mandatory. 

SIR ~DUR RAHMAN (India) : Can you tcll me 
what was the extent of the immigration from 
the Arab neighbouring countries? 

Mr. BEN-ZEVIE: I .could not state in that regard 
any sure figures. 1 know it is spoken about as 
30,000. 

Sir ABDUR RABMAN (India) : ,When was that? 
Mr. BEN-ZEVIE: For the last year, 1945-1946. 1 

am not responsible for the figures. This includes, 
of course, a very small proportion of legal im- 
migration. As to the remainder, 1 would say that 
we are admitting in the towns, in the villages, 
people who are coming from Syria, and they are 
employed in diffcrent capacities. We have ad- 

‘mitted them-1 cannot state how many exactly 
-but that is the figure that is mentioned by dif- 
ferent people. 

Sir ABDUR RAHMAN (India) : Do they corne 
here for a temporary period, or do they corne 
here permanently? 

Mr. BEN-ZEVIE: There are certain cases where 
they corne for seasonal work, but there are many 
cases of men who corne for seasonal work and 
remain permanently. For instance, around Haifa, 
you Will see large numbers of tents and barracks 
built by Haurani .people who remained for 
years and years. They built up temporary quar- 
ters but they remained for years and years. 

Sir ABDIJR RAHMAN (India) : 1 suppose it is 
not possible for you to give a definite idea about 
the numbers. 

Mr. BEN-ZEVIE: No. I would not do that, but 
the general numbers are known. There has been 
an increase of about 600,000 Arabs, in compari- 
son with what it was 25 years ago. That does not 
represent natural .increase alone; it represents a 
large number of immigrants. Otherwise, such a 
large increase could not be explained as a natural 
increase. There was only a population of nearly 
680,000 in Palestine, including 80,000 Jews, This 
figure includes Bedouins and Christian Arabs. 
New you have another nearly 600,000 Arabs. 
That increase could never be explained by na- 
tural increase. rt includes a large number of 
immigrants. 

Sir ABDUR RAHMAN (India) : Now is it correct 
that the Government give you 27 per cent of its 
financial budget towards educaticin and that you 
provïde the rest? 

Mr. KATZNELSON: No, 

Mr. KATZNELSON: No, not a penny was given 
to the Jews. On the contrary, the Jews had to 
spend funds on Arab lands. 

Mr. FU~I-GAT (Uruguay) : May 1 ask my ques- 
tions tomorrow? 

Sir ABDUR RAHMAN (India) : How much. 
Mr. KATZNELSON: The Government contribu- 

tion for the financial year 1945-1946 to the Vaad 
Leumi was nearly a quarter of a mill.ion pounds. 
The public expenditure on the: Jewish educa- 
tional system was a million and three quarters. 

CHAIRMAN: Is it not better to try to concen- 
trate the questioning at the same time? 

Mr. FABREoAT (Uruguay) : But 1 wouId like 
to formulate my questions tomorrow. 

CIL~IRMAN: But the reprcsentatives Will have 
to corne back tomorrow and we hold up our 
work. 
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Sir ABD~ RAHMAN (India) : 27 per cent of 
the whole of the educational budget. 

Mr. &TZNELSON: Of the Government? 
Sir ABDUR RAHMAN (India) : Of the Govern- 

ment. 
Mr. KATZNEL~ON: There is a specific formula 

governing the allocation from Government funds 
for Jewish education. The formula is based on 
the proportion between the Arab children of 
school age and Jewish children of sch60l agc, 
from the ages of five to fifteen. 

New, the present percentage is about 30 per 
cent. The Jewish community is reCeiVing SOlnC 

30 per cent of the Arab educational expenditurc. 
That means some 25 per cent OF the total Govern- 
ment expenditure on education. 

Sir ABDIJR RAEIMAN (India) : What is the Arab 
education expenditure that is being incurred by 
the Government in employing government em- 
ployees, inspectors, and SO on. 

Mr. KATZNELSON: The expenditure on Govern- 
ment educatiou includes the entire staff. The 
teachers are almost a11 Arabs. That is among the 
inspectorial staff. 

Sir ABDI.IR RAEIMAN (India) : 1s it Arab staff? 
Mr. KATZNEDSON: The directorate of the de- 

partment has some British staff but in general 
the Arab educational system is staffed by Arab 
teachers and Arab inspectors. A few among them, 
as far as 1 know, are Britishers. 

Sir ABDUR RAHMAN (India) : I heard that the 
sum of 226,000 pounds was given to the Jews in 
regard to Huleh lands, for clearing the malaria1 
disease; is that correct? 

Mr. KATZNELSON: By whom? 
Sir ABDUR RAHMAN (India) : By the Govern- 

ment. 
Mr. KATZNELSON: No’t as far as 1 know. The 

terms of the commission on the Huleh land 
were, first of all, that the Jewish authorities had 
to allocate one-third of the older lands of the 
Huleh for the Arab inhabitants. That is the 
first thing. The second, we had to reclaim a11 
tlie swamps in the Huleh area, including the 
Arab part-one-third allocated by the Arabs. I 
do net know zibout any other application of 
Government funds for Jewish resettlement. 

Sir AWJR RAHMAN (India)‘: You do not un. 
derstand my question. Was the sum of 226,000 
pounds given to the Jews for malaria1 campaign 
in the Huleh lands? 



Mr. FABREGAT (Uruguay) : 1 shall have to Write 
my questions for tomorrow. 

Mr. BLOM (Netilerlands) : 1 suppose the Vaad 
Leumi organization is broken up in several de- 
partments, the Executive, the Health, the EdU- 
cational, and SO on. Are these departments still 
in regular contact with the corresponding Gov- 
ernment departments? 

Mr. KATZNELSON: First of all, the technical de- 
partments of the Vaad Leumi, Education, Mealth, 
Social Welfare, are- in close contact with the 
corresponding departments of the Government. 

Mr. BLOM (Netherlands) : 1s that still the 
situation today? 

Mr. KAT~NELSON: Yes. Tllere is a contact with 
the Government regarding the common affairs 
of the community in a11 branches of social ser- 
vices. 

Mr. BLOM (Netherlands) : 1s the co-operation 
going along on smooth lines? 

Mr. -KATZN,ELSON: You cari see from our memo- 
randum and from the diagrams presented here 
that the co-operation was merely one-sided. On 
our part, we provided a very considerable pro- 
portion of the Government revenues, but we 
had to continue almost a constant, permanent 
fight for every penny allocated to the Jewish 
community. X was personally connected with 
this work for some twenty or twenty-five years, 
and I must say that nothing is more difficult 
and more disappointing than arguing with the 
Government about the provision of adequate 
facilities, bath in services and in money for the 
requirements of the Jewish community. If that is 
called co-operation, it may be, but 1 cannot ac- 
cept it. 

Mr. BLOM (Netherlands) : 1 bave one addi- 
tional question. 1 am afraid 1 did not make’ 
myself clear enough when 1 first asked the ques- 
tion about the labour conventions. 1 was re- 
ferring to International Labour Conventions, 
conventions of the International Labour Organi- 
zation. Did you understand that at the time? , 

Mr. ELIASH: 1 understood your question to be 
whether there is any similar provision in law 
iri Palestine for treating, let us say, labour unions 
or relations between employers and employees 
similar to that in England, or whether it follows 
the English pattern. TO which my reply .was: 
tbe only thing whïch has taken shape and form 
of an ordinance in Palestine is the Workmen’s 
Ordinance in Palestine. 

Mr. BLOM (Netherlands) : Are there any la- 
bour inspectors here? 

Mr. ELIASH:, Only under the Workmen’s Com- 
pensation Ordinance. There is inspection of 
machinery in connexion with that. But social 
legislation in Palestine is certainIy stiI1 in its 
infancy. 

Mr. BLOM (Netherlands) : How does it com- 
pare with the British Colonial territories? 

Mr. ELIASH: T@re may be places which are 
even less advanced than {Palestine; we certainly 
do not head the list. 

Mr. LISICKY (Czechoslovakia) : 1 do net intend 

10 put any questions about the political issue 
because, in this respect, the position of the Vaad 
Leumi is quite cltiar and cari be expressed in 
one sentence. They endorse a11 that was or Will 
be said by the Jewish Agency; SO it is quite un- 
necessary to discuss that aspect. 

1 have only one question. On page 1 of the 
opening statement of Mr. Ben-Zevie, 1 see that 
the last eIections for Vaad Leumi were held in 
August, 1944, and that only 67 per cent of the 
voters went to the ~011s. This means that a full 
one-third of the voters abstained from voting. 
That is rather surprising to me in view of the 
highly developed political sense of the Jewish 
community in this country. May 1 obtain the 
explanation of this fact, which 1 think is rather 
surprising? 

Mr. BEN-ZEVIK 1 think that in general 67 per 
cent is a l’air per cent of attendancy. However, 
1 would like to take this opportunity to mention 
that we have an organized Jewry of over 600,000, 
while the actual figures may be over 630,000, 
or something like that. However, we have a num- 
ber of Jews who have Ieft the community for 
two reasons; some of <hem bave left for reasons 
of principle, and some have left for financial 
reasons, because they did not want to psy the 
rates. Anyway, a11 of those groups together may 
comprise something like 5 per cent. 1 would say 
we bave about 600,000 organizcd Jews, including 
children and infants. We do consider the num- 
ber of voters to be something like 300,000. There 
were some abstainers for political reasons, and 
some naturally abstained because they were not 
willing to vote or they were too busy and they 
could not get the time off. 1 think we may con- 
sider 67 per cent a fair proportion of voters. If 
you take other countries and other places, you 
may find an even greater proportion of absentees. 

Mr. LISICKY (Czechoslovakia) : Yes, it is true 
in other countries where the situation is more 
normal, but given the special character of this 
country on which SO much is insisted by every 
speaker, 1 musc stress myself this great persona1 
issue of absenteeism, because it is, as you say, 
.the only democratic way of expressing an opin- 
ion. 

Mr.’ BEN-ZEVIE: May 1 also remind you that 
after these elections; after the first elected As- 
sembly, wb received a letter from the High Com- 
missioner min which he said he was satisfied it 
was a sufflcient and fair amount of attendancy. 

Mr. LISICKY (Czechoslovakia) : 1 am not speak- 
ing for the High Commissioner. 

CHAXRMAN: Are there any more questions? ‘, 
Mr. Fabregat wants to put some questions to- 

morrow to Dr. Eliash and Dr; Katznelson. Will 
you please be here and answer those questions, 

Mr. FABREGAT (Uruguay) : Excuse me for be- 
ing unable to question you today. 

CHAIRMAN: We have gone through the agenda 
for today, and the meeting is adjourned uatil 
tomorrow morning at 9 o’clock.’ 

The Committee Will meet in private session’ 
in the Conference Room. 

(The meeting adjozked at 1.30.) 



VERBATIM RECORD OF THE 
TWENTY-SIXTH MEETING (PUBLIC) 
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Secretariat: 
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CHAIRMAN: I cal1 the meeting to order. 
Tbe agenda for today’s meeting contains, first, 

public hearing of representatives of the Vaad 
Leumi; second, public hearing of representatives 
of the Chief Rabbinate; third, public hearing of 
representatives of Agudath Israel. The Jewish 
Women’s prganizations of Palestine are not 
ready to appear today. 

Continuation of Hearing of Representatives 

CHAIRMAN: Have you any questions, Mr. 
Fabregat? 

Mr. FABREGAT (Uruguay) : Yes. 
CHAIRMAN: Dr. Eliash and Dr. Katznelson, Will 

you please corne up to the platform? 
(Dl= Eliash and Dr. Katznelson took seats at 

the table.) 
Mr. FABREGAT (Uruguay) : In point (7) of 

your statement did you say that the educational 
system-or the benefits of the educational system 
-of the Government is purely Arab? 1 should 
like to know what you mean when you say a 
“purely Arab” educational system. 

Dr. KATZNELSON: The educational system in 
Palestine is composed of two oflïcial public 
school systems called (1) the Public Arab school 
system and (2) the Public Hebrew School system. 
The Public Arab school system is administered 
and maintained by the’ Government; the Public 
Hebrew school system is administered and main- 
tained by the Vaad Leumi. That is the officia1 
name and the officia1 status. As a matter of fact, 
the Arab school system is not only Arab in name; 
it is Arabie in the language of instruction and 
in the composition of its school population, It is 
also one huridred per cent Arabie in the com- 
position of the teaching staff. That means these 
schools are in practice available only to Arab 
pupils. Tbe Hebrew school system is recognized 
by the Government as the officia1 Public Hebrew 
school system. 

Mr. FABREGAT (Uruguay) : Who approved the 
educational system in the Jewish school, and 
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who conwols the educational System? NOt tile 
Government? 

Dr. ~TZNEL~~N: NO. It is controlled by the 
Vaad Leumi Department of Education and super- 
vised by the Government Department of Educa- 
tion. 
3 Mr. FAB~GAT (Uruguay) : And on the Arab 
side who controls? 

Dr. KATZNELSON: The Government Depart- 
ment of Education. 

Mr. FAB~GAT (Uruguay) : I have seen some 
interesting schools for your Jewish children in 
several places; e.g. Tel Aviv. If those SC~OO~ are 
net supported by the Government budget, are 
they maintained by additional city taxes which 
increase the taxation of tliat place? 

Dr. KATZNELSON: The system of financing the 
Hebrew school system-that is, the Vaad Leumi 
school system-is the following. Schools are main- 
tained by the Vaad Leurni and the Jewish local 
authorities. The sources of budget are as follows. 
Al1 Jewish local autlzorities impose special rates 
for education. That is the first source of income. 

The second source of income I regret to Say, 
is tuition fees, even in elementary schools with 
the exception of Tel Aviv. In a11 the other towns 
and colonies there is still in existence a systenl 
of tuition fees which, in our opinion, is not a 
good one. Tuition fees mean school fees paid by 
the pupils for education, and we are not in a 
position to abolish it as it is abolished, for ex- 
ample, in Government Arab scl~ools. They are 
free of charge. We cannot do it because our funds 
are too short to satisfy tlze requirements of the 
Jewish community. That is the second source. 

The third source is a grant by the Jewish 
Agency to the Vaad Leumi, from Zionist funds, 
which, during the current year amounted to 
LP 200,000. 

The last source is a grant contributed by the 
Governmeht, as explained yesterday. It amounts 
to some 25 per cent of tbe total Government 
educational budget. As you see from the sta- 
tistical tables in our memorandum, the numbcr 
of pupils in the Vaacl Leumi schools and the 
Government Arab schools is approximately the 
same-about 90,000. But the sum spent by the 
Government on the Arab schools is three timcs 
as much as on the Vaad Lcumi scl~ools, and that 
is the reason for our contention. In our opinion, 
the Government’s contribution to edication 
should be either in proportion to the number of 
children attending the schools or to local COE 

tribution. That means a system of pou& per 
Pound in proportion to the local autborities’ 
contribution in order to stimulate more and 
more local effort for the expansion of tlle edu- 
CatiOnal. system. But the Governmel~t approved 
quite a different formula wbicll is, in our OpiIl- 
ion, discriminatory, because an Arabie pupi il1 
a Gmrnment school costs tlze Government tllree 
times as mucll as a Jewisb pupil in a Vaad Leumi 
scl100l. 

Mr. FABREGAT (Uruguay) : YOU mentioned 
also tlle tuberculosis problem in Palestine. ~Iow 



formidable is the problem, and what are the 
provisions taken by- the ‘Government to prevent 
it? 1 want to know also which groups of the 
population, as far as age or race are concerned, 
are more affected by the tuberculosis problem. 

Dr, KATZNELSON: For many years we have been 
pressing Government health authorities to em- 
bark on a systematic campaign against tubercu- 
losis. In our opinion it was an urgent duty on 
the part of the Government because tuberculosis 
is an infectious disease and a danger to the com- 
munity as a whole-Jews and Arabs alike. In 
1935 the Government made a survey, in spite of 
the fact that long before then there was no doubt 
that there was such a problem in Palestine. The 
Government expert submitted a report, and in 
my statement 1 gave a quotation from this report 
indicating that the problem of tuberculosis 
among a11 communities in Palestine is of suffi- 
tient gravity to warrant systematic attention on 
modern lines and the development of research. 
The time lost and the failure of the Government 
to cake active measures bas made the position 
more serious. 

Mr. FABREGAT (Uruguay) : According to cer- 
tain information acquired by members of the 
Committee, the Administration of Palestine in 
1934 spent 6.24 per cent of the budget for educa- 
tion and 5.1 per cent for health; in 1944-1945 
only 2.9 per cent went to education and 2.7 per 
cent to health. Are those figures in accordance 
with your knowledge of the subject, and are they 
reasonable as compared with those of some other 
countries? 

The report included a series of recommenda- 
tions for the establishment of dispensaries and 
hospitals, but unfortunately, since then very 
1ittIe has been done. There are a few Govern- 
ment dispensaries in certain towns, but no Gov- 
ernment hospitals for tuberculosis. 

Mr. FABRIIGAT (Uruguay) : The dispensaries 
are only in the cities? 

Dr. KATZNELSQN: Only in the cities. For that 
reason we had no alternative but to go on with 
our own programme and to extend our institu- 
tions. For example, we bave a hospital at Safad. 
It was a very small beginning, with some 35 
beds. It has now 100 beds. In Jerusalem, Hadas- 
sali is now planning to erect a tuberculosis hos- 
pital with 200 beds. We asked the Government 
to contribute 25 per cent to the capital cost, 
taking upon ourselves 75 per cent. It was only 
a few months ago. The Government refused for 
lack of funds. We have again to try to find from 

. Jewish sources certain funds in order to go on, 
because we must do it. That is the position with 
regard to tuberculosis. 

Mr. FABREGAT (Uruguay) : You spoke about 
the Jewish doctors. What significance bas the 
discrimination against them in the development 
of hospital assistance in Palestine? This is point 
(7) ’ 

Dr. KATZNELSON: The boycott on Jewish doc- 
tors was a purely political one proclaimed by the 
Arab Medical Society nearly a year ago, at the 
beginning of 1946. But according to our informa- 
tion it had no affect on the Arab public. Aiabs 
continued to use our medical services, particu- 
Iarly in Jerusalem and not only Palestine Arabs, 
but also patients from neighbouring Arab coun- 
tries’are attending our institutions, and, 1 hope, 
to their complete satisfaction. At any rate, we 
have a lot of evidence from very prominent Arab 
visitors from neighbouring countries illustrating 
the most cordial hospitality afforded to them in 
our medical institutions. 

Dr. KAZNELSON: Yes, it was one of our constant 
complaints that the allocation for social services, 
education and health in the Government budget 
is relatively very small. It never exceeded 5 per 
cent for health and about the same for educa- 
tion. There was no allocation before the war for 
social welfare activities at all; for example, for 
Child welfare and other welfare institutions. Re- 
cently a very slight improvement occurred and 
in the current financial year Government esti- 
mates show an increased allocation for social 
services, education, health and social welfare, 
totalling nearly 12 per cent: 5 per cent for health, 
5 per cent for education, and some 2 per cent for 
social welfare. But it is certainly-in the light 
of the present high cost of living in Palestine- 
an increase which is not effective because it is 
caused by an increase in salaries and in adminis- 
trative costs. It provided SO few additional medi- 
cal facilities as to be absolutely inadequate to 
satisfy the requirements of bot11 communities, 
Jews and Arabs alike. And, as 1 explained in my 
statement, the reasons given by the Government 
are reasons of security. Those reasons, in our 
opinion, are not convincing, becausc, as a matter 
of fact, on March 31, 1947, the end of the last 
financial year, the Government had a’ surplus of 
nearly LP 6 million, and a part of the surplus 
should be allocated at least for capital expendi- 
ture, for the extension of hospitals, and school 
buildings. Perhaps you have seen that in most 
of our schools in Tel-Aviv the pupils attend 
school in two shifts. Certainly it is very bad, 
but nothing cari be done because the Govern- 
ment intends to use its surplus revenue for some 
specific purposes, such as the maintenance of 
the internees in Cyprus, and for other purposes 
which are certainly very far from being produc- 
tive. 

CHAIRMAN: 1 would like to ask a question in 
this connexion. Did the fa11 in percentage of the 
expenditure allocated to schools and health also 
mean a fa11 in the absolute figures of money al- 
located to those aims? 

Dr. KATZNELSON: No, the Government alloca- 
tion as a whole increasecl-that is an increase, 
certainly in the absolute figures, But, as 1 ex- 
plained, in terms of services it provides very 
little more because it is absorbed by ihe high 
cost of living, and the increases in salaries, and 
SO on. For that reason there is not much progress 
due to this increase. But, in relation to a project 
of some LP 25 million we consider an allocation 
of only one million for health, for a11 medical 
services, absolutely inadequate. 1 cannot give 
accurate information with regard to the position 
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in other countries, but 1 do know about the 
Western countries. I cari state that England’s 
expenditure on social services amounts CO nearly 
ten pounds per person, while the Palestine GOv- 
ernment’s expenditure on a11 social services is 
nlerely one Pound per person. Here we bave 
semé two and a half million pounds for a11 social 
Services, with a population of some two million. 
That is a little more than one Pound per person. 

1 That is one-tenth of the expenditure now exist- 
ing in a country like England. 

CHAIRMAN: The fa11 in percentage was thus 
due to the increase of the total expenditure and, 
therefore, the percentage became less? 

Dr. KAT~NELSON: No, the percentage remained 
as it was, more or less, about five per cent for 
health, and about the same for education. But 
the absolute figure is higher, because 1 explained 
the reason for the difference in the absolute 
figure which is mainly due to the change of con- 
ditions in the country. 

CHAIRMAN: TO which fields of Government 
activities did the increased expenditure go? 

Dr. KATZNELSON: There is an increase from 
year to year in the Government budget on the 
so-called “security items.” It is LP 7 million as 
against one million for health, one million and 
a quarter for education in the Palestine Esti- 
mates for 1947-1948 now published, and there 
is also an increase in the administration costs, 
a very considerable increase in the overhead ex- 
penditure, but unfortunately the amount for 
social services is out of proportion to the require- 
ments and the needs of the community. 
1 Mr. FABREGAT (Uruguay) : Do you think tlmt 
the present laws of Palestine coincide with the 
icope of the Mandate as granted to the Manda- 
tory POWed 1 am now speaking about the dis- 
Cl'klinatory seme of the Land Law and the 
Irrigation Bill. 

CHAIRMAN: That has already becn stressed by 
the organizations who have testified here. They 
consider it a discrimination. 

Dr, ELIASH: As regards the Land Law, or the 
Land Transfers Regulationsl as they are called, 
of 1940, the purpose of the discrimination ap- 
pears both in the Order-in-Council, which made 
it possible to promulgate that law, and in the 
law itself. The special amendment to the Order- 
in-Council, which is known as Article 16 D,2 
gave special power to the High Commissioner to 
make the regulations which may be inade ap 
plicable only to transfers, of land from Arabs to 
Jews, or to other persons not being Arabs; or 
from Jews to Arabs, or to other persons not being 
Jews; or from Arabs ox Jews to any bodies of 
persans corporate or unincorporate. SO that the 
very power which was given to the High Com- 
missioner under Article 16 D of the Order-in- 
Council foresees and envisages discriminatory 

Du. ELIAs13: We!l, it was enacted first of a11 bp 
meanS of a special amendment of the Order-in- 
council, Without that amendment it would ha\-e 
been quite impossible, because the Order-in- 
Council pr&ibited enacting 1aWs whiCl1 are diS- 
criminatory in nature. The Order-in-Councit 
provi&d originally in Article 17.1 (c) 8 “Thar 
no Orclinance Shall be promulgated which Shall 
be in any waY repugrlant to or incOklSiStent With 
tlle provisions of the Mandate.” A~SO that "NCJ 
Ordinance sllall be promulgated which ~hd~ 
tend to discriminate in any waY between the 
inhabitants of Palestine on the ground of race, 
religion, or language. ” And, as a matter of fac%, 
the power of HiS Majcsty, which was reServCd 
to Him under Article 89,” OE the original Order- 
in-Council, also contains a provision at che end: 
“There shall be reserved to His Majesty, l3i.s 
heirs and Successors, the right of advice of His 
or their Privy Council from time to time to makc 
a11 such laws or ordinances in Palestine in ac- 
cordance with the Mandate conferred on Him.‘” 
SO, it was found necessary CO make a special 
amendment of the Order-in-CounciI giving powsc~ 
to the High Commissioner to make rcgulations 
in regard to sales of lancl which would be dis- 
criminatory by their very nature. And, it is in 
using that powcr that these regulations were 
publishecl in 1940. As T stated Yesterday, they 
were challenged in thc Palestine Court recently” 
ancl the Courts held chat it was the duty of His 
Majesty not to discriminate as laid down in thc 
Mandate. And, as the Mandate is in the naturc 
of a covenant between the Principal Alliecl Pow- 
ers and His Majcsty, it is Eor the Principal Allied 
Powers or their succcssors to lodge any complaint 
in that regard. The Municipal Courts of PaleS- 
tine are bound by that legislation and cari enter- 
tain no action or ‘complaint by anyone repre- 
senting the population of Palestine. 

Mr. FABWGAT (Uruguay) : This Committee 
has received several communications indicating 
inadequate accommodation and health condi- 
tions for prisoners at the assembly camps. Have 
You information as to who is in charge of medical 
services and the conclitions of these people? 

Dr. lbw1: 1 do not quite get the sense of the 
question. 1s it about prisons in general? 

Mr. FABKEGAT (Uruguay) : Yes, about the liv- 
ing conditions, conditions of health in the camps 
of detention. Of course, as 1 understand it, thc 
camps of detention have the name here of as- 
sembly camps. 

1 Palestine Gazette No. 988, 1940, Supplernent 2, page 
3%'. 

“Palestine Gazette NO. 
page 4ûl. 

898, 1939: Supplement No. 2, 

3Drayton: L;i~s of Palestine, Vol. III, page 2591. 
c ‘Drayton: Law of Palestine, Vol, III, page 2589. 
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CHAIRMAN: Which camps do you mean? 
Mr. FABRHGAT (Uruguay) : Cyprus, and the 

camps of detention in Palestine. 
Dr. ELIASH: With regard to Cyprus, my friend 

Dr. Katznelson mentioned yesterday that steps 

legislatioll, And the regulations themsctve5, 
wbich were published in 1940, make it perfecL!y 
clear tllat in certain zones the transfer OE land 
should only be allowed to Palestinian Arabs. Nit 
question. cari arise that these regulations r\~c 
discriminatory by thcir vcry nature. 

Mr. FABREGAT (Uruguay) : HOW was the ]Land 
Law enacted? 



were being taken by outside groups to supple- 
ment the scanty provisions for the comfort and 
upkeep of inmates which are made by the GOV- 
ernment and its agents in Cyprus. As regards the 
detention camps in Palestine, they are a part 
of the general prison system in Palestine an& 
therefore, medical attention there is taken over 
by the Government and the Department of 
Health, which is also in charge of the medical 
services of the prisoners in general. In addition 
we have the camps outside of Palestine in which 
political detainees are kept. 1 have no informa- 
tion as to what arrangements are made in these 
camps and by whom they are provided. 

Dr. KATZNELSON: With regard to Cyprus, J,ew- 
ish authorities here in Palestine, in co-operation 
with the Joint Distribution Committee-that is 
the American Jewish Relief Organization-are 
doing their utmost to improve medical condi- 
tions in the Cyprus camps. We have sent a medi- 
cal mission to Cyprus and a nursing staff, and 
now a, special mission is going to enquire into 
the state of mental health. But, a11 our efforts 
are certainly not very effective in view of the 
very hard, I may say inhuman, sanitary condi- 
tions in the camps. For instance, if there is an 
absolute shortage of water, and water must be 
distributed in very modest rations, or if there is 
such overcrowding in the tents and huts that 
families are living together, certainly medical 
facilities are not sufficient in order to improve 
the conditions of health in these camps. We are 
doing our best, and 1 must say of the military 
medical authorities that they are very helpful. 
There is a military hospital at Nicosia where 
some 300 beds are kept for internees, but these 
measures are merely palliatives in view of ex- 
isting conditions. With 16,000 people living in 
insanitary conditions without sufficient quanti- 
ties of water, without light, and without the 
minimum requirements with regard to housing, 
a11 these efforts are, to a great extent, made in 
vain. 

Mr. FABREGAT (Uruguay) : And the 2,000 chil- 
dren are in the same condition in the Cyprus 
camp? 

Dr. KATZNELSON: Yes. There is a separate can- 
tonment for 2,000 children within the camp. 

CHAIRMAN: 1 suppose the Cyprus camps are 
net under the jurisdiction of the Palestine Ad- 
ministration? 

Dr. KATZNELSON: No, Sir. 
CHAIRMAN: They are under the administration 

of the Cyprus authorities? 
Dr. KATZNELSON: Yes, Sir. 
CHAXRMAN: Are there any other questions? 
Mr. FABREGAT (Uruguay) : Excuse me for my 

questioning this morning. I thank you very 
much, Mr. Chairman. 

CHAIRMAN: Does anyone else wish to ask any 
questions? 

Dr. ELIASH: May 1 be permitted to amend a 
statement which 1 made in reply to the repre- 
--- 

1”Social Policy and Social Insurance in Palestine” by 
I. Kanievsky. 

sentative of the Netherlands, with regard to the 
amount of labour legislation in Palestine. 1 bave 
since checked it up and it is quite correct, as 1 
have said, that no international labour conven- 
tions bave been made applicable in Palestine, 
but some additional legislation has been passed 
which more or less follows the line of some of 
these conventions. In addition to the Workman’s 
Compensation Ordinance which 1 mentioned 
yesterday and which has recently been redrafted, 
there is this new draft of 19 June 1947; there 
is also a Trade Unions Bill, another draft of 
which lias also been published for. information 
in the same Gazette; and 1 should have men- 
.tioned two Employment Ordinances which ex- 
ist, One is the Employment of Children and 
Young Persons Ordinance (1945), and the other 
is the Employment of Women Ordinance, which 
also endeavour to embody some of these provi- 
sions of the Convention. There is, further, an 
Accidents and Occupational Diseases (Notifica- 
tion) Ordinance, and there is, of course, a De- 
partment of Labour Ordiuance which provides 
the machinery for dealing with these labour 
matters. There is also a Trade Boards Ordinance 
and a Factories Ordinance which, deals with the 
inspection of factories; 1 have ascertained, that 
some inspectors do arrange for inspection of. 
factories and places of employment. 

There is also a bookletl which X wanted to * 
pass to you, in which the representative of the 
Netherlands would be interested, on social wel- 
fare and social insurance in Pal,estine, and 1 was 
quite correct in saying yesterday that for social 
insurance legislation, nothing SO far bas been 
done. There is no compulsory health insurance, 
no infirmity or old age or death insurance, no 
unemployment ‘or maternity insurance. 1 think 
this booklet would give information up to 1947. 

Then there are one or two further points 
which 1 wanted to amend in connection with 
yesterday, and which have not been fully an- 
swered. 

The question was put yesterday with regard 
to the resolutions of the Elected Assembly on 
the political problems of Palestine. Resolutions 
on this matter were passed at two sessions of 
the present Assembly, which was elected in 
Augnst, 1944. 

The first resolution was passed in December, 
1944, and 1 have here a copy of this resolution. 
Do you desire me to give it out, Mr. Chairman, 
or shall 1 read.,out the resolution as it was 
passed? 

CHAIRMAN: Please read it out. 
Dr. ELIASH: It was passed. in December, 1944, 

and consists of five paragraphs: 
“1. The Elected Assembly appeals to Great 

Britain, the United States, the U.S.S.R., and the 
Allied Powers, who are to decide the funda- 
ment& of the new world order, to seek a solu- 
tion also to the problem of the Jewish nations 
exile from its homeland, and to grant the de- 
mands of the World Zionist Organization: 

(‘ (a) TO open the gates of Palestine to Jew- 
ish immigration; 
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“ (b) TO vest in the Jewish Agency au- ish nation its full right t0 immigration and 

thority over immigration into Palestine and settlement in its homeland.” 
to grant it the necessary power to develop and 
build up the country, as well as to cultivate 

This resolution was adopeed by 67 votes 

its uninhabited wastelands; 
against 23, with: 14 abstentions. Those who voted 
against were the Labour Unity group and the 

t 
“ (~1 TO establish a Tewish State in Pales- Hashomer Hatzair. The Elected Assembly num- 

tine’khich will fit into” the new world struc 
ture . . . 
“2. The Elected Assembly demands of the 

Allied Powers international pledges and guaran- 
tees of concrete aid towards the implementation 
of the Zionist project: free mass immigration 
and wide-scale colonization for the purpose of 
concentrating the Jewish nation in its homeland 
and securing its political independence. 

“3. The Elecced Assembly asserts that any plan 
for the partition of Palestine is contrary to the 
historic, religious, and national ties of the Peo- 
ple of Israel with the Land of Israel and is in 
cofitradiction to the recognized rights of the 
Jewish People, its needs and claims and to ehe 
developmcnt capacity of the country, and de- 
clares that the entire Yishuv Will vigorously op- 
pose any such plan. 

“4. The Elected Assembly declares that the 
aim of the Yishuv and the Zionist Movement is 
to co-operate with the Arabs of Palestine in a 
spirit of mutual aid, on the basis of, equal po- 
litical, religious, economic and cultural rights 
for every inhabitant of this country, without 
domination or hegemony. 

“5. The Elected Assembly demands that Great 
Britain abolish forthwith the White Paper with 
a11 its decrees, which render nul1 and void the 
pledges contained in the Palestine Mandate and 
the Balfour Declaration.” 

That was in the 1944 resolution. This was fol- 
lowed by a resolution passed in May, 1947, after 
the United Nations Special Assembly on Pales- 
tine, and representatives Will find a considerable 
modification of the first, particularly with refer- 
ence to the third paragraph, which is not coll. 
tained in this one. This consists of the follow- 
ing: 

“The Elected Assembly of’ the Jewish Com- 
munity of Palestine, at its Session on 2052 May 
1947, passed a vote of sincere appreciation and 
thanks to the representatives of the Jewish Agency 
for their appearance before the TJnited Nations 
Special Assembly on Palestine. 

“The Elected Assembly identifies itself with 
their repudiation of the policy of the Mandatory 
and with their presentation of the claims of the 
Jewish People to the restoration of its inde- 
pendence in its historic homeland, namely, to a 
Jewish State. 

“The Elected Assembly regards this solution 
as the surest way to forming a bond of friend- 
ship betwecn the Jcwish People, and the Pales- 
tine Arabs and nelghbouring countries. 

“The Elected Assembly strongly . emphasises 
the duties incumbenr. upon the Mandatory, so 
long as it bears the responsibility, to fulfil its 
fundamental undertakings and to give the jew- 

bers 171 delegates and its COmpoSitiOn iS given 
here in figures; two-thirds of the Elected Assem- 
bly belong to the General Federation of Jewish 
Labour, the remaining one-third is composed of 
representatives of the religious and General 
Zionists, forming the right wing of the Assem- 
bly. A further point which requires ihSt.rath 
is the question of the particular reason for the 
relatively low rate of voting at the last elections 
in 1944. On this point 1 would make the follow- 
ing explanation. 

Since the establishment of the Elected Assem- 
bly the rate of participation in the elections has 
been between 57-77 per cent of the total. At the 
last elections the rate was 67 per cent. One of 
the reasons for this relatively low rate is the 
abstention of certain groups of electors, who 
insisted upon changes in the present elecroral 
law, a demand which was not acceptable to the 
majority of the Elected Assembly. 

CHAIRMAN: 1 thank you, Dr. Eliash and Dr. 
Katznelson. 

Hearing of Representatives of the 

Chief Rabbinate 

CHAIRMAN: The next item on the Agenda is 
the public hearing of representatives of the Chief 
Rabbi. 1 understand the Chief Rabbi, Dr. 
Herzog, Will speak first, ancl I invite him to take 
a seat at the table. 

(Dr. Herzog took a sent ut the table) . 

Chief Rabbi Dr. HERZOG: TO plead the spirit- 
ual cause of my people, 1 bave the honour to 
appear before you as the representative of the 
Chief Rabbinate of the Holy Land. As spokes- 
man of the religion of Israel, which, to us, is 
SO dear, SO sacred, in the name of the Torath 
Israel, of the Talmud in the widest signification 
of that, to us, so majestic, SO awe-inspiring a 
term, in the name of the Torah which embodies 
our fundamental national charter, our oldest 
title is Eretz Israel or Palestine as the Land of 
Israel. 

The recent tragic events in Palestine bave 
placed the physical suffering of the Jews in the 
forefront of international discussion. Yee this 
is only the external aspect of chat timeless issue. 
The basic cause of our suffering is our home- 
lessness for the past two thousand years, and 
that bitter homelessness involves not only the 
torment of the body but also the suffering of 
the spirit, of what we cal1 in Hebrew Shechina. 
The Jewish national revival, of which you have 
seen the evidence in your travels in this country, 
has its ultimate roots in the realm of the spirit. 
It represents a ncw phase, in a sense 01 cul- 

mination, of thac unique phenomenon of faitb 
and suffering which is Jewish history. 



Ours is a great quest for freedom, freedom 
from physical oppression, freedom from ever- 
lasting dependence upon goodwill and tolerance, 
,but above all, freedom from spiritual bondage. 
Our national history, which begins with the 
Divine redemption of our people from Egyptian 
slavery, is something unique, without parallel 
in the annals of man. In a pilgrimage of forty 
years under the scorching sun of the Sinai Desert, 
far away from the habitations of men, their 
memories still fresh with the lesson of man’s 
inhumanity to man, their seuls exalted by the 
impact of manifest providential guidance, our 
anccstors were vouchsafed that communion with 
thc Divine, that revelation, which has for a11 
time determined our place in history. 

The message of the spirit was no abstract 
formula. It called for translation into the living 
reality of a national life in a concrete land. The 
record of that national life, its endeavours, 
achievements and failings, has become the text- 
book of humanity. In pursuit of this holy mis- 
sion, we bave endured a martyrdom that has 
no parallel in the history of the nations. The 
present return is but the latest phase of that 
unending quest. It is a protest against an exile 
which is scorching our sou1 as it is breaking 
our body. We are seeking new roots in mother 
earth $0 that the sou1 of our people may live 
anew. We are seeking them in the land of our 
fathers, in the land in which SO much that is 
sacrcd and dear to us first took shape and form. 
The survival of the Jewish people represents a 
case which is sui generis. There is no parallel 
to a people preserving its laws and institutions, 
its language and traditions, its attachment to 
the land of its origin, and the hope of its eventual 
return and restoration during more than eighteen 
centuries of dispersa1 a11 over the globe. The 
Jews are not the only people, not the only small 
people, whose independence was crushed by 
mighty neighbours. Other nations suffered the 
same fate, but they reacted differently. When 
Imperial Rome drove the nation into exile, 
the Jews might have accepted defeat and disap- 
peared in the melting pot of the Oriental and 
Hellenistic civilizations surrounding them. Or, 
alternatively, they might have left the country 
en mass and set up their commonwealth in 
another part os the Middle East, as did other 
nations before and after them. 

The Jews did neither. They chose a very 
different course. Their state had been destroyed, 
their sanctuary burned to the ground, many 
thotlsancls had been sold,into slavery, the great 
families decimated by executions, the mass of 
the people pauperized. Emigration offered the 
only alternative to extinction. A remnant re- 
mained, clinging stubbornly to the ancestral soil, 
but the bulk of the nation went into exile. Jews 
thcy were, and Jews they remained wherever 
fate dispersed them. They never gave up their 
national identity and their religious heritage. 
Net a11 phases of their long exile were periods 
of suffering. At times-as: for instance, in Moslem 
Spain-they enjoyed a considerable measure of 
freedom and economic prosperity. But even then 

they never ceased to cling with their heart ,and 
sou1 to the country which for a11 time remained 
to them the Eretz Isracl, “Land of Israel.” 

What is the source of this unbreakable attach- 
ment? It is the experience of the spirit whose 
impact is recorded in the pages of the Bible 
and in our post-Biblical sacred literature. It is 
this experience which has for a11 time moulded 
the character and destiny both of the Jewish 

people and of l?alestin,e. 
My friends, it has become fashionable in this 

cynical age to make light of matters of the spirit 
and our case bas been a principal sufferer from 
the soulless interpretation of historical record. 
I was deeply pained to see in the Supplement 
to the “Survey of Palestine” which was presented 
to you by the Government of Palestine, an ac- 
Count of Jewish history in Palestine which seeks 
to reduce the glorious pages of the Bible to a 
miserable recital of tribal worship and tribal 
warfare. The Old Testament is quoted as a 
record of the vicissitudes and the trials under- 
gone by the Hebrews during their rule of Pales- 
tine which is arbitrarily fixéd at one thousand 
years, but there is no word to indicate what that 
period signified in spiritual and cultural terms. 
While this Survey gives every detail of the 
sacred associations of Palestine for Christians 
and Moslems, it is completely silent on the 
message of Hebrew prophecy which went out 
from these hills. It bas nothing to say of the 
moral challenge of Isiah and Jeremiah, of Amos 
and Micah, of the “cry from the depths” of the 
Hebrew Psalmist, of the heart-searching and 
inspiring message of Job, of the pristine beauty 
of the Book of Ruth, of the anguish of the 
Lamentations. No mention is made of the high 
level of political, economic atid cultural life 
which flourished in the golden age of Hebrew 
rule and to which modern excavation bears ever- 
increasing testimony. Not a word is said of the 
great academies founded by the Men of the 
Great Assembly at the beginning of the rebuild- 
ing of the second Temple, nothing of the great 
developments of the post-Biblical era, as re- 
corded in the Mishnah and the Talmud, 

On contemplating this pathetic vacuum of the 
Palestine Government, one cannot help feeling 
that a good deal of the failure of the Govern- 
ment’s handling of present-day problems may 
be explained by its unsympathetic uncompre- 
hending and shallow interpretation of Jewish 
history. 

The first Hebrew Commonwealth was de- 
stroyed by the overwhelming might of the Chal- 
dean Empire. The bulk of the nations was 
carried into Babylonian captivity, but from the 
first ‘hour of their exile they never ceased to 
pray for their return. They rcfused to accept ‘- 
an alien land as their home. “If 1 forget thee, 
0 Jerusalem, let my right hand forget her 
cunning, Let my, tangue cleave unto the roof 
of my, mouth if 1 remember thee not, if 1 set 
not Jerusalem above my chiefest joy.” Even 
before they were driven into exile, their eventual ’ 
return had been predicted .to them in brophetic 
messages of unsurpassed fervour: “1 Will feturn 
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the captivity of my people and they shall build 
the waste cities and inhabit them”-thus had 
been the divine message through Amas, the 
Shepherd of Tekoa. Jeremiah, the agonized wit- 
ness of the destruction of Jerusalem, sent a 
message GO~ his Egyptian exile to the captives 
in Babylon: “Again Will 1 build thee, and thou 
sllalt be built, 0 virgin of Israel . . . Behold I 
Will gather them from the uttermost parts of the 
earth, They shall corne with weeping and with 
supplications wiI1 I lead them . . . And their 
S~UI shaI1 be as a watered garden.” 

On the ascendancy of the Persian Empire 
nnder the great Cyrus, the Second Rebuilding 
hegan. It continued alter the destruction of the 
former by Alexander the Great, until PaleStine 

le11 under the sway of Syria, whose rulers tried 
to break the spirit of the nation and hellenize 
the country. The attempt led to the great reli- 
gious and national revolt of the Maccabeans, 
which resulted in the establishment of the Jewish 
kingdom a11 over Palestine and Transjordan, 
and which gave rise to a new era of spiritual 
creativeness and material prosperity that lasted 
untiI Imperial, Rome conquered Judaea. 

The Romans adopted a policy of repression 
and attrition which forced the bulk of the nation 
into exile. Thus began its national martyrdom, 
but to whatever part of the globe they were 
drivent they maintained the memory of Zion 
with a fierce tenacity. They did not give up their 
sacred title deeds to their return. It was from 
the pages of the Bible and post-Biblical litera- 
ture that they drew strength in the vicissitudes 
of exile and those pages vibrated with the 
atmosphere of Palestine. The memories of the 
land and its clime, its forests and vineyards, 
its cities and palaces, and above all, of Jerusalem 
and its sanctuary, became an integral part of 
the consciousness of the Jewish people. That 
is why the Jews never disappeared as, a dis- 
tinctive entity. That is why they never attempted 
to build for themselves a national political life 
anywhere else. For the sake of their spiritual 
heritage, they assumed the terrible burden of 
exile. They did SO because they could net do 
otherwise. 

They wove the memory of Zion into every 

phase of their persona1 and communal lives. 
l?rom the cradle to the grave religious rites, 
prayers and benedictions associated the Jew with 
the national Destruction and the hope of the 
Return. At the infant’5 initiation into the 
Abrahamic covenant prayers are recited that 
he might be granted to go in pilgrimage to 
pusalem. At the wedding ceremony the prayer 

1s uttered that “Soon may there be heard in 
’ the cities of Judaea and in the streets of Jerusa. 

lem the voice of joy and gladness, the voice 
of the bridegroom and of the bride, that Zion 
maY regather in her midst her languishing chil- 
dren.” At the burial a handful of earth ‘from 
the soi1 Of Palestine is placed under the head 
of the dead so that he might resi in the an- 
CesCml SQil. What efforts were not made by poor 
Jews in every age to secure the small sack of 
I’alestiniari earth to be placed in their graves, 

Exhumation of the dead is, generally speaking, 
prohibited in oLn religion but for the PUrPOSC 
of re-burial in Palestine it iS net Ollly permitted 
but encouraged. Wherever the Jew prays he 
turns bis face towards Jerusalem, Palestine! 
In our liturgy, in the daily prayers and bene. 
dictions, Zion and J$rusalem and the prayer 
for thc ingathering of the exiles and the re- 
building of Jerusalem hold a central PlWC. 
The devout Jelv would rise at midnight and sit 
on the floor, bis head covered with ashes to 
mourn the destruction of Jerusalèm and pray 
for the restitution of her glory. In prayers of 
mystical ecstasy Zion is described as the “mother 
waiting for the return of her scatterecl children,” 
as “the mourning widow refusing to be con- 
soled.” “Next year in Jerusalem” is the COI+ 
clusion of the solemn ritu& 0 the Pa~~~ver 

Night and the Day of Atonement. In distant 
lands we pray for rain and dew when Palestine 
needs them. Our greatest post-talmudic authority, 
Maimonides, asserts that the validity of the 
Jewish calendar, fixing the holy festival and thc 
Day of Atonement, which is binding on Jews a11 
over the world, depends ultimately upon the 
presence of a Jewish community in Palestine 
which, if not a fact de jzhye, always remains 
the centre of Jewish religious authority. In 
Jewish law, a concrete law, a husband could 
compel the wife and vice versa, the wife could 
compel the husband, under su& legal sanction 
as was available, to migrate to Palestine. 

In the same way the’longing for Zion pcr- 
vaded the Hebrew literature. Though the Jews 
everywhere acquired the language of their en- 
vironment, Hebrew rcmained their medium of 
prayer, study ancl literary expression. The re- 
turn to Zion was equally a central theme in 
Jewish legal, mystic and homiletical literature. 
Laws and precepts applying to the soi1 ancl its 
produce in Palestine formed the subject of deep 
study and research in the Diaspora. In fact the 
whole framework of Palestine life was kept in 
existence in institutional form SO that it might 
be set into motion again when the hour OF the 
‘Return came. 

Al1 their existence was rooted, as ir were, in 
a distant land which few ever had a chance oE 
seeing with their own eyes. For whether Pales- 
tine was under the sway of the Byzantines, the 
Arabs, the Crusaders, the Mongol invaders, the 
Mamelukes or the Turks, there was never any 
chance of a Jewish mass return. That chance 
has onlY corne in our gcneration, and it bas 
net failed to be grasped. But at ail tirnes the 
individua Jews or groups made tlle “ascent” 
(the “Aliya”) to the Holy Land and there were 

periods when the longing for the return flared 
UP in Messianic movements of fierce ecstasy which 
shook the whole framework of Jewish life in 
the Diaspora. 

Tfie mystical flame has not died out; it is 
alive verywhere in the effort of reconstruction 
which you sec springing up in this country. 
To saY nothing of the orthodox settlements and 
of the hundreds of synagogues and religious in- 
stitutions, it is my firm ccmviction that beneath 
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a11 the external trappings of the national re- 
building there surges an intense longing, not 
only for a refuge but no less SO for a spiritual 
regeneration. This yearning has found expres- 
sion in the renaissance of the Hebrew language 
and literature but no less SO in a marked degree 
in the revival of religious study and research 
in the ever-growing number of the Yishuv’s 
outstanding religious colleges, including the 
greatest in the world, whose number far exceeds 
the proportion of the Jewish population in 
Palestine. Zion has already become the centre 
of sacred learning for world Jewry. Monumental. 
religio-legal publications have been started here 
which seem to foreshadow the fulfilment of the 
prophecy that “out of Zion shall go fort11 the 
Iaw, and the word of God from Jerusalem.” 
The Palestine Chief Rabbinate, about which 
my revered colleague Will speak to you shortly, 
is one further illustration of this development. 
Unfriendly critics sometimes describe our na- 
tional effort as a piece of secular materialism. 
Nothing is further from the truth. As my saintly 
predecessor, Rabbi Kook of blessed memory, 
repeatedly declared, consciously or unconsciously, 
the new builders are inspired by the ideal of 
old. That ideal, we feel convinced, we fervently 
believe, Will ultimately corne to shape the life 
and the outlook of the whole Jewish community. 

There are enemies of our people who affect 
a pseudo-spiritual concern for its religious future, 
and go about saying that a11 the Jews need is 
a so-called “spiritual centre,” a great religious 
academy, a university, a central Rabbinical 
Synod, but no land, no settlements, no towns, 
no industry no commonwealth. 

Here 1 stand .to give the lie to these hypo- 
critical assertions. Spiritual life, particularly in 
the case of our people, cannot flourish if it is 
divorced from reality. We cafinot be creative 
unless our lives have roots in the soil. The 
Jewish Sabbat]~, the central pillar of Judaism, 
is crumbling to pieces in the, Diaspora under 
the weight of present-day economic conditions 
and the stress of minority existence. The preser- 
vation of Judaism in its religious aspect, to say 
nothing of the national and historic aspects, 
depends in no small measure on the revival of 
a Jewish commonwealth in Palestine. Nor only 
Our religious schools, colleges and actidemies, 
but also our villages and settlements are dear 
to us. Our religious and national aspirations 
fin4 their most signficant expression in the build- 
ing of Jewish religious academies alongside agri- 
cultural settlements. 

It is this inter-weaving of physical reality with 
tbe life of the spirit, this sanctification of human 
effort, which constitutes our distinctive contrî- 
bution or rather, one of our distinctiire contri- 
butions, to the stock of civilized mankind. Xt 
was this idea of a Jewish spiritual renaissance 
based on a national restoration which inspired 
the many non-Jewish friends and supporters of 
the Zionist cause from the age of the English 
Puritans to the days ‘of Byron, Shaftesbury and 
George Eliot. It was these inspired Christian 
Zionists who paved the way for the adoption 

of the policy of the Balfour Declaration in our 
own day. Leading Anglican divines like the 
late Archbishops of Canterbury, Dr. Land and 
Dr. Temple, and religious laymen like Lloyd 
George and Lord ‘Balfour, were ardent sup- 
porters of Zionism. When, in 1937, the Royal 
Commission, in proposing partition, excluded 
Jerusalem from the area of the Jewish State, 
the late Archbishop Dr. Land made a statement 
in the House of Lords from which 1 should 
like to quote here: 

“There is one point here on which I feel 
the Jews have some legitimate grievance in the 
proposals made by the Royal Commission. That 
is thc position of Jerusalem itself. It seems to 
me extremely difficult to justify fulfilling the 
ideals of Zionism by excluding them from any 
place in Zion. How is it possible for us not to 
sympathize in this matter with the Jews? Mie 
a11 remember their age-long resolve, lament, and _ _ 
longing: 

If 1 forget thee, 0 Jerusalem, Zet my right hand 
forget its cunning. 

They cannot forget Jerusalem.” 
And fmally permit me to quote Lord Balfour 

himself. In the great speech which he made on 
the tenth anniversary of his historic declaration, 
he said words on the spiritual aspects of Zionism 
which are very opposite to these days when the 
effort is made to reduce the Jewish question 
to a’merely humanitarian concern for displaced 
refugees: “1 could never bave thrown myself” 
said Lord Balfour, “with the enthusiasm which 
1 bave always felt for this cause into it if it 
had been merely a question of taking out of 
most unhappy conditions a certain number of 
the Jewish race and replanting them in the land 
of their forefathers. Xf it had been merely that, 
1 should have been, 1 hope, an enthusiast for 
the cause. But 1 think that it is going to be 
much more than that, 1 hope and 1 believe that 
the highly endowed people who have done SO 
much for Western civilization in some of the 
highest walks of human effort Will do even more, 
if you give them the chance, in the original land 
of their i&piration, to carry out the work side 
by side with a11 the great civilized nations of 
the world-the chance to work side by side with 
them for the common advancement of knowl- 
edge.” 

Humanity stands at the crossroads of history 
and there is no greater challenge to it than the 
Jewish problem. A promising beginning has 
been made in this country towards the solution 
of that age-old problem, but the light from 
Zion sbines against the background of the ter- 
rible catastrophe which has befallen our people 
in Europe. 1 spent six months last year visiting 
the remnants of our people on the European 
continent, wandering amidst the ash-heaps of 
what was ten years ago a third of Israel. 1 saw 
the fine work UNNRA had done for them and 
1 would like to take this opportunity of record- 
ing my deep appreciation of their devoted efforts 
and of expressing the hope that the new organi- 
zation I.R.O. Will maintain that noble tradition 
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of succour as long, as circumstances cal1 for it. 
But tllcsc camps cannot continue. Conditions in 
thym bave almost reached breaking-point. 
Notlling material cari console the mother hose 
baby was torn from her breast by mad dogs 
in Belsen or Dachau, or the orphans who saw 
their parents buried alive and the g-round heav- 
ing afterwards from their agonized movementS. 
These well-nigh lost remnants must be rehabili- 
tated in Spirit, and that rehabilitation cari onlY 
be effected among their own people in the land 
for which their spirit longs and where the tor- 
ment of the past Will be forgotten in building 
the future. 

I urge upon you, Gentlemen, to visit these 
camps and to see the position for yOUrSelVeS4 

TheSe people have endured what no human 
being bas ever been called upon to suffer, and 
it seems to me essential that those W~KI bave 
corne to investigate the Palestine question Should 
carry away with them also a direct impression 
of that most acute aspect of the problem. For 
let therc be no mistake about it: these Jewish 
survivors in Europe are an integral part of the 
political scene of Palestine. It is for their sake, 
no less than for ours, that we plead’ that the 
White Paper be abolished and a political settle- 
ment be made that Will enable their speedy 
transfer to Palestine. 

And while 1 am on this point, permit me to 
dcal with one special issue which has been re- 
pcatedly raised in connexion with the proposed 
political settlement. It has been alleged that if 
a Jewish Commonwealth were to be set up in 
tbis Country, non-Jewish religions would be 
adversely affected thereby. On this point 1 should 
like to repeat what 1 said last year to the Anglo- 
American Committee. We, the Chief Rabbis 
of Palestine, stand here to declare that the 
Jewish people Will not in any form whatsoever 
seek to impose its religion or traditions on people 
of oth& faiths by force, by persuasion, by legis- 
lation or by any other means. In the JewiSh 
Commonwealth every community Will have full 
autonomy in administering its religious and cul. 
tural jffairs in accordance with its traditions 
within a framework similar to that provided 
for in the Mandate. Every community will ad. 
minister freely its own institutions without any 

interference wllatsoever on the part of tbe State, 
The Holy Places of the several religions should 
be under the guardianship of those to whom tl~ey 
are sacred. 

Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, you are about 
to Sit in judgment on a case whicb is without 
precedent or parallel, on a case which is unique, 
Judge us net, I Solemnly appeal to you, by ordi- 
na-v canons. Forget your books of law and juris- 
prudence. Forget a11 the talk and a11 t& thought 
of proscription and ousting, and SO on. Al1 this 
Will not help us in the least. 

YOU bave before you a case for which there iS 
no precedent. You are at this critical point t. 
decide whether that great history of the pcople 
called Israel, that four thousand-year-old-llistory, 
which bas given to mankind two great religions, 

which bas given to humanity the moral and 

spiritual outlook of the world, which lias given 
t. bumanity that great ideal of everlasting 
peace-which, alas, we have not yet reached- 
whether that great, WOnCkrfU~ llistory Of this 
unique people shall lose itself in the gigantic 
a&-heaps, in the ilnrnenS62 mass graves Of Six 
million Jews, including 1,200,000 babes anci 
sucklings, or whether that history ~hdl 110~ 

bring issue in something great and noble, whi& 
will form part and parce1 of a great divine plan 
in the history of mankind. 

I am at ‘the end of my remarks. The world if 
again going through the crucible oE change. 
Common men and women in a11 lands long for 
peace and for a revival of the spirit. We need 
to rediscover the basic truths on which a11 truc 
civilization rests-the Fatherhood of Gocl and the 
Brotherhood of Man. Peace and justice are in- 
divisible, The world Will not find its peace 
untiI it relieves its conscience of this grave bur- 
den- the homelessness of one of the most ancient 
of its peoples. 

I pray to our Father in Heaven that YOLW 

deliberations may help in bringing about a last- 
ing solution of that most grievous ~~16 most 
challenging problem of OUT day. P 

CHAIRMAN: I thank you, Your Eminence, 
1 recognize His Eminence, Rabbi Ben Zion 

Ouziel. 
(Rabbi Ben Zion Ouziel, Richorz-Le-Zion, 

Chief Rabbi of Palestine, spoke in Hebrew. ATo 
interpretation of his speech ‘wns made, but thc 
following translation wns distributed) . 

Rabbi BEN ZION OUZIEL: It is a point of honour 
for us to extend to you at the outset our sincere 
welcome on your important appearance in the 
Holy City of Jerusalem, the city of God, to take 
up your exalted and most rcsponsible task which 
is SO vital Eor the peace of Israel and the peace 
of the world. May you be blessed, the disting- 
uished emissaries of a11 the nations of the world, 
who are ho, accoiding to our conviction, the 
emissaries of God, the ruler of a11 kingdoms ami 
the King of tbe world. 

We hope and pray that the Almighty Will 
bless your work which is designed to put an 
end to the martyrdom and wanderings of the 
people of Israel that have been continuing now 
for two thousand years, and to restore to them 
their freedom and their peace of mind, their 
land, their state and their dignity arnong a11 
the nations of the world, as befits a nation SO 
ancient that has given law and ethics to a11 the 
nations of the world and has made weighty and 
substantial contributions to a11 fields of human 
endeavor, to science, Iearning and social progress, 
even in the course of their long dispersion, whilc 
they were driven from one country to another 
and from one nation to anotller. We pray tllat 
the Almigllty Will extend His divine grace and 
countenance to your work, Will guide you in the 
path of truth and impart EIis wisdom to you, 
SO that your names Will be blessed and praised 
forever alter. 

Your Excellencies, on behalf of a11 the Jewish 
communities which are still extant throughout 
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the Jewish Diaspora, including the Sephardic 
communities in the Middle East and in Euro- 
pean countries and the United States of America 
as well as of those Jewish communities which 
hav’e been completely destroyed, and on behalf 
of the millions of the sons of Israel who have 
been savagely massacred by the Nazis ancl their 
satellites before the eyes of a11 the nations who 
watched passively the shedding of their innocent 
blood, we join our voice to that of the Palestine 
Yishuv and of the supreme bodies of the Jewish 
community of Palestine and to the voice of the 
people of Israel in their dispersion, and their 
accredited representatives-the members of the 
Jewish Agency. We appeal to you with an out- 
cry which cornes out of the depths of our heart, 
and from a suffering of thousands of years of 
dispersion, and humiliating wandering, and say 
to you: .Palestine is unique among a11 the coun- 
tries of the world as the land on which the 
pravidential countenance has been concentrated, 
a country of which it was said in the Scriptures: 
“the eyes of the Lord thy God are always upon 
it from the beginning of the year even unto 
thc end of th,e year.” It was therefore pre-emi- 
nently distinguished and macle unique as the 
cradle of prophecy in which the prophets of 
Israel, who are the prophets of a11 mankind, 
prophesied on Israel, their dispersion and their 
redemption, and on a11 the nations of the world, 
and who proclaimed the advent of peace on 
the basis of truth and righteousness, and whose 
prophetic messages have remained and Will’ re- 
main forever after the treasured spiritual heritage 
of Israel as well as of a11 mankind. This land 
which is held in sacred veneration by a11 na- 
tions and a11 faiths was given to Israel as their 
perpetual possession, through the first Patriarch 
of our nation, as the Scriptures said: “And I 
Will give unto thee and to thy seed the land 
wherein thou are a stranger, a11 the land of 
Canaan for an everlasting possession.” By a 
miracle, the sons of Israel took possession of the 
country on their entry into it under their leader 
Joshua, as also much later, under Ezra and 
Nehemiah. 

and Will never acquiesce in the rape of their 
country and their freedom by violence. That 
is why there was no time in history when Jewish 
settlement ceased in the land of Israel which 
has been designated “the land of life,” for there 
is no life for the people of Israel without the 
land of Israel. 

For centuries after the destruction of the 
Second Temple there was a mass settlement of 
Jews in Jerusalem in defiance of Emperor 
Hadrian’s prohibition which decreed that any 
Jew who set foot on the soi1 of Jerusalem would 
be liable to the death penalty. There was also 
a large Jewish settlement in Galilee, which con- 
stituted the bulk of the Jewish population of * 
Palestine. That dynamic community of Galilee 
engaged in agriculture and domestic industries, 
and cultivatecl its legal and ethical literature 
which was crystallized by the composition of 
the Mishnah and the “Jerusalem Talmud.” After 
the Spanish Exile that Yishuv received important 
and valuable accretions from among the exiles 
who included some of the most eminent rabbini- 
cal authorities. Thus reinforced, that community 
has revived the Yishuv in Galilee and Jerusalem 
and has cultivated our elaborate legal and mysti- 
cal literature which culminated in the compo- 
sition of the “Shulhan Aruch” (the Jewish Code 
of Conduct) and in the standard work of Jewish 
mysticism. 

The Romans who conquered and usurped a11 
nations have also conquered this country by 
their sword. Since then it has been the wish 
of the’Almighty, enunciated through the mouth 
of our lawgiver Moses, that the people of Israel 
should be scattered and dispersed. “And the 
Lord shaI1 scatter thee among a11 peoples from 
the one end of the earth even unto tbe other.” 
But SO strong was their unshakeable faith in 
the divine promise (“That then the Lord thy 
God Will turn thy captivity and have compassion 
upon thee and Will return and gather thee from 
a11 the nations whither the Lord thy God hath 
scattcred thee. And the Lord thy God Will bring 
thee into the Land which thy fathers possessed 
and then shall possess it, and He Will do thee 
good and multiply thee above thy fathers.“) 
that the people of Israel have never abandoned 
their hope and aspiration to return to their land. 

Notwithstanding the persecutions and the anti- 
Jewish decrees, the libellous accusations levelled 
at LIS, and the inhuman treatment to which we 
were subjected, and in spite of the life of misery 
and agony which we were compelled to Iead 
and in which has been fulfilled the most bitter 
prophecy of the Pentateuch: “And among these 
nations shalt thou fnd no ease, neither shall 
the sole of thy foot have rest” and the vision 
of the prophet of our dispersion: “Wherefore 
1 gave them also statues that were not good 
and judgments whereby they should not live,” 
it was thanks to the wonderful divine will that 
we managed to survive in our dispersion as well 
as to exist in the divine land in which, and par- 
ticularly in Jerusalem, a Jewish settlement sur- 
vived, for as the great Maimonides wrote, “it 
was far from the Will of God that the sons of 
Israel should be absent from Palestine in which 
it was promised to them that the signs of nation- 
hood ,would never disappear.” 

Absorbed by this faith, our forefathers took 
an oath of allegiance and fidelity to their land: 
“If 1 foriet thee 0 Jerusalem, let my right hand 
forget her cunning.” We have lived up to that 
oath of fidelity throughout the generations of 
our dispersion, and have remembered the Holy 
Land in our thoughts and our actions and in 
a11 our movements, and religious even in the last 
moments of the life of every dying Jew, by scat- 
tering the dust of Palestine into bis eyes, and 
have passed it on to our chidren and 10 posterity. 

In their firm fait11 in the law of Israel which 
is the eternal law, Israel have never acquiemd 
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expressly forbade such desertion, save where a 
Jew is exposed to famine or is in danger of 
his life. (Maimonides. Kings. V, 5, 6) . 

During tha last few decades, the people of 
Israel throughout their dispersion were inspired 
by the Almighty God, and driven to go to the 
land of their forefathers, rebuild it and bring 
its wilderness back to life. That wàs the origin 
of the modern agricultural settlements which 
were established before World War I, which 
were the main aad basic foundation of the 
Balfour Declaration. That was how Jewish immi- 
gration from a11 parts of t,he Jewish Diaspora 
turned to Palestine in fulfilment of the prophet’s 

. prophecy: “Who are those that fly as a cloud 
and as the doves to their windows?t 

Al1 Israel, in Palestine as well as in the 
Diaspora, had hoped to see in the Balfour Dec- 
laration which was given by His Majesty’s Gov- 
ernment the continuation of the famous declara- 
tion given by Cyrus to our forefathers. Inspired 
by that declaration and driven by their faith, 
Jews came to Palestine singly and in groups 
from a11 parts of the world. By the grace of 
God we built entire and well equipped towns, 
villages and agricultural settlements, including 
some that based their life entirely on religious 
foundations. 

Israel, the Sephardirn and Ashkenazim, who 
through the curse of the Diaspora have had to 
lead a separate communal existence in the East 
as well as in the West. 

During the term of office of the fbt High 
Connnissioner, our co-reIigionist Sir Herbert 
Samuel, a combined Rabbinical Council (better 
known as The Chief Rabbinate) was cOnStitUted 

under the joint presidencies of LWO Chief Rabbis, 
one each representing the Sephardic and AS~- 
kenazic comnnuiity respectively. That Council 
acts as a religious Court of Appeal which hears 
appeals from a11 local rabbinical offices, exercis- 
ing jurisdiction in a11 such cases as are within 
its jurisdiction under Palestine Order-in-Council, 
1922, as well, as acting as an arbitration cam- 
munity under the Jewish Community Rules, 
1926. 

The re-constitution of that important body 
is regarded by us as the fulfilment of the biblical 
prophecies which envisaged the redemption of 
Zion through the processes of justice and rigteous- 
ness administered by Jewish Judges. It is also 
a fulfilment of the vision of the prophet who 
foresaw the foregathering of a11 the tribes of 
Israel and their fusion into onc united nation, 

We built great homes of religious worship in 
which thousands ‘of our people pursue daily 
their religious studies and offer their prayers, 
and a network of religious schools, elementary, 
secondary and high (Tamud Torahs and Ye- 
shivoth) was established in a11 parts of .the 
country in which laws and Jewish traditions were 
taught and cultivated. 

Thanks to the concentrated efforts of the 
individual and the community, we restored to 
life and prosperity arid and waste lands which 
we acquired justly and fairly, we tapped the 
underground waters hitherto unexplored and 
unused, SO that they might turn into a blessing 
the unirrigated land which was a curse to the 
people of the country. The fertility thereby re- 
stored to the soi1 of Palestine,is a living monu- 
ment of the initiative and energy of our pioncer. 
ing brethren, and testifies to the truth of the 
biblical appellation of the country as a land 
flowing with milk and honey. 

TO our great distress, however, obstacles were 
placed by the Government of Palestine in the 
way of the realization of these noble prophetic 
visions, the Government having limited and re- 
stricted the jurisdiction of the Rabbinatc and 
confined it ta Palestine citizens, and worse still, 
to those of them who are officially members 
of the recognized community (Knesset Israel) , 
a curtailment of rights which never existed 
throughout the history of the Jewish people. We 
venture to express our hope that that defect Will 
be made good, by conferring on Jewish religious 
courts full jurisdiction applicable to a11 Jews 
of Palestine, similar to that which was conferred 
on Moslem religious courts. 

The gathering in this land of a11 the scattered 
remuants of the people of Israel brought about 
the union and rallying of the people, by the 
resuscitation of their original Hebrew Janpage, 
the language of the Prophets, which has corne to 
be used again both as the vernacular of the 
people and as the language of literature, learn- 
ing and research, and it is yearly making sub- 
stantial strides in both directions. It bas also 
resulted iq the wonderful cohesion and organi- 
zation, of a11 the Jews of Palestine under the 
aegis of the “Knesset Israel” (The JewiSh Comm, 

munity of Palestine) which is distinguished for 
its union, 

In chose years of intensified Jewish effort which 
brought a blessing to the country and a11 its 
people, we bave never found real rest and quiet, 
and our work was disturbed by the riots and 
disturbances launched by our Arab neighbours, 
with whom we have always lived and intend 
to live in relations of amity. These disturbances 
followed the continuous instigation which was 
helped by outside sources with malicious intent, 
and were designed to undermine and destroy 
the work we have started with innumerable sacri- 
fices of life and property. TO these setbacks 
must be added the ravages of the war which 
bave definitely retarded and slackened our work, 
Some of our ancient settlements in the country 
have had to be abandoned, eg., Ramleh, Sbc- 
chem, Gaza, Hebron ancl Pekiin, while the 
Safad community bas had a miraculous and 
narrow escape. We were constrained to abandon 
a large area of our Jerusalem settlement too, 
because of the danger to which we would bave 
been exposed had we continued to live there 
These facts are additional evidence which points 
to the existence of numerous other Jewish settle- 
mfmts whkh were successively and utterly de- 
stroyed, SO utterly that not even relies of Jewish 
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cemeteries could be found in their former sites. 
They Will also explain the paucity of our number 
in the Palestine before Worlcl War 1. 

But our growth in this country and the ex- 
pansion of our constructive work in it point to 
the intense and single-minded devotion of our 
people to the revival of their ancient land; they 
also point to the tremendous blessing in a11 
spheres of life which Will directly result from 
thc return of Israel to their ancient homeland 
from which a true and permanent peace Will 
radiate to a11 parts of the world. 

It is with great distress, however, that we must 
record our profound disappointments at the 
constantly increasing restrictions on immigration 
which have been decreed by the Mandatory 
Government, restrictions which have culminated 
in the White Paper that have virtually invali- 
dated a solemn international pledge, restricted 
our settlcment numerically and geographically, 
and purported to crystallize our community into 
a permanent minority, and, worse still, one that 
will be alien in its own land, for the bulk of the 
country has been closed to Jewish settlement 
under that White Paper. 

That ruthless and cruel measure has closed the 
country ‘to scores of thousands of our refugee 
brethren who, at the risk of their lives had hoped 
to find safety in this country after having es- 
caped the barbarities and outrages of their cruel 
persecuters. 

1 cannot describe to you in words the tragic 
calamity that has befallen us as a result of the 
savagery of the Nazis and their satellites. The 
story in a11 its bestiality is only too well known, 
and anyone born in the image of God must be 
filled with shame at the monstrous outrages 
which have led to the extermination of six mil- 
lion Jews and Jewesses, including children and 
infants, among whom were- some of the most 
learned and eminent of our people. Who knows 
how many of our children still remain among 
non-Jews leading a life of captives and prisoners? 
Although over two years bave elapsed since the 
Armistice, nevertheless scores of thousands of 
our people are still bebind barbed wire in the 
concent?ation camps or wandering about from 
place to place without finding any resb for their 
weary SOU~S. Mention should be macle ,of the 
anti-Jewish riots which were organized during 
the war and since V-Day in Tripoli, Iraq, and 
Egypt, and of the rule of terror which prevails 
in Syria and Afghanistan. These outbreaks were 
grim eidence of thc present condition of our 
brethr,en in those countries and of the even 
darker future that awaits them there. In face 
of that tragic plight SO unique in its bitterness, 
that characterizes the life of Israel in the years 
of their dispersion, Your Ilxcellencies Will the 
better appreciate the justification for the outcry 
of Israel in their agony when they appeal to 
the civilized world in words of deep humanity: 
Have we not the same Father, the same God? 
Why, therefore, are we SO singled out and dis- 
criminated against? Why are we worse than 
a11 Tnations? 

The one and only remedy is the restoration 

of Israel to their’ State and their freedom in 
which they might develop and utilize their gifts, 
reconstruct the land and the soi1 by the sweat 
of their brow for the good of a11 those WI10 

inhabit the land, without any discrimination, 
as we are commanded by our law: “But the 
stranger that dwelleth with you shall be unto 
you as one borp among you, and thou shalt 
love him as thyself . , . and shall not vex him” 
(Leviticus 19,34). 

By the standard of those high ethical pre- 
cepts, we shall treat our neighbours whom we 
recognize today, and shall hereafter recognize 
as full-fledged citizens with absolutely equal 
rights as regards the exercise of their religious 
worship, the observance of their religion and 
a11 other civil rights. Restore Israel to their land 
and state, SO that he might be a member of the 
comity of nations and make his own specific 
contribution to progress nad enlightenment for 
his own benefit and for the benefit of the whole 
world. 

This statement gives expression to only some 
of my feelings and my pain. 1 cari only conclude 
with the prayer that you might be the trusty 
agents of Providence, of the God of Israel who 
is the God of the Universc, SO that by your 
work, you sball fulfil the prophecy of the 
prophet: “1 Will gather them out of a11 countries 
whither I bave driven them in my anger and in 
my fury and in great wrath; and 1 Will bring 
them again into this place and I Will cause them 
to dwell safely . . , I Will rejoice over them to 
do them good, and 1 Will plant them in this 
land, assured with my whole heart and my whole 
SOU~.” (Jeremiah 32. 37, 41). 

CHAIRMAN: 1 thank’ Your Eminence, 
_’ 
1 

1 am now going to adjour the hearing for ten 
minutes, but 1 shall be obliged if Your Emi- 
nence would stay for the questions that will be 
put by the Committee. 

The hearing is adjourned for ten minutes. 
(The hcnring adjourned for ten minutes). 

CHAIRMAN: Gentlemen, the meeting is called 
to order. Will His Eminence Chief Rabbi Dr. 1. 
Herzog, and His Eminence Rabbi Ben Zion 
Ouziel kindly corne UP to the platform. 

(His Eminence Chief Rabbi Dr. I. Herzog 
and FI& Eminence Rabbi Ben Zion Odel took 
Ehair seats ut the table). 

CHAIRMAN: 1, for my part, have no questions 
to ask. Does someone on the Comittee want to 
ask some questions? 

Sir ABDUR RAHMAN (India) : Mr. Chairman, 
1 have vcry great respect for spiritual and reli- 
gious Leads of every community, and hold them 
in reverence. But, in my humble view, they 
should remain above political controversies. And, 
out of respect for their positions, 1 shall net put 
questions in regard to political matters, which 
were inter-mixed in their speeches, but would 
just put a few questions which do not concern 
politics. 

Your Eminence, are those who, although they 
were once Jews, now believe in Christ as one of 
the Holy Trinity to bc regarded as Jews? 
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Rabbi HERZOG: 1 have the honour of replying 
to the distinguished Indian delegate, Sir Abdur 
Rahman. A distinction must be drawn between 
a good Jew and one who is not a good Jew. 
The adoption of another faith does not make 
the Jew into a non-Jew from the Jewish religio- 
legal aspect. 1 Will give you an instance: Marriage 
between a Jew and a non-Jew is, in our law, 
not valid. Marriage is a religious bond. The 
same thing is true between a Jew and a Christian 
woman, or any other religion. But, marriage 
between a Jewess and a renegade Jew cari only 
be dissolved through divorce as prescribed by 
the Laws of Moses. In short, a Jew who has 
abandoned Judaism for another faith continues 
in a legal sense to be a Jew, but he is certainly 
not a good Jew-he is a renegade Jew. 

Sir ABDUR RAHMAN: Would you therefore re- 
gard Christ as a Jew in religion as he was SO by 
descent? . 

Rabbi HERZOG: 1 do not know. 1 think, Sir 
Abdur Rahman, you are treading upon very 
delicate ground. 1 do not think it is advisable 
to introduce this subject. But, of course He 
was a Jew. Tnere is no question about it that 
He was a Jew. 

Sir ABDKJR RAHMAN (India) : What was the 
extent of tbe Kingdoms of Kings David and Sol- 
omon, peace be on their SOU~S, in Palestine? 

Rabbi HERZOG: Weil, it was very, very wide. 
It extended practically from Wadi el Arish into 
Syria. 1 do not have a map before me just now. 
If you desire precise details I cari let you bave 
them. 

Sir ABDUR RAHMAN (India) : Please, Your 
Eminence. 

Rabbi HERZOG: David and Solomon- cari 
let you bave it. 

Sir ABDUR RAIXMAN (India): When did they 
rule over these countries? 

Rabbi HERZOG: About the 9th Century before 
the Christian era. 

Sir ABDUR RAHMAN (India) : My last question 
is, Your Eminence, which of the tribes grew out 
of Ishmael, son of’ Hagar and Abraham, peace be 
on their SOU~S? 

Rabbi HERZOG: You know that Ishmael and 
Isaac were the sons of Abraham. 

Sir ABWR RAIIMAN (India) : I am only ask- 
ing of Ishmael. 

Rabbi HERZOG: The Arabie tribes. 
Sir ABWR RAEIMAN (India): The Arabie 

tribes were the outgrowth of Ishmael? 
Rabbi HERZOG: Yes. 

Sir ABDUR RAI-IMAN (India) : And ,the Edo- 
mites? 

Rabbi HERZOG: The Edomites were the sons 
of Esau. Esau was the son of Isaac. The Edo- 
mites came from Esau. 

Sir ABDUR RAHMAN (India) : The Arab tribes 
were the outgrowth of Ishmael? 

Rabbi HERZOG: Ishmael, yes. 

Sir ABDUR RAI-IMAN (India): That is ah. 

CHAIRMAN: Does any other member want to 
put some questions? 

(No response) 
CHAIRMAN: Then, 1 thank your Eminences. 

The next item on the agenda is the hearing 
of representatives oE Agudath Israel. Will Rab- 
bis Lewin, Klein and Glikman-Porush corne up 
on the platform. 

Hearinq of Representafives of 
- Agudaih Israel 

(Rabbis Lez&, Klein and Glikman-Porüslr 
took their seats at the table.) 

CHAIRMAN: 1 recognize Rabbi 1. M. Eewin 
(Chairman of Agudath Israel) . 

(Rabbi Lewin spoke in Hebrew.) 
Rabbi 1. M. LEWIN: In the name of World 

and Palestine Agudath Israel, 1 wish to wel- 
corne you here and say how much we a11 hope 
that you may succeed in your task. 

1 think this is a first and unique event in 
history of representatives of fifty-five nations or- 
ganized in the United Nations having corne to 
the Holy Land, to Jerusalem, in order to hold 
an enquiry into the question of Palestine and of 
the Jewish People. 

We appear before you as the representatives 
of independent orthodox Jewry organized in 
Agudath Israel in Palestine and a11 over the 
world. 

It is our view that Divine Torah alone forms 
the eternal constitution of the Jewish people, 
and that it, and it alone serves as the founda- 
tion and essence of the existence of the Jewish 
people as the nation of the Lord; that Torah 
alone is the sou1 and backbone of that nation, 
and that whatever is formative in Palestine and 
within the Jewish people cari be of lasting value 
and cari have a right of existence only inas- 
much as it is connected with and flowing from, 
the Almighty’s Torah. 

,This, our view, presents an unbroken tradi- 
tion of about 3,000 years, one chat bas for ever 
been absolutely based on the Bible and its teach- 
ings, both written and oral, and chat is in- 
dependent and uninfluenced from any other 
spiritual foundation. In making this short ad- 
dress to you, 1 should like to assist you in solving 
the difficult problem in connection with which 
you have corne here from this our point of 
view. 

First of all: we declare the following to be 
our main aspiration, in which we feel unit4 
with the entire Jewish people. 

The land of Israel and the People of Israel 
form one complete entity forever inseparable. 
In practice we demand, therefore, that the 
gates of the Holy Land be opened to a11 Jews 
wishing to corne here;’ that the absorptive ca- 
pacity of the Land be developed to the only 
possible limit; and that a political regime be 
established capable of guaranteeing free im 
migration, the development of the country and 
exploitation to the full of its absorptive ca- 
pacity. 
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You have been able to ascertain details of 
our demands in the memorandum which we have 
submitted, to the Committee. 

This demand of ours we hold to be dictated 
by justice and morality, and 1 should like to 
state reasons for my assertion. You Will, gentle- 
men, before going deeper into your assignment, 
bave to clear your minds on the question as 
to the essential meaning of what we cal1 the 
“Jewish People.” 

men of Israel have reached the extreme light 
of human achievement: Prophecy. Here the 
Prophets have seen their visions. The air of 
this our land our great teachers of the Law have 
breathed, those giant leaders of the People of 
Israel, those greatest of its holy men. 

May 1, as a son of an old people, speak to 
you in a language as peculiarly singular as the 
People of Israel. 

That connexion of the Jewish people with 
Palestine has remained unbroken also after our 
people’s expulsion from its soi1 by the Romans. jr* 

There have at’ a11 times been Jews who left 

In 2,000 years this people has been wander- 
ing over the face of the earth and has failed to 
find a resting place under its feet; it has under- 
gone the most hellish and inhuman sufferings 
and bas been tossed about the wheels of nations, 
rulers, governments, rcgimes and parties. 

Thc forms of war against the Jews have beèn 
varied, and evil plans, campaigns and persecu- 
tions bave incessantly changed: but the People 
of Israel has preserved its life and existence out- 
living its torturers and persecutors who have 
vanished from the arena of History. You cari 
destroy or assimilate large parts, but no power 
in the world cari liquidate it or bring into ob- 
livion fhe living memory of its past, 

the comfort, or compartive comfort, of the 
countries of their dispersion and in often im- 
mediate danger of life flocked to Jewish Land, 
land that was waste and utterly destitute. The 
degree of Israel’s loyalty to its land was reflected 
in the land3 loyalty to its people. Not a single 
one of the country’s conquerors throughout past 
centuries succeeded in returning to blossom the 
land’s destitution. The Torahs words: “And ( 
your enemies shall be waste on it,” was literally 
fulfilled. The land refused its yield to the 
stranger. The people of the Diaspora was be- 
corne barren in elle distance, longing and 
yearning for the land; and the land remained 
barren, longing for its sons. 

Since mankind split into nations, when the 
world turned against its Creator, the war of 
man against man bas started. Then rose Abra- 
ham our Father and demo.nstrated that there is 
a Divine Leadèr guiding the world. It was Abra- 
ham our Father who revealed to the world its 
Creator, who brought the Lord>s message to 
mankind. TO him the Lord promised that he 
shoulcl be father of that Israel, which was to 
fulfil a sacred destiny: “You are my witnesses, 
sait11 the Lord.” “This people 1 have created 
that they shall tel1 my glory”; who shall go 
through History as the Lords nation and demon- 
strate in their very being and existence that 
there is a Creator unto this world. 

On your recent tour you have seen with your 
own eyes the great wonder: the barrenness of 
parts of this land uninhabited by Jews, and 
blossoming freshness wherever the Jew has 
grown attached in love, sacrifice, and devotion, 
to the soi1 of the land. May, that this miracu- 
10~s sight before your eyes shah become living 
evidence and manifest proof of the metaphysical 
connexion linking Israel with the Land ,of 
Israel, a connexion imprinted by the Divine 
Creator from the days of Abraham to the end 
of Messianic days, 

In the course of 2,000 years of dispersion we 
have been pérsecuted to unending lengths, but 
these two treasures: the Lords Torah and the 
Lord’s Land we bave never forgotten. 

It has thus been the destiny of Israel to realize 
in its life those great ethical principles laid down 
in the Torah and the messages of its Prophets. 

By far thegreater part of the Torah>s precepts 
depends for realization on active settlement in 
the Land of Israel. In the Land of Israel,’ and 
nowhere else, cari Israel fulfil the mighty mission 
with which the Almighty bas entrusted it. 

The Jew’s love of bis land knows no limits; 
it suffers no comparison with what is called 
love of country. In his land the Jew sees not 
merely the land of bis birth but land hallowed 
by the Divine Creator, the cradle of prophecy 
chosen by Him and whereon rest the eyes of 
the Lord yqur Lord from the beginning of the 
year to the end of the year. 

The land of Israel was promised to the first 
Jew, to Abraham our Father; and from the 
day on which the Lord spoke: “For a11 the land 
which thou seest, to thee and to ,thy Seed shall 
1 give it until eterniey,” there has been woven 
an ‘eternal connexion between the people of 
Israel and its Lord. 

In the Torah, in the Prophets, and in the 
words oE our sages the idea finds forever recur- 
ring expression, that the final destiny of the 
land of Israel as the Land of the Lord, and the 
destiny of Israel as the People of the Lord, 
which become realized only when joined to- 
gether, when both shall be bound to the Crea- 
tor of Heaven and Earth. 

From the moment of his birth to his de- 
parture from the world, in a11 his thoughts and 
c,ontemplations, during his me&, in his hour 
of mourning and of joy, the Jew raises the land 
of Israel to bis lips in prayer for his return to 
the Land. “If 1 forget thee, 0 Jerusalem, let 
my right hand forget” is the oath we have 
taken, and the very course of our history speaks 
out to the fact that not for a single moment 
have we forgotten the Land of Israel. 

In this Land alone it is given to the Jew to 
reach spiritual elevation and completion Here 

The settlement of Palestine stands out in the 
commandments of the Law of Torah. And\ever 
since the beginning of our dispersion settlement 
bas never ceased. Every stone, plant, each grain 
of sand of our land has been dear and hal- 
lowed to us for the love of people and land is 
in truth a divine inspiration Eorever present in 
the sou1 of every Jew. 
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It is, tllen, only natural that we cari imagine 
the nation’s existence in its land on no other 
but the Torah? foundations. 

A well-known statcsman has said chat there is 
a war going on between Jews and Gentiles. We 
cannot, with regret, admit this. There has been 
and still is going on a ~1~011~ one-sided War 

against tlle JeW. AS I have stressed before, that 
war is being conducted in many different forms 
and for various excuses. That war runs like a 
red line throughout history from Pharaoh, Ne- 
buchadnezar, Haman, Titus, Torquemada, 
Chamilnitzki, up to Hitler. How many are the 
persecutions run over our heads, and why 
should we bave been SO persecuted? 

Are net we a11 sons of one father, hS net 

one God created us ah? 
Have we net brought to the world the recog- 

nition of God? How many are the values of 
goodness, truth, magniflcance, righteousness and 
justice which the nations have accepted at the 
hand of this most ancient of their number? 
Why, then, are we persecuted? 

Our answer to a11 this is: whenever the forces 
of evil bave risen in rebellion against the Crea- 
tor of the world they have spent their ire 
against this people, the People of Israel; their 
hatred against Israel sprang from a hatred 
against the preachings of Torah, the visions 
of the P,rophets. 

You have corne here in the name of the 
United Nations. In your own time the disaster 
occurred. We should be in need today of an 
Isaiah, a Jeremiah, to pronounce their proba- 
tion against the nations. 

We are sustained by knowledge of a Lord, 
the Leader of Creation. We are persuaded that 
no amount of suffering and cruelty is ever 10s~; 
that the sulferings of our people through thou- 
sands of years are summed up in one total 
account. There is justice and there is a judge 
in this world. But what happened during the 
years 1940-1945 is unprecedented in the annals 
of world history. 

It may appear boring to re-open the chapter 
of the destruction of six million Jews, but we 
cannot help repeating and again repeating the 
subject; six million Jews have perished. Europe's 

Jewry has been put to destruction, 
The slaughter. took place in Poland. It was 

my privilege to have been one of Polan&s firee 
million Jews. They stand in front of my eyes. 

Every one of them .a world to himself, a heavy 
treasure of Torah and life’s wisdom. We look 
about forlorn for one-thir.d of our people, but 

in quality by far the most important part. 

Europe once contained the reservoir of our 
people, the brain and heart of world JeWry. 

But a11 chat has vanished from the face of the 
earth, vanished in the most cruel and, most 
horrible deaths, the victims of unrivalled sadism 
and evil ingenuity. Old and Young burned alive. 

I lived in Poland. 1 lived the life a Jew lived 

h-e. 1 was brought up on the principles of 

faithful Judaism. I lived among my people, my 

family. My brothers and sisters were done away, 
Tllree of my beloved grandchildren were burned 
together with a11 the other children of Israel; 

in all one a half million Jewish children, in- 
nocent and ignorant 08 Si& Of WhOm evev om 

might have become the pride of our people 
ancl of mankind. 

I am one of those who as if by miracle wa,s 
saved from &e wide-open jaws of. the monSter. 
I do not know why 1 of a11 should bave been 
privileged to escape the fire that enveloped us 
a11 in tlle crematories of Trablynka and Ausl~- 
witz, or is it tllat I should be their messenger 
to bring their cries before YOU? 

We, of Agudath Israel, have suffered perhaps 
the greatest losses. The best of our leaders and 
friends are no more. 

Six million Jewish SOU~S stand crying beforc 
YOU, their blood storms and cannot find rest: 
it moves the very foundations of tho universe. 
One an a half million childrenl When haï tho 
world heard of such a like? When ha SU& 

war happened? Can you at a11 imagine thE 
meaning of these words? One and a half mil- 
lion dear children, whose hands WC were noL 
allowed to kiss before they ascended to the 
flames to be burnt alive in the ovens. 330~ cw 

mankind, how cari any human being stand SU& 
unimaginable sadism. 

And how they went from us? In sanctifying 
His great name, in speaking thus to their 01) 

pressors: You may destroy our bodies, but 
never our soulsl Their blood continues to stornl 
and shake the foundations of a11 living. Worll, 
world, where art thou? And through you may 
1 ask the world: Wherc is their conscience7 

Truly, the frcedom-loving nations fought 
Hitler, but not our fight. Hitler’s fight against 
the Jews preceded the World War by five years. 

Hitler sent up experimental balloons to find 
out how far the world was prepared to let him 
go in his evil. When in 1939 the refugee vesse1 
“St. Louis” with lier 700 Jewish passengers on 

board was cruising the seas, there was not a 
single country, including America, that was 
ready to accept the Jews, to the accompani- 
ment of Hitler’s barbarie laughtcr. EIaving ac- 
complished minor “action,” thac is to say, 
slaughter of Jews on a small scale, before the 
eyes of a silent world, ho proceeded to large?? 
“action.” Again the world was silent. And so 
at last he continued on bis path of insane cruelty 
to the work of most awful destruction thc 
world has ever witnessed. 

I do net propose to put before you here facts 
showing how Jews might havc been saved, and 
a world stood by our blood motionless. 

While the White Papcr bears undoubtediy a 
great share in the. responsibility for inactivity 
in tlle rescue of Jews, the world at large, and 
ParticularIy the great Powers, cannot be freed 
from answering this charge. 

WC do net feel ourselves sitting in the dock. 
Permit me to say that it might be more rightful 
to Place in it alI those who must accept responsi- 
bility for the destruction of our pcopk. 

We cannot believe that in any natural way 
it Will be possible to comfort US and to find a 
substitute for our disaster, for the loss of six 
million brothers. What then is the problem? 
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There have remained alive one and a half 
million Jews who have escaped destruction. 

Jews have no longer any place in the world. 
Thcy must therefore be enabled to return home, 
to the land of their fathers. You Will have to 
visit the camps yourselves, see their position, 
find out what has happened, what is there still 
ta be seen. You Will then convince yourselves 
that Jews no longer cari nor want to stay in the 
European graveyard. They simply cannot go on 
living where their families and everything dear- 
est to them was murdered. In a part of those 
camps which Hitler had set up for them, com- 
plete with barbed wire, these our unfortunate 
brothers continue living an imprisoned life 
within a world liberated two years ago. 

You have toured the country. You bave seen 
wonderful cities and flourishing settlements. 
Al1 this could have been worked only by that 
enormous love for Eretz-Israel. Beginning with 
the so-called “Old Yishuv” who had maintained 
Jewish settlement in past generations, those 
orthodox Jews who became the founders of 
Petah Tiqvah, the mother of our settlements, and 
others more, from a11 those who laid the foun- 
dation for the modern Yishuv, right down to 
our contemporary builders, who with the sweat 
of their brows moistened the desert land and 
transformed it into the greenery of settled land. 

You have also seen the destitution awaiting 
hands, awaiting its builder sons. The land 
awaiting the Jews, the Jews expectant for the 
land: how cari their reunion be stopped? 

The Jews have become mere remnants, one 
in a town, two in a family, having lost their 
dearest and nearest, and whose only desire is 
to corne up to the Land of Israel and kiss its 
stones: how cari one deprive them of this? 

Here, within the Yishuv itself, there is not 
a bouse where there is not one dead. And should 
there have been left a survivor in the dispersion 
whose only longing is for coming here and 
joitiing his family, and, his family here aching 
for the last survivor of ‘its house; how cari they 
be kept separated? . # 

We have net stolen a thing from ‘the Arabs. 
Whatever we took we have dearly paid for. Their 
standard of living we have raised, we who have 
gone through exile and bave learnt to value 
the lives of others. The Jewish people wants 
peace with the Arab people. There is room 
for us a11 in this country. 

Mending but little the unrighteous done to 
the people of Israel, there is need for good 
will, for finding the courage in your hearts’ to 
a decisive and energetic step. 

The United Nations Will. be bound, we 
should think, to brace themselves for really 
generous action, action that Will not merely 
permit the Jewish people to return to its land, 
but to aid it in developing the country and 
settle it. 

If you are willed to set mankind on a moral 
basis, on a basis of justice, the union of nations, 
and the repair of our world, repair then the 
great injustice done to the People of the Lord. 

The Crestor, who seeth and observeth the 

world, what has that world done for His 
people? 

Hitler, starting with the Jews, wanted to 
enslave and destroy an entire world. If you 
wish to help return the world into its joint, you 
Will bave to start repairing the injustice clone 
to the Jewish people. 

In 1’314 the Iïrst World War started, and 
its result was the creation’ of a “League of 
Nations.” Mankind was then filled with the 
hope that at last we were approaching disarme- 
ment and the brotherhood of nations. 

With the world starting to reconstruct the 
devastation left from the war, the Balfour Dec- 
laration was given, as a +easure of compensa- 
tion for the sufferings of the Jewish people. 
Had there been a Will to fulfil it in th.e spirit 
in which it was given, who knows but that the 
world might have been saved a renewed out- 
break of the flames of war: The Declaration 
was not materialized, and disarmement turned 
into preparation for a second world war. We 
are once again going through a11 that. The 
world is trying to rebuild the ruins left by the 
last war and has organized in the United Na- 
tions for the establishment of peace. The world 
Will need the grace of Heaven to prevent itself 
from falling into the most awful and most 
deadly of a11 wars. May the world be privileged 
of such grace by rendering justice to the J.ewish 
people. 

We are fortified and confident in the know- 
ledge chat our redemption Will be by the Lord, 
and that we are approaching that redemption. 

Just like the days of our exodus from the 
first exile, the exile of Egypt, through the desert, 
to the Lords revelation on Mount Sinai, SO 
are we wandering today through the desert 
of nations, stepping forth towards Israel’s re- 
demption and that of the entire world. 

Thus we trust in the Almighty that He may 
help us1 

But the day of reckoning Will corne and the 
question go out to the nations of the world: 
What have you done? Where wer.e you when 
great parts of the People of the Lord were mur- 
dered? 

What have you done to repair and make 
good the terrible evil? 

Who will measure the benefit to the nations 
and to mankind should they be able to give af- 
firmative reply in now doing the first important 
step on behalf of our suffering people? 

An historical Eeat Will have been accom- 
plished, gentlemen, in your assistance towards 
such aim. May the Almighty help you and 
stand by you. Thank youi 

CHAIRMAN: 1 thank you, Rabbi Lewin. 
1 recognize Rabbi Klein. 
(RaObi Hein spoke ilz Hehew) 
Rabbi KmIN: 1 have been charged with the 

important and honourable task of welcoming 
you as a member of our Central Executive and 
Central Agudath Israel in Palestine. 

Central Agudath Israel constitutes the terri- 
torial branch of the World Organization, and is 
resonsible for matters of education, religious 
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There have remained alive one and a half 
million Jews who have escaped destruction. 

Jews have no longer any place in the world. 
They must therefore be enabled to return home, 
to the land of their fathers. You Will have to 
visit the camps yourselves, see their position, 
find out what bas happened, what is there still 
to be seen. You Will then convince yourselves 
that Jews no longer cari nor want to stay in the 
European graveyard. They simply cannot go on 
living where their families and everything dear- 
est to them was murdered. In a part of chose 
camps which Hitler had set up for them, com- 
plete with barbed wire, these our unfortunate 
brothers continue living an imprisoned life 
within a world liberated two years ago. 

You have toured the country. You have seen 
wonderful cities and flourishing settlements. 
Al1 this could have been worked only by that 
enormous love for Eretz-Israel. Beginning with 
the so-callèd “Old Yishuv” who had maintained 
Jewish settlement in past generations, those 
orthodox Jews who became the founders of 
Petah Tiqvah, the mother of our settlements, and 
others more, from a11 those who laid the foun- 
dation for the modern Yishuv, right down to 
our contemporary builders, who with the sweat 
of their brows moistened the desert land and 
transEormed it into the greenery of settled land. 

YOU have also seen the destitution awaiting 
hands, awaiting its builder sons. The land 
awaiting the Jews, the Jews expectant for the 
land: how cari their reunion be stopped? 

The Jews have become mere remnants, one 
in a town, two in a family, having lost their 
dearest and nearest, and whose only desire is 
to corne up to the Land of Israel and kiss its 
stones: how cari one deprive them of this? 

Here, &thin the Yishuv itself, there is not 
a house where there is not one dead. And should 
there have been left a survivor in the dispersion 
whose only longing is for coming here and 
joibing his family, and his family here aching 
for the last survivor of ‘its house; how cari they 
be kept separated? ’ 

We have not stolen a thing from the Arabs. 
Whatever we took we have dearly paid for. Their 
standard of living we have raised, we who have 
gone through exile and have learnt to value 
the lives of others. The Jewish people wants 
peace with the Arab people. There is room 
for us a11 in this country. 

Mending but little the unrighteous done to 
the people of Israel, there is need for good 
will, for finding the courage in your hearts‘ to 
a decisive and energetic step. 

The United Nations Will. be bound, we 
should think, to brace themselves for really 
generous action, action that Will not merely 
permit the Jewish people to retuin to its land, 
but to aid it in developing the country and 
settle it. 

If you are willed to set mankind on a moral 
basis, on a basis of justice, the union of nations, 
and the repair of our world, repair then the 
great injustice done to the People of the Lord. 

The Creator, who seeth and observeth the 

world, what has that world done for His 
people? 

Hitler, starting with the Jews, wanted to 
enslave and destroy an entire world. If you 
wish to help return the world into its joint, you 
Will have to start repairing the injustice clone 
to the Jewish people. 

In 1914 the First World War started, and 
its result was the creation of a “League of 
Nations.” Mankind was then filled with the 
hope that at last we were approaching disarme- 
ment and the brotherhood of nations. 

With the world starting to reconstruct the 
devastation left from the war, the Balfour Dec- 
laration was given as a deasure of compensa- 
tion for the sufferings of the Jewish people. 
Had there been a Will. to fulfil it in the spirit 
in which it was given, who knows but that the 
world might have been saved a renewed out- 
break of the flames of war: The Declaration 
was not materialized, and disarmement turned 
into preparation for a second world war. We 
are once again going through a11 that. The 
world is trying to rebuild the ruins left by the 
last war and has organized in the United Na- 
tions for the establishment of peace. The world 
Will need the g-race of Heaven to prevent itself 
from falling into the most awful and most 
deadly of a11 wars. May the world be privileged 
of such grace by rendering justice to the J.ewish 
people. 

We are fortified and confident in the know- 
ledge that our redemption Will be by the Lord, 
and that we are approaching that redemption. 

Just like the days of our exodus from the 
first eXile, the exile of Egypt, qrough the desert, 
to the !Lord’s revelation on Mount Sinai, SO 
are we wandering today through the desert 
of nations, stepping forth towards Israel’s re- 
demption and that of the entire world. 

Thus we trust in the Almighty that He may 
help us1 

But the day of reckoning Will corne ancl the 
question go out to the nations of the world: 
What have you done? Where were you when 
great parts of the People of the Lord were mur- 
dered? 

What have you doné to repair and make 
good the terrible evil? 

Who Will measure the benefit to the nations 
and to mankind should they be able to give af- 
firmative reply in now doing the first important 
step on behalf of our suffering people? 

An historical feat Will have been accom- 
plished, gentlemen, in your assistance towards 
such aim. May the Almighty help you and 
stand by you. Thank you; 

CHAIRMAN: 1 thank you, Rabbi Lewin. 
1 recognizc Rabbi Klein. 
(Rabbi Hein spoke in Hebrew) 
Rabbi KLEIN: I have been charged with the 

important and honourable task of welcoming 
you as a member of our Central Executive and 
Central Agudath Israel in Palestine. 

Central Agudath Israel constitutes the terri- 
torial branch of the World Organization, and is 
resonsible for matters of education, religious 
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communities, and other Palestinian matters as 
pointed out in our joint memorandum. 

Agudath Israel is the organization of the 
People of the Torah. A tradition unbroken for 
over 3000 years speaks in our voice. 

Central Agndath Israel represents within its 
ranks also a great many native inhabitants of 
Palestine and numerous generations in the 
pasc who came to this country from an attach- 
ment to the Holy Land, and who bave done 
very much for the upbuilding of the, country. 

We would ask you to recommend the opening 
of the country’s gates to our brothers and’sisters 
and thereby to rescue thousands and tens of 
thousands from physical and moral deteriora- 
tien; and in this connexion to wipe out the 
White Paper with its radical discrimination 
against us, a discrimination like of which was 
not heard in Palestine since the days of Adrian, 
that notorious Jew-Baiter. 

Unrestricted immigration and the chance to 
develop the la&1 in order that its sons may re- 
turn and live here a life of rest and dignity, 
these are our demands . 

Moreover, we shall stress that we, orthodox 
Jews, who comprehend the Torah as the ulti- 
mate life-aim of our people and the foundation 
of a11 its existence, we who do not recogfiize 
popular sovereignty apart from the socereignty 
of the Torah, we demand most emphatically 
that in this Land of Israel everything shall be 
done in accordance with the Laws of the Torah, 
and that to a11 our organizations and to a11 our 
congregations there shall be accorded an abso- 
lute legal freedom to act entirely according to 
our conceptions. 

from comfortable, but it was this, t.heir only 
desire, just as this Land of Israel is the heart’s 
desire of every Jew; for over half ,of the pre- 
cepts of the Torah are for their rediZatiOn en- 
tirely dependent on life in this E10ly Land, and 
are d,evoid of meaning abroad. 

Relations between ourselves and th Arab 
neighbour were extremely good; we lived in 
on.e and the same yard with the Arabs, and 
tllere was real friendship between US. In those 
days we would journey from Jerusalem to 
Tiberias or Safad through Arab towns and 
villages for three days and thr,ee nights on a cart 
or on the back of a donkey without any fear. Fre- 
quently we would night in Arab villages or in 
towns inhabited solely by Arabs, and never an 
apprehension of fcar of the Arabs would rise 
in our minds. 

As a native of this country and one per- 
manently domiciled here, 1 would state from 

definite knowledge that at the time of the 
publication of the Balfour Declaration on the 
reconstitution of the National Home for the 
Jews in Palestine neither the Arab leaders nor 
the Arab masses thought anything but chat 
Palestine had in reality been given to the Jews. 
At that very time th,e territories of the Otto- 
man Empire were divided into various states 
for the Arabs, such as Iraq, Hejaz and Syria, and 
the territory which we were always wont to cal] 
“Eretz-1srel” was believed as in fact having been 
given to the Jews. 

We see in the fact that the United Nations 
have sent out a fact-finding committee here, a 
revelation of the conscience of the world which 
has finally stirred in faveur of the oppressed 
people of Isfael. 

That relation between ourselves and the 
Arab neighbours remained excellent even after 
the Balfour Declaration, and right down to 
the events of 1936 we would cal1 on the heads 
and notables of the Arabs at the time of their 
feasts, among them the Mufti of Jerusalem, at 
the offices of the Supreme Moslem Council 
or at his residence. 

We do firmly believe that Israel’s redemption 
shall corne as witnessed by our Prophets on 
the mouth of the Almighty, the Leader of the 
Universe. 

And we believe that the Almighty helps those 
in search of Justice and Truth to find them, 
and may He guide your hearts to finding justice 
and highteousness. 

Do then reccommend such steps as we have 
asked. 

May the Almighty’s blessing be in your work. 
CHAIRMAN: I thank you, Rabbi I(lein. 
I recognize Rabbi Glikman-Porush. 

(Rabbi GlikmanSorush s$oke in Hebrew) 
Rabbi GLIKMAN-POROUSH: May 1 be permitted 

to address YOU briefiy on events in our liv.es 
here, in this Holy Land, during the past gen- 
er’ations. 

I am a native of Jerusalem, a member of a 
family which bas been living in Jerusalem un- 
interruptedly for eight generations. 

MY forefathers came to Palestine under great 
self-sacrifice, after a dangerous voyage of months. 
With love and devotion they took upon them- 
selves great privation, knowing full well that 
conditions of life in Palestine then were far 

It was the orthodox Jews who had corne to 
Palestine who built Jerusalem and its surround- 
ing fifty-two quarters. They builtt the towns 
of Tiberias and Safad; they built the quarters 
on the outskirts of Jaffa; they laid the founda- 
tiens of the agricultural settlement in Palestine, 
in Judea, in Samaria, and in Galilec. A great 
many of them were carried away in early )outh 
by malaria and swamp fever. We never wavered, 
here we saw the fulfillment of one of the pre- 
cepts of the Torah. It was our faith that inspired 
us, that in our lives and our deaths we were 
laying the foundation-stone for the Jewish Yishuv 
here in the Land of Israel, the Land of the 
Torah. 

Orthodox Jews set up public institutions, re- 
ligious and charitable foundations, schools, cen- 
tres of Torah study, and “Beth-Yaaquv” girls’ 

-schools; they set “1~ hospitals, orphanagcs, free- 
loan societies, and welfare institutions. 

As ofie of the natives of this country, and as 
one chose family bave been domicilcd here for 
many generations, 1 cari bear evidence on the 
astounding dcvelopment which Jewish immi- 
gration bas brought to us in Palestine. We, 
natives of Palestine, know that the entire pope- 
lation of the country, bath Jews and A&bs, 
llearti]Y greeted the rise in the standard of liv- 
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ing and that tremendous uplift in the atmos- 
pnere of this country as ;l result of Jewish im- 
migration. 

You have toured the country a?d car-mot 
have failed noticing the large tracts of land 
which to this day have remained destitute. 

Let ,me, then, ask you to ,wipe off from this 
country and from ourselves the shameful blot 
of the White Paper. 

Open up the gates of Palestine; for how, long 
shall we be left to shame and disgust! Have 
mercy on the cities of Judea and Jerusalem, and 
may you thus become a blessing to this land1 

May there be given us a chance in this land, 
chosen by Supreme Providence, to bring a sure 
home to the people of the Lord and the Torah 
of the Lord. 

Nations, would have to decide on the basis of 
Justice and right. 1 think that in the Holy 
Land a start should be made, an attempt should 
be made, to settle political differences, not by 
bloodshed, but by political negotiation. 1 am 
convinced that justice is with us. If the United 
Nations make a decision they Will, of course, 
have to safeguard the authority of the supreme 
body, and only thus cari there corne peace and 
order. 

I shouId like that the PaIestine problem 
serve as a first tria1 and 1 wish you success in 
giving that to us and the whole tiorld. 

CHAIRMAN: Any more quesrions? If not, then 
1 thank you. 

CIIIAIRMAN: 1 myself have no questions to put 
to the representatives of Agudath Israel. Does 
any other member wish to put a question? 

Sir ABDUR RAHMAN (India) : Are the Arab 
tribes living in Syria, Lehanon, Palestine and 
Transjordan the descendants of Ishmael? 

RA~BI KLIIIN: The majority are sons of Ish- 
mael. 

We have now gone through the agenda for 
today. The hearing is adjourned until tomor- 
row morning at 11.30. 

The meeting adjourned at 12.35 f.m. 

VERBATIM RECORD OF THE’ 
TWENTY-SEVENTH MEETING (PUBLIC) 

CHAIRMAN: Are there any other questions? 
Mr. BRILEJ (Yugoslaiia): 1 read here on page 

Held at the Y. M. C. A. Building, Jerusalem, 
Palestine, I;riday, Il July 1947 at 11,OO a.m. 

Presen t : 

13 of your statement recommendations for the 
solution of our problem. 1 sec here one of your 
recommendatons is the repeal of the White 
Paper of 1939 and a return to the terms of the 
Palestine Mandate. Another recommendation 
is the opening’of the gate for the elect, and SO 
forth. 

MR. SANDSTROM, Sweden, Chairman 
MR. HOOD, Australia 
MR. RAND, Canada 

Al1 these are recommendations which refer 
to the Jewish community, but it seems to me 
that we all, and you, too, are conscious that 
the question which we are considering is a ques- 
tion of Palestine: this means that it is not a 
question of the’ Jewish community alone, but 
also the question of the other population in 
Palestine, the question of the Arab side, too. 

MR. LISICKY, Czechoslovakia 
MR, GAR~~A GRANADOS, Guatemala 
MR. VISWANATHAN, India 
MR. ENTEZAM, Iran 
MR. BLOM, Netherlands 
MR. GAI&4 SALAZAR, Peru 
MR. FABREGAT, Uruguay 
MR. SIMIC, Yugoslavia 
Secretariat: 

As you make here some recommendations rt- 
garding the Jewish community, 1 shouId Iike 
very much to hear your ,recommendations in 
regard to the whole question of Palestine. 

Rabbi LEWIN (Interfvetation from Hebrewj:‘ 
We have already expressed orally as well as in 
our memorandum, that what we ask is unre- 
stricted immigration and the possibility to de- 
velop the country to its full absorptive ca- 
pacity. 

MR. Hoo, Assistant SecretarpGeneral 

MR. GARCIA ROBLES, Secretary 
CHAIRMAN: 1 declare the Twenty-seventh 

Meeting open. The hearing has been delayed 
owing to our having been detained on the 
flight we made over the Holy Land this morn- 
ing, 

CHAIRMAN: It is adopted. 
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Mr. BR&J (Yugoslavia) : 1 know this, but 
this refers only to the Jewish community, but 
on the question of the whole of Palestine, taking 
into account that there are in Palestine 1,200,OOO 
Arabs? 

The agenda contains two items: One, pubIic 
hearing of representatives of the Church of 
England and the Church of Scotland; and 
public hearing of representatives of the Jewish 
Women’s Organizations of Palestine, Shall we 
adopt that agenda? 

(No objection uoiced) 

Rabbi LEWIN (Interfiretation from Hebrew): 
We believe Jews and Arabs ‘cari live in peace. 
We have raised tremendously their standard of 
living. Al1 that Jewish immigration could bring 
to them is great benefit. In a11 differences between 
one community and another there Will have to 
be political negotiations. If those should lead 
to no results, a supreme authority, the Unijed 

Hearing of represenbafives of the Church 
04 England and +he Church of Scotland 

CHAIRMAN: 1 understand that Gis Lordship 
The Right Reverend W. H. Stewart, Bishop of 
the Church of England in Jerusalem,’ and the 
Reverend W. Clark-Kerr, Moderator of the 
Church oE Scotland in Jerusalem Will speak on 
behalf of these Churches. Will His Lordship 
please corne up to the platform? : 



(His Lordshi~, the Ri&~t Reve~end W. H. 
Stèwart, took a*seat at thi table). 

Rt. Rev. W. H. STEWART (Bishop of the 
Church of England in Jerusalem) : The Modera- 
tor of the Church of Scotland and 1 have al- 
ready submitted in writing a joint memoran- 
dum prepared ,especially for the meetings of 
this Committee. Each of us has also submitted 
a copy of memoranda put in by our respective 
Churches to the Anglo-American Committee 
last year. 1 presume that you do not wish us 
to read today the memorandum which we sub- 
mitted some time ago, and which is, presuma- 
bly, in your hands. IL is, perhaps, inevitable 
that there should be a little repetition between 
the documents that we put in last year and 
the joint document we have put in this year. 
I hope there is not SO rnuch repetition as to 
make them vaIueless. 

The Moderator and 1 are here, of course, pre- 
pared to r.efer, each of us to our respective 
documents of Iast year, and both of us to our 
joint document of this year. Speaking for my- 
self, in botb of those documents 1 have tried to 
confine myself to those aspects of the problem 
which seem to me to be rightly the concern of 
the representative of a religious body. In the 
documents that WC have put forward as more 
or less an officia1 expression of the views of 
our respective Churches, we have tried not to 
volunteer political views or to impinge on 
political questions. For myself, 1 feel-and 1 
believe my colleague feels-that’ if the Com- 
mittee wishes to ask us question on the more 
political side, it is our duty, and we shall be 
prepared to answer them, but that SO far as 
anything that we volunteer is concerned, we 
have endeavoured to keep on the religious and 
the ecclesiastical side. May 1, sir, first refer to 
two items in these two documents, one of 
which, 1 think, requires correction, and one of 
which is perhaps liable to misunderstanding. 
In the larger document, wbich I submitted 
in March, 1946, and on th.e first page of it, 
there is a sentence towards the end of the 
first paragraph in which it may seem that the 
Churches somewhat complain of the attitude 
towards our schools that was taken by the 
Department of Education. 1 should like so far 
to correct that as to point out that since March, 
1946, when that document was written, there 
bas been a change in th.e Directorate of the 
Department of Education, and a change also in 
their attitude towards our schools. In SO far as 
this thought suggests any complaint against the 
Department of Education, 1 believe they would 
allow me to say in so far as it suggests a com- 
plaine of theirs against our mission scbools, I 
should wish to withdraw it entirely in view 
of the circumstances of the present day. 

A second point I would like to make is in re- 
gard t8 our joint memorandum of this year. 
At the close of the first paragraph there is a 
sentence about the Mandatory Government 
which reads as follows: “The Mandatory Gov- 
ernment is mainly Christian in its composition, 
but for that very reason has SO scrupulously re- 

frained from any bias in the Christian interest 
that it bas sometimes been accused of being 
biased in the opposite direction.” I am given 
to understand that some people have taken 
that to be a criticism of or a complaint against 
the Government. It was meant to be a sincere 
compliment. But 1 do think it is true that some. 
times in its very considerateness to the religious 
feelings, practices, and customs of non-Chris- 
tians, the Government has, for example, been 
reduced to being rather hard on the religious 
feelings of Christians. 

Mr. Chairman, Will you allow me, with no 
discourt,esy, to suggest an example within your 
own experience. 1 do know that Christians 
have been hurt that this Committee, in its 
right and proper respect of the holy days of 
other faiths, have found it necessary to sit on 
Sundays. You Will forgive me for saying that, 
sir. It is an example that sometimes occurs with 
the Government and it is something that we 
bear in mind with regret. 

Now, sir, may 1 turn to what 1 think are the 
two main factors in our joint document of this 
year. We have emphasized, perhaps somewhat 
severely, what we regard to be really the lack 
of true religious freedom in this country, partic- 
ularly when religious freedom is interpretd, and 
we hold it should be, to allow freedom of con- 
version from one fait11 to another. We bave also 
said, at the bottom of page 4, that we know 
there are many, far more than is commonly rec- 
ognized, bot11 amongst Arabs and Jews, who 
deprecate, though they dare not say SO, the 
intransigeance of their own political leaders. 
May 1, sir, in support of those two statements, 
record very briefty four incidents tbat have taken 
place in my own study since tliis memorandum 
was submitted to you. 

Only yesterday 1 received the enclosed letter 
which is addressed to you, sir, with the request 
that 1 submit it. 1 do not know the author. 1 
have never heard of him. He writes describing 
for your benefit the experiences of a Jew who 
wishes to worship in a Christian church, 1 think 
the rest of the letter speaks for itself, and it is 
not for me to read it. It is significant perhaps 
that the writer sends it through one of my clergy 
to me to pass on to you in the hope of preserv- 
ing his anonymity, though he does sign his name 
to the letter. 

Equally, only yesterday, 1 was appealed to 
to assist in getting out of this country an Arab 
convert to Christianity, now ruined and in fear. 
Both these things happened to me yesterday. 

A few days ago, again since this memorandum 
was written, two Christian Arabs came to me. 
They were from Transjordan, which 1 know ex- 
cludes them from your purview, Sir. But the 
parallel, is interesting. They came to complain 
to me of the results of independence and its 
effect on the Christian minority. 1 said to them: 
“Yes, but did you not clameur for independ- 
ence?” And, the answcr was: “Of course we did. 
We dared not do anything else.” 

The day after that three Orthodox Jews came 
to cal1 on me, and they asked me to plead with 
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this’ Committee for the right of the strictly ortho- 
dox Jews to be organizëd as a religjous com- 
munity, apart from the Knesset Xsrael, and its 
organization, the Vaad Leumi. It is, 1 believe, 
a fact that su& application has been made 
several timcs in the past to the Palestine’ Gov- 
ernment and has been refused. Al1 thtit they 
are allowed to do is individually to drop out 
of the Jewish community. 1 asked them how 
many there were of them. 1 had no means of 
checking their figure; but the answer was 
“twenty-five thousand now and another twenty- 
five thousand in a week, if we were allowed to be 
a religious community. 

That group at any rate, and indeed the per- 
sons concerned in a11 those four incidents that 
1 have tried to retell, are to my mind evidence 
of the point that 1 am trying to make-that on 
every hand there is a bigger element of co- 
operation-may 1 say of co-operability-than the 
political leaders either recognize or admit, and 
that you Will find that element amongst the 
religious people, It may seem strange that the 
people of. whom 1 have sponken, other than 
actual converts to Christianity, should corne to 
me with their complaints and their difficulties 
and ask for my help. The fact remains that 
they do, and 1 am proud of it. 1 believe that 
it is there you Will fincl the Arab and the Jew 
having no quarrel with one another. It is in the 
godly and religious elements on both sides that 
you will find the makings of peace. And, it is 
to me a tragedy that a group, neither of my own 
race nor of my own creed, should corne to me 
to ask to be allowed to be a religious community 
outside the community of their own people, once 
the mainspring of the Feligion of the wdrld. 

Sir, 1 have no more to say, myself, unless in 
answer to questions. 1 do not know if my col- 
league wishes to speak. 1 Will be happy to answer 
questions if I cari, or if I may. 

CHAXRMAN: Thank you, your Lordship. 
Right Reverend Clark-Kerr, have you some- 

thing you would like to add to what bis Lord- 
ship lias said? 

Rt, Rev. CLARK-KERR: There is very little chat 
1 would like to say, Mr. Chairman, except merely 
to emphasize that memoranda from the Christian 
stand point to other commissions have usually 
confined themselves to stressing what we cal1 
briefly among ourselves “Shrines and SOU~S,” 
chat is, the protection of Holy Places and reli- 
gious liberty. As we have stressed in our present 
memorandum, in thinking of Holy Places we 
are not merely thinking of a few ancient build- 
ings in Jerusalem and Bethlehem; to at least 
the Western Christian mind this whole country 
is a Holy Land and perhaps even more holy than 
the few buildings. The whole atmosphere of the 
country, its tradition and its history, are sacred: 
there is no part of it that lies outside of our 
sense Of reverence and sense of its sacredness. 

In answer to the,question of religious liberty, 
which has been much stressed already, no matter 
what statutes are on the statute books of coun- 
tries, and particularly this country, religious 
liberty is not protected by lines written into the 
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law. Something more is required, and that some- 
thing inore we have tried to underline in this 
memorandum-that is, that whatever system of 
government is formulated for this country in the 
future, because of Christian world interest and 
because of our desire not only for Christian 
liberty for ourselves but for the other religions 
in the land, we feel {bat each religion should be 
adequately prepresented in the administration 
of the country. This has led us a little further 
in this memorandum than others have gone. 
We have attempted to stress that some form of 
co-operation between the communities, and par- 
ticularly between the religious people in the 
communities, should be worked out for the 
development of the country along religious, cul- 
tural and humanitarian lines, seeking to lift the 
country out of the realm of politics and put it 
back to where it has been-a Holy Land, not 
only for the three great faiths, but pointing the 
way to co-operation and enlightenment for the 
whole world. 

CHAIRMAN: 1 thank you. I read in the joint 
memorandum on the last page that some form 
of positive and constructive co-opcration between 
the communities is the inescapable conclusion. 
Does that also refer to the political issue? 

Bishop STEWART: I think, sir, it must mean 
that at least in any projected form of government, 
assuming this to remain a unitary state, the 
Christian voice in government and the Christian 
share in any governing body should be suffi- 
ciently clear and strong to maintain justice 
towards the Christian minorities as well as to 
non-Christian majorities. 

CHAIRMAN: Do you want to develop how you 
have sought this co-operation? Do you feel that 
you Will enter into these political questions 
or do you wish to avoid touching on them? 

Bishop STEWART: 1 rather think, Sir, that per- 
haps the Moderator could answer that more 
fully than 1. It is true that we considered and 
finally decided not to submit any possible draft 
scheme. We felt it was not our business. I do 
not think, myself, phat it would be possible to 
ask the representatives of small Christian bodies 
to produce a scheme of government for this 
country which started from their own desire for 
a fair share in it. 1 do think that if we were 
presented with any projected scheme we might 
be able to say how and where we thought Chris- 
tian interests should be protected. But 1 should 
not, myself, feel competent to begin from that 
and then find myself having to deal with a11 
the rest. . 

CHAIRMAN: Will you say then how the Chris- 
tian intests ought to be protected? 

Bishop SREWART: Only if we knew the shape’ 
of government in which we were asking for 
protection, sir, could 1 answer that. 

CHAIRMAN: Weil, then, 1 do not want to push 
my question. 

Mr. VISWANATHAN (India) : 1 cari quite under- 
stand that when the right of conversion is exer- 
cised, if a Jew or a Moslem happens to be 
converted to Christianity the social group to 



whicb he belongs gets up in arms against him 
and usesspressure of various social forms against 
him. But how exactly would you provide in a 
constitutional or administrative way against 
such kind of pressure on the new convert? I do 
not think such a provision has been made in 
the government or the administration of any 
country; and I am afraid this is, a phenomenon 
which is common to the whole world. 

Bishop STEWART: Yes, it does seem to me, and 
we bave really tried to make the point, that 
there is a difficulty about religious liberty which 
bas not been adequately realized. If we, as Chris- 
tians, ask for religious liberty for the Christians, 
we are of course prepared to concede religious 
liberty to anyone else. But there are tenets in, 
for example, the religion of Islam, which in them- 
selves are in conflict with the religious liberty 
of other people. I do not know. It is a matter 
for lawyers how that cari be evaded. We have 
suggested that at least any future government 
should have a strong enough Christian element 
in it to protect us against that kind of thing. 
1 am not lawyer enough to know how it cari be 
done, but 1 have in minci a Moslem work on 
Moslem jurisprudence which makes it perfectly 
clear, for example, that difference of religion 
is in the Moslem faith and the Moslem law, 
which are identical, 1 think. DiEerence of re- 
ligion issan absolute bar to inheritance. There- 
fore, a Moslem adopting any other religion is 
automatically disinherited. It is comm0nly said 
and believed that the penalty for apostasy from 
Islam is death. 1 am, 1 believe, right in saying 
that that is nowhere clearly laid down in the 
Koran, but that the Hadith traditions are unani- 
mous in interpreting the Koran in that way. Dis- 
inheritance and death are not religious sanctions 
but civil ones, and the difficulty we are suggesting 
is that it is undesirable that civil penalties should 
be attached to change of religion. You asked me 
how to get out of it. 1 wish 1 could answer you. 
1 was hoping that this Committee would answer 
the question. 

Mr. VISWANATHAN (India) : When we sit down, 
for example, to draw up the constitution of 
your country, how exactly wpuld we provide for 
this-if we tried to provide for this? 

CHAIRMAN: 1 did not hear the question, please. 
Mr. VZSWANATHAN (lndia) : If we are trying 

to draw up some kind of a constitution for this 
country, how exactly would the Lord Bishop 
like US to put this sort of thing into the consti- 
tution as a safeguard for the right of conversion? 
Do you have any concrete suggestions in the 
mat ter? 

Bishop STEWART: 1 do not think, quite frankly, 
sir, 1 should like to see any regulation of any 
faith which imposed civil sanctions abrogated 
even at the cost, which 1 admit, of to tbat extent 
infringing on somebody else’s religious liberty, 

Mr. VISWANATHAN (India) : In the recent past 
there has been no danger of any kind to any of 
the Christian institutions in this country. The 
world, as a whole, has helped Palestine preserve 
the sacred character of everything in this land. 
1s there any special need for any special action 

to be taken in the future? Are not the present 
conditions satisfactory? 

Bishop STEWART: Those are, 1 think, two dif. 
ferent points, Sir. In regard to the first, there 
being no danger to Christian institutions, 1 
wish 1 could agree. I could name two or three 
Christian schools which we have been obliged to 
evacuate because we were told it was net safe 
for our European staffs to work in them. 1 could 
name one which had a bomb deposited upon 
its doorstep only three or four weeks ago. I do 
not think it is entirely true to say that there is 
no danger, though 1 do not think any of us 
Christian workers would for a moment wish 
to make much of the danger or to exaggerate it 
-and, indeed, most of us cheerfully, frankly, 
laugh at it. But, it is there. The other question, 
as to the character of the whole country, seems 
to me quite a different point. The danger there 
is not a question of physical danger; it is a 
danger of secularization of sacred things and of 
sacred places. It is a danger of, shall we say, 
“corruption of atmosphere.” We have spoken 
of it to some extent in our memorandum, and 
the Anglo-American Committee referred to it in 
one particular case which happened to catch 
their eye, though it was by no means the most 
outstanding case they could bave selected. 1 think 
we do feel very strongly that, for example, Galilee 
has a character and association for the 700 
millions of Christians which is being slowly, and 
sometimes rapidly, undermined. 

Mr. VISWANATHAN (India) : *One more ques- 
tion. You have suggested a share in the govern- 
ment for the Christians. Would you base that 
share of Christianity in the Government of 
Palestine on the basis of elle Christian minority 
population of the country, or on the basis of 
Christianity being one of the three religions 
concerned with this country? 

Bishop STEWART: 1 think, sir, the answer is 
in our memorandum. 1 would say, Sir, as 1 have 
said before, that it would depend on what pro- 
portion of representation was given to other 
religions. It is at the moment a fact that the 
interests ‘of the two other great religions are 
being weighed not on their proportion in the 
country but on their proportion in the world, 
Al1 Jewry is interested in the Jews in Palestine. 
Al1 Islam is interested in the Arabs in PaIestine, 
And, a11 Christianity is interested in tlze Chris- 
tians in Palestine. If the first two were to be 
adequately represented, we 
slzould be equally represented. 

plead the third 

Mr. VISWANATHAN (India) : Not merely on 
the basis of the minority in Ibis country? 

Bishop STEWART: Not merely on the basis of 
its minority., 

CHAIRMAN: Are there any further questions? 
(iv0 response.) 
CHAIRMAN: Then, 1 thank you. 

Hoaring of ropresentatives of the Jewish 
Women’s Organization of Palestine 

The next item on the agenda is the hearing of 
representatives of the Jewish Women’s Organi- 
zations of Palestine, and I understand that for 
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these Organizations, Mrs. Rachel Katznelson- 
Rubatchov and Mrs. Rebecca Sieff. Will you 
please corne up on the platform. 

1 recognize Mrs. Katznelson-Rubatchov. 
(Mrs. Katznelson-Rubatchov spoke in He- 

brew. The following translation was circulated.) 
Mrs. KATZNELSON-RUBATCHOV: The Council 

of Jewish Women’s Organizations in Palestine 
has asked for the privilege of appearing before 
you, not in order to repeat the comprehensive 
evidence which you have already heard from the 
representatives of the Yishuv and of the Jewish 
Agency, but because we feel that a consideration 
of the woman’s role in the upbuilding of the 
Jewish National Home might help to clarify 
that problem for which you bave been delegated 
to find a solution. 

Among our people, as among a11 modern peo- 
ples, ,woman’s part in public life has been grow- 
ing, and there is no doubt that a great part of 
this progress is due to the activities of the organ- 
ized women’s movements, which bave a history 
of some 100 years in the democracies of Europe 
Land America. 

The women’s organizations in whose names 
+e are speaking are part of this international 
women’s movement. But the women’s movement 
in the Yishuv and in Zionism has two distinctive 
features. Although our movement also concerned 
itself with safeguarding women’s particular in- 
terests, its main concern was to take its full 
share in the upbuilding of the Jewish National 
Home. This is natural for women of a persecuted 
and oppressed people struggling for freedom. 
Another characteristic is the urge to develop 
basic services in health, education, and social 
welfare-which is typical of the women of a 
pioneering people. 

In order to show to what extent and in what 
manner the upbuilding process has been in- 
fluenced by thc work of women, 1 shaI1 cite only 
a few instances, since the special memorandum 
submitted by the Council of Jewish Women’s 
Organizations in Palestine describes these in 
greater detail:- 

One of the aims of the Zionist movement has 
been to imbue Jewish youth with a desire to do 
manual labour-primarily agricultural work. 
This objective could not have been SO largely 
achieved ib the women’s movement had net 
educated generations of Young women here and 
in the Diaspora to respect physical work, partic- 
ularly on the land, A considerable part of the 
effort and the money which women’s organiza- 
tions have poured into the country, have been 
for the agricultural training of girls. In the years 
since the first Girls’ Farm School was established 
in 1911, thousands of women farmers have corne 
out of the educational institutions set up and 
maintained by the women’s organizations. And 
it must be remembered that it was these formerly 
City-bred girls-far removed from work on the 
land-who played SO large a part in.agicuItural 
development in Palestine, Out of their desire to 
create a people of workers and qualify the 
women for a11 fields of work, general vocational 

training in addition to agricultural became one 
of the cbief aims of the Zionist women’s move- 
ment in Palestine and abroad. ,! 

In a community of diverse origins and back- 1 
grounds, Hebrew is today the unifying element. 
It is the language spoken in the home and in /! ,I 
social life; it is the medium of instruction in 0,’ 

the school. A common Hebrew culture is being 
fashioned from the rich sources of our past and’ 
the creative efforts of the present. We could not 

y: 

bave attained this without the effort of the Jew- 1 
ish mother, who not infrequèntly had to leain 
the language with her children and the active 
co-operation of the woman in every field of our 
cultural endeavour in the country. 

The transition was difficult for the immigrants 
who came several decades ago-a transition from 
an established society in Europe to a strange and : 
desolate land, in which there was no organized ‘: 
Government, no housing, no medical facilities, 
and only primitive means of transportation. The 
pioneer women of that period, despite rampant ~ 
infectious diseases and the trials of a climate 
hard on people from northern climes, succeeded 
in raising families-the first generation of mod- 
ern Palestine-a healthy working generation 
filled with the joy of living. And SO the founda- 
tions of the new Yishuv were laid. 

These self-same mothers, having raised their 
children under such adverse circumstances, later 
turned their energies and talents to creating or- 8 
ganizations that covered the country with a 
network of educational and social Welfare insti- 
tutions .for the tare of children of mothers work- 
ing outside their homes, of children of new 
immigrants, of underprivileged children. It was 
a Zionist Women’s Organization in the United 
States which, at the end of the first World War, 
laid the foundation of a health programme -for 
Palestine to combat endemic diseases, to train 
nurses, to extend medical aid and provide specia1 
tare for the mother and cliild. Without this 
early service pioneering would have been even 
more hazardous. 

During your tours of the country, you saw 
some of the medical and public health institu- 
tions, the schools, the immigrants’ Bostels, which 
were established through the eBorts of women 
in Palestine and abroad. The funds which made 
these projects possibIe did not corne from the 
rich. They are the result of the intensive work 
of women in Palestine and of their sisters in the 
Diaspora. 

And at this point I should like to make a re- 
mark which seems to us pertinent. You have seen 
our beautiful farms and institutions-but there 
is another side to this picture of which you may ,, 
not be sufliciently aware-the daily struggle for 
existence of part of the Yishuv. 

The first years of their adjustment are difficult 
for a11 immigrants, and how much more SO for 
the refugee of today, who has lost a11 bis dear 
oncs and been iobbed of ail. his earthly posses- 
sions by the Nazis. And in coritrast we have an 
immigration of families with numerous children 
who are making their way into Palestine from 
neighbouring countries-from the Yemen, from 
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Syria, from North Africa. They corne out of love 
for Palestine and out of a deep need to escape 
from a life of degradation and serfdom. Their 
numerous children are a blessing to Palestine, 
but they require education and tare. The wom- 
en’s organizations bave gladly taken upon them- 
selves the task of initiating social welfare and 
health institutions, but they have received little 
assistance from the Government. 

And there is another important sphere of life 
(of which you Will undoubtedly hear in detail 
from representatives of the Jewish Federation 
of Labour) in which there has hardly been any 
Government assistance, and that is the provision 
of proper working conditions and the assurance 
of a fair wage for women workers. 

It was only through our efforts in co-operation 
with the organized workers’ movement that these 
objectives have to some extent been achieved, 
and that women in the liberal professions receive 
equal pay with men, while women cari continue 
to work in a11 occupations alter marriage. In 
the same way, in our democratic Jewish com- 
munity-the woman enjoys the right to vote and 
to be elected to municipal bodies (except in 
mixed communities where this right is denied) 
and are represented in the elected bodies of the 
Yishuv and the Zionist movement. 

Last winter 1 worked for several months in a 
German camp in the American zone. There 1 
met boys and girls and Young people, and thus 
1 cari touch on this question, And 1 say to you, 
not only as a Zionist but as a Jewish mother: 
there cari be neither spiritual nor physical re- 
habilitation for these children SO long as they 
remain in the camps. 

Quite apart from any basic political solution, 
we ask you to urge that the children an,d Young 
people from the D.P. camps in Europe and 
Cyprus be allowed to corne to us. Here we 
mothers Will receive them. Here they Will not 
lack affection. And if it is experience which is 
required for the bringing up of these thousands 
of boys and girls, our teachers, nurses, social 
workers in the Yishuv, have the necessary ex- 
perience. 

As pointed out at the beginning, it is not the 
fight for her rights which is the main objective 
of women’s public work in our community. We 
do not rest content with our Contribution to the 
development of our agricultural economy, edu- 
cation and literature, nor with the fact that 
Palestinian women took their full share in the 
war effort and volunteered in tlieir thousands 
to the auxiliary women’s services and war in- 
dustries. It is quite clear to us that these achieve- 
ments are practically ancl ethically valueless if 
we are to remain a minority- in this country and 
the gates of Palestine are to remain closed for 
Jews who are waiting to begin life anew in Pales- 
tine. 

We believe that there cari be no argument 
against this plea of ours, that a people mourning 
a million children, put to death by fou1 hands, 
should yearn to give to the few survivors an 
opportunity to live in the Homeland, for only 
the Pilestine air and climate-physical and 
spiritual-cari give them what they need. 

May the rescue of these children be your first 
step towards paving the way for a solution that 
Will bring to an end the distress of the Jewish 
people. 
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While still a small group of women pioneers 
we began to assume our responsibility towards 
the Diaspora, In the pioneer movement which 
served as a reserve corps for the upbuilding of 
the country, men and women from Palestine 
worked topether. Palestine women travelled from 
country to country and brought to a dispersed 
people the message of Zionism and organized 
the women of the Diaspora for the upbuilding 
of the. Homeland. Jewish women partisans from 
Palestine died in foreign lands, in the hope that 
they ,,might save those destined for extermination 
by the Nazis. Thousands of Palestine women 
joined the active services not only to f@it the 
common foe but because they wanted to reach 
Europe and help their kinsmen, the victims of 
Nazism. 

CHAIRMAN: 1 suppose that the writing we have 
been given contains the exact translation of your 
address, and therefore I think we need not have 
an interpretation given to us now. 1 thank you, 
Mrs. Katznelson-Rubatchov. 

1 recognize Mrs. Sieff. 

Together with the Yishuv the Jewish women 
of Palestine resisted the edicts ‘of the White 
Paper which closed the gates of Palestine ancl 
forced refugee-laden ships to be sent away to 
Cyprus, and in these acts of resistance precious 
lives were iost. 

Mrs. SIEFF: Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of 
the Committee, 1 have been asked to preface my 
statement by enumerating the organizations that 
are sepresented here today: Hadassah-the Wom- 
en’s Zionist Organization of the United States 
of America; WIZO-the Women’s International 
Zionist Organization; the General Council of 
Women ,Workers; the Zionist Women’s Organi- 
zation in Palestine; Mizrahi-the Women’s Or- 
ganization in Palestine and in America; the 
Pioneer Women’s Organization in America; the 
Women Workers’ Organization of Mizrahi; the 
Women’s League for Palestine in New York; the 
Jewish Women’s Equal Rights Asiociation of 
Palestine. The Mizrahi, as 1 dare say you have 
learned, represents the religious organizations. 

I should like to join my colleague in expressing 
our appreciation of your consent to give us a 
hearing. We would not have further burdened 
your heavy agenda had we not Eelt that such is 
the plight of our people that the voice of the 

And today women from Palestine are in thc 
D.P. camps of Germany, Austria and ftaly; 
among them are mothers who left their families 
in Palestine. They are taking tare of children 
and orphans and Young people who were the 
victims of Nazi terror. They are restoring tbeir 
faith in humanity and filling them with the hope 
of beginning life anew. And they are able to do 
SO because of what Palestine means to them. 



Jewish woman should not go unheard before 
this international forum. 

1n order to complete the picture drawn by 
my colleague of the woman’s part in the upbuild- 
ing of the Jewish National Home, 1 should like 
briefly to outline the role played by women in 
the Zionist World Movement. The original con- 
stitution of the Zionist Organization as adopted 
bi tbe first Zionist Congress fifty years ago gave 
full and equal rights to women, thus emphasizing 
its democrtiic and progressive character. In 
bonsequence, the first women Zionists were able, 
from the outset, to devote a11 their energies to 
the task of enrolling the Jewish woman into” the 
Movement and enabling her to make her specific 
contribution to the renaissance of her people. As 
it is a sine qua non for the modern woman to 
fulfil a dual role, SO in addition to these specific 
tasks, Zionist women have also played a notable 
part in the raising of the great national funds. 

In the memoranda submitted to you by the 
various women’s organizations and in the joint 
summary presented by the Council of Jewish 
Women, we have endeavoured to give a concise 
record of their specific character and activities. 
These organizations sprang up under regimes 
with such diverse social and economic conditions 
as those which prevailed in Tsarist Russia, the 
free United States of America, liberal Great 
Britain, extending to a11 countries of Europe, 
to the Latin Americas, the British Common- 
wealth, and even to the smallest Jewish com- 
munities in the Far East. The essential unity of 
the Jewish people is reflected with crystal clarity 
in this very fact that Jewish women under such 
diverse conditions and in face of the special diffi- 
culties common to a11 women, have organized 
themselves for one fundamental ideal-the re- 
building and return to their’ Ancient Homeland. 
Throughout a11 the bitter centuries of the exile, 
the Jewish woman lias joined in the daily prayers 
for the return to Zion and zealously guarded 
those age-long religious traditions and festivals 
indissolubly bound with the life and soi1 of the 
Land of Israel. In the lullabies she sang to her 
chiId, the Jewish mother expressed this deep 
yearning and passed it on from generation to 
generation. TO translate this deep-rooted faith 
into terms of concrete world-wide organization, 
embracing close on half a million women, has 
been no light task. It has indeed demanded un- 
tiring devotion and constant persona1 sacrifice. 

Women had to learn the significance of the 
woman as pioneer, to shoulder the responsibility 
for clearly defined tasks, of which my colleague 
has given you a picture, and finally, to raise tlle 
funds required for their material realization in 
the land of their prayers. 

The rise of the Nazi regime with the incredible 
sL1fferin.g it bl-ought in its wake for the Jewish 
people, demanded an immediate intensification 
of our efforts and a wide extension of a11 our 
institutions and services. That we were able in 
no small measure to meet the situation, was due 
to the basic soundness of our work and our 
organization. 

It was a woinan-herself a potcntial victim of 
the Nazi fury-who conceived the idea of Youth 
Aliyah-the rescue of Jewish youth from the 
Fascist hell by bringing them at an early age to 
Palestine, the one place in the world which 
COU~~ compensate these victimized children for 
the loss of their parental home and offer them 
the prospect of a full life as free human beings. 
This moving idea made a powerful appeal to the 
materna1 instincts of Jewish women the world 
over, ~110 accepted these chiidren spiritually and 
materially as their precious charges-brands 
snatched from the burning! It was a great woman 
in Israel to whom was entrusted the task of 
absorbing them into the life and soi1 of Pales- 
tine. In this she had the enthusiastic CO-opera- 
tien of the whole of the Yishuv which opened 
its afms to embrace the disinherited. 

Another new problem now presented itself- 
lhe reorientation of the older women from Nazi- 
occupied Europe, coming in the main from the 
so-called middle classes. New and very practical 
ways and means had to be e@ved in order to 
enable them to adjust themselves to the entirely 
new conditions of life in Palestine. Again, the 
Jewish woman everywhere responded to the ap- 
peal of her uprooted sisters and found the ma- 
terial wherewithal for this great work of re- 
habilitation. 

Then came the war. Millions of Jews trapped 
in the European inferno; every avenue of escape 
barred and boltedl In this desperate plight our 
Zionist women came to the forefront, displaying 
invincible courage, qualities of leader’ship and 
heroism under conditions never known before 
in human history. What gave them this courage? 
It was the strong sense of national pride and 
dignity which they had developed during two 
decades of intensive Zionist activity. They had 
already rejected every possibility of individual 
escape, in order to hold together their shattered 
and,disrupted communities in thc different stages 
on that road of martyrdom which led to the 
concentration camp and the gas-chamber. They 
kept alive the cultural heritage of the Jewish 
people SO long as there was a breath in their 
bodies. They risked and lost their lives in that 
strangest of a11 smuggling activities, spiriting 
away the children over forbidden frontiers or 
hiding them in hospitable non-Jewish homes. 
Many of them went underground to find their 
way to the partisans, figbting by their side on 
mountain and in forest. In that last heroic stand 
of the Warsaw ghetto, that unique battle, for 
freedom in the world’s history, our Young women 
fought and fell. A mere handful bave survived 
to tel1 the tale. 

In the countries at war the Jewish women, 
despite the heavy demands naturally made upon 
them as citizens for the war effort, did not for 
one moment neglect their work for the national 
upbuilding. On the contrary, they increased their 
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activities, firstly in order to fil1 the gap caused 
by the obliteration of our Federations and 
Groups in Europe; secondly, to meet the new 
demands which 1 have already described and 
which gained further momentum even during 
the war; and thirdly, to take tare of and partici- 
pate in the financial responsibility for large 
numbers of women, Young people and children 
who came to their respective countries as refu- 
gees. 

It is significant that the vast majority of the 
Young people who SO escaped looked upon this 
period only as a transition and preparation for 
their future life in Palestine. In England, for 
example, since a11 the Young people had either 
joined the Forces or made a aaluable contribu- 
tion to the war effort as agricultural workers, 
there was no obstacle placed in their way of 
becoming British citizens. This they did not 
accept since their one desire was to corne to their 
own Homeland. Many are already here; the 
others are’eagerly awaiting their day. 

But whatever we have been able to achieve, 
whac does it avail us if, after the great extermina- 
tion, the remnants of our people still languish 
in Displaced Persons Camps and still live in 
daily terror of their lives in countries to which 
they were compelled to return, since che one way 
they would have chosen is barred to them? Per- 
haps only those, who, like myself, have visited 
the D.P. camps in Germany cari fully realize 
this bitter humiliation that the survivors of the 
first people outraged by the Nazis should be 
placed in a category lower than those who are 
responsible for launching this hideous war upon 
mankind, instead of having been made the first 
consideration of the victorious nations. 

1 should like to interrupt my statement for a 
moment to express our gratitude to UNRRA 
for what it bas done in Europe, and to countries 
like Sweden and Switzerland, which did a11 they 
could to help to rescue and take tare of the 
thousands that found their way over the Nazi- 
occupied countries to their hospitable shores. 

Despite this, such is the attachment of our 
women to their ideal that even behind the barbed 
wire of the Displaced Persons camps they have 
spontaneously re-grouped themselves under the 
banner of Zionism, not only trying to prepare 
themselves for the future but organizing once 
again social and cultural service for their fel- 
lOW-prisoners. 
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Only men and women desperate to go home 
and nowhere else, could muster UT‘) the strength 
to break through these barriers imposed by their 
so-called liberators to sail the high seas in such 
perilous craft and under’such indescribable con- 
ditions. Amongst them are large numbers of 
expectant mothers and women with babes in 
arms. Need one say more? It takes the force of 
the British Navy to prevent this human fiotsam 

and jetsam from landing in the homeland, and 
to escort them to the new concentration camps 
in Cyprus where only yesterday the hungry pr& 
claimed a hunger strike to protest against the 
degrading and fou1 conditions under which they 
are being held. 

The prolongation of this agony is a stain upon 
humanity which cari only be effaced if the state 
of homelessness of the Jewish people is ended. 
We identify ourselves fully with )he political 
demands of the Jewish Agency for free and u”n- 
fettered immigration into Palestine and for that 
independent statehood through which alone this 
cari be achieved. 

But there is one vital matter which brooks 
not a moment’s delay and which we as women 
and mothers feel our sacred duty and our moral 
right to place before the United Nations: that 
the 30,000 children surviving in the Displaced 
Persons camps in Europe in the American zone 
and the 2,000 now in Cyprus be given at once into 
the tare of the Yishuv. How cari we make the 
world realize that almost a11 these children are 
the sole survivers of whole families and entirely 
without kith and kin. Can you imagine the 
psychological state of such a Child-after what 
his eyes bave witnessed and after that which he 
has survived? Laughter is banished from bis lips. 
Even in the games which 1 saw children playing 
in a newly established camp outside Frankfurt, 
there was no childish joy, nor that spontancity 
which should be every child’s birthright. The 
Jewish woman longs to restore this birthright in 
SO far as it is humanly possible. Where else cari 
this be but in that vigorous life which is Jewish 
Palestine, together with its healthy normal 
Young generation. 

Gentlemen, this is no situation that cari be 
dealt with through ordinary formulae or 
through normal channels of procedure. We ask 
you, as representatives of the United Nations 
and as simple members of the human race, to 
join in our demand for the immediate release of 
our children. . 

We shall not rest nor, gentlemen, shall we give 
you rest until we have brought our children 
home. 

CHAIRMAN: 1 thank you, Mrs. Sieff. Does any 
member of the Committee wish’to ask any ques- 
tions? 

(No response.) 

CHAIRMAN: As that is the case, I thank you 
ouce more. We have now gone through the 
agenda for today, and 1 therefore adjourn the 
hearing until Sunday at 9.30 a.m. I regret that 
we must bave hearings on Sunday, but the time 
at our disposa1 is SO short that if we want to 
get, through we have to do it. The hearing is 
ad.journed. 

The meeting was adjourned at 1.25 P.m.” 



VERBATIM RECORD OF 
THE TWENTY-NINTH MEETING (PUBLIC) 

ing, by the methods of their work and proposals, 
the political tension and furthering the Imperia- 
list policy of “divide and rule”. 

Held ut the Y.M.C.A. Building, 
Jerusalem, Palestine, 

Sunday, 13 July 1947, ut 9.30 a.m. 

Present: 
Mr. SANDSTROM, Sweden, (Chairman) 
Mr. HOOD, Australia 
Mr. RAND, Canada 
Mr. LISICKY, Czechoslovakia 
Mr. GAFX~A GRANADOS, Guatemala 
Sir AEDUR RAHMAN, India 
Mr. ENTIXZAM, Iran 

Since .the end of the Second World War, with 
the smashing of the fortress of German-Japanese 
fascism and imperialism on the field of battle, 
with the powerful growth of the forces of democ- 
racy and peace throughout the world and the 
strengthening of the national liberation move- 
ment in the colonies, conditions have changed, 

Mr. BLOM, Netherlands 
Mr. GAR~A SALAZAR, Peru 
Mr. FABREGAT, Uruguay 
Mr. BRILE J, Yugoslavia 
Secretariat: 
Mr. Hoo, Assistant Secretary-General 
Mr. GARCIA RO~LES, Secretary 

CHAXRMAN: 1 cal1 the meeting to order. The 
agenda for today’s hearing contains two items: 
Public Hearings of Representatives of the Com- 
munist Party of Palestine, and the request of the 
Ashkenasic Jewish Community to postpone their 
hearing until one day next week. Do you adopt 
this agenda? 

Owing to the pressing claims of the peoples of 
Palestine for freedom, the British Government 
was no longer in a position to continue unaided 
its “investigations” and the further consolidation 
of its position in Palestine. It was compelled to 
cal1 for American assistance. Thus, the ,Anglo- 
American Inquiry Commission was called to life 
at the end of 1945-behind the back of United 
Nations. This Commission was the expression 
of the political as well as economic penetration 
of the U.S.A. into Palestine. This was a common 
Inquiry Commissiori of the two principal Im- 
perailist Powers, and the role it played was there- 
fore similar to. that played by the various British 
Commissions preceding it. Its recommendations, 
in consequence, were also rejected by Jews and 
Arabs alike, as they did not contaïn even the 
shred of a just solution of the Palestine problem. 

(No objection) 

Hearing of re$resentatives of the Communist 
Party of Palestine 

CEIAIRMAN: The agenda is adopted. 1 under- 
stand that for the Communist Party of Palestine 
the following are going to speak: Mr. Mikunis, 
Dr. Ehrlich, and Mr. Vilner. Will these gentle- 
men please corne up to the platform. 

(At this point, Mr. Mikunis, Dr. Ehrlich, and 
Mr. Vilner, Representatives of the Commun& 
Party of Palestine, took their seats at the table). 

CHAIRMAN: 1 recognize Mr. Mikunis. 

Mr. SAMLJEL MIKUNIS (Secretary of the Com- 
munist Party of Palestine): 

Mr. Chairman, gentlemen of the Commission, 
many Inquiry Commissions have visited our 
country since the British occupation at the end 
of the First World .War. With every new com- 
mission, the trust of the inhabitants of this COU~- 
try in their usefulness diminished, till they were 

In a different spirit altogether you, the UNS- 
COP, are welcomed by us. The masses of this 
country, struggling for freedom and indepen-- 
dence, are welcoming you with open hearts. You 
have been sent by the highest world organization 
-by the United Nations to whom a11 freedom 
loving peoples in the world over turn their eyes 
in the hope that it Will give a lasting basis to 
the peace and freedom for which millions shed 
their blood in the Great Anti-Fascist War. Al- 
ready your presence in this country, as the repre- 
sentatives .of the United Nations, is an achieve- 
ment for us, the peoples of Palestine; it signifies 
a higher stage in our struggle for the solution of . 
our problem by the only internationally author- 
ized body. Your presence symbohzes that the en- 
deavours of the Jewish and Arab masses to take 
their problem out of the hands of Imperialism 
have to some extent succeeded. 

no longer taken seriously. In the meantime, the 
political and economic situation in Palestine 
went from bad to worse, until matters reached 
the present climax. 

The reason for this changing attitude on the 
part of the peoples of Palestine is to be found 
in the fact that a11 these commissions were biased 
commissions-commissions set up by British im- 
perialism. Their task was not to advise and assist 
our country and its enslaved peoples towards 
liberation; their task consisted in investigating 
and proposing measures to the British Gpvern- 
ment to consolidate its rule and strengthen its 
strategic and economic positions in Palestine. 
More. than that-their task consisted in increas- 

The Communist Party of Palestine has the 
right to state before thîs forum that it has had a 
considerable part in this development towards 
the intervention of the United Nations in our 
problem. We were the first and most consistent 
fighters in this country for the mobilization oE 
the masses of the people in’ the struggle for the 
transfer of the Palestine problem to the United 
Nations. In this we had the assistance of world 
forces striving for peace and democracy. This 
does not imply that we have failed to notice, or 
have failed to warn the people of this country 
of the dangers of the many intrigues carried on 
inside and outside the Unîted Nations, of the 
imperialist endeavours to detract from your im- 
portance by declarations seserving beforehand 
the right of acceptance of non-acceptance of your 
proposals. And the most significant success of 
these Imperialist intrigues bas been the staying 
away of the’representatives of the Arab people 
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of Palestine from the internationally constituted 
forum. 

But we, the peoples of Palestine, are going for- 
ward. forward-in spite of everything. And firm u ..~ , 
tlle resolution of Ôur peoples to keep UP the 
struggle until the full realization of indepen- 
dent- and tJle freedom of our country Will corne 
truc. ’ 

We regret that for Imperialist reasons-namely, 
t. prevent the participation of the Soviet Union 
in this Commission-the Governments of Britain 
and the U.S.A. bave, at the United Nations ses- 
sion of May 1947, brought to fa11 the proposa1 
t. in&& the .big powers in the present Com- 
mission. 

This has rendered your task more difficult. But 
we cari assure you that with some measure of 
goodwill on the part of a11 concerned-above ail, 
on the part of the Arab and Jewish peoples of 
Palestine-the way for a just solution Will be 
found. For you should not forger that the peoples, 
of our country do expect from your work and 
your decisions the outcome of a just and final 
solution at the September session of UNO. 

Mr. Chairman, Gentlemen of the Commission, 
British imperialism has maintained its hold over 
Palestine for 30 years, ruling our country on the 
lines of a Crown Colony. These have been years 
of oppression, of political, economic and military 
domination over the entire population of Pales- 
tine-Arab and Jewish alike. Years of misery, 
unemployment, outrages by army and police 
forces, planned and conscious effort by imperial- 
ism to preserve the economic, social andn cultural 
backwardness of our country. 

These have been years of terror and oppression 
directed against the upsurging National Libera- 
tion Movement and the peasantry, against anti- 
Imperialist and patriotic forces; years of im- 
prisonments and deportations, collective fines, 
police terror and martial law. A bloodstained 
colonial regime of oppression, of encouraging 
and preserving tension and antagonism between 
Arabs and Jews, denial of elementary civil liber- 
ties and of exploitation of the people. Ppverty in 
agricultural areas, sweated labour in towns and 
villages, poor conditions in citrus plantations, an 
appalling housing situation with no efforts on 
the part of the Government to clear the slums 
at the outskirts of the major towns and villages. 
Prisons instead of schools, concentration camps 
instead of hospitals! 

During World War 1, the British posed as 
liherators of the Arab peoples, promising inde- 
pendence to a11 Arab countries-Palestine in. 
cluded. At the same time they were making 
promises to Zionist circles for the establishment 
Of a National Home for the Jewish People. Since 
then, nearly 20 different committees have visited 
our country. 

Palestine occupies a key position as an outlet 
of oil pipelines and as the place of one of the 
largest refineries in the Middle East. Palestine 
is also of the highest importance for the minera1 
wealth of the Dead Sea. In addition to this it 
offers an attractive market for the exporting in- 
dustries of Britain and the U.S.A. 

The Angle-American Commission marked a 
“new” phase of combined Angle-American action 
in faveur Of COntinUing the colonial rule, based 
on the “fa@ of Arab-Jewish antagonism, pre- 
senting the problem of Palestine’not as a prob. 
lem of t.he liberation and independence of the 

TO retain’its hold over a freedom-seeking popu- 
lation, the British Government has introduced a 
military and police rule in our country, SO ruth- 
less as in few other colonial countries of the 
world. , 
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Military and police forces in Palestine have 
been increased to such an extent that there is 
now one soldier or policeman to every 13 citizens; 

country from foreign domination, but as a prob- 
lem of Arab-Jewish rivalry. 
’ This was followed by a committee of experts, 
wllose recommendations were rejected by the 
British Government. Then-the Morrison Plan, 
or the Federal Plan, or the fOUrfOld partition of 
Palestine, and afterwards the Bevin Plan for 
Cantonization under British rule, called “T~US- 
teeship”- a11 these plans mark only additional 
steps in the general plan to perpetuate Imperial- 
ist rule. After a11 these Committees and Declara- 
tiens one thing bas remained-British rule and 
Arah and Jewish enslavement. 

Though Palestine is but a small country in the 
geographic sense, it is of SUffiCient Strategk and 

economic importance for British imperialism to 
have macle it into a formidable military base. 
This base is directed not only against the inhabi- 
tants of Palestine, but against a11 the colonial 
and semi-colonial countries of the Middle East. 

But the huge military base which the British 
Government has been building up in Palestine 
greatly surpasses any needs even of a colonial 
army of oppression directed against the people 
of Palestine and the colonial and semi-coIonin1 
countries of the Middle East. 

The British manoeuvres, held some time ago 
in the desert adjoining Palestine, where troops 
were made to fight an imaginary Red Army that 
had invaded the Middle East, give a clear indis 
cation against whom British reactionary circles 
intend to direct these military preparations in 
Palestine. 

About the intentions of British irnperialism 
regarding the future of Palestine, information 
cari be gathered from the book Great Britdin ond 
Palestine, published in 1946 by the Royal Insti- 
tute for International Affairs in London. There 
it says: “Whatever be the regime in Palestine, 
from the point of view of the British imperial 
lines of communication, it is as important as 
Egypt. From the strategic standpoint this is an 
advanced position in the East against any poten- 
tial threat to the Suez Canal. It is the terminus 
of the oil pipe line from Kirkuk; it is a landing 
on the international air route to India and 
farther on, and the starting-point of the high 
road through the desert to Iraq”. 

The vast resources of oil in the Middle East 
are obviously one of the principal reasons why 
the imperialist powers wish to retain their hold 
over the countries of the Middle East. 



yet, with the increase of the so-called “security 
measures”, insecurity has increased. 

According to officia1 Government figures, ex- 
penditure on the “Maintenance of Law and 
Order” for the period 1920-45 amounted to 
~143 million while expenditure on a11 other 
services totalled f96 million including f22 mil- 
lion expenditure on special measures arising out 
of the war. According to the budget for the year 
1947-48, estimated expenditure Will be about 
$24.5 million. Of this, the principal item of 
expenditure refers to Police and Prisons, and 
amounts to f7 million or 30 per cent of the 
total budget. 

The police and military rule in Palestine is 
expressed not only by the magnitude of police 
and prison establishments, but also by the orders 
and regulations giving every policeman and sol- 
dier nearly unlimited power over every Citizen. 
The Defence (Emergency) Regulations 1945, pub- 
lished in the Supplement to the O@zZ Gazette 
of 27.9.45, have abolished the last remnants of 
persona1 freedom, freedom of conscience, speech, 
press and assembly. 

tions are filled by officers of the Colonial Ad- 
ministrative Service. Palestinians are excluded 
from a11 higher administrative posts. 

Nor are the municipal and local council areas 
governed democratically. The franchise is sub. 
ject to various qualifications, including rate-psy 
ing requirements; in the majority of municipal 
and local council areas, the right to vote in the 
election of councillors is vested solely in the 
propertied classes-at the last Jerusalem elections 
held in 1935 only approximately 7,000, our of 
70,000 adults had the right to vote. In Jerusalem, 
Haifa, Jaffa and in almost a11 smaller towns and 
villages, women are disfranchised. 

The High Commissioner may appoint mayors 
and deputy mayors from among the councillors 
against the majority vote of the Municipal Coun- 
cil-as has been done in Tel-Aviv. The High 
Commissioner is free to dismiss a mayor, a deputy 
mayor, or a whoIe elective municipal council- 
as has been done in the case of Jerusalem and 
nine other municipalities. 

The methods of such “defence” rule have 
made the citizens of Palestine completely defence- 
less against police cruelty. Special British squads 
are reported to bave kidnapped Rubowitz and 
nothing has been heard further of the victim. 
Our comrade, Sjoma Mironjanski, has not been 
seen again after he fell into the hands of the 
police on 7 July, 1941. Before the war anti-fascist 
political refugees were deported to fascist coun- 
tries on suspicion of being communists. 

Existing municipal, local, and village councils 
bave very limited powers. They are not allowed 
to expend even the smallest item without the 
written consent of the British District Com- 
missioner. 

Elections to municipal councils are postponed 
by the Government time and again in order to 
keep reactionary majorities in power; in most 
municipalities no elections have taken place for 
the last twelve years. 

Court Martial against soldiers who have com- 
mitted murder or robbery, if they are taken up 
at ah, usually end with the acquitta1 of the 
accused. 

Only recently a further retrogressive measure 
in the administration of %Arab rural communities 
was introduced by the Village Administration 
Ordinance of 1944, abolishing council elections 

It is obvious that, in the circumstances de- 
scribed above, there is no such thing as civil rights 
existing in Palestine. The inhabitants of Palestine 
take no part in responsible governmental work. 
“The senior officiais both in the central depart- 
ments .and in the districts were British”-says 
the Peel Report. 

As in any colonial country within the Empire, 
the British Government uses the people and re- 
sources of Palestine as abjects of the grossest 
exploitation. The principal economic positions 
of the country are in British hands, such as the 
Dead Sea and electricity concessions, oil refineries 
and pipelines, insurance companies, large banks. 

Jews and Arabs alike are barred from any 
legislative work of the Government. Censorship 
of the press was imposed from the beginning and 
renewed from time to time. Press Ordinance 
1933 prohibited even the keeping of a printing 
press without a permit. 

The political life of Palestine, after twenty 
nine years of British rule, is characterized by the 
absence of a11 democratic legislative or executive 
institutions. British rule has prevented the demo- 
cratization of the country, sabotaging even the 
the most elementary initial measures. 

Even the Advisory Council established in 1936 
is comprised exclusively of British officiais. 

Al1 power is vested in the High Commissioner. 
The system introduced by the British military 
administration after the conquest of Palestine is 
still in force today. 

The minera1 wealth of the Dead Sea-the most 
important raw material of Palestine-instead of 
being used to finance the improvement of the 
conditions of the people of Palestine, their health, 
education and standard of living, is extracted 
solely for the benefit\of the British shareholders 
of the Palestine Potash Company. No tax is 
levied on the Company, nor has the Company 
to pay customs duties on imports. Major control 
in the Palestine Potash Company is in the hands 
of I.C.I. 

The oil refinery at Haifa (The Consolidated 
Refmeries Limited) is a foreign concern exempted 
from a11 payment of customs duties. 

The executive is composed entirely of colonial 
officiais. Likewise, a11 higher government posts in 
the central as well as in the district administra 

Monopoly concessions have been granted‘ to 
the Iraq Petroleum Company and to the Trans- 
Arabian Oil Company. These concessions include 
the right-free of royalties, taxes, import duties 
or other payments, charges or compensations-to 
lay pipelines through any part of the country, 
to expropriate land, to seize any wood, stone, 
water and other local materials required, to 
import cheap labour regardless of existing immi- 
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gration laws, to pass freely the border of Pales- 
tine, to build and use their own harbours, rail- 
roads, aerodromes and wireless stations, to exact 
port taxes for harbouring and loading, and to 
keep their own police force. The population of 
Palestine does not derive even cheaper oil and 
petroI from these concessions, granted by the 
Government without any consultation of the 
people. 

Monopolistic concessions have been granted 
to two foreign concerns for the supply of elec- 
tricity in Palestine. The concessionaries have the 
right-without ‘payment of any royalties and 
taxes-to exploit the water power of Palestine 

. and to fix exorbitant rites. They have to pay no 
import duties on machinery, nor any other im- 
port duties until a tax-fret dividend of eight 
per cent is secured to their shareholclers. No 
steps are taken by the government against them, 
when failing in their obligations to supply the, 
public with eIectricity-as in Jerusalem. 

be 
The power of foreign monopoly capital cari 
gauged from the fact that in 1943 two com- 

panies, the Palestine Electric Corporation and 
the Palestine Potash Company, owned over forty 
per cent of the total industrial capital invest- 
ments in Palestine. 

The British Government uses Palestine as a 
market for British goods and, in the interests of 
British trade, it hinders the, development of com- 
petitive local industries. 

War conditions compel the Government to 
permit an expansion of certain local industries 
within the limits of war requirements. But since 
the end of the war, the Government does every 
thing in its power to strangle industrial develop- 
ment through an import and control policy 
maintaining inflationary conditions in this coun- 
try which heavily burden the masses of the con-’ 
sumers. The means employed towards this end 
are: 

1) Restrictions on the import of modern ma- 
chinery. For example, during 1946 out of total 
imports amounting to $70 million, only three 
millions were spent on machinery. 

2) Restriction on the import of raw materials, 
combined with a licensing policy directing the 
purchase of raw materials for ‘Palestinian indus- 
tries towards the most expensive sources. An out- 
standing example is offered by the present crisis 
in t4e textile industry. It emanates from the high 
cost of production, the causes of which cari be 
traced to a great extent to the high prices of raw 
materials allocated to Palestine. When a bundle 
of yarn costing f40 in Italy reaches this country, 
its price cornes to E130-that is, over three times 
the export price. 

During the thirty years of British domination, 
the Department of Survey has not “succeeded” 
in completing its work and in presenting a clear 
picture of the land conditions in Palestine. This 
is in line with the policy of the Government to 
conceal the gloomy picture of the life of the 
broad masses of the peasantry; to conceal its 
agrarian policy of preserving the backward agra- 
rian system in Palestine, thus enabling exploita- 
tion and eviction of the tenants. 

3) Maintenance of a high cost of living by a 
policy restricting imports of, cheap foodstuffs 
from so-called hard currency areas, closing of 
cheap Empire sources of foodstuffs to Palestine 
consumers. Maintaining a purchase monopoly 
for certain foodstuffs from countries with infla- 
tionary price leveli; restricting the import of 
cheap building materials with the purpose of 
creating a high level oE rents for workers’ flats 
and industrial premises;. and enforcing a large 

No legislation exists for the protection of ten- 
ants against eviction. No institutions of assistance 
for agriculture, for obtaining interest-free loans 
(among Arabs, interests on loans amount to 30 
per cent; among Jews, to 11 per cent), modern 
equipment, fertilizers (chemical fertilizers COS~ 

2$$ times more in Palestine than abroad), and 
means of irrigation. Al1 these problems of the 
daily life of the village are as burning today as 
they were before the war. 

The large banks-Barclays’, Angle-Palestine 
and other institutes representing foreign banking 
interests-heavily burden local agriculture with 
exorbitant interest rates, Through this policy, 
the Government has stiengthened the position of 
usurers in their dealings with tenants and small 
farmers. 
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number of unsocial measures burdening the 
masses of the population. 

A few examples illusrrate the supply policy of 
the Government. Wheat flour haS been bought 
by Government at a price of f68 per ton, while 
similar flour is obtainable from Australia at 
f27 per ton. 

Sugar is sold at exorbitant prices. In Australia 
jam manufacturers pay 216-18 for one ton of 
sugar; in Britain, f20-20.5; while the Palestine 
Government sells sugar to jam manufacturers 
for f64 per ton. But even this price is only on 
paper; actually the black market price at which 
most of the sugar is sold has reached $300 per 
ton, that is, five times the officia1 maximum price. 
This fact also illustrates thé lack of effective price 
control on the part of Government. 

Al1 these facts cari lead to but one conclusion, 
namely, that Government has no intention what- 
soever to import low-priced goods into Palestine, 
which would reduce local prices, but is interested 
in an inflationary price level that Will ensure an 
open market for British export goods. 

The importance of the agrarian problem in 
Palestine is indicated by the fact that the major+ 
of ,its inhabitants live on and from the land. 

As in other colonial and semi-colonial coun- 
tries under British rule the British Government 
in Palestine does not support the development 
of a well-balanced agricultural economy, supply- 
ing the requirements of the local market, but 
directs its policy towards an excessive expansion 
of a mono-cultural products-citrus-which ren- 
ders the country dependent on the metropolitan 
market, and the large planters subservient to 
British interest. The complete neglect of general 
agriculture is illustrated by the allocation for 
agriculture of a mere 4 per cent of the total bud- 
getary expenditure. 



Tbe Government does not support any irriga- 
tion schemes. The import of modern agricultural 
machinery is restricted by an unsympathetic im- 
port policy. During the war, the import of fodder 
was handed over to a private monopolist who 
drew huge profits from poultry and dairy farm- 
ers. There are no Government laboratories for 
undertaking research in agricultnral problems. 

The Budget, dictated by the Government with- 
out consultation of the population, is character- 
istic of the colonial policy of exploitation and 
repression- as regards both revenue and expendi- 
ture. 

beds for, every thousand of the population, 
while in England there are 8 beds for every 
thousand. 

The non-existence of a progressive labour 
Iegislation in Palestine, which seriously affected 
workers in the past, has made itself felt even 
more during the last few years, when owing to 
the industrial development during the war, the 
working class greatly increased in numbers. 

More than 50 per cent of the revenue is ob- 
tained by indirect taxation, such as customs 
duties for imported articles and excise duties on 
local products. From year to year, indirect taxes 
are growing relatively and absolutely, burdening 
the masses of the population. Only a quarter of 
tbe total revenue is derived from direct taxation. 

Capital taxation or death duties to be borne 
by the propertied classes do not exist: while on 
ehe other hand such taxes as animal tax are 
still in force. 

The few laws for the protection of women 
and children introduced in 1927, and the amend- 
ments of 1944-45, are insufficient, a11 the more 
as they have remained on paper, the Govern- 
ment having taken no steps to enforce them. 

Elementary rights, such as the right of form- 
ing trade unipns, the recognition of trade unions, 
the right of assembly and strike, the limitation 
of working hours, minimum wages, compensa- 
tion in case of discharge, payment for absence 
due to sickness, annual leave and leave on public 
holidays, are not even mentioned in the labour 
Iegislation of the country. 

Income tax-only recently introduced-burdens 
particularly {he small taxpayer, since inflation of 
prices has drawn a large number of workers and 
employees into the orbit of income tax payment, 
while the large incomes are relatively little af- 
fected. The huge incomes of the foreign conces- 
sionaries, extracted from the resources of the 
country, are not subject to income or other taxes 
and duties. Local companies pay a flat rate of 
25 per cent on declared profits. 

Of the huge sums extorted from the masses 
of the pepple of Palestine, hardly anything is 
spcnt towards economic, social, educational, or 
hygienic improvement. Over 30 per cent of the 
total expenditure is used to finance the oppres- 
sion of the people-police and prisons. 

On education, health, and other social services, 
the Government spends about 8 per cent of tlie 
total budget. The disgraceful state of education 
in Palestine illustrates this side of colonial policy. 

Among the Arab population, only 32 per cent 
of children between the ages of 5 and 14 are 
accommodated in schools. 23,000 Bedouin chil- 
dren do not receive any schooling at all. After 
30 years of British rule in Palestine, 70 per cent 
of the Arab population are completely illiterate. 

Even among the Jewish community, which 
greatly contributes towards its own educational 
system, about 10,000 children do not receive any 
school education. 30 per cent of children at the 
age of 10 years, 40 per cent at the age of 11 years, 
55 per cent at the age of 12 years, and 65 per cent 
at the age of 13 years do not attend school. 

The small number of professional schooIs and 
agricultural institutions existing in Palestine, 
have been established by private means without 
Government assistance. 

In many industries and factories Child labour 
is still common. The Government itself employs 
children from the age of 10 on at extremely 
low wages in road-making, building, etc., espe- 
cially in Arab districts in southern Palestine. 

It is clear that such a fore@ policy State 
could not be run against the united Will of the 
two peoples of Palestine. 

Therefore the B’ritish Government has made 
every effort to divert the attention of the peoples 
from the main problem of their oppression and 
arouse and strengthen chauvinistic demands 
against one anotber. While extreme nationalist 
propaganda was never suppressed in Palestine 
by the C:I.D. created for “Law and Order”, 
efforts of Arab-Jewish rapprochement were either 
eliminated behind the screen or openly de- 
stroyed. 

In June 1930, a society called Workers’ 
Brotherhood was founded in Palestine with the 
abject of organising Jewish and Arab workers 
in common trade unions. The manifest of this 
society was signed by Arab and Jewish workers 
and progressive Zionist intellectuals. (One of 
the last mentioned, Dr. Bergman, was the Di- 
rector of the Hebrew National Library.) The 
paper of this society and the society itself was 
suppressed and prohjbited. 

Only 445 beds in seven hospitals serve the 
Arab population. 800 Arab villages have only 
21 Government clinics, 41 sanitary clinics and 
30 infant and temporary welfare centres-that is 
a11 for the Arab population. The Jews have two 

The Government reaps its political fruits from 
the policy of “Divide and rule” and its support 
from reactionary forces among both Arabs and 
Jews in that it has not to face a united struggle 
of the Arabs and Jews in Palestine Eor the aboli- 
tion of colonial rule, independence and demo- 
cratisation of the country; instead, the Govern- 
ment has succeeded in fomenting .hostilities on 
national lines around such problems as immigra- 
tion, fear of national domination, purchase of 
land, employment in Government service and 
public works, import policy, industrial and agri- 
cultural development, taxation, education and 
health services. 

A striking example of this policy is the pep- 
ing of Jewish quarters on the common border 
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of Taffa-Tel-Aviv in the Jaffa Municipality, thus 
in&ting Jews against Aiabs, and at‘ thé same 
time inciting the Arabs against the Jews by in- 
cluding an Arab village in the Tel-Aviv Munici- 
pal area. 

The Government has succeeded in making 
thc reciprocal boycott propaganda of the Jewish 
and Arab reactionary leadership a characteristic 
feature of the political and economic life in 
Palestine, thereby furthering not only its own 
political end, but also the sale of British prod- 
ucts to the detriment of local production. 

The boycott called by the Arab League in 
Cairo against goods of Jewish production has 
lasted for nearly two years. During this period 
the initiators and executors have helped con- 
siderably to incite the political atmosphere and 
deepen national antagonism in the country. 
Throughout this period the Government has 
not lifted a finger in an attempt at prohibiting 
racial propaganda and activities and has not 
interfered in the Arab boycott, just as pre- 
viously the Government did not put an end 
to the Jewish boycott of Arab foods and labour. 

Until the declaration of boycott on Jewish 
industrial products on the part of the Arab 
League, followed by the reaction of the Asso- 
ciation for Jewish Products calling on a counter- 
boycott on Arab agricultural products, economic 
relations between Jews and Arabs were normal 
and satisfactory. The Jews offered an important 
market to Arab agricultural production. In 1945, 
Jewish purchases from Arabs amounted to 
f2.5 million, or three times as much as in 
1936. On the other ha,nd, Arabs purchased Erom 
Jews industrial products to the amount of 
f850,OOO in 1935, and f3 million in 1943. 

Government agents encourage the mutual boy- 
cott which results in an increased volume of 
British exports to the Middle East, as illus- 
trated by the record of the British Food Min- 
istry which states that in 1946 British exports 
to the Middle East increased five-fold. During 
January-September 1946, British exports to Syria 
ami the Lebanon rose from f686,726, in 1945 
to f3.518,199. The above facts clearly show 
who derives the benefit from the deterioration 
of economic relations between Jews and Arabs. 

Here is another example of the “Divide and 
Rule” policy. A few weeks ago the High Com- 
missioner delivered a speech at Lydda, declaring 
that bis words were “not political”. Neverthe- 
1% he found it riecessary to devote the CI-UX of 
bis speech to communal provocation by stating 
that 70 per cent of the Government income 
came from Jewish pockets, whereas 69 per cent 
of the expenditure was directed for the beneft 
of the Arabs. 

With these words the High Commissioner re- 
veaIed his real aim of increasing national ten- 
sion during the visit of the United Nations Spe- 
cial Committee on Palestine to this country. Thus 
he tried to conceal the simple truth that the 
majority of taxes Kow from both Jewish and 
Arab pockets into the Government Treasury, 
to be spent on buSding prisons, promoting po- 

lice activities and strengthening the British stra- 
tegic bases in this country. 

The Government’s latest intrigue is the Ben- 
zine Tax. The tax imposed on benzine in the 
beginning of July 1947 is the latest example of 
Government’s policy of “divide and rule”. This 
tax is intended to provide Arab reaction with 
material for anti-Jewish provocation-“Jews blow 
up and Arabs psy”-and Jewish reaction witb 
material for anti-Arab provocation-“the surplus 
income Will be spent on developing Arab areas 
at the expense of the Jews”. The truth is, that 
from the material point of view, both the Jewish 
and Arab masses have to bear the cost of the ta& 
since they are forced to pay higher prices for 
benzine, while the Government, together wifh 
its partners among the oil company owners, de- 
rives material as well as political benefit froc 
the large sums extracted from the population, 
and from the communal antagonism being fos- 
tered and intensified. 

Before concluding this part of my addwss, 
1 deem it necessary to add a few words about the 
question of immigration into Palestine. Imperial- 
ism has greatly exploited the people’s interest in 
this question. This is one of its important “secret 
weapons” to divert the peoples of this country 
from their fight for freedom and incite them 
instead against each other. 

Imperialism well knew when to allow a certain 
amount of immigration to serve its purpose and 
when to stop it altogether. In the first instance, 
Imperialism incited the Arabs against the Jews, 
in the second, the Jews against the Arabs- Im- 
perialism knew to exploit for its own purpose 
both the disaster of persecuted Jews, and the 
misery of the oppressed Arabs, both of which 
peoples desire nothing but peace and freedom. 
Imperialism was assisted in this game by reac- 
tionary forces among the Jews and the Arabs. 

lt must be plainly understood that the over- 
whelming majority of the Jews who immigratcd 
into Palestine, did not corne to find an easy and 
comfortable life in this country-this is not to be 
found here-neither did they corne for political 
reasons. They came to this country, as well as to 
other countries, as a result of anti-semitic and 
fascist persecutions. Without the policy of Im- 
perialism and that of “conquest of the country” 
of the Jewish Agency, the question of immigra- 
tion would never have acquired its present char- 
acter. 

Everybody knows that for long periods there 
has not existed any hatred of rivalry between 
Jews and Arabs and we are confident that the 
two free peoples-the Jews and the k-abs-in a 
free independent Palestine Will find a just and 
democratic way to offer fraternal help and a home 
to persecuted persons, as befits free peoples. 

However, even under the particular circum- 
stances of today, Imperialism endeavours to use 
and utilize the immigration problem for its own 
ends. On the one hand, it is Imperialism that is 
responsible for the detention of hundreds of 
thousands of displaced Jews in camps, preventing 
them from entering other countries and findîng 
there a new life, home and hope. On the other 
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hand; the Government tracks down those who 
corne to the shores of this country, and deports 
them to Cyprus. 

The terrible tragedy of the Jewish people is 
generally known. Millions of persons of different 
nations have been annihilated by the fascist crim- 
inals. But there is no people whose blood has 
been shed SO much as that of the Jewish people. 
However, a quarter of a million of those who 
bave survived this horrible destruction, is still 
pining away-two years after the end of the war- 
in camps under terrible conditions. This fact in 

’ 
itself, is a disgrace and a mark of Gain on the 
forehead of those who like to talk SO much about 
“Western Culture” and who open the door of 
their countries wide to fascists and nazi collabo- 
rators, while they keep them firmly shut before 
the Jewish victims of fascism. 

While Jews in Eastern Europe take their part 
in a normal and productive life, they are, in ,the 
3ritish and American zones of Germany, detained 
in camps as Displaced Persons. 

Nobody cari think of the plight of the Jewish 
people without burning memories of Naidanek 
and Belsen arising in his mind, without a feeling 
of profound horror at the crimes committed by 
the fascists against European Jewry. It is impera- 
tive to liquidate the camps in Western Germany, 
Austria, Italy and Cyprus, where hundreds of 
thousands of Jewish victims of fascism are still 
suff ering. 

It is an urgent duty of the United Nations 
Organization to provide every help and oppor- 
tunity to those displaced Jews, to enable them 
to Iive a normal and productive life. Immediate 
liquidation of the camps is an absolute necessity. 

The United Nations Organization should pro- 
vide every facility to displaced Jews desirous to 
return to their countries of origin where demo- 
cratic regimes have been established, as well as 
to those interested in emigration to other coun- 
tries including Palestine, taking into considera- 
tion the desire to join relatives. This is the way 
to solve this urgent problem, and to eliminate 
the “Divide and Rule” speculations of imperial- 
ism. 

TO sum up: this is, in short, the history of mthe 
British Mandate, a history of c,olonial oppression 
and exploitation, This is the pmture of Imperial- 
ist interests in Palestine and of the constant en- 
deavour to subjugate the Arab and Jewish 
peoples of our country to serve its purpose. This 
is the history of military and police terrer, of 
colonial administration and economic strangula- 
tion. This is the gloomy picture of the manner 
in which the “Divide and Rule” policy lias been 
applied in the specific conditions of our SO much 
suffering country. It is a self-explanatory history 
covering about thirty years. It is the severe accu- 
sation put before you by both peoples-Arabs 
and Jews alike-against the Mandate, against its 
Imperialist patrons! 

British Imperialism had to face the resistance 
of the masses of the people against its domina- 
tion, from the very beginning. The Arab and 
Jewish masses have never submitted to the yoke 
of dependency and foreign rule. They have 

struPg.led-on manv occasions and in manv wavs 
-fo&e removal of the Imperialist domination 
and for their national freedom. During disturb- 
ances or open revolts, as well as in the tense 
intervals, the masses of the people have been 
doggedly fighting for their independencé and 
peace. 

Al1 British Commissions tried to underline and 
to emphasize the Arab-Jewish animosity, making 
it a cause, instead of an outcome of the Mandate 
policy. The Mandatory tried always to distort 
the problem of Palestine, representing it as an 
Arab-Jewish rivalry and not as a struggle of 
Arabs and Jews for their liberation from Im- 
perialist rule. 

But, of course, the integrity of this “theory” 
is doubtful, as the working masses of the Arab 
and Jewish peoples have been undermining it 
periodically. The striking facts of Arab-Jewish 
co-operation in the economic as well as in the 
political fields-intensified during the last two 
years in spite of unfavourable political tension- 
have created a serious gap in this Imperialist 
front of traditional argument. 

Both peoples of our country-Arabs and Jews- 
claim the abolition of the Mandate and the 
termination of British rulel 

The demand for evacuation of the British 
Army from Palestine is a common demand of 
both the Arab and Jewish masses. 

People understand now very well that those 
two demands ‘are but one, as nothing is gained 
by the abolition of the Mandate, if foreign 
troops remain in our country. Both the Arab 
and Jewish peoples of Palestine fight for their 
just elementary rights for national independence, 
for an independent, free and democratic Arab- 
Jewish Palestine. This just and elementary de- 
mand must be fulfilled. 

Mr. Chairman, gentlemen of the Committee: 
various sides have tried to present the relations 
between the Arabs and Jews in the worst possible 
light. Too many prominent leaders-Arabs and 
Jews-the so-called traditional leaders, advocate 
a theory that Arab and Jewish aspirations could 
not be reconciled. This would, of course, be in 
line with the Imperialist interest in the partition 
of Palestine. 

Nothing cari be further from the truth than 
such a theory. Wistory, even that of recent years, 
teaches us that many peoples living in one coun- 
try cari very well marc11 together and co-operate, 
provided there is no foreign domination and 
intervention creating division and antagonism. 
As a example we may take the new Yugoslavia, 
Czechoslovakia, etc. 

Put an end to‘the Mandate, evacuate the Brit- 
ish troops, proclaim the independence of Pales- 
tine and the two peoples of our country Will 
unite and work together for the realisation of a 
prosperous Arab-Jewish democratic state. 

We emphatically reject the idea of partition, 
as it is contrary to the economic and political 
interests of the two peoples. WC advocate the 
plan that Palestine should be constituted as an 
independent, democratic, bi-unitarian state, 
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which means, a single state inhabited and gov- 
erned by the two .pëoples, Jews and Arabs, hav- 
ing equal rights. 

The termination of British rule and eVaCUatiOn 

of troops Will create the preliminary conditions, 
essential for free negotiations between the two 
free peoples, in order to arrive at a decision on 

s the future political structure of the country in 
their best interests. Under such conditions of 
free Arab-Jewish collaboration and removal of 
the artihcial obstacles from the way of the demo- 
cratic forces, Arabs and Jews Will be free to de- 
cide on the character of the independent state, 
built on a bi-national or a federative settlement. 

Only the abolition of the Imperialist Mandate, 
the complete evacuation of the British Army and 
the opportuni’ty for Palestine of free economic 
development, the setting up of democratic govern- 
ing institutions, hand in hand with social reform, 
and the consolidation of the national and civil 
democratic rights of the peoples-Arab and Jew- 
ish-will secure the complete independence of 
Palestine. 

I corne now to our Requests for immediate 
action. 

Mr. Chairman, gentlemen of the Committee: 
The British policy is fraught with great danger 
for the peace of Palestine. The situation is grave. 
You are commissioned by a world authority of 
great importance, by the United Nations Or- 
ganization. And a11 of us, the peoples of Palestine 
and world public opinion, are justified in expect- 
ing your assistance to release the tense situation 
of Palestine, 

We raise our voice of protest against the colo- 
nial ter-r-or and lawlessness maintained by the 
British Police and Army of oppression. And we 
present our requests, which are the requests of 
the masses of the people whose immediate imple- 
mentation the United Nations Organization 
should demand from the Mandatory Govern- 
ment: 

1. TO give back and extend the civil liberties 
of which we are being robbed; 

2. TO abolish a11 Emergency Regulations; 
3. TO abolish capital punishment and refrain 

from carrying out the death sentences re- 
cently passed; 

4. TO abolish the system of banishment of 
Palestinian inhabitants from the country, 
irrespective of their nationality and their 
political views; 

Mr. Efdm (Member of the Central Com- 
mittee of the Communist Party of Palestine): 
Mr, Chairman, gentlemen Of the Committee, 
having visited SO many parts of tbe country, you 
must have seen the huge police fortresses domin- 
atidg villages and towr+s, security zones in the 
cities, barbed wire and dragon teeth, tanks sud 
armoured cars racing over roads and streets, one 
bilitary camp close to the other, armed soldiers 
and policemen everywhere. Though you bave 
been accommodated by the Government in the 
Kadimah Flats and other out-of-the-way places, 
you will have felt the tension, the insecurity and 
instability reigning in the country; YOU Will have 
seen the expression of hatred with which the 
people, Jews and Arabs, look upon the tanks 
and carloads of soldiers rumbling through the 
streets. You should know that during this rnonth 
much bas been improved for your benefit. This 
YMCA Building has been removed from the 
Security Zone, For long months Jerusalem was 
subjected to intermittent curfews and martial 
Iaw. For long months soldiers have not shown 
the restraint they now assume. The intensity 
of oppression has fluctuated. There were 
periods of open terror and there were periods 
when some illusions of freedom were created. 
More than that: there were periods when the 
main weight of oppression was directed against 
the Arab population and periods when the main 
weight of oppression was directed against the 
Jews-so that the other community should ap- 
pear as “privileged”. In this way, the direction 
of oppressive measures was exploited as an in- 
strument of “divide and rule”. 

On the whole, oppression has been steadily on 
the increase. Take the figures published by 
Government on the maintenance of “Law and 
Order”. It started with less than f400,OOO annu- 
ally, reached nearly f.5 million in 1944-1945 
and this year, according to the statement by the 
Financial Secretary of 4 June 1947, it Will be 
about f7 million; yet these figures do not in- 
clude expenditure for the Army, These $7 mil- 
lion represent 30 per cent of the budget of 
f24ys million. In the same statement, the Gov- 
ernment explained that the “Security” budget 
has made it impossible to provide adequately 
for education, health and social services. But in 
the years before the Second World War, when 
the Government surplus amounted to not Iess 
than f6.3 million, those services were not better 
provided for. 

5. To promulgate laws for the recognition of 
the rights of Trade Unions. 

in 
We cal1 upon you, upon a11 progressive forces 
the world, to assist our peoples in their just 

Struggle for liberation. We are part of a world- 
wide front, striving for peace and’ freedom, for 
national liberation, social advance, and democ- 
racy. 

And again-you should not forget that the Arab 
and Jewish peoples of this country expect from 
your work and your decision the outcome of a 
just and final solution at the September session 
of the United Nations Organization. 

Thank youl 

When the Communist Party appeared before 
the Anglo-American Committee of Inquiry in 
1946 we stated that there was then in Palestine 
one policeman or soldiers for every eighteen 
inhabitants, a figure that has since been widely 
quoted abroad. In the meantime, the figure bas 
been reduced to less than thirteen inhabitants 
Ier everY policeman and soldier, 150,000 police- 
men and soldiers being actually stationed in a 
country Of 1,900,OOO inhabitants. 

You have heard the argument of the Govern- 
ment. This huge army is deemed necessary to 
defend the so-called Law and Order and to pro- 
tect One community against the other. This is a 
traditiona and well worn-out Imperialist argn- 
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ment that cannot be taken seriously by anybody. 
Even the Government Survey submitted to you 
says: “Since the British occupation, there have 
been but few intervals when the prohlem of 
interna1 security has not been a major preoccupa- 
tion of the Administration of Palestine”, and 
chat means insecurity came to Palestine with the 
British occupation and has become t.he main 
feature of the life of the country for the last 
thirty years. 

You Will have observed that the Police and 
Army are not guarding the buildings of’ Arab or 
Jewish leaders or the houses or institutions of 
these communities but thei? own strongholds 
and military and civil establishments. In Trans- 
jordan where there are no Jews or Arabs to pro- 
tect from each other, you Will nevertheless find a 
large British Army and military bases. Al1 this 
proves that the British are not here to safeguard 
Law and Order or to protect the Jews and Arabs 
from the so-called “threat” of mutual attacks. 
If the Army and Police are not needed to proteet 
one people from the, other, what are they really 
needed for? 

supervision, banished, detained or deported from 
the country. We have submitted to you a petition 
by Jerusalem citizens, calling on you to intervene 
in the case of their sons and daughters who, 
without tria1 or indictment are detained in prison 
camps for months and years. Young people may 
be whipped, and many cases of flogging have 
been officially reported; requests for writs of 
Habeas Corpus have been rejected by the judi- 
ciary with the argument that thc District Com- 
missioner’s powers under these Regulations are 
absolute and that he is not obliged to give rea- 
sons when he acts under the Regulations. . .+j 

of 
The description of the Emergency Regulationç 
1945 should not lead to the impression that 

before that date colonial oppression in Palestine 
was mild. There were long years, culminating in 
1941, when terror was exerted against the progres- 
sive forces of the country and especially against 
the Communist Party of Palestine. 

I want ‘again to say a’few words not contained 

Their only task is to maintain and stren$hen 
their strategic bases, directed against the free- 
dom of Palestine and the forces of peace in the 
Middle 17ast and the world at large. Army and 
police actions against the people of Palestine 
are based on a system of dictatorial laws issued 
by the British Government. Already in 1933 
various regulations for the prevention of crime 
gave unlimited power to the police authorities, 
SO that the consent and sentence of a court are 
made illusory. Such methods developed from 
stage to stage, starting with the military adminis- 
tration, through the Collective Punishment 
Ordinances as early as 1926, until it created the 
situation described by the Angle-American Com- 
mittee in the following terms: 

in my written speech. The Shaw Commission 
(1930) declared itself against “the policy of re- 
ducing the garrison in Palestine” and encouraged 
“‘the creation of an adequate Intelligence Serv- 
ice”. against “every form of subversive activity 
in Palestine”. Sir Herbert Dowbiggin, Inspecter 
General of Police, Ceylon, proposed in the same 
year, 1930, “a new Criminal Investigation Depart- 
ment”. The Criminal Investigation Department, 
characteristically, had very little to do with 
ordinary crimes. It was “re-organized” in 1932, as 
the Peel Report says with satisfaction for poli- 
tical repression and persecution of the people, 
against “political movements, particularly com- 
munism” to “arrange deportations” and the like. 

“In 1936 . . . & Government issued regula- 
tions authorizing seizure and use of buildings 
and road transport, the imposition of curfews, 
thc censorship of the press, the deportation of 
undesirables, and unusual privileges of an-est, 
search and collective fines.” 

What was the situation in 1946, according to 
the Anglo-American Committee of Inquiry?:- 
“Recently . . . the Government has again taken 
extensive, recourse to emergency regulations, 
some of them newly issued and revised in 1945 
and 1946. Orders of detention may be issued 
against any Citizen on the authority of an Area 
Commander, and these orders are not reviewable 
by any court of law.” 

Communists were arrested, several hundred 
deported and the remainder detained in the 
prisons of Palestine. The slightest suspicion of 
sytipathy with anti-imperialist aims or any, even 
private, connections with a party member, were 
deemed sufficient reason for an order of deten- 
tion. In 1936 the refusa1 to grant the detainees 
the rights of political prisoners caused the hun- 
ger strike that lasted 19 days and was widely 
supported by the population. During those 
years, the import of progressive literature or 
any books or periodicals regarded by the authori- 
ties as Left-Wing, was prohibited. 

This system of oppression is now being carried 
out on the strength of the so-called Emergency 

(Defence) Regulations of 1945 which bave lately 
been amended SO as to deprive the population 
of the last remnants of liberty. It is a pity ht 

the bulky Survey, and Supplement suhmitted to 
you by Government do not contain the text of 
these regulations. The reason is net far to seek. 
According to the “Law” of Palestine, there is no 
persona1 freedom, freedom of conscience, free- 
dorn of speech, freedom of press, or freedom of 
assembly. Any person may be placed under police 

The Government regards the police as a pana- 
cea which cari cure a11 difficulties it encounters. 
TO quote an example: last winter a severe 
drought affected the Beersheba district and the 
people cried for help. The Government did help 
-it appointed a few hundred temporary con- 
stables as a measure against unemployment. 

Allow me to say a few woyds as a Citizen of 
Jerusalem. What have they done to our ciby? 
Hundreds of families have been evicted from 
flats, shops and offices. We were given forty-eight 
hours to leave and take our belongings wherever 
we could. The quarters from which the people 
were evicted are wired in. There are four so-called 
security zones which tut the two main roads of 
the town. Armed camps have been established 
in the midst of our ancient City, a striking ex- 
ample of military occupation. Sectirity zone pass- 
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ports are issued, with the “race” of the bearer 
ins&bed often with the letter “J”, standing for 
Job, in the same way as the Nazis marked the 
passports of German Jews. For weeks night cur- 
fews were imposed, and for manY days day c*r- 
fews as well. Curfews in Palestine are imposed 
as collective punishment, without moral or 1ega1 
justification. 

Martial law was imposed on an important part 
of JeruS&m, on Tel-Aviv, Ramath Gan and 
Petar-Tikva. For three weeks in March 1947, the 
Army suspended essential public services, includ- 
ing post, telephones and telegraphs, the transport 
of passengers and goods, and the entire apparatus 
of civilian administration and law courts. Mar- 
tial law affected hospitals, physicians and emer- 
gency cases. Workers were tut off from their 
places of work, factories had to close down, 
15,000 workers became unemployed in Tel-Aviv, 
1,650 at Ramath Gan, 6,000 in Jerusalem. Total 
martial 1aw unemp1oyment at one time reached 
tire figure of 25,000. Workers had to walk several 
miles a day in order to reach workshops under 
the constant danger of being. shot during the 
heurs of darkness. Work in the Tel-Aviv Port 
ceased; one million cases of citrus fruit went to 

waste in the port areas. In the coastal districts 
citrus remained unpicked in an area of 15,000 
dunums, or 15 square kilometres. At Tel-Aviv 
a11 places of entertainment had to close down by 
10 p,m, In Jerusalem, the martial law area was 
under curfew for 21 hours a day, later for 17 
hours. On 10 April 1947, the Government pub- 
lished new Emergency Regulations for “Con- 
trolled Areas”. According to these Regulations, 
in the Areas to be placed under control, all 
Government Offices, including railway stations, 
would be closed, all-except police stations. No 
business would be transacted. Civil courts would 
be closed;, there would be exclusive jurisdiction 
of military courts, even for offences committed 
before the imposition of Control, even for pend- 
ing proceedings. No telephone, telegraph or 
postal services would be allowed. There would be 
no entry int0, or exit from Controlled Areas 
without special permit, for person, vehicle, vesse1, 
aircraft or thing. The authorities would have 
power to remove persons from the Area and 
power to requisition. 

But, to be clear, even without the imposition of 
these special measures most of the powers men- 
tioned bave already been, always and everywhere, 
vested in the authorities. ,For aII practica1 pur. 
poses the whole of Palestine is a ontrolled area 
with no rights for the inhabitants. 

Immigration ht0 Palestine has been expIbited 
bY the British Government for a whole series of 
provocations. Unarmed refugees are received 
here by the Rritish Navy and Army with battle- 
ships and tanks. Tear-gas has been used against 
tbem: on numerous occasions they bave been 
fh-ed at and several were shot or beaten to death. 
The rest are put into cages and interned behind 
double rows of barbed wire in cyprus. 

In Vite of a Sood of laws and orders, 1aw and 
order do not prevail. Security measures have 
reached their peak and security bas vanished 

completely. The Government Memorandum on 
the Administration of J?akStille under the Man- 
date speaks of the paramountcy of law and of 
the liberal regime-but actually the 1aW is regu 
]ated lawlessly ancl the regime is 1iberal on1y 
towards its high oficials and towards the soldiers, 
who may act at their pleasure. 

The soldier who was stationed in PakSthe 

during the anti-fascist war was friendly tocards 
the peop1e and the people were friendly tov&+ds 
him. Today, soldiers stationed in PaleStirE are 
systematically trained in the spirit of raciaIism, 
and the spirit of an Army of Occupation in enemy 
territory. They have been fed on the poison of 
anti-semitism. General Barker, the former OffiCer 
Commanding, instructed bis soldiers in a secret 
order: “Strike the Jew on the sole place where 
he feels it, on his pocket”. 

It is a strange understatement when Ben 
Gurion told You “that it was a matter of surprise 
that the unofficial assaults were SO few”. There 
were only too many, and they comprise merder, 
rape and pillage. 

Let us start with murder. On 30 June 1946, 
the curfew imposed on Tel-Aviv was lifted at 
midnight. Ten minutes past midnight Amram 
Rosenberg, walking with his sister in Ben Yo- 
duda Street, was shot by a British officer in tbe 
back and killed. The officer confessing to the 
murder was merely sentenced to be discharged 
from the Army, 

On 24 April 1946, a soldier, Carson by name, 
was on guard on the Jaffa-Tel-Aviv border, when 
a group of six Arabs approached, one wearing 
two wrist watches. The soldier demanded one OF 
them, and when the Arab repliecl that it belonged 
to a friend, Carson killed him and robbed him 
of his watch. There were many eye-witnesses but 
the soldier’s claim that the bullet had escaped 
his rifle was accepted by the British Court and 
Carson was set free. 

On 8 April 1947, Moshe Cohen, a Jerusalem 
merchant, 43 years of age, was shot dead by an 
Army patrol on his way home. 

Estrer Tobi was shot dead while waiting at a 
bus station. Aboud Mizrahi was shot dead on his 
way home accompanied by his daughter; Kati 
Shahun, a 4uyear old girl, was shot dead while 
standing on the balcony. Ismail Ibn Mahmud, 
a Young Arab boy, was killed near the bridge 
at Hertzelia. When bis mother hurried to his 
assistance she was beaten, kicked and trampled 
on bY the soldiers. The murder of IG-year oId 
Alexander Rubowitz who was kidnapped by a 
British terror squad under Major Parran is 
known to you from the press. During the dis- 
turbances of 1936-39 a British constable was 
injured. Thereupon a British patrol picked three 
Youngsters at random in the nearest village, Gilat 
el Harithiya, and murdered them in t.he village 
yard. 

Neither the Army nor the Police show any 
regard for the citizens’ homes or property. Flats 
have been entered by day and by night, for 
checks and searches, with destruction of property 
and robbery. People used to saY “Don’t 1eave 
anY valuables at home-there may be searches”, 



During the disturbances of 1936-39 large scale 
destruction of property was caused in.Arab vil- 
lages-in some cases by bombing from the air; 
fourteen houses were destroyed at Masmiya Vil- 
lage in the Gaza District. Last year, houses, store- 
rooms and stables were destroyed at the searches 
of agricultural settlements, such ar Doroth and 
R&ama. 

Women and girls bave been molested and 
have been raped. 

There was a night in Tel-Aviv-the inhabitants 
called it the Night of Horror-the night of 8 
March 1947-when soldiers fired with machine 
guns from armoured cars, killing 4 and injuring 
15. There were days of pogroms committed by 
the soldiery in Tel-Aviv and Nathanya. 

It is a sombre picture, but the knowledge of 
these facts is essential for the understanding of 
the gravity of our situation and of the criminal 
nature of the activities of the Army and Police 
apparatus in Palestine. Until today, the British 
Government which has confessed to the failure 
of the Mandate, has not confessed to the crimes 
committed in our country. 

In the British Government’s policy of “Divide 
and rule”, the Army plays an important part. 
Jews and Arabs in uniform are put in action for 
objectives and’in areas and quarters where this 
in itself must contribute to national hatred. The 
Transjordan Frontier Force, for instance, was 
employed against the Jewish settlement of Kfar 
Giiadi in a way that placed responsibility not 
on thc British officers but on the Arab soldiers. 

Already in the Spring of 1946, when the Anglo- 
American Committee of Inquiry was here, the 
facts were SO obvious that tbe Committee was 
compelled to state that Palestine is an armed 
camp and to admit that even from the point of 
view of the budget, Palestine has become a 
Police State. Today the situation is still worse 
than a year ago. 

TO sum up: Whichever political proposals 
your Committee Will recommend, they should 
clearly and unequivocably include the demand 
for the evacuation of the British armed forces 
from Palestine. This is the common demand of 
the Jewish and Arab masses of Palestine. The 
feeling of the masses you may judge from the 
27,000 picture cards sent to you by the people 
of Palestine demanding evacuation of the British 
army-although the censor has forbidden the 
publication of these pictures in our newspaper, 
Ko1 Ha’am. The posters displaying the pictures 
were torn down from the walls in Jerusalem, 
and in Haifa on the day of your visit, by the 
military. 

The evacuation of British troops from Pales- 
tine is imperative for the peace and development 
of the country. It is one of the most important 
and most urgent steps to be taken to free the 
inhabitants of this country from the instrument 
of colonial oppression, and to make Palestine 
independent. 

The evacuation of British’ troops from Pales- 
tine is imperative for the peaceful development 
of the Middle East. The Police-State built up in 

Palestine is also a threat to the neighhouring 
countries. 

For the sake of the peace in this country, for 
the sake of its free development and democratic 
co-operation betweeu the peoples, for the sake 
of the maintenance of international peace and 
security, Palestine must be freed and cesse to 
serve as a military camp for the Imperialist army. 
In the name of the wide masses of both peoples 
of this country, we appeal to you and through 
you to the United Nations who bave, in their 
Charter reaffirmed their faith in fundamental 
human rights, in the dignity and worth of the 
human person, in the equal rights of men and 
women and of nations, large and small, to direct 
the British Government to withdraw its troops. 
TO quit Palestinef 

Mr. VILNER (Secretary of the Communist Party 
of Palestine): In my testimony 1 shall have the 
honour to acquaint you in a more detailed form 
than has been done in the memorandum sub- 
mitted to you with the plan of the Communist 
Party for the solution of the problem of this 
country in a just and democratic way. 

Before laying this plan before you, 1 shall take 
the liberty to clarify some of the fundamental 
premises serving as a basis to this plan and to 
analyse and reject those other plans which in 
our opinion are not in the interests of the in- 
habitants of this country and of world peace. 

Let us take The Problem of Independence. 
In the period after the Second World War, 

when the democratic forces in the world grew 
in power and vigour and when the struggle of 
the colonial peoples for national liberation and 
for independence reached a new peak, Imperial- 
ism began to adapt its tactics to these new candi: 
tions, without changing ics policy and its abjects 
even one whit. 

One of the methods the British Government 
has been using in its colonial policy after the 
war is the distortion of the conception of inde- 
pendence. The classical example thereof is 
Transjordan. In order to prevent a discussion 
on this mandated territory before the United 
Nations Organisation, the British Government 
concluded a so-called agreement with one of its 
agents, the Emir Abdullah, according to which 
Transjordan has been proclaimed an indepen- 
dent country and Emir Abdullah its King. But 
everyone will understand that there is nothing 
but deceit and hypocrisy in a11 this. Trans- 
jordan, allegedly “independent” now according 
to the Treaty with Great Britain, serves as one 
of the mighty military bases of the British in the 
Middle East. A strong British army and air force 
dominate little Transjordan. This Transjor- 
danian State is therefore in effect a British colony 
and an important strategic tenter. Its alleged 
in&pen&nce is nothing but an illusion pro- 
claimed in order to block the fight for tlie real 
independence of Transjordan. 

In the same way British Imperialism has at- 
tempted to “salve” the Palestine queStion. In 
the autumn of 1946 it convened the officia1 
representatives of the Jews and the habs in 
order to solve the problem of our country accord” 



ing to the Transjordan pattern, behind the back 
of the United Nations, SO as to place this of- 
ganisation before a {ait accompli. The Govern- 
ment of the U.S.A. publicly demonstrated by its 
participation in the Anglo-American Inquiry 
Commission that it is hand in glove with Great 
Britain in the imperialist intrigues in the Middle 
East and in the undermining of the authority of 
United Nations, which is the sole international 
body competent to deal with the problem of 
Palestine. This, because Palestine is first, a man- 
dated territory, and second, because it is an 
important strategic area which under the present 
circumstances is serving as one of the points 
where the preparation for a new world war 
is being carried out by the Angle-American im- 
perialists. 

The London Conference, an Angle-American 
imperialist intrigue, was a complete failure on 
account of the Anglo-American rivalry which 
goes hand in hand with collaboration, and on 
account of the contradictory attitudes of the 
Jewish and Arab officia1 leaders. Only after this 
failurc was Britain forced to transfer the Pales- 
tine problem to United Nations. The officia1 
leaders of the Arabs as well as of the, Jews ap- 
peared at Lake Success only after Mr. Bevin 
had already arrived there. 

The negotiations in London and the plans 
that were presented there by Britain have proved 
that the real abjects of the British Government 
were to grant the country an “independence” 
a la Transjordan; it is to turn Palestine into a 
British military base “by agreement”. 

In view of these designs of British Imperialism, 
we regard it as necessary to stress the following: 

i When speaking of the independence of Palestine 
we have have in mind no fictitious independence, 
but full and true independence, the meaning of 
which is-evacuation of the British Army and 
Police from Palestine and the removal of ‘the 
British military bases; independence which fur- 
ther means removal of the economic subjugation 
of the country by foreign monopolies, a sub- 
jugation brought about with the help and col- 
lusion of the British civil and military authorities. 

The abrogation of the British Mandate and 
the evacuation of the British Army from Pales- 
tine are pre-conditions for any solution. No plan 
for the independence of Palestine cari possibly 
be realised while British rule continues and the 
foreign army remains on the territory of Pales 
tine. 

Let us take The Morrison Plan. 
One of the proposals of the British Govern 

ment in the recent. past is the so-called “Morrison 
Plan”. According to this plan an “Arab province” 
is to be established in 38 per cent of the country, 
a “ Jewish country” in 17 per cent, while the 
Negeb and Jerusalem are to remain British 
reserves. The most interesting point, however, is 
that tlle central rule is ta be vested in a govern. 
ment appointed by Britain. We have here before 
us one of the most instructive examples for the 
real stand of the British Government. The British 
Government proposes again and again new 

Il schemes, which do not grant even a bit of real 

independence to the country and which are 
designed only to incite Jews and Arabs againzt 
each other. 

According to the Morrison Plan which is in- 
correctly called a Federation Plan, a11 real pOWer 

remains in the hands of the Central British 
Government. The High Commissioner would 
be empowered to intervene in aIl matters Of the 

smcalled “autOnOmOus regions”, the Jewish as 
well as the Arab, in addition to the direct rule 
over the districts remaining under British rule. 

Military, police, courts, foreign affairs, CUStOmS, 

transport-a11 these would remain in tbe hands 
of the British Central Government. It thus be- 
cornes obvious that the British plan does nOt 
weaken in the slightest degree the present im- 
perialist rule and only creates new points of 
friction between Jews and Arabs on questions of 
boundaries and the size of the territories in the 
so-called “ Jewish” or “Arab” districts. 

The British Government is here behaving in 
the same way as the curining fox in the ancient 
legend. The fox saw two monkeys quarrelling 
between themselves over the division of a piece 
of cheese they had found. He olfered his media- 
tion and brought a pair of scales. Then he divided 
the cheese into two parts and put them on the 
scales. Naturally one piece was heavier than the 
other and since each of the two monkeys was 
keeping strict watch that the other should re- 
ceive no more than his share, the fox bit a piece 
off the larger part; of course enough to make 
the other part heavier. SO that he had again to 
bite a piece off that one; and since the two mon- 
keys were SO intent only on seeing that the other 
did not receive more than his due, they let the 
fox continue his mediation work until a11 the 
cheese had gone, eaten up by the third party. 

Such a plan of foxy cunning is the Morrison 
Plan. We do not oppose it on account of the 
federation idea it contains. We are against it 
because it does not remove British rule in Pales- 
tine and is not construed on the basis of Palestine 
independence and its liberation from fore@ 
political, military and economic subjugation. 

The Morrison Plan is one of the outstanding 
examples of how British Imperialism is search- 
ing for means to maintain the colonial rule over 
Palestine by new constitutional forms which do 
net affect the fore& rule and which are calcu- 
lated to evoke clashes between Jews and Arabs. 

Let us now take the Bevin Plan. 
On 7 February 1947 the British Government 

proclaimed a “new” plan. This plan is built 
upon the creation of Jewish and Arab cantons 
in Palestine; but it too starts from the imperialist 
principle that the foreign rule must be main- 
tained. The British High Commissioner Will be 
the “guardian” of the minorities in the different 
cantons. The Central Government would be ap- 
pointed by Britain. In the hands of the High 
Commissioner Will remain the supreme legisla- 
tive and executive power. This regime, which was 
to continue for five years, is called “Trusteeship”, 
After that period there was to be transition to 
independence provided that Jews and Arabs 
agree to a new Constitution. 
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This plan is thus built upon the idea of a 
transition period to independence, but in fact 
it is only apparently SO: the British Government 
.is the main factor interested in a @lit between 
Jews and Arabs in order to prevent a joint fight 
of both people against it for liberation. The 
whole policy of the British Government in this 
country is based, as in other British colonies 
(India, Ceylan, etc.) on the fostering of national 
and religious antagonisms, in accordance with 
the imperialist principle of “Divide and rule”. 
A “transition period” under the protection of 
Imperialism cannot bring nearer the indepen- 
dence of Palestine and peace between the 
peoples. It cari, on the contrary, be directed only 
towards the gaining of time for the consolida- 
tion of the foreign rule and the fostering of new 
national antagonisms. In reality the British 
“Mandate” in Palestine should have been a 
transition period towards independence. But in 
fact it is known that Great Britain, the Manda- 
tory on behalf of the League of Nations, not 
only did not foster independence but did every- 
thing possible to prevent su& a development. 
And thus after thirty years of British rule we 
are witness ta the fact that the mandatory system 
has gone completely bankrupt and not only that 
Palestine has not become independent, but the 
most elementary democratic rights, and even 
security of life, have been robbed from the in- 
habitants of the country. 

the creation of a “Jewish State” more than one- 
third of whose inhabitants would have been 
Arabs. The report itself says:- 

“It is, of course, too much to hope that 
after partition there Will be no friction 
between Arabs and Jews, no ‘incidents’, no 
recriminations, keeping open the wound 
which partition must inflict . , . the ques- 
tion Of the minorities must be boldly faced 
and firmly dealt with”. 
In partitioned Palestine there Will be no peace 

between Jews and Arabs, but suspicion and the 
wish for revenge and territorial extension. The 
latest proposa1 of Mr. Beir Gurion for retention 
of the Mandate in the Arab part of the parti- 
tioned ‘Palestine, cari leave no doubt as to the 
intentions of the advocates of’partition. 

The whole scheme Will only strengthen foreign 
imperialist rule in a11 parts of Palestine, Whether 
or not parts of the country Will remain under 
direct imperialist administration, there cari be 
no doubt that imperialist control will be the 
overriding force in every part of Palestine. The 
sections of the country Will compete for imperial-, 
ist assistance, for “protection of minorities”, for 
expansion, for loans, for weapons, offering stra- 
tegic basis, exploitation of raw materials and 
economic key positions. 

TO sum up: the plans of Morrison and Bevin 
have one thing in common, namely the tendency 
to create new points of friction between Jews 
and Arabs on the basis of a fight about imaginary 
boundaries of districts with illusory self-govern- 
ment, while over a11 the “cantons” and “federa- 
tive districts” hover uninvited peace angels-the 
British aeroplanes-for the protection of oil, the 
military bases and the superprofits of monopoly 
capital. 

The struggle for genuine independence Will 
become more diflicult in the divided parts owing 
to the fostered antagonism between Arabs and 
Jews and the newly created minorities. 

The plan for partition of Palestine is the plan 
of the British Foreign Office, kept in reserve for 
the event that “Federation Plan” a la Morrison 
and “Cantonisation” a la Bevin fail. The British 
Partition Plan is founded upon the conception 
of increasing the split between Jews and Arabs 
and perpetuating British rule. The intention 
underlying it is to divide Palestine into three 
parts, one Jewish, one Arab and the third British. 
The Arab and Jewish parts are to enjoy’ an 
imaginary independence on the lines of Trans- 
jordan. The intention is to camouflage the 
British military bases through fixing forma1 
pohtical boundaries which in reality would not 
change in the slightest degree the actual state 
of affairs. For there is no independence if British 
districts are maintained in Palestine. There is 
no independence without the evacuation of the 
foreign army. 

The partition of Palestine is advocated by 
Abdullah, King of Transjordan, who, with the 
help of some politicians in other Arab countries, 
tries to organise a bloc of Arab countries. This 
scheme, known as the “Greater Syria” plan, pro- 
vides for the creation of a state which would 
include the Arab part of Palestine and which 
would serve as a cordon sanitaire and a strategic 
base for Angle-American Imperialism under a 
Ilashemite crown. Advocates of partition within 
the Zionist camp regard a “Jewish State” in part 
of Palestine under imperialist “protection” as 
an instrument for future conquest of the remain- 
ing part of the country while Right-Wing Zionist 
groups want to include Transjordan in the future 
Jewish State. 

Economically partition would be disastrous 
for both the Arab and Jewish peoples in Pales- 
tine. There is no natural frontier cutting Pales- 
tine into two sections. The partition of the 
country would entirely and arbitrarily destroy 
the economic unity of Palestine.‘Arabs and Jews 
are in general not living in clearly separated 
areas. 

The Partition Plan was first proposed by the 
Peel Commission in 1937. According to this plan 
there were to be established a “Jewish State”, 
an “Arab State”, and in addition a British “en- 
clave” or corridor extending from Jerusalem to 
Jaffa. 

The important minera1 deposits of the Dead 
Sea which form the basic natural wealth of 
Palestine would, in a partitioned country, only 
serve sectional interests. 

For any development scheme involving the 
vital plans of ma,jor irrigation throughout Pales- 
tine, the waters of the Jordan are essential. 

Partition would tut the railway system of Pales 
tine into severaI sections. The main railway line 
of Palestine, that connecting Gaza and Haifa, 

The afore-mentioned Partition Plan drawn 
up by the Peel Commission of 1937, proposed 
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crosses the frontiers proposed by the Peel Report 
not less than five times. The main roads carrying 
tlie major portion of Palestine’s passenger and 
freight trafic, would be similarly affected. 

Industries are mostly conceatrated in Haifa 
&y and the industrial belt of the Tel-Aviv area. 
In the partitioned Palestine, the industrial zones 
would be tut off from the mainly agricultural 
parts of the country. TO SUM UP: Partition 
would not solve the problem of Palestine. It 
would be a catstrophe for the economy of the 
country and would retard social and economic 
progress for a long time to corne. It would in- 
crease the antagonism between Arabs and Jews 
ancI block the way to freedom of both peoples: 
it would strengthen the domination of imperial- 
ism and local reactionaries and would case con- 
siderably the upbuilding of the Angle-American 
bastion against the movements for NationaI 
Liberation in the Middle East and against peace. 

It may also be that the British Government 
wiII try to carry on with its colonial oppression 
and the retention of the military bases by chang- 
ing the word “Mandate” into the word “Trustee- 
sbip” without altering the contents of these terms 
and without in the least abandoning its positions. 
1t is also possible that it Will attempt to reach 
an agreement with the U.S.A. regarding a joint 
Angle-American trusteeship. The Arab and Jew- 
ish masses of Palestine Will oppose British or 
Angle-American trusteeship, as a camouflaged 
colonial rule. 

Why are a11 plans of the British Government 
based on the denial of the possibility of fraternity 
between peoples and upon the “necessity” to 
retain the British regime and armed forces al- 
legedly to guard the peace between Jews and 
Arabs. The reason is neither accidental nor does 
it affect Palestine alone. It is a direct consequence 
of the general international policies qf Britain 
and the inherent oppressive nature of Imperial- 
ism. 

In this country the large-scale construction of 
military bases is under way. The military prepa- 
rations of the colonial rule are actually as feverish 
as in war time, 

Tens of thousands of workers are in the em- 
ployment of the Army. Palestine is turning into 
one of the main British military bases in this 
part of the world. Strategic and oil interests. 
They are guiding British policy in Palestine. 

The political programme of the Jewish Agency 
as it has just been proclaimed before you is a 
plan for the establishment of a Jewish State. 
Prom the answers of Mr. Ben Gurion it became 
cIear that the Jewish Agency are willing to con- 
sider Partition, 

Ii1 reality the plan of the Jewish Agency is 
the same as that of Dr. Weizmann, the only 
difference being that Dr. Weizmann clearly and 
oPenlY saYs what he wants, while the Agency 
wants to retain the possibility of bwgaining and 
fear that if they propose partition publicly and 
outriglltly their chances or bargaining in ensu- 
ing discussions Will be reduced. In particular, 
the -%-=y do net dare to appear openly in 

faveur of Partition, because this solution is net 

at aIl popular among the Jewish masses. The 
vigorous opposition of the Agency to a bi-national 
State originates above a11 in their opposition tu 

JewiSh-Arab cooperation and an agreement 
which would take into account the just national 
aspirations of both peoples of Palestine and 
would guarantee them equabty of rights. 

The Agency has proclaimed for the first time 
that they do not support the continuation of the 
British Mandate. Even if thiS procIamation was 
made only in order to comply with the sentiments 
and anger of the masses of the Yishuv against 
Imperialism, it does express the feelings of the 
Yishuv with the exception of a small group of 
miserable servants of Imperialism. 

Al1 the Yishuv is’united in its view that the 
status qùo cari no longer be continued. The 
masses have had more than enough of the British 
rule of oppression. 

Likewise, the overwhelming majority of the 
Yishuv is opposed to the partition plan of the 
Jewish Agency and of Dr. Weizmann. Workers’ 
parties such as the Mashomer Hatzair, the Ahdut 
Avoda and Poale Zion Party, which vehemently 
protest against the partition of this country have 
been forbidden by the Agency to appear before 
you and to give testimony. Among many sections 
of the middle class too there is opposition to 
partition on economic grounds. When the Jewish 
Agency demand the parti;ion of Palestine, they 
do not express the public opinion of the Yishuv. 

It is also known that the Arabs of Palestine 
are united in their opposition to Partition. They 
regard it, and quite righùy, as an obstruction 
to the possibilities for the achievement of na- 
tional liberation and as a consolidation of the 
position of the foreign rule in the whole country. 
Those British agents-of the kind of King Abdul- 
Iah of Transjordan-who demand partition of 
Palestine out of their subservience to the British 
strategic schemes in the Middle East, do not 
express the opinion of the Arabs of this country 
nor of their own countries. 

The Arab Higher Committee bas not appeared 
before you, but its political programme is, as 
known, the establishment of a Palestinian State, 
by which is meant an exclusively Arab State, 
whiIe conferring minority rights upon those Jews 
who already were in the country in 1918 and to 
their descendants. This programme disregards 
the reality, the existence of two peoples in Pales- 
tine. The programme is only playing into the 
hands of the foreign rule to divide between 
Jews and Arabs-a plan of domination which 
cari serve no one but the imperialists, 

The’ democratic forces among the Arab people 
which bave grown considerably during recent 
Years and bave an especially decisive influence 
among the Arab workers, are opposed to this 
reactienary attitude to the Jews in Palestine. 

To the vital question “1s Jewish-Arab co- 
operation possible” we reply clearly and unequi- 
vocaIly in the affirmative. Even under the present 
conditions of colonial incitement co-operation is 
on the increase. SO much the more Will it be 
possible in an independent and democratic 
Palestine. 



1 shah now give some examples of identity of 
interests and co-operation between the Jews and 
the Arabs. 

In spite of a11 efforts by ver-y influential ele- 
ments in Palestine to antagonize the Jewish and 
Arab workers, cooperation between them is in- 
creasing and embracing more and more workers 
‘of both peoples in the common struggle for the 
protection of their rights and the achievement 
of improved wages and working conditions, as 
illustrated by the increase in the number of 
joint strikes of Jews and Arabs during the years 
1943-1947. 

There were three such strikes in 1943; one in 
Jaffa, where 130 municipal sanitary workers, 
Jews and Arabs, struck for higher wages, cost of 
living allowances a.nd improved social conditions. 
In Jerusalem, there were two common strikes of 
municipal workers: 385 Jews and Arabs struck 
for improved conditions and the right to acquire 
permanency in their jobs. These strikes amounted 
to a total of 2282 working days. 

In 1944 the number of participants increased 
from the previous year’s 515 to 1300. In Haifa 
about 1250 Arabs, Jewish and Armenian railway 
workers struck for higher wages and improved 
social conditions. In Jaffa, Jewish and Arab in- 
dustrial workers struck against unjust lay-offs 
and for improved conditions. The total of this 
year was 5640 working days of common strikes 
only. 

In 1945, 1300 Jewish and Arab workers in a 
military labour camp struck in opposition to 
arbitrary dismissals and for the recognition of the 
workers’ organization. (Up to date the Govern- 
ment has not yet recognized the. workers’ com- 
mittees and trade unions of military camps’ 
workers). This strike lasted a full week and was 
accompanied by common meetings and demon- 
strations which were received with great sym- 
pathy by the population. Again 130 Jewish and 
Arab telephone workers struck for improved con- 
ditions. The strike lasted three days and resulted 
in success. In Haifa, 1100 workers employed at 
the railway repair shops stopped work in com- 
plete discipline and solidarity. Total participants 
in common strikes during 1945 were 2530, involv- 
ing 8500 working days of common striking. 

In 1946 the strike wave of Government workers 
reached a peak. Employees of the Department 
of Posts and Telegraph, Wireless, Civil Servants 
{Second Division) and Railway Workers, engaged 
in a strike which completely paralysed the entire 
Government machinery. The number of Jewish 
and Arab strikers amounted to 30,000. Political 
and religious leaders, as well as influential news- 
papermen of a11 sides, were mobilized for the 
purpose of breaking the strike. Provocative 
rumours were spread and a11 means were used, 
but the strikers remained united and maintained 
their solidarity and were thus able to realize the 
major portion of their demands. Only by false 
promises the Government succeeded in prevent- 
ing a widening of the strike to include the 45,000 
military camp workers and thousands of oil 
workers, who were on the verge of participation. 

In addition to the many common meetings, a 
number of joint demonstrations took place in a11 

parts of the country, and especially in the large 
cities, carrying slogans of “Unity -of Arab and 
Jewish Workers means Victory”. These demon- 
strations were received with sympathy and sup- 
port by the general Jewish and Arab population. 

In May 1947, following a period of common 
strikes in the oil companies such as Shell, Manta- 
cheff and Socony Vacuum, the three large trade 
union organizations-the Histadruth, the Con- 
gress of Arab Workers, and the Arab Workers’ 
Society-for the first time in the history of the 
Palestinian working class arrived at an agree- 
ment to organize a warning strike of military 
camp workers. The strike took place on 20 May, 
1947 and passed in complete unity and solidarity. 
The participants numbered 40,000 Arab and 
Jewish workers. 

It is significant to emphasize that these com- 
mon strikes took place in times of severe national 
tension inflamed by the Government and its 
supporters among Jews and Arabs. 

These common strikes and the solidarity ex-. 
pressed by Arab and Jewish workers, have grown 
beyond the limits of a purely economic struggle, 
and have become a manifestation of political 
struggle and a demonstration against the colonial 
administration and chauvinistic incitement. 

As an instance of how the common man views 
the question of co-operation, 1 quote the words 
of an Arab villager during a joint anti-locust 
action covering 2,500 dunums in the Sharon 
Valley. I-le said, according to the paper Haaretz: 
“If the locusts Will lay their eggs in the earth 
of the ‘combania’ (as the Arabs ca.11 the Jewish 
collective settlements) naturally in two weeks 
the insects Will invade my fields too and eat of 
my crops. It is a chain, and Jews and Arabs are 
links in equal measure in this chain.” 

It was inspiring to see the Arab and Jewish 
villagers intermingled going forward shoulder 
to shoulder in long lines to combat the common 
enemy. 

In addition to the common actions which ex- 
press the co-operation of the Jewish and Arab 
toiling masses, there were further examples of 
Arab-Jewish co-operation. In its memorandum 
to the Angle-American Inquiry Commission, the 
Government was forced to state a number of 
typical examples of successful co-operation 
aniong Jews and Arabs. The memorandum said: 

“The General Agriculture Council which 
contained equal numbers of Arab and Jew- 
ish members, had unbroken existence of 
over 10 years and came to an end only 
because its main functions passed into other 
hands. The most significant example is per- 
haps in the Citrus Control SC Marketing 
Board, established by law in 1940 and 1941 
reSpectively. Both contain equal numbers of 
Arabs and Jews and have continued to main- 
tain a singleness of purpose in dealing witjl 
the affairs of the citrus industry which has 
been most refreshing. A joint Transport 
Advisory Board was successfully formed. 
The mixed Haifa Municipal Commission 
bas successfully remained in operation since 
its appointment.” 
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The numerous facts of economic collaboration 
in common working places, in%mixed municipal 
councils and on various occasions between Jew- 
ish and Arab neighbors have emerged beyond 
the limits of pure economical interests and be- 
corne a political demonstration directed against 
the desire of the Government to provoke quarrels 
and sow division between the two peoples. 

In addition to these îacts a long series of at- 
tempts, made by Jews and Arabs, to corne to a 
political agreement, may be recorded. 

1 In view of the importance of these attempts, 
so?ne instructive examples Will show how various 
circles of Jews and Arabs worked, unceasingly 
for a political agreement. 

In the beginning of 1922, a Pan-Arabian Con- 
gress was convened in Cairo. At this Congress 
proposals were discussed for a Jewish-Arab agree- 
ment and political and economic collaboration 
between the two peoples. Negotiations were 
opened between the representatives of the Arabs 
and Dr. Eder, member of the Zionist Executive 
Committe,e. Mr. Sqphir from Jerusalem was the 
mediator. Dr. Weizmann was kept informed of 
the course of the discussions, and approved of 
them. Rut ,the negotiations were interruped after 
Dr. Weizmann informed the British Govern- 
ment about them. The officiais of ‘the British 
Government demanded to “postpone” a11 nego- 
tiations in view of the fact that the’ approval 
of the Mandate was on the agenda. 
(Medzini: “Ten Years of Zionist Policy”) 

Dr. Magnes revealed before the Angle-Ameri- 
cari Inquiry Commission that in the negotia- 
tiens between Arab Leaders and the Jewish 
Agency in 1936 the former agreed to considerable 
Jewish immigration. The number of Jews in this 
country was to reach 800,000 in 1946 or 40 per 
cent of the total population. 

Why did this agreement not corne off? Moshe 
Shertok revealed this on 26 March, 1946, before 
the same Anglo-American Inquiry Commission, 

. ..where he stated: 
“There were Arab leaders who were in- 

clined to give their consent to a very con- 
siderable Jewish immigration, but they 
made conditions that could not possibly be 
accepted. It was impossible for the Jews to 
agree to the immediate liquidation of 
British Mandatory rule; that was not their 
function and in those days, they were not 
enthusiastic about sqch an eventuality.” 
These few examples show that: 
1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

During the yèars of British occupation the 
Government has directly or indirectly dis- 
turbed a11 attempts at a Jewish-Arab 
agreement. ’ 
There have existed and still exist Jewish 
and Arab circles who desire and are ready 
to corne to a political agreement. 
The problem of immigration did not pre- 
sent an unsurmountable obstacle to mutual 
understanding. 
On the basis of joint struggle against 
colonial rule and for complete equal rights 
between Jews and Arabs, political agree- 
ment is possible, 
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The numerous common actions which 
have found their expression in the soli- 
darity strikes of thousands of Arab and Jew- 
ish workers, prove the strong desire of the 
masses of the people for a peaceful life and 
mutual undesstanding. 
The abolition of the colonial rule Will 
create the conditions for the achievement oÇ 
peace and brotherhood between Jews and 
Arabs. 

The problem of Palestine is not the Jewish- 
Arab antagonism. The Palestine question is the 
question of a colonial country subjugated by 
foreign rule and thirsting for freedom. The real 
issue of the Palestine question lies in the chh 
Of interests between British imperialism and 
the population of this country, Arabs and Jews 
alike. The tension which exists between Jews 
and Arabs is no justification whatsoever for 
British rule and for British troops being sta- 
tioned in our country. On the contrary the 
reverse is true: 30 years of British rule in OUT 
country is the main reason for the present rela- 
tionship between Jews and Arabs, The colonial 
rule is the main source of the’ national an- 
tagonism existing in our country. The abolition 
of the British Mandate, tbe evacuation of the 
British Army from our country, and the setting 
up of a democratic and independent Arab-Jew- 
ish State - is the only solution to the Palestine 
question. 

The reactionary plans of the Arab Higher 
Committee and of the Jewish Agency do not 
express the real fee,lings and opinions of the 
Arab and Jewish masses at the present juncture. 
Ask the ordinary Jew, the ordinary Arab in the 
street and they Will tel1 you how far away the 
masses are from the schemes of domination 
hatched by their reactionary leaders. You will 
then convince yourselves how strong the desire 
is for the establishment of friendly relations 
between Jews and. Arabs based on peace and 
equality; how both peoples yearn for liberation 
from the foreign yoke. 

The proposais of the Communist Party ex- 
pres? these demands of the masses and of the 
common Jew and of the common Arab. The 
Communist Party holds that any political solu- 
tion to be acceptable to the broad masses of 
both peoples in Palestine to fulfill their just 
national aspirations and to correspond to their 
common interests, must be founded on the fol- 
lowing two principles: 
1. Full independence of Palestine; that is, 

(a) Abrogation of the Mandate. 
(b) Evacuation oi the foreign armies. 
(c) Abolition of the economic domination 

of foreign monopolies; an d 
2. Recognition of the right of both peoples to 

independence in a single free and democra- 
tic Palestine, based on the principle of full 
equality of civil, national and political rights. 

We submit the following plan for the realiza- 
tien of our independence: 
1. As a first step, the United Nations should 

proclaim the indegendence of Palestine and 



the abrogation of the Mandate. The United 
Nations should fix a date at t.he shortest pos- 
sible time for the evacuation of the British 
Army and Police from our country. 

2. The Security Council of the United Nations 
should appoint a Commission to carry out 
the appropriate decisious taken by the 
United Nations and to restore the democra- 
tic liberties of which the inhabitants of 
Palestine have been deprived. The United 
Nations Commission to be appointecI should 
convene representatives of bath peoples of 
Palestine democratically elected who are to 
determine the future regime of this country 
on the principle of two free peoples with full 
equality of rights. Jews and Arabs, freed 
of fore@ pressure, Will decide of their own 
free Will whether independent Palestine 
should have a bi-national or federative 
structure. 

in the whole Middle East. You Will make an 
important contribution to the cause of inter- 
national CO-operation, to the cause of world 
peace. 

A brief recess was called by the Chairman at 
this point. 

CHAIRMAN: I cal1 the meeting to order.. Will 
the representatives of the Communist Party of 
Palestine please corne up to the platform? 

Will you please give us the number of the 
members of the Communist Party? 

Mr. MKUNIS: The Communist Party in Pales- 
tine works under very difficult conditions. That 
is why our membership is a membership of 
militants.’ Our militant membership is 1,400. 
In addition, we have thousands of supporters of 
OUT daily paper and of other different enter- 
prises of the Party. 

The restoration of democratic liberties and 
the abolition of the- imperialist terrer regime 
are pre-conditions for the free expression of 
the Will of the two peoples, for the growth of 
the foundations of their brothcrhood. You 
should not forget that tbe British Government, 
during the 30 years of its rule, has suppressed 
a11 forces struggling for Arab-Jewish friendship. 

j Until 1942 the Communist Party of Palestine 
was illegal, hundreds of its members were de- 
ported, hundreds more thrown into prison and 
concentration camps, accused of mobilizing the 
Jewish and Arab masses for the struggle against 
colonial oppression and for friendship between 
the peoples. 

During a11 these years the British Administra- 
tion has encouraged the chauvinistic forces 
among Arabs and Jews in order to prevent the 
common fight of both peoples against the foreign 
domination. 

CHAIRMAN: How many copies of your paper 
are produced? 

Mr. MIKUNIS: Five thousand copies. 
CHAIRMAN: Do they a11 go to the public? 
Mr. I)&KUNIS: Yes. 
CHAIRMAN: SO when you speak of the wishes 

of the masses of the Palestinian population, you 
do not found yourself on your high membership? 

Mr. MIKUNIS: No, but we know the mood, we 
know the desires and the wishes of the Arab 
and Jewish masses. 

CHAIRMAN: Does the Communist Party em- 
brace both the Jewish and the Arab sections? 

Mr. MIKUNIS: It does not. 
CHAIRMAN: Does it embrace only the Jews? 
Mr. MIKUNIS: Yes, only the Jews - the Arab 

Communists work in the League for National 
Liberation. 

TO put the question as to whether there Will 
be peace between Jews and Arabs after the 
evacuation of the British Army, is to put the 
cart before the horse. It is British rule which 
is the main source of the national antagonism. 
For many years the two Semitic peoples have 
lived in peace and brotherhood; they bave had 
periods of common happiness and progress, of 
co-operation and brotherhood. Again and again 
British Imperialism has done its utmost to in- 
cite both peoples against each other. 

CHAIRMAN: Why have you not succeeded in 
co-operation between the Jews and the Arabs 
in the Communist Party? 

The Greek philosopher Archimedes once 
said: “Give me a fixed point and 1 shall move 
the earth.” 

WC say: “Give freedom to Palestine and the 
Jewish and Arab masses Will find the way to 
co-operation.” 

Mr. MIKUNIS: It has nothing to do with this. 
The matter is that in a11 basic problems of 
Palestine, the Communist Party of Palestine and 
the League for NationaI Liberation are of the 
same opinion, It means our common fight for 
independence, for a democratic state, for an 
abrogation of the Mandate, for evacuation of 
the troops and against partition of the country. 

As for the second part of your question, it is 
a question of organization which has nothing to 
do with the success or lack of success in 
co-operation. 

No doubt, the British Government Will try 
to sabotage your work and recommendations in 
order to prevent a final and speedy solution. But 
the Arab and Jcwish masses are united in their 
demands for the immediate termination of the 
regime of colonial oppression. 

CHAIRMAN: You mean it does not show un- 
willingness on the part of the Arabs towards 
co-operation with the Jews in this political 
organization? 

Mr. Chairman, Gentlemen of’ the Commission, 
if you Will heIp the Arab and Jewish peoples of 
Palestine in their struggle for freedom, you Will 
Iay the basis for peace not only in Palestine but 

MT. MIKUNIS:‘~~ does not show anything of the 
kind. It is a question of interna1 organization 
of bath the Communist Party and the League 
for National Liberation. , 

CHAIRMAN: On the economic data you gave, 
I should Iike to put only a hw questions. You 
speak of the interest that Jewish and Arab land- 
owners have to pay on land. 

Mr. MIKUNIS: The peasants. 
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CHAIRMAN: Yes, the peasants. You made us 
understand that interests are very high, that 1% 
usury interests. Now I wonder if the indebted- 
ness is great. 1s the indebtedness great? 

Mr. MIKUNIS: Yes. 

CHAIRMAN: You quote, in your memorandum 
that was handed in some time ago, the figure 
for the indebtedness of the Jewish landowners 
as fl4,000,000, and I understand that the in- 
debtedness to a large extent, perhaps to the 
largest extent, is an indebtedness towards Jew- 
ish organizations, and that perhaps the bigger 
part of that indebtedness Will be written off. 

Mr. MIKUNIS: In our memorandum we state 
a figure of fl4,000,000 that being only for the 
communal Jewish settlements. As statistics for 
the Arab tenants and peasants are not available, 
we judge only from the Jewish debt how large 
and enormous the sums of indebtedness of Arab 
peasantry to the usurers or the landowners or 
to banks cari be. 

. CHAIRMAN: But has not the tende+ during 
the war rather been that the Arab peasants have 
had great profits and paid off their debts? 

Mr. MIKUNIS: The situation during the war 
was that very poor peasants and tenants, the part 
of them who could not continue on the land, 
left to find employment in the military camps, 
and the general picture during the war was cer- 
tain strata in the village became richer. It does 
not mean that they could pay a11 their debts, 
or even fifty per cent of their debts, because we 
judge by the communal Jewish settlements which 
during the war could not pay even fifty or 
fifty-five per cent of their debts. 

CHAIRMAN: As to the Jewish settlements, we 
cari understand that, because what we have heard 
is that they paid very high prices for the land, 
but the Arabs who owned their land, 1 suppose, 
have not paid these high prices? 

Mr. MIKUNIS: No. The debts of the Jewish 
communal settlements are not due to the high 
prices of land. They obtained their land mainly 
from the Jewish National Fund for ninety-nine 
ycars, and they paid very little for it. Their debts 
are a result of the economic system which the 
British Government introduced in this country. 
It means the high prices of the necessary raw 
materials, the inflationary system and the mono- 
polistic companies - they are mainly responsible 
for a11 these heavy debts on the Arabs and the 
Jews alike. 

CHAIRMAN: TO go to another matter now: do 
you think that Jewish immigration should be 
favoured and go on? 

Mr. MIKWIS: In my address 1 spoke about the 
problem of Jewish immigration, and 1 concen- 
trated on the burning question and on the burn- 
ing matter of these days, and the burning need 
is to so1ve the problem of the Jewish victims 
of Fascism concentrated in the camps for dis. 
placed persans. 1 bave shown that this must be 
the concern of the United Nations Organization, 
to close the camps, to liquidate them, and to 
enable those of the displaced Jews who want t. 
emigrate to other countries to do so - to other 
new countries, including Palestine, on the basis 

of relatives, because there are many Jervs who 
have rleatives in Palestine. That is how we 
regard this question today. 

CHAIRMAN: What, in your opinion, represents 
tlle reaction from the Arab side with regard to 
an increased Jewish immigration? 

Mr. MI~~NIS: It is that the Arabs have show 
during the last years more understanding for the 
major issue of Palestine. They understand that 
the major issue of Palestine is the independence 
of the country, and my comrades here have 
shown also that during the last twenty years 
there were many influential Arab sections and 
leaders who understood that the major issue of 
Palestine is not immigration, - which is used by 
Imperialism to divide and rule - but to fight 
for the independence of the country, because it 
is quite natural that, in the free independent 
country of two peoples with equal rights, two 
peoples are willing to solve a11 their questions, 
including questions of immigration, like other 
free peoples, like other free countries. 

SO in respect of the terrifie sufferings of the 
Jews in Europe, we think and we are confident, 
-if this is not turned into a major issue of 
Palestine, as many reactionary circles are in- 
terested in making it - it Will be a normal matter 
that Palestine should share in solving this prob- 
lem, and there Will be no difficulties on the Arab 
side. 

CHAIRMAN: If there were formed here, right 
now, an independent Palestine State on ordinary 
democratic lines, 1 suppose the first question 
to corne up for decision would be the immigra- 
tion question. What decision do you think would 
be taken in such a state if the Arabs held the 
majority? 

Mr. MIKUNIS: 1 am confident that the pre- 
occupation of a free, independent Palestine will 
be, first of all, to guarantee this independence 
and democracy. The first preoccupation of the 
peoples of Palestine Will be to create conditions 
against any foreign intervention in this inde- 
pendent and democratic Palestine. We are also 
confident that on the basis of the past which we 
bave shown you, on the basis of the past, there 
Will be no difficulties between the Jews and 
Arabs in settling in common vital questions of 
Palestine, settling also on a democratic and just 
basis the problem of immigration, and that a 
free Palestine and two free peoples Will offer 
refuge to victims of Fascism or other persecu- 
tiens like other free countries and other free 
peoples in the world. 

CHAIRMAN: But is that opinion of yours based. 
upon what you know about prevailing opinions 
in Palestine? You think that Arabs would vote 
for Jewish immigration? 

Mr. MIKUNIS: We know that the Arabs fight 
for the independence of Palestine, and we know 
that the Jews fight for the independence of 
Palestine. We know, in addition, that two free 
peoples in an independent state Will find, like 
other peoples, - 
than others 

and our people are not worse 
-Will find a common way for co- 

operation and for the solution of a11 probIems 
concerning chose peoples in Palestine. 
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CHXIRMAN: 1s it not ,right, then, that Arabs 
are against immigration? 

Mr. VILNER: I should like to add something 
on this question, and if my English is not SO 
good, or, rather, bad, you Will excuse me. 

First of all, in our proposals we have not sug. 
gested a simple independent democratic Pales- 
tine. We bave suggested a demoratic independent 
Palestine based on the recognition of the exist- 
ence of two peoples in Palestine, two peoples 
with equal rights. What does it mean? That in 
either one or another constitutional form leading 
towards the future structure of Palestine, both 
peoples Will have in each case the same right 
in determining the questions of Palestine. In 
other words, we assume that the situation now 
in Palestine is not what it was before the war. 
We have stressed in our addresses that both 
Arabs and Jews are ready for agreement, are 
ready for co-operation, and this readiness Will 
express itself also, among others, in the question 
of immigration. 

Secondly, the question of immigration was 
never a question isolated from the other prob- 
lems of Palestine. 1 have not heard that Arabs 
were opposed to immigration because of immi- 
gration. I have not heard this. They were op 
posed to immigration on political grounds. It 
is not a question of immigration isolated from 
the other points. It is a political question on the 
ground of independence, on the ground of 
equality of rights, on the ground of eliminating 
foreign intervention. We have no doubt that, 
as experience also teaches us, - negotiations be- 
tween Dr. Magnes and Arab leaders, and other 
experiences - we are sure that only foreign in- 
tervention made the question of immigration SO 
difficult in the past, but in new conditions this 
Will not be an obstacle to independence or 
co-operation between the two peoples. It is a 
political question connected with a11 the 
Palestine problems. 

cannot be solved outside the problem of inde- 
pendence. But the agreement between the two 
peoples, as we proposed, after the United Nations 
Organization Will decide upon the termination 
of the Mandate, Will, in and of itself, create a 
new situation in Palestine. The masses Will 
know that from then on they Will have no for- 
eign intervention. Then the problem for them 
Will be one of calling in the foreign imperialist 
again, or of solving the questions among them- 
selves. We are sure they Will decide to solve the 
questions among themselves. You have heard 
before about Balkanization. It meant a flght 
between the people in the Balkan States. Al1 the 
difficult questions were and are solved. 1 think 
that the same situation Will be true in Palestine, 

CHAIRMAN: But 1 must point out that a11 my 
questions were put under the assumption that 
there would be a free and independent Palestine, 
and that there would be built up here a free 
and democratic State. 1 assume also that there 
would be no intervention from the outside in 
your life as a State. Therefore, my question re- 
mains, and 1 understand you mean that the 
Jews and Arabs could agree on immigration: 
IS that right? 

CHAIRMAN: But do you think you, cari separate 
this political aspect of the question from other 
aspects? 

Mr. VILNER: 1 bave not said we cari separate 
it. 1 bave said that we cannot separate this 
question. It bas a common solution, which the 
Jcws and Arabs will also find; the question of 
immigration cari and Will be solved. 

CHAIRMAN: But if you are wrong in your sup- 
position and if the Arabs still oppose immigra- 
tion, as they have done hitherto, and you further 
assume that the Jews and Arabs in a democratic 
State which was going to be formed would have 
equal rights, who would then decide the ques- 
tion? Would there not be a deadlock? 

Mr. VILNER: Yes, I think SO. In fact, 1 am sure. 
Sir ABDUR RAHMAN (India): Mr. Chairman, 

if 1 understand him correctly, does he want the 
new State, after it is formed, to decide the ques- 
tion of immigration? i2y 

CHAIRMAN: 1 bave taken it to be SO. -1 

Sir ABDUR RAHMAN (India): 1s it correct that 
he wants the new State after it has corne into 
existence to decide the question of immigration? 

Mr. VILNER: That is right, but that ,is only 
one part of the question. We have stressed that 
we see a special urgent question of displackd Jews 
which must be immediately solved by the United 
Nations Organization on the basis of interna- 
tional arrangements, including immigration for 
those who are interested in immigration into 
new countries, including Palestine. 

Sir ABDUIZ RAHMAN (India) : Would you kindly 
say whether when you say “equal rights” you 
mean equal votes for the Arabs and for the 
Jews. I do not understand the words “equal 
rights”? Are a11 the rights and civil liberties 
guaranteed to both without any difference of 
votes? 1 do not understand what you mean by 
the words “equal rights” to the Jews and the 
Arabs? 

Mr. VILNER: “Equal rights” in two meanings: 
“equal rights” for every Citizen, and “equal 
rights” for both peoples. 

Mr, VILNER: No, we think that both Arabs 
and Jews are willing to be independent, and 

Sir ~\~DUR ~HMAN (India): Equal numbers? 
Mr. VILNER: It is not a question of numbers. 

It is a question of rights. 1 think that the con- 
that they Will both oppose any foreign interven- stitution may be in this or that form, and we 
tion in any question. They are not interested think that the question of a detailed constitution 
and they Will not be interested in intervention will be actual after the decision of the United 
by foreign rule. The question of immigration, Nations Organization to bring an end to the 
as 1 said before, cari be solved on the basis of British rule. The principles which we have laid 
an independent Palestine which would guarantee down in our addresses and in the memorandum 
the real and just national aspirations of both are equal citizen’s rights for every Citizen, and 
peoples. Of course, the question of immigration equal national rights for both peoples as peoples. 
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It may assume various forms in the conditions 
of Palestine, which we stressed are special con- 
ditions. We cannot find another example in 
other countries. 

Sir ABD~ FUIMAN (India): When we find 
that the present position is that the two com 
munities, Arabs and Jews, are not equal In 
numbers today, what should we, according to 
y0u, recommend to the United Nations General 
Assembly as to the form of Government - 
whether they should have parity, equal rights 
and equal votes, or they should net have these 
things? 

Mr. VILNER: Our proposa1 is that irrespective 
of numbers both peoples must have equal rights. 

CHAIRMAN: 1 understand from what you said 
in your statement that you mean a kind of bi- 
national or Eederative state should be made; 
is that so? 

Mr. VILNER: Perhaps I cari add something to 
the statement which Will make it clearer. We 
are for a solution that Will guarantee full in- 
dependence, the greatest agreement and the 
greatest unity of the two peoples and of the 
country. Our party advocates a unitarian bi- 
national solution, but under the conditions of 
full independence. A federative solution agreed 
upon by the two peoples of Palestine Will also, 
in our opinion, meet their common interests 
and national aspirations. 1 think that is quite 
clear. 

CHAIRMAN: Weil, if you speak of equal rights 
between the two groups, 1 suppose you must 
envisage that even in an independent Palestinian 
State there would be various opinions on the 
questions to be solved. In this State with equal 
rights for the two sections, who would decide 
the differences of opinion? 

Mr. VILNER: I think that the members would 
decide that for themselves. The problem would 
be for them either to cal1 in foreign rule to 
decide, or to decide their differences among 
themselves. And I think that every Arab and 
every Jew would not be interested in foreign, 
military and police rule, as they have experienced 
in the past, and as they are experiencing now. 

CHAIRMAN: But we are discussing now en- 
tirely on the basis that there is an independent 
Palestine, no fore@ Mandatory or anything of 
the kind. DO you think there would be dissension 
between the two groups? 

Mr. VILNER: 1 think there would be also other 
dissensions between employers, workers and 
others -not only on a national basis. Al1 the 
difficulties Will be solved by the people - by the 
institutions of the country themselves. In other 
w0rds, we suppose and we are sure that of the 
two possibilities we Will be faced with, either 
foreign rule or settling the difhculties between 
the peoples themselves, we are sure that no 
people Will be interested 1 in _ foreign rule, They 
Will find the way. We are asking the United 
Nations Crganization to give us that chance: 
give the peoples of Palestine the chance to be 
free. Declare the abolition of the Mandate. Du- 
clare the evacuation OF troops. Then, cal1 the 

newly elected representatives 0f 
. 

those peopIes 
t. corne t0 an agreement - of COurae, to an agree- 
ment 0n the constitution and OII the difficultres 
of an independent Palestinian State. In these Con- 
ditions, the independence of Palestine Will be 
assured as an 0utcome of an Arab-Jewish CO- 
operation and understanding, provided foreign 
intervention is to be abolished and finished. 

Mr. BNTEZAM (Iran) (Interpretation fr0m 
French): Mr. Chairman, my questron is the same 
type OE question which has been put here. I <sec 
in the speech of Mr. Mikunis that they are n0t 
in fav0ur of a partition of Palestine; that tbey 
proposecI a bi-unitarian State. It is the Same 
question which ~OU, Mr. Chairman, and Sir 
Abdur Rahman have put. 1 understand y0ur 
idea, of course, Mr. Mikunis. YOU want t0 end 
the Mandate and you want to create an inde- 
pendent Palestine which would net be subject 
to any foreign influence. Suppose, for instance, 
that we were to salve that problem that way - 
that there were no Mandate in Palestine any 
more and that Palestine were independent. Y0u 
would then be faced with the problem of creat- 
ing a Government, and as you say, “a democratic 
Government”. If you had not said that you 
wanted equal rights, I would understand your 
proposition, because you would then be faced 
with the task of finding a form of Government 
for this country. But you have already prejudged 
the case. You have already decided upon the 
Government you want. You said you wanted a 
democratic government, and an independent 
Palestine, with equal rights for Jews and Arabs. 
Now, if you want an equal State, that presup- 
poses that you Will have majority and minority 
problems, and the principle of majority and 
minority rule, and you must accept it. If not, and 
you simply say that you want equal rights on 
the basis of equal rights for Jews and Arabs, 
then what Will result Will be a bi-national State. 
If this is your solution, then you must find some 
solution for problems on which such a bi-na- 
tional state may not agree. Therefore, 1 do not 
want this problem to go any further. In general, 
1 might say that 1 am sympathetic with your 
proposal. But, 1 would like to ask you this 
question: What do you mean by equal rights, 
and how do you expect to reconcile probIems 
on which there may be a divisidn of opinion and 
disagreement in the bi-national state which you 
proposed? How Will you reconcile the ideas of 
equal rights and the principle of majority and 
minority rule? 

Mr. MIKUNIS: Whae is significant in our pro- 
gramme is that our programme reflects exactly 
the realities in this country. You are hearing us 
after your visits in the country, and YOU must 

have noticed that Palestine is not a question of 
numbers of a minority or of a majority. YOU 
cari see that the Jews and the Arabs contributed 
verY much to the economic and cultural develop- 
ment 0f this country. It means that tlxre was 
no question of a nation dominating the c0untry 
and a certain minority, but YOU could aee tW0 
PeoPles working, trying to create their homes. 
Yes, and it means that our programme, speaking 
about two peoples in Palestine wit,h equal rights, 
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reflects realities in Palestine. You think in terms 
of majority and minoi-ity. But the problem of 
Palestine is not a problem of majority and 
minority. The reactionary forces are interested 
in speculating on this question for their purpose 
of domination. The slogan of the Jewish Agency 
of turning Palestine as a whole into a Jewish 
State is certainly a slogan of domination of one 
people over the other. The programme of the 
Arab Higher Committee to erect a national - 
that means to say a Palestinian-Arab State with 
rights for the Jews in Palestine, is also the same 
slogan of domination-of one people over 
another people. We want, in the interests of 
the peoples, and in the interest of peace, to 
avoid such a solution of “domination-of one 
peopl:: over another. That is why from this view- 
point, which is a democratic and just viewpoint, 
and taking into consideration the reality of Pal- 
estine, which is a country of two peoples who are 
equally important for the development and 
future of this country, we build our programme 
on the basis that this must be a bi-unitarian 
State. What does bi-unitarian State mean? It 
means a single undivided State of both peoples, 
or two peoples, having equal rights. We do not 
approach this question from the arithmetic 
point of view. It is not a question of arithmetics 
meaning that as we Will achieve independence, 
the vote Will show an Arab majority and a 
Jewish minority. The arithmetic approach must 
bring as a consequence that the majority Will 
dominate the minority. It means you are back 
where you were thirty years ago. We want to 
finish with this question of foreign intervention, 
in order to finish with the prevailing conditions 
in Palestine as you have seen them, and as we 
have seen them for the last thirty years. In order 
to finish with this trouble, we came to the con- 
clusion that Palestine must not be partitioned. 
Palestine must be a democratic, single State. 
Palestine is inhabited by two peoples contribut- 
ing very much to the present. development of the 
country and to its future, as we hope. And that 
is why the two peoples not only inhabit Palestine, 
but they, themselves, should gbvern Palestine, as 
peoples with equal rights as regards their cul- 
tural development, common economic develop 
ment, and national development. Equal rights 
and equal opportunities mean to enable us to 
raise the standard of life of the Arab masses to 
that of the Jewish masses in order to march to- 
gether as equal peoples to a better, a more pros- 
perous future. That is why when we put our 
programme of a single Palestine governed by 
two peoples we say with this that our programme 
reflects the reality in Palestine. It eliminates a 
possibility of domination of one people over 
another. It eliminates the possibility of foreign 
intervention. And we are confident, as I told 
you before, that the Arab and Jewish people are 
in any case not worse than other peoples. There 
were troubles in Yugoslavia and slaughter of 
peoples because of foreign intervention and be- 
cause the reactionaries, the social strata of this 
intervention ruled the country. When a11 these 
people were faced with the danger of occupation 
by Nazi Germany they united and fought to- 

gether for their future. SO they created the con- 
ditions for their common life. In the case of 
these peoples you hear nothing about differences. 
Why? Because as there are four or five peoples, 
autonomous regions in YugosIavia, the demo- 
cratic constitution was built on the same lines, 
providing equality of rights for a11 peoples, be 
they big or small, poor or rich, intelligent or 
unintelligent. It is not a question of size. Xt is 
not a question of numbers. 

Democratic principles envisage equality of 
rights for every people. That is why in order to 
arrive at a solution of independence in Palestine 
we must not have an arithmetic approach, but 
an approach which an outgrowth of the realities 
in this country. And elle realities are one country, 
two equal peoples. It is not a question of 
numbers. 

These two peoples must govern the country 
together. And 1 think that liberation, indepen- 
dence and opportunity which Will be given to 
these people to govern themselves Will be much 
stronger than any difference which would arise 
between Jews and Arabs. 1 Will tel1 you another 
secret which is well-known to you. If there are 
forces in the parliament which Will try to con- 
tinue division between Jews and Arabs, the Jew- 
ish and Arab masses Will find their way and with- 
draw these so-called representatives, replacing 
them with popular democratic representatives 
who Will understand and find the proper and 
just solutions for any differences in order to 
preserve the independent and democratic State 
in Palestine. 

CHAIRMAN: Are you thinking of a one party 
idea? 

Mr. MIKUNIS: Of a what? 
CHAIRMAN: Are you thinking of a one party 

system? 

Mr. MIKUNIS: No, we are against a one party 
system. We are for a democratic State which re- 
flects the realities of a country. 

Mr. ENTEZAM (Iran): (Interpretation from 
French): Mr. Chairman, after this explanation 
I think 1 understand that what they mean by 
equal rights is equal power to realize their na- 
tional aspirations for both peoples in the coun- 
try, and not equality of rights in participation 
in government. Thus, if a democratic govern- 
ment is achieved in this country they expect to 
find collaboration between Jews and Arabs on 
that basis without arithmetic coming into play 
at all. 1 repeat again, what they mean by equal 
rights apparently is equal power to realize na- 
tion+ aspirations, and not equal rights in 
partlcipatian in government. 

CHAIRMAN: We are not opposing you. We only 
want you to develop one particular detail of 
your proposai. For instance, 1 am thinking of a 
possible division in the parliament about a ques- 
tion, whether it be the immigration question or 
another question. The parliament, 1 suppose, 
ought to contain, according to your views, an 
equal number of representatives for the Jewish 
and Arab communities. Am 1 right that this is 
what you mean? 
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Mr. MIKUNIS: No, we mean a parliament on 
the basis of proportional representation, net On 
a ,communal basis. 

Sir A~nua RAHMAN (India): 1 would just like 
t. llave an explanation. If civil and religious 
rights are safeguarded by! the constitution, the 
government would still have to be run by some 
Pe*sons. HO~ are they to be elected? Are theY 
to be equal in number? 

Mr. MIKUNIS: 1 don? quite understand. 
Sir ABDIJR RAHMAN (India): If the civil, and 

religious rights are to be safeguarded by the 
constitution which we recommend to the United 
Nations, still the government Will have to corne 
into existence. How are those persons who form 
that government to be elected? Are they to be 
elected in equal numbers by bot11 the communi- 
tics, or are they to be elected by a majority and 
a minority? 

Mr. MIKIJNIS: Again you introduce a question 
8f majority and minority. Our plan envisages 
the guarantee not only of civil and religious 
rights and freedom, but also the guarantee of 
equality of national rights for those peoples. The 
question as to how the Government would be 
formed is a question of the future -of the near 
future. The government must not necessarily be 
built on the basis of parity as between Jews and 
Arabs. The history of the last years teaches us 
that parity does not exist in a country which 
achieves independence. But the guarantee of 
equality, of religious and civil and national 
rights is the people. The democratic forces of 
most people are interested in preserving their 
independence, but during the last thirty years 
enormous efforts have been made by the British 
Government to put obstacles in the way of 
democratic forces in Palestine. And yet there 
were possibilities and there were conditions for 
common Arab-Jewish strikes and different ac- 
tions, which have been strengthened during the 
last two years due to the growing cotisciousness 
of the Arab and Jewish masses after what they 
have learned in the last twenty-five years since 
the First World War. In conditions of inde- 
pendence, in conditions of non-intervention by 
foreign rule, we are confident that the demoratic 
forces of the Arabs and the Jews Will find their 
best way, in the best interests of the people, for 
the parliament, and for the creation of a govern- 
ment and for the constituent assembly which t 
must outline the first constitution of the first in- 
dependent democratic’ Palestinian State. Every- 
thing Will be decided according to prevailing 
conditions in Palestine. 

As we have stressed befoke - and we under- 
line it now - the people of Palestine will never 
bc ready to sacrifice their independence, to sac- 
rifice an historic opportunity of a democratic 
independent State for any differences which cari 
arise in the course of the first stages of &&,p- 
ment of an independent Palestine. We are con- 
fident, on the basis of history, on the basis of 
the development in different countries in recent 
Years, we are confident that when you give us a 
chance of abrogating the Mandate or evacuating 

trool% both our peoples Will show that tlley 

are ripe for sucl~ an independent and democratic 
State, and they Will find their own, and the best, 
way for the solution of a11 their probIems and 
diff erences. 

CHAIRMAN: It is two o’clock now, and we shall 
have to continue the questioning tOmOrrOW. 1 

sllall be obliged if you Will be here then. 
The meeting is adjourned until nine 0'dOCk 

tomorrow morning. 
The yeeting adjoumed at 2.05 9.m. 

VERBATIM RECORD OF 
THE THIRTIETH MEETING (PUBLIC) 

Held at the Y.M.C.A. Building, 
Jerusalem, Palestine, 

Manday, 14 July 1947, at 9 a.m. 

Presen t: 
Mr. SANDSTROM, Sweden, (Chairman) 
Mr. HOOD, Australia 
Mr. RAND, Canada 
Mr. LISICKY, Czechoslovakia 
Mr. GARCIA GRANADOS, Guatemala 
Sir ABDUR RAEIMAN, India 
Mr. ENTEZAM, Iran 
Mr. BLOM, Netherlands 
Mr. GAR~~A SALAZAR, Peru 
Mr. FABREGAT, Uruguay 
Mr. SIMIC, Yugoslavia 
Secretariat: 
Mr. Hoo, Assistant Secretay-General 
Mr. GARCIA ROBWS, Secretay 

CHAIRMAN: 1 cal1 the meeting to order. 
The agenda for today’s meeting contains three 

items: public hearing of representatives of the 
Communist Party of Palestine Central Com- 
mittee, public hearing of representatives of the 
Ihud (Union) Association, public hearing of 
representatives of the Council (Waad ICiair) of 
the Ashkenasic Jewish Comrnunity. For special 
reasons, we shall have to change the order in 
which the hearings are going to take place SO 
that we cari hear first the representatives of the 
Ihud Association. 

Can we adopt this agenda with this change 
in the order? 

(No objection). 
CHAIRMAN: It is adopted. 

Hearing of rejwesentatives of Ihud 
For Ihud, 1 understand that Dr. Magnes and 

Dr. Rainer will speak. Will you corne up to the 
platfora Dr. Magnes. and Dr. Rainer? 

(Dr. Magnes and Dr. Rainer took their seats 
at the table). 

Mr. MAGNES: Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, 
I should like first to present the apologies of 
Mr. Smilansky who it was expected would ap- 
Pear before you. You have from him a memo- 
randum on land in Palestine. Unfortunately, he 
is not well. 

I also wish to introduce Dr. Rainer who for 
twentY-five years was one of the chief engineers 
of the Department of Public Works in Palestine, 
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and Mr. Gabriel Stern, who is the editor of the 
Hebrew Monthly, which the Ihud Association 
publishes. 

We had not expected to deliver an opening 
address. We had expected, on the basis of the 
material which we handed to you; to spend the 
greater part of the time allotted to us for ques- 
tions and answers, Inasmuch as the procedure 
seems to have been that an address should open 
the testimony, 1 have, within the past few days, 
jottèd down what 1 believe has been distributed 
to you and what has been called an outline of 
the remarks 1 should like to make introducing 
‘what we really have to say. I Will ask your 
pardon, therefore, for not having these remarks 
written out in full for you SO that they may be 
followed with greater ease. 

their sacrifice, by their scientific ability, by their 
love of the soil, by their hopes for its future, 
built up a national home of which in màny 
respects they may well be proud. This labour 
also bas given them a’kind of right which is not 
to be despised. - 

We have, therefore, the Arab natural rights, 
on the one hand, and the Jewish historical rights 
on the other. The question, therefore, is how 
cari an honourable and reasonable compromise 
be found. There are those, we know, who reject 
the very idea of compromise. No answer cari 
be found for this complicated situation, except 
through compromise that may be reasonable 
and feasible. 

Our contention is that Arab-Jewish co-opera- 
tien is not only necessary for the peace of this 
part of the world, but that it is also possible. 
We contend, upon the basis of the experience 
of the past twenty-five years, that Arab-Jewish 
co-operation has never .been made the chief ob- 
jective of major policy, either by the Manda- 
tory Government, by the Jewish Agency, or by 
those representing the Arabs. We regard this 
as the great sin of omission which has been 
committed throughout a11 these years. Arab- 
Jewish relationship is the main political problem 
wbich one has to face. There may be attempts 
to evade facing this by placing emphasis on 
other very important aspects of the problem, but 
that is the kernel of the problem, and it must 
be faced courageously and with intelligence, and 
upon the basis of the experience of these past 
twenty-fve years. 

t\Te are in fûll accord with Recommendation 
No. 3 of the Report of the Angle-American 
Committee of Inquiry. You Will permit me to 
read part of that: “that Palestine shall be neither 
a Jewish State nor an Arab State”, but “a coun- 
try in which the legitimate national aspirations 
of both Jews and Arabs cari be reconciled, with- 
out either side fearing the aspdancy of the 
other. In our view, this cannot be done under 
any form of constitution in which mere numeri- 
cal majority is decisive-” 1 should like to em- 
phasize that they say that the answer cannot 
be found under any form of constitution in 
which a mere numerical majority is decisive 
“since it is precisely the struggle for a numeri- 
cal majority which bedevils Arab-Jewish rela- 
tions. TO ensure genuine self-government for 
both the Arab and the Jewish communities, this 
struggle”- that is, for majority-“must be made 
purposeless by the constitution itself.” 

Palestine is a land sui generis, and no one 
cari have in Palestine everything that he wants. 
In a11 of the history of Palestine, no one bas 
had everything that he wants. Palestine is not 
just a Jewish land; it is not just an Arab land. 
Among other things, Palestine is a Holy Land 
of three great monotheistic religions. The Arabs 
have great natural rights in Palestine. They 
have been here for centuries. The graves of their 
fathers are here. There are remains of Arab 
culture at every turn. The Mosque of Aksa is 
the third holy Mosque in Islam. The Mosque 
of Omar is one of the great architectural monu- 
ments in the world of Islam. The Arabs have 
tilled the soi1 throughout a11 these centuries; 
they bave, as we say, great natural rights in 
Palestine. 

The Anglo-American Committee did not, un- 
happily, propose the outlines of such a consti- 
tution, We regard this as the main weakness 
of their Report, with a11 of the recommenda- 
tions of which we are in fulï accord. We are 
attempting to give the outlines of a constitution 
for Palestine in which the question of a mere 
numerical majority is not to be decisive. We 
propose that Palestine become ‘a bi-national 
country composed of two equal nationalities, 
the Jews and the Arabs, a country where each 
nationality is to have equal political powers, 
regardless of who is the majority or the minority. 
We cal1 this “Political Parity”. 

The Jewsj on the other hand, have great his- 
torical rights in Palestine. We have never for- 
gotten this country. “If 1 forget Thee, 0 Jeru- 
Salem, may my right hand wither.” That lias 
been upon the lips of our children from gen- 
eration to generation. The Book of Books was 
produced here in this city by our ancestors. From 
that time until the present day, there bave 
been hymns, prayers, voyages, great stirrings 
among the Jewish people, indicating that this 
Holy Land has been engraven in their hearts 
a11 these centuries. 

Moreover, since the return to Zion, during the 
past generation and more, the Jews bave, by 

Majority rule is, to be sure, the accepted work- 
ing rule in countries which,are uni-national as, 
for example, in the United States, but majority 
rule is not the universal working rule in multi- 
national countries such as Belgium, Canada, 
Czechoslovakia, Soviet Russia, Switzerland, Yugo- 
slavia, where the equality of basic national 
rights of the different nationalities making UP 
the state is protected against majority rule. It 
Will not do, thcrefore, to try to apply to a coun- 
try like Palestine the working rule of the ma- 
jority in some such way as is done in countries 
of the West. Ri-nationalism based on parity is 
a comparatively new way. IL gives full protec- 
tion to the various religions of the country, to 
the national languages, cultures, institutions, 
and yet, with ail of that, there is full allegiance 
to the political State. Switzerland proves this 
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possible. That, to be sure, is nOt so new, it is 
over one l~undred years old. In Switzerland, there 
are three or four basic nationalities. There is 
no concurrence of religion, language, nationality 
in the twenty-two cantons. Some of them are 
divided UP, Nevertheless, we find in Switzerland 
this great experiment that has been succeeding 
for more than one hundred years, of three dis 
tinct nationalities, each one guarding ‘their own 
culture jealously, and at the same time, proving 
faithful citizens of the political state. 

We contend that multi-nationalism is a high 
ideal. It is not just something that is made to 
order to caver a given situation. The old way 
of having a major people and a minor people 
in a state of various nationalities we regard as 
reactionary. It Will not do to have a dominant 
people and a dominated people. That leads to 
constant friction, breaks out in revolution, re- 
sults in war. Parity, we contend, is the one just 
relationship between the different nationalities 
of a multi-national State. 

It is not always easy to achieve a bi-national 
or multi-national state. In Palestine great con- 
cessions have to be made by ail concerned. What 
are the concessions that the Arabs would have 
to make? They would bave to yield their am- 
bition to set up in Palestine a uni-national in- 
dependent sovereign State. There are other Arab 
States which are uni-national, independent, sov- 
ereign. Yct in yielding that great ambition of 
theirs, which is only natural and to be under- 
stood, they would enjoy the maximum of na- 
tional freedom in a bi-national Palestine equally 
with their Jewish fellow-citizens. 

What are the concessions that the Jews would 
have to make? They would have to give up their 
dream of a uni-national independent sovereign 
Jcwish State. That is a great concession. This is 
the only country where such a thing is con- 
ceivable. Yet a bi-national Palestine based upon 
parity between the two nationalities would give 
the Jews what they have not in any other place. 
It would make them a constituent nation in 
this country. They would not be classified as 
a minority, because in the bi-national state, based 
upon parity, there is no such thing politically 
as majority and minority. 

We have seen how the minority guarantees of 
the Treaty of Versailles broke down at every 
point. 1Minorities cari be protected only through 
parity, and the Jewish case, the Jewish cause 
in Palestine, cari be protected here upon the 
basis of bi-nationalism with two equal nation- 
alities, so that they are in Palestine not a min- 
ority-to be sure, not a majority, and they, toO, 
cari have full national rights equally with their 
Arab fellow citizens. 

There is’ another concession that the Jews 

would have to make which is rather serious 
and which requires grave consideration. If tl-iere 
were a Jewish State, presumably that Jewish 
State would have its representation in the cnited 
Nations. This is a problem which requires very 
careful consideration. We are of the opiaion 
that the Jews should have representation in 
the United Nations; exactly in what form re- 

mains to be seen, although we have certain 
views as to how that might be achieved. 

Now what are the concessions that the Admin- 
istering Authority or the Mandatory, or who- 
ever it is that is here, would bave to make? 
This is a concession of very far-reaching im- 
portance, We say tbat Palestine is the IIoly 
Land of three great monotheistic religions. Are 
there any practical consequences to be drawn 
from this? Does that merely mean that there 
will be a few so-called sacred places which Will 
be held intact, to which access will be granted? 
That is not our conception of it. Our concep- 
tion of Palestine as the Holy Land covers the 
whole country. Our historical and religious as- 

sociations are with the whole of Palestine and 
not with a few isolated places. The practical 
consequence to be drawn from that thesis is 
that Palestine should be made neutral, that per- 
pctual neutrality should be accorded Palestine, 
Switzerland has neutrality. The Vatican has neu- 
trality. And what we mean by that is that 

Palestine should not be, should not becorne, a 
military base, or a naval base, or an air base 
for any of the Powers, whether that Power be 
the Mandatory or the Administering Authority 
or anyone else. 

We have tried to set out in the documents 
presented to you how self-government based on 
parity might be introduced and carried through 
in Palestine. We bave envisaged this in thrce 
stages: 

First, while the Mandate lasts, however long 
that may be, we ask for the immediate appoint- 
ment-now, today, tomorrow-of an equal num- 
ber of Jews and Arabs to the Executive Couru-31 
of the Government, to the Secretariat, as heads 
of non-controversial Central Government Dc- 
partments, as Presidents of Courts, as District 
Commissioners. There are no Jews or Arabs in 
suc11 positions in the Central Government. Therc 
is a considerable amount of local government, 
but Jews and Arabs have been excluded from 
a11 responsible posts in the Central Govern- 
ment, as 1 have tried to outline, The Anglo- 
American Committee stated that “British offi- 
cials hold a11 the important positions. Tlzey 
exercise as much authority as in a country 
where the inhabitants are in a primitive stage 
of civilization.” 

NOW I am not criticizing the British officiais. 
I regard them as good and able men. Therc 
are many hundreds of British officiais, aside 
from the police, in this tiny country. What we 
do contend is that there are Jews and Arabs- 
and many of them-who could ii11 these posi- 
tions with equal distinction, and we sec no 
reason in the world why in these posts of great 
authority in the Central Government there 
should be no Jews and no Arabs. We ask that 
that be done now, at once. 

Secondly, we faveur-we have favoured, it is 
not only just before you that we bave favoured 
-the transfer of Palestine for an agreed transi- 
tional period to the Trusteeship system of the 
United Nations. When and if that stage is 
reached we think that the first thing tllat ougbt 
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to be done is the appointment of a Commission 
on Constitution which should be composed, 
among others, of an equal number of Jews and 
of Arabs. It Will not be easy to work out a draft 
of a constitution for a bi-national Palestine based 
on parity. It may take a long time. It Will re- 
quire a great deal of expert help, particularly 
from such countries as are successfully multi- 
national today. It may be that there Will be 
more than one report presented to the Consti- 
tuent Assembly which we envisage. But it is 
necessary that this basic work be done under 
the auspices of the Trusteeship Council of the 
United Nations. If, at the Constituent Assembly 
which is to be elected upon the basis of parity 
between the Jews and the Arabs, there be no 
agreement on this or that point, we propose 
that on these moot points the decision be left 
to the Trusteeship Council of the United Na- 
tions. 

Now we realize that one of the disadvantages 
of a bi-national system based upon parity is that 
there may be a deadlock, a stalemate, and that 
it may be hard to corne to a decision. We think 
that on social and economic questions, as the 
Royal Commission expressed it in its Report, 
some Jews and some Arabs would vote together. 
On national questions, however, it may be that 
the Jewish representation and the Arab repre- 
sentation would find no way of coming to a 
conclusion. We propose, in order to meet this, 
that a tribunal of arbitration should be in con- 
stant existence, appointed by the Trusteeship 
Council of the United Nations. Some of these 
provisions must be embodied in the organic 
law of the State. They would have to be re- 
moved from a11 ,danger of majorization, of be- 
ing subject to a majority. It has been asked, 
for esample, how could the bi-national state 
legislate on immigration. We propose that there 
be a standing Committee on Immigration on 
which should be represented the Jews, the Arabs 
and the United Nations. 1 shall deal with im- 
migration lacer on, but the decisive voice would 
be that of the United Nations, We do not be- 
lieve, in gencral, that it is possible, within the 
near future, for Palestine to be without some 
third party-the United Nations. It may be that 
in the course of Palesti.ne’s development that 
may be achieved. There certainly is required, I 
do not say a long period, but a considerable 
period of transition under the auspices of the 
trusteeship system of the United Nations. 

Why should that be SO hard to accept? A bi- 
national Palestine would be a union, a federa- 
tion of two peoples. Every union, every federa- 
tion, lays certain limitations upon its consti- 
tuent members. Even great powers turn to the 
United Nations or wish to turn to the Interna- 
tional Court of Justice in order that some of 
these very difficult basic problems may be con- 
sidered and may be decided by someone other 
than themselves. Why should a tiny country 
like Palestine, a Holy Land of three religions, 
regard it as a disgrace to have to turn to the 
Trusteeship Council of the United Nations for 
help to bring them over these difficulties which 

history-a long and chequered history-has cre- 
ated? 

We then envisage the third stage. After this 
transitional period of trusteeship, the bi-national 
Palestine of two equal nationalities is to become 
an independent State. It is to have the power 
of deciding whether and upon what terms it is 
to join a wider federation of neighbouring COU~- 
tries within the framework of the United Na- 
tions. We are a11 for chat, we have been for 
that these many years. We think that a bi-na- 
tional Palestine based on parity has a great mis- 
sion to help revive this Semitic world materially 
and spiritually. The Jews and the Arabs are 
the only two peoples remaining from Semitic 
antiquity. We are related. We bave lived and 
worked together. We have fashioned cultural 
values together throughout our history. We re- 
gard it as the mission of the bi-national Pales- 
tine to bring about once again, within the 
Semitic world, this revival of the spirit which 
has characterized Semitic history from antiquity. 

1 have dealt thus far with the structure of 
the bi-national State based upon parity. If you 
have given attention to the documents which 
we bave submitted, you Will have seen that we 
have given in very great detail certain sugges- 
tions as to how this State should be consti- 
tuted, suggestions which might be turned over 
to that Committee on Constitution which I 
mentioned. We talk of the Head of the State. 
We .talk of the Federal Executive, the Federal 
Legislature. We talk of counties ‘or cantons,. 
however they may be called. We talk of the 
Executive and of the Advisory Council. We talk 
also of a consultative body to be constituted 
even. during the time of the Mandate, or the 
Trusteeship. If you wish If you wish to go into 
some of these details in your questions, we 
shall try to do our best to answer. We do not 
pretend that the scheme we have drawn up can- 
not be improved. We do say that we have 
given it considerable thought. 

Now, just as the structure of the state is one 
side of the problem, SO is immigration another 
side. Indeed, the question of Jewish immigra- 
tion is in many ways the crux of the whole situa- 
tion. We propose three principles upon which 
Jewish immigration is to be encouraged. You 
will note that 1 say “encouraged”. 

First, that Jewish immigration be permitted 
up to parity with the Arabs. We cal1 this numeri- 
cal parity. What 1 have been describing before 
is, 1 said, what we cal1 politica1 parity. _ This 
would enable the Jews to bring in another 
500,000 to GOO,OOO immigrants. 

The second principle would be that Jewish 
immigration be reguIated in accordance with 
the economic absorptive capacity of the coun- 
try. 

Third, that this economic absorptive capacity 
of the country be enlarged through a DeveIop- 
ment Plan, which is to be of benefit to a11 the 
inhabitants oE the country. 

May 1 take up these three principles or stages 
one by one as briefly as 1 cari: Number one. 
Why should not the 100,000 Jewish displaced 
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persons be admitted into Palestine rapidly? PreSi- 
dent Truman began to speak of it, I think, al- 
most twO years ago. Admitting them into Pales- 
tine Would, of course, mean’ an enormous en- 
terprise. It will require great sums of money, 
great capacity for absorption, and great sacri- 
fice on the part of the Jews of Palestine and 
perhaps of the rest of the world. We wish to’ 
express to you our opinion that if it be de- 
cided to admit these 100,000 Jews into Pales- 
tine as rapidly as possible, you Will find that 
the Jews of a11 the world Will. put their shoulders 
to the wheel-that they Will find the manpower, 
the organizational ability, the moneY, together 
with the money which the United States and 
Great Britain have already said they were ready 
to put into this enterprise. It Will be a great 
challenge to the Jewish people. No one cari say 
to you at the present time that these 100,000 
cari be absorbed in Palestine in a year, as was 
thought. But the Jewish people should be chal- 
lenged with that. We have wanted these 100,000 
of our brothers and sisters SO intensely that it 
seems to us that it ought to be granted, if for 
no other reason than because the Jewish people 
have suffered this unspeakable tragedy. Forty 
per cent of the Jewish people have been anni- 
hilated. No other people has suffered anywhere 
near such losses. This challenge to the Jewish 
people, putting upon their backs this burden, 
this task, would in large measure calm them 
clown and keep them from thinking constantly 
of what has happened to father, mother, brother 
and sister in those gas chambers. The Jewish 
people need to be saddled with this enterprise. 
One should not be particular and say that 1,500 
or 4,009 or 5,000 a month, or however many a 
,month, should be admitted. Give these certi. 
ficates, 100,000 certificates, and tel1 the Jewish 
people that they are primarily responsible for 
the use of them. Those who have rooms to 
spare in our spacious homes Will yield some of 
them. Those of us who have clothes to spare 
Will turn some of them over. Those of US who 
bave a little extra money, or no extra money, 
Will turn the money over or go into debt. It 
is a matter of ,historic mercy. It is a psychological 
problem, and no SO much a political or an 
economic problem. The Jewish people must be 
given something-not as’ a gift-not as charity- 
but g!ven a ta& a burden, an enterprise. One 
hund:ed thousand SOU~S~ What greater funEtion 
cari a11 of us see before ourselves than t. do 
what we cari to bring these brands from the 
burning into this new National Home, 

populatioll in relation tu the Arab would be 
only about 30,000, taking into account the iack 
of immigration during the war and the greater 
Arab natural increase. These 30,000 would net 
bring the Jewish State of which the &abS are 
so afraid. We are convinced that if these, 100,000 
had been admitted, without a11 of this discus- 
sion going on for almost two Years, the Arabs 
would have acquiesced. They would bave pro. 
tested, but we know that they are at lleart our 
brothers, and that it would not have been on 
account of these 100,000 that any revolt would 
have taken place. We feel the same thing now 
despite the fact that the situation has been 
aggravated by these two years of bitter and acri- 
monious discussion. 

The next stage that we envisage is, as 1 have 
said, up to parity with the Arabs. From where 
would these additional immigrants corne? There 
are, in accordance with figures that 1 have seen 
lately, about 200,000 displaced Jews in the camps 
of Europe. That would not make up the 500,000 
to 600,000 to bring the Jewish numbers up to 
parity with the Arabs. These immigrants would 
probably corne, in the first place, from North 
Africa. There are 300,000 to 400,000 Jews in 
North Africa, who are very unhappy. Then there 
are hundreds of thousands of Jews in Hungary 
and Rumania. And in Jewish history, one cari 
never tell, unfortunately, where the shoe Will 
begin to pinch next. Moreover, there are many 
Jewish Young men and women who want to give 
their strength to the upbuilding of the National 
Home, although they are not in need of migrat- 
ing at ail. Al1 of these would make up, SO we 
think, the additional numbers. 

lG8 

Then the third stage is if parity were ever 
reached with the Arabs, what then? 1 mentioned 
to you, in the first place, the greater Arab 
natural increase. There would always be that 
much to catch up with. But the chief answer 
that we give is that if in the course of those 
years Jews and Arabs find the way of peace and 
understanding together, they would corne to 
some agreed conclusion as to how much addi- 
tional Jewish immigration the Jews might be 
able to have. 

The Arabs need not be afraid of these 100,000. 
In one of our documents you Will find that we 
bave made a computation based upon authentic 
figures which Will show that during the war 
there was very little Jewish immigration. The 
Arab natural increase is much greater than that 
of the Jews-almost twice as much. During the 
war, a11 these years, the Arab natural increase 
bas brought the Arab population up to figures 
out of a11 proportion to what they were before. 
Last Year when we prepared these figures we 
found that if ‘100,000 Jews were brought into 
the country at once the increase in the Je\++& 

As 1 have said to you, my friend, Mr. Smilan- 
sky, had expected to say something to you about 
legislation for land reforrn. His point is that a11 
discriminatory restrictions should be removed 
and that adequate protection for small owners 
and tenant cultivators, particularly among the 
Arabs, should be provided for. 1 mentioned, in 
passing, the Development Plan. It has been said 
that the United States Government and the Brit- 
ish Government are ready to invest large sums 
in the economic development of Palestine and 
the Middle East. We propose that on the De- 
velopment Board, that Board which is to work 
out these plans, the Jews and Arabs be equally 
represented, among others, just as we proposed 
the same thing for this Immigration Board, which 
I touched upon in passing. 

We hive no belief in Partition for many rea- 
sons-religious, historical, political, economic. In- 
deed we regard Partition as not only ilnpracti. 



table. but. should it be carried through. as a 
great- misfortune for both Jews and A&bs. We 
have not wanted to encumber our documents 
to you by engaging in polemics with the advo- 
cates of Partition, whom we greatly respect. We 
have wanted to present a positive case for a 
united bi-national Palestine on its own merits. 
Should it, however, be desired, we are ready to 

- formulate our arguments against Partition as 
well. 

We are greatly encouraged by the advocacy 
of the idea of a bi-national Palestine by some 
of the delegates at the Special Session on Pales- 
tine of the United Nations General Assembly. 
It had been said by the Chief Delegate of the 
U.S.S.R. that Partition is only to be considered 
if a loi-national solution should prove to be 
impossible. 

We think it is the task of statesmanship to. 
make this possible. In any event we think con- 
sideration of Partition entirely premature until 
the bi-national Palestine ben givon a full and 
fair chance to prove its worth over a number 
of years, 

We regret to say that it has never been given 
this chance. Neither the British Government 
nor the Jewish and Arab leaders have ever made 
any determined and systematic attempt to make 
Jewish-Arab co-operation a chief objective of 
their major policy. The Anglo-American Com- 
mi ttee of Inquiry made very important recom- 
mendations in this direction, but the leaders a11 
around failed to accept them or to implement 
them. 

Many Jews as well as many Arabs of a11 classes 
and sections-some openly and many more pri- 
vately-anxiously look for a courageous lead 
from you which Will deliver this unhappy coun- 
try from the evils of political tension and na- 
tionalist passion, of mental and physical terror. 
We cal1 upon you to take up this noble attempt, 
and not to accept counsels of despair, but to 
give a fair chance to constructive proposals which 
in the long run bear hope for real freedom, 
prosperity and peace for the two ,peoples of 
this land. 

CHAIRMAN: 1 thank you, Dr. Magnes. 1 under- 
stand that Dr. Rainer is not going to give an 
address. 1s that right? 

Mr. MAGNES: No, Dr. Rainer is prepared par- 
ticularly to give you details in relation to Parti- 
tion should you SO require them, more specially 
in relation to the analyses of the Woodhead 
Commission which rejected, in its time, the pro- 
posa1 of the Peel Commission. Dr. Rainer cari 
tel1 you a great deal about the water resources 
of the country, erosion, and other things. And 
should you SO desire, lie Will answer your ques- 
tions, if they corne. 

CHAIRMAN: New we cari begin our questions. 
Mr. MAGNES: You cari begin your questions 

with me, if you please. 
CHAIRMAN: Before 1 do that, 1 Will ask you 

if you want a recess before we begin? 

Mr. MAGNE~: No, 1 am ready for a long ses- 
sion with you. 

CHAIRMAN: Then we Will begin at once. I 
should first want to ascertain whether your sug- 
gestions now are the same as those you made 
before the Anglo-American Committee? 

Mr. MAGNES: Substantially the same. 
CHAIRMAN: 1 understand there are very small 

modifications? 
Mr. MAGNES: Yes, we have taken into account ’ 

some of the documents that bave appeared dur- 
ing the past year, particularly the Morrison- 
Grady Report, and the Bevin proposals of Feb- 
ruary 7, 1947, which are the latest of the British 
proposals, and we have addressed ourselves in 
some detail to those. But, esstintially what we 
propose to you is what we proposed to the Anglo- 
American Committee, and for that reason our 
document to you is really rather thin. We 
thought that you would be called upon to read 
several thousand pages and if you found a thin 
document you might be tempted to read it. 

5 
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CHAIRMAN: We appreciate that. Then 1 should 
want to ask some questions regarding the way 
in which your scheme for a bi-national State 
would operate. 1 want to know if 1 am right 
when 1 think that it would be partly through 
regional provinces, territorial provinces, and 
partly through communities without any terri- 
torial basis? 

Mr. MAGNES: Yes, we provide for the division 
of Palestine into counties, to use the English 
term, or cantons, to use the Swiss term. Some 
of these counties need not be territorially con- 
tiguous. Some of them would be mostly Arab 
or purely Arab. Some of them might be purely 
Jewish, Some of them would be mixed. They 
would be scattered throughout the country. That 
would be on the one hand. On the other hand, 
in our plan we provide for two National Coun- 
cils, the Jewish National Council and the Arab 
National Council, which would have cultural 
functions, primarily. Then we provide also for 
the religious courts, both Jewish and Moslem, in- 
asmuch as those are institutions that are rooted 
in the very ancient tradition of this country. 

CHAIRMAN: I suppose that you mean the de- 
tails of the constitution would be worked out 
by this Committee which would be set up for 
working out the constitution. But 1 should like 
to have your suggestion as to how the elections 
for the legislature would take place. 

Mr. MAGNES: We do not favour what is called 
“communal lists”. By communal lists one means 
that a11 the Jews of the country would vote on 
one list of electors and a11 the Arabs of the 
country on another list. We favour the terri, 
torial method. We favour election, as 1 have 
said, by counties. In the purely Arab counties 
we presume that there might be two or three, 
or however many Arab tickets, to be voted for 
by the elector. The same in the purely Jewish, 
counties. In the mixed counties we even go SO 
far as to think that in some places the Arabs 
might even favour a Jewish candidate, and the 
Jews might even favour an Arab candidate. I 
do net want to become too personal, but 1 think 
I could mention a couple o’f mixed districts 
where that might very well take place. The 
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voting would be by counties and be regulated 
in such a way as in the final analj’sis to Pro- 
duce in the Constituent Assembly in the first 
pIa,--- an equal number of Jews and of Arabs 
and in the Legislative Assembly, which we hope 
might result from the Constituent AssembIy, an 
equal number of Jews and Arabs. 

CHAIRMAN: Yes, there Will be a provision in 
the constitution which would bave the effect 
that an equal number would be elected? 

Mr. MAGNES: Yes. 
CHAIRMAN: 1 corne now to the big dividing 

question-the question of immigration. 1 suppose 
the question of the 100,000 Jews who would be 
alIowed to immigrate immediately wouId be a 
problem which would have to be provided for 
in the decision of the United Nations. When 
~OU came to your further immigration poky 
you mentioned the principle that the Jews would 
be allowed to immigrate up to a number which 
would equalize both groups, and you mentioned 
also that the principle would be the economic 
absorptive capacity. Do you mean that these 
principles could be inscribed in the original de- 
cision of the United Nations, or in the consti- 
tution? Or how have you envisaged that? 

Mr. MAGNES: Yes, 1 think it is absolutely re- 
quired that those principles be enunciated rom 
the beginning. Those would be principles that 
ought to be very clearly laid down because 
in that way you would be providing for two 
equal nationalities. That is the basis of our 
whole conception. 

CHAIRMAN: I think your scheme is impired 
by a great ideal. If one has hesitation it is, as 
you yourself pointed out, on the ground of the 
practical workability of the scheme, and the test 
for the workability of the scheme, 1 think you 
said yourself, would be co-operation. If you can- 
net bring about the necessary co-operation I 
think the scheme wiI1 fail. Do you agree with 
me on the importance of co-operation in the 
working of your scheme? 

Mr. MAGNES: Your question’ is how to bring 
that co-operation about. There are some who 
say that the Jews and the Arabs Will have to 
agree in advance to certain abstract principles 
providing for co-operation between them. We 
say that co-operation is not produced in that 
way. We say that discussion, while veuy essen- 
tial, cari run out into the years and produce 
nothing practical. That has been the case rigbt 
along in this country. There have been certain 
agreements, certain teXts of agreements drawn 
up, certain discussions between Jews and Arabs. 
Our co~tent.ion is that co-operation is brought 
about net through discussion, but through life 
itself. BY Iife we mean, among other things, 
government. 

Why do we propose that there should be Jews 
and Arabs in the Executive CounciI? Why do 
we propose a11 of these things that 1 have gone 
OVd Because that is life. That is something 
that affects intimately the individual and the 
Communal Iife of every person and of every 
community. Immigration affects it. Development 
affects it. Sitting in the Executive Council of 

Government agects it; being members of the Sec- 
retariat, being Presidents of Courts, beinç Dis- 
trict Commissioners-a most important position, 
coming into contact with the PeopIe of the 
country. That is the way co-operation is bronght 
about. CO-operation cannot be brought about, 
$0 we have learned, through agreement in ad- 
vance. Had that been possible, that agreement 
would bave been macle long since because, what- 
ever be the views of this one or that, there is 
hardly anyone who would deny that co-opera- 
tion is much to be preferred to strife and 
animosity. 

Why bas co-operation not taken place up to 
this time? It is because the J~WS and the Arabs 
have not been given the opportunity of creating 
together, One of the ways of creating together 
is through government. That is perhaps the 
chief way of creating together. And it is for that 
reason we Iay such great stress upon declaring in 
advance more or less what the form of govern- 
ment is to be. 

A man in a municipality-a Jew or an Arab 
-knows that the paving of a street in front of 
his house, or the laying of a sewer is an im- 
portant thing. But we find that there bave not 
been the opportunities for Jew and Arab to sit 
down together over these matters. There have 
been opportunities-1 should like to correct my 
self-in relation to the municipality, but 1 am 
talking primarily now of central government, 
That is the way, SO we contend, co-operation 
cari be brought about. By creating the conditions 
in Iife, people must come together and work 
together for their common good. 

CHAIRMAN: 1 quite appreciate what you said. 
When you are striving for an ideal you are per- 
haps not engrossed in the difficulties, but on the 
other hand, you have to bave the difficulties 
cleared before your eyes, and I suppose that 
you are quite aware that the difficulties in the 
way of co-operation in this case may be greater 
than in the case of bi-national or federal States, 
which you have quoted. We bave, for instance, 
this difference of mentality between the two 
communities, the difference of general outlook 
on life, the difference in ways of living, the 
difference of standards of life. 1 suppose those 
are difIicuIties which have not existed to the 
same degree in thc other multi-national or bi- 
national States of which you bave spoken? 

Mr. MAGNES: 1 do not want to go into a de- 
scription of the other multi-national States, a.& 
though 1 think 1 could show that there are 
these differences in standards in some of them. 
But those are facts which you have mentioned. 
There are these differences in the standard of 
lile between the Jews and Arabs. Those are 
the facts which we havc to face together, the 
facts that we have to try to overcome together. 
It Will not do, SO it seems to us, to try to seg 
regate the Jews from the Arabs, or the Arabs 
from the Jews, because there happen to be 
diflerences in standards. One sees for example, 
in the United States of ‘America how in one 
generation-and it takes no longer than that, 
and sometimes half a generation-these differ- 
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ences of education and of tradition are com- 
pletely wiped out, and the ignorant become 
the learned on an equal level with those who 
have the tradition of learning for a long time 
back. 

Those are not insuperable problems. lt re. 
quires merely the Will to face them together. 
They cannot be faced by trying to put the 
Arabs into one compartment of an insane house, 
and the Jews into another compartment of an 
insane houçe. 

In the Government memorandum 1 was struck 
by one phrase which, 1 must say, seemed to me 
to be very frank because it was in accord with 
what 1 had been observing for the past twenty- 
five years of my residence here. They said there 
-1 do not think 1 cari quote the exact words- 
rhat the Mandate did not apply itself to bridge- 
building. Weil, it was always our conception 
that the Mandate was just for that purpose- 
to build the bridge between the two peoples. 
It would appear from this document-and that 
is net true, for example, of the administration 
of a High Commissioner like General Sir Arthur 
Wauchope who was greatly interested in bridge- 
building and did a great deal of bridge-building 
between Arabs and Jews-that the Mandate was 
a sort of referee in a prize-ring where two com- 
batants were fighting one another. These com- 
batants were doing a11 the work and’ the um- 
pire was judging them. We do not regard the 
thing from that point of view at ah. We 
think chat the conception of bridge-building is 
a much higher conception. You build a bridge 
this way-from both ends-bringing peoples to- 
gether. Or we have thought of it from the point 
of view of the teacher: The Mandatory as a 
teacher trying to teach two peoples not always 
equal in their standard of education, not al- 
ways equal in many other respects, but teach- 
ing them, leading them. It says there, however, 
the Mandate does not apply itself to bridge- 
building. 

What we propose is this bridge-building. It 
cari be done. It Will take a long Lime. We do 
not try to deceive ourselves, and we certainly 
are not trying to deceive anyone else. It wiII 
not be done overnight. It cannot be done from 
today to tomorrow. For that reason we do not 
think there cari be any sort of finality about 
any answer that is given to this problem at the 
present time. This is a situation that has to be 
permitted to develop and to grow under happy 
auspices, under the direction of men of good- 
Will, teachers who understand what it is to 
bave two pupils in one class, one backward 
and one more forward-looking. That is our 
whole contention. That is one of the reasons 
1 have been talking about, one of the reasons 
we oppose partition. It is along those Iines we 
think. 

C~L~IRMAN: One could certainly develop a 
good deal on the difficulties, and one of the 
dificulties is, of course, what you have pointed 
out, the separateness of the communities and 
the tendency of the Mandatory rule to widen 
the rift instead of bridging it. But 1 shah not 

go into that question. 1 shah only mention one 
difficulty, which I think might be the greatest 
and that it is. When you state that the Arab 
standpoint, the Arab ambition, as you put it, 
is self-government, that is truc; but I wonder 
whether the Arabs, in self-government, do not 
dso put in a notion of proprietorship to the 
country and that they feel the Jewish immi- 
gration here is an invasion, a penetration, and 
that they resent this immigration. My question 
is whether the Arabs, in the scheme you pro- 
pose, resent the insertion of this immigration 
as a condition of the co-operation. It is just 
the opposite of their aim, 1 think. 

Mr. MAGNES: You are right in saying that 
that is the chief objection the Arabs have to 
the Jews-that the Jews are coming here in 
too large numbers. And from a certain point 
of view, when they use the term “invasion” it 
may be right. People are coming from the 
outside who were not born here, and that might 
perhaps conceivably be called an invasion, We 
have great sympathy with the Arab fear of 
Jewish domination. That is what it arrives at. 
We do not believe that the Arabs ought to 
be dominated by the Jews. We do not think 
Palestine is a place for that. But we do not 
think that the Jews ought to be dominated by 
the Arabs, If we corne here as invaders-to use 
that very harsh term-it is not because we have 
found a new continent, as the early American 
settlers who found great riches before them and 
who, wiped out the Indians in order to make a 
place for themselves in those vast spaces. We 
bave not corne into this country for wealth, 
because it cari hardly be called a wealthy coun- 
try from the material point of view. The wealth 
that is here we have more or less created by 
taking advantage of some of the natural re- 
sources which heretofore had been supposed not 
to exist as, for example, water. We have not 
corne here because we happened to’ find on the 
map a country in 1917 where there were 800,000 
inhabitants and which perhaps might hold 
4,000,000; where the inhabitants are weak and 
we are going to overcome and dispossess them. 

Why is it that we do it? Why is it that 
there are some of these younger men and women 
among the Jews who have no need whatsoever, 
materially or even spiritually, of migrating from 
their homes? It is because this is Palestine. IL is 
because this is Eretz Israel. It is because we 
have these links with this country. If the Arabs 
want to deny the substantiality of these spiritual 
links, that is of course their affair, but we think 
that these spiritual Iinks are just as substantial 
as the Kushan wbich my former landlord had, 
in the house where 1 lived, throughout his fam- 
ily for almost six hundred years. Before Colum- 
bus went to America his family had that title 
deed to that land. That is a mighty strong claim 
that he bas. We contend that our claim is at 
Ieast as strong-to be sure, not SO material. This 
happens to be an instance where the Jewish 
people, which is accused of being a materiahst 
peopIe, is trying to emphasize spiritual bonds 
and trying to make.these spiritual, historic bonds 
of equal validity at least with these material 
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You have put the problem from the Arab 
point of view, and you must consider it from 
that point of view. 1 have tried to give you 
an answer from our point of view. There are 
some who criticize us and say that the Arab 
natural rights, as we have called them, are not 
tO be considered as of equal validity with Jew- 
ish historical rights. Our whole conception is 
to try to make this something that is equal- 
eq”ality. There may be a certain amount of 
artificiality in that. If YOU weigh the thing, if it 
were capable of being weighed-these natural 
rights and these historical rights-heaven knows 
to which side the scale would tip. But this is 
a human situation and we think that situa- 
tion cari be met more or less successfully if we 
say to both of these peoples, bath of whom 
bave very good claims to this country: your 
claims are just; your claims have equal validity; 
now let us try to see if we cannot build up a 
common life together from that common back- 
ground. 

in-. It is history that has created fhat. It is 
llistoq that bas created this congenes of na- 
tionalities in the Balkans, for example, and in 
this country and in other countries. NO one of 
us bas created that. The question is, how are 
we going to try to meet that historical situa- 
tion? 

We contend that you have to ha% a prinCiple. 
That principle is the principle Of bi-nationalism, 
Within that principle YOU Will have to find 
very many ingenious rnethods of meeting certain 
pract&al, day-to-day dificulties. We have tried 
to outline some of those-by no means a11 of 
them-and it is for that reason that we suggest 
that there be a Commission on constitution, 
which is to work through and take its time 
in working through the details of this bi-na- 
tional or multi-national State. 

CHA~MAN: You spoke of the somewhat arti- 
ficial character of this principle of equality. 
That makes me ask another question. Would 
not the Arabs resent this artificial character 
of some of the most important principles of 
the constitution? Would they not say that they 
had been conceived with the aim of keeping 
them down? 1 mean, 1 suppose they have the 
majority now in the country, and they could 
say thac these principles aim at depriving them 
of this majority situation. 

CHAIRMAN: 1 look at the question the whole 
time from the point of view of the practical 
workability, and from that point of view 1 ak 
this question also. Would not this artificial char- 
acter of the principle’ of equality of which we 
have spoken give from the outset an invidious 
character to the constitution on the Arab side? 

Mr. MAGNES: These principles do deprive the 
Arabs of what a majority has in uni-national 
States. If Palestine were an Arab State and the 
Arabs were in the majority, they would be the 
rulers of the State; they would be the dominant 
people, the Jews the dominated people. If this 
were a Jewish State and the tables were re- 
versed, the Jews would be the dominant people 
and the Arabs the dominated people. We have 
tried to avoid that. We have tried ta set up 
the principle of multi-nationalism. It is not a 
principle which we ourselves have invented. 
There is a great literature to, be studied on 
that principle. We quoted at least three books 
in some of our documents, a11 of them pub. 
lished in 1945: one on Nationalism and Na- 
rionalities, by Professor Janovsky. of New York; 
another Enstern Europe between the Wars, 1918- 
1941 by Professor H. Seton-Watson; and another 
by Mr. A. Cobban on National Self-Determina. 
fion. It is not as though the ‘situation in Yugo. 
slavia, for example, which is the newest of the 
multi-national countries, were the same as in 
Switzerland, or that the situation in the Soviet 
Union Were the same as in Belgium. The situa. 
tien in Palestine is different from what it is in 
any of these, but there is this basic guiding 
Princip]e of which we are advocates. We con- 
tend that this principle is a lofty principle. It 
is lofty because it tries to do away with domina- 
tion by a majority over a minority. And it is 
lofty because it tries to find a practical way of 
bringing together different types of human be- 

Mr. MAGNES: It might well be. There are 
Arabs who say that. On the other hand, there 
are Arabs-and 1 cari testify to this from my 
persona1 experience-who are altogether in fa- 
vour of this bi-national idea of two equal peo- 
ples in Palestine. If there is another answer 
that is better than this, then that other answer 
ought to be applied. We think there is no better 
answer and we think therefore that the best 
must be made of this principle of bi-nationalism 
or of multi-nationalism. 

CHAIRMAN: Would it not have been a good 
thing for the success of your idea-of your scheme 
-if it had been put to tria1 at an earlier stage 
-1et us say ten years ago? 
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Mr. MAGNES: You would not think that 1 was 
trying to be amusing if 1 said it would have 
been better if it had been tried twenty-five 
years ago. 

CHAIRMAN: What 1 am aiming at is whether 
the situation has not deteriorated. 

Mr. MAGNES: It has deteriorated almost from 
year to year. 

CHAIRMAN: And also, we may say, from the 
time when the Anglo-American Committee made 
its inquiry. 

Mr. MAGNES: It has deteriorated in certain 
respects since then, 1 think, primarily because 
of the failure to grant the 100,000 immigration 
certificates. On the other hand, since the Anglo- 
American Commitee has been here there have 
been discussions of the problem on the Arab 
side, net altogether in the spirit of the present 
Arab Higher Committee. 1 think you Will find 
from some of the discussions of the Arab 
League, or from some of the members of the 
Arab League, a much more moderate attitude 
towards these prohosals of ours than the present 
intransigeant position of the Arab Higher Com- 
mittee. But you are right; the situation has de- 
teriorated. The situation bas deteriorated te&- 
nically in my view since the Jewish Agency 

&‘ushans, or deeds, which certain landlords have 
over the soil. 



adopted as its officia1 programme the JerArish 
State for Palestine. 

Mr. GRANADOS (GuatemaIa): 1 should’ like to 
ask a question in this connexion. 

CHAIRMAN: 1 should Iike to put my question 
first. Then 1 shall give the right to other Mem- 
bers to put their questions. 

Mr. GRANADOS (Guatemala): But it is related 
to this. 

CHAIRMAN: Yes, but if it is related, you cari 
also put the question afterwards. 

1s it not right to say that the anxiety of the 
Arabs bas been aroused by this claim for a 
Jewish State? 

Mr. MAGNES: There is no question of it. 
CHAIRMAN: That the exasperation on both 

sides has incrcased? 
Mr. MAGNES: Yes. 

CHAIRMAN: That there is a rather nervous 
state of affairs here? 

Mr. MAG~ES: Yes. 

CHAIRMAN: But you do not think it is too 
late to put your idea to a test? 

Mr. MAGNES: It is never too late to do a 
good thing. 

CHAIRMAN: You envisage the continuation of 
the Mandate for a transitional period and then 
a trusteeship. Would that not, to a certain 
degree, continue the present: situation, with irne 
portant modifications? 1 quite see the impor- 
tance of, for instance, the elements of the popu- 
lation taking more part in the Govermnent and 
of these attempts to bring about co-operation, 
But would it not be, in the main, about the 
same situation for the trustee as it is for the 
Mandatory? 

Mr. MAGNES: If 1 understand the question, 
it means this: that whatever situation there is 
anywhere, a certain continuity is required, ex- 
cept if there be a revolution. If you have a 
revolution, then the existing situation cari be 
overturned and continuity is destroyed. 1 do 
not know that anybody at the present time is 
planning chat, SO that it would necessarily fol- 
low that the Mandate would continue for a 
given period until the trusteeship system made 
the mandated territory a trust territory. In order 
to do that, the Charter provides that a trustee- 
ship agreement has to be drawn up with the 
Mandatory itself. That would take a consider- 
able period, 1 should say. Whatever be the an- 
swer, the country cannot just be left to itself, 
a11 of a sudden, overnight. 

CHAIRMAN: 1 am thinking more of the trustee- 
ship which would follow and tihich, in your 
opinion, would take quite a considerable time. 

Mr. MAGNES: Yes, 1 tldnk that the trustee- 
ship system would take a number of years. 

CHAIRMAN: I mean that during that perjod 
the same difficulties would be’ encountered. 

Mr. MAGNES: No. You know the trusteeship 
terms better than 1 do, but if 1 have read these 
terms aright, it would seem to me to be a differ- 
ent situation. For 
Nations Mandates 

example, the old League oE 
Commission was not permit- 

ted to visit Palestine. Well, under the trustee- 
ship agreement, the administering authority 
would have no right to, abject to your Com- 
mittee or some other Committee of the United 
Nations visiting Palestine. There are ever so 
many differences, it seems to me, between the 
Mandatory and the trustee. 

CXIAIRIV~AN: Then 1 shall only ask you one 
more question, and that is with regard to the 
section of the population which is in favour 
of your solution. 1 know that you do net rep- 
resent a large organizatioii, that it is a com- 
paratively small organization, but 1 think it has 
been pointed out already to the Angle-American 
Committee of Inquiry that there is quite a large 
portion of the population which, in the main, 
adheres to your ideas. 

Mr. MAGNES: Thcre is a very large propor. 
tien of the population advocating a bi-national 
State, and even a much Earger proportion of the 
population that WOUICI accept a bi-national State 
no matter what their present views were. Tllere 
is a very large proportion of the population 
definitely committed to the bi-national State, 
and there is an even larger proportion of the 
population who would accept the bi-national 
State once the bi-national State were proposed. 

CHAIRMAN: 1 suppose it is difficult to express 
in figures the section of the population which 
would be in favour of such a solution. 

Mr. MAGNES: Weil, it is difficult, but 1 think it 
cari be approximated. As you pointed out, our 
organization is not a political party. It is a small 
political group, a club-you might cal1 it that- 
which publishes a monthly, in Hebrew, 1,300 
copies a month. We know WC have thousands 
and thousands of readers. We are partners with 
the Hashomer Hatzair Labour Organization in 
what is called the League for Jewish-Arab Rap- 
prochement and Co-operation, which is going 
to appear before you, SO 1 gather. It is we 
and they who make up this League, and it is they 
who advocate a bi-national State. Their votes 
during the Iast election here for members of 
the Vaad Leumi, if 1 remember rightly, were 
over 25,000. Then, there are the Communists, 
who were here before you yesterday. They are 
for a bi-national State. 1 would like to say that 
there are differences, of course, between a11 of US 
as to this and that detail. There is, 1 would like 
to add further, a large section of the inarticulate 
population very much in favour of some such 
accommodation with the Arabs. There is large 
proportion of the Palestine Jewish population 
not concentrated in political parties. We get evi- 
dences of this constantly. I do, personally. 

We published a book in February, a copy of 
which we submitted to the Members of your 
Committee, called Towards Union in Palestine. 
WC published 2,500 copies of that book. The ’ 
copies were exhausted almost at oncé. 

I was in New York last summer, and there we 
published the testimony which our organization 
gave before the Angle-American Committee. We 
published 2,000 copies. Those 2,000 copies were 
taken up within a few days. We had to pub- 
lish another 2,000 copies, and they yere ex- 
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hausted presently. In other words, we do get 
indications a11 around that a large part of the 
inartictdate Jewish population would be happy, 
would rejoice, if some way of accommodation 
between the Jews and Arabs along these lines, 
more or less, could be found. Just how many 
and what the proportion is, 1 do not know. 
But 1 bave no donbt and 1 am ready to admit 
that the majority of the Jewish population is 
in favour of a Jewish State. 

CHAIRMAN: A uni-national Jewish State? 
Mr. MAGNES: In favour of a Jewish State of 

one sort or another. 1 think it is correct to say 
that. 

CHAIRMAN : 1 thank you, Dr. Magnes, for 
your answers to my questions. 

I give you the right, Mr. Granados; to put 
your questions. 

Mr. GRANADOS (Guatemala): 1 thank you very 
much for the great favour you are granting to 
me. It seems that nowadays dictatorship is a bit 
contagious. 

1 should like to put to Dr. Magnes some ques- 
tions relating to his plan, but not to the ultimate 
end of his plan. 1 should like to know just 
why this plan which, in a great part, was adopted 
by the Angle-American Committee, was not car- 
ried out. For instance, the Anglo-American Com- 
mittee asked for lOQ,OOO immigrants to corne in. 
The Anglo-American Committee accepted the 
idea oE a bi-national State. More than a year 
has passed, and nothing has been done. 1s there 
not something lacking at the base of the plan? 
What do you think, Dr. Magnes? 

Mr. MAGNES: 1 do not think that is the rea- 
son. 1 think there are other reasons, if I under- 
stand the situation. The Angle-American Com- 
mittee put forward this general idea: no Jewish 
State, no Arab State-and we ca11 that a bi-na- 
tional State. But they did not propose any con- 
stitution for that State. 

It has been said, therefore, that the British 
Government held up the issuing of the 100,000 
immigration certificates in order to try to bring 
together the two main aspects of the problem: 
immigration being one aspect and the form of 
the State-self-government-being the other. The 
Anglo-American Committee went into great de- 
tail concerning the one aspect, namely, immigra- 
tion. The British Government therefore, if 1 read 
the situation aright-and 1 have no information 
except that which one gets from the press- 
proposed to the American Government that two 
committees of experts-they were called dele- 
gations-were to meet in London in order to 
try and work out the second aspect of the 
problem, namely, the political. The result of 
those meetings was what is known as the Mor- 
rison-Grady Report. It is a great pity that the 
Morrison-Grady Report has not been published 
in Eull. I suppose you gentlemen bave seen it 
in full; 1 think others have also seen it in 
full. YOU find there a considerable discussion 
as to how this recommendation, recommenda- 
tion NO. 3 of the Angle-American Committee 
which 1 read to yon, could be implemented. The, 
purpose of the Morrison-Grady experts was to 

try to find a way of giving practical form to 
that. 

Weil, 1 think only a torso of the plan was 
produced by Mr. Morrison in the House of 
Commons at the time. It provided for two 
provinces, a Jewish province and an Arab prov- 
ince, as you know, with no participation of 
the Jews or the Arabs in central government 
whatsoever, and with many other drawbacks. 
At once, both sides-both the Jews and the 
Arabs-rejected the Morrison-Grady plan. The 
British Government therefore was not satisfied 
that the two aspects of the problem had been 
worked out together; the immigration aspect 
and the political, self-government aspect. 

What they did was to produce other plans. 
On 5 February 1947, they tried to ca11 a con- 
ference, and ail the rest of it. 1 need not go 
into those details. At any rate, 1 think there 
are two reasons why the bi-national plan was 
not advocated. The one that 1 have just given, 
that there was no political aspect to the immi- 
gration side of the problem; and the second, 
that there was a tremendous propaganda for par- 
tition, particularly in England, throughout the 
wholc of the past year. The Secretary of State 
for the Colonies was said to be in favour of 
partition. The London Times was in favour of 
partition. And a large number of other prom- 
inent individuals and publications were in fa- 
evour of partition. 1 think it was for those two 
reasons, because of the lack of a clear-tut poli- 
tical solution, and because of the propaganda 
for partition, that the bi-national plan was put 
into the background. 

Mr. GRANADOS (Guatemala): Do you think 
there is a real chance of your plan or any other 
plan being carried out under a mandatory, or 
do you think that it would have more chance 
under an independent State? 

Mr. MAGNES: 1 think that in order to get an 
independent State you have to have a transi- 
tional period. 

Mr. GRANADOS (Guatemala): For how long? 
Mr. MAGNES: It is difficult, 1 must confess, for 

me to say. In these British proposals of 5 Feb- 
ruary 1947, Mr. Bevin proposes five years. 1 
think that is too short a time. 1 think that is 
too short a time for two reasons. In the first 
place, you have to give the Jews a longer time 
within which to immigrate. In the second place, 
you have to give bot11 the Jews and the Arabs 
a somewhat longer time to settle down together, 
to work out this constitution that 1 speak of. 
1 would say that the interim period, the transi- 
tional period of trusteeship, should be measured 
by the time within which this constitution could 
be worked out. 

Mr. GRANADOS (Guatemala): When you speak 
of trusteeship, do you envisage any particuIar 
country as a trustee? 

Mr. MAGNES: Yes. 1 do not know just what 
the result is going to be, but 1 assume that 
Britain is going to continue as a trustee. And 
why? Because Britain, whatever is said, has in- 
terests in this part of the world. Your trustee- 
ship agreement Will have to be made with Great 
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Britain, if it is to be made at ah. And I should 
imagine that Great Britain would say: Well, we 
cari remain as trustee. Moreover, Britain has 
had this tremendous experience here of twenty- 
five years, which is not just to be put aside. 
There are some of us, if 1 may make a confes- 
sion to you, who bave great admiration for the 
liberalism of Great Britain, for the traditional 
liberalism of Great Britain; and particularly 
now, if I may speak for myself; for the way 
in which Great Britain is trying to change 
her Empire, change her Imperialism, which has 
brought a great deal of unhappiness, into a 
Commonwealth; the way she has tried to do it 
in India, the way she has tried to do it in 
Burma, the way she is trying to do it in Egypt, 
whether with complete success or not. That is 
one of the great political movements of his- 
tory. That is another reason-if you ask me 
the question-why 1 say Great Britain would 
probably be the trustee over this period. 

1 would like to add one more thing. We as- 
sume also that the Trusteeship Council is going 
to exercise control. We also assume that the Trus- 
teeship Council is in a position dilferent from 
that of the Couacil of the League of Nations 
in relation to that unhappy Mandates Commis- 
sion. Moreover, 1 hope that you have not over- 
looked what 1 said about neutrality in this 
country. 1 hope that some consideration may 
be given to that. 1 hope that Palestine or this 
part of the world might be very unattractive, 
and 1 hope it may be made very unattractive, 
to Great Britain or to any other power, if Pales- 
tine were to be forbidden as the base for armies, 
navies and air forces. Now 1 do not know if, 
in a neutralized Palestine, Great Britain would 
want to be the trustee and would insist on 
being the trustee when she makes the trustee- 
ship agreements with you or with the United 
Nations, But 1 have tried to give an answer to 
your question as fully as 1 could. 

Mr. GRANADOS (Guatemala): You have lived 
in the country for the last twenty-five years. 
You have seen thc results of the Mandate. Do 
you think that your people, the Jews, and your 
friends, the Arabs, would be happy under chat 
trusteeship? 

Mr. MAGNES: Whether they be happy or not, 
1 do not know. 1 think 1 cari say this for the 
Jews, if you will permit me to. I cannot speak 
for the Arabs. 1 think that if, once these prob- 
Iems cari be met in some such spirit of co-opera- 
tion as we have tried to indicate, the Jews would 
be happy to have Great Britain as the trustee 
during this interim period. You may think that 
is strange, but 1 think 1 know my own people 
somewhat, and 1 think you cari find expres- 
sions of that, even in the ,most extreme quar- 
ters. Moreover, who is to be here in place of 
Great Britain? If we knew that, we might per- 
haps be able to give you a better answer as to 
whether we would prefer that particular coun- 
try EO Great Britain. 

Nr. GRANADOS (Guatemala): Weil, that is ex- 
actly chat 1 meant when 1 said that on the basis 
of your reasoning there was something lacking. 
Thank you very much. 

Mr. SALAZAR (Peru): 1 wish to a& Dr. Magnes 
to exulain something. You have stated that in a 
bi-national State ~$11 political parity the nu- 
merica relation between Arabs and Jews would 
have no importance whatever. And yet, you pro- 
pose immigration until numerical parity is at- 
tained. 1 hnd an apparent contradiction between 
those two propositions. Will you make clear 
your proposal, please? 

Mr. MAGNES: Well, 1 admit to that contra- 
diction. If, on the one hand, one says that a 
bi-national State with two equal nationalities, 
no matter who is the majority or the minority, 
is to be established, and in the same breath, 
une says that the Jews are not to be enabled 
to go beyond parity, there is undoubtedly a 
contradiction there. 

The Hashomer Hatzair Party,. for example, 
who, with us, advocate a bi-national State, over- 
corne that contradiction in a way that we have 
not been able to. They say, inasmuch as ma- 
jority-minority is not to pIay a decisive role, 
let the Jews then become the majority, if they 
cari, if there be need for that in the exigencies 
of Jewish life. New, we have put this, you 
might say, political level on the increase of 
the Jewish population up to parity because of 
political considerations. 

1 have had che experience that in talking- 
with Arabs there was understanding of parity 
in population but no understanding whatsoever 
of the idea that inasmuch as majority-minority 
was not to play the decisive role, let the Jews 
become the majority. It is there for the sake 
of trying to work out some acceptable formula 
to bath sides. Your logical’ contradiction, never- 
theless, remains. 

Mr. BLOM. (Netherlands): I would like to ask 
Dr. Magnes this: Dr. Magnes visualizes a tran- 
sitional period. We do not know exactly-and 
he does not either-what the duration of this 
period will be. But Dr. Magnes gave the indi- 
cation that five years, in his opinion, is too 
short. 1 think that was the way he put it. What 
I would like to know is this: What Will be, 
during this transitional period in the Ihud’s 
proposals, the authority and the position of the 
Jewish Agency? On tlze one hand, it is pro- 
posed that Jews Will be appointed in central 
government jobs immediately, as well as Arabs. 
Now, what Will then be the relation of the 
Jewish Agency to rhe central government, to 
Jewry a11 over the world? Perhaps Dr. Magnes 
will explain wllat he has in mind in this respect. 

Mr. MAGNES: You Will pardon me if I cannot 
give a very brief answer to that question. We 
look upon the Jewish Agency as the represen- 
tative of a11 the Jews in the world in relation 
to Palestine. We tried, in our memorandum to 
the Anglo-American Committee of Inquiry, to 
equate the Arab League with the Jewish Agency 
and to make the Arab League the representative 
of a11 the Arabs and Moslems of the world in 
relation to Palestine. We then said that the 
Mandatory or the Administering Authority 
would probably be the representative of a11 the 
Christians of the world in relation to Palestine. 
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Palestine is not a country that has only local 
interests. As has been pointed out over and 
over again, as 1 tried to say this morning, this 
is a place that engages the affections and the 
interest of millions and millions of persons 
throughout the world, Jews, Arabs and CIlris- 
tians. We feel, therefore, that there should be 
in this *hole set-up what we termed more or 
less a regional trusteeship council. 1 have not 
emphasized that, because that may be going into 
too great detail, but that regional trusteesbip 
council would contain representatives in equal 
numbers of the Jews, of the Arabs and of the 
Administering Authority. For what purpose? For 
the purpose of working out this groblem of 
immigration, the numbers of immigrants, of 
working out the question of the economic ab- 
sorptive capacity, of working out the Develop- 
ment Scheme. Those are three basic ideas, plans, 
schemes which one assumes would have to be 
taken into account whatever was done. 

NOW who should be the representatives of 
the Jews, of the Arabs, of the Moslems and 
of the Christians on this regional trusteeship 
council? We think the Jewish Agency for the 
Jews; the Arab League for the Arabs; and the 
Administering Authority or the United Nations 
or some representative there for the rest of the 
world. The Jewish Agency, moreover, collects 
large sums of money from the Jews of the world. 
That cannot be done by government officiais, 
whether they be Jews or whpever they be. The 
Jewish Agency also carries on certain work of 
settlement, the work of the buying of land, of 
education, which the Government lias not done 
for the Jews. SO that we find that the Jewish 
Agency would for some time to corne have a 
great role to play as long as the situation here 
was fluid, until the Jews and the Arabs them- 
selves, in this independent E-national Palestine 
based on parity, proved that they could be the 
trustees, as we hope they might, for their breth- 
ren throughout the world. 

tomorrow, developing their spiritual values, their 
intellectual values for today and for tomorrow, 

We do not look upon Palestine as a pIa= 
where once and for a11 you cari put the stamp 
of finality. Moreover, if you have in a Jewish 
partitioned State a tremendous Arab minoritp- 
and you cari have no Jewish partitioned Stau 
without a tremendous Arab minority, alm~~ 
as 1,arge as the Jewish majority itself-you would 
there have the same bi-national problem, Whu 
not then, in a11 of Palestine. Why use the tenta 
“finality” in a11 of this? Why try to say chat z 
problem as complex as this, an historical proh- 
lem that has been developing for hundreds, 
perhaps, one might say for thousands of years. 
is to be met by some formula that Will over- 
night, from today to tomorrow pronounce: “The 
problem is settled now once and for ail”? We 
do not contend that our solution is a settlement 
of this problem once and for all. We mer+ 
contend that it gives the framework for the 
development of common interests between thr? 
Jews and the Arabs, who are bot11 going to 
remain here unless the Arabs drive the Jcws 
into the sea, as they say they once drove thc 
Crusaders into the sea, or the Jews drive ~he 
Arabs into the desert, as some think perhaps 
they should be driven. We do not believe in 
that. We believe that the one practical, hopeful 
solution-and we do not cal1 it a solution either- 
-the one hopeful, practical approach is that 
which we have tried to outline, SO that it docr 
not make SO much difference, in our view, 
whether that interim period is one year shorter 
or one year longer. That would have to be dc- 
termined when the time came by the Trustee. 
ship Council of the United Nations. 

Our objective is that in this independent Pales- 
tine the Jews of Palestine-not necessarily the 
Jewish Agency any more-could be the trustee of 
a11 the Jews and the Arabs of Palestine the 
trustee of a11 the Arabs and Moslems of the 
world, but for a considerable period-how long 
one does not know-the Jewish Agency, we con- 
sider, would be a necessary link in this chain. 
1 should like to go on and continue a bit what 
1 said before as to finality, because some of the 
questions that are put would seem to indicate 
that in the minds of some there could be finality 
given to this question. One of the arguments 
for partition, for example, is finality. One of 
the arguments for the Arab State is finzility. 
There is no finality in this problem. This is 
the kind of problem that is going to tax the 
spirit of mankind for years and years to corne; 
whether there be a Jewish partitioned State or 
a Jewish State in a11 of Palestine, or an Arab 
State in a11 of Palestine, there is no finality to 
this. This is a developing problem. If this is 
a ‘Holy Land, it is not a Holy Land merely 
because it is a museum of antiquities, but a 
Holy Land in the spirit of living men today and 

Mr. BLOM (Netherlands): 1 have two more 
points. One is this: Dr. Magnes has very elo= 
quently expressed to us his belief, and that of 
the members of his Association, in the co-opera. 
tion that Will corne about in life, in the daily 
necessity of dealing with practical problems oE 
administration. What 1 would like to know ia 
what, in Dr. Magnes’ opinion, Will be the in* 
fluence from outside on this Will to co-operatd 
1 cari quite see that the daily necessity of de- 
ciding yractical points Will bring about a lot of’ 
co-operation, but Will or Will not this co-opem 
tion be endangered by influences from outsidc 
countries, surrounding or not surroundingl 

Mr. MAGNES: SO far as thc neighbouring COU~* 
tries are concerned, we believe that the bi-na- 
tional Palestine based upon parity should be, 
corne a member in due course of a larger fed* 
eration, a larger union, wheth& it be the Arab 
federation or a union of countries of the Middlc 
East,. From that point of view, the neighbour- 
ing-countries would undoubtedly exercise a great 
deal of influence upon what is going on in Pales. 
tine, and Palestine, perhaps-so we hope-would 
exercise a beneficent influence upon them. One 
of the ways in which this influence could be felt 
would be this: that if in Palestine these problems 
of majority-minority were put into the backs 
ground, it is perfectly conceivable that some of 
the other countries of this federation would say, 
as some have said in days gone by: “We also 
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would like CO have some Jewish immigrants in 
order to help us build our land”. That would 
not mean, of course, that the Jewish National 
Home would be extended into those countries. 
But Jewish scientific ability, Jewish organizing 
power, perhaps finance, perhaps the experience 
of the West, which many of the countries of 
this. part of the world have need of, might be 
placed at their disposa1 for the good of this 
whole region. In this way reciprocal influence 
might be felt. TO be sure, if 1 gathered the 
purport of your question, people from the out- 
side cari always interfere, cari always harm. It 
is not Palestine alone that will have to face 
that problem. 

Mr. BLOM (Netherlands): 1 do not know 
whether this question is very easy to answer, but 
Dr. Magnes’ associate might perhaps do SO. If, 
just for the sake of argument, we exclude now 
any psychological and political arguments against 
partition, 1 would like to know whether in your 
opinion, from an entirely technical, economic, 
financial and agricultural point of view, there 
is a possibility of drawing up a partition scheme 
that is, from this point of view, feasible. 

CHAIRMAN: That is a question for Dr. Rainer. 
I might ask, perhaps, if there is anyone who 
wants to put some more questions to Dr. Magnes. 
I think we might do that and then we might 
continue with Dr., Rainer later. 

Mr. HOOD (Australia): 1 have one question 
of a constitutional nature for Dr. Magnes, relat- 
ing to the general framework of the principle 
which he outlined this morning. 1 would like 
to ask Dr. Magnes whether the assumption on 
which the plan is to some extent based, namely, 
that the primary division of Palestine into coun- 
ties or cantons or local divisions of one kind or 
another, is an essential assumption for the pri- 
mary constitution of the bi-national State. 
Whether, in other words, a bi-national State, in 
bis opinion, must necessarily be a federal State, 
or whether the division of Palestine into coun- 
ties and local administrative areas is a proposa1 
which arises from other motives. 1 hope 1 have 
made myself clear. 

Mr. MAGNES: The other alternative would be 
to bave the two communities constitute the two 
parts of the State without any territorial divi- 
sions whatsoever. Instead of having these coun- 
ties as we propose, the alternative would be that 
there be a register of the Jews and a register 
of the Arabs, and that these two communities 
carry on their elections in the way’ that they 
choose to do, sending to the Constituent Assem- 
bly, and later to the Legislative Assembly, an 
equal number of their citizens. That is, as far 
as 1 cari make out, the only alternative to the 
plan which we propose. Drawing boundary lines 
for provinces, such as the Morrison-Grady plan 
did, we regard as dangerous, as almost impos- 
sible, because just as we think that it is danger- 
ous and almost impossible to draw many bound- 
ary lines for the partition of Palestine, SO we 
think it is almost impossible to draw adminis- 
trative boundary lines if they are to mean two 
provinces, one Jewish and the other Arab. 

We think, therefore, that the only two prac- 
tical possibilities are-let me repeat-either these 
counties or these communal lists. We have ef- 
fected in a certain way a synthesis of those two 
in what we cal1 the National Councils. There 
is at the present time a Jewish National Council, 
the Vaad Leumi. In our proposals we give that 
Council and a corresponding Arab Council a 
definite function-cultural. Those two Councils 
wonld be responsible for the schools’ of those 
communities, but basically, if 1 understood yonr 
question aright, 1 bave given you the answer 
as to these two alternatives, 

Mr. RAND (Canada): 1 am rather interested 
in the potential capacity for co-operation be- 
tween these two groups. You spoke of them as 
the remaining representatives of the Semitic 
group of peoples, Would you say that from the 
standpoint of their fundamental attitudes and 
instinctive tendencies there would be more, or 
less, likelihood of an easy transition to co-opera- 
tion than in the case, say, of the Central Euro- 
pean multi-national countries? 

Mr. MAGNES: It is impossible for me to give 
a direct yes or r@~ in answer to that. 1 think 
in some ways it would be more difficult, in other 
ways easier. It would be more difficult than, for 
example, in Yugoslavia, if 1 may be SO bold as 
to mention that country in the presence of its 
representative here. There, although the alpha- 
bet of the .Croat language is different from the 
alphabet of the other languages, nevertheless 
the basic roots and the basic forms are the 
same. SO that from the point of view of lan- 
guage, it would be easier, despite these difl% 
culties, in Yugoslavia for the various peoples to 
corne together and form this tri- or quadri-na 
tional State. 

Here the basic Ianguages are Hebrew and 
Arabie. They are sister languages, very closely 
related. 1 have here the prospectus of an Arabic- 
Hebrew dictionary, which the Hebrew Univer- 
sity is about to publish in a week’s time, almost 
500 pages and anyone who cari go through that, 
who cari read the alphabets, Will find out how 
closely related the Hebrew and Arabie languages 
are. Nevertheless, it by no means follows that 
one who speaks Hebrew cari’ speak Arabie, or 
the reverse, SO that the language question here 
is more difficult than it would be, say, in Yugo- 
slavia. On the other hand, it has to be looked 
at from the point of view, .so we think, of his- 
torical perspective. Why do we cal1 the Jews and 
the Arabs Semitic peoples? It is because they 
have presumably more or less a common an- 
cestry. There is no racial problem, therefore, 
between them. An Arab canrrot say to a Jew, 
“Yon have a big nose”, because a lot of Arabs 
have bigger noses, and a Jew cannot say to an 
Arab “You are too clever a merchant”, becausc 
we have very clever merchants among ourselves. 
There is no racial animosity. Moreover, as far 
as religion is concerned,, there are many points 
of affinity between Judaism and Islam. I do 
not want to go into that, because that would 
take one ver-y far afield. But some think there 
are even greater points of affinity than between 
Judaism and Christianity, in some respects. TO 
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be sure, it is easily possible to arouse the reli- 
gious fanaticism of many of the Moslems, I 
am sorry to say. That was done here. I do not 
think it GUI be done SO easily again by the 
same people ~110 did it then. There is a $Fat 

&a1 of afinity in the religious sense, and if I 
cari use the term “spiritual and intellectual”, 
in the spiritual and intellectual sense there is 
very much afbnity between Jews and Arabs, 
if you take their history. The Jews and the 
Arabs, for example, were the intermediaries, 
the colporte~rs of Greek civilization to Europe. 
It was the Arabs and the Jews who translated 
into Arabie and into Hebrew, and it was these 
two peoples, particularly the Jews, who brought 
this translated Greek philosophy to the Catholic 
monasteries of Europe, where they put them 
into Latin and disseminated them tbroughout 
the European world at the time. 

Mr. ROND (Canada): What would you say 
about the development of what is called the 
concept of nationality among both groups? I ask 
tbat because essentially it is the impingement 
upon that sensibility in a11 governmental arrange- 
ments that produces, 1 would think, most of the 
antagonisms. 

Mr. MAGNES: If you knew a way of wiping 
that problem out- 

Mr. ROND (Canada): 1 was wondering how 
sensitive it is in this country. 

Mr. MAGNES: It is very sensitive. Both the 
Jews and the Arabs are novices in relation to 
the feelings of nationality. The Jews always have 
held together by an invisible national bond, 
but by a more visible religious bond, SO that 
when one talks of the bond of nationality among 
the ,Jews, one talks of a comparatively modern 
phenomenon. It is even more modern among 
the Arabs. The Arab awakening from the point 
of view Of nationality, is a comparatively recent 
development. 

Mr. RAND (Canada): Would you think it be-’ 
came more or less sensitive as it developed and 
became more mature? 

Mr. MAGNES: That has been the case, I think, 
with every developing sense of nationality. 

Mr. RAND (Canada): Would you say that was 
SO in Central Europe? 

lb’lr. MAGNES: 1 would say it was so in Central 
Europe, so much SO that-but what do you mean 
by Central Europe? 

Mr. BAN~ (Canada): 1 bave in mind the old 
Austro-Hungarian Empire, 

Mr. MA~NES: They have had their fill. For 
them, national sensibility was no new thing. 
It was something that had grown stale in their 
mouths, something that had brought them 
nothing but pain and suffering, and for that 
reason the sensibility as to nationality in Aus- 
tria-Hungary, for example, was, SO I believe, a 
declining thing. This sensibility as t. nation- 
alitY among tlle Jews and among the Arabs is 
still on the rise. There are Jews wllo bave 
Passed beyond that sensibility. More of tllem, 
1 think many more of them, than among the 
Arabs, because the Jews have had experience of 

tlle disadvantages of this national sensibility; 
they have experienced it in their own lives, 
trying to work through their own problems of 
Jewish uationality, and they have corne to the 
conclusion that that is not perhaps the final 
answer to things anyway. Nationality if some- 
thing that undoubtedly still requires a great 
deal of clarification, but to answer your ques- 
tion as to this situation here: there is uudoubt- 
edly that sensibility as to feeling of natiouality 
which makes the problem here much more dif- 
ficult. 

CI-IAIRMAN: Are there any more questions to 
Dr. Magnes? 

Sir ABDUR RAHMAN (India): Do you not think 
that Jews who have been living in chis country 
for a long time feel more akin to the Arabs 
than the Jews who have corne from Europe 
and other places? 

Mr. MAGNES: That is only natural, because 
they get to know one another’s mode of Iife, 
they get to know one another’s language, they 
get to fear one another less, they appear less 
strange to one another. 

Sir ABDUR RAIIMAN (India): Do you net think 

that the Jews who bave been living here con- 
sider the ‘Jews who have come from other places 
to be ahnost a different nation? 

Mr. MAGNES: No, 1 should advise you not to 
believe anybody who told you that. 

Sir ABDUR RAHMAN (India): Then according 
to you religion ancl nationality are one and the 
same thing, SO far as Jews are concerned? 

Mr. MAGNES: I do not known that 1 quite 
catch the purport of your question. 

Sir ABDUR RAHAIAN (India): Whether you 
would identify the Jewish nationality with those 
who believe in the Jewish faith? 

Mr. MAGNES: No, there are those who have 
abandoned the Jewish faith, SO they say, and 
who are yet Jews, pertaining to and belonging 
to the Jewish nationality. There are many suc11 
cases. 

Sir ABDUR RAEIMAN (India): And the vice- 
versa of the statement you macle just now? 

Mr. MAGNES: That is, those who are Jews by 
religion are net Jews by nationality? Weil, 1 
hardly think SO. There may be certain Jews 
who bave been converted to Judaisrn, who are 
net born Jews, They may contend that they are 

net members of the Jewish nationality, because 
Jewish nationality presupposes, in general, birth 
into the Jewish nation. 

Sir AWJR RAI-IMAN (India): One more ques- 

tion. How would you fit in the idea of Jewish 
representation in a bi-national State? You sug 
gested a bi-national State. 1-10~ would you fit 

in the ides of Jewish representation in the United 
Nations? 

&Ir. MA~I&: I must confess it is a problem 
that I llave not seen discussed as thoroughly as 
it should be and as it probably Will be. But 
1 would bave the bi-national State appoint two 
representatives to the Uruted Nations, a Jew 
and an Arab. They would receive instructions 
from the bi-national State as to their attitude 
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in relation to this and that. The Jewish repre- 
sentative, however, would be granted the priv- 
ilege by the bi-national State of representing the 
Jews, Now here cornes the difficult part for me, 
X have not worked out in my own mind just 
those specific things in which he would be the 
representative of the Jews. 1 would go further 
and 1 would say that it is not only the Jews 
of Palestine who are interested in problems 
affecting Jews coming up before the United Na- 
tions, but it is the Jews of the world. And 1 
would have the Jews of the world, through 
some of their representative organizations, meet 
with the Jews of Palestine in order to discuss 
the problem as to how, together, they could a11 
be rcpresented before the United Nations. 

One of the things that impressed me in read- 
ing the-Charter of the United Nations originally 
was its fiexibility. The Charter, for example, 
would be ready to let certain organizations ap 
pear before certain constituent bodies of the 
United Nations. The United Nations, 1 am sure, 
would Iïnd itself flexible enough to provide for 
a reasonable and just representation of the 
Jewish people before it. It Will hardly do for 
the Jewish people, who still number, despite 
a11 of these massacres, many millions, to be 
left without direct access ta the United Nations. 
As 1 have said to you, 1 have not worked it 
out for myself, and 1 have not seen that any 
body else has. But 1 think that one of our 
functions ought to be to try to do that and 
corne with a prepared plan in relation to it. 

Sir ARDUR RAHMAN (India): Dr. Magnes, cari 
you suggest any other solution for parity than 
what you have suggested? Can it not be secured, 
for instance, by constitutional safeguarding of 
the rights of the various parties without affect- 
ing the numerical parity between the two sec- 
tions of the community living there? 

Mr. MAGNE~: Does your question mean to im- 
ply that there would be no further Jewish immi- 
gration? 

‘Sir RBDUR RAHMAN (India): No, it does not 
imply that. 

Mr. MAGNES: Then 1 do not understand the 
question. 

Sir AISDUR RAH~CZAN (India): Taking the situ- 
ation as a whole today, the question whether 
there is going to be future immigration or not 
may be left ta be determined by the State which 
Will corne into being later on. Eut to settle the 
question today, is it not possible to achieve the 
same objective by safeguarding the civil, poli- 
tical and rcligious rights and liberties by consti- 
tution, and by providing that no change in the 
constitution should be effected unless something 
likc scven-eighths or four-fifths of the ma,jority 
vote for the change? 

Mr. MAGNES: What you say has’a great deal to 
it. On the other hand, 1 would like to ask you 
when that would begin? What would happen to 
Jewish immigration meanwhile? If 1 understand 
you aright, you would leave the determination of 
the problem of immigration to that bi-national 
State based on parity when it came into being. 
New, 1 ask when Will it corne into being? What 

Will happen to the Jews in these intervening 
years? If that State could corne into being at once, 
then 1 would say that what you have proposed 
has a great deal to it. But there is no guarantee 
that that Will happen. 

Sir ABDUR RAMMAN (India): But suppose it is 
suggested that independence be grarited to Pales- 
tine and the Mandatory Power and the Trustee- 
ship disappear altogether. 1 am just putting the 
ides before you to consider whether or not it is 
practical-we Will go into details later ,on. Sup- 
posing independence is recognized for Palestine 
a such and a bi-national State is brought into 
being, and that that State is given the safeguards 
against political, religious and other liberties, 

,-tvill power be given to that constitution which 
cornes into being in pursuance of that recom- 
mendation, if it is adopted by the Assembly, to 
settle the question itself? 

Mr. MAGNES: 1s that a bi-national State based 
on parity? 

Sir ABDTJR RAHMAN (India): That is what 1 
am saying. 

Mr. MAGNES: 1s it based on parity? 
Sir ABDTJR RAHMAN (India): That is what 1 

am asking you. That is the very question. Can 
‘we, without resorting to numerical parity, Safe- 
guard against the minority who are numerically 
less? 

Mr. MAGNES: 1 don’t think SO. 1 think the , 
history of the past generation has taught us that 
the safeguarding of minority rights is just nothing 
but words. The safeguarding of minority rights 
in the various countries where Jews were minori- 
ties, and where their rights were to be sale- 
guarded, failed. That is the basis of our conten- 
tion. We contend tbat there is one just, equit- 
able, practicable way 01 meeting a minority- 
majority problem, and that is by wiping it out 
a.nd making both the majority and the minority 
equal constituent partners. 

Sir ABDWX RAHMAN (India): Although nu- 
merically they may not be SO? 

Mi. MAGNES: Although numerically they may 
not be SO. A numerical majority, we contend, is 
a11 right for this place and for that place, but- 
it has not been decreed from Heaven for other 
places. And if one starts on the assumption that 
a numerical majority is poing to be bound by a 
constitutional provision to protect the minority, 
bistory teaches us that the majority sooner or 
later becomes arrogant, becomes dominant, and 
subjects the minority to its Will. It then has the 
civil service in its hands. It has the military in 
its power. It has diplomatie representation in its 
power. It bas economic key positions in its power. 
It cari wipe the minority out, if it wants to. And 
if there is any virtue in any constitution, it must 
be just that-that there be no minority and that 
here be no majority. There is, to be sure, the 
logical contradiction that was pointed out by 
the gentleman on the other side of the table, 
but we have faced that logical contradiction and 
we think that our formula of parity is a formula 
that cari be accepted by both the Jews and the 
&abs. And, we know Arabs who do accept it. 



Mr. RAND (Canada): 1 would just like to ask 
a question arising out of the last statement. You 
say that you cari secure parity by constitutional 
nrovision but vou cannot secure minority right 
by he same kind of provision? 

Mr. MAGNES: 1 said if there is any vh’tue in a 
constitution at ah-1 do net know. 

Mr. RAND (Canada): 1 was just wondering. 
I was suggesting that a majority that in fact 
would repudiate a provision to secure the mi- 
nority would scarcely hesitate at repudiating a 
parity provision. 

ished questioning Dr. Magnes, Before we ques- 
tion Dr, Rainer we shall have to take a retiess& 
If you, Dr. Magnes, want to leave, 1 want to 
thank you once more. We appreciate ver-y much 
that you under the circumstances have taken 
pains to corne here and give your very interest- 
ing views. 1 thank YOU. 

Mr. MAGNES: But may I suggest t0 you that 
there is this difference: That if there be in the 
constitution that provision, minority-major%‘, 
a11 on the same level, there is now something . 
there never was before-a United Nations. And 
it is t.he United Nations that would bave to 
guarantee that Constitution. Now, if one is scep- 
tical as to what the United Nations cari do, well 
then the fat is in the fire whichever way yOu put 
it. But if one is hopeful as to what the United 
Nations cari become, and 1 must say I am one 
of the hopeful ones, then the situation becomes 
such that it is not love’s labour lost to put it into 
the constitution, because despite what that ma- 
jority would want to do there would be this 
greater power behind it. 

Dr. MA~NES: Let me thank you also for your 
great courtesy. And 1 want to thank you for ail 01 

those, and there are many in this country, who 
are looking forward to peace and co-operation 
and who are not taking the defeatist view that 
Jews and Arabs cannot live together. They live 
together, and they cari live together. Let me 
thank you. 

shall go on with the questioning of the Ihud. 
Dr, Rainer, Will you please corne up to the plat- 
form, and Dr. Magnes, if he is here. 

(Dr. Rainer and Dr, Magnes took scats at 
the table.) 

Mr. RAND (Canada): 1 quite sympathize with 
that view. Whac occasions my question is that I 
live under a constitution that has such minority 
provisions, and it would be rather shocking to 
me to have to feel that the majority would take 
the. course, in contingencies that are conceivable, 
of making such a repudiation. 

Mr. BLOM (Netherlands): 1 should like to 
have the views of the representative of the Xhud 
with regard to the technical possibility of draw- 
ing up a partition plan, not including ail th6 

political and psychological aspects of partition. 

Mr. MAGNES: You live under a constitution 
tnat has a rather long tradition. 

Mr. RAND (Canada): Weil, they a11 have to 
begin, 1 suppose. 

Mr. MAGNES: Yes, but your people have been 
trained in the exercises of self-government for a 
long time and you have not the nationalities’ 
problem before you, and 1 think there are many 
other diaerences that might be pointed out. 1 
should say that you are very fortunate in not 
having to live under the fear of that majority. 
I beg your pardon, 1 thought you were from 
Australia. I see you are from Canada. Then, 1 
&ould have given you a different answer, of 

’ Lourse. I am not quite as ignorant as thatl Do 
yOu want me to go over it a11 again? 
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Mr. RAND (Canada): No, it is’not necessary. 
Mr. SIMIC (Yugoslavia): Dr. Magnes, you said 

that the Jewish nationality presupposed birth in 
the Jewish nation, if 1 have properly understood 
You. Are yOU sure that during the centuries there 
bave been no conversions and that a11 existing 
.Jews bave been born into the Jewish nation? 

Mr. MAGNES: By no means. There have been 
many conversions to Judaism, and they are a11 
Jew and their children are Jews. Their children 
are, I should say, members of the Jewish nation, 
Whether they are or not, 1 am ready to include 
them also in the Jewish nation, although na- 
tiollality t0 me Conveys in some way or other 

also the conception of birth. But, there llave 
ben conversions by the tens of thousands. 

Dr. RAINER: 1 have of course to assume a cer- 
tain partition plan, 1 am assuming that partition 
Will be along the lines in the Peel Report. That 
partition plan of the Peel Report consists, you 

Will remember, of two areas: a larger area to 

the north and a smaller area to the sou& bath 
divided by a corridor from Jerusalem to Jaffa. 
Now there has been added to this suggestion a 
proposa1 to include the Negeb. The Negeb of 
course would also be separated from the other 
two parts by an area which would belong to 
the Arab State. It has not been claimed that tbe 
area should also be included in the Jewish State. 
There would therefore be three separate areas 
and there would have to be corridors connecting 
these areas, and also cross-corridors crossing these 
corridors, because the corridor from the southem 
part of the Jewish State to the Negeb would pass 
through the Arab State and would be divided 
into an eastern and a western part, and there 
would have to be corridors crossing that corridor. 

We think that partition, if carried out, would 
be disastrous but we do not think it Will be 
carried out for the following reason. We think, 
even if you recommend it to the United Nations 
General Assembly, they would have to appoint 
a technical committee to work out the details of 
this partition scheme with regard to boundaries- 
a11 sorts of technical detaih-and we foresee that 
the result would be the same as with the partition 

plan of the Peel Commission, which brought with 
it the Woodhead Commission to fix tbe details. 
That Commission reported that the scheme was 
impracticable, bht while we think that this parti- 
tion scheme Will not corne through, we still think 
it is a very dangerous proposa1 because, wben th 

CHAIRMAN: Are there any further questions? 

(No response.) 
C~I~MAN: Weil, then, I take it we bave fin- 

(The meeting adjourned for a brief recess.) 
CHAIRMAN: 1 cal1 the meeting to order. We 



technical commission reported that the scheme 
was impracticable, probably more than a year 
would bave elapsed and conditions would have 
deteriorated. Therefore we want tosmake it clear 
that in accordance with what we think, there are 
very serious technical objections to any such 
partition scheme. Such objections the technical 
commission would without doubt find. I will 
deal with them under the following headings: 
(i) population; (ii) land; (iii) communications; 
(iv) customs; (v) development, (vi) water econ- 
omy. 

TO sum up: at present we would have 53 per 
cent Jews and 47 per cent Arabs. After the popu- 
lation increased to 1,600,060 we would have 
69 per cent Jews and 31 per cent Arabs.. What 
we want to point out is that even then the 
Government of the country would have to be 
practically bi-national, and even if it were to be 
called a Jewish State it would actually be bi- 
national. Therefore, partition is not a solution 
for overcoming the difficulty of bi-nationality. 
This is with regard to population. 

First, population. If we assume the area which 
I mentioned in the beginning, the population at 
present would be as follows: in the Jewish State 
490,000 Jews; in the Arab State 430,000 Arabs; 
a total of 920,000 not counting the small number 
of others who are not Jews and not Arabs. This 
is a very rough estimate. 1 have taken the figures 
of the Woodhead Report and bave added the 
increase of population through natural increase 
and immigration. But that is enough for your 
purpose. In percentages that would be 53 per 
cent Jews and 47 per cent Arabs. At the time of 
the Woodhead Commission, in 1938, these per- 
centages were 51 per cent Jews and 49 per cent 
Arabs. With the increase in immigration and 
the natural increase, the figures would now be 
58 per cent Jews and 42 per cent Arabs, but 1 
have included the Negeb, and the Negeb holds 
about 75,000 Arabs and that makes the percent- 
age to the disadvantage of the Jews. The inclu- 
sion of the Negeb makes this of course a disad- 
vantage to the Jews. Of course this would give 
such a large minority of Arabs chat from the 
beginning it could only be considered as a 
Jewish State in name. Actually the 47 per cent 
of Arabs would consider themselves as belonging 
to an Arab nation, and the 53 per cent of Jews 
to a Jewish nation, and there would be a citizen- 
ship of the Jewish State which might be con- 
sidered as a Jewish citizenship. 1 shall not go 
into these details because they are political and 
I am asked’to deal only with technical questions, 
but that is the situation. 

Secondly, immigration. Numbers bave been 
given for a maximum number of immigrants, 
and if we assume that this Jewish, State cari ab- 
sorb an increase of 100,000 yearly, the situation 
after seven years-1 am taking seven years be- 
cause that brings the total population to 1,600,- 
000, which is fairly large for the Jewish State- 
with the natural increase of Arabs and Jews, 
would be about 69 per cent Jews and 31 per 
cent Arabs; and that, after an increase of the 
Jewish population by 700,000. The density would 
then be, in the original Jewish State as foreseen 
by the Peel Commission, the same as the density 
of Belgium which is, 1 ,think, the most densely 
populated country in Europe. In the Negeb it 
would bring the density in the plains which 
could be settled, to the density of Switzerland, 
and with the Bedouins living now in the Negeb 
it is assumed that tbe rest of the Negeb would be 
developed to su.& an extent that the present 
Bedouin population could live on the rest of 
the Negeb. 
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1 corne now to communications. There are 
certain diticulties with regard to railways and 
roads, but they cari be overcome. They are minor 
technical difficulties. For example, the work- 
shops of the railways of the country are con- 
centrated in Haifa; SO workshops would have to 
be put up in the Arab State and some of the 
railway lines would have to be diverted. For 
instance, the line from Egypt to Haifa passes 
through Tul-Karm-Tul-Karm would certainly 
be in the Arab State, and SO the railway would 
pass through the Jewish State to Tul-Karm, and 
again to the Jewish State, and that would have to 
be changed. But these are minor difficulties and 
they only find expression in expenditure. As a 
whole, the railways Will be less efhcient and more 
costly, and the same Will apply to the roads. 
Persona1 freedom of movement between the 
States Will, of course, have to be very much re- 
stricted, and there Will be special difficulty with 
regard to the Jews in Tel-Aviv. 1 am always 
assuming the Peel scheme, where Jerusalem is 
not in the Jewish State. There are a large num- 
ber of Jews living in Jerusalem but working in 
Tel-Aviv, and even commuting at weekends. 
That, of course, Will have its difficulty. 

Then there Will be the difficulty of the corri- 
dors, as 1 have mentioned before. It is difficult 
to imagine how the traffic through the corridors 
Will be organized, for example, especially that 
long corridor between the southern part of the 
Jewish State and the Negeb. That corridor would 

With regard to land, the situation is even 
worse. In a Jewish State land would be 23 per 
cent Jewish and 77 per cent Arab. That was the 
situation in 1939 when the Woodhead Report 
was made. The situation is different now because 
since then Jews have acquired land in these 
areas, but still it has not reversed the relation.’ 
That means the Arabs hold more land than 
the Jews. 

The Woodhead Commission realized these 
difficulties, and therefore, in an attempt to find 
a State which would be Jewish to such an extent 
that the population would at present be a ma- 
jority of Jews, they tut down the original Peel 
scheme, which they called Scheme A, and worked 
out Scheme B and Scheme C, gradually decreas- 
ing the area until Scheme A would be such a 
small area that it would not permit increased 
immigration-in any case not such immigration 
as is desired by us. SO, while the largest desired 
area would only be in name a Jewish State, the 
smallest area which could be a Jewish State 
would not be desirable because it would defeat 
the purpose of immigration. 



be about 80 kilometres long and it would mean 
transport in closed vehicles to prevent smugglin& 
and perhaps under guard. It is of course assumed 
that the Jewish and Arab States Will have dif- 
ferent customs tariffs because that is one of the 
main purposes of putting up a different State- 
t. have an industrial customs policy in order to 
develop Jewish industry. These traffic problems 
are realIy very great, and you know of course 
that the trafflc through the Danzig Corridor was 
by means of locked and guarded vehicles, and 
the question is whether it is contemplated that 
the traffic would be through these corridors. Of 
course one Will remember that the Danzig Cor- 
ridor was one of the points where the last war 
started. 

The next is customs. What different customs 
tari& would mcan in bot11 States, what difficul- 
ties this would bring, is perhaps nowhere better 
shown than in the description of the boundary 
between Jaffa and Tel-Aviv as contemplated by 
the Woodhead Commission. Permit me to read 
this description because it is fantastic and gives 
an idea of the difficulties which Will be en- 
countered generally. The Woodhead ;Report 
said: 

“In our opinion one would have a road as a 
boundary between the two towns; down the 
middle of it a high iron railing must be con- 
structed which would form the actual boundary 
and be the joint property of the two States. At 
intervals where the boundary would tut im- 
portant roads there would be gates to allow of 
the passage of traffic between the two towns. 
Such railing would enable the police of each 
State to patrol the boundary and would provide 
a reasonably effective barrier between two pos- 
sibly hostile towns. This arrangement is not 
Perfect. In the event of disturbances no one 
could prevent shots from being fired. The sub- 
stitution of a wall would prevent shots from 
being fired from streets, but would not prevent 
the throwing of bombs. It would doubtless also 
be possible for small articles to be smuggled 
through the railing, but again, provision of a 
wall instead of a railing would not wholly pre- 
vent the smuggling of su& articles.” 

While the Woodhead Commission foresaw 
tliat such ’ railing or wall would bc necessary 
between Tel-Aviv and Jaffa, customs barriers, 
to be ensured, would actually be necessary nearly 
the whole length of the boundary. During the 
dimuhmces about ten years ago the Palestine 
Government had to erect a barbed wire fente 
along the whole of the northern boundary. 
There is therefore a precedent for this, but that 
barbec wire fente proved entirely ineffective. 
lt was easily breached and crossed, and therefore 
if an actual customs barrier is to be erected it 
would have to be a concrete wall along nearly 
the whole length. Such wall would cost at least 
f2,000,000 and even the upkeep would be nearly 
f20,OOO to 25,000, 
doubtful. 

and the effect would be very 

In connection with this, while 1 do not want t. 
deal with defence, I may mention that tlle mili- 
tary authorities informed the Woodhead Corne 

mission that no boundary cari be found west _-.--- 
of the Jordan which affords a satisfactory S~IX- 
tegic line. Therefore, a11 such boundaries would 
be entirely artificial and would bave to be se- 
cured as natural barriers do net exist, by some 
wall, While there are formidable objections, 
these are a11 minor things in COl?lpWiSOn With aIly 

development scheme and water economy, because 
a11 proposaIs for increased immigration and for 
a large Jewish immigration musc be based, not 
on the present economic condition of the COU~- 
try, but on a development scheme which will 
manifoldly increase the absorptive capacity. YOU 
bave heard of such schemes, gentlemen, and 1 
understand that you Will get dctails of SUC~ 

schemes. 
If you will examine them, then you Will see 

there are many such schemes, but a11 have certain 
things in common. Tbey bave four features in 
common which are absolutely necessary for SUC~ 

a development scheme. The first is the utilization 
of the Jordan waters. The Jordan enters the 
northern boundary of Palestine and cornes from 
Syria, Not the actual waters of the Jordan but 
the Jordan Valley. The storm waters coming 
down from the Lebanon pass through therc, 
corne to Palestine from Syria. Now, every de- 
velopment scheme assumes the utilization of 
these storm waters which now run to waste. This 
storm water now runs into the Dead Sea. ‘There 
it evaporates. If it could be put on to land which 
cari be developed for agriculture, it would be 
very useful. At present it serves no useful pur- 
pose at all. 

But 1 agree-there is not a partition scheme 
which does not foresee that the lower part of 
the Jordan and the Dead Sea Will be in Arab 
territory. Then, in accordance with usual intcr- 
national practice, only such water as is at present 
taken off the Jordan LT~ to the northern boun- 
dary of that future Arab State belon& to the 
northern part. Al1 the rest must enter the Arab 1 
State, as at present, even if the Arabs do not use 
that water from the Dead Sea but let it evaporate. 
They may legally abject, and they Will probabl) 
be given the right to do as they like with that 
water. For instance, they may say that while 
they do not use i: at present they may perhaps 
use it at some future date. Therefore, the sur- 
plus water of the Jordan cannot bc diverted into 
Llle Jewish State-only such a small part of it 
as is at present used in the northern part of 
Palestine, which Will belong to the Jewish State. 
That is the first difficulty. 

The second is this: that Palestine is dIvided 
by a ridge of hills and has a catchment area to 
the east going down to the Jordan and to thc 
west into the Mediterranean Sea. 

There is a tremendous amount of rain water. 
I do not want to bother you with the figures. 
But there is a tremendous amount of rain water 
falling down on the western catchment area. This 
flows out into the Dead Sea and is not used. Al1 
develoPment schemes foresee that there should be 
an intercepting channel, a channel going from 
north to south along the foot of the hiils and 
intercePting these waters in the valleys, as they 
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are called, SO that it Will not flow to waste into 
to the sea. It Will be interceped and used for 
irrigation of the plains. 

NO~, the plains Will belong to the Jewish 
State, but the hills Will belong to the Arab 
State. The Arab State Will have no interest in 
putting up works in the hills, which would not 
be of immediate service to them but would serve 
the Jewish State and the plains. Also, according 
to a11 schemes, the intercepting channel Will be 
just to the east of the boundary of the Jewish 
State. It Will actually be in the Arab State. But 
even if you extend the boundary SO that this inter- 
cepting channel should be in the Jewish State, it 
would be just at the boundary and could easily 
be sabotaged. It would be nearly impossible to 
prevent sabotage. Its maintenance would be ex- 
tremely difficult. Therefore, that int.ercepting 
channel would hardly be possible. 

The third source of water is the development 
scheme for forcing surface water, which cannot 
be stored in reservoirs and put into the inter- 
cepting channel, underground to enrich the 
ground water. This would have to be done also 
in the hills by Wells and by small dams and by 
draining the water. In the hills, the water would 
bave to be forced down underground, and it 
would enrich the ground water in the plains 
tvhere it could be pumped and put imo an irri- 
gation net. But the work would also have to be 
done in the hills and the plains. That means 
the work Will have to be done in elle Arab States, 
but the gain Will be in the Jewish State. 

Of course, this is only to give you a rough idea. 
But it. could be supported by detailed calcula- 
tions. If you examine the schemes, you Will find 
that these development schemes cari only be 
carried out for the common interest of the whole 
country. It cari only be a development of the 
whole country. Then, if the Arabs profit by it, 
they will be interested in it. Such Arabs as would 
draw from the intercepting channel water for 
the irrigation of their lands would have an in- 
terest in watching for the upkeep and mainte- 
nance and watching that it is not being disturbed 
and sabotaged. 

AIS~,. a11 the details of this scheme would have 
to be worked out SO that part of it could be of 
immediate interest for one or the other com- 
munity. If it is of ultimate interest, say, for the 
Jews, it should be of immediate interest for 
Arabs. If it is of ultimate interest for Arabs, 
it should be of immediate interest for the Jews. 
One such thing is erosion. For instance, erosion 
is a very great problem in this country. Its 
danger is two-fold. First, it lets the water run 
off without being utilized, and secondly, it takes 
the soi1 from the hills down into the plains. 
Now, the Arabs would be against erosion be- 
cause their soi1 is taken away. The Jews would 
not be interested directly in what is happening 
to the soi1 of the hilIs but they would not want 
the water to run to waste but would want to use 
it in the plains. SO, a11 this work could only be 
installed for the common interest of both com- 
munities. 

1 think this is enough. It does not go into 
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details. I am prepared to answer questions of 
detail. 

CHAIRMAN: What you bave said is laid down 
in a memorandum? 

Mr. MAGNES: We are going to present a memo- 
randum on this. 

“CHAIRMAN: We Will have copies of it? 
Mr. MAGNES: Yes. 
CHAIRMAN: Do you have any questions, Mr.! 

Blom? 
Mr. BLOM (Netherlands): No. If we get the 

memorandum, then I think the views on the 
situation Will be clear. , 

CHAIRMAN: You have spoken of a special parti- 
tion scheme. 

Mr. RAINER: Yes, sir. 

CHAIRMAN: Of course, there are many possi- 
bilities with regard to partition. 

Mr. RAINER: Yes., 1 have taken the maximum 
and 1 have stated what its disadvantages are. 
1 bave said that one of the disadvantages of the 
maximum area with regard to Arab and Jewish 
population is SO and SO. There is also a very 
large minority, while by reduction of the area 
this disadvantage could be overcome. On the 
other hand, the area would be SO small that it 
would not permit future or very little sfuture 
Jewish immigration. SO one is between the devil 
and the deep sea. 

CHAIRMAN: Does anybody else wish to ask 
any questions? 

Mr. RAND (Canada): You think it would be 
impossible to segregate these essential features 
which you have mentioned under a joint control 
bearing an ana.logy to your bi-national admin- 
istration? 

Mr. RAINER: Yes, in a bi-national administra- 
tion. 

Mr. RAND (Canada): No, 1 mean assuming a 
physical partition of the land and general ad- 
ministrative control over those features where 
the necessity for legislative and executive powers, 
which would be nullified by a straight partition, 
could be met. 

Mr. RAINER: The would be possible with re- 
gard to the last-mentioned feature, development 
and water economy. It would, of course, not do 
away with the proportion of Jews and Arabs in 
the Jewish State, nor do away with the difficulties 
of communications and customs. 

Mr. RAND (Canada): Why couldn’t the cus- 
toms be brought-- 

Mr. RAINER: One could also have a customs 
union. 

Mr. RAND (Canada): Not a customs union., 
Well, that would be the effect of it, but could 
you not have a central administrative power with 
limited jurisdiction, and a11 other powers of a 
State residing in the partitioned sectors? 

Mr. RAINER: Yes. That would make the parti- 
tion really a partition into tW0 sovereign states 
but into a sort of federation of two areas. 

Mr. RAND (Canada): That is really a question 
of naines, is it not? 1s not the essence of it the 
question of distribution of power? 



I,,I*. ]RAINER: lvell, I Will leave that to Dr. 
Magnes, since that is a political question. 

Mr. MA~NES: It would appear from everything 
tllat one gathers in conversation and in reading 
that when partition is proposed there is in the 
ba&ground the idea that on certain basic fea- 
turcs there would be a kind of joint control or 
joint administration. One of thes features is 
water. Not onIy would the Jewish State sud the 
Arab State bave to corne to some understanding 
on that, but that would include also the State 
of Transjordan, which is on the other side of 
the Jordan River. 

&Ir. .RAND (Canada): Yes, necessapily. 
Mr. MAGNES: Because they are also concerned 

with the uses of the water from the Jordan. 
Mr. RAND (Canada): Yes, but that could be 

by agreement with any central authority. 
Mr. MAGNES: That could be by agreement with 

ille joint authority or with each State separately. 
The question is just this: whether in setting up 

I two partitioned States the joint authority or 
joint authorities are also to be included. If they 
are to be included, it would make the setting up 
of these partitioned States that much more rea- 
sonable. In view, however, of the opposition, 
which is very strong, both among the Arabs and 
among the Jews, to this division, the question 
remains whether these joint controls are going 
to be agreed to. It may be that the force of life 
in the course of years would compel that. In any 
event, the establishment of joint controls, par- 
ticularly if there be many of them, would be a 
point in favor of the idea of partition. Without 
these joint controls, some of these consequences 
that have been outlined by Dr. Rainer would 
undoubtedly ensue. Very great tare would there- 
fore have to be taken as to how these partitioned 
states were going to be set up. 

Mr. RAND (Canada): Of course, it raises the 
question of whether or not what you might cal1 
a physical local habitation is a more or less essen- 
tial element of .the conception of nationality. 
YOU say no. 1 mean an exclusive area where you 
cari stand upon it, or kneel upon it, or kiss it, 
as you like. It becomes a sort of sacred national 
soil. YOU exclude that feature. And I was won- 
dering whether you do not consider or whethei 
you do consider that as one of the ftindamental 
c0mpon-m of the feeling, the spirit, the totality 
of what we cal1 the national conception. 

Mr. MAGNES: May 1 just speak for myself for 
a moment. 1 have the feeling that every point in 
this country, every square foot of it is something 
that I am in touch with, through my history, 
through my, tradition. 1 cannot exclude Jenin 

which was at one time in the Bible called Ein 
Ganin and which is going to be, under a11 calcu. 
lations, in the Arab State. 

Mr. RANI (Canada): But would it be a neces- 
sarY result of an arrangement in which there 
would be a central administering body that you 
would be excluded from Jenin. 

Mr. MAGNES: If YOU are going to have a central 
administering body, then you have almost a 
fcderation. If YOU have a central administering 

body, YOU have the Jewish State here and the 
Arab State there. It does not matter much what 
you cal1 them, province or State, or whatever 
else, and the central administering body is then 
to be the important thing. 

Mr. %ND (Canada): Weil, necesshrily? 1 am 
dealing purely hypothetically now. Suppose the 
fundamental administrative departments were 
land and immigration. Suppose those were com- 
mitted to the States. 

Mr. MAGNES: You mean that each State could 
deal with its own immigration and each State 
could deal with its own land? 

Mr. RAND (Canada): Yes. 
Mr. MAGNES: What would then be the part of 

the central administering authority? 
Mr. RAND (Canada): Weil, those features that 

have been mentioned, the customs, foreign trade, 
inter-communications of a11 sorts, works that 
affect both States. 

Mr. MAGNES: Weil, that is practically what the 
Morrison-Grady Plan proposed. The Morrison- 
Grady Plan said that in the Jewish province we 
Will be in control of immigration; we will be in 
control of land. In the Arab province, the Arabs 
Will be in control of immigration and of land. 
It may be that you have in mind some modifica- 
tion of the Morrison-Grady Plan. 

Mr. RAND (Canada): Well, 1 am suggesting a 
modification of the iîeld of central power, a 
lessening of,it, a minimum. What is the funda- 
mental objection to that? 

Mr. MAGNES: Weil, the fundamental objec- 
tion, to my mind, is that it segregates Arabs and 
J ews. 

Mr. RAND (Canada): In a federal State, of 
course, the whole of the land is yours. 1 am a 
Canadian living in one of the provinces, but my 
Canadianism extends from the Atlantic to the 
Pacifie. 

Mr. MAGNES: There you have a strong central 
government, have you not? 

Mr. RAND (Canada): In that instance, yes. 
But the interest, the spread of the individual’s 
conception over the total commonwealth, you 
might cal1 it, is not affected by the fact chat you 
bave two States in which the residue of power 
may be committed to the State rather than to 
the central government. 

Mr. MAGNES: Weil, if 1 understand your point, 
it is this: That you would set LIP a joint com- 
monwealth, an Arab or Jewish commonwealth 
with a central- 

Mr. RAND (Canada): 1 am suggesting that as 
a possibility. 

Mr. MAGNES: 1 understand. 1 would like to 
try to understand it and to meet it. You are 
setting up a joint commonwealth, Arab-Jewish, 
and you are giving to the Arab State or province 
certain functions and powers and the same prac- 
tically to the Jewish. That is one way of doing it, 
There is no question about that. That is the 
essence of the Morrison-Grady Plan, except that 
you would whittle down the central powers that 
are SO obtrusivti in the Morrison-Grady Plan, a11 
of them remaining in the hands of the British 
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there. You would make the central powers 
limited in extent and confine them probably to 
water and to other matters of common interest. 
The objection 1 have to that is this: You never- 
theless set up boundaries. And, as 1 tried to 
indicate this morning, boundaries are not only 
difficult to draw up but they are dangerous to 
maintain. You set up boundaries on either side of 
which the Jewish youth and the Arab youth are 
going to be trained in chauvinism and you make 
the creation of irredentism on either side of these 
boundaries a very simple thing. In one of the 
Hebrew papers yesterday 1 saw an abstract of a 
speech that was delivered by one of the fore- 
most advocates of partition, in which he said, 
trying to persuade his audience that partition 
was a11 right, boundaries are not eternal things. 
One example of Piedmont and Sardinia has been 
cited by some of ouf people. We know, that in 
the unification of Italy that took place at the 
end of the fifties and the beginning of the six- 
ties, it was Piedmont and Sardinia, far-separated 
Italian provinces, that were used as the spring- 
boards, as the jumping-off places for the unifica- 
tion of a11 of Italy. That history is most fascinat- 
ing and illuminating when one reads it in the 
light of our present problem here. 

The main objection that 1 have to what 1 
gather to be your tentative suggestion is these 
boundaries. These boundaries that keep me 
here and keep him there, and these boundaries 
over which we are going to fight. What 1 would 
like to see is that there be a united Palestine 
without these boundaries. Set up the central 
administration, as you propose it, for the control 
of these waters. Why must you bave the boun- 
daries? 

Mr. RAND (Canada): Weil, even you suggested 
boundaries of counties. 

Mr. MAGNES: Yes, but those are purely local 
administrative boundaries. 

Mr. RAND (Canada): What do you thing these 
suggested boundaries would do in the way of 
impediments or obstacles to each group? 

Mr. MAGNES: The local administrative boun- 
daries? 

Mr. RAND (Canada): Yes. 
Mr. MAGNES: There would be absolutely no 

neecl of a passport from one county to another. 
Mr. RAND (Canada): There would not be in 

the case 1 suggested. You would be citizens, in 
effect, of the commonwealth. 

Mr. MAGNES: Weil, that is an entirely different 
conception from what 1 understand partition 
to be. 

Mr. RAND (Canada): I quite agree. 
Mr. MAGNES: 1 see. SO we have been arguing 

at cross purposes, really. 
Mr. RAND (Canada): No. 
Mr. MAGNES: If you want to set up a common- 

wealth, cal1 it bi-national. W.hy not? 
Mr. RAND (Canada): Weil, 1 think it is a 

question of names, SO far as that goes. 
Mr. MAGNES: Yes, a11 right, do or do not cal1 

it bi-national. If you want to set up this common- 

wealth, give freedom of access to a11 citizens. to 
a11 parts”of this commonwealth, and freedom for 
land purchase in a11 parts of that commonwealth. 

‘Mr. RANI) (Canada): You’might have to qual- 
ify that. I was speaking of the right of ahy indi- 
vidual in the commonwealth to go where he 
pleased. NOW that is a fundamental privilege. 
On the other hand, as each State would have 
control over its land and immigration, in fact, 
the geographical boundary would operate as 
the control of the numerical population. 

Mr. MAGNES: That is one of the things 1 would 
abject to, that each State should have control 
over its lands. 1 would like to sec a condition 
under which 1 could have land anywhere in this 
country, and an Arab could bave, land anywhere 
in this country, 
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Mr. RAND (Canada): Of course, 1 agree that 
that might be desirable, but 1 am not losing sight 
of the fact that no matter what is suggested, there 
Will be objections to it. 1 was wondering whether 
we could not make progress towards that which 
might be least objectionable. 

Mr. MAGNES: Pou might find it less objection- 
able to the Arabs; but you Will find it- very 
objectionable, in the eyes of the Jews, to be ex- 
cluded from lands here, there, and everywhere. 

Mr. RAND (Canada): SO far they would be 
willing to accept, they would accept land restric- 
tion in a commonwealth? 

Mr. MAGNES: That is one of the reasons why 
I would not want them to accept partition. 

Mr. RAND (Canada): Might it not depend upon 
the underlying setting in which you would look 
upon a commonwéalth, and is your analogy to 
Piedmont and Sardinia quite apt? Here, as you 

properly stressed, you have a Holy Land in which 
millions a11 through the world are interested. 
That sets it apart somewhat, does it not, from 
the rest of the earth? 

Mr. MAGNES: Yes, and would that conception 
play any part in the picture which you may 
have of administrative areas? 1 just do not quite 
gather the purport of your question. 

Mr. RAND (Canada): Loyalties must cluster 
around ideas, or feelings, at least sentiments. 
Hem, it seems to me that we are lacking in the 
framework of a conception in which loyalty in 
a Palestinian sense cari arise. I think it was the 
Peel Commission that said it was nonsense to 
think that either the Jews or the Arabs in the 
present condition of things took any pride in 
Palestine, or even contemplated his relation to 
it as that of a Citizen of orie State. NOW could YoU 
modify that by a change in setting? 

Mr. MAGNES: Might 1 read you the last para- 
graph in our statement to the Anglo-American 
Committee? It is headed “A Palestine Solution”: 

“What a boon to mankind it wouId be if 
the Jews and the Arabs of Palestine were to 
strive together to make their Holy Land 
into a thriving, peaceful Switzerland, situ- 
ated at the heart of this ancient highway 
between East and West. A ‘Palestine SoIu- 
tion’ is required for the Palestine problem. 
This would have an incalculable pOlitiCa1 



and spiritual influence in a11 the Middle 
East aid far beyond. A bi-national Palestine 
could becorne a beacon of peace in the 
world.” 

What 1 may say is that one of our problems is 
the creation of just those loyalties that you SO 
rightly emphasize. A loyalty for a Palestine State 
and net just for a. Jewish State or for an Arab 
State. If that be OLIT ideal, the question is how 
is it to be brought about, and it seems to me 
that the fewcr barriers set up betwecn the Arabs 
and the Jews-territorial or political or eco- 
nomic-the better chance you have of creating 
common loyalties for this Palestine State. 

h4r. RAND (Canada): Yes, the only question 
would be whether the one or the other practically 
is realizabIe. Which would be the more likely 
to attract that new conception of loyalty which 
is a necessary condition, but which seems today 
to be absent? 

Mr. MAGNES: Undoubtedly if you have a Jewish 
State or if you bave an Arab State, a uni-national 
State creates national loyalties much more quickly 
than a K-national State could. On the other hand, 
as you know and as you bave said about Canada, 
your loyalty extends to a11 parts of it, from east 
to west, and to a11 sections, whatever languige 
be spoken there. Now it has not been SO easy 
in Canada, because 1 read only a year ago, 1 
should say in the American “Foreign Affairs” an 
article by someone from Canada who talked 
about fundamental difficulties that are still to 
corne, because of the basic diff erences in languagc 
and in customs and in European connexions, 
and SO forth. But the fact thac it has not been 
entirely simple in Canada does not mean that 
it has not been possible. It bas not been simple 
in South Africa-more difficult there than it bas 
been in Canada. On the other hand, you have 
there a kind of bi-national State where very deep 
loyalties have been engendered in the hearts of 
many Englishmen and many Afrikaans towards 
a South African unified State. The Premier of 
South Africa at the.present rime is not an English- 
man, the Vice-Premier is not an Englishman. 
You have these loyalties on the part of the 
dominant political parties, and on the other 
hand you have the Nationalist Party in South 
Africa, which is by no means satisfied for South 
Africa to remain as it is under this present-day 
bi-national conception. 

The question is what is one going to strive 
for? What is the higher ideal and what is the 
more likely ideal to be carried out? That is the 
question you ask. Now 1 would like to answer 
that, It may be that any answer that is given 
will have more or less to be imposed by the 
United Nations. The question is what cari be 
imposed with least difficulty? That is the way 
1 should like to formulate it. 1 think partition 
CRII not be imposed. It is going to create war. 
The great majority of the Arabs are against it. 
Large numbers of Jews, both extremists and 
moderates, and among the religious groups of 
the Jews, are against it. It is going to create these 
irredenta and these outbursts. The bi-national 
State, however, is here. We are a bi-national 

State. We do not have to draw any new boun- 
daries. We do not have to persuade anybody 
that that part of the country is land for the 
Arabs and this part of the country is land for 
the Jews. It would hardly have to be imposed, 
It Will corne into being. If you begin with the 
appointment, for example, of a Jew and an Arab 
-take the most modest of a11 requirements-as 
members of the Executive Council, sitting with 
the High Commissioner of this country during 
the period of the Mandate, that is nothing that 
yop Will have to go to war for, or a11 these other 
things that 1 tried to outline in the government 
of the country. Those things arise almost natur- 
ally. They are organic. You do not have to segre- 
gate people in any sense of, the term, physicaIIy 
or spiritually, SO that 1 have not the slightest 
doubt myself that if anything is to be imposed, 
the one thing that cari be imposed is the bi- 
national State, because using the word imposed 
about that is a very strong term. We are here 
already a bi-national State, and any attempt to 
make these divisions is going to be somethïng 
chat Will stir up animosity that does not at the 
present 6 time exist. 

CHAIRMAN: Are there any other questions3 
Mr. RAND (Canada): 1 was thinking of the 

more or less universal objective or dream or, 
you might say, spiritual aim of the Jewish people 
to bave some part of this earth’s surface which 
it might say was its own exclusively. 

Mr. MAGNES: Weil, if it were a11 left to me and 
we had a free hand, 1 would create a Jewish 
State. 1 am not among chose who have objections 
in principle to a Jewish State. There are many 
Jews throughout the world in America and else- 
where who abject to a Jewish State in principle. 
I am not one of those. 1 would like to see the 
Jewish people burdened with the task of con- 
ducting a State. They might, perhaps, add to the 
spiritual treasures of mankind if they were given 
that burden. But it has not been left to me. 
There is no tabula rasa. We are here in this 
country with two peoples. One of the ways of 
trying to evade that has been to try to find some 
other territory. The British Government at one 
time oRered the Jews a settlement in Uganda. 
The Jewish people refused that settlement. Why? 
Bccause it was not Palestine. There may be other 
countries in the world which would offer space 
for Jewish homeless people. The Jewish people 
are not interestecl in that. 1 must say 1 am sur- 
prisecl sol-ne of the great countries of the world 
bave not opened their gates to some of the 
Jewish displaced persons, but a11 constantly con- 
centrated only and exclusively on Palestine for 
the-reception of these unhappy languishing vic- 
tims of this terrible holocaust. But the Jewish 
people would turn it a11 down. When 1 say . 
Jewish people, 1 mean Jewish history, 1 mean 
the Jewish future, would turn it down as it has 
turned it down th!ls far. SO that we find our- 
selves in this peculiar position, a peculiar people, 
that is what we are called in our Bible-and we 
are a peculiar people, sometimes in the good 
sense and sometimes, perhaps, not in SO good a 
sense-and this is a peculiar land, with, as we 
have agreed, millions of people interested in it, 
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and it is here we want to set up our National 
Home for good and true purposes and where 
we are setting up our National Home. 

Now if you think that by this division, this 
partition, you are answering the Century-long 
yearning of the Jewish people for a niche in the 
world, for a home, for their own State, 1 think 
myself that is a mistaken conception. This does 
not answer the Jewish need for that. It is too 
small. It has too large a minority of Arabs in 
that particular State, too many administrative, 
economic, social and educational difficulties. If 
you could give to the Jewish people Palestine, a11 
of Palestine, as many of our Jews want-we have 
our parties who say that a11 of this talk, all our 
talk and the partition talk and the rcst of it is 
a11 rot; what the Jewish people require is Pales- 
tine on bot11 sides of the Jordan River-and some 
go as far as the Euphrates ‘River, because in our 
Bible the boundaries of Palestine have been set 
at times from the River of Egypt to the Euphrates 
River- (which you could not do, of course)-that, 
perhaps, might meet this great historical need 
of the Jewish people for some kind of a State 
that would make this the equivalent in state- 
hood of some of the other peoples of the world. 
But to take this tiny country-you have seen 
how small it is. 

Mr. RAND (Canada): It necessarily has to be 
symbolic, by its geographical limits, but what 
you say is that that yearning must remain for- 
ever unsatisfied. 

Mr. MAGNES: I say this, that as long as Pales- 
tine is inhabited by two peoples and as long as 
we have not had one or two generations of ex- 
perience and of experiment, of bit-and-miss, of 
working things out together,-1 say that the 
Jewish people Will have to do without that as it 
has clone without that for many hundreds of 
years. 1 am convinced in my own heart that the 
Jewish people here cari be creative: that is what 
we are after, most of all. In addition, by increas- 
ing immigration up to parity in this bi-national 
State, even though we do not achieve our legiti- 
mate ambition to have one State in the worIc1 that 
we may cal1 our own, 1 am sure the solution 

- Will be more easily Eound. 1 do not think the 
task could be accomplished otherwise. 

CHAIRMAN: Are there are more questions? 
Mr. SIMIC (Yugoslavia): 1 should like to put 

a question to M r. Rainer. 1 see you are very well 
acquainted with a11 schemes and plans for irri- 
gation of Palestine as a whole. 1 have understood 
the biggest source for exploitation of water is 
the Jordan River water. 1s that SO? 

Mr. RAINER: Not the biggest, but one of the 
biggest. 

CHAIRMAN: Then 1 think we had better make 
this the cnd of the interrogation, since no one 
else bas any questions. 1 repeat my thanks to 
you borh. 

The next item on the agenda should have 
bcen thc hearing of representatives of the Com- 
munist Party of Palestine. We have had to post- 
pont that hearing till tomorrow. 

The next item on the agenda Will be the hear- 
ing of representatives of the Council of the 

Ashkenasic Jewish Community. Are they here? 
I understand that His Eminence, the Chief Rabbi 
of Orthodox Jewry of Jerusalem and the Holy 
Land, Rabbi J, H. Duschinsky and Rabbi Selig 
Reuben Bengis, President, Religious Law Courts, 
were going to appear before this body. 

Rabbi BENGIS: The Rabbi who was supposed 
to answer did not feel well and decided to go 
home. I have to ask the Chairman when he 
should appear again. 

CHAIRMAN: We shall see when we cari fit it in. 
It becomes very difhcult now to fit in something 
new in the programme, but we shall see if it is 
possible. We Will have to review the situation, 
and 1 do not think we cari say anything now 
about the possibilities of the Ashkenasic Com- 
munity being heard or the time when it cari 
be done. 

Rabbi BENGIS: It is not possible to do it to- 
morrow after the Communist Party have spoken? 

CHAIRMAN: We have fixed other hearings for 
tomorrow, but we shall consider the question 
and ask you to be ready to corne here at short 
notice. 

The public hearing is adjourned till tomorrow 
at 10.30 a.m. 

(The meeting ndjozwfzed at 1.50 fi.~.) 

VERBATIM RECORD OF 
THE THIRTY-SECOND MEETING (PUBLIC) 

Held at the Y.M.C.A. Building 
Jerusnlem, Palestine 

Tuesday, 15 July 1947, at 11.25 a.m. 

Present: 
Mr, SANDSTILOM, Sweden, (Chairman) 
Mr. Hoon, Australia 
Mr. RAND, Canada 
Mr, LISICKY, Czechoslovakia 
Mr. GAR~~A GRANADos, Guatemala 
Sir ABDU~ RAHMAN, India 
Mr. ENTEZAM, Iran 
Mr. BLOM, Netherlands 
Ml-. GAR~~A SALAZAR, Peru 
Mr. FABREGAT, Uruguay 
Mr. SIMAC, Yougoslavia 
Secretariat: 
Mr. HOOD, Assistant Secretary-General 
Mr. GA?G~A ROB~ES, Secretary 

CHAIRMAN: 1 cal1 the meeting to order. 
The Agenda for this Public Meeting contains 

three items: 
1. Public Hearing of Rrepresentatives of the 

Communist Party of Palestine, Central Com- 
mittee. 

2. Public Hearing of Representatives of the 
League for Jewish-Arab Rapprochement. 

3. Public Hearing of Representatives of the 
Council (Waad Hair) of the Ashkenasic Jewish 
Community. 

Can we adopt this Agenda? 
(No abjection uoiced) , 
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Headng of Representatives of the 
Commun;& Party of Palestine, 

Centrai Committee 

CHAIRMAN: The Agenda is adopted. The first 
item on the Agenda relates to the questions to 
be put to the representatives of the Communist 
Party. 

Arab peoples are an exception in thiS reSpt?Ct. 

That is ~11~ we gave the example Of YUgOSlaVia. 
Altllough our conditions are different, we think 
that the lines for the future development of OUT 
country are similar. 

Mr. Mikunis, Dr. Ehrlich, and Mr. Vilner, Will 
YOU please corne up on he platform. 

pr. M&unis, Dr. Ehrlich, and Mr.’ vdner 
took their seats ut t+e table) 

CHAIRMAN: Do any of the Members Of the 
Committee wish to put some questions. 

Mr. SIMAC (Yugoslavia): Mr. Mikunis, you 
bave, in replying to the questions of the gentle- 
men of the Committee, mentioned my country 
several times. You did SO precisely when refming 
to that part of the programme of your Party 
which has aroused the greatest interest, that is, 
to the question of the equality of rights of 
peoples. This might give me right, and possibly 
even make it my duty, to make some reference 
to the fact that you have, in your replies, in 
order to substantiate the correctness of your 
views, pointed to the solution of the national 
question which has been ‘achieved during and 
after this war in my country. 

1 shall net do SO, however, for reasons which 
are easy to understand. But, in connexion with 
this example you have given, 1 should like you 
to answer a question, in order to make sure that 
1 have understood you correctly. 

My question is: Have 1 understood you cor- 
rectly if I take your programme for the solution 
of the problem which has arisen historically in 
Palestine to mean that, according to your con- 
ceptions, your demand for the abolition of the 
Mandate, the withdrawal of British forces and 
the immediate proclamation of Palestine’s in- 
dependence is a result of your conviction, that 
in such an event the actual conditions (and 
relationships) in Palestine Will undergo sucb a 
change that they Will constitute new conditions 
and a completely new objective reality, in which 
the Arab and Jewish peoples, and their pro- 
gressive democratic forces, free of a11 influences 
from without, Will be able to find an answer 
to a11 fundamental questions of life in common 
in a common country? 1s it SO, or not? 

Mr. MIKUNIS: Exactly. Our conviction is that 
when the United Nations Organization will pro- 
claim the independence of Palestine, after the 
abolition of the Mandate and the evacuation of 
troops in Palestine, there Will occur, 1 would 
saY, revolutionary changes. The peasantry, the 
working class, and the intellectuals will be free 
to express their opinion. They will be free to 
mobilize the masses of the people for the pro- 
tection of the independence and the democratic 
State. This is our conviction. This is based on 
the composition of the social forces in Palestine 
among the Jews and Arabs. This is based on 
history, even of the recent years, on examples 
taken from different peoples. This is the general 
rule of freedom of a11 oppressed peoples. We 
do net think that Palestine and the Jewish and 

Mr. SIMIC (Yugoslavia): Thank you. Now, this 
is my second question: You have stressed in your 
speeches and statements, that the fundamental 
freedoms, such as the freedom of the press and 
meeting and assembly, of the public expression 
of thought and conviction, and SO on, are not 
guaranteed in Palestine. 1 should like YOU to 

give us a more detailed account of ~OUIT ex- 
perience in this respect? 1 should also Iike to 

know whether su& measures are applied equally 
to a11 organizations, political parti& and 
individuals? 

Mr. MIKUNIS: We have a rich experience in 
this respect in Palestine. For instance, the Com- 
munist Party of Palestine was illegal until 1942 
and was very severely persecuted. We had no 
legal paper.’ Hundreds of Commun&s had been 
deported îrom the country, and hundreds im- 
prisoned on the basis of Emergency Regulations, 
without any court. Even on the 7th of July 1941 
the Secretary of the Party was arrested along with 
several other members, although nothing could 
have been shown against them accept that they 
are Commun&s. On the basis of the Defence 
Regulations we were sentenced to bc imprisoned 
-to be detained until the end of the war. The 
racing forces of democracy were stronger than 
these Defence Regulations, and the Government, 
under the pressure of public opinion here ancl 
abroad, was compelled to release us after several 
months of detention. Our legal paper, Kol- 
Haam, was stopped for one mont11 on account of 
a caricature on local matters. The paper of the 
Arab Trade Unions, the Al-Ittihad, was Jso 
stopped last year for one month. Our daily paper, 
Kol-Haam, until now has no telephone. We 
have to use private telephones because the Gov- 
ernment does not allow us to have a telephone 
after four or five months of existence of our daily 
paper. You have the striking example of yester- 
day. Yesterday the Government revealed anew. 
its real position by applying martial measures 
in Nathanya and its surroundings. 1 think 1 am 
just in protesting here against this collective 
punishment. I ask whether such measures would 
be applied against Manchester and Liverpool if 
two soldiers were kidnapped there. We are de- 
prived of the elementary civil liberties of this 
country. Inhabitants of Palestine are deported 
to qther countries. They are detained by hun- 
dreds and thousands without any reasons. The 
King David Hotel was exploded in Jerusalem, 
but after eight days the Government decided to 
punish Tel-Aviv - to impose a curfew and mar- 
tial measures on Tel-Aviv for four days, causing 
sufferings to two hundred thousand inhabitants, 
in the biggest city in Palestine. ~he censorship 
is very severe, and especially regarding our daily 
Paper. We gave in our memorandum and in our 
speeches a long list of discriminations and of thc 
deprivations of the elementary civil liberties, 
both to Arabs and Jews, for the last thirty years, 
What I wanted to stress, and to underline it in 
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our reports, is that the main persecutions of the 
Communists and other progressive circles in 
Palestine were on account of our fight for Arab- 
Jewish co-operation and rapprochement because 
we estimate, and experience has shown, that the 
strongest weapons of imperi&ism in Palestine 
are not the tanks and the bombers, nor the 
police, but the strongest weapon is the Arab- 
Jewish antagonism. In every case where Arabs 
and Jews unite and fight’ together they always 
succeed. This is our experience for the last 
twenty-five years. 

Mr. SIMIC (Yugoslavia): You have stated cate- 
gorically, among other things, that Palestine has 
been made into a British military base in the 
Middle East. Can you give us any further evi- 
dence substantiating such an assertion and such 
an appraisal of the matter? 

Mr. MIKUNIS: In my address 1 indicated that 
tht British troops in Palestine are too numerous, 
not only to suppress the liberation movement 
in Palestine, and the liberation movement in the 
Middle East, but that the number of troops 
shows that Britain’s intention to fortify, to 
strengthen and to widen its military bases here 
as a preparation for a Third World War. The 
argument is that these troops have to protect 
che Jews against the Arabs, and the Arabs from 
the Jews. It is very strange that these troops 
are neither stationed among the Arabs nor 
among the Jews. They- are stationed in the 
Southern part of Palestine near the Egyptian 
Front&-. They are stationed in the South in 
huge permanent camps. There are many per- 
manent camps in Palestine. Tens of thousands 
of workers are still engaged in these military 
camps, in the construction of new buildings, and 
in workshops. There are several military aero- 
dromes which are still maintained, where build- 
ings are still added, and where workshops are 
erected. Al1 these facts, which are not complete, 
prove that Great Britain, together with the aid 
and consent of American imperialism, erects here 
in Palestine a military base. 1 think that you 
will be able, 1 hope SO, to obtain further details 
on this military base from the War Ministry of 
Great Britain. 

Mr. Hoon (Australia): Mr. Chairman, 1 would 
Iike, if 1 may, to clear up one point arising from 
the paper read by Mr. Vilner. As 1 understand 
the proposa1 made in general terms by the spokes- 
mari who is present with us, there would be two 
stages: There would first be the stage of procla- 
mation of the principle of independence, and 
secondly the stage of the actual establishment 
of an independent administration in Palestine. 
Might 1 ask whether any of these gentlemen 
could give us a statement on the tinte he would 
think would be necessary before the second stage 
was started - let us say the interval between the 
first and the second stage. 

Mr. VILNER: In our proposals there are no 
stages. We think, we are sure, that the peoples of 
Palestine are ripe for independence. The ques- 
tion is not a question of stages. The question is 
how to obtain - hoti to carry out in practice, 
now, in the nearest possible future, the inde- 

oendence of Paiestine. Our orooosal strcssed, 
I  

and it was also obivious from t<e {uestioning last 
Suriday, one side of the niatter. It means the 
pre-conditions for the independence of Palestine. 
We have stressed in our statement, in our mem- 
orandum, and in our oral statement, that the 
independence of Palestine cari be achieved if 
some pre-conditions were carried out by the 
United Nations Organization in participation 
and co-operation with the peoples of Palestine. 
What are these pre-conditions? First of ail, we 
propose that in the September Session of the 
Assembly of the United Nations Organization, 
the United Nations Organization according to 
our proposals should decide: 1. That the British 
Mandate of the League of Nations be abolished. 
2. That in the nearest future, in the shortest pos- 
sible time, that the British Army of Occupation 
and the British Police should leave Palestine. 
On these two, let me say, negative proposaIs, at 
least we have the full support not only of the 
Communist Party but of the whole Jewish Com- 
munity and Arab Community in Palestine, Let 
me in this connexion , . . 

Mr. HOOD (Australia): Mr. Chairman, 1 asked 
a reasonably simple question. 

Mr. VILNER: 1 Will corne to that. 
M?. HOOD (Australia): Al1 1 want to know is 

whether you contemplate an interval, and if 50 
how long? 

CHAIRMAN: Yes, we need not go into the sup 
port you had for your claims. The question waa 
only the time it would take between the two 
stages. 

Mr. VILNER: Yes, 1 know, but the time is de- 
pendent on the situation in Palestine and on the 
attitude of both peoples, not on abstract calcu- 
lations of the Communists or other parties. That 
is our opinion, at least. 

CHA~RMA~: Yes, but I do not think it is neces- 
sary to read the statement. 

Mr. VILNER: No, not a statement, only two or 
three lines. It is not a statement. 

CHAIRMAN: 1 do not think it is necessary. Will 
you answer the question without any reference 
as to what other communities might think? 

Mr. VILNER: Our proposition on stages or 
against stages depends on this: In our opinion 
the whole question is what is the attitude of 
both peoples of Palestine. The stages are not a 
question to act out in a room alongside a table 
with a pen in hand. The question of stages and 
of the possibility to carry out our program foi 
immediate independence or nearest possible in- 
dependence of Palestine is dependent on this. 

CHAIRMAN: Yes, you said it would be immedi- 
ately, You have said there would be no stages, 
that it would follow immediately. 

Mr. VILNER: No, it is not SO simple. 1 wanted 
to explain our attitude. 1 only want to say in 
one sentence, not to quote, that a11 the news- 
papers, right-wing and left-wing in the Jewish 

’ Community have supported our demands against 
British imperialism, though they have objections 
to some of our other proposals. Now, how to 
carry out the independence. After the decision 
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of the United Nations in September about the 
abolition of the Mandate an2 the evacuation of 
British troops our proposa1 has said that the 
Security Council of the United Nations should 
appoint a United Nations Commission. This 
Commission appointid by the Security Council 
should corne to Palestine to organize and carry 
out elections between Jews and Arabs to a con- 
stituent Assembly. This body of Jews and Arabs 
Will be the body whlch Will create the constitu- 
tion of the future regime of Palestine. According 
to our proposals, as we have announced, this 
constitution Will be in accordance with the reali- 
ties of’ Palestine, taking into account the exist- 
ence of two peoples - equal rights. 

Mr. HOOD (Australia): How long do you think 
that Will take; a matter of months, a year, or 
what? 

Mr. VILNER: 1 think that if the United Nations 
Organization would give our peoples a real op- 
portunity and make impossible the interference 
of the police, of the British Military Forces, and 
of the British Military and Civil Administration, 
then we are sure ,that the people Will arrange it 
in months. But, on one condition: No foreign 
interfercnce in the matters of Palestine. 

Mr. HOOD (Australia): Who Will cany on the 
Government? Who Will carry on the administra- 
tion in that period? 

pcace. 1 am not a lawyer, but as a simple man 
1 understand that the term “endangering the 
peace” in the United Nations Charter does not 
mean endangering the peace today, this after- 
noon, or tomorrow morning; it means a situa- 
tion which cndangers the peace. It may in a 
week, or it may in a year or more. But, the 
whole political-military situation in Palestine is 
endangering the peace in the Middle East, 

Mr. HOOD (Australia): Whar is yo~r reason 
for wanting the Security Council to act in this 
matter rather than the Trusteeship Council? 

Mr. VILNER: Because of two reasons: First of 
a11 because the situation in Palestine is SO grave 
and we have martial law every day, murclers 
and SO on. Further, the race to build military 
camps in Palestine is SO intense that the si,tuation 
is SUC~, and the problem is such, that it must 
be transferred to this body of the United Nations. 

Mr. 1-IOOD (Australia): But you have just said 
that this body would not be appointed until the 
Mandatory had gone; is that right? 

Mr. VILNER: This b’ody means the Security 
Council, the situation in Palestine, in our opin- 
ion, endangers the peoples. But now the second 
half OC the question was-oh, 1 am sorry, but I 
do not remember the second half of your ques- 
tion. 

Mr. VILNER: 1 said it very clearly. This ques- 
tion in our proposa1 cannot exist. Why? Because 
immediately alter the United Nations Qrganiza- 
tion’s decision, the commission will corne to 
Palestine. 

Mr. HOOD (Australia): Do you mean the com- 
mission Will administer the country? 

Mr. VILNER: Well, the commission, or a pro- 
visional institution which Will corne out of the 
first elections after the United Nations Commis- 
sion cornes CO Palestine. 1 think this Will elect 
the committee, and 1 am not interested in de- 
tails. This is up to the representatives of the 
Jews and Arabs. They Will arrange in the best 
way they know how to work out the first consti- 
tution of the independence of Palestine. These 
are details which cannot change the proposal. 
It may be organized in this or that way; it does 
not matter at all. 

Mr. HOOD (Australia): The question was why 
do you prefer action by the Security Council 
rather than action by the Trusteeship Council? 

Mr. VILNER: I ‘am not sure 1E there exists now 
a full Trusteeship Council in the United Na- 
tions, at ail. \ 

CZ-IAIRMAN: It does. 

Mr. HOOD (Australia): Why do you suggest 
that t!+e Security Council appoint a commission? 

Mr. VILNER: Because we are sure,, as my com- 
rade has explained a few minutes ago, that the 
situation in Palestine (and this we should like 
to stress before you) is very grave. It must corne 
to an end. The yuicker the better. 

Mr. HOOD (Australia): You have just told us 
that as soon as the Mandatory Power goes there 
will be no difliculties, the people Will settle down. 
IYou unclerstand that the Security Council is em- 
powered to act in situations which may endanger 
international peace or security. But would that 
bc a situation to endanger peace and security? 
1 thought you said there would be no danger; 
there would be only reconciliation? 

Mr. VILNER: 1 think that the situation in Pales- 
tine, as in other countries, created by American 
and British imperialism, is endangering the 

Mr. VILNER: 1 know, but according to the 
United Nations Charter, which 1 have here with 
me, the Trusteeship Council is a body for transi- 
tion periods. 1 think that in our former answer 
I gave ,also the answer why we bave not proposed 
the Trustecship Council, but the Security Coun- 
cil, because we think that for Palestine the ques- 
tion now is independence and not trusteeship. 
It means that this is also my answer to the qucs- 
tion “Why not the Trusteeship Council?” 

Mr. BLOM (Netherlands): The speakers here 
bave referred more than once to equal rights 
for the Arabs and the Jews in this country. 1 am 
not sure oE what they mean by that. Do they think 
of parity? Or what is meant by equal rights? 

CHAIRMAN: We debated that at very great 
length at our previous meeting. If you read the 
record of the previous meetings, X think you will 

get the answer to what you ask. 
Mr. MIICUNIS: Let me add some words. 
CHAIRMAN: It is unnecessary because we de- 

bated that at great length at our previous meet- 
ings. 

Mr. MIKUNIS: 1 wish to say only a few words 
to clarify the matter. 

CISAIRMAN: I am not sure it cari be clarified by 
explaining it once more. 

Mr. BLOM (Netherlands): On Page 20 of Mr. 
Mikunis’ statement, 1 read: “The United Nations 
should provide every facility to displaced Jews 
desirous to return to their countries of origin 
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where democratic regimes have been established”. 
As you know, we have considerable evidence that 
by far the most of the Jews in D.P. Camps want 
to emigrate into’palestine and not to return to 
their countries of origin. What 1 want to know is: 
Has Mr. Mikunis any indication that people in 
the camps who are-desirous of returning to their 
countries of origin are being prevented fro& 
doing SO now? 

Mr. MIKUNIS: In order to answer you properly, 
1 tvill read two more Iines of my statement. “The 
United Nations should provide every facility to 
displaced Jews desirous to return to the coun- 
tries of origin where democratic regimes have 
been established, as well as to those interested in 
emigration to other countries, including Pales- 
tine, taking into consideration the desire to join 
relatives. This is the way to salve this urgent 
problem, how to eliminate the “Divide and Rule” 
spcculations of imperialism. 

In answer to the first question, we have facts. 
Many facts have been published in the press in 
Palestine and in Europe that the authorities of 
the camps of displaced Jews have not only pre- 
vented somc of these Jews desiring to return to 
Poland or Yugoslavia or Hungary, but they have 
led a propoganda attack against it, describing 
the new democratic countries as police coun- 
tries, as police States, endangering the security 
and the material wealth of the people. 

Second, we know that the overwhelming ma- 
jority of the Jews in these displaced persons 
camps desire to emigrate because of bitter memo- 
ries and of the horrors they have survived in the 
countries of extermination. They do not want to 
return because of this. They want to join rela- 
tives, their families in different countries. That 
is why we say it is the duty of the Unit& Nations 
Organization to assise them in this and to give 
them every opportunity in order to enable them 
to emigrate to those countries, including Pales- 
tine, and to liquidate a11 these camps in Western 
Germany, in Austria, Italy and Cyprus, in order 
to put an end to this shameful story of keeping 
the remuants, the victims of Fascism, the rem- 
nants of su& a slaughter - keeping them two 
years after the war in such camps under protec- 
tion of Nazis or former Nazis and allowing such 
Nazis to make pogroms and provocations against 
these victims of Fascism. 

I strcsscd this point in my address. 1 stressed 
this point, that this is a sin of Gain on those 
people who speak SO much about Western culture 
and who lïnd a way-and 1 came from England 
only three weeks ago and 1 was there during 
the last weeks 1 was there thousands of former 
Fascists and collaborators with the Nazi armies, 
Ukrainians and Latvians, entered England heely. 
Thcy have a11 accommodations and work, when- 
ever they like. But‘ the gates of England are 
closed for the Jewish victims of Fascism. Canada 
is open for the bandits of the Nazi armies, but 
Canada is closed for the Jewish victims of Fas- 
cism. Palestine is closed for these victims- 

CHAIRMAN: I want you to choose your words 
carefully. 

Sir AnDùn RAHMAN (India): Dr. Magnes, in 

bis statement yesterday, suggested a bi-national 
state with parity between Jews and Arabs in 
spite of their differences in numbers. Just answer 
my question: 1 do not want your discourse. $Do 
you, as Communists, support that ides? 

Mr. MAKUNIS: Support what ides? 
Sir ABDUR KAHMAN (India): Dr. Magnes, in 

bis statement yesterday, suggested a bi-national 
State with parity between Jews anc! Arabs in 
spite of their differences in numbers. I do not 
want a discourse; I only want your reply. Do you, 
as Communists, support that suggestion of Dr. 
Magnes? 

CHAIRMAN: Yes or no. 
Mr. MIKUNIS: No; it is not a question of yes 

or no. 
Sir ABDUR RAMMAN (India): 1 ‘only want yes 

or no. 
Mr. MIKUNIS: You speak about parity. 1 do 

not know what you mean by parity. There fnay 
be parity of the government and Parliament. 

Sir ABDUR RAHMAN (India): You were present 
here when Dr. Magnes made his statement. 

Mr. MIJ~uNIs: Yes. 

Sir ABDUR RAHWIAN (India): 1 am referring to 
that statement. 1 am only asking you: do you 
support the statement and the suggestion made 
by Dr. Magnes, as Communists, or do you not? 

Mr. MIKUNIS: You ask me a question on which 
1 camlot answer because Dr. Magnes gave a com- 
plete conception on the question of parity. XE 
you want to know my conception of parity, I 
Will tel1 you in a few words, but do not ask me 
if 1 signed the statement of Dr. Magnes. Of 
course, 1 did not sign it. 1 abject to this yon- 
ception of Dr. Magnes, although 1 appreclate 
his attitude on Arab-Jewish co-operation and 
his work for it. 

Sir ABDUR RAHMAN (India): On what points 
do you abject? Tell me that. 

Mr. MIKUNIS: We abject to the continuation 
of British rule in Palestine under the name of 
trusteeship. 

CHAIRMAN: Yes, but that was not the question. 
The question was if you subscribe to the thesis 
of parity. 

Mr. M~<UNIS: What kind of parity? There are 
different kinds of parity. 1 want to tel1 you what 
we understand it is, under two peoples with 
equal rights, constitutionally, simply. We under- 
stand two Houses. The first is tke HOUX of 
Representatives elected democratically on the 
basis of proportionate representation. Then we 
suggest the second House, the House of Peoples, 
also electcd democratically on a regional basis, 
which is composed of fifty per cent Jewish and 
fifty per cent Arab representatives. This is the 
second House of Peoples. It must be based on 
this principle, in order-in addition to the COS 

stitution-to create an additional guarantee for 
the real equality of rights between the two 
peoples, Arabs and Jews. This is how we under- 
stand constitutionally the question of equal 
rights for both peoples. 

Sir ABDUR RAHMAN (India): What would be 
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the respective functions of these two Houses, 
according to you? 

Mr. MI~~NIS: The respective functions of these 
two Houses-first of all, they bave the same 
rights. And secondly- 

Sir A~uua RAHMAN (India): The fUnCtiOm 

That is what 1 asked you. 
Mr. MIKUNIS: If there are questions whi& 

for instance, the first House is in conflict and 
these questions are passed to the second House, 
in every country where you have two Houses. 
It is very well known what such two Houses are 
doing, as for instance in the Soviet and yugo- 
slavia, and in different other countries. It is a 
well known thing. 

sir ABD~R UHMAN (India): Is there any dif- 
ference in principle between the Arab and the 
Jewish Communists in Palestine in ‘regard to 
the form of the government in Palestine? 

Mr. MIKUNIS: 1 speak, first of all, for the COm- 
munist Party of Palestine- 

Sir ABDUR RAHMAN (India): 1 am only asking 
you if there is a difference or not. 

Mr. MIKUNIS: Then, we do not discuss ques- 
tions of details. We are not entering now into 
details. We have confidence in the people, and 
we cari assure you that after the granting or 
the proclamation of independence and evacu- 
ation of troops, the people Will salve a11 funda- 
mental, as well as the detailed questions for 
their future constitution and their future free 
government. 

sonalities in the Jewish community. The League 
does net spe& in the name of the Yishuv or the 
Zionist movement. It wishes to offer YOU the 

opinion of a group whicIï has devoted a great 
deal of thought and a considerable measure of 
action for the solution of the Jewish-Arab prob- 
lem. Whi1e a party is built upon an all-incIusive 
programme relating to most problems of life, 
a league like ours unites its members through 
one central aim. We a11 see in the matter Of 
Jewish-Arab relations the crux of the po1itica1 
situation in this country. We believe chat failing 
the solution of this problem, no satisfactory SO~U- 
tion is conceivable for the aims of Zionism or for 
the development and progress of the inhabitants 
of this country and its newcomers. 

Al1 the members of the League are united in 
their belief that the solution to the political situ- 
ation in this country must be based upon the 

principle of bi-nationalism, namely: fuI1 equality 
of rights for both nations. It is not sufficient ta 
grant equality to the individual Jew or the indi- 
vidual Arab. This equality must be possesscd 
.by the Jewish people as a whole, returning to its 
homeland by right and not by sufferance, and 
by the Arab people dwelling here in its home- 
land also by right and not by sufferance. This 
equality for which we strive must guarantee eaeh 
nation what it needs most:-to the Jews-the right 
of immigration and settlement; to the Arabs- 
economic and social development; and to both- 
the prospect for peace and joint independence, 

CHAIRMAN: Any more questions? 
Sir ABDUR RAHXW (India): 1 am not satisfied 

but I Will put no other questions, 
CHAIRMAN: Well then, we have ended the hear- 

ing of the representatives of the Communist 
Party. 1 thank you, gentlemen. 

Hearing of Representatives of the League 
for Jewish-Arab R approchement and 

Co-operation 

We go on with the next item on the agenda: 
Hearing of the representatives of the League 
for Jewish-Arab Rapprochement and Co-opera- 
tien. 1 understand that Dr. Simon and Mr. Cohen 
are going to speak. 

This common belief unites a11 the members of 
the League. While there may be amongst US 
differences of emphasis why such political agree- 
ment between the two nations has not been 
reached in the past, a11 of us agree that a11 the 
three political factors involved in Palestine are 
in one way or another to be blamed for the im- 
passe. We do not indulge merely in casting accu- 
sations against others. We are constantly strup 
gling for our ideas within the Jewish community 
and we do not deter from open criticism on the 
proper occasion. At this moment when we stand 
before an international forum, we wish to touch 
upon the international aspects of this problem, 
and we believe that our criticism within our com- 
munity gives us the moral right to assess thc 
responsibility of outside forces. 

(Dr. Simn and Mr. Cohen took a Seat at the 
table.) 

Dr. SIMON (Representative of the League for 
Jewish-Arab Rapprochement and Co-operation): 
Mr. Chairman, gentlemen, we appreciate very 
deeply the privilege you have granted US of 
appearing before the Special Committee which 
was sent here by the United Nations, an organiza- 
tien which strives for the unity of the entire 
human race. Our aim is to achieve one union 
of two nations in this country, Such an effort, we 
believe, cari be our greatest contribution to the 
welfare and unity of the world, especially since 
we dwell on one of its danger spots. 

We do not wish to create the impression that 
we are anti-British. We know how to appraise 
the fine traits of the English people, its heroic 
efforts during the last war, especially when it 
stood alone against the enemy of mankind. But 
we’ are concerned here with the Jewish-Arab 
problem and in this matter we cannot exonerate 
the various British Governments from periloua 
negligence and at times even from harmful 
actions. 

One more word about the activity of tbe 
League within the Jewish community. As we 
stated in our memorandum, the League was 
founded in 1939 in the midst of the riots, when 
it seemed that there was almost no hope for 
better relations between the two nations. Tbc 
founding of the League crystallized in an orga- 
nized way certain trends and activities which 

The League for Jewish-Arab Rapprochement 
sud Co-operation is not a politlcal party. It is 
composed of a number of organizations and per- 
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existed already for many years. One of the great- 
est dangers which lurks for the Jew in the Dias- 
pora as well as in his homeland is the danger of 
despair. The cause for this despair may be very 
well understood. When a human being loses a 
third of his blood, then he becomes mortally ill. 
Certainly, the Jewish people which has lest a 
third of its sons and its daughters has cause to 

I be gravely il&the illness of despair. The f?rst 
symptoms of this illness were apparent in the 
very year when the League was founded. They 
increased in intensity during the terrible slaugh- 
ters of the war in Europe, during the era of the 
White Paper in Palestine. 

The members of the League still believe in 
man, in the brotherhood of nations, in the prog- 
ress of mankind and in the eventual triumph 
of the progressive forces within it. They feel 
that they are part of one world front fighting for 
the victory of certain ideals without which there 
Will be no hope for the liberation of the Jewish 
people either. Our efforts are .devoted to heal 
the woes of our people by showing the way to a 
brighter future. We feel that it is not sufficient 
to preach the brotherhood of nations and inter- 
national unity abroad without making the first 
steps here. Charity begins at home, 

We began our work at home. It is not an easy 
task, We are swimming against the current of 
a11 the three political forces involved. We may 
assume that the testimony of the economic ex- 
perts have proven beyond doubt that Jewish 
immigration to Palestine has been benefiting 
the Arabs economically. However,, we know that 
a nation does not sel1 its national birthright for 
a pot of lentils of economic development, just 
as we, the Jewish community of Palestine, are 
not ready to give up our right to cake in our 
brothers from Overseas for equality within an 
Arab State promised to us by Arab leaders. 

We, as Jews of national consciousness, under- 
stand and honour the Arab national movement 
in Palestine as well as in the neighbouring coun- 
tries. We believe that there is reciprocal rela- 
tionship between the two national movements. 
Any progress made by Zionism strengthens auto- 
matically Arab nationalism. The problem is how 
to direct this additiona strength not against the 
aspirations of the Jewish people, not in destruc- 
tive warfare, but rather how to direct it into 
positive channels SO chat the Arabs become active 
partners in the constructive upbuilding of the 
country. 

The solution to this problem lies in the setting 
of a common political goal. As long as the eco- 
nomic benefits which the Jews are bringing to 
the Arabs are counterweighted by political de- 
mands, the situation is almost hopeless. How- 
ever, if we set as our goal bi-nationalism-the 
creation of bi-national facts leading to a bi- 
national regime, then the economic benefits 
brought by Jewish immigration Will assume their 
full positive value. The Arabs Will cesse seeing 
in them political danger. 

Meanwhile, Jewish immgiration must continue 
on a large scale. We cannot, gentlemen, you can- 
not, punish the Jews who are knocking at the 

gates of this country-those remnants, victims of 
Fascism, who two years after the close of the war 
are still rotting in their camps and find the doors 
of Palestine shut in their faces. Lt is unforgiv- 
able that tliey should be punished and continue 
their suffering because of the political entangle- 
ment in this country. Their right as human be- 
ings to reach a haven in the land of their desires 
precedes any political settlement. However, we 
believe that if bi-nationalism were set as the 
political aim, it would minimize to no small ex- 
tent the opposition of our neighbours, the Arabs, 
especially to Jewish immigration. Of a11 the 
solutions offered to you, gentlemen, we think 
that this solution holds the greatest promise of 
peace, especially if bi-national self-government 
is granted as soon as possible to the Jews and 
Arabs of Palestine, who deserve it as much as 
any other nation in the East as well as in the 
West. 

Professor Weizmann spoke about the normal- 
ization which Zionism seeks to bring in the life 
of a sick and wandering people. This normaliza- 
tion has three aspects: 

First, it refers to the attitude of the Jewish 
nation to itself, to its own cultural lieritage. 
There is no contradiction whatsoever between 
satisfactory neighbourly relations among peoples 
in one country and the fostering of their respec- 
tive languages, cultures and educational systems. 
Certainly the example of Switzerland, Yugo- 
slavia, Canada, and Soviet Russia proves this fact. 

Seco&ly, norn-mlization in relationship be- 
tween the Jewish people and their land. 

Th.irdly, normalization in the relationship o( 
the Jewish people to the outside world-a nation 
among nations. The League for Jewish-Arab 
Rapprochement and Co-operation seeks to pro- 
mote those aims. The return of the Jewish people 
to its homeland and its entrenchment within it, 
should be accompanied by the re-establishment 
of the proper, healthy ‘relations between the 
Jewish nation and other nations; above all, with 
the neighbouring Arab nation to whom it is 
closest rclatcd, racially, territorially, and also in 
the respective aspirations of the two nations for 
their national and social liberation and freedom. 

Jewish-Arab co-operation is not only desirable 
but is of the utmost necessity for the welfare of‘ 
both peoples. Governments and political regimes 
may corne and go, but these two nations, who 
are bound forever to this land, Will always live 
side by side. Their true freedom and prosperity 
depend upon their mutual co-operation. Since 
this is necessary, it muse be made possible, It is 
the noble task of a11 statesmen who sincerely 
scek to contribute a lasting solution to the fate 
of this country and to the peace of the world 
to help these two nations to find their mutual 
way. 

CHAIRMAN: Thank you, Dr. Simon. 
CHAIRMAN: 1 thank you, Dr. Simon. Will Mr. 

Cohen please go on? As we bave the address you 
are going to give in writing before us, yod cari 
perhaps shorten it here and there. 

(Mr. Cohen’s remnr?p were interpreted from 
Hebrew by his own interpreter) 



Mr. COHEN: The League regrets it was not in 
the position to present the material addressed 
the &y before to the Committee, SinCe it was 
originally notified chat it was going to testify 
Wednesday and not today. We understand that 
the Members of the Committee are tired and 
we do not wish to tax their patience unneces- 
sarily. 1, therefore, wish to devote my words 
mainly to factual material, and 1 hope it Will 
help you to receive a more correct picture. 

CHAIRMAN: How long is it going to be? 
Mr. COHEN: About an hour. 
CI-XAIRMAN: Then it has ta be translated? 
Mr. COHEN: No, it Will be read directly in 

English. 
CHAIRMAN: But it is not to be read out of the 

statement we have here? 
Mr. COHEN: These are the facts which 1 am 

presenting. 
CHAIRMAN: Then please make it as short as 

possible, 1s it to be the same as laid clown here? 
Mr. COHEN: That is right. 
CHAIRMAN: But is it necessary to read it? Could 

we not read it by ourselves? We tan-take it into 
our records as read, and then 1 suggest that you 
corne tomorrow morning and we cari put ques- 
tions to you on what we have read. It Will be put 
in the record as it is. 

Mr. COHEN: This is factual material, and 1 feel 
it must be read here. We Will be glad, of course, 
to answer any questions tomorrow or any other 
time. 

CNAIRMAN: Can you take out the most im- 
portant points? 

Mr. COHEN: It is a11 factual material, and 
therefore 1 feel that it has to be read here com- 
pletely. 

Mr. LISICKY (Czechoslovakia): 1 cannot under- 
stand why it must be read here. It is understood 
that we shall read it for ourselves, and tomorrow 
Will be time reserved for our questions, 

Mr. COHEN: 1 feel that according to the pro- 
cedure which was followed before, it should be 
read, since it is a11 factual material ând the same 
procedure was followed before, therefore 1 urge 
that it be heard. It Will not be any longer than 
‘anything that was delivered here. 

Mr. ENTEZAM (Iran) (Spoke in French, of 
which the following is a translation): Mr. Chair- 
mari, 1 think Mr. Cohen Will be satisfied if we 
decide that his statement Will be put on the 
record. This would meet his wishes, since the 
fact would be made public. We shall study the 
document tonight and shall be in a position to 
ask him our questions tomorrow. 1 think it is 
useless to read the document, since it will appem 
on the record. 1 might add chat it has 29 pages. 

Mr. SIMON: I think the situation is this: there 
are many friends of the idea of bi-nationalism; 
they think it is a very good idea, but it is un- 
workable. We bring very much material to prove 
that it works, even against the political sweam, 
and I think after you have heard from the great 
auditorium the cause of Partition, it will not be 
said that bi-nationalism does not work. We shall 

hnd it is not given equal standing when we. a= 
&prived of the opportunity to bring these facts 
before, not only the honourable members of the 
Committee, but before this public meeting. We 
choose to make our statement in the public meet- 
ing. 

CIIAIRMAN: Yes, but it is a question of giving 
us the facts. We are the investigation Committee, 
and it 1s not for the public that this is made. 

Mr. SIMON: For both of them-the public 
meetings are for the public too. 

CHAIRMAN: Yes, but does that mean we are 
here to give the public a lecture on these things? 
We will read them at leisure and have the oppor- 
tunity to put questions tomorrow. It is for Our 
edification that you bring before us the fac% 
is it not? 

Mr. SI~ON: Yes, but not for you only. 
CHAIRMAN: We cari only take this fact into 

consideration. 
Mr. RAND (Canada): Dr. Magnes did the same 

thing yesterday. He did not read his statement. 
Mr. FABREGAT (Uruguay) (Interpretation fr0n-r 

Spanish): 1 think that we should give full liberty 
to everyone who cornes here to speak. We shdd 
not limit them in the time, and I think that theY 
should have liberty to speak also. Therefore, I 
move that we should allow Mr. Cohen to speak. 

Sir ABDUR RAHMAN (India): It is a long book 
of 29 pages. 

Mr. FABREGAT (Uruguay): It is not the first 
long book. 

Sir ABDTJR RAHMAN (India): Let me make a 
statement. It may not be in accordance with 
yours, and it is not possible to digest a11 the facts 
therein in SO short a time. It would be better for 
a11 concerned from the point of view of the 
speaker himself, and therefore the Members oE 
the Committee, if we Will be able to give some 
time to studying it and then corne prepared to 
put questions. 

Mr. LISICKY (Czechoslovakia): 1 propose the 
suspension of the meeting in order to enable us 
to discuss this point of procedure among our- 
selves. 

CHAIRMAN: We Will lose more time that way. 
1 suspend the meeting for ten minutes. 
(The meeting was suspended for ten minutes.) 
CHAIRMAN: 1 cal1 the meeting to order. 
Mr. Cohen, you Will have on hour at your dis- 

posa1 for your address, and what is going to be 
tut out Will be recorded in our Verbatim record. 

Mr. COHEN: 1 consent to that. 
Mr. A~~RON COHEN (Secretary of the League 

for Jewish-Arab Rapprochement and Co-opera- 
tien): Mr. Chairman, Gentlemen, in the concise 
memorandum which we presented to the Com- 
mittee, there was expressed the opinion that in, 
sPite of everything which happened in the past, 
there exists today the dehnite prospect that the 
situation cari change finally and basically for the 
better if there should be established in this coun- 
trY a regime which sees as one of its main tasks 
the rapprochement of the two nations. We feel 
it our duty to explain where, according to our 
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opinion, lay the source of the evil in the past and 
hence the better prospect for the future, 

The memorandum presented by the Pales- 
tinian Government to your Committee referred 
to the matter of Jewish-Arab relations, accusing 
bath Jews and Arabs as having frustrated a11 its 
attempts to bring about understanding and co- 
operation between the two nations. This argu- 
ment is repeated several times. Also Mr. Bevin 
expressed it in his declaration on Palestine in 
NOV. 13, 1945 when he said:-“The British Gov- 
ernment made every effort in order to bring 
about an arrangement which would make it 
possible for Arabs and Jews to live together in 
peace and co-operation for the benefit of the 
entire country.” However, the good wishes, H. 
M. Government were frustrated by the parties 
affected-namely the Jews and the Arabs them- 
selves. 1 

In the Statement of the League which was 
attached as Appendix No. III to the Memoran- 
dum presented to your Committee, we declared 
that Mr. Bevin’s statement will not find sup- 
port on the part of either of the two peoples 
whose destiny is bound up with this country. 
Among both peoples is current the common 
opinion that the British policy, both by its acts 
and by its omissions, bears a good part of the 
reponsibility for the aggravation of the national 
conflict in this country. Mr. Bevin also said in 
bis declaration that “if Arabs and Jews would 
approach the problem in the proper spirit , . . it 
would be possible to find a solution which would 
be just to both sides”. It is a fact, however, that 
in the ligbt of the real policy of the British 
Government in Palestine, every announcement 
of the above nature, such as Mr. Bevin’s, was not 
received by both peoples, as a real invitation to 
understanding and co-operation between them. 

We wish to express frankly our opinion that 
the political conflict in Palestine is first and 
foremost a result of the bankrupt policy of en- 
tanglement followed during the last 25-30 years. 
This basic fact of lack of a constructive policy 
towards Jewish-Arab relationship is not impaired 
by the matter that it was helped to a greater or 
smaller extent, consciously or unconsciously, by 
the officia1 leadership of Jews and Arabs. In our 
opinion, the main and decisive burden of re- 
sponsibility falls upon the shoulder of the Man- 
datory Government. We categorically deny the 
argument that there exists an unabridgeable gulf 
between the two obligations undertaken by the 
Mandatory Government - the obligation to the 
Arab Community of the country and the obliga- 
tien to tbe Jewish people. which is rebuilding its 
national home. The present situation in the 
country is rather a result of the fact that the 
Mandatory Government did not see in the com- 
mon interests of the Jews and Arabs a starting 
point for its policy. 

sible basis for a fair agreement - political and 
national equality, and satisfaction of the real 
vital needs and just national aspirations of bath 
peoples. If in the memorandum presented by 
the Government to this Committee, it mentioned 
something about the “honest recognition of Jews 
and Arabs of the status, needs, and rights of the 
other community”, - it immediately hastened to 
add when speaking about the principle of equal- 
ity between the two nations that “this was any- 

how an artificial principle that cannot serve as 
a healthy basis for representative government”. 
On the other hand, there are instances where 
the British Government more than once inter- 
fered with attempts of Jewish-Arab negotiations 

( and caused their abrogation, The most strikicg 
example is the one of Jewish-Arab negotiations 
of 1922. 

In the beginning of 1922 the Jews and Arabs 
were faced with a negative balance sheet. The 
Jews had just experienced the bloody riots of 
1920-21; they saw the slow development of their 
national home. The Arabs had just witnessed 
the collapse of Feisal’s rule in Syria and the 
postponement of Arab unity for an indefinite 
future. Under such circumstances there ripened 
the consciousness on the part of both parties, 
that common action might Eacilitate the realiza- 
tion of their goals. With this as the political 
background, there took place in March-April 
1922 a tiumber of meetings in Cairo between the 
representatives of the Zionist Organization, 
among them the late Dr, David Eder, head of 
the Political Department of the Palestine Zionist 
Executive and representatives of the Congress of 
Parti?s of the Confederation of the Arab Coun- 
tries; among them its President, Sheikh Rashid 
Rida and Riad Bey es-Sulh, a well-known Arab 
national leader, at present Prime Minister of the 
Lebanese Republic. Emil Khuri, Christian Arab, 
who was then the foreign editor of “Al-Ahram” 
served as secretary of the Arab delegation. 

In the minutes of the first meeting which took 
place in March 18, 1922, we read that the aim 
of this conference is “to reach an understanding 
which will enable both parties to work together 
. . * on the basis of equal rights and interests. In 
the convening of this conference, the two parties 
are imbued with the mutual desire to inaugurate 
a new era of peace afld tranquility and to termi- 
nate the quarrels and misunderstandings which 
divide them; because if they continue they are 
liable to deteriorate otir public and private in- 
terests and to retard the realization of the legiti- 
mate aspirations of both parties”. 

It is an instructive fact that not in one of its 
many declarations on its Palestine policy did 
the British Government find it necess=‘y to state 
simply and clearly that it would look with favour 
on the effort of the two nations to reach an un- 
derstanding between themselves on the only pos- 

“The Arab delegation declares that the Arab 
countries, after the centuries of corrupt Turkish 
administration, find it impossible to carry 
through their reconstruction, in order to take 
their rightful place in the world again, without 
the collaboration with representatives of the 
more advanced Western civilization. Such repre- 
sentatives cari be either: - 1. a well-established 
European nation, which means a Colonial power 
which represents a great clanger to the indepen- 
dence and unity of the Arab countriés; or 2. the 
Jewish people whose origin is in the East but , 
who are now dispersed a11 over the world, and 
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who possess idéal forces upon which modern 
civilization and progress is based. Because the 
Arab delegates are aware of the antiquity of 
the Jewish people which is undoubtedly histori- 
cally related to the Arabs, and of the fact that 
Jewish colonization does not represent the cn: 
tering wedge of a foreign political power; but 
rather by settling in Palestine, the Jews become 
attached to it and make it their homeland, there- 
fore they declare that in orclcr to hasten the proc- 
ess of progressive civilization in their countries, 
they give first preference to the Jews and they 
will be happy to work together with them SO that 
the Jews become the most effective carriers of 
that civilization.which the Arabs need most.” 

“In reply to this declaration, the Jewish dele- 
gates expressed their appreciation of the confi- 
dence shown to them, and after having likewise 
emphasized the ancient racial relationship be- 
tween the two peoples, they proclaimed that they 
welcomed the suggestion of the Arab delegates 
to work together and to open an era of collabora- 
tion and peace, for the progress of the above 
mentioned countries. On the other hand, they 
drew attention of the Arab delegates to the speci- 
fit legal interests and aspirations which the Jews 
possess in Palestine as their historical and na- 
tional homeland”. 

“While recognizing these aspirations, the Arab 
delegates pointed out that in their view the dis- 
cussion should not proceed on the bases of any 
prcvious political agreements or documents, 
either the Balfour Declaration or the accord be- 
tween Britain and King Hussein. Arabs and 
Jews must discuss today as nation to nation.’ 
They must make mutual concessions and must 
recognize one another’s rights”. At this point 
the discussions were interrupted. The representa- 
tives of thc British Government asked Dr. Weiz- 
mann to postpone the negotiations until after 
the ratification of the Mandate. 

In September of that year, after the ratifica- 
tion of the Mandate, the negotiations were re- 
sumed in Geneva. The Jewish representation 
was Mr. A. Saphir who had previously partici- 
pated in the above mentioned Cairo meetings. 
On behalf of the Arabs there participated the 
Emir Habib Lutfallah as the persona1 representa- 
tive of King Hussein, and the Emir Shakib 
Arslan, and Ihsan Sabri of the Syro-Palestinian 
Delegation in Geneva. The discussions were 
again conducted in a very riendly atmosphere. 
In the minutes entitled “Preliminary Proposi- 
tions of an Understanding between Arabs and 
Jews” was included paragraph 4 which reads:- 

“The Arabs and Jews Will decide upon the 
modus of declaration to be issued concerning the 
special attachment of the Jews to Palestine, This 
declaration Will be SO formulated as to state 
clearly the connexion of the Jews with Pales- 
tine as well as the rights of the Arab inhabitants 
of the country. It is understood that the basis 
for this declaration will be complete equality of 
a11 the inhabitants without any distinction of 
race and religion.” 

The minutes go on to say:-“In order to facili- 
tate the realization of such an agreement, bot11 

parties concerned intend to take immediately the 
following steps:- 1. Cessation of anti-Jewish agi- 
tation in Palestine should be immediately pro- 
claimed and an end put to political antagonism 
between Arabs and Jews in the neighbonring 
countries. 2. A Joint Committee should be im- 
mediatcly constituted composed on the one hand 
of representatives of the Syro-Palestinian delega- 
tion and the Palestinian Arabs (Moslems and 
Christians), and on the other hand of representa- 
tives of the Zionist Organization, which if it Will 
deem it necessary, Will be entitled to co-opt 
influential personalities in the Jewish world. 
This Joint Committee should work out the de- 
tails of a Draft Agreement on the principles sug- 
gested above to form the basis of further action”. 

As rendered by the testimony of Mr. Saphir 
before the Palestine Royal Commission of 1937, 
the negotiations were abrogated before they 
reached the stage of practical details. They were 
abrogated after Dr. Weizmann, who was then 
staying in Rome, had rendered a full report of 
the negotiations to the British Ambassador. 

The testimony of Mr. Saphir, including the 
protocols of the sessions and facsimilies of the 
protocols written in French in the handwriting 
of Emil Khuri, the secretary of the Arab Delega- 
tion, were presented to the Palestine Royal Com- 
mission of 1937. 

However, it is not always possible to attribute 
such direct acts of interference. Sometimes it 
was sufficient to hint to one of the parties that 
in negotiations with them (the British), it would 
obtain greater concessions than in negotiations 
with the representatives of the neighbouring 
people. Thus, dur-in, u the last war there began 
to crystallize a serious change of mind in the 
Arab community of Palestine. The extremist 
anti-Jewish leaders were not in the country. 
Some of them were detained in Rhodesia and 
others were in the lands of the Fascist Axis. 
Among the Palestinian Arabs there were signs 
of sobering ~111 from the tragic results of the 
riots of 1936-39 which cost them tremendous 
losses in life, economic ruin, and bitter interne- 
cine strife. Also, politically they were facing a 
broken manger. On the other hand, it was becom- 
ing clear that after the war, Palestine would 
become part of the general problem of the Near 
East and the solution of this problem would be 
sought in a wider framework. The late President 
of the League for Jewish-Arab Rapprochement 
and Co-operation, Mr. Kalvarisky and myself 
visited Syria and Lebanon in the end of 1942 
and met with important Arab statesmen, some 
of them at present leading members of the gov- 
ernments of these respective countries. We then 
received great encouragement from these Arab 
leaders for the activities of the League. 

In the summer of 1943 an attempt was made 
on the part of important Arab circles to corne in 
contact with Jews concerning an agreement, as 
similar attempts had been previously made by 
the Jews to reach an agreement with the Arabs, 
As a basis for the negotiations the Arab sugges- 
tions included agreement to Jewish immigration 
of over half a million during the coming few 
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years (up to numerical parity between the two 
peoples); the transformation of Palestine into 
a bi-national State, based upon parity, which 
would join the federation of the neighboring 
countries; leaving the question of the future of 
Jewish immigration (once numerical parity was 
reached between the two peoples) to be decided. 
But this time it was the officia1 Jewish leader- 
ship which hesitated from entering into negotia- 
tions with thc Arabs on the basis of their sugges- 
tion, because it appeared insufficient in the light 
of the high promises made at that time by the 
captain of British policy and by the two large 
political parties of the U.S.A. The Jewish leaders 
were encouraged by hints and promises until they 
were enticed to believe that the Jews had no 
reason to seek an understanding with the Arabs. 
These same misleading promises were responsible 
to no small extent for the formulation of the 
Zionist demands at the end of the war as it was 
expressed by the “Biltmore Programme”. There 
was current at that time a rumour among the 
Jewish public that Mr. Churchill, personally, 
had promised one of the Jewish leaders that 
after the war he himself would pull out for the 
Jews ‘the plum from the pudding’. 

Somewhat later the tables were reversed. Just 
as advances had been previously made to the 
Jewish leaders, SO now the Arab leadership was 
encouraged to disregard completely the necessity 
to corne to an understanding with the Jews. The 
reprcssions against the Jewish community in 
Palestine, the attempts to disarm it of its self 
defence, the mass arrests, the deportations to 
Cyprus of the victims of Nazi-Fascism who man- 
aged to reach the shores of this country, etc. - 
a11 these acts bave been encouraging the extrem- 
ists and the uncompromising among the Arabs. 
It practically hinted to the Arabs that they need 
not seek an agreement with the Jews because 
they could obtain a11 their desires from the 
British behind the backs and against the vital 
interests and just national aspirations of the 
Jews. 

Very soon, the Arabs too Will probably dis- 
caver that they were deceived and that they lost 
precious time, But corne what may, the game 
continues, and thc Jews apd Arabs exchange 
roles in the play written by British policy. 

The focal point of British policy in Palestine 
was to use Arab arguments as a pretext for slow- 
ing up the development of the Jewish national 
Home, and Jewish arguments as a pretext against 
the national demands of the Arabs. 

The Government claims in its Memorandum 
to this Committee that it made efforts to bring 
about an understanding between the Jews and 
the Arabs but it did not succeed. The Govern- 
ment would have undoubtedly made a much 
better point if instead of speaking in general 
terms about efforts which were frustrated, it had 
brought into its Memorandum at least five cases 
of such attempts during its mandatory rule of 
25 years. It did not do SO. It did not mention 
even five cases for the sake of example. 

Ever since its inception, there was a trend in 
the Mandatory Government of Palestine to en- 

courage the Arabs to oppose the establishment of 
the National Home promised the Jews in the 
Balfour Declaration and in the Mandate, After 
the first riots in Palestine in 1920, high Govern- 
ment officiais were accused of being guilty con- 
cerning their outbreak - as testified in the Proto- 
cols of the Shaw Commission in 1930. 

Also during late years, the Government main- 
tained epic calmness and complete indifference 
to religious and national incitement which cul- 
minated in bloody outbreaks. When outbreaks 
did occur they were allowed to develop; many 
victims were killed; and the relations between 
the two nations were thus poisoned. However, 
when in 1933, the Arabs directed their demon- 
strations against the Government and consciously 
refrained from touching Jews, these demonstra- 
tions were immediately suppressed with an iron 
fist. 

The Culminating and most typical instance of 
this policy was exemplified by the appointment 
of Haj Amin Al-Husseini as the Mufti of Jerusa- 
lem in April 1921 and as the President of the 
Supreme Moslem Council in 1922. The anti- 
Jewish sentiments of Haj Amin were then very 
well known - only a year previously he had been 
sentenced to ten years of imprisonment for in- 
citement to riots against Jews which did take 
place at that time, but he was afterwards re- 
prieved. In the elections for the office of Mufti, 
Haj Amin received 9 votes as against 12, 17, and 
18 votes for the other candidates who were older 
and more learned than he. In spite of the rules 
enacted by the Government itself by which the 
Supreme Moslem Council was to be elected 
every four years, no such elections took place ever 
since. The Mufti was removed from office only 
after the murder of the British District Com- 
missioner, Andrews, in 1937. 

In his Dairy, the late Colonel Kisch, who 
served as head of the Political Department and 
Chairman of the Zionist Executive in Palestine 
from Jan. 1923-August 1931, one cari find many 
sustahing examples proving this point. We shall 
quote here some of them. It is to be noted that 
the late Brigadier Kisch cari hardly be suspected 
of having lacked confidence in the British. When 
Riad es-Su111 - now’ Prime Minister of the 
Lebanon - tells him on the basis of, his observa- 
tions that “The Government are not sincere 
about the elections (to the Legislative Council) 
- (which were boycotted by the Mufti and his 
followers, but were supported by a large section 
of Arab public opinion) and that the Govern- 
ment do not wish to see a rapprochement be- 
tween Jews and Arabs”, Colonel Kisch notes in 
bis Diary (3.423) : -‘Y cannot believe this to be 
the case, but undoubtedly the Government have 
a.cted, and are acting, as if it were truc.” Accord- 
ing to Ragheb Bey Nashashibi, (Kisch Diary - 
21.9.23) “in a11 matters concerning Arab partici- 
pation - in the Legislative Council - the High 
Commissioner is following the advice of Rich- 
mond who is opposed to a11 co-operation with 
the Jews”. 

Concerning the same Mr. Ernest T. Rich- 
mond, Col. Kisch writes in his Diary (21.923) 
that “the Jews and the moderate Arabs see in 
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Richmond a man who identifies himself fully 
with tlle policies of the Mufti”. And this is the 
mari who served as the Assistant SecretarY, head 
of the Political Department and adviser to the 
Higll Commissioner of Palestine during the Years 
1920-24, 

It was the British Administration, in co-opera- 
tion with certain interested Arab circles, which 
was responsible for the removal of Saleh Hassan 
Shukri, the then mayor of Haifa, who enjoyefl 
the respect and esteem of both Jews and Arabs. 
Hassan Shukri was punished for having sent a 
message of greetings to the High Commissioner, 
Sir Herbert Samuel, who had arrived in the 
country. At the first municipal elections which 
took place after this incident in 1927, Hassan 
Shukri was re-elected with the overwhelming 
majority of botb Jews and Arabs and he served 
as Mayor in Haifa till his death. 

During a11 these years, the Government re- 
vealed an encouraging leniency towards various 
Arab extremists who incited not only against 
Jews, but who also threatened and terrorized all, 
Arabs who strove for an understanding between 
the two nations. The Palestine Royal Commis- 
sion of 1937 testifies to this effect in its report:- 

“If one thing stands out clear from the record 
of the Mandatory Administration, it is the 
leniency with which Arab political agitation was 
treated, even when carried to the point of vio- 
lence and murder.” (Chs. 5-55, p.140). 

The Government not only encouraged the 
extremists, trouble makers and inciters; there are 
su8icient examples to prove that it refrained 
from, and at times actually interfered with at- 
tempts to bring about an understanding between 
the two nations. Thus, when there was formed in 
1930 the “Workers’ Brotherhood”, an organiza- 
tion of Jewish and Arab workers which called 
upon workers of both nations to co-operate and 
to fight together the poison of national hatred, 
it was shut down by the Government. The ex- 
cuse given was that “It suspected the members 
of the organization of destructive .acts” and. be- 
cause the aims of the organization “were not in 
accordance with paragraph 3 of the Ottoman 
Law of Associations , , .” 

Among the numerous laws enacted by the 
Mandatory Government in this country, most 
of them limiting the freedom and rights of the 
inhabitants and immigrants to this country, one 
cannot find even one law which prohibits na- 
tional incitement of any nature. There is a very 

large measure of freedom in this country for na- 
tional incitement and sowing of hatred of one 
nation against the other. Newspapers or organiza- 
tiens which aim to widen the gulf between the 
two nations were hardly ever forbidden. In a 
land of two nations the Government and the 
censorship reveal unrestrained leniency towards 
insulting and inciting articles mitten in the 
papers of one nation against the other. On the 
other hand, the censorship is very severe not only 
with criticism aimed at the Government, but 
also at times makes it even impossible to refute 
the chauvinistic incitement and reveal the true 
nature of reactionary intrigues. 

The best example of ‘the typical policy of the 
Government we cari find in the developments in 
the Arab community during the last year. The 
anti-Jewish extremists among the Arabs were 
encouraged by the boycott propaganda, by the 
return of Jamal Husseini to Palestine, by the 
return of the Mufti to the Middle East, and by 
the permission for the founding of aggresslve 
military organizations such as “Najada” and 
“Futuwa”. When these organizations did not 
develop according to plan, the Mufti sent here 
an Egyptian reserve offrcer to act as a commander: 
and this foreign officer was not detained from 
entering the country and from acting as the 
chief commander of the above mentioned mili- 
tary force. A month before the Arab boycott was 
pronounced by the Arab League, Ahmed HUS- 
sein, the leader of the Egyptian Pascist “Green 
Shirts” Movement - a man who was under ar- 
rest during the war because of his pro-Axis ac 
tivities - was allowed to tour Palestine and make 
inciting speeches, preparing the ground for the 
boycott. The fanatical “Moslem Brotherhood” 
of Egypt was likewise allowed to open branches 
in Palestine and was even given time on the 
Government-owned Palestine Broadcasting Sta- 
tion in Jerusalem. 

In the light of the incitement to riots which 
began with the return of Jamal Husseini, an 
Arab newspaper, “Al-Mihmaz”, (12.5.46), wrote: 
“Those people who speak about a revolt forget 
that 1946 is not 1936; that there exists at present 
a United Nations Organization; and that ail 
matters of Palestine should be directed to it”: 
This was also the stand of the “Arab Front”, 
which included a11 opposition forces in the Arab 
Community who were opposed to the Husseini 
policy. Contrary to the demands of the Opposi- 
tion, Jamal Husseini refused at the time to 
transfer the Palestine problem to the United 
Nations. He poured his wrath against this united 
Opposition front because some of its constituent 
groups openly advocated the principle of Arab- 
Jewish understanding. It is noteworthy that just 
at the time when this Arab opposition front was 
in formation, the High Commissioner saw fit 
to receive Jamal Husseini as the leader of the 
Arab Community at the time when even formally 
he was no longer the sole representative of tbe 
entire Arab community, The Arab Opposition 
front was rapidly disbanded under the pressure 
of the Mufti% return to the Middle East, perhaps 
managed for this very aim. The decision to dis- 
band the Opposition front and the appointment 
of the present Arab Higher Committee under 
the leadership of the Mufti, took place at the 
notorious secret session of the Arab Leag-ue 
Council in Bludan in June of last year in the 
presence of Brigadier Clayton, one of the Chief 
British Officers in the Middle East. It is rather 
obvious then with whose aid the Husseini cIan 
returned to power in the Arab Community in 
Palestine. As an example of the Husseini ruJe 
we may cite the boycott against UNSCOP, which 
is accompanied by the passive attitude of Gov- 
ernment. The same authorities who found ways 
to influence the Arabs to testify before the Anglo- 
American Committee of Inquiry and to parti- 
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cipate afterwards in the London Conference on 
Palestine - those authorities did not find it nec- 
essary this time to appeal to the wide Arab 
public to co-operate with your Committee. Al1 
the Arab newspapers except “Al-Wahda”, Lhe 
organ of the Mufti, urged co-operation with the 
United Nations Committee. In your tour through 
the Arab areas of the country you hardly wit- 
nessed any special attempts on behalf of Gov- 
ernment authorities to counteract that boycott. 
The aims of the Husseini-sponsored boycott 
against your Committee may be summed up as 
follows: 

First; to undermine the prestige of the United 
Nations; 

Secondly; to prevent direct and free contact 
between the Committee and the Arab masses; 

Thirdly; to prevent testimony of opposition 
forces, especially those who stand for Arab-Jew- 
ish understanding; who are ready to compromise 
in order to reach such an understanding; and 
who are increasing lately the criticism of the 
undemocratic character of the present Arab 
Higher Commitiee; 

Fourthly; to prevent the repetition of the 
vulgar anti-Jewish appearance made by a spokes- 
man of the Arab Higher Committee at the 
United Nations Special Session on Palestine- 
an appearance which aroused a great deal of 
indignation among wide Arab circles. 

The Arab community is quite aware that the 
Government practically supports the Husseini 
Party. There are quite a number of examples 
which prove that the Government does not look 
favourably upon Arab-Jewish friendship. There 
were a number of instances when individuals, 
especialiy Arabs, working for co-operation be- 
tween the two nations, were molested by the 
police. One must draw his own conclusions. 
Strange as it may seem, though it is a fact, you 
cari speak openly in Palestine about warfare be- 
tween the two nations and prepare for it, but 
joint Arab-Jewish activities aiming at understand- 
ing and co-opera.tion have to be conductcd many 
a time secretly, “underground”, SO to speak. 

We must state frankly that in our opinion 
the Government’s indifference to political mur- 
der is equivalent to tacit consent to the wiping 
out of a11 opposition in the Arab community. 
The same must be said for the Government’s 
indifference to the ami-Jewish boycott which, al- 
though from ti purely economic point of view, 

1 may bc not too successful, and is resented and 
circumvented by many Arabs, nevertheless poi- 
sons the day-by-day relations between the two, 
peoples. It is unimaginable that the perpetra- 
tors of such activities cannot be discovered- 
at a time when the Government spends 40% 
of its budget for police and security, and osly 
11% for education, health and social services 
combined. If the Government really does not 
know the culprits, we may ask, what kind of 
Government is it anyhow? If it does know and 
keeps silent, what name shall we give such an 
administration? It is noteworthy that the only 
tria1 which took place SO fay involving political 
murder was the case against the avengers ,of the 

Emir Zeinati of Beisan who had been murdered 
for the “crime” of maintaining friendship with 
the Jews. Well, the blood avengers were brought 
to court, but the murderers of Emir Zeinati him- 
self have not been revealed to this day. 

On the basis of numerous facts such as those 
mentioned above we aIlow ourselves to assert 
that the Manadatory Government, by its deeds 
as well as by its omissions, bears a considerable 
share of responsibility for the aggravation of 
the national conflict in Palestine. 

Nevertheless, in spite of the severe conse- 
quences brought about by the complicated and 
ruinous poIicy of the last 25-30 years we are 
convinced that there is still no place for despair 
and that the situation cari still be saved. 

On what do we base our belief? 
One of the most important facts which the 

Committee should note iS that the Palestinian 
reality is not made of one metal. It is composed 
of various factors and processes, some positive 
and other negative; and further development 
may be in either direction. The main ‘question 
which faces Palestinian policy is-which one of 
these processes Will be encouraged and given 
a lifting hand. 

The Committee had the opportunity to hear 
on a number Of occasions that the direct day- 
by-day relations between the two peoples in this 
country are not at a11 bad. There were men- 
tioned quite a number of cases of co-operation 
between orange growers, in the municipality of 
Haifa, joint strikes of workers, etc. But it was 
claimed that daily relations were one matter 
and politics was another matter. In our opinion 
this distinction is artificial and erroneous for at 
least two basic reasons:- 

First; the instances of Jewish-Arab co-opera- 
tion even under the existing political circum- 
stances testify to the vitality of such common 
interests. 

Secondly; such co-operation tipholds possibili- 
ties which, if supported by the proper Program%me 
and encouraged by the righc pQlicy, would de- 
finitely influence the political situation. It is 
understood that an improper and inept policy 
interferes with such development and directs it 
into undesirable channels. 

In the confusing political atmosphere of our 
country even political matters of such insigni- 
ficance assume political importance. Under such 
circumstances, instances of co-operation have to 
contend many a time with visible or secret 
stumbling blocks. If in spite of a11 this, orange 
growers, workers, government officiais and mem- 
bers of other classes overcame a11 these obstacles 
and succeeded in carrying through common ac- 
tivities, it is a sign that there exists not only 
commbn vital interests, but also mutual confi. 
dence and readiness to go together. It is note- 
worthy that su& instances of co-operation are 
usually conducted, most naturally, on a basis 
of parity, regardless of the numerical strength 
of the two parties and without seachiyg that 
“deadlock” with which one is threatened when 
proposing it as a principle for the political 
regime of the country. 
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Indeed, Palestinian reality has two faces:-the 
officia1 reality as made in declarations, and the 
reality which is teeming underground, secretlyt 
but with tremendous force and vitality. 

On more than one occasion you bave heard 
here of instances where Jews revealed good 
Will, support, and readiness to co-operate with 
tlie Arabs. We have no intention of repeating 
or adding additional cases. It is quite possible 
that, were you to hear today the leaders of the 
Arab community, you would not have been pre- 
sented with these facts which you are entitled to 
hear SO that you get a full picture of what is 
going on here. We shall attempt to do it. 

Immediately after the Government spokes- 
man had “proved to the Angle-American COm- 
mittee last year the alleged existence of the “un- 
bridgeable gulf” between the Arabs and the Jews, 
there broke out the mighty and extensive strike 
of 35 thousand workers in the Government serv- 
ices which included Arabs and Jews. Thanks to 
their solidarity, they won important concessions. 
Thousands of Jewish and Arab workers and offi- 
cials marched together through the streets of 
Jerusalem and Haifa, carrying slogans proclaim- 
ing:-“In our unity lies our strength”. 

At a time when Arab leaders threaten with 
“war” if another Jew was allowed to enter 
the country, it was reported in Haifa that, on 
the day masses of Jews disregarded the curfew 
and clashed with Government forces which at- 
tempted to deport Jewish immigrants from the 
shores of the land-on that day there were many 
instances of Jews retreating to Arab houses and 
being welcomed with understanding and sym- 
pathy. 
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At a time when Arab leaders pour fire and 
brimstone against every new Jewish settlement 
which reclaims the wilderness and fructifies an- 
other corner of the land, Arab fellaheen receive 
their new neighbours with open arms. On the 
occasion of the settlement of the ex-soldiers’ 
kibbutz called Ma’ayan Baruh, Arabs from the 
neighbouring village welcomed them with cof- 
fee, and in the afternoon, at a meal according 
to oriental traditions, there participated tens of 
Arabs and Jews. Numerous Arabs from the neigh- 
bourhood visited the new Kibbutz “Yakum” 
which had recently settled near Wadi-Falek. At 
the open air festival arranged by the kibbutz 
as a get-together with the Arab neighbours, 
a solid foundation was laid for friendly relations 
between the new Jewish settlement and its Arab 
neighhms. Only two weeks ago we witnessed 
a similar case of a hearty gathering between 
Arabs and members of the Kibbutz “Eyal” who 
settled on the eastern shore of the Huleh near 
the Syrian border, 

In spite of the anti-Jewish propaganda, friend- 
1Y relations are being formed between the new 
Jewish Settkments in the Negeb and the Arab 
neighbours. The average Arab, even if he is 
wder the influence of the current anti-Jewish 
slogan, “Defend the South against Jewish in- 

vasion”, wehmes Jewish settlement in his vicin 
ity because he hopes that it will bring him 

In spite of absence of diplomatie relations be- 
tween the officia1 leaders of both communities, 
good neighbour relations are daily phenomena. 
Arab neighbours participated in the opening 
ceremonies of the school at Kfar Atta. A deep 
impression was left by the fine, fiery speech of 
one of the Arab guests who called for peaceful 
and brotherly relations and ended with the 
words:-“If some Arabs corne to visit you and do 
not behave as they should, do not hold it against 
the entire Arab Community.” It is noteworthy 
that a11 the ArabS who came to this function 
requested that their names should not be men- 
tioned and that they should not be photographed 
-either out of fear of vengeance from Arab ex- 
tremists, or for lack of desire to be exploited for 
Jewish propaganda aims. Many such gatherings 
between Jews and Arabs take place under caver. 
An Arab who receives an Arabie newspaper 
which calls for Arab-Jewish co-operation some- 
times is liable to get in troubled waters. Jew- 
ish and Arab workers recently again revealed 
their trade union solidarity when 1500 workers 
struck against the Iraq Petroleum Company in 
Haifa. There is complete co-operation between 
the Arab and Jewish Councils in the Haifa Oil 
Refineries. At the mass meeting of Arab ancl 
Jewish workers, the speeches were translated into 
bath languages, Arabie and Hebrew, and one of 
the Arab workers illustrated the importance oE 
solidarity by pointing to a bundle of reeds and 
exclaiming-“Everyone 
broken; together-never.” 

singly cari easily be 

It was interesting to note the reaction of the 
Arabs to the Government repressions against the 
Jews last summer. It is true that this reaction 
was not the same at every ‘place but there were 
typical traits throughout. In numerous conversa- 
tions with a11 kinds of people-intellectuals, shop- 
keepers, workers, and peasants, one could hear 
the same refrain: “Yesterday it was our turn, 
today it is yours; and SO it goes on . . .‘* 

Duri- hose days, many Arabs called on the 
Jewish neighbours to comfort them. There were 
instances when Arab village elders came to beg 
pardon for acts of vandalism committed by in- 
habitants of the villages against Jewish vine- 
yards during the Arab searches, and tlrey even 
revealed the culprits. In some places, even of- 
ficers and soldiers of the “Arab Iegion”, wllo 

water, bus transport, medical aid, and modem 
metllo& ifi many other fields. During the spring, 
when a number of Jewish settlements Were Cut 

off from a11 contacts with the outside world by 
torrents of rain, neighbouring sheiks carne to 
their aid and brought them sacks of flOUr, nce, 
eggs, and offered the services of their car&& 
gratuitously, absolutely refusing any remunera- 
tion for the services they rendered their younger 
neighbours in a cime of tribulation. 

In the Nathanya area, Jewish settlers and 
Arab fellaheen, under the direction of the GOV- 
ernment Department of Agriculture, carried 
through an extensive joint Campaign Of 1OCust. 
extermination which threatened their crops, on 
an area of thousands of dunums, regardless of 
national barrier. 



usually are not trained in an atmosphere of 
exaggerated friendliness to Jews, revealed a fine 
spirit towards the Jewish settlers during those 
days of hardship, and warned them beforehand 
of searches; transferred messages to confined 
relatives etc. During the siege against Jewish 
settlements in the Negeb, Arab neighbours 
watched over the fields and agricultural ma- 
chinery left out in the open, and even sent 
food and other gifts to the besieged settlers. 
In several cases, Arabs expressed their anxiety 
and deep human interest by bringing candy and 
also money for the women and children of Jews 
confined in detention camps. When fire broke 
out at that time in the water station of Kibbutz 
Eylon, in Western Galilee, the neighbouring 
Arabs put it out even before the members of 
the Kibbutz arrived. Right now the members 
of Kibbutz Mizra are conducting a course in 
fire-flghting for their Arab fellaheen neighbours 
whose threshing-barn recently caught fire and was 
extinguished by the members of the Kibbutz 
in the middle of the night in spite of the pre- 
vailing road curfew. 

freedom of movement, and a11 other civil liber- 
ties”. 

We witnessed numerous instances of simple 
human relations between Jews and Arabs in 
their daily life. Even a chauvinistic Jewish sheet, 
which usually does not distinguish itseIf by spe- 
cial sympathy for the Arabs, wrote during those 
days of siege: “Many Jews of Tel-Aviv cari tel1 
stories of fine acts of sympathy shown by Arabs. 
Many a time Arabs endangered their life and 
‘smuggled’ Jews out of Tel-Aviv to Jaffa and back 
refusing any remuneration.” 

This too is part of the reality of Palestine- 
pictures which reveal the other side of Palestine 
Iife. 

It is interesting to note the reaction of the 
Arab public to the martial law which was de- 
clared against certain Jewish areas-Tel-Aviv and 
sections of Jerusalem-during March of this year. 
These areas were tut off completely for several 
weeks from other parts of the country, and the 
Army took over. Postal, telephone, and tele- 
graph services were stopped; a11 motor communi- 
cation was prohibited, extensive daily curfews 
and constant searches took place; a11 import or 
export of raw materials etc., was prohibited. 
While the Arab press which reflects the opinion 
of the ruling circles mostly published expres- 
sions of joy, the wide Arab public was dissatis- 
fied and il1 at ease. It was ‘again revealed how 
closely connected are the two national sectors 
in the country. In Tel-Aviv one felt during the 
siege how vital the connection with the Arab 
wholesalers of Jaffa is, and in Jaffa the rise in 
prices of a11 linens, clothes and textile and 
other vital necessities revealed how important 
the Tel-Aviv sources of supply are for the Jaffa 
inhabitants, in spite of the boycott. Arab crafts- 
men in Jaffa eagerly awaited the lifting of the 
siege of Tel-Aviv SO that they would be able to 
obtain the necessary raw materials for their work; 
Arab villagers were compelled to sel1 their prod- 
,uce which they otherwise market in Tel-Aviv at 
half price at considerable distances. The Arab 
newspaper “Falestin” published-contrary to its 
general line of policy-a leading article which 
said: “The means employed by the Government 
harm the innocent and lead to the economic dis- 
aster of the country without affecting the terror- 
ists in any way. Terror cannot be fought by 
barbed wire, fortresses and martial law. One is 
concerned here with political terror and it must 
be fought by political means.” The leftist Arab 
weekly ‘Al-Ittihad” wrote that the Government 
sanctions harmed the entire country. They caused 
the termination of constructive activities, the 
flourishing of the black market, the impoverish- 
ment of the population, the strangling of public 
opinion, the “suppression of freedom of the press, 

Six weeks ago, 40,000 workers in Army public 
works, two-thirds Arabs and one-third Jews, 
went out on a warning strike, demonstrating 
their solidarity against illegal dismissaIs and 
poor working conditions. This strike was the, 
largest in scope and in number in the history 
of the trade-union struggle in Palestine. It en- 
compassed a11 workers, daily, weekly, or monthly, 
in a11 the army enterprises, workshops, Army 
offices, airways and Navy. The strike was car- 
ried through in complete co-operation between 
the Histadruth-The General Federation of Jew- 
ish Labour-and the Arab labour organizations. 
The workers’ demands were formulated by rep- 
resentatives of workers of both nations. At the 
strikers’ meetings the importance of Jewish- 
Arab co-operation was greatly emphasized. The 
weekly “Al-Itihad”, which speaks for one of 
the two Arab labour organizations, wrote the 
following about the significance of the strike:- 
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“The imperialist British and American press 
is greatly disturbed by the calling of a strike 
in the Army camps by Arab workers in co-opera- 
tion with Jewish workers. This press misleads 
the world public opinion by arguing that Arabs 
and Jews cannot live together peacefully and 
that ‘the only solution for Palestine is parti- 
tion . . . . . Besides economic significance, this 
strike bears great political significance.” 

One cari also te11 of attempts to bring about 
political co-operation during the recent period. 
The most striking example is the agreement 
drawn up between our League and the Falestin 
el-Jadide Society, the text of which is enclosed 
as Appendix IV in the Memorandum we pre- 
sented to the Committee. The founder and liv- 
ing spirit of this Arab Society was Fawzi Darwish 
el-Husseini, who was murdered by “anonymous 
assassins” several days before the club-rooms of 
the Society were to be officially opened in Jeru- 
Salem. 

The deceased, who was forty-eight years old, 
was a member of the well-known Housseini 
family and for many years participated actively 
in the Arab national movement. At the time 
of the disturbances of 1936-39, he was detained 
in a concentration camp, However, in recent 
years, he arrived at the conviction that the only 
path to the fulfilment of Arab national aspira- 
tions lay in agreement between the Arabs and 
the Jews, the solution of the Palestine problem 
on the basis of political equality between the 



two peoples-and the realization of the just, 
national aspirations of each. 

At a meeting in Haifa, exactly a year ago, 
Fawzi el-Housseini explained the basic concep- 
tion of his circle:- 

“There is a road to understanding and agree- 
ment between the two peoples, although there 
are many stumbling blocks on the road. Agree- 
ment is absolutely necessary for the develop- 
ment of the land and the emancipation of the 
peoples. Tbe conditions ,. for agreement are:- 
the principle of non-dommation of one people 
over the other; the establishment of a bi-na- 
tional State on the basis of political equality; 
and full economic, social, ,and cultural co-opera- 
tion between the two peoples. Immigration is a 
political problem. Within the framework of an 
over-a11 agreement, it Will not be difficult to 
salve the question of Jewish immigration on the 
basis of the economic absorptive capacity of the 
land. The agreement between the two peoples 
must receive the endorsement of the United Na- 
tions. It must also assure the Arabs’ that the 
independent, bi-national Palestine Will join in a 
union with the neighbouring Arab countries.” 

On another occasion, at a large meeting of 
Arabs and Jews in. Jerusalem, at the house of 
Mr. Kalvarisky, the late president of our League, 
at the end of Angust, 1946, Fawzi el-Husseini 
said: 

“The political conditions have deteriorated. 
The political consciousness of the Arab public 
has greatly increased; at the same time, how- 
ever, the extremist influence has gained in dom- 
inance. Great strength has accrued to the Pales- 
tinian Arab Party (of Jamal Husseini and the 
Mufti) not SO much in the moral sense as in 
the material sense; and it has the support of 
the Government. Those sections of the Arab 
people who do not want to follow unreservedly 
this Party have nowhere to turn for help. Experi- 
ence. has taught us that the officia1 policies of 
bcth parties concerned-Arabs as well as Jews- 
have caused injury and suffering to both. It is 
truc that for many years 1 was a follower of 
Jamal Husseini, my cousin. My c0mpanions sud 
I made him our leader and we participated 
with him in various political activities. I took 
part in the disturbances of 1929. However, as 
the years progressed 1 came to the conclusion 
that activity in this direction is worthless. Im- 
perialist politics toy with both of us, both Jews 
and Arabs. There is no other way except to 
unite and to work side by side for the good of 
both of us.” 

commenting on this murder: “My cousin stum- 
bled and he received his just punishment.” 

The Government’s attitude to this murder 
and to similar political murders cari have only 
one meaning: The blood of Arabs who seek an 
understanding with Jews cari be spilled with 
impunity. Jamal Husseini proclaimed brazenly 
that he is responsible for what he calls “acts 
against traitors”, and he is recognized by the 
Government as the legitimate representative of 
the Palestine Arabs. The Government watches 
how the ruling clique of the Arab community 
suppresses every spark of liberty and desire for 
agreement with the Jews-watches and keeps si- 
lent. This indifference of the Government en- 
courages the extremists and naturally discour- 
ages the compromising sectors. 

The above-mentioned phenomena are also part 
of the Palestinian reality-this wild reality which 
has developed withaut any positive guidance. 
Had the Gavernment desired to use the keys 
which were placed in its hands, it could have un- 
locked tremendous possibilities for rapproche- 
ment between the two peoples. It could have un- 
dertaken large irrigation projects which serve the 
interests of both Jews and Arabs and convert 
desolate areas into sectors of intensive cultiva- 
tion. This was not done. Even when the Govern- 
ment did establish an irrigation project in a 
mixed area, it established it for one nationality 
only. 

It could have made special grants to those 
economic enterprises operated jointly by Jews 
and Arabs, and thus encouraged the establish- 
ment of such enterprises in various fields. It 
could have introduced the study of Hebrew in 
the Government-Arab schools and aided the 
extension of the study of Arabie in -the Jewish 
schools. It could have trained teachers in both 
languages; promoted contact between educators 
of both nations. None of this was attempted. 
In some of the Government Arab schools there 
exists an attitude of non-fraternization with Jew- 
ish schools. 

There was a wide scope of activity for ra$- 
prochement in the field of administration. How- 
ever, except for the Government Law Classes, 
no attempt was made to train officiais of b&h 
nations for common activity in the Government 
administration. 

No one cari imagine that the Palestine Police 
knows less about this murder than the man in 
the street. Yet it is a glaring fact that the in- 
vestigation of this dastardly murder did not ex- 
ceed the usual procedure of dealing with ordi- 
nary crimes, while issuing strict warnings not to 
intrude upon the political field. The murderers 
of Fawzi el-Husseini and those who sent them 
have not been discovered till today. The wide- 
spread Egyptian newspaper ‘Ahbar elivom” pub- 
lished an interview with Jamal Husseini, the 
deputy chairman of the Higher Arab Committee, 

We know that there cannot be education to- 
wards independence without granting the oppor- 
tuuity to carry responsibilities. However, in this 
country the most important positions in the ad- 
ministration have been closed to both Arabs and 
Jews. Not only have the salaries and pensions 
of the British officiais swallowed the greater 
part of the sums set aside for local adminis, 
tration, but, as the members of the Committee 
may recall the answer of the Government wit- 
ness to a question put by one of the members 
was: Only two of the thirty-nine Assistant Dis- 
trict Commissioners in the country are Pales& ( 
ians. Nat one Arab or Jew is a District Com- 
missioner or a member of the Government Coun- 
cil. The Chief Secretary stated that it was im- 
possible to appoint a Jew in an Arab District 
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or an Arab in a Jewish District; and in mixed 
Districts it was i&possible to appoint eithèr of 
them; SO the only solution was to appoint British. 
Apparently, it never occurred to the Govern- 
ment to appoint an Arab in an Arab District 
and a Jew in a Jewish District. There are offi- 
cials in this country, Arabs as well as Jews, 
who enjoy the full confidence of the wide pub- 
lic regardless of nationality. According to the 
announcement of Mr. Stubbs, Public Informa- 
tion Officer of the Palestine Government, there 
were appointed from the beginning of 1946 to 
March of 1947 the following new officiais: 105 
Enghshmen, 26 Arabs and 15 Jews. 

One may rightly ask, in the light of this 
reality of two national movements facing each 
other, and opposing each other’s demands- 
wherein lies the solution; how cari the knot be 
unravelled? 

We believe that the situation is not as des- 
perate as it may appear on the surface. One 
of the interesting facts in the Palestinian reality 
is that there exists a gap between the feelings 
of the wide masses of both peoples ancl the 
officia1 proclamation made by their respective 
leaders. The policy of extremism which was 
nurtured during the recent years became popu- 
lar under the misleading assumption that ex- 
tremism pays. However, wide circles are com- 
ing to realize that it is not SO; that extremism 
leads to destruction. If it were demonstrated 
that co-operation holds greater promise, that 
the attempt to bridge temporary conflicting in- 
terests presents greater hopes, then the mood of 
the two nations would definitely change. From 
this point of view, the right decision on the 
part of the United Nations and its effective 
realization may have decisive influence. 

In our view there is no conflict between the 
real interests and just aspirations of the two 

’ peoples. The Jews want freedom to develop un- 
hindered their national home through immigra- 
tion, settlement, and political’independence. The 
Arabs seek progress, political independence, a 
rise in their standard of life, freedom from 
want and ignorance, freedom from economic 
bacwardness and feudal domination. We be- 
lieve that the Jews cari attain. their goal in com- 
plete co-operation with the Arabs if Palestine 
is constituted as quickly as possible as the 
bi-national State in which they Will live as two 
.nations enjoying equal national status in Gov- 
ernment : regardless of their relative numbers. 
We believe that the Arabs cari attain their goal 
in complete co-operation with the Jews in the 
framework of a bi-national State as outlined 
above. 

A poltical regime based upon these premises, 
taking into consideration the special needs of 
the country and the needs of the two nations 
involved, cari stimulate the progressive and com- 

,, promising forces in the two nations, and make 
them co-operate for the benefit of a11 the in- 
habitants. Such a regime ca? open the gates of 
Palestine to the Jews waiting to enter; it cari 
raise the standard of’ living of the Arabs to 
that of the Jews through joint development 

Mr. SIMON: Not quite the same. 
CHAIRMAN: What is the difference? 
Mr. SIMON: The difference is that the Ihud 

based itself upon the principle of numerical 
parity. The League does not .do that. In the 
League is incorporated the party of the Hashomer 
Hatzair, which does not commit itself to nu- 
merical parity but only to political parity. The 
Thud members of the League are free to hold 
their own opinion in this specific point. 

CHAIRMAN:. What does political parity mean? 
Mr. SIMON: Political parity neans that the 

Jews and Arabs in Palestine Will have the 
same rights regardless of who is in the majority 
and who is in the minority at a given moment. 

CHAIRMAN: But 1 have understood that that 
was the programme of the Ihud? 

Mr. SIMON: Yes, but in addition to this poli- 
tical parity the Ihud thinks that Jewish immi- 
gration must be continued ‘up to numerical 
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schemes, SO that both of them may progress 
shoulder to shoulder. Such a regime cari advance 
both nations quickly to independence in their 
common homeland. 

A bi-national solution, with international con- 
stitutional guarantees, cari remove the fear of 
domination of one nation over the other. The 
status’ of each nation and its basic intereits 
Will be safeguarded and preserved. A. new leaf 
cari be opened in the stormy history of this 
country and its progress cari become a torch 
for the entire Middle East. 

More and more Jews and Arabs are becoming 
aware that a way must be found for the two 
nations to corne to an understanding along the 
lines of progress, peace and co-operation for 
which the best forces in human society are 
struggling today. However, after what took place 
in this country during the last 25-30 years, 
one must work with wisdom, decisiveness and 
courage in order to untangle the painful knot 
and find a just and workable sohrtion. Such 
aid should and must corne from a11 the peace- 
loving and progressive forces of the entire world. 

CHAIRMAN: 1 thank you. I also thank you for 
having observed the time limit. New, we might 
put some questions. 1 want to ask some ques- 
tions about the constitution of the League. You 
represent which bodies here? 

Mr. SIMON: In tbe League are represented co- 
operatively the Workers’ Party of the Hashomert 
Hatzair, the Ihud, and besides both these organi- 
zations we have individual members of diflerent 
circuits of the Yishuv. 

CHAIRMAN: Yesterday, we heard about the con- 
situation of the Ihud. How many members has 
this Workers’ Party of which you spoke? 

Mr. SIMON: 1 am not a member, myself, but 
1 think about 10,000. The voters were up to 
25,000 at the last election, if I am right. 

CHAIRMAN: And these individual members of 
the League, how many cari they bel 

Mr. SIMON: Not many. 1 think some hundreds. 
CHAIRMAN: Are your political aims the same 

as the ,Thud? 



parity, and then its continuation may be de- 
pendent on the common institutions of the bi- 
national State. TO this policy the League does 
not commit itself. 

CHAIRMAN: Thank you very much. 
Mr. ENTIZAM (Iran) (Spoke in French, of 

which the following is a translation): Nobody 
faveurs more than 1 do the idea of rapproche- 
ment and collaboration by the Arabs and Jews. 
But 1 must admit 1 do not fully understand the 
programme of the L eague for Jewishhrab Rap- 
prochement, 

Yesterday we heard Dr. Magnes and the repre- 
sentatives of the Communist Party. In my opinion 
their programme gave a better answer to the 
question of rapprochement. 

The second statement we heard today cari be 
divided into three parts. 

The first is a critique aimed at the Govern- 
ment, in which it is said that the Government 
of Palestine has done nothing towards a rap- 
prochement between Jews and Arabs. 1 will 
not go into this question. 

The third part aims at proving that a11 the 
statements or actions of the Arab leaders are not 
supported by the Arab masses. 

We personally know of an example which 
contradicts this statement; 1 mean the boycott. 
In spite of a11 our efforts we have not achieved 

‘1 any success, which proves that the Arab Higher 
Committee is not as divided as is alleged. But 1 
Will not go now into these details. 

We are told that the Arab masses do not follow 
their leaders. 1 would like to ask: cari the same 
thing be said about the Jews? Can one state that 
the Jewish masses do not agree with the ex- 
tremist ideas of some of their leaders? 

The examples you have given .us deal more 
with collaboration on the part of the Arabs. 
Of course, you say that the Jews are willing to 
collaborate, but if the word 9approchement” 
has the same meaning in English as it has in 
French-and 1 notice your Organization is called 
“League for Jewish-Arab Rapprochement”-this 
means that both sides must take a step forward. 

You bave mentioned a11 the claims of the 
Jews, and you say: “an understanding cari easily 
be reached; the Arabs have only one claim, and 
that is the raising of their standard of living, we 
cari guarantee to them that this Will be achieved”. 
But as far as we know the Arabs have other 
claims. 

1 would like to know if, in your desire for a 
rap@-ochement, you have attempted to under- 
stand the viewpoine of the Arab masses or the 
Arab leaders, SO as to achieve a collaboration 
which could truly be a rapprochement and an 
operation to ascertain and to understand the 
real claims of the Arab side. 

Mr. COHEN (Interpretation from Hebrew): 
Concerning the question of the ,programme of 
the League, it was presented to you in the memo- 
randum which was given before the hearing. 
This programme was crystallized after direct con- 
tact with certain Arab groups. These negotiations 
which have taken place between certain groups 

of Arabs and Jews bave proved more than once 
that this programme has considerable chance of 
success, if it were supported by the United Na- 
tions, because it does take into consideration thc 
vital needs and just aspirations of both peoples. 

1 am sorry the honourable Member of the 
Committee has understood my remarks and those 
of Dr. Simon as meaning that we considered 
only the economic needs of the Arabs. This is not 
the case. We bave always emphasized that there 
are national interests which exist here, and just 
and vital claims on the part of both peoples. 
Any solution which does not take into considera- 
tion the just national claims of both peoplcs 
and their aspirations Will not be a fair solution 
and not a solution which Will be practicable. 

1 also wish to add, to the honourable Member 
who has asked this question, that the boycott 
which is being practised by the masses of Arabs 
against the Committee cannot necessarily be 
proved to be the sentiment of the wide masses 
of the Arabs, when one takes into consideration 
the force and the threats which have been used 
by the leading cliques of the Arab groups to 
suppress it. But there is another factor which 
must be taken into consideration, and that is 
that there exists a great deal of disappointment 
on the part of the Arab public concerning the 
many commissions who have visited this coun- 
try. It should be recalled that of the Anglo- 
American Committee, which visited here and 
which came to a unanimous conclusion, that in 
spite of the fact that promises were made that 
if its conclusions were unanimous they would 
be carried out, the conclusions were annulled a 
day after they were announced. We do not say 
the Jews did everything in ,their power in order 
to realize the programme. Furthermore, 1 wish 
to add, about the influence of the League on 
the wide public: one cannot judge thc influence 
of this League merely by its membership or by 
its numbers, since it is not organized as a- poii- 
tical party. We believe that it represents a con- 
siderable section of opinion in this country. 
Furthermore, as it Will be recalled, it is not su& 
a long rime ago that the officia1 Zionist move- 
ment as a whole believed and pronounced the 
principles of equality and non-domination. 

It is, of course, the great tragedy whiclr bas 
overtaken the Jewish people, the despair wbich 
has also follow the result of the White Paper 
policy, which has changed the officia1 attitude of 
the Zionist movement. We understand this des- 
pair, but we do not accept it, and we cal1 upon 
the Jewish leadership not to fa11 into despair, 
to continue the constructive policies of immigra- 
tion, of settlement, but at the same time to cdl 
in the Arabs for co-operation and to cal1 to the 
international forces for aid for such a pro- 
gramme. 

Furthermore, not only the Jewish public fol- 
lows closely our testimony here, but wide groups 
among the Arab public are following keenly 
what we have to say and also What we have to 
say before your Committee here. There were a 
number of Arabs who desired to present to YOU 
a memorandum. We did not enourage them for 
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lhe simple reason that we did not wish they 
should meet the same fate that beîell Fawzi 
Darwish El-Husseini because we need such 
friends for further work and co-operation. 

Mr. HOOD (Australia): If there are any other 
questions, I myself would like to ask one, but 
in view of the heur 1 would refrain. 

CHAIRMAN: Are there many Members wishing 
to put questions? 

Mr. SIMIC (Yugoslavia): 1 have only one ques- 
tion. 

Mr. SALAZAR (Peru): I bave one question. 
Mr. HOOD (Australia): 1 bave one, but I do 

not know how long the reply might be. 
CHAIRMAN: WC might try to get it through. 
Mr. SALAZAR (Peru): TO appreciate the devel- 

opment of your movement, I should like to know 
what is the percentage of Jews and Arabs in your 
Organization. 

Mr. COHEN: Our League has never tried to 
organize Jews and Arabs within its framework. 
We are working primarily within the Jewish com- 
munity and we are trying to encourage the rise 
of similar groups within the Arab community, 
SO that we both cari be co-operating together. In 
the light of the events which have taken place 
lately, you cari very well appreciate what might 
happen if a different policy were followed. 

Mr. SALAZAR (Peru): 1 assume, then, that your 
Organization represents the opinion of a group 
of Jews, but is not entitled to speak in the name 
of any Arabs? 

CI-IAIRMAN: Can you answer, Dr. Simon? 
Mr. SIMON: 1 know the language better, but 

he knows the facts better. 1 think on this ques- 
tion 1 may give a short answer. We cari speak 
not in the name but in the spirit of this Arab 
group who signed with us this agreement, but 
we appear here for ourselves as a Jewish or- 
ganziation. * 

Mr. SALAZAR (Peru): Have you tried to form 
among the Arabs a similar organization to yours? 

Mr. COHEN: As 1 stated before, this League 
does not see its task to be to organize among 
the Arabs, but rather to help and encourage ,$he 
rise of similar groups among the Arabs. 1 believe 
that the best proof of co-operation is the example 
of the agreement which was signed between our 
League and this Falesein el-Jadide Society as 
shown in the memorandum which was rendered 
to this Committee, and especially as pointed out 
in Appendix IV in that document. 1 advise the 
Members of this Committee to examine care- 
fully this document, which undoubtedly has 
also answered the question of the honourable 
Member who asked before about the possibility 
of agreement between Jews and Arabs, not only 
from an economic but also from a political 
basis. We believe that this agreement, signed 
between us and the Arabs, entertains a wide pro- 
gramme which, if adoRted, would give both na- 
tions the fulfilment of their just aspirations and 
rights. 

Mr. SIMIC: (Yugoslavia): 1 should like to know 
what are your views on partition. 

Mr. CO~N (Interpretation from Hebrew): Our 
League believes in the programme chat the rela- 
tionship between Jews and Arabs and their prob- 
lem bas to ùe solved in a non-partitioned Pales- 
tine. 

Mr. N[OOD (Australia): 1 merely want to ask 
whether Mr. Cohen would agree with the state- 
ments we bave heard in other evidence to the 
effect that the relations between Arabs and Jews 
in a11 the Arab countries in the Middle East are 
bad and are getting worse, and if SO, if he agrèes, 
broadly, with that. Does he think it has any 
bearing on the prospect of a rapprochement in 
this country? 

Mr. COI~N (Interpretation from Hebrew): 1 
believe the question was not put correctly. In 
order to understand the relations between Jews 
and Arabs in the entire Near East, one should 
investigate the situation of Jews and Arabs in 
Palestine, rather than investigate the relations in 
the Near East and say that must influence the 
situation here. It is right that the Jewish situa- 
tion in a number of coun tries in the Near East 
is bad and has deteriorated, but the Jewish situ- 
ation is bad in many other countries of the 
world, and we believe that is the main task of’ 
the Zionist Movement-to salve this problem 
basically and normalize the relationships of the 
Jewish people and the other peoples of the world. 
This Will affect the relations of the Jews in the 
Near East as well as the relations in other parts. 

1 have travelled extensively throughout the 
Near East and the neighbouring countries and 1 
am convinced that if the problem of Jewish and 
Arab relations were solved here it would help 
and change for the better the relations between 
Jews and Arabs in the neighbouring countries. 

CEIAIRMAN: Does anyone else wish to ask any 
questions? (No such wish indicated.) Then we 
have heard the representatives of the League of 
Rapprochement and 1 thank you for the evidence 
you have given. 

The last item on the agenda, the hearing of 
the representatives of the Ashkenazi Jewish Com- 
munity, is postponed until tomorrow. The hear- 
ing is adjourned until tomorrow at nine o’clock. 

(The meeting adjaurned ut 2.25 p.m.) 

VERBATIM RECORD OF 
THE THIRTY-THIRD MEETING (PUBLIC) 

Held ut the Y.M.C.A. Ruilding 
Jerusalem, Palestine. 

Wednesday, 16 July, 1947, ut 9 a.m. 

Presen t: 
Mr. SANDSTROM, Sweden, (Chairman) 

’ Mr. HOOD, Australia 
Mr. RAND, Canada 
Mr. LISICKY, Czechosiovakia 
Mr. GAR~~A GRANADOS, Guatemala 
Sir ABDUR RAIIMAN, India 
Mr. ENTEZAM, Iran 
Mr. BLOM, Netherlands 
Mr. GAR~~A SALMAR, Peru 



Mr. FABRECAT, Uruguay 
Mr. Sr~lc, Yugoslavia 
secretariut: 
Mr. Hoo, Assistant Secretay-General 
Mr. GARCiA ROBLES, Secretay 

CHAIRMAN: 1 cal1 the meeting to order. 
The agenda for today’s hearing contains three 

points: hearing of representatives of the Council 
(Waad Hair) of the Ashkenasic Jewish Commun- 
ity, hearing of representatives of the General 
Federation of Jewish Labour, and hearing of 
representatives of the Jewish Agency for Pales- 
tine. 

Can we adopt this agenda? 
(No objection) 
CHAIRMAN: It is adopted. 

Hearing of Representatives of the Council 
(Waad Hair) of the Ashkenasic 

Jewish Community 

I understand that for the Ashkenazi Jewish 
Community two persons are going to speak- 
His Eminence the Chief Rabbi, J. H. Duschin- 
sky, and the President of the Religious Law 
Courts, Rabbi Selig Reuben Bengis. 

1 recognize his Eminence the Chief Rabbi 
Duschinsky. 

Rabbi DUSCHINSHY (Chief Rabbi of Orthodox 
Jewry of Jerusalem and the Holy Land): (spoke 
in Hebrew) Honourable Chairman, Gentlemen, 
in the name of the Rabbinate and the Religious 
Law Courts of orthodox Jewry of the Holy City 
and of the Holy Land, and in the name of 
thousands of orthodox Jews who are organized 
tradition of the people of Israel as the nation 
of God and His teachings, and in the name of 
thousands of orthoclox Jews who are organized 
in the Council of Ashkenazic Jewish Community 
of Jerusalem, 1 have the honour to welcome you 
upon your arriva1 in the Holy Land on your 
exalted mission with which you have been en- 
trusted by the nations of the world, to inquire 

-rnto the various problems and to find a suitable 
and just solution in order to restore peace in 
the Holy Land. 

It is our belief and hope that the Creator of the 
world, OUF Father in Heaven, Will bring about 
eternal redemption to the people of Israel. Yet 
we also believe that the hearts of Kings and 
Governments are in the hand of God. YOU Qn- 
tlemen have the providential privilege of being 
charged with that lofty rask and this is why we 
kindly request you to do justice to those deprived 
of justice. 

(a) During the period of the Mandate the 
rights of orthodox Jewry in the Diaspora, who 
had for centuries immigrated into the Holy 
Land, have suffered by the fact that their immi- 
gration quota was reduced by granting irnmi- 
gration schedules through the Jewish Agency. 
This infringement resulted in the serious de- 
terioration of religion in elle voly Land which 
had been on a satisfactory level until ehen. 

(0) The Government of Palestine has officially 
recognized the Community Councils known as 
“Knesseth Israel”, who do not recognize the 
authority of the Holy Law, and orthodox Jews 
may therefore not belong to such communities 
in accordance with the tradition of our fore- 
fathers. Although that is the reason for the 
Government having granted the right of opting 
out of the “Knesseth Israel”, it did not, on the 
other hand, wish to recognize officially the sepa- 
rate community Councils in which orthodox 
Jewry is organized and also refused to grant 
legal sanction for the authority of their ReIi- 
gious Law Courts and Rabbinate. 

1 therefore request you to consider most care- 
fully the detailed statement submitted to YOU 
and, simultaneously with your endeavours for a 
just solution-of the general problems of the Holy 
Land, 1 exhort you to bring about the fuIfilment 
of our special and just demands, 

May the command of the Almighty-the line 
of justice and truth-serve and guide you SO tbat 
your names may forever shine on the annals of 
the Holy Land, the sanctity of which is eternal, 
And let the beauty of the Lord be upon you and 
upon the work of your hands. 

Rabbi SELIG RIHJBEN BENEIS (President Reli- 
gious Law Courts), 
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The massacre of millions of our brethren in 
the Diaspora has already been pointed out to 
you by various speakers. 1 cannot, however, but 
plead for the remainder of our people, especially 
the survivors of those thousands of ruthlessly 
murdered victims whom 1 have known person- 
ally, and 1 implore you to render help and 
assistance by opening the gates of the Holy Land, 
the Land of our Forefathers, in accordance with 
its absorptive capacity, for there cari be no reason 

(Rabbi Bengis spoke in 1-Iebrew and the fol- 
lowing is the translation of his speech): 

His Eminence the Chief Rabbi of orthodox 
Jewy in the Holy City and of the Holy Land 
spoke to you briefly and in general terms and 
1 bave the honour to address you on the follow- 
ing vital points. 

Let me begin with a few general remarks which 
are of interest to us on account of their religious 
aspects. 

in 
1 shall first deal with immigration. Settlement 
the Holy Land being one of the command- 

ments of the Lord, has not Iost its validity during 
anY period in history. In addition the fulfilment 
of many other commandments of the Holy Law 
depend on the soi1 of the Holy Land. This is 

for opposing this appeal on behalf of the rescue 
of those survivors. 

We pray that the blessings of Providence be 
with you and with a11 your activities SO that 
rescue and life may flow fi-om your decisions 
and quietude and peace for the dispersed SOUS 
of Israel and a11 citizens of the Holy Land. 

As loyal delegates of the highest forum of 
lnimanity, the legal successor of the defunct 
League of Nations, we appeal to you to inquire 
also into the following infringements of their 
rights and the discriminatory treatment from 
which orthodox Jewry suffer: 



why orthodox Jews throughout the ages have 
endeavoured to settle in the Holy Land as ex- 
plained in Part I, paragraph 2 of the statement 
submitted to you by our Council. 

However, in our days the importance of this 
problem of immigration increases mightily on 
account of its potential life saving aspect. Our 
brethren the survivors of an unprecedented mass 
slaughter, who are now behind barbed wire in 
many a camp, are losing their Will to live as days 
go by and it is imperative that they be rescuedl 
from the abyss of psychological decadence. This 
is why we appeal to you gentlemen, to help them 
in their present demoralizing state of restricted 
existence. 

the Commandments of the Holy Law specifically 
requires Jews to settle, we are barred from buy- . 
ing land even if such Jewish prospective buyers 
are Palestinian born and loyal citizens. 

Permit me to add a few words regarding Jeru- 
Salem. 

It is clear that in addition to any other place 
of refuge that might possibly be discovered for 
them, this Holy Land must be and is ready to 
be their principal haven of security and hap- 
piness. 

From the bottom of our heart do we address 
you on this international stage:-“Have we not 
a11 one Common Father? Has not one God cre- 
ated us all? Fulfil then your brotherly duty and 
love towards these downcast brethren. 

Jerusalem, the Holy City, whose sanctity ranks 
higher than that of any other town in the Holy 
Land, has been chosen by orthodox Jewry for 
permanent settlement in any period. This City 
bas always occupied a unique position in as much 
that even at the time of Jewish Kingdoms, when 
the whole of the country was divided into dis- 
tricts on the basis of the Tribes of Israel, Jeru- 
Salem was never divided, This Holy City is now 
doomed to stagnate in its present position since 
it has no chances for further development on 
account of the strangulating land laws which are 
effective also in the District of Jerusalem. Every 
important town in the world is being rebuilt 
and continues to expand; shall the town of God 
be fettered forever? 

This is also why we demand the abolition of 
the existing Land Laws for the reasons outlined 
in paragraph 7 of Part 1 of our memorandum. 

In connexion with the question of immigration 
1 kindly request you to note the following de- 
tails:- 

(a) Past experience proves that orthodox 
Jewry who have always observed and upheld the 
religious ties and historical connexions between 
the People of Israel and the Land of Israel and 
who for centuries immigrated into this Holy 
Land uninterruptedly, have been discriminated 
against within the framework of general Jewish 
immigration, by the authorities in charge of such 
immigration for a very considerable time during 
the period of the Mandate. And even upon the 
intervention of the Government, only a very 
small number of immigration certificates were 
made available through the medium of the Jew- 
ish Agency, channels which are against our con- 
science, as explained in part 1, paragraph 6 of our 
statement. 

(b) The catastrophe that befell European 
Jewry during the Second World War was a dis- 
aster for the entire Jewish people and especially 
for orthodox Jewry in the Diaspora which has 
suffered to such an enormous extent. 

Justice requires, therefore, that at a time 
when the nations of the world wish to compen- 
sate the Jewish people for its untold sufferings, 
that this just retribution corne from your hands 
and not through channels which may suppress 
roligious conscience. That is why we ask that 
the United Nations Organization decide that 
Jewish immigration in future be the direct re- 
sponsibility of the Government of this country 
and a11 those who are in need of immigration 
shall be free to benefit directly by such arrange- 
ments. 

The Ashkenazic Jewish Community Council. 
1 now corne to the demands of our Council which 
are based on Article 4 of your Terms of Refer- 
ence. As a Rabbi of more than fifty years standing 
1 have had the privilege to see two generations 
of the most authoritative Religious Heads in 
Israel. 1 am therefore able to acquaint you with 
the binding religious opinion concerning the 
management ‘of Jewish public affairs. According 
to our Holy Law any Jewish community organiza- 
tion must satisfy a11 religious requirements since 
ortherwise decisions of such Council carry no 
weight or binding force. For the people of Israel 
and the Law of Israel are one. And as a people 
or as a public community Israel is but con- 
sidered in relation to its Torah. The ‘basic condi- 
tions for a11 arrangements in Jewish public 
affairs is the recognition of the Holy Law in such 
affairs by electing as its representatives the Reli- 
gious Heads of the community who are loyal 
to the Traditions of our Law. That is the reason 
why orthodox Jews cari never recognize the 
Jewish Agency as the representative body of the 
entire Jewish people as envisaged by the Man- 
date. 

The serious limitations of the land laws as at 
present in force in the Holy Land discriminate 
between Jews and non-Jew and they are in open 
conflict with the United Nations Charter. While 
Jews are free to acquire land in any independent 
country, here in the Holy Land, where one of 

However, the problem of the foundation of 
Jewish Community Councils in the Holy Land 
is one of the most painful. Officia1 recognition 
has SO far only been given to community coun- 
cils of the Vaad Leumi known under the name 
“Knesseth Israel”, for example, Councils who 
have so far refused to embody in their statutes 
the fundamental requirements. of OUT Holy Law, 
notwithstanding the clear verdict given by emi- 
nent Rabbis and Scholars of the Law and a deci- 
sion of the greatest Religious Aûthorities in 
Israel that the basis of a11 such councils must 
rest on the recognition of the authority of Torah 
in Jewish Public Affairs. As a result of the refusa1 
of the Vaad Leumi to fulfil those religious condi- 
tions our Rabbis have at the time prohibited 
the affiliation of our communities to the Vaad 
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Leumi. DetaiIs are to be found in Part 11 of our 
memorandum, paragraph 10. 

it should be pointed out that the rules of the 
Knesseth Israel of the Vaad Leumi of the ye= 
1927 ae based on the Religious Communities 
Ordinance, 1926. The intention of the legislator 
was to create religious communities, Jewish and 
other, that is to say a comnmnity cOunCi1 loyal 
to the Law of Israel. Yet the rules of the Vaad 
Leumi are in open conflict with the religious 
requirements of the Holy Law. 

Justice requires that religious affairs of ortho- 
dox Jewry who have but fulfilled their duty by 
leaving the community of the Vaad Leumi shall 
not be suppressed and that their own community 
councils shall benefit to the same extent by 
officia1 recognition as those community councils 
that have refused to incorporate the basic condi- 
tions of Religious Law in their statute, for ex- 
ample, to enable orthodox Jews to organize in 
officially recognized community councils through- 
out the country in accordance with the spirit of 
their religious conscience. 

The Council of the Ashkenasic Jewish Com- 
munity, Jerusalem, which continues the Tradi- 
tion of the Jewish Yishùv in Jerusalem as de- 
veloped throughout the centuries has received 
assurance in writing from the General Officer 
Commanding British Occupation Forces at the 
beginning of the Military Occupation of Pales- 
tine that the rights of our community Will be 
safeguarded together with those of other con- 
munities. However, with the inception of civil 
government in this country after the confirma- 
tion of the Mandate, events developed to the 
detriment of, organized Orthodox Jewry. Our 
community council, the first of its kind in this 
country, which represents thousands of orthodox 
Jews who do not belong to the Vaad Leumi and 
who look after their own religious needs, by 
maintaining their own Religious Law Courts, 
Ritual slaughter, registration of marriages, ren- 
dering of certificates, social welfare, etc., suffer 
{rom the lack of officia1 recognition of their 
activities in this field. In particular the with- 
holding of recognition of jurisdiction over per- 
sonal status from our Rabbinate and Religious 
Law Courts is in open contradiction to the very 
British assurance referred to above, the text of 
which Will be found in Appendix I of our memo. 
randum. It is furthermore ‘contrary to paragrach 
‘7 of the Mandate which requires the Mandatory 
Power to honour and preserve the persona1 
status and position of religious institutions of 
the various communities in the country. It thns 
appears that our Christian neighbours have 
benefited to a far greater degree than orthodox 
Jewy in as much as officia1 recognition was 
granted to every Christian community, even in 
cases where very few members belong to such 
communities, and certainly far less than the 
number of our own members. 

The present position as regards our Council 
runs counter also to the requirements of para- 
graph 1.5 of the Mandate; in which connexion 
1 refer in particular to the two questions asked 
by the Permanent Mandates Commission as de- 
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CHAIRMAN: How many registered members are 
there? 

Rabbi DUSCFIINSKY: Seven thousand members 
in Jerusalem, adults, not counting their fam 
ilies. This number includes male adults only 
because only male Jews are considered members 
of the Community. The number of persons is 
estimated at sixty thousand, at least. 

C&IRMAN: Your followers? 
Rabbi DUSCEIINSKY: Our followers. 
Mr. BLOM (Netherlands): May 1 ask one ques- 

tion. The Rabbi says that the Religious Courts 
of the Ashkenasic Community are not legaily 
recognized. Nevertheless, Rabbi Bengis calls him- 
self President of the Religious Law Courts of 
his Community. 1 woulcl like to know whether 
in practice these Courts give sentences, exer- 
cise jurisdiction? What is the legal consequence 
of their action in this respect? 

Rabbi DUSHINSKY: We claim recognition. We 
are only by sufferance a Court on grounds of 
submissions. The members who came to the 
Religious Court have to submit themselves to 
an arbitration proceeding, and they have no 
legal right. Their judgments cannot be executed 
as judgments of a Religious Court, only as judg- 
ments of an arbitration board. 

Mr. BLOM (Netherlands): Are they recognized 
as judgments of an arbitration court by the 
civil courts and other religious courts? 

Rabbi D~SCHINSKY: The judgments of the 

scribed in Part 1, paragraph 12 of our mcmo- 
randum. 

On the just solution of the invidious position 
of the orthodox Jewry in the Holy Land depends 
the strengthening of our Holy Law, which Will 
also improve the general position in the Holy 
Land as pointed out by his Eminence the Chief 
Rabbi of the Holy City and the Holy Land. 

At the end let me thank you for this oppor- 
tunity to place before you the opinion of ortho- 
dox Jewry and their just demands and we are 
convinced that these opinions Will be useful in 
coming to a just solution of the problems con- 
îronting you. 

In the name of orthodox Jewry of Jerusalem 
and the Holy Land may 1 express the hope that 
as you find a generally acceptable and just solu- 
tion of the problems of the Holy Land you Will 
also succeed in assisting orthodox Jewry which 
is at present degraded to a community consisting 
of second rate citizens, in regaining their posi- 
tion which is due to them as requested in the 
summary of Parts 1 and II of the memorandum. 
The Lord of Peace and Truth may enlighten 
you and pitch through you his Tabernacle of 
Peace over the Holy Land and the City of 
Peace. Amen. 

CHAIRMAN: 1 thank you. 
1 have one question that 1 would like to bave 

answered. What is the number of adherents to 
your Community? 

Rabbi DUSCHINSKY: We have no exact num- 
ber. We have registered members and we have 
sympathizers. 



awards of every arbitration are recognized if con- 
firmed by the ordinary courts, not only of reli- 
gious courts, even of three gentlemen, two gen- 
tIemen, or one, sitting as sole arbitrators, also. 
After the court confn-ms it, it is recognized. 

* CHAIRMAN: 1 would like to put a concrete 
question to you. If there is an Ashkenazi mar- 
ried couple who want a divorce, cari they go 
before your court? 

Rabbi DUSCHINSKY: No, sir. 
CHAIRMAN: There is no award given by your 

court? ) i 
Rabbi DUSCHINSKY: No. 
CHAIRMAN: Does anyone else want to ask any 

question? 
(No response.) 

CHAIRMAN: Then, I thank you gentlemen. 
. Rabbi DUSCHINSKY: We thank the Chairman 

and the Committee for granting us this hearing. 

Hearing of Representatives of the 
General Federation of Jewish Labour 

CHAIRMAN: The next item on the agenda is 
the hearing of representatives of the General 
Federation of Jewish Labour. 1 understand that 
Mr. Rubashov, Mr. Lubianiker and Mr. Shkelnik 
are going to speak for this Federation. Will you 
gentlemen please come to the platform. 

(Mr. Rubashov took a seat at the table.) 
CHAIRMAN: 1 recognize Mr. Rubashov. 

Mr. RUBASHOV: (The General Federation of 
Jewish Labour in Eretz Israel (Palestine) (The 
Histadrut): Mr. Chairman, and Members of the 
Commitee, at the final Stage of your hearings, 
before you corne to make your decision about 
the future of our country and of our people, 
we corne to address you on behalf of the Gen- 
eral Federation of Jewish Labour, the largest 
organization in the Yishuv-for whose members 
the development of this country and the libera- 
tien of this people are a daily task and a life 
work. 

You Will find our basic principles and main 
ranges of activities described in some detail in 
the memorandum already submitted. You have 
doubtless seen what we have achieved in this 
country in the course of the numerous visits 
you have paid to towns and settlements. 

You bave seen with your own eyes the out- 
corne of our unremitting campaign against deso- 
lation and the habits of ages. You presumably 
have taken note of our efforts to create new 
social units on a firm basis of equality, justice 
and maximum co-operation conjoined with in- 
dividual freedom; and you have doubtless found 
out how the Mandatory Government has pro- 
moted, and how it has obstructed, the great work 
which the nations required it to aid in this 
country. If we bave now corne to offer oral evi- 
dence, our purpose is only to underline our 
fundamental demands; and to offer our services 
in clarifying some details or matters in con- 
nexion with which you may consider our informa- 
tion to be usefuI. 

The General Federation of Jewish Labour- 
usually referred to by its Hebrew name the 
Histadrut-represents the Jewish working class 
in this country, which together with its depen- 
dents is h$f of ‘the Yishuv. 

The Histadrut does not Select its members 
accorcling to their political, public or spiritual 
views. It accepts every Jewish worker in the . 
country who makes bis living by bis own toi1 
and not from exploitation of others; no matter 
whether that worker lives in town or country, 
whether he is a member of a co-operative or 
belongs to one of the many different kinds of 
collective settlements. Al1 the trends and cur- 
rents to be found in the world labour -nsove- 
ment and within our own community in this 
country cari be, and indeed are, found within 
the Histadrut. But one common bond has 
brought a11 our members here from the lands 
where they were born. That bond is the fate 
of a landless nation that has no security re- 
garding the morrow; and a11 of them are united. 
by a common aspiration in their work here. 
They aspire to live a life of dignity, of work, 
of freedom and of independence. 

Our Histadrut is a Labour Movement and 
a movement for labour. The great majority 
of our members are not workers by birth. Just 
as we came up to our homeland from different 
countries, SO we came up to work from dif- 
ferent classes. It is a fundamental principle for 
us that our national and human redemption 
rcquires us- to take.,root in every pos$ble kind _ 
and grade of work. Our future depends on thé 
toi1 of our hands and our capacity for work. 
It depends on our own work, in agriculture, in 
handicrafts, in industry; by land and by sea. 
Only through our own work shall we achieve 
our restoration and our future. And that is why 
we set out to engage in every field of activity 
ourselves, from the simplest, roughest and most 
exhausting work upwards, without harming and 
without exploiting any other nation. We stand 
for organized labour. We aim to protect thc 
worker in every manner possible, to improve 
the conditions under which workers’ live and 
the conditions governing productivity; and to 
raise the spiritual and cultural level of a11 the 
working people within pur developing society. 

And our Histadrut is a movement that is based 
on immigration and fights for immigration. 
When it was founded 26 years ago we had a 
membership of about 4,400 men and women 
workers. Most of them were immigrants from 
Eastern Europe. Today we have 170,000 mem- 
bers, four-fifths of whom have corne from abroad. 

A whole geaeration before European anti- 
semitism achieved the political power whereby 
to carry out the Satanic plan of mass murder 
of the Jews, our Movement sensed the future 
and called upon Jewish youth to prepare to 
corne up to our eternal Homeland and create 
here, by the sweat of their brows, the basis for 
a free and independent gathering-place for Jew- 
ish masses from a11 the ends of the world. While 
the favourable effects of Jewish emancipation 
were still at their height, our comrades Ieft the 
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la& where they wene dwelling and a11 the 
prospects afforded them there, and took uPon 
themselves the yoke of settlement work in the 
wastes and desolation of our country. The spell 
of the land did not lie in its wealth. In those 
&ys the land was very far indeed from being 
described as wealthy. Nor did any prospects of 
personàl liberty attract them. Those were the 
absolutist days of the Ottoman Empire when 
freedom was the last description that could be 
applled here. What brought them was one ever- 
lasting vision of Jewry-the vision of returning 
to this land and becoming a free nation once 
again, rooted in our own. soil, living our own 
cultural life and associated with a11 other peo- 
ples as a nation of equal standing and equal 
rights. 

The Jewish nation has aspired throughout 
the ages for full redemption, and its choicest sons 
have always yearned, each in his own way, to 
return and strike firm root in the Homeland. 
Now this aspiration, this yearning, was made 
manifest with a11 its ancient vigour in this youth- 
ful torrent, these Young folk who made the Jew- 
ish Labour Movement. It was imbued with a 
fresh social content, with the spirit of our gen- 
eration in its search for social and human bet- 
terment; and with a sense of pioneer responsi- 
bility for the fate of our Jewish masses through- 
out the world. In our own land there came into 
being the Jewish worker, who with his own 
hands fulfilled the mission of his nation and his 
age: the mission of delivering this land from its 
desolation, and this nation from its geographical 
dispersion and its political dependence on others. 

There is not a single country in a11 the lands 
of our Diaspora whose Young Jews have not par- 
ticipated, in our upbuilding work here. And in 
a11 the lands which have seen the mass murder 
of Jewry the survivors, old and Young alike, 
now long and yearn to joîn us, and secure them- 
selves a future here, together with us. 

In the name of a11 these myriads we corne to 
demand from you precisely what we have just 
been demanding from the World Trades Union 
Congress of which we are part: what we de- 
manded of the Anglo-American Commitee of 
Inquiry before which we appeared some sixteen 
months ago; and what we shall never grow 
weary of demanding from a righteous judge, 
and from whoever may be called upon to con- 
sider our fate. We cal1 upon you for free Jewish 
immigration: Abolish the White Paper which 
sets out to reduce to nothing a11 the solemn 
British and international pledges to the Jewish 
nation, which is a death-trap to the Yishuv and 
which condetins the whole of this country to be 
frozen and strangled. Make it possible for us 
to develop the ample blessîngs concealed in thc 
resources, yes in the very desolation, of our coun- 
tryl Make it possible for us to turn a11 this into 
a source of happiness and contentment for our 
own people and for a11 the other residents of 
this country! Give us the opportunity of meet- 
ing the Arab nation as a nation of equal status 
and equal national independencel 

If we had corne before you a few years ago, 

we would bave brought the same demands in 
the name of hundreds of thousands of organ- 
ized Young pioneers, dispersed throughout ail 
the lands of Europe, who were preparing them- 
selves to be together with us as trained, useful 
and faithful fellow-workers of ours. In their 
own lifetime they had no other desire and no 
other longing. There was no obstacle preventing 
thym from coming here except the laws of the 
Mandatory Government. But now the furnaces 
of Treblinka and Bergen-Belsen bave turned 
them to ashes for ever. 

And what robs us of a11 rest îs the knowledge 
that at the moment of their gravest peril, when 
the enemy walled them UP within the Ghetto 
and tut them off from the world of the living, 
their choked and anguished cry was addressed 
to us. First and foremost to us, whom they 
trusted boundlessly and who, they were con- 
vinced to their very last breath, woùld not aban- 
don them to their fate, but would find a way 
of rescuing them. 

It was beyond our power to help. We our- 
selves were in the hands of those who held US 
back by force. We were in the hands of those 
who tore from us the only life-belt that might 
have been of use, and which we had prepared 
for generations against such a day. 

We have not forgotten this. And we cannot 
forget this, particularly now, when the terror- 
stricken appeal reaches us once more, and we 
again find ourselves helpless, unable to aid be- 
cause of that same governmental policy. 

Those hundreds of thousands are no more, 
like the whole six million. But there are sd11 
hundreds of thousands of others who, fortu- 
nately for our nation, have survived the mass 
murder. The surviving Jews of Europe have 
seen cruelty, savagery; yes, and miracles beyond 
belief, such as no man ever saw before them. 
They long for lîfe and, with their ample experi- 
ence, they are struggling for their future, About 
a quarter of a million of these surviving Jews 
are still kept in internment camps, wîthout any 
status, without any rights, without any hope for 
the morrow. They are being kept in countries 
where the poisonous heritage of Hitler still fer- 
ments among the population. Just think! In B 
little while the question of the rule over those 
countries is to be given a new solution. What 
Will the new authorities do with those camps? 
Who cari give any assurance as to what is await- 
ing them, when the duty of finding a solution 
for them is entrusted to the new territorial 
authorities of those countries. In Austria the 
demand that Displaced Persons should be re- 
moved from the country bas already been made. 
But to where are they to be removed? 

They are being called upon to return to the 
countries of their origin. Who is it that sets 
out to mock at the last survivors of our catas- 
trophe? 1 personally have just returncd from 
visiting Poland. Only a week ago 1 was standing 
on those piles of ruins under which the whole 
of Jewish Warsaw lies buried. More than three 
hundred thousand Jews used to Iive in this capi- 
tal. Among them were the best of our spiritual 
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forces; creative figures, writers, workers, religiohs 
leaders and artists, the spiritual and material 
enterprises which Polish Jewry had accumulated 
in the course of generations. Now a dumb, death- 
like silence spreads far and wide over the veri- 
table ocean of ruins, as far as the eye cari 
reach in a11 directions! Under those ruins, still 
lie the corpses of the tens upon tens of thou- 
sands of Jews who were buried alive. Our vast 
orphanhood shouts aloud to us from this red 
earth covered with fragments of fallen bricks. 
Are the rescued Jews to return there? TO that 
ocean of death? 

1 would cite yet another example:-In ROU- 
mania something has happened which is, in it- 
self, politically irrelevant, being a natural phe- 
nomenon, pure and simple, which in any case has 
not the slightest trace of anything anti-Jewish 
about. it. 

There were no rains in Roumania this year, 
and there was every prospect of a famine. 

Rnd this shoùld be clear: the situation in 
Poland does not depend on the attitude of the 
Polish Government alone. The Polish Govern- 
ment is actively combating anti-semitism. But 

does the position of the Jews depend on this 
alon?? 1 have just visited dozens of towns in 
Poland, cities that had been renowned in Jew- 
ish history for long centuries, cities which had 
been steeped in the very essence of the Jewish 
creative spirit. Now there is not so much as a 
memory of them. The Jews have been mur- 
dered and are gone. Their.place has been seized 
upon by others, and there is no law which cari 
now restore happiness, quiet and contentment 
to Jews of those spots. 1s it a matter for won- 
der if the overwhelming majority of those who 
are scill to be found in Poland wander about 
like shadows, their eyes and their longings di- 
rected to us. 

The moment this became clear, the earth 
began to quake under the feet of the Jews 
and the Jewish refugees who are the first “su- 
perfluous” persons to be fed. Because they are 
a defenceless minority, because they have no 
shield or protection. Because they have no home- 7 
land. And above all, because this evil world 
has already seen how the problem of an un- 
wanted and defenceless Jewish minority cari be 
settled. 

1 shall try to make it perfectly clear that I 
am talking of inevitable and objective necessi- 
ties. TO do SO 1 shall tel1 you a ,tale which 
cornes Erom a country with a rare and magni- 
ficent tradition of tolerance, of absence of anti- 
semitism and also with an almost non-existent 
Jewish community. Until the war, there were, 1 
believe, about twelve thousand Jews a11 told in 
Sweden, and there have never been any anti- 
Jewish outbreaks there throughout the two cen- 
turies since the Jewish community in Stockholm 
came into existénce. During the last few years, 
Sweden, has accepted Jewish refugees and made 
them welcome, as you know, Mr. Chairman. 
Eight thousand Jewish girls were brought there 
from a concentration camp, I saw some of them 
a year ago. They came from Hungary and 
Carpatho-Russia, and from Lithuania and Latvia. 
Some of them are the only survivors of great 
and noble families. Some of them are the sole 
survivors of their native towns and their com- 
munities. 

Maybe you have also corne across this propa- 
ganda, which is now being SO skillfully dis- 
seminated with a view to besmirching the, Jews 
of the camps? But we have seen and become 
convinced of two things. We have become con- 
vinced first of a11 that the falsehoods spread in 
the days of Hitler by his followers have taken 
root in the hearts of many groups among those 
who fought against Hitler. And, secondly, in SO 
far as the great catastrophe may have broken 
their spirit and driven them towards interna1 
dangers-the tried and tested cure for them is 
in the resources of our creative work here. We 
have the talisman with which to heal them. 
Give us the opportunity to heal them and it 
Will be to their benefit and our own. We shal1 
restore their human dignity to them; their hope 
of a future and their pride in creative effort; 
and they too Will be transferred into magni- 
ficent pioneers. 

Then there is another cal1 for help. You have 
heard this appeal. It is the cal1 of the Jews in 
the Arabie-speaking countries. Choked and stran- 
gled though that cal1 may be, it pierces to our 
very hearts. Many Jews from these countries 
have long been here with us, pioneeis after 
their own fashion, and they are the support of 
those who now SO urgently need a refuge, The 
Jews in Arabie-speaking countries have none to 
aid them, apart from those of them who have 
already corne here. Can anyone imagine that we 
shall hear their appeal and ignore it? Are we to 
believe that you Will be prepared to ignore 
their appeal? . 

Here, therefore, a historic necessity has be- 

In Sweden they have been given rights and 
work. But in Sweden there are not enough 
Jewish men with whom they cari establish fresh 
families and family life,. Recently a Jewish in- 
stitution,-non-Zionist, 1 should add-conducted 
an inquiry as to which of them wished to re- 
main in Sweden. The total number desiring 
to do SO was 53. A total of 7,947 replied that 
they did not wish to stay, and implored to be 
taken away, 

Are we going to listen to their entreaties? 
Or shall we allow this last salvaged human 
remnant to perish as well? 

corne interwoven with an urgent need. A lofty 
national mission is united with an individyal 
thirst for life. Economie, moral and political 
needs have corne together and been transformed 
into an overwhelming natural force. 1s it sur- 
prising that no artificial law does, or cari, with- 
stand this driving force? 1s it surprising that 
the ships steal across the face of the waters in 
the night, regardless of laws and those who en- 
force the laws? 1s it surprisinb that there is an 
irresistible urge among our fellow-Jews in Eu- 
rope-an urge that impels them to make their 
way to us? 

The Histadrut, with a11 its institutions and 
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enterprises, its experience and its pioneer spirit, 
with a11 its organizational fortns and construc- 
tive plans places itself unreservedly at the dis- 
posa1 of the Jewish Agency for the reception 
and absorption of this immigration. Our his- 
tory and our achievements, yes our very exis- 
tence, bear witness to our ability to receive and 
absorb a11 these immigrants, systematically and 
progressively; to our ability to transform them 
into a productive element who Will be a blessing 
to themselves, to us and to a11 who dwell in this 
country. 

Ninety-five per cent of the whole area of Pales- 
tine has been removed from a11 prospects of 
Jewish colonization, which was the essential pur- 
pose of the Mandate. The Government has pub- 
lished a draft Irrigation Law which threatens to 
debar us from using the water resources of the 
country, though they and they alone cari make 
the desert blossom and banish desolation. 

You have seen our youthful settlements. 
“Whose ox have we taken? Whose ass have we 
stolen?” During the past ten years we have 
virtually doubled in number. In the year 1935 
therc were 350,000 Jews in the country. At the 
end of the War we were about 650,000. And 
these years, please remember, were years of dis- 
turbances, years of war, years during which we 
were tut off from the world. Would it. have 
been beyond human power to have doubled 
the Yishuv again since the end of the war and 
SO to have solved the problem of the last rem- 
nants of our anguished nation? 

The Mandatory Government proposes to trans- 
form the Jewish National Home into a “ghetto” 
-the only ghetto now left in the whole world. 
And it really seems to imagine that it cari suc- 
ceed. It has brought its military and police 
forces here to suppress the Yishuv and to main- 
tain a permanent regime of fear. It aims to 
undermine the Jewish Agency, to undermine our 
educational autonomy and the status of the He- 
brew language, as shown by its recent Memo- 
randum. It has woven a tangled web of legisla- 
tion covering matters large and small, in order 
to shackle our progress, to freeze the Yishuv 
and keep it a permanent minority dependent 
on the good nature of others. 

Yet, precisely during these fateful years, when 
the time had corne for the Jewish National 
Home to prove its value and to do its duty, 
the Mandatory Government, whose function was 
to promote and encourage our National Home, 
rose up to prevent it. We had believed that in 
SO far as we proved that it could be realized, 
we would be given freedom and encouragement 
to bring it about. But what actually happened 
was the absolnte opposite. And the closer we 
came to our objective, the more the Govern- 
ment placed difficulties and obstacles in our way. 

The Mandate, which Great Britain had re- 
ceived from fifty-two nations, was treated as a 
scrap of paper. The 1939 White Paper, which 
directly contradicted a11 the basic principles of 
the Mandate, was imposed as the law of the land. 
Every immigrant exceeding the arbitrary and 
ridiculous monthly total of fifteen hundred was 
declared illegal. Anyone who brings a Jew into 
the Jewish homeland is thereby considered a 
criminal. The long arm of the British Empire 
was extended to ensure that Jews should not 
proceed to their National Home; no, even if 

they had been delivered from hell, not though 
the land Beeded them, not though their only 
alternative ‘was the deeps of the sea. The res- 
cued Jews who succeed in surmounting a11 these 
obstacles and in reaching our shores are dragged 
away afresh like criminals, and flung into the 
Cyprus camps. The British’ Government did not 
hesitate to use tear bombs, fire-hoses, batons 
and even firearms in preventing these defence- 
less refugees from reaching the shores of their 
Homeland and in forcibly deporting them to 
Cyprus, there to continue their lives of frustra- 
tion and despair, again behind barbed wire 
fentes and again under amed guard. 

In order to force the Yishuv to submit to its 
policy, the Government has imposed upon this 
country a regime of wilful repression, which 
came to a head on the 29th of June, 1946, when 
a concentrated effort was made to break the 
strength and unity of the Yishuv. On that day, 
the headquarters of our Federation and many 
of its institutions were searched and raided, 
some of our prominent leaders detained. Many 
agricultural labour settlements were surrounded 
and searched, some of their members killed, many 
wounded, and thousands taken from their daily 
work and held prisoner in detention camps. 
The failure of the Government to achieve its 
aim on that occasion has only led to a further 
tightening of its repressive measures. Our coun- 
try has become a police State where punitive 
curfews, searches, unwarranted arrests, and even 
the imposition of Martial Law upon large Jew- 
ish areas has become the accepted method of 
rule by Government. 

As Jews, as Zionists, as workers, we cannot 
but raise our voice against this policy which 
has been followed by the Government since 
the promulgation of the White Paper. This 
policy is devoid of any moral justification. It 
violated the basic undertakings upon which the 
rule of Great Britain in this country is based. 

It introduced officia1 racial discrimination 
against the Jews, as Jews and as citizens, and 
its implementation has been marked by frequent 
and excessive use of force. 

Cyprus has become an island of torment for 
many thousands who have succeeded in escap 
ing from a11 the camps; and it is here, at the 
shores of the land of their hopes, that the net 
is spread out before them. 

” Has anyone thought of the traces which the 
expulsion of Jewish immigrants has left and 
continues to leave on the soldiers and police- 
men engaged in this unholy work, against their 
own desires and conscience SO often? Has any 
one troubled to think what takes place in the 
heart of a Jewish Child who sees his kinfolk, 
after having been rescued from the hells of 
Europe, expelled by force from our own land, 
how they are driven into camps, how they are 
kept behind barbed wire? Can such a Child 
possibly be expected to respect such laws and 
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their makers? 1s it surprising to find the entire 
Yishuv rising like on mari to oppose such laws? 

respect were far from being what cari in any 
way be described as helpful. 

Is there any reason to be astonished if this 
White Paper, which was issued as a premium 
on criminal acts of violence, awakens the appe- 
tite and spurs irresponsible Jewish elements as 
well to proceed to acts of criminal violence? 
During your stay in this country, gentlemen, 
you bave been in a position to observe how 
the Yishuv condemns these criminal deeds and 
combats them. Yet what other way is there out 
of this maze, except to rise and tear up that 
White Paper legislation, and to fling open the 
gates of this land and its development resources 
to Jewish immigration and settlement, as re- 
quired and promised, and as is now so vitally 
and urgently demanded? 

In our memorandum we have dwelt on the 
attitude of the Government towards the ques- 
tion of labour legislation and social policy. This 
attitude only accentuates the fact that the Gov- 
erment-in this as well as in other fields-has 
followed a backward colonial policy. It has sh6wn 
no understanding for the social needs of the 
Jewish worker, for the dynamic character of his 
effort, and has îailed to make any effort to 
bridge the gap between the standards of the 
Jewish and Arab worker and to promote any 
co-operation between them. 

As far as the Arabs of Palestine are concerned, 
they will obtain even greater advantages from 
this Jewish immigration than they did from that 
of the past. A considerable increase in Jewish 
immigration means a strengthening of that force 
which is most vitally interested in doing away 
with the differences between the standards of 
living to be found in Palestine. It means raising 
the lower standard of living to the level of the 
higher. As long as Jewish workers are a minority, 
they naturally have to protect themselves against 
the majority who accept Iower working condi- 
tions. Once this situation changes, the efforts to 
bring about an equalization of the standard of 
living at the higher level Will be much more 
likely to succeed. Mutual understanding Will 
bear fruits in every aspect of life. Jews .and 
Arabs Will meet as equals; and as equals mu- 
tually concerned in working to raise the stand- 
ard of living, they Will find a common ground, 

But it is our great desire that the day of 
true co-operation may soon dawn. And we are 
convinced that increased Jewish immigration 
and increased Jewish working power Will multi- 
ply the forces interested in and capable of realiz- 
ing real and truc solidarity. 

We do not cal1 upon anyone to reduce either 
the rights or the requirements of the Arabs in 
any shape or form. But we ask you not to re- 
strict our rights, and not to prevent us from 
developing the untouched and neglected parts 
and intensifying the cultivation of other parts 
of this country. 

The leacling spokesmen of the Jewish Agency 
have already made their statement to you as to 
the political form of our future. We wish only 
to underline that our own development and 
existence is witness that the rights and develop 
ment of the. Arab population Will be safeguarded 
and secured. Ever since the Histadrut has ex- 
isted it has endeavoured to bring about mu- 
tua1 understanding and achieve true solidarity 
with Arab workers. We were the first in this 
country to try to organize labour, and we are 
gratifieci to see that our persistence has led to 
the beginning of ‘an Arab labour movement. 
The Arab standard of living has risen appre- 
ciably in the vicinity of Jewish settlement. We 
have always tried to promote these beginnings. 
Even at the periods of highest tension we 
recognized in the Arab worker the man and 
the fellow-worker, and did everything possible 
to encourage his progress, regarding this as the 
duty of one group of workers towards another. 
In a11 the profession4 struggles of the Arab 
workers, whether with the Government or even 
within the Arab sector, we helped them bath by 
our guidance and by material aid. 

Gentlemen, you represent many different na- 
tions and you have corne here on behalf of an 
even greater number. Listen to your own con- 
sciences. Cal1 for the abolition of the White 
Paper. Demand that the gates of this country 
be opened wicle to the Jews beating upon it. 
Help to deliver the refugees from Inevitable de- 
generation and destruction. Give our youth the 
opportunity of doing their duty to their people. 
Help us to establish contact with the Arab na- 
tions, as an equal with equals. Give us the 
opportunity to establish the Jewish State in our 
homeland. 

And what is more, do it quickly. There is 
very little time left. This volcano, on which 
our people have been left, is beginning to smoke 
once again. We cannot afford’ to be too late 
again, as we have been before. 

Gentlemen of the Special Committee, 
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We are not satisfied with what we bave 
achieved, We know how many obstacles there 
are in the way, and how many there are who 
wish to stir up strife between us; and it must 
be admitted that Government activities in this 

In the Death-Court at Teresin (called by the 
Germans “Theresienstadt”) 1 saw a little room. 
It is room number 9, a special torture chamber 
reserved for important Jews. In this little room 
there is space for ten men standing. Into it 
they used to thrust from fifty to sixty persons, 
one on top of the other. There was neither 
light nor air in this room. No food was brought 
in. The people were left there to perish slowly 
and horribly. And the most dreadful and ter- 
rible thing of a11 was this: In the door these 
was a tiny little window covered with thick 
wire netting. Through this window the Nazi 
beasts used to watch their victims floundering 
and gasping and perishing one by one. Ever 
since I have seen that torture chamber, that 
Black Hole of Theresienstadt, 1 cannot forget 
that little window. It refuses to move out of 
my thoughts. Hitler is gone. Al1 that he stood 
for bas been destroyed, . . . Yet how about the 
Jews of the Displaced Persons Camps? 



What more are a11 the Disdaced Persons 
Camps of Europe but that one tiny hopeless 
deadly Black Hole? Is it not obvious that there 
is no air to breathe in those camps, that there 
is no ftiture existence? What are we doing, a11 
of us together-we here, you there, the whole 
wqrld everywhere? What more are we doing 
than standing, looking in with folded arms? 
Are we going to permit our arms to remain 
folded? Shall we not rise up to break down the 
dqior, to rescue and to redeem? 

Gentlemen, we have the honour to address 
you on behall of a-youthful pioneer movement 
which is the offspring of an ancient nation, a 
nation whose contributions to world civilization 
have been matched only by its sufferings. BoLh 
of these factors have helped to forge the strength 
of spirit with which a whole generation is de- 
voting its entire life, to rescue and to redeem. 

It is our desire and our deepest prayer that 
the work we have in hand shall be carried out 
in the way of peace, mutual understanding and 
continuous creation. 

Gentlemen ,give us your helping hand, and 
may the blessings of the future rest upon you. 

CHAIRMAN: 1 thank you, Mr. Rubashov. 1 
understand that Mr. Lubianiker and Mr. Shkol- 
nik are not going to address us, but that they 
are here to answer questions. 

Mr. RLJBASIIOV: That is right. 
CHAIRMAN: 1 have one question. 1 have read 

in the address that the number of your mem- 
bers is 170,000, and 1 think it has been said 
also that, with their dependents, they represent 
about half of the Jewry here-every branch of 
activity. That includes also intellectual people- 
what is called people in free professions. 

Mr. LUBIANIKER: Yes. 

CHAIRMAN: I shall ask one thing more. It has 
been stated also that you support the views ex- 
pressed by the Jewish Agency. 

Mr: LUBIANIKER: Yes. 

CHAIRMAN: 1s that a unanimous opinion in 
the Histadrut, or are there different opinions? 

Mr. LUBIANIKER: We are a democratic organiza- 
tion-not a totalitarian one. Apart from a few 
basic questions like freedom of Aliya, our abso- 
lutely negative attitude to the policy of the 
White Paper, and the freedom of Jewish coloni- 
zation in Palestine, we generally manage’ our 
affairs by a vote of the majority, and this ma- 
jority makes the policy of the Organization. 

, CHAIRMAN: I think 1. have seen in the papers 
that there is a group among you called the 
Left Wing, which favours another solution than 
the one favoured by the Jewish Agency. 1s that 
SO? 

Mr. LUBIANIKER: It is true. Outside the Histad- 
rut about 83% of the organized workers are 
against any Eorm of bi-national solution; and 
inside the Histadrut there is one group only 
which polled in its last election about 17 per 
cent of the voters, which is in favour of such 
a solution. Al1 the other groups in the Histadrut 
are in favour of .a Jewish State as a final solu- 
tion of -the problem. Of course, in this majority 

of 83 per cent there are, too, many differences 
of opinion. There are some who oppose abso- 
lutely, definitely, withbut any readiness to any 
form of compromise, every thought of partition 
into two States, and they propose for the solu- 
tion of the Palestine problem only the prepara- 
tion of Palestine for the erection of a Jewish 
State in the whole of Palestine. But on the 
whole, it cari be said thae the great decisive 
majority of the organized workers does not ac- 
cept any form of bi-national solution as satis- 
factory to them. 

CHAIRMAN: The 17 per cent favour bi-national 
solution? 

Mr. LUBIANIKER: Yes; it is one small group. 
CHAIRMAN: Can you give me any figure or 

proportion of members who are opposed to any 
plan of partition? 

Mr. LUBIANIKER: Of course the Hashomer 
Hatzair is opposed to it in any case and in any 
form. There is a second group which numbers, 
if 1 am right, about 20 per cent of the electorate, 
which is opposed to bi-nationalism and to parti- 
tion as well. 

Mr. FABREGAT: On page 10 of your statement, 
in the final part, you declare that “Our COU~- 
try has become a police State where punitive 
curfews, searches, unwarranted arrests, and even 
the imposition of martial law, etc.” At this UIO- 
ment the Government of Palestine has placed 
under martial law one section of the country 
whose centre is in the city of Nathanya, Can 
you tel1 me’what is the situation of the worker 
of Palestine when martial law is applied in the 
city in which he lives and works? Can he leave 
the City? Can he cross the barb,ed wire in order 
to go to work? Can he go back home after 
work? 

Mr. LUBIANIKER: It is clear that every forrn 
of martial law, curfew and other restrictions bits 
first of ali the working population which de- 
pends on its daily work and daily wages for its 
subsistence. And as Palestine, as you know, is 
a rather small country and people are very often 
working outside the place of their residence, in 
every case of curfew and in every case of mar- 
tial law or other restrictions of this kind, from 
thousands of workers is taken away the possi- 
bility to work, to earn, to live; and it cari justly 
be said that these measures are, objectively, first 
of a11 measures directed against the poor and 
the working people of chis country. 

Mr. FABREGAT (Uruguay): 1 should like to 
know something about the situation as regards 
children in a city under martial law. Can the 
children of the worker attend school? 

Mr. LLJBIANIKER: We had some experience 
when we had martial law for a fortnight in the 
area of Tel-Aviv, Ramat Gan, etc. About a 
quart& of a million Jews were living under 
this law for the first cime. 1 cari say without 
exaggeration that the whole life of the com- 
munity was disturbed. Children, instead of go- 
ing to school, spent their time in the ‘streets. 
People had not enough food. Many thousands 
of workers could not go to their working places. 
A lot of cultural activities had to be stopped. 
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The whole normal trend of life was disturbed which have stood in the way of real co-opera- 
in a dangerous fashion. tion were abolished. 

Mr. FABREGAT (Uruguay): In these cities un- 
der martial law do the newspapers appear as 
usual? 

Mr. LUBIANIKER: ‘In Tel-Aviv they did ap- 
pear, but 1 read today or yesterday in the news- 
paper that, for example, in Nathanya-which re- 
lies on Lhe newspapers broughr. from Tel-Aviv or 
to JerusaIeg-they have the opportunity to get 
their newspapers during one or two hours when 
they are allowed to leave their houses .and to 
make a11 their olher purchases at the same time. 

Mr. PECH (Czechoslovakia): May 1 ask whether 
in the Arab working associations are there any 
trends which a?re sympathetic with the basic de- 
mands of the Yishuv? 

Mr. LUBIANIKER: There is one trend, the Pales- 
tine Labour League. The Lwo other trends 1 sup- 
pose aren’t very sympathie. 

CHAIRMAN: What is the colour of the Pales- 
tine labour? 

Mr, FABREGAT (Uruguay): Under martial law 
cari food supplies be brought into the ciLies? 

Mr. LUBIANIKER: The Histadrut,? 
CNAIRMAN: The Palestine Labour League. 
Mr. LUBIANIKER: That is an organization of 

Mr. LUBIANIKER: Not freely. It is done by the 
milltary authorities in the fashion and in the 
way they think satisfactory. 

Arab labourers who co-operate and wanl to co- 
operate with the Jewish labourers. 

CHAIRMAN: What 1 want to know is their poli- 
tical colour. 

CHAIRMAN: 1 would ask for some precision. 
You said that these measures were in the first 
place directed towards the poor. Do you mean 
that they are expressly directed against the poor? 

Mr. LUBIANIKER: 1 said “objectively”. 
CHAIRMAN: You mean the effect is felt most 

by the poor? 

Mr. LUBIANIKER: 1 cannot tel1 you, sir. 1 do 
not know. Ie is a non-political organization which 
has no party programme of its own. We have two 
basic principles only: to raise the standard of 
living of the Arab worker and to do it, as far 
as possible, in co-operation with the Jewish 
workers. 

Mr. LUBIANIKER: Yes, 1 do not say that is the 
intention, but it is the effect. 

CHAIRMAN: What proportion of the Arab 
labour is organized? 

Mr. PECH (Czechoslovakia): On page 12 of the 
address it is mentioned that “Ever since the 
Histadrut has existed it has endeavoured to bring 
about mutual understanding and achieve true 
solidarity with Arab workers.” May 1 ask how 
far this mutual understanding-these attempts- 
have gone, and whar. is the present state of this 
understanding? / 

Mr. LUBIANXKER: More specialized information 
on that question you Will find in our memo- 
rancium. There is a full chapter on these activ- 
ities of the Hiscadrut. 1 Will only say in general 
that everywhere, where Jewish and Arab workers 
meet in the, same work, it was the action of the 
HistadruL to organize them into a common in- 
ternational organization of workers. Everywhere, 
where Jewish and Arab worke?s do work shoul- 
der to shoulder-as in the Government, in the 
work of the military authorities, or in other 
places-every action taken by the Jewish and 
Arab workers together is generally taken on the 
initiative of the Histadrut. Even now, in spite 
of the political tension which exists in Palestine, 
there are thousands of Arab workers organized 
in the Palestine Labour League who adhere to 
their connexion with the Jewish workers and lead 
their action hand in hand with Jewish workers. 
Of course, with the political tension, there are 
factors which limit-objectively again-the pos- 
sibility of this kind of common work. And as 
Mr. Rubashov said in his opening remarks, the 
Government was not generally very helpful in 
assisting in building up mutual relations of CO- 

operation and solidarity between the Jewish and 
Arab workers. We had this work to do against 
the Arab leadership, against the Government. 
The results are net very great, but even the small 
results which we achieved up to date give hope 
for the future if the reasons and the factors 

Mr. LUBIANIRER: It is very difficult to say, sir, 
because fluctuations in the Arab labour organiza- 
tions are sometimes overwhelming. In a moment 
of strike, there may be an influx of tens of thou- 
sands of workers into Lhe Organization. If the 
strike succeeds, they may stay for some time. If 
there is no strike, or if there is a failure-which 
happens quite often-people do leave. But there 
is a certain number of people in a11 these organi- 
zations who stay. Generally, it could be said 
that the right wing of Arab labour, which is 
practically controlled by the Arab Higher Of- 
fice politically, is a majority group among the 
Arab labourers. Apart from that, there is a left 
wing, and there is a Palestine Labour League. 

CHAIRMAN: Thank you. 
Mr. BLOM (Netherlands): Do 1 understand 

rightly the. policy of the Histadrut that. from 
the beginning it has never tried to have mixed 
labour unions? 1 mean, in reading the Resolu- 
tion of the Convention of 1927, on page 65 of 
your memorandum, 1 see that for this purpose 
an International League of the Workers of Pales- 
tine shall be established on the basis of autono- 
mous national units. 1 am not quite clear about 
the meaning of “international” in this respect. 

Mr. LUBIANIKW: 1 cari explain it in this way. 
The idea of the Histadrut of the best way to 
or&nize Jewish and Arab labour in Palestine 
was, and is up to day, that in every economic 
sector where workers of the two nationalities 
work together there should be a united, a com- 
mon organization. Al1 the other workers who 
work respectiveiy in the Jewish or the Arab 
sector should be organized ‘in autonomous na- 
tional sections. Both sections are to build up 
what is here ,called the International League of 
Workers of both nations. 1, do not ,know if 1 
have made it clear. 
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_ Mr. BLOM (Netherlands): If 1 understand you 
correctly, workers, of the same profession but 
working in different parts of the country or in 
different industrial undertakings could not be 
welded into one unit? 

Mr. LUBIANIKER: Right, sir. 
Mr. RLOM (Netherlands): hnd 1 take it this 

does not mean international in the normal sense. 
Mr. LUBIANIKER: No. It means a federation 

of two autonotious national organizations, not 
a united federation. 

Mr. BLOM (Netherlands): More racial than 
national? 

Mr. LUBIANIKER: 1 would not accept that de 
finition. 

Mr. RUBASFIOV: It is an international fedem 
tion which is connected with two autonomous 
organizations. 

Mr. BLOM (Netherlands): But on the undere 
standing that there are two nations living here 
in this one country. 

Mr. LUBIANIKER: Yes, sir. 
Mr. BLOM (Netherlands): 1s the Histadrut a 

federation of labour unions, or does it have di- 
rect membership of individuals? 

Mr. LUBIANIKER: No, direct membership. Every 
member is a member of the Histadrut as such. 
According to his trade, he belon- to one or 
another trade union, but Fhe bodies of the His- 
tadrut are not elected by the central bodies of 
the trade unions but by the whole membersliip 
of the Histadrut individually. . 

CHAIRMAN: Do 1 understand rightly that there 
are branch unions, trade unions, and they are 
f,ederated in the Histaclrut but the membership 
in the .branch union gives membership in the 
federation. 

Mr. LIJBIANIKER: Yes, sir. 

h4r. BLOM (Netherlands): Would you explain 
what is the Ahdut Avoda? 

Mr. LUBIANIKER: The words Ahdut Avoda 
mean a unity of labour. This is a group inside 
the Histadrut about which 1 told you before 
in answer to another question, The programme 
of Ahdut Avoda is against bi-nationalism, 
against any form of partition of Palestine, It is 
a political party, of course. 

Mr. BLOM (Netherlands): Not a trade union, 
Mr. LUBIANIKER: No. You see, the trade unions 

are non-political. Every member of the Histadrut, 
whatever his creed, belon- to bis respéctive 
trade union, but members of the Histadrut have 
the right to organize themselves in political 
parties that take part in the elections to the 
bodies of the Histadrut. SO, a member of a 
trade union may be a member of a party or 
not. 

Mr. BLOM (Netherlands): This is just a poli- 
tical party then? 

Mr. SHKOLNIK: The members of this political 
party are members of the Histadrut. 

Mr. LUBIANIKER: We have a principle in Pales- 
tine that our parties do not accept as members 
people who are not Tflorkers and cannot be 
workers. 

CHAIRMAN: Do you receive as members ah 
enterprises? 

Mr. LIJBIANIKER: NO. 

CHAIRMAN: The question iS perhaps not SO 
strange because it may be a Small enter@% 
such as a bus conductor who owns bis bus. 

Mr, LUBIANIKER: Oh yes. Every man who 
works on bis own without eXplOiting hired la- 
bour, or who works in bis OWn plant lias a 
right to be a member. 

CHAIRMAN: But you do not receive, for in- 
stance, a shopkeeper? 

Mr. LIJBIANIKER: Neither a shopkeeper nor an 
entrepreneur who hires labourers.’ 

Mr. BLOM (Netherlands): We bave just been 
told that lawyers and architects cari be members. 
Are they allowed to have a clerk at the office? 

Mr. LUBIANIKER: That is just the problem we 
are now considering in the Histadrut, what to 
do with these members who liave become in 
the meantime entrepreneurs on a rather large 
scaIe. 1 cannot tel1 you whnt the Histadrut is 
going to do in this matter. 1 cari only say that 
it gives us quite a headache. 

Mr. SHKOLNIK: May 1 add that a11 the mem- 
bers of the agricultural settlements, the IaboLlr 
settlements, are members of Histadrut too. Ail 
the settlements you have visited, for instance, 
in the Negeb, on the shores of the Jordan, in 
the Emek, in the Kibbutzim are members of 
the Histadrut too. 

Mr. Hoon (Australia): Are there special fees 
for membership? 

Mr. SEIKOLNIK-LEVY: Yes, of course. 
CHAIRMAN: Are they paid to the Histadrut 

or to the trade unions? 
Mr. LUBIANIKER: Al1 fees are paid to the His- 

tadrut. The Histadrut is responsible financially 
for the needs of a11 the trade unions that are 
affiliated. 

Mr. BLOM (Netherlands): In Chat year have 
you held the last elections? 

h1r. LUBIANIKER: About two and a half years 
ago. 

Mr. BLOM (Netherlands):a These elections, 1 
presume, are quite separate from those for the 
Vaad Leumi? 

Mr. IJJBIANIKER: Yes, of course. That is quite 
a different electorate. 

Mr. GARCfA GRANADOS (Guatemala): 1 hüve 
noticed that there have been several efforts to 
get labour legislation here, efforts in 1935 a& 
in 194.2’. What is the reason that these ap@- 
ling conditions of labour legislation exist here, 
this lack of protection for the workers? 

Mr. LUBIANXKER: That is a very important 
question for us as workers in this country. Our 

discussions with the Government of this country 
about introduction of progressive labour legis- 
lation started almost with the first days of the 
Histadrut. There are quite a few obligations 
which the Manadatory Government signed in 
this direction. I must say most of tbem llave 
not ,been kept. For example, a11 the members 
of the IL0 have signed an obligation tllat every 
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labour convention which is decided upon by the 
IL0 and ratified by the mother country must 
be introduced into a11 the dependent countries. 
Truly, it happens that in Great Britain a11 these 
conventions-and there are a lot of them, very 
important conventions-have been introduced. I 
must say that in the labour legislation of Pales- 
tine we find only a few slight traces of chat. 
We are speaking here of an undertaking signed 
by the Government when it signed its acceptance 
of the laws and the statutes of the International 
Labour Organization. After the war, the IL0 
Conferences accepted a number of recommenda- 
tions. They were not conventions, but they were 
recommendations. I must state the fact that most 
of these recommendations have not been intro- 
duced in the life of the Palestine worker here. 
Palestine is a dependent country and depends 
for its clevelopment on the measures taken by 
the Mandatory Government. It is one of the 
countries which bas a rather developed eco- 
nomic life and a rather developed industrial life, 
but only a few vestiges of a modern, social 
legislation. 

Mr. GARCIA GRANADOS (Guatemala): The same 
thing goes for social security, 1 understand. 

Mr. LUBIANIKER: Yes, we have demanded time 
and again the introduction of a system, even 
a primitive system 01 social security in this 
country. We bave seen in chat one of the main 
elements for raising the standard of life of the 
Arab worker, for filling in the gap between 
the standard of living of the Jewish and Arab 
worker. 1 must say that up to now a11 our de- 
mands from the Government on this score have 
gone unheeded. 

Mr. GAR~~A GRANADOS (Guatemala): There is 
something else I wish to ask him. 1 think that 
even the few laws that do exist are violated. 
1 do not say that they do not pay any atten- 
tion to them, but some industrialists do not pay 
attention to them because 1 noticed that :many 
children were working in two or three mndus- 
tries that we visited. By the way, they were 
non- Jewish industries. 1 shoulcl like to know 
the reason why this law is not enforced. 

Mr. LUBIANIKER: Yes. That too is a very im- 
portant question to us. There are some labour 
laws in this country, but 1 must say these labour 
laws are not of very great assistance to the 
Jewish economy because we, by voluntary means 
and with the power of our own organization, 
bave achieved more than any labour legisla- 
tion in this country up to date cari give us. 
But what is more dangerous, even these few 
labour laws that do exist in Palestine are not 
appliecl in the Arab-economy. They are practi- 
cally a dead letter. And the Arab industry, 
manufacture and commerce are factually living 
as if those laws were not in existence at all. 

Mr. GAR~~A GRANADOS (Guatemala): Does the 
Government not enforce them? 

A/rr. LUBIANIKER: It should enforce them, but 
you have seen with your own eyes-and not in 
a small plant-Child labour in Palestine, in the 
centre of a large town. If you Will walk over 
the streets of Jerusalem, of Jaffa, of Haifa, you 

will fïnd thousands of Arab children working 
ten and twelve hours daily at appalling wages. 
1 do not speak about agriculture where perhaps 
a system of control is more diflicult. 1 do speak 
about the large towns in this country where it 
should be possible, if there is a Will, to find 
ways and means to put a stop to it. 

Sir ABDUR RAHMAN (India): 1s it not on ac- 
Count of lack of organization and poverty? 

Mr. LUBIANIKER: Sir, we are speaking about 
labour legislation. 

Sir ABDUR RAHMAN (India): 1 am speaking 
about the answer you gave just now. 1 am con- 
tinuing the question in regard to chat answer. 
You said that Arab labour had. been working 
in Haifa, Jatia and other places against these 
rules. 1 asked you the question: was it not on 
account of poverty an,d lack of organization 
among the Arabs. 

Mr. LUBIANIKER: No, but that was just the 
case in every country in the world- 

Sir ABPUR CAI~MAN (India): 1 am only asking 
the question- 

Mr. LUBIANIKER: 1 am only answering, sir, or 
trying to answer. 

That was just the case in every country in 
the world where Government started this business 
of labour legislation. The real reason why this 
business was started was poverty and exploita- 
tion. This poverty and exploitation of the needy 
has caused this action. Right, there is poverty, 
there is exploitation; but the labour legislation 
bas to be one of the factors to put a stop, at 
least, to the most appalling forms of poverty 
and exploitation. 

Sir ABDUR RAHMAN (India): Do you not see 
that .both of them go hand in hand? On the 
one side, poverty should be diminished; on the 
other side, these rules should be enforced. If 
poverty is not diminished, these rules would be 
meaningless. 

Mr. LUBIANIKER: No, that is just the task of 
the modern government, to bave the initiative 
and to enforce laws which are beneficial to the 
community. Otherwise, it is senseless to promul- 
gate laws of this kind. What we are saying 
against the Palestinian Government is that up 
to now, we have not seen in this Government 
an initiative force in the sphcre of raising the 
level of life in this country. 

Mr. SIIKOLNIIC 1 would like to add something. 
We have poverty in the Jewish Community too 
-tens of thousands. But our labour organiza- 
tion does not allow children to work. First of 
all, the Government should fix a fair minimum 
wage and then the adults would earn enough 
for their families. If there is no minimum wage, 
of course, there is poverty, and the children 
want to work. SO, the first step should be to 
fix a fair minimum wage. 

Mr. GAR~~A GRANADOS (Guatemala): 1 am go- 
ing to refer to what Sir Abud Rahman said. Do 
you not agree with me that due to the better 
organization of the Jewish Community these la- 
bour laws that are lacking here and this- pro- 
tection of the state should benefit more the 
Arabs than the Jews? 
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Mr, JJJBTANIKER: It is a difiCUlt question to 
anSWer. 1 do net believe it is possible to enforce 
labour legislation in a community for only one 
section of the workers. 

Mr, GAIU$A GRANADOS (Guatemala): You did 
net understand my question. I did net say that 
they were going to enforce for One section or 
tbe other. 1 merely said that they would benefit 
tbe Arabs more than the Jews, because the Jews 
bave a higher organization. 

Mr, LUBIANIKER: That is right, sir. 
l\ilr. GAR~~A GRACIADOS (Guatemala):, They 

bave social security by themselves. 
Mr. IJJBIANIKER: That is right. 
Mr. GRANADOS (Guatemala): They have been 

working for themselves, and they bave an under- 
standing with their enterprises, SO 1 think the 
benefits would be more*for the Arabs than the 

J ews. 
Mr. LUBIANIKER: ‘1 would only say this: that 

the Jewish workers, as they are now in Palestine, 
cari live almost without labour legislation by the 
Government and cari hèlp themselves. If they 
are interested in the introduction of progressive 
labor legislation, it is not for their sake. It is 
because we do not want to see the situation 
of this difference of standards of living between 
the two sectors as something eternal. We see in 
the introduction of this labour legislation one 
of the means-perhaps the most important means 
-which may speed up the process of unification 
of bath standards of living. 

Sir ABDUR RAHMAN (India): Was there an 
Ottoman Agricultural Bank in Palestine, which 
was abolished by the Manadatory Power about 
19227 . 

Mr. LUBIANIKER: 1 am SOT~~, sir; it would be 
better for you to ask this question of Mr. Kaplan. 

Sir ABDUR RANMAN (India): 1 am asking you. 
Mr. LUBIANIKER: 1 do not know. 
Sir AISDUR RAI-IMAN (India): Then say you 

don’t know; there the matter ends. 
CHAIRMAN: Are there any other questions? 
(No response.) 
CHAIRMAN: The Committee Will now take a 

recess. The meeting is suspended for ten min- 
utes. 

(The meeting adjourned for a brief recess). 
CEIAIRMAN: I cal1 the meeting to order. 
The third item on the agenda is the hearing 

of the Jewish Agency. Mr, Shertok, Will you 
please COme up? 1 Will recall our understanding 
about the limitation of your address. 

Hearing of Representatives of the 
Jewish Agency for Palestine 

Mr. SHERTOK: 1 should like to b;gin by an- 
swering a few questions put either tO me or t. 
my colhgues, which have SO far remained un- 
answered. 

I wish to take up first a question the reply t. 

which was left over from the very first session 
which I had the privilege of attending here, 
when I gave what was supposed to be a factual 

iI~troduction to our case. 1 was asked by Sir 
Abdur Rahman what had been the profits of 
the Palestine Potash Company. The question was 
put to me in public, and therefore, 1 think that 
although it is purely factual, it wonld net be 
impr-per for-me to answer it at a public ses- 
sion, 1 have the figures before me. The Company 
commenced its operations in 1930. For the first 
six years it ran at a 10s~. The total IOSS incurred 
in those six years amounted by the end of 1935 
to ~26,000. In the next four years, 1936-39, there 
were profits tdtalling fl50,OOO. IL we deduct the 
IOSS previously incurred from that net profit, it 
would give us a figure of an annual average 
of f31,OOO for those six years. 

Mr. BLOM (Netherlands): Four years. 

Jlr. SIIERTOK: Yes, 1 am sorry, it is four years. 
NOW, during those four years, the COmpany 
paid f44,OOO to the Governments of Palestine 
and Transjordan, in royalties and profit partici- 
pation, and $30,000 to the Government of the 
United Kingdom in income tax. The next six 
years were the years of the war, 1940-45. 1945 
is the last year for which 1 have figures. NOW, 
profits in those six years dropped considerably. 
They dropped from an average of f31,OOO to 
an average of fl7,OOO. The Company did pay 
some dividends on the preferential shares, but 
it paid no dividends whatsoever on its ordinary 
shares. On the other hand, the burden of taxa- 
tion also increased very considerably. In those 
six years the Company paid to the Palestine 
Government, to the Government of Transjordan 
and to the Government of the United Kingdom, 
in royalties, in profit participation to the first 
two Governments, and in income tax both to 
Palestine and to the United Kingdom, the sum 
of f821,000, that is eight times as much as its 
net profit. Of that amount more than half, 
f425,000, went to the British Treasury in in- 
corne tax and excess profit tax and less than 
half, a total of E395,000, was paid to the Gov- 
ernments of Palestine and Transjordan in royal- 
ties and profit participation, and also to the 
Government of Palestine in income tax. SO much 
for the Palestine Potash Company. 

I now corne to another question which was 
put by Sir Abdur Rahman to my colleague, 
Mr. Ben Gurion. 1 should very much like you 
to regard my answer to it as a substantive part, 
an integral part, of my statement to you this 
morning. Sir Abdur Rahman mentioned the 
names of some 20 villages. 1 Ehink there were 
21, but there was one we were unable to trace. 
This may have been due to the fact that the 
spelling might have been mixed up in the proc- 
ess of transliteration. However, we managed to 
trace twenty villages. Sir Abdur Rahman told 
us that he had been informed that those twenty 
villages had been wiped out, erased from the 
map, and he wanted to know if we would 
corroborate that statement. Weil, there are three 
names there which are not villagés at ail, and 
which bave not been villages for a long time 
past. They may bave been villages in antiquity. 
The map of Palestine is full of the so-called 
Khirbets-that is, ruins of old places or habi- 
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tations which in the course of time have been 
abandoned. However, if you take the very de- 
tailed map of the Palestine Exploration Society 
completed in 1875, and compare it with the 
map of Palestine today, you will find scores, 
perhaps a couple of hundred villages not marked 
at a11 either because they did not exist or be- 
cause they were SO small and insignificant that 
the cartographers of the Palestine Exploration 
Society did not think it worth while entering 
them on the map. Now they are, quite sizeable 
and substantial centers of habitation. SO, three 
names as just names of areas. They went by 
that name for a long time past. They still go 
by that name, and there never have been and 
there are no villages there. But three others in 
that list exist today, and the curious point is 
that of those latter three villages one has only 
come into being after the purchase of part of 
that area by Jews; previously there was a Beduin 
camp there which shifted from place to place, 
crossing and recrossing the Syrian frontier. The 
place is near the frontier-it is Khiam el-Walid. 
Since the acquisition of part of the area by 
the Jews, the Arabs, with the compensation which 
they got from tbe Jews, for the first rime built 
permanent dwellings there. Now it is the vil- 
lage of Khiam el-Walid, whereas previously 
there was only an area known under that name. 
New, 14 villages actually ceased to exist. Of 
these 14 it is significant that 13 are in the Emek 
-that is to say in the valleys of Esdrachon and 
Jezreel. Of the 13, twelve villages were occupied 
in the past by tenants of the well-known Sur- 
sock family of Beirut. SO, even at fïrst glance, 
one sees that this is a special case. And it was 
indeed a special case. 1 would first’ of a11 like 
to draw your attention, Mr. Chairman and gen- 
tlemen, to this paltry figure. We have in Pales- 
tine about 1000 Arab villages-over 1000 Arab 
villages-and we have in Palestine nearly 350 
Jewish agricultural settlements. SO, if it is a 
question of 14 villages having ceased to exist, it 
is not a very high percentage in regard to either 
of the two totals that 1 have mentioned. On the 
other hand, 1 would point out that just as 
1 indicated, there was one village which sprung 
into being anew SO I know of three other new 
Arab villages set up since the settlement of Jews. 
SO, if you credit me with three and debit me 
with fourteen the actual net debit account is 
only eleven, and the percentage is still lower. 

Now, 1 said that this was a special case. 
Large parts of the Emek were concentrated, as 
far as ownership was concerned, in the hands 
of that ver-y wealthy family in Beirut. They were 
absentee landlords par excellence-not only ab- 
sent from their property, but even absent from 
Palestine, and very often from Ben-ut. Tbe land 
was very heavily infested with malaria. You saw 
the map which Dr. Katznelson showed you- 
malaria-stricken areas stretching right across the 
country from Haifa Bay to the Lake of Tiberias. 
That is practically identical with what we cal1 
the Emek, the Valley. It was very sparsely and 
wastefu11y cultivated. The tenants changed fairlY 
often, gave up their tenancies, went to other 
places; new people came and they also were 

transferred by the landlord from nlace to nlace. 
It was impossible to properly develop tha;area, 
to drain the, swamps, and to put it to proper 
use without shifting the tenants. It has always 
been our principle in regard to land acquisition 
that those who had cultivated the land before 
should not remain landless. We paid compensa. 
tien, ample compensation, but we saw to it 
that the people were accommodated elsewhere 
in villages, in rural life and on the land. This 
was eventually put to a ,test, that is, whether 
we actually succeeded in attaining that aim of 
our land policy. In 1932 an inquiry was insti- 
tuted into the problem of landless Arabs; the 
technical definition of landless meaning “r-en: 
dered landless by Jewish land purchases”. No 
interest was taken in the problem of whether 
there were landless Arabs as such. The ques- 
tion was whether Jewish settlement had made 
the position worse in creating a class or a cate- 
gory of landless Arabs, rendering them landless 
as a result of purchase of land they had pre- 
viously cultivated passing into Jewish hands. The 
inquiry took some time. VVe co-operated in it. 
Every claim was referred to us. Every claim 
put up by an Arab was referred to us and we 
tried to trace that Arab and to find him wher- 
ever he was, and to tel1 the investigators what 
we knew of his position at the time. By 1936 
a total of 664 claims were recognized. The rest 
were dismissed as unfounded. 1 Will corne back 
to that total of 664. Al1 these Arabs were of- 
fered facilities for resettlement by the Govern- 
ment. Only 300, actually a few less than 300, 
took advantage of that offer. But when it came 
down to actually moving and resettling these 
Arabs on areas of land which the Government 
had offered, most of them refused to move from 
the areas where they were. One group of 50, 
after having accepted the offer and after having 
been resettled on the new area, deserted that 
area and drifted back to their places of origin. 
1 use the word “deserted” as a quotation; that 
is how the Government’s annual report for the 
year 1936, 1 think, described what had hap 
pened. SO that roughly 250 Arabs were reset- 
tled. 1 said 1 would corne back to the total 
of 664; that total included 200 famjlies which 
were also a special case. SO, in the resettlement 
of 250, 200 were that special case and only 50 
were Arabs, collected from a11 sorts of places, 
who the Government thought were entitled to 
be resettled. An insignificant total, and that was 
after many many years of Jewish land purchase 
and settlement. 

I am coming now to that second speaal case 
which is well-known in Palestine to Jews and 
Arabs alike. It is certainly well-known to the 
Administration. It is the case of the A.rabs of 
Wadi-Hawareth, an area which is now known 
under the Jewish name of Emek Irefer. That 
was an area of about 40,000 dunums, if we take 
it in its wider perimeter, on which o@fnaIlY 
two beduin tribes numbering a total of ltlQ6 
souls roamed about. They kept shifting thefr 
tents, they grazed, they sould manun? tQ *e 
neighbouring Jewish settlements. TheY sold se* 
sand which is used for building in this count% 
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and they &Cd some living out of that area- 
They planted melons, they grew cereals- It was 
very sparse, as there was no irrigation whatso- 
ever over the whole of that area of 40,000 dun- 
ums. NO~, I am not going to take You througb 
a1l the stages, At present that area Of 40,000 
dunums supports 26 Jewish settlements, none 
of which existed when the land was bought in 
1930 or in 1931. TwentY-six settlementsl The 
population of those twenty-six settlements is 
now about 7,500 SOU~S. I cannot say that the 
entire area is irrigated, but a11 the settlements 
arc irr-gating land; Wells have been sunk, water 
bas been found, and a considerable part Of the 
land is under irrigation-witness the progress 
in terms of the condensation of the population. 
The two beduin tribes are there. They bave 
been accommodated on land prwiously com- 

I pletely derelict to the north and south of the 
area. TheY are Wadi Hawslreth Shamali, and 
tbe Wadi Hawareth Kibli tribes-Shamali mean- 
ing nortb and Kibli meaning south. The popu- 
lation of those two tribes has gone up from 
1,100 to 1,700 today. 1 could give you a table 
sbowing how it went up gradually. But, it is 
1,700 today. Originally those Arabs were offered 
resettlement in another part of the country. They 
refused it and preferred to resettle on the ad- 
jacent strips of land. And, for the first time, 
with the help of the compensation which they 
got from the Jews, they built houses. In this 
way two new Arab villages have sprung up. 
In the olden days when you mentioned Wadi 
Hawareth Shamili and Wadi Hawareth Kibli, 
they were names of tribes who drifted into 
that area and roamed over it. Now when you 
say Wadi Hawareth Shamili and Wadi Hawareth 
Kibli you mean two villages, houses built of 
stone, of bricks, of concrete. The people are on 
a much higher level than they ever were, and 
more numerous. This is indeed a characteristic 
case. The total of the 200 families is included 
in the 300 which have been resettled, although 
they have been resettled right on the spot and 
refuse to be shifted. 

I said in my introductory statement to you 

that as a result of the acquisition of land from 
peasant proprietors not one single village bas 
disappeared from the map. 1 differentiate land 
bought from absentee ‘landlords where tenants 
had to be shifted and land bought from peasant 
proprietors. But our case is that they ail re. 
mained in rural life and agriculture, although 
t1reY changed their abodes occasionally, as theY 
had done before, under the normal conditions, 
But wherever we bought land from peasant pro- 
Prietors, and we buy land from peasant Pro- 
Prietors up and down the countrY, not one 
single Village disappeared from the map, ‘-J& 
chief zone which 1 have in mind is the coastal 
plain- I cari do no better, Mr. Chairman, with 
Your Permission, than quote myself and read 
to You a short extract from the statement which 
I made on the subject to the Anglo.berican 
Committee. I said about the coastal plain: 
“There, over 130 Jewish villages bave been es- 
tablished since the First World War-‘1 The num- 
ber is mW greater. TO continue: ‘A large pro- 

portion of the land was bougllt from peasant 
proprietors, yet not a single Arab village has 
disappeared from the map,-net one- Dr- Weiz- 
mari quite rightly said with regard to our de- 
velopment process that you cannot make an 
omelette without breaking eggs. But in the coastal 
plain something like a miracle was achieved: 
a huge omelette was made and net a single egg 
was broken. Moreover, using large1y the same 
fryiag pan, the Arabs managed to make quite 
a decent omelette for themselves: practically 
al1 villages in this zone, and particularly those 
which sold a part of their land to the Jews, 
are more populous today than 25 years ago, 
and considerably better off than they were, and 
than other Arabs are elsewhere. If you analyse 
the position more closely You Will find that 
prosperity and increase of population are in di- 
rect ratio to the sale of land to the Jews. The 
sale of the surplus created the necessary capital 
to finance the transition from primitive to more 
advanced farming. And with regard to that tran- 
sition, abusing a little your patience; Mr. Chair- 
mari, 1 would like to read another very short 
paragraph. 1 said: “The main feature of Arab 
agricultural development in the last few dec- 
ades bas been the continuous transition from 
tents to houses, from mudhuts to tile-roofed 
buildings, from grazing to agriculture, from sow- 
ing to planting, from unirrigated to irrigated 
farming, and in recent years from primitive 
ploughs to tractors, from sickles to mechanical 
reapers. Al1 this has been happening not despite 
Jewish settlement, but concurrenly with it, and 
thanks to it. The curious fact is that as a result 
of, or should we say, despite the fact that over 
one and half million dunums have passed from 
Arab to Jewish ownership, not only have Arab 
fellaheen grown in numbers” . . . (it is a very 
significant fact that the Arab agricultural popu- 
lation has increased, and has particularly in- 
creased in areas affected by Jewish agricultural 
settlement) . . . “but they have become more 
deeply rooted in the soi1 than they were before, 
and their stake in the land of Palestine has 
increased-more houses, more trees, more Wells, 
more livestock, more implements”, and 1 might 
add more surviving babies. 

New, in our estimation, the sale of land to 
Jews was the main source of capital for the 
improvement of Arab farming, and therefore 
was the main agent of Arab agricultural de- 
ve1opment; a1so Jewish development generally. 
The growth of Jewish urban population ex- 
panded the market for Arab agricuhural prod- 
uce, and SO on; the work of the Government 
to improve Arab farming methods also hclped, 
but this too was done with the revenue which 
Pt ckfly from the Jews. Now, in our experi- 
ence, and 1 think it Will be borne out hY any 
unbiased person who knows the facts, when a 
Peasant sells land he sells only a part, and he 
sells it chiefly in order to invest poney in the 
deve1opment of the remainder, or in or&- to 
wipe out bis own indebtedness whicb is com- 
Plete1Y sapping bis financial position. We know 
of no process of Arab peasants selling out 
their 1ands completely. There has been no &h 
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thing in Palestine. 1 have here a definition from 
the Government’s Blue Book as to what kind 
of person the Arab is. They say that “most 
of the Arabs are peasants and small land holders, 
hard-headed and stubborn, witb a profound 
sense of attachment to the land”. 1 fully sub- 
scribe to this. 1 do not subscribe to everything 
that went into the making of that Elue Book. 
1 am sure 1 Will have an opportunity to return 
to some parts of it to which we take a very 
strong exception. But not only would 1 sub- 
scribe to this, but 1 would add that he is also 
a very stiff and close-fisted bargainer, as he should 
be. And our contention, Mr. Chairman, is that 
what Iras been happening in the past cannot 
but go on happening in the future if there is 
freedom to sell, and if for us there is freedom 
TO buy. We never bought land from ver-y small 
propriotors. Not simply because we did not want 
to touch them, not because it was too costly 
and impossible, but actuaIly because then we 
would have been acquiring property broken up 
in tiny fragments. We could only buy from 
the wealthier peasants-from people with sur- 
plus-from people who had to hire labour to 
cultivate their land. In SO far as there are still 
such people in Palestine, provided we are given 
the chance, we Will go on buying SO far as 
we bave the means. We have always been handi- 
capped as to means, and that process of de- 
velopment Will continue, If it does not continue, 
then the Arab peasantry Will lose its chief source 
of capital for a substantial improvement of their 
position, 

This brings me straight to my next subject, 
which incidentally served as a subject for another 
question put by Sir Abdur Rahman, that is the 
operation of the Land Law. Sir Abdur Rahman 
asked whether we could give him figures as to 
areas of land bought by Jews in different zones 
of PaIestine since the inauguration of the new 
racia1 land regime. (This is my terminology, 
Sir Abdur Rahman). Well, in the seven years 
that have passed since that date, February 1940, 
say from 1940 to the end of 1946-that is my 
latest figure, I have no figures for 1947-the 
Jews have acquired 38,000 dunums in the pro- 
hibited zone, 23,500 dunums in the so-called 
“regulated zone”, and 45,000 dunums in the free 
zone. The land acquired in the prohibited and 
the regulated zones was not acquired by way . 
of the Hi& Commissioner using suc11 discre- 
tionary powers as are vested in him to permit 1 
sales in certain cases. It was acquired by virtue ’ 
of rights previously acquired-that is to say of 
sales practically concluded previously but net yet : 
quite executed. It was ac+red also by means f 
of processes by which according to the law, trans- 
actions do not require any approval of the 
Government. SO- it was a11 done within the four 

f 

corners of the law. It may not bave been 
1 

intended by the authors of the law, but it has 1 . 
happened, And it has happened not in defiance r 
of the law, but in accordance with it. Mr. Ben c 
Gurion said that we are very sorry we did not ’ 
find ways and means of breaking the law. 1 c 
sbare llis feelings, but 1 am stating bis facts Y 
and net feelings. Where it did lie within the c 
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discretion of the High Gommissioner to permit 
sales of land from Arabs to Jews in certain 
areas, in 99 cases out of 100, and perhaps 99.9, 
permission was withheld. 1 think Mr. Ben Gurion 
was asked by one of you gentlemen to say 
something about the way the law was being 
applied. Weil, 1 Will say this: When that was 
discussed in the British House of Gommons it 
came under a terrifie barrage from the opposi- 
tion benches, and the opposition benches of that 
time join the Government of today. Gne of 
the Labour front benchers, who is today the 
Lord Chancellor, Lord Jowitt, the head of the 
Britisll Judiciary, defined the law as a “savage 
km”. 1 myself, was in the gallery, and 1 remem- 
ber it, it rings in my cars. The way he repeated 
the word once, twice, and three times, with more 
and more emphasis-Savagef Savagel Savagel 1 
say that savage law is applied in a savage man- 
ner, with a vengeance. 1 am not here to argue 
the question of application of the law: I axn 
here to condemn the law. But is a very elo- 
quent testimony of the spirit which prevails in 
the whole administrative machine in regard to 
its obligation to us to encourage close settle- 
ment of Jews on the land. For instance, the 
law says expressly that it does not affect state 
property-Government lands. Government lands 
are exempt from it. That is to say if there is 
an area of Government land in the prohibited 
zone the Government may transfer it to a Jew. 
But, ,by an administrative ruIing, which took 
us a great deal of trouble to unearth, we even- 
tually managed to get it admitted by the GOV- 
ernment that they were conducting their business 
on the basis that ruling by virtue of which 
Government Iands were assimilated to Arab 
lands, and today we cannot get a single square 
inch of Government land in the prohibited zone. 
Even when our soldiers returned from the fïelds 
of battle, having left some comrades behind 
buried in the war cemeteries, and some of them 
wanted to be resttled,-they were very modest 
in their requirements: they did not want much 
land to plant and sow, they wanted just a little 
plot of. land to put a house upon-and we 
wanted to get the Government to allow US t0 

acquire a certain amount of land near Jerusalem, 
just on the outskirts of the City-it happened 
to be outside the municipal boundary and there- 
fore in the prohibited zone-it was a CompletelY 
waste plot of land, of no use at a11 for anY 
purpose other than buiIding, the Government 
&d net say that the scheme was net sound 
pr tllat our soldiers were not entitled to that 
form of assistance. They said, “Your soldiers 
are Jewish soldiers. They are Jews, an,d the Jm,f 
nay not acquire land in the proh@ted mre; 
[f there is a case the law does provxde fors r\ 1s 
zonsolidation of hoIdings. If there is a JeWlah 
nolding, an Arab holding, and again ,a Jewish 
loIding, that makes cultivation vellr dtI1Jcultr lt 
s a question of consolidating rt and the law 
joes give power to the High Com,missioner to 
,anction transfers of land in the inter=w of 
zon.&i&tion. But when we applied the mvern* 
nent said: “NO, must not buy, you cari onh’ 
!xchange one plot against another plot of Yours&” 



That is to say, “Your property, Jewish ProP- 
erty, Je+rish holdings in the prohibited zone 
must net increase by one square inch. lt must 
be crystallized.” 

oa your way from Jerusalem to Tel-Aviv, 
on the left as you pass Latrun, you sec a 
Young Jewish settlement which bears the very 
ancient name of Gezer, known from the days 
01 King Solomon. There is a new Jewish set- 
tlement there, and there is a plot of Arab land 
which drives a wedge into the area where they 
are building their houses. A small plot of land 
belonging to an Arab in a neighbouring vil- 
lage, The colony has land near his village. 
They are offering him in exchange two dunums 
per dunum. They are not only giving him land 
nearing his village, but they are also giving 

.him two dunums per dunum. He agrees, and 
petitions the Government to sanction the ex- 
change. The Jewish settlement also petitions 
the Government to sanction it, but the High 
Commissioner says, no. And the wedge stays. YOU 
cannot’ tamper with it; it is sacrosanct. 

As you travel again from Jerusalem to Tel- 
Aviv you see on the right the forest of Maaleh 
Hahamisha. There is a Jewish village perched 
on a hi11 and they have planted a forest which 
has completely transformed that landscape, and 
you see that forest in its configuration follow- 
ing a very curious zigzag line. You might think 
the line was drawn by some climatic condition, 
or that the soi1 got worse there and no more 
trees could be planted. The border of that 
forest is a political boundary. That is how the 
Land Law bound that forest. It crystallized it. 
Beyond it no tree may be planted. Of course the 
Arabs may plant trees, but they do not. The 
Goverment may plant trees, but it does not. 
The forest is a living thing, but its spread has 
been arrested by the Land Law. 

It is not a measure intended for social pro- 
tection; it is a measure intended for political 
protection, and ethnie crystallization is by means 
of racial discrimination. The Government bas 
shown no consideration for the question of dis- 
placement of Arabs where Arabs alone are con- 
cerned. We have protection of Cultivators Or- 
dinance. We have always accepted- its principle 
and co-operated with it. It says that when land 
is bougbt over the head of a tenant and the 
tenant bas no place to which to go, he must 
be given land, preferably-1 think it is a con- 
dition-in the same neighbourhood. But after 
the passing of the racial discriminatory Land 
Law the Government very seriously considered 
the abolition of the Protection of Cultivators 
Ordinance in the prohibited zone. Tbat is t. 
say, if an Arab displaced an Arab tenant, the 
Government did not propose to interfere. They 
only rcvised it because they realized this would 
be going rather too far and would show that 
their only interest in the land was political 

and not social protection. 

From this background which 1 have sketched 
very roughly in regard to one section of the 
Government’s activities, and 1 bave by no means 
exhausted the subject. I pass to a theory which 

1 should like to discuss-a very singular theory 
now advanced by the Mandatory’ Government as 
to tbe rather lame and feeble excuse Of icS 
lamentable failure and its flagrant breach of 
trust, and that is the theory of disparity between 
Jewish and Arab standards, the growth of that 
&pa&y as being the root of a11 tlie trouble 
that bas been experienced. That negative theory 
pendes, the Blue Book which I bave mentioned 
-a. most characteristic document, if 1 may say, 
supremely intelligently written from the point of 
view of the thesis which it sets out to pro% 
but, 1 would presume to add, containing very 
little statesmanship and constructive wisdom. 

What is the essence of that theory? It is that 
the Jews in their excessive zeal have progressed 
too quickly, that the Arabs have lagged behind; 
that although the Arabs bave benefited from the 
Jewish development, the gap-the disparity-be- 
tween the respective standards bas gr-own, and 
that this is at the root of a11 the difficulty. No 
proof whatsoever, no factual, no statistical proof 
has been advanced in support of that theory; 
not a single fact, not a single figure. We believe 
the onus of proof is on the Government. We be- 
lieve, on our part, that this cannot be proved. 
Further, we believe the contrary cen be proved 
We believe that in many walks of life, in large 
fields of economic activity, the Arabs have pro- 
gressed relatively more than tbe Jews. There is 
still disparity-a very wide one. But if you use 
a comparative method, if you examine things 
relatively in proportion, you Will find a rela- 
tively greater progress among Arabs than among 
Jews, for a11 the disparity that is still there. 
In certain trades Arab wages have risen demon- 
strably more in proportion to the previous level 
than in the case of Jewish labour. In certain 
branches of farming it is the same thing. In 
general, there has been a very marked rise in 
prosperity. But this is not the main point. The 
sting of the theory is not in the proposition, 
but in its implication. 

What is the implication? The implication is 
that Jewish development must be checked until 
Arab progress catches up with it. The theory 
is net merely contrary to everything that the 
Jews have been entitled to expect. It is in itself 
fallacious and self-defeating. 

May 1 explain? TO the Jew it means that the 
whole purpose of his coming here-which is 
that he should be free to work out his own 
salvation-is disregarded. The basis on which the 
British Government obtained the Mandate-that 
is t0 say, EO assist in the establishment of a 
Jewish National Home, primarily-is scrapped. 
The Jew is no longer here in his own right 
and for the sake of his own future. He is rele- 
gated in this country to the humiliating role 
of merely assisting in the progress of others, 
of serving as an instrument for the development 
of other people. And he has to justify his presence 
and his activity by reference to the part he 
PlaYs in the life of others-not in his own life. 
That is, as far as the Jew is concerned. 

he 
But what about the Arab? The point is that 

Cari On$’ he from the Jew being checked. 
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net only looked, they also put in some work 
there, and they found chat it was idle to speak 
about the drainage of a part of the concession- 
you would have to drain the whole basin in 
order to make it habitable and heaJthy, and to 
control the waters of a11 the Springs nearby so 
that they should not recreate swamps, and the 
water should be used for irrigation-which meant 
that the cost of drainage would be mnch higher. 
It also meant that the Jewish company, the Pales- 
tine Land Development Company, would have 
t. do work outside the concession areas which 
was quite inconceivable. SO it came to the Gov- 
ernment, and this time found a ready ear. The 
High Commissioner at that time, General Sir 
Arthur Wanchope, was a dynamic person. He 
said, a11 right; that part of the job the Govern- 
ment Will do. And the sum of 235,000 pounds 
was earmarked for this purpose. SO, with the 
moneys of the Jewish company, and other com- 
panies who were ready to join it, it looked 
as if the thing would take shape and be car- 
ried through at last. But then a series of hitches 
occurred. In 1936, Arab riots; in 1937, the Par- 
tition Report of the Peel Commission. The Gov- 
ernment said, how cari we tackle the job? We 
do not know whether it Will be in a Jewish 
or in an Arab State; whether the Jewish State 
or the Arab State Will recognize our commit- 
ment. We have got to wait. Back it went into 
cold storage, with the mosquitoes swarming, the 
buffaloes wallowing, and the Arab babies dying. 

In 1938 there was the Woodhead Commission: 
in 1939, ehe White Paper-certainly no impetus 
for carrying through a scheme for bigger Jew- 
ish colonization. At then of 1939 the war came, 
and naturally, the whole thing was taken off 
the agenda. 

Coming to the end of the story, during the 
war the problem arose of adjusting the Huleh 
Concession to the concession of the Palestine 
Electric Company. This also caused delay. But 
the end of it is that tlie Government now says, 
we are noe going to spend 235,000 pounds; we 
Will go back on that; we have no inoney. And 
they not only say that they have no money, 
they also say it is not necessary co drain that 
area because other and cheaper means have been 
founci to combat malaria. They mean D.D.T., 
that marvellous discovery which is now being 
used very eflectively in Jewish and Arab homes, 
in Jewish and Arab areas. It is true that the 
incidence of malaria has gone down very much 
in the Huleh area. But it struck me as fantastic, 
incredible, that the Government should place 
reliance on that. 1 addressed myself to our lead- 
ing expert in anti-malaria work, Professor Mer, 
a mari who lives in Rosh Pina, and whose life 
work is the study of conditions in,the Nuleh pri- 
marily among the Arabs, a man who was taken 
into the Royal Army Medical Corps during the 
war and given a Colonel% rank. He writes t. 
me that it is fantastic. He says: “D.D.T. is a 
palliative measure of temporary effece. It is no 
guarantee against violent outbreaks of the cpi- 
demie. On the contrary, just because people in 
the meantime lose the immunity which they ac. 
quire through having been sick with malaria, 

several tilnes, they would fa11 an casier prey to 
renewed attacks of malaria after a few years’ 
use of D.D.T. The only radical way of curing 
the disease is ÙY means of drainage and the 
control of water, exterminating the mosquito 
by removing the breeding ground. The same 
opinion is ,expressed by the above-mentioned En- 
gli& firm. The question is net merely One of 
sanitalion. What about agriculture? What about 
land? What about the Springs converging from 
outside? HOW is that water going to be used for 
irrigation? The Government is washing its ban& 
of the whole business, and the Government thinks 
it is contributing to the removal of ehe disparity 
between Jews and Arabs. The swamp is still 
there. 

My other example is the way the Government 
acts in its capacity as an employer of labour and 
as legislaror on labour matters. I Will concen- 
trate on wages. The Government is a big em- 
ployer of labour. According to its own statement, 
between civil and military authorities they em- 
ploy some 80,000 people. If you add to that 
those employed by the oil companies you Will 
find that perhaps over 50 per cent of Arab 
workers work for these three: the Government, 
the Army and the oil companies. Wages in 
these undertakings are notoriously low. Witness 
the strikesl A strike of Government employees 
in 1946-when tens of thousands struck; a strike 
after a11 patience has been exhausted, after end- 
less delays and refusals. A strike in 1947 of 
army and police employees because of the mis- 
erable wages, of the impossible conditions. Here 
the Government is completely free to remove 
the disparity. 

Why is it chat of the 121 officiais in the Pales- 
tine Government, receiving ‘salaries from 1000 
pounds a year upwards, 113 are British, only 
four are Arab, only three are Jews. One is de- 
scribed as ‘Yothers”. 1s that removal of disparity? 
Here is disparity, a very great one, completely 
within the power of the Government, if not to 
remove, at least to reduce. Why is thac the 
British policemen get paid SO much more than 
Palestinian policemen? 1 do not grudge them 
their expatriation allowance, 1 do not grudge 
them their housing allowance. They are stran- 
gers to this country and they should get them. 
1 do net enter into the question of whether 
the bringing of SO many British police is justi- 
fied or net. That is net: my point. Naturally, 
if people are brought over from afar for a 
certain purpose, they are entitled to an allow- 
ance. They are strangers here. But why is it 
that their basic salaries are not only higher, but 
SO much higher? You Will find figures in the 
Survey. 

Then why is that the Government has con- 
sistently, obstinately, refused to insert a fair wage 
clause into public works contracts in the teeth 
of Jewish insisrence through a11 the years? Why 
is it that when the Iraq Petroleum Company, 
a big employer of labour, got its concession 
and signed its agreement with the Government, 
no fair Wage ChUSe was inserted? Was that in 
‘order to reduce disparity? Why is it when the 
time came for signing an agreement wi& he 
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Trans-Arabian Oil Company-that wns only ]ast 
y-r, and the Jewish Agency wrote a letter not 
only for the sake of Jews, but also for the 
sake of a11 employees and the tradition is that 
far more Arabs than Jews are employed by 

these companies. 
TO insert a clause obliging the oil company 

to psy a fair wage which should be more or 
less equal to a wage received by an unskilled 
Arab worker in this country? The Government 
did something on chat occasion, but aIl it said 
was that the wage should be similar to the 
wage paid by good employers in the same field- 
which means by the Iraq Petrolemn Gompany, 
which is under no obligation to pay a fair wage. 

In 1928, as a result of Jewish insistence on 
minimum wage legislation, the Government ap- 
pointed a committee of three. The chairman was 
a British District Commissioner, there was an 
Arab gentlemen of the employer class, and there 
was a Jewish gentleman, my friend Mr. Ben- 
Zevie, at present head of the Vaad Leurni, but 
at the time spokesman of the Histadrut, of the 
Labour Federation. 

There was a majority report and a minority 
report. The majority report was signed by the 
British afhcial and the Arab employer. The min- 
ority report was signed by the Jewish labour 
spokesman. 1 Will read just one extract from 
the majority report. The date is 1928. The 
extract reads as follows: 

“We are not satisfied that there is a con- 
scious demand for a minimum wage 1aw 
among the majority of workmen in Palestine. 
That the view of the General Federation of 
Jewish Labour, that is the Histadrut, rep 
resents the opinion of the large majority of 
its members is undoubted. A number of 
Arab workmen are members of the Rail- 
way and Postal Workers’ Section of the 
Federation, that is, of the Histadrut. That 
a certain number of non-union Jewish and 
even Arab workmen sympathize with these 
views is probable, but we do not consider 
chat the views of the Federation necessarily 
represent those of Arab labour as a whole, 
nor have the Federation claimed that posi- 
tion. In the absence of ,any democratically 
organized Arab labour organization of any 
size, we have been unable to ascertain what 
are the opinions of Arab labour on a min- 
imum wage law.” 
There they let the matter rest. They were’ 

unable to fathom that impenetrable secret as 
to what the Arab workers thought; whether 
they wanted a decent wage or not. because there 
was no properly constituted instrument, no dem- 
ocratically organized union to’ serve as an in- 
strument for the ascertainment of that ejusive 
notion. 

There should be no genera1 minimum wage, 
and industria boards were to fix a minimum 
in each trade; that is, a differential minimum, 
Wel1, that was some improvement. The spokes- 
mari of the Histadruth was not satisfied, and 
he said in his minority opinion: “A great many 
witnesses who expressed an opinion on this 
question before the committee, including the 
representatives of the Jewish and Arab mixed 
labour organizations . . .“-SO this time there 
was no lack of clear expression of the views of 
Arab labour-‘* . . . as well as representatives 
of employers’ interests, and also heads of gov- 
ernment departments associated with labour 
problems, spoke with one voice in favour of an 
equal minimum wage for both the Jewish and 
Arab unskilled worker whose occupation is reg- 
ular industrial empIoyment.” WeII, this was not 
accepted. They passed a recommendation in fa- 
vour of the industrial boards. The Government 
did not set up those industrial boards. It took 
no action whatsoever on even that minimum 
recommendation of the majority of the com- 
mittee. That is the Palestine Government’s con- 

ception as to its duty, obligation and opportunity 
of reducing the disparity of standards. Neverthe- 
less, the problem of discrepancy is there, and it 
is not merely a problem facing the government. 
It is facing the Jews and it is facing the Arabs. 
The Jews bave a responsibility to discharge here. 
We]l, Mr. Chairman, the Jews claim an oppor- 
tunity to discharge that responsibility. They do 
not want to rest content merely with facing that 
responsibility. They want to be saddled with it. 
Sadd1e the Jews with the responsibility. Do net 
1eave them to struggle against the overwhehning 
od& of admimstrative obstruction. Make thcm 
responsible for it. 

I looked up the terms of reference. 1 thought 
maybe the terms of reference were just to ascer- 
tain the views of others. Not a WO~ about that. 

The terms of reference were to study the ques- 
tien of minimum wages and to rn&e proPosaIs* 

so here, these two gentlemen, before the wh”le 
public, abdicate their title to an independent 

ff you reahy want the disparity to disappcar, 
you must entrust the task to those to whom it 
is a matter of direct self-interest+ l am net 
inviting yon to trust the altruism of the .Jew* 
A]1 1 am saying to you is that yon shou1d 
trust Jewish intelligence in appraisirrg at its fu11 
value Jewish self-interest. Trust the Jew for k+ 
ing enlightenedly self& NOt more fhan thatb 
Knlightenedly and intelligently ~elfish* And 1 *ay 
selfishness js a more effective pamntce thaan a’m 

truism, 1 do not disparage altruism. 1 do n*t 
deny myself or my friencis the right of ben% 
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Persona1 opinion on the subject which they had 
been appointed to investigate, 

Still, there is some progress in Palestine. In 
1948, in the middle of the war, we had a new 
wages commitee. It was under the &aimanship 
of the then Chief Justice of Palestine, Mr. JUS- 

tice F. Gardon Smith, KC. Again it inc1uded 
Jews a@ Arabs. It discussed the question of 
minimum’ wage legislation, an over-riding uni- 
form minimum wage for a11 labourer-s, irres- 
peCtiVe of race or creed. That is to say, a move 
to bridge the gulf, to do away with disparity 
was pressed by the spokesman of Jewish 1abour, 
a member of the committee. It was resisted. 
It was resisted again by a combination of gov- 
ernment officiais and Arab employers. Neverthe- 
less, the majority of the Committee said some- 
thing must be done. 



altruistic. But I say that here we are on a much 
crmer basis wllen our self-interest is SO directly 
affecte& 

~~~~ “Jhy is it .in the self-interest of the Jews 
that there should be equality of rights and that 
there shobld be an equalization of standards. 
Naturally, there is a difference between rights 
and standards. Equal rights you cari grant by a 
decree, by an act of legislation. Equalization of 
standards is not a one-time aCt; it is a process, 
it is an evolution. You cari speed it up, you 
CEHI SIOW it down, you cari promote it, you cari 
impede it. 

First, .I would suggest to you a moral con- 
sideration, but a moral consideration rooted in 
self-interest. The Jews corne here to stay; they 
corne here to live, to die eventually, or if nec- 
essary. They do not corne here to rule. They 
do not corne here to seek well-paid jobs of tem- 
porary duration. That is also perfectly legitimate, 
but that is not the purpose for which the Jews 
corne. They identify themselves with this country. 
It is their country. That is what they believe. 
They are completely and irrevocably identified 
with it. It is their home. They do not want to 
see inside and around that home, in their own 
midst, poverty, squalor, ignorance, social oppres- 
sion. They want the air of Palestine purified of 
a11 these befouling influences, because it is the 
air which they and their children have to breathe. 
It is a matter of Self-interest. 

Secondly, there is another compelling, perhaps 
a little more compelling self-interest of a ma- 
terial kind. The Jews are anxious to protect 
their standard of life against the competition 
of cheap labour, against the encroachment of 
po&rty, ignorance, and social inequality. Level- 
ling LIP is to them a process of self-defence. Level- 
ling down the Jew to the Arab is a matter of 
administrative convenience for the British. But 
levelling up the Arab to the niveau of the Jew 
is a matter of self-defence for the Jew. 

Thirdly, again on the material side, the Jews 
are and would be most vitally interested in rais- 
ing the purchasing pbwer of the Arab popula- 
tion for Jewish industrial products. The expan- 
sion of the interna1 market is the chief source 
of strength of Jewish industry. 

Fourthly, another vital Jewish interest will be 
to prevent an influx of cheap labour from the 
neighbouring countries, to do away with the 
state of things which exists today in the port 
of Haifa, where Huaranis and Sudanese la- 
borers work for wages which even a Palestine 
Arab labourer Will not accept. Therefore, it is 
for the interest of the Jew, first, to raise the 
standards of the Arabs of Palestine, the Arabs 
in the Jewish State, to the level of the Jew in 
order that it should be also a sélf-interest of the 
Arab to set his face against the infiltration of 
cheap, unorganized, and backward labour. It 
is in the vital interest of the . Jew that there 
should be development in Syria, that there 
should be development in Iraq, that there should 
be development a11 around, in order that every- 
where the level should rise and the neighbour- 
ing countries should tlot be able to dump their 

unemployed surplus on Palestine, as they have 
been doing for years past. Whenever there is a 
crisis in Svria, whenever there is a drought any- 
where, théy flock here and they undercut and 
underbid local labour. 

We are interested that there should be develop- 
ment in drainage and irrigation and range of 
productivity there SO that they should stay there 
and Prosper and not invade us and encroach 
upon our standards of life. It is a matter of 
self-interest. 

Fifthly, the relations of the Jews-cal1 it what 
YOU Will, Jewish State, Jewish Palestine-wie 
the neighbouring States Will primarily depend 
on the treatment of the Arabs by the Jews in 
their own State. Being surrounded by Arab ter- 
ritories on aI1 sides, except from the Sea, it would 
be for them an elementary point of self-preserva- 
tion to have their hands and their consciences 
clean with reference to the Arabs. 

Lastly, the sixth guarantee for the Arabs is 
the presence in a11 oriental countries of Jewish 
hostages, and in fact, the presence of Jewish 
hostages throughout the world, Jewish minorities 
througout the world which Will forever remain 
very closely-and as time goes on, more and more 
closely linked up with Jewish Palestine, Jewish 
Palestine Will’ feel responsible for SO behaving 
towards the strangers in its own midst SO as 
not to give an excuse for persecution or for 
taking it .out on the Jews anywhere else. 

The elimination of disparity Will be a very 
important function of the Jewish State. But it 
Will only be a by-product of the establishment 
of the Jewish State. That is not its main pur- 
pose. If we claim statehood, it is not in order 
to do away with disparity between us and the 
others or to help others; we claim it because 
we believe that it is due to us. There are four 
trends whiçh converge ‘in the present day situa- 
tion to make the Jewish State an urgent in- 
ternational necessity. 

its 
The first is the coming of age of the Yisluv, 
maturity. It feels that it has outgrown the 

leading strings of any tutelage-Mandate or trus- 
teeship, cal1 it what you like. 

‘IXe second is the general interpational pat- 
terri of the Middle East, of the countries around 
us. They are a11 states; they have a11 achieved 
independence. Far from being a note of distord, 
this claim for a Jewish State harmonizes com- 
pletely with the orchestra that is playing around s 
us. Today we do not fit in ivith the general , 
pattern. we want to fit in. We want to be an 
element in harmony, not in distord. 

Thirdly, there is an imperative need for large- 
scale immigration and settlement in this country 
to save the surviving remnants of European Jew- 
ryy, the threatened Jews of the Orient, and to put 
our work here on very firm foundations; and 
that cari only be done with full effectiveness if 
We bave instruments of State power in our hands, 
that is to say, if State power is placed in the 
hands of these who are vitally interested in the 
job. 

And fourthly, the future of the Jewish people, 
the status of the Jewish people in the world is 
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here at stakc. It is a question of whether the 
Jewish people once and fox ail Will be helped 

to get rid of the scourge of homelessness; by 
being given a pied-ù-terre on the face of this 
earth, and it cari only be done in this country. 
WC believe that there cari be no prospect of real 
peace without the conferment on us of a de. 
finite political status of independence, interna- 
tionally recognized and guaranteed. 

Why sbould the Arabs ùe interested in coming 
to terms with us SO long as they cari hope simply 
to keep us down or put us down? Why should 
they have to negotiate if we are not at par with 
them, not on the same footing? 1s it an accident 
that the Feisal-Weizmann Agreement came after 
and not before the Balfour Declaration which 
gave us that status, or at least the Arabs tbought 
it did? They learned better from the sliding 
back of the British Administration, which came 
very quickly. Why were there approaches made 
in 19.37 of a11 years? I note that this has been 
very vehemently denied in the Arab Press. 1 am 
not here to make for them the business of 
denial unduly easy. 1 Will make it a little more 
difficult. There was not only one apprdach, there 
were two approaches, one in the surnmer and 
one in the winter of 1937, 

CHAIRMAN: How much bave’ you left? We 
have to retire for a private meeting and 1 want 
to know about arrangements. 

Mr. SRERTOK: In that case, 1 would suggest 
that perhaps we break off here. 

CHAIRMAN: Is it convenient for you, or would 
you rather go on for a couple more minutes? 
We are going to continue tomorrqw in my case. 

Mr. SHWTOK: No, 1 would rather stop hem 
CHAIRMAN: In that case, the public hearing is 

adjourned until tomorrow at 9.30 am. 

(The meeting adjourned at 1.20 p.m.) 

* 

VERBATIM RECORD 6F 
THE THIRTY-FIFTH MEETING; (PUBLIC) 

Held at the Y.M.C.A. Building 
Jerusalem, Palestine 

Thursday, 27 July 1967 at 9.30 a.m. 

Presen E: 
tir. SANDSTROM, Sweden, (Chairman) 
Mr. Hoon, Australia 
Mr. RAND, Canada 
Mr. LISICKY, Czechosloiakia 
Mr. GAR& GRANADOS, Guatemala 
Sir ABDUR RAHMAN, India 
Mr. ENTIXZAM, Iran 
Mr. BLOM, Netherlands 
Mr. GARCIA SALAZAR, Peru 
Mr. FABREGAT, Uruguay 
Mr. SIMIC, Yugoslavia 
Secretariat: 
Mr. HOO, Assistant Secretary-General 
Mr. GAR~A ROBLES, SecreW 

CHAIRMAN: I cal1 the meeting to order. 
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The agenda for today’s hearing contains two 
items: public hearing rcpresentatives of the Jew- 
ish Agency for Palestine, and hcaring of repre- 
‘sentatives of the Palestine Communist Union. 
Do you adopt this agenda? 

(No objection voiced.) 
CIIAIRMAN: Thé agenda is adopted. 

Continuai-ion of Hearing of Represen+&es 
ofthe Jewish Agencyfor Palestine 

The first item is the continuation of the hear. 
ing of representatives of the Jewi,c,h Agency for 

Palestine. Mr. Shertok, Will YOU corne to tlle 
table please? 

(MT. Shertok, represenlative of the Jewish 
Agency, took a seat at the table,) 

Mr. SHERTOK: Mr. Chairman, I said that status 
was an essential prerequisite of political peace. I 
think that this is SO, in matters large and small. 
The problem of mutual adjustment in this COU~- 

try is an extremely difficult one. Xts solution en- 
tails a sense of realities, a capacity to accept fac& 
And it is essential in the interest of pcace, in the 
long run, that certain Eacts should be very firmly 
fixed and that any idea that they cari be dis. 
regarded or changed by threats, or by force, 
should be discarded. 1 Will illustrate by an ex- 
ample what 1 an trying to,convey to you. 1 Will 
take the case of the Municipality of Jerusalem. 
There is a Jewish majority in thc City of Jeru- 
Salem, Yet there has aIways been an Arab mayor 
at the head of the Jerusalem Municipal Cou&l, 
As time passed this becamc anom,al?us. T!e 
city kept growing, SO did its population, and ~ts 
services developed. The Jews came to play a 
very important part in the administration of the 
city’s affairs, and they lelt that it was to their 
detriment, and tbey also presumed to think that 
it was to tho detriment of the city as a whde, 
that they should be denied their fair share of the 
city’s Government. Tbey felt that they should 
alsb have a chance of being at the bead of du 
Municipal Council. New, this probkm en-d 
the attention of thc Government and of botl! 
Arabs and Jcws for a long tirne. Evcntually &e 
Government reacbed a certain &%%Qn and iul- 
nounced that decision oficially. ‘rlley worhd 
out a scl~eme for the rotation of tbe Jerumlm 



selves tiilling to co-operate in the implementa- 
tion of that scheme. They had certain additional 
desiderata which they formulated, but they made 
no condition in regard to those desiderata, They 
did not make their acceptance of the scheme 
contingent upon the acceptance of those desider- 
ata; those were an expression of a desire, And 
they definitely stated in black and white that 
they accepted the schcme. Mind you, that was 
not in the process of preliminary soundings or 
informa1 negotiations; that was after the Gov- 
ernmcnt had definitely committed itself by an- 
nouncing officially that that was their decision. 
The Arabs refused to co-operate. They rejected 
the scheme. They insisted on the office of Mayor 
remaining their exclusive possession - the ex- 
clusive possession of the Moslem community for 
a11 future. The result was that the Government 
backed out - the Government retreated from the 
scheme - they dropped it. In retreating from the 
scheme they blamed their failure on both parties 
in equal measure. Unqualified rejection and 
complete acceptance with certain’ additional de- 
siderata, were represented by them in an officia1 
announcement as ranking equal- as if both 
parties refused to co-operate. They proceeded to 
disband the Municipal Council. The Jewish 
councillors were ready to carry on. A Jewish 
ger tleman was at the time acting Mayor and 
ha& been acting Mayor for years. There was no 
con plaint whatsoever on the merits of the way 
he c inducted municipal affairs. Yet, a11 the muni- 
cipa councillors, including the Jewish councillor 
were lent packing and a direct British rule was 
instit ted in the City Hall of Jerusalem. For 
two y~ nrs now Jerusalem has not enjoyed elemen- 
tary municipal self-government. Municipal 
affairs are being ruled by appointed British 
officiais. Now what does it mean? It means a 
premium on intransigence-a definite discour- 
agement to face realities and to develop a spirit 
of accommodation to those realities. It is a 
victory for boycotting tactics. We a11 felt that the 
Arabs took that uncompromising attitude only 
because they knew that by SO doing they would 
wreck the scheme - that they would force the 
Government to retreat. If they had the con- 
viction that the Government wouId stick to its 
decision and that what they would then be 
facing would be that the cotiduct of municipal 
affairs would be exclusively in the hands of the 
Jetis, and they would be left completely out, 
they w8uId think twice before deciding on the 
attitude which they adopted. They would give 
in, and it would not mean in any sense sacrificing 
any legitimate rights. Although the Jews a.re a 
majority, the composition of the Council is 
fifty-fifty between Jews and Arabs, and they 
would have had their share of rotation of office 
of mayoralty. It would not mean any unwar- 
ranted concession - 
their part. 

any undue concession on 

Weil, to us that was a lesson. We are setting it 
as an example not to follow. 1 believe the same 
is truc on higher planes-on the highest plane 
of political affairs in this country with regard 
to settling the major political problem. 1 àm 
convinced that once the Arabs realize they Will 

have to face us in the United Nations as an equal 
partner, the whole complex of Arab-Jewish rela- 
tions in Palestine and in the Middle East will be 
transformed. That Will be a fact which they wiI1 
not be able to disregard. 

Actually, from our own subjective and selfïsh 
point of view, if you Will, the fact that we are net 
in the United Nations is an intolerable anomaly. 
We wonder by what principle of elementary fair- 
ness our exclusion from that high inteznational 
body cari be justified. The answer is ,cIear, we 
are not a State. But that answer only raises the 
question: why are we not a State? Why should 
we not be a State? How cari anyone justify a 
position where nations assembled from a11 
corners of the world, of the civilized world, sit 
around a table and discuss a problem which most 
vitally affects the fate and future of a certain 
people, infinitely more, in any case, than it does 
the fate and future of anyone of those who are 
around the table and yet, that one people is 
excluded from the Council. 

Mr. Chairman, some of my friends and 1 went 
through suc11 a mortifying experience already in 
1937. In 1937 Mr. Ben Gurion and 1 attended 
the session of the General Assembly of the 
League of Nations in Geneva and the meetings 
of the Sixth Committee which discussed the man- 
dates, including Palestine. We were sitting in 
the Press Gallery among the guests. On the floor 
of the house a11 the nations of the world as then 
organized were assembled. A representative of 
Iraq and a representative of Egypt delivered 
frontal attacks from the rostrum of that Assem- 
bly against the Mandate, against Jewish rights 
in Palestine, against the status of the Jewish 
people in Palestine. Nobody answered their 
charges. Our case went by default. The way it 
was put it could only have been answered by a 
Jewish representative. But the Jewish representa- 
tive being absent, the interests of the Jewish 
people remained undefended. In the Sixth Com- 
mittee everybody who was anybody in the in- 
ternational arena got up and gave the world. a 
piece of bis mind, as he was perfectly entitled 
to do, on what the Jews did or did, not deserve 
in Palestine. We felt how world policy with re- 
gard to us was being shaped before our vely 
eyes. Only we, we alone of a11 those concerned, 
and we believed and did not think it was im- 
modest to believe that our fate was of more con- 
cern to us than to anyone of those who dis- 
cussed the problem- we alone had ta keep 
silent, Now chat injustice was only partly rem- 
edied at the last éxtraordinary session of the 
Assembly at Lake Success. We deeply appreciate 
chat partial remedy, but we cannot rest content 
with thàt form of admission, with our being ad- 
mitted merely on sufferance. We must claim to 
be there as of right. Can you imagine on ehe 
supposition that there is a Jewish State and the 
Jewish State has a Seat in the United Nations, 
the Arab States boycotting us tha way they do 
now by officia1 edicts of their respective Govern- 
ments, publicly, officially promulgated and en- 
forced in one of the couatries to the point of 
the death penalty? Cadi it be conceived? We’ 
would then have in our hands most legitimatc 
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and perfectly peaceful weapons of self-defence. 
We ,would be able to retaliate as any State placed 
in our position would. We would be able to 
prevent the transit to Palestine of goods destined 
to the countries which would be boycotting us. 
We could withhold visas from the nationals of 
those countries if they wanted to visit Palestine. 
We could discontinue our purchases from those 
countries. And, finally, we coulcl challenge them 
in open court, in the Assembly of the United 
Nations, for a flagrant violation of express pro- 
visions of the Charter - and of their trade agree- 
ments, their treaties with Palestine. All these 
potentialities of defence exist today. They are 
not in our lrands. They are in the bands of an 
admiinstration which does not tare to use them. 
We are not admitted to the Arab countries. I 
do not want to become journalistic and refer to 
the developments of yesterclay or the day before. 
YOU a11 know what is happening in connexion 
with your forthcoming visit to the Lebanon and 
the way the Jewish press representatives are 

. being discriminated against. Today anyone 
from a11 neighbouring countries cari visit Pales- 
tine. The Jews of Palestine cannot go to all the 
neighbouring countries. Today we still buy, and 
are forced to buy, Eoodstuffs from some neigh- 
bouring countries at exorbitant prices. We could 
bave obtained those foodstuffs at lower prices 
elsewhere. We must buy them where we are told. 
And nobody, in the Assembly, bas SO far taken 
UP the cudgels on our behalf and challenged 
the unconstitutionality of this racial boycott 
practised by Members of the United Nations who 
swore allegiance to the Charter. 

NOW, 1 do not relis11 the prospect of Auch a 
claslî - a snapping of a11 ries, the withholding 
of visas, discontinuation of trade, etc., nor do I 
think it would bave actually corne to that be- 
cause the very knowledge that such would be 
the reaction to a boycott would act as a very 
powerful deterrent. The Arab States again would 
have thought twice under suc11 circumstances 
before they would embark on a boycott, and 
having thought twice they would not embark 
upon it. The temptation to be aggressive would 
be nipped in the bud. It is defencelessness that 
invites aggression, and once the door to SU& 

counsels is closed other counsels begin to pre- 
vail - constructive counsels. After all, they are 
not merely nationalists - they are also heads of 
States. They have State interests to look after. 
They cannot be indifferent to interests of trade, 
to interests of communications. They must be 
realists. They must take it a11 into account. They 
may hate. the Jews, but they cannot he1p their 
presence in the Middle East and the fact that 
they are a political power. Under this set of 
circumstances, which I am trying to visualize, 
by sheer impact of realities they would be 
brought to realize that they need us just as we 
need them and that it is no use quarreling. Some 
modus vivendi, some modus co-operandi would 
bave to be worked out. Barriers of prejudice 
would then break under the pressure of common 
needs and mutual interests. That is a Process 
which a Jewish State and nothing but a Jewish 
State would set in motion. It would not be 

consummated overnight. It would take time to 
mature. But, slowly and surely it would mature. 

Mr. Chairman, it ‘is our conviction that the 
issue which I am trying to stress cannot be met 
by a federal arrangement. We would draw a 
ve*y Sharp distinction between two conceptions 
- two alternative possible conceptions of feder- 
alism - the conception of a federal State and the 
conception of a confederation of States. ,We 
would oppose the first. We would favor the 
second. We bave not corne llere to live in isola- 
tion We came here to be integrated, and con- 
federation of States is one of the forms of in- 
tegration. We observe today that the Arab 
League is not a federation - it is just a commun- 
ity of States loosely bound together for joint 
action in certain matters. Even Syria and Leb- 
anon, such closely connected countries, do net 
form a federation. That is to say they show no 
desire at all to give up a part of their sovereignity 
in favour of some centra1 body. But we, in prin- 
ciple and a priori, are not opposed to the idea 
of a federation of States, provided it is a federa- 
tion of independent States. Not only are we not 
opposed to it, but we see that a great deal of 
good may corne of it. 

What we do not think would mect the issue 
is a federal State; that is to say, our being a 
component part of a State which would rule 
over us and which would not leave LIS free and 
independent. Suc11 kind of federalism would 
.mean a continuous clash of divergent tenden- 
cies which would pull the State structure to 
pieces. And the only way to prevent the State 
structure from being pulled to pieces would 
then be to place at the head of the federation 
a very strong, very powerful umpire - a third 
party - and that third party would then become 
the receptacle for the concentration of power. 
More and more, power would be concentrated in 
its hands. In any case, with regard to what 1 
might term the dynamic issues that would arise, 
the third p6vty would have to bave a decisive 
voice. That would mean denial of independence. 
The umpire would be subject to continuous pres- 
sure a-d counter-pressure on both sides, and the 
position would be bound to degenerate, as it bas 
degenerated. The problem would remain un- 
solved; another committee would bave to he 
appoint& to re-investiçate. The craving of the 
Jewish people for statehood would remain un- 
satisfied. And that craving would net be eradi- 
cated from the hearts of the Jews and would 
still constitute an international problem. 

The issue cari certainly not be met by the 
adOptiOn of a bi-national solution, a bi-national 
solution based on parity, Such a solution, to be 
operative, pl-esupposes tW0 collective wills act- 
ing by and large in unison. It is not a question of 
individuals combining on SOme miner matters. 
Individuals may combine across the barriers of 
race or community or religion, but on major 
matters, what one would bave to face for a 
cons&rable time - heaven knows for how long 
_ would be two national entities, each with a 
collective Will of its own. And to imagine that 
such a State w&d be some~il~g workable is t” 
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presuppose a willingness to walk together on 
the part of those two national entities. 

These prerequisites do not exist, and there- 
fore the issue, I am afraid, is a purely academic 
one. If, for the sake of argument, 1 am to assume 
that it may be practical politics - which 1 do 
net - then I would have ta saÿ that it would 
either lead to a state of permanent deadlock on 
major matters, or that it would lead to the vir- 
tua1 abolition of independence. 

Again, in order to save the situation from a 
State of perpetual deadlock, a third party would 
bave to be introduced, either as a result of fore- 
sight or as a result of ah esprit d’escnlier. 1 do 
not think 1 am fully competent to judge the 
subject from the point of view of comparative 
constittitional law, but i: &n net aware of any 
precedent for such an arrangement. There are 
bi-national and multi-national States in the 
world, and in a11 of them, 1 believe, sovereignty 
in the ultimate resort is vested in the ma,jority 

. of the population or the majority of some elected 
assembly. In the last resort the majority pre- 
vails, and nowhcre do you find two equaIIy 
balanced communities set against each other. 
It would bave been more logical to expect such 
arrangement in those countries than in a country 
like Palestine, because in those countries there 
are no such fundamental cleavages and no suc11 
diametrical divergences as we have to face in 
Palestine. 

It is not a workable solution. 1 must stress 
again and again, the ‘question is not whether 
Jews and Arabs cari live together within the 
framework of one State. They cari. They Will. 
The question is whether they cari operate a 
State machinery by pulling an equal weight in 
its councils. They Will pull apart. The problem 
in this countiy is not how to compose the dif- 
ferences bctween two static sections of the coun- 
try’s population. If that were the case, it would 
not have been SO difficult. The ‘problem is how 
to reconcile independence with the dynamic 
development of the Jewish section and of the 
country. Perhaps 1 could formulate it a little 
differently, and that perhaps would be more 
correct. 

The problem is how to make of independence 
an instrument of development and net a 
stranglehold on development. But if you assign 
equality ta bath statics and dynamics, then the 
statics Will have the advantage. 

Equality of veto Will mean Jewish defeat. 
What cari a Jewish veto do to the Arabs, vitally, 
crucially. The Arabs are here. Nobody in bis 
senses would try to eradicate them; anyhow you 

won’t do it by a veto. What positive act cari 
doom the hopes of the Arabs to live here, ta 
enjoy prosperity, But an Arab veto cari and would 
prevent Jewish immigration, and that is the most 
fundamental issue for the Jews. And you do not 
solve the problem by taking immigration out of 
the cor$ext and entrusting it to some ad hoc 
authority. It cannot be taken ont of the context. 
The problem of immigration is bound up with 
the whole machinery of Government, with eco- 
nomic policy, with fiscal policy. It is not merely 

a question of isswing visas and letting people 
in, It means absorbing ehese people, protiding 
for them, SO shaping the country’s economic 
policy as ta enable it to absorb immigrants. 
No; if there is harmony between the ad ~OC 

immigration authority and the state machinery, 
then it is a11 right. But if there is complete ,ciis- 
tord, the possibility of it, may the certainty of 
it, @en it wiII not work, and he immigration 
powers which you might grant ta the ad hoc 
authority would prove a delusion. 

May 1 draw the Committee’s attention to our 
memorandum called “The Political Survey 1946- 
47” - 1 know how voluminous is the material 
that you are expected to read, and therefore I 
permit myself to draw your special attention 
to one chapter in the memorandum, and that is 
the chapter called “Solutions” - the last twenty 
pages of the memorandum, p. 49-71, where we 
have made an attempt to elaborate on a11 dlc 
proposals that have been heard, discussed them 
analytically and critically. 

Again, in a bi-national State - if 1 may con- 
tinue - we &a11 be irrestibly driven to the in- 
stallation of a third party with a11 the negative 
results - primarly, no independence. Moreover, 
the whole approach which leads to bi-national- 
ism misses the real point at issue. When people 
talk of bi-nationalism their starting point is the 
country of Palestine; how to solve its problems. 
Here is a country with two peoples. But that 
is not the real starting point of the problem. The 
real starting point is the position of the Jewish 
people. The problem of Palestine is nothing but 
a function of the Jewish problem. Had there becn 
no Jewish problem, there would bave been no 
problem of Palestine today. What is called tech- 
nically the Palestine problem-if you go even a 
little beneath the surface-you Will find it to be 
the Jewish problem. That is the tore. You cannot 
salve the problem if you disregard its roots in 
history, if you do not project it into the future. 
You Will not salve it if you restrict its scope to 
present-day Palestine, if you ignore the world 
position of the Jewish pcople on the one hand, 
and the international position of the Arab worid 
today, on the other hand. And what we believe 
must be realized is to what extent and with what 
intense determination Jews a11 over the worId 
have set their hearts on Palestine: the urge of 
hundreds of thousands to get in, the urge of 
the entire Jewish pcople, SO far as it thinks and 
acts and wills collectively, to achieve statehood 
in Palestine. The full, wide international scope 
of the problem and its historic import must be 
taken into account. The international aim must 
be to try to cure the world of that peculîar 
malaise, a world malaise, which is called “the 
Jewish Question.” 

There is today a great upsurge of Jewish con- 
sciousness throughout the world, not only in 
the countries where the Jewish position is still 
very precarious, but also in the countries, and 
perhaps particularly in these countries, where 
Jews are fairly firmly entrenched in economic and 
social life and enjoy complete equality of: rights, 
In SO far as they du not completely dissolve in 
their environment-and the vast majority does 
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net-in SO far 3s rllcy Carc al>Out thC future of tEle 

Jewish people, they becomc more ancl more 
bawll t.0 thc banner, more and more active in 
trying t. salve the problem Of dl& pL’O&! 

through Palestine. 

~~~~~~ are two moincntous deveolpments in 
contemporqr Jewish history, the effect of whiCl1 
is cumulative: the extermination in EWOpe ancl 
the renaissal~ce in PakStinc. ?‘hey are like tW0 
poles whi& between thern galvnnize Jewish na- 
tional Will into action. ‘IXCY gcnernte that will. 
An,-J they make it more and InOU acth. Tllc 
urge is to ensure the consummation of our rc- 
naissance in Ordcr to prevent a recurrence OE 

extey-mination-at least t0 proviclc Onc securc 
haven, secure by bcing thc possession of the 
Jewish people, 

There cari be no permanent stability, thcre 
cari be no permanent colltenE1nCXlt in Palestine, 
or in the world, insolar as the Jcwish position 
js conçcg~-~d unlcss and until that elemental 
craving is satisfied. If nbt, tension Will continue 
and explosive situations will continue, rcprcs- 
siOn Will continue with a11 its trügic results. We 
are fully aware of the force 0E opposition which 
we have to face, but WC belicve that once that 
craving is satisfied, as far as it cari be humanly 
satisfïed, opposition Will clic clown. The force 
of facts, the convincing and cornpelling Eorcc 
of facts is bound to asscrt itsclf. If a certain stage 
bas been reachcd and passed, bcyond thnt stngc 
opposition Will losc point. It will havc no fur- 
ther prospecc. The opposition is Eed by the be- 
lief chat it cari succccd in prcvcnting a certain 
consurnmatian. Once it is therc, ic cannot be 
changed. And there is nothing really vital behind 
that opposition, no intercsts of life and death are 
behincl that opposition. It is net a matter of 
life and death for the Arnb world to kecp ~hc 
Jews out of Palcstinc. It is a mattcr of life and 
death for the Jewish pcople as a peoplc,-1 am 
net now talking of individuals-to establish itselE 
in Palestine. If you sar;isly the constructive urge 
YOU set a limit to thc period of turmoil ancl difi- 
culty. If you yiclcl to obstruction you proiong in- 
definitely the periocl of turmoil and of unsettlc- 
ment. 

Just as th GO,000 .Jcws havc bccn accepteci 
today by OUI ncighbours, ncar and far, SQ W~II 
the Jewish Scatc be evcntually acccptcd. Arab 
fears may bc, in thc subjective sense, genuinc. 
TheY are none thc less irrational. TO conceivc 
that the wellbeing of Palcstinc Arabs, that thc 
independence and intcgrity of the A.rab COUT~- 

tries around us, arc likely to bc threatened by 
Ihe creation of a Jewish Statc is just morbid 
fancY. The fcars will be clissipatcd by the reali- 
tics. Just: as the terrifying visions which were COR- 
jured up in the very recent past, as t0 what 
haPPea if a couple of Buntlred thousand marc 
Jews entered Palestine, tlze way the Arabs ~0~1~1 
be turned away from their soil, transEor.med 
into bands of homeless vagabonds roaming over 
the country md taking to the profession of high- 
waYmen, the way thc Arabs would be driven out, 
w”uld be complctely subjugated, etc. etc., just 
as a11 these terrifying visions bave bcen dis- 
siPate4 SO will be shc fears thar are still Ixing 

et~tertaiiiecl. The question is whether these imag. 
inary fears are to prevail against this dire need 
which the worlct has to face today, and against 
considerations of international justice. The ques- 
tien is whether Palestinc’s function in history is 
to be pervcrted under the threat of brutal re- 
actionary force. We arc convinced it is an fqq 
tl~reat. ‘IXe verdict of international conscience 
Will net be dcficd, certainly not in the long run. 

But 1 bave to stress again that the st‘vting 
point is the position of rhe Jewish people, and 
the concrccc link between that position and the 
problem of Palestine is immigration, the right t0 
rcturn. II that is acknowlcclged, the rest follows 
autonintically. 11: that right is acknowledged, fie 
OllC corollary is that thcre must be ample terri- 
torial scopc for settlement, as ample as possible, 
and YOU ~IIOW tlmt even the whole oE Palestine 
is net too large a country. 

Anoihcr Eundamental corrollary is sovereipty, 

Jewish sovcrcignty as the only efL&ve &imate 
guarantee of cntry. What we must strive to attain 
iS ilIl illterllatiOlia~ sanction for something which 
is ~keply imbeclded in Jewish consciousness in 
ht regard. For in the matter of the return of 
thc Jewish people to PaIestine, the Jewish people 
bas always considered itself sovereign. 

hfr. Chairman and gentlemen, at the ri& of 
abusing ~OUI- patience 1 fccl 1 must very briefiy 

YW~~ the fate OE th+ boarload of Jews ~110, in 
194% wcnt down to the bottom of the Black 
Sca. 1 do SO Ilot in ordcr to harTotv your ieelings; 

1 do so bccnusc in that ont tragic event qas 
excrnplificcl, wns epitomized the whole political 
situation which is the crux of the problem. That 
boat stnocl two months in Istanbul. It stoocl therb 
crying out for mercy, for refuge, for salvation, to 
the entire civilized world. Whar civilized State, 
aIlied or neutral, did not have its representatives 
in Istanbul? The whole world, theret’ore, snw 
the boat. The whole world knew what was at 
stakc. And the whole world let those peoplc 
pcrish. %. 

NO~, hdr. Chairman and gentremen, please do 
not inisunderseand me. It is not that we were 
staggered SO much by the death of anohx 7G4 1 
peopk, nien, women ancl children. At the time 
thc war was raging around us, net only through- 
out thc world, but rhc encmy was at ouf gates. 

Jj&q WC in Palestine hacl our war losses. Scores 
of us perished as a I-es& of enemy air-raids. 
EIundreds of om- sons and brothers fell on the 
battleliclds of Africa ancl Europe. On one occa- 
sion a whole boat carrying Palcstinian troops was 
sut& by the Gernlans in the Mediterranean. 
Sevcral of our Young mcn and women, t11.e flower 
of our yotvh, thep ride of the Yishuv, volunteered 
to 1,~ tlropped by paracuhte behind enmy lines, 

and werc executed by the enemy in Dachaa in 
the prison yard of Budapest, in the Nazi posts 
of Slovakia. We mourned thcm all, but we were 
proud of them, They went down fighting It is 
net the fact that 764 more died. It is the Way they 
&Cd chat affected us. Cari you conceive su& a fate 
befalling tllc membcrs of nny Other peopk? cari 
you imagine it happening, let US Say, to a trans- 
port of Polish refugees, of Czech refuge!% of 
Greek refugees, of Yugoslav reîugees, Xeiugees 
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belonging to any European or American or 
Asiatic nation under the same conditions? That 
they should flee from death and find the doors 
of a11 lands barred and locked in their face- 
first and foremost, the doors of the land which 
the whole world promised would bc their home. 
Any such group would be accommodated some- 
where, wherever it may be; just as in tbis part 
of the world, before our eyes, Greek refugees 
were accommodated in Palestine, Yugoslav re- 
fugees in Egypt, Poli& war rcfugees in Iran, in 
Palestine, in East Africa. They were given tem- 
porary shelter. They were given that shelter 
on the understanding that as soon as the war was 
over they would go back to‘their respective coun- 
tries. The sovereignty of their peoples, although 
submerged temporarily at the time, but which 
the world was certain would re-emerge, was a 
guarantee of their eventual repatriation and 
therefore was an instrument of their immediate 
rescue. 

That decree of death that was passed on the 
“Struma” because of the lack of any refuge over 
the entire face of the planet was~ something re- 
served for Jews alone. What national representa- 
tive ever had to plead with such helpless and 
suppressed rage for mercy, for commiseration on 
behalf of his hunted and doomed brothers; then, 
failing to obtain admission for the whole trans- 
port, to climb down and entreat at least that chil- 
dren, should be admitted, arid to fail even in that 
-because the permission came too late-that mor- 
tification was also reserved for Jews alone. Now 
would not every one of you, alter such experi- 
ences, take a holy oath to fight to his last breath 
for the restoration of bis people’s statehood and 
sovereignty, SO that there should be one territory 
on the face of the earth, an adequate, a sccure 
territory, the people’s own country where it 
would be free to receive its persecuted sons ancl 
danghters without having to resort to any one 
else’s permission? 

And now, Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, may 
1 say that the tale of the “Struma” did not end 
with that disaster. It then only just started. And 
it goes on today. It still goes on. The camps of 
Europe are lu11 of potential passengers of thc 
“Struma”. The camps of Cyprus are full of them. 
There are quite a number of them already in 
the settléments in Palestine. You have devoted 
SUC~ time and energy and physical strengt,h to 
the visiting of our towns and settlements. Please 
complete the programme. 1 am making this 
appeal to you on behalf of the Jewish Agency. 

r 1 am sure 1 am making it on behalf of the 
people directly and physically concerned. Please 
visit the camps. Those people are an integral and 
organic part of your inquiry. It is their plight 
and the historic position of the Jewish people 
which has made that plight possible that is the 
real subject of your investigation. You saw them 
here reviving under the spell of new hope and 
the very hard, hard but productive work which 
they are doing. You should see them there, how 
they a.re going under in enforced idleness, de- 
prived of any hope except today this new faint 
glimmer that may be as a result of your in- 
vestigation and your recommendations, that they 

Will be rescued and rehabilitated before it is too 
late. We know your time is very short and your 
task is formidable, SO make a very rigorous 
selection, but please visit a few camps; and also 
at least one typical centre of Jewish life in 
post-war Europe where, outside the camps, the 
prospects for Jews are as black as inside the 
camps. 

In conclusion, 1 have one more request to 
address to you on behalf of the Jewish Rgency. 
In about six weeks you Will be addressing your 
recommendations to the Secretary-General of 
the United Nations for transmission to the an- 
nual session of the Assembly. The session of 
that great body Will take many, many weeks, may 
be a few months. In the meantime, the homeless 
Jews of Europe Will be facing their third post- 
war winter in the camps, a third winter of mental 
anguish, of physical suffering. The Yishuv, the 
Jews of Palestine, Will still be in the throes of 
their struggle against the suffocations of the 
White Paper regime. 

Please, therefore, preface your report with an 
emergency recommendation to the Assembly that, 
pending its consideration of an adjudication 
upon the major problem which, even within the 
session of the Assembly, muse take a little time, 
the Assembly should decide on an immediate 
alleviation of the position in those two respects. 
It should insist on the immediate removal of 
a11 the bars and bans imposed by the White 
Paper, and on the immediate large-scale admis- 
sion to Palestine of homeless Jews. This should 
be the first and immediate installment of the 
solution of our problem. But do not delay the 
solution. Do not recommend that it should be 
delayed by the Assembly. 

As to the solution itself, we pray, Mr. Chair- 
mari and gentlemen, for your wisdom and for 
your courage. 

CHAIRMAN: 1 thank you, Mr. Shertok. 
Does any member wish to ask any questions 

of Mr. Shertok? 

Mr. FABREGAT (Uruguay): Excuse me, Mr. 
Chairman and Mr. Shertok, for insisting oa a 
problem of an educational character. In the 
memorandum presented by the Administration 
of Palestine, it is stated: “The ‘regions of cul- 
tural activity in which common ground might 
be found are definitely narrowed by the co-ex- 
istence of separate systems of community edu- 
cation. Without doubt, the training in a common 
culture of children with the very variegated 
background of those of the Jewish community 
has presented a complex and dif&ult problem.” 
The memorandum speaks of an undue concen- 
tration on nationalism of an assertive and exclu- 
sive quality in the community education system. 

Do you think, Mr. Shertok, it Will be possible 
in the near future to establish a system of com- 
mon schools-in Spanish we say escuelas cornunes 
-for a11 the children, without discrimination, in 
the country Do you think that is possible? 

Mr SHERTOK: 1 do not think SO, sir. 1 do not 
think that Will :be possible, nor do 1 think that 
Will be desirable. 1 think that to throw Jewish 
and Arab children into one educational pool Will 
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raise an insoluble problem, the problem of lan- 
guage and the problem of national culture. You 
cannot educate unless you do SO against the back- 
ground of a certain national culture, And you 
certainly cannot educate unless you have a cer- 
tain language as a medium of instruction. 

NOW, 1 would not like to see Jewish children 
assimilated to Arab language and Arab culture, 
nor would 1 like to see Arab children assimilated 
in the opposite direction. 

CHAIRMAN: May 1 enlarge on the question of 
Mr. Fabregat. Do not common scl~ools exist 
where Arab and Jewish children are educated 
together? 

Mr. SHERTOK: There are some missionary 
schools attended, among others, by some Jewish 
and some Arab children. 1 am not now dealing 
with the religious aspect of che question-there 
is no question of any direct conversion going on 
in those schools. They are schools, and some of 
them are very good scl~ools, as schools go. But 
I would regard it as a first-rate national disaster 
if a11 Jewish children were educated in such 
schools, because then there would be no hope of 
any cultural revival of the Jewish people, of any 
independent cultural life. And I believe that a 
race SO educated would be culturally sterile. It 
would not be creative. _ 

1 am rather grateful to Professor Fabregat for 
having drawn my attention to that paragraph in 
the report. 1 think 1 remember it. It is a very 
curious paragraph. The Government of Palestine 
complains that children are being educated sep- 
arately. How does it propose they should be 
educated? The Government of Palestine in that 
paragraph complains that Hebrew and Arabie 
are officia1 languages, and they say-they do not 
use the word nuisance, but that is what they very 
nearly imply-that it is a great handicap to have 
to translate speeches at common meetings in 
those two languages. The underlying conception 
seems to be that the country must exist for the 
convenience of the officiais, and not the officiais 
for tbe convenience of the country. The underly- 
ing conception seems to be that it is a pity that 
both Jews and Arabs have their national lan- 
guages, that they hqve some cuitural heritage to 
carry on and to hand down to the coming genera- 
tions. Why shouldn’t they a11 speak plain English? 
English is a very good language and a very rich 
language, but is not theirs. It does not have 
roots in their hearts, it does not have roots in 
their memories, it does not have past associa- 
tions; therefore it offers no possibilities of cre- 
ative self-expression for either. 

1 think that is an astounding paragraph, and 
SO is the implication which it carries. This 
country harbours two peoples, two’ cultured peo- 
pies. They have their languages, and they are 
determined to go on developing them. It is very 
useful to know English. It may be useful to know 
French. I think it is very useful to know Spanish. 
And English is being taught in OUT SChoolS. 

~y’ the way, if it is a question here again of 
reducing the disparity, practically in a11 Jewish 
secondary s~hools and in a large number of ele- 
mentary schools, Arabie is taught. Hebrew is net 

taught in a single Government school, ~,%y is 
that? That would bring Jews and Arabs a little 
closer together. 

1 do believe, Mr. Chairman, that it must be 
the policy in this country to increase, as far as 
possible, the number and the percentaie of bi- 
lingual people, bilingual in Hebrew and Arabie. 
Those who have the time and cari afford to learn 
a third language, by a11 means let them do it. 
But it is very important that the number of 
Ambic - speaking Jews and Hebrew - speaking 
Arabs is increasing: with the Jews as a result of 
concerted effort, as a result of conscious policy; 
with the Arabs simply because many Arabs find 
it useful to know a little Hebrew. I am sure 
this process Will develop in the course of time. 
Just’ as in Switzerland.‘ In French Switzerland, 
education is based on French, but German is 
taught. In German Switzerland, education is 
based on German, but French is taught. This, I 
think, should be the policy of Palestine. 

CHAIRMAN: Do you bave any further questions? 
Nr. FABREGAT ‘(Uruguay): No, thank you. 
CHAIRMAN: That is a11 I want to ask. 

’ Mr. GRANADOS (Guatemala): In paragraph 10 
of the Administration Blue Book, already men- 
tioned by Professor Fabregat, it is said-1 am not 
quoting because 1 do not have the document 
here, but the sense is more or less this: that if 
the Agency had limited itself to the accomplish- 
ment of certain functions this situation would be 
different, but that the Agency has not complied 
with the terms of reference. 

What have you to say about that statement? 
Mr. SHERTOK: 1 Will answér you in a minute. 

1 would like to look up the paragraph and re 
fresh my memory, 1 think 1 remember seeing it. 
It is also a paragraph to which we must take 
very strong exception. 1 think it contains an at- 
tempt at a post-factum rationalization with re- 
gard to something that was originally conceived 
in an entirely different @rit. 

The main point is that the Jewish Agency was j 
sanctioned by the Mandate but was not created : 
by the Mandate. The Mandate recognized the 
Zionist Organization as the Jewish Agency. NOW, 
the Zionist Organizations existed before the’Man- 
date. Maybe, if there had been no Zionist Or- 
ganization, there would have been no British 
Mandate over Palestine. The Zionist Organiza- 
tion restecI on its own stretigth. It was already, 
before the First World War, the chief Jewish 
colonizing agency in Palestine. During the war, it 
made itself responsible for ensuring the survival 
of the Jewish community. During the war again, 
it was instrumental, through its leaders, in ob- 
taining the Balfour Declaration. When the British 
Government, through the Mandate, conferred 
that status of the Jewish Agency on the Zionist 
Organization, it did SO net merely in the full 
knowledge of the facts, but because of its knowl- 
edge of the facts. Because it knew that that was a 
strong party, a national representative body, that 
it appeared worthwhile to the British Govern- 
ment to accept is as a partner in the undertaking. 
Otherwise, su& partnership would have been of 
no value, and most certainly, the presumption 
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was that the Jewish Agency should continue to 
act as an independent instrument of develop- 
ment. 

1 remember the phrase that was very currently 
quoted in those days. At the San Remo Confer- 
ence, when the Supreme Allied Council decided 
to entrust Great Britain with the Mandate. Mr. 
Lloyd George met Dr. Weismann and communi- 
cated to him that decision, and when he finished 
his officia1 communication, he said this: “Now 
you have been given a start; it is up to you to 
make good”. “TO make good” did not mean 
merely to co-operate with the Palestine Adminis- 
tration. It meant to accept responsibility for the 
bringing over of immigrants, for settling them, 
for planning and development, for mobilizing 
finance. 

It just occurs to me, suppose the Jewish Agency 
had failed. Suppose it had failed miscrably and 
very conspicuously. Suppose the land it had ac- 
quired had not been put to proper use, had been 
wastefully cultivated. Suppose the Jewish farms 
were miserably vegetating units. Suppose thcre 
was large unemployrnent in Palestine, a tremen- 
dous backwash of re-emigration, and SO forth. 1 
am sure then that this Blue Book would not 
join issue with the Jewish’ Agency as to why it 
had done a11 these things at ail. It would have 
blamed the Jewish Agency for its failure. Now 
that we have not failed-it is not for me to say 
to what extent we bave’ succeeded; 1 know we 
have not succeeded up to our expectations-the 
very basis of our existence is challenged in this 
document. It is not an attack on the Jewish 
Agency. It is an attack on the Mandate and on 
the basic premise on which the Mandate was 
built. 

CHAIRMAN: Does any other member wish to 
ask any questions? 

(No respo nse) 
CHAIRMAN: Then 1 thank you, Mr. Shertok. 
Mr. SWERTOK: Thank you, sir. 
CHAIRMAN: The hearing is suspended for ten 

minutes. 
(The hearing was suspended for ten minutes) 

Hearing of Representatives of the Palestine 

Hearing of Representativés of the 
Palestine Communist Union 

CHAIRMAN: 1 cal1 the meeting to order. The 
item we are going to take up now is the hearing 
of Representatives of the Palestine Communist 
Union. 1 understand that Mr. Preminger,, Dr. 
Marchant, and Miss Zabari are going to speak 
for the Union. Will you please corne up on the 
platform. 

(Mr. Preminger, Dr. Mprchant, and !Miss 
Zabari took their seats on the platjorm.) 

CHAIRMAN: We have granted you a hearing 
which is supposed to be an address for you, a11 
together, for a half hour. The reason why we 
bave granted you this hearitig is because you 
have a specific solution that you favour. What 
we expect now is to hear your proposals about 
that solution. We do not expect you to go fully 

into a11 these other questions which havc been 
debated by other organizations, immigration and 
so on. 

Mr. PREMINGER (Member of the Central Com- 
mittee of the Palestine Communist Union): Yesj 
1 understand. 

Mr, Chairman, gentlemen of the Committee, 1 
am very glad to hsve the opportunity to greet 
you in our country and to present to you the 
proposals of the Palestine Communist Union. 
Seventeen enquiry committees have visited this 
cotiutry before you. Common to a11 of them was 
that they were appointed by the British rulers 
themselves to investigate their own deeds. The 
British Government was plaintiff and defendant 
at the same instance. At the last-the Anglo- 
American Enquiry Committee-the U.S.A., which 
has her own interests in this country, participated 
-and therefore it is evident, chat this Committee 
could not serve the true interests of the country 
and its peoplcs. We, and with us the whole Jewish 
Yishuv in Palestine, greet you not as the 
eighteenth committee of this sort but as the first 
enquiry committee of United Nations. The 
Jewish Yishuv knows that among you are mem- 
bers who themselves took part in the liberation 
movements, and in the struggle for national in- 
dependence against the enslavers of their peo- 
ples, and this fact gives us the conviction that 
the aspirations of an oppressed pcople fighting 
for its national independence Will find a deep 
echo in your hearts and Will be given expressioq 
in your findings, The Jewish Yishuv, groaning 
under the yoke of colonial enslavement, chained 
under a dictatorial regime which denies it the 
basic democratic rights, the Jewish Yishuv, 
struggling for its very existence as a nation, has 
brought before you the evidence of its struggle 
and aspiration to independence. 

The aspiration to freedom and national ince- 
pendence is common to the great majority of 
witnesses who appeared before you. But unlike 
many of them we, the Hebrew Communists, 
wish to stress as our deep conviction that no 
people gains its freedom as a gift from anybody. 

We, the Hebrew Communists, present to you 
our democratic proposals which will contribute 
towards the deliberations of your committee 
anb the decisions of United Nations, since we 
greatly value your help in our struggle against 
colonial oppression and for national indepen- 
dence. For the elucidation of our proposals we 
would like to point out rhat for the realization 
of a democratic programme the mass struggle 
of the nation fighting for its independence is 
necessary. Only the combination of these two ele- 
ments-democratic programme and popular mass 
struggle-will be able to convert the desire for 
liberation from colonial rule and for the es- 
tablishment of independence from a dream into 
reality. 

The passive resistance and struggle of the 
Jewish Yishuv’s masses has abated recently due 
t0 political miscalculations of various circles still 
occupying a position of leadership of the Yishuv. 
YOU have heard that. the inhabitants of Nathanya 
surrendered to the overwhelming numbers of 



troops Who poured into their toWn. Yet, nOt 
alWays sUch bas been the sequence of events. 
One instance may be sufficient. In September, 
1946, curfew was imposed upon Raifa in or,--er 
to CoVer the use of gas and truncheons against 
the imniigrants-thousands of the inhabitants of 
Haifa broke th curfew and actively resisted the 
oppressive IaWs. People streamed out into tbe 
streets, even though they were aware that the 
soldiers had been given orders to shoot at every 
curfew-breaker. As a consequence 3 people weré 
murdered by the soldiers, among them a Young 

girl of eighteen, who, together with her mother 
Went OUt into the streets in order to outlaw ani 
prevent the realization of the dictatorial rule. 
This was not an isolated instance. 

From these considerations becomes evident our 
opposition to set up Palestine as a ont-national 
State. We do not wish to enter here into the 
complicatcd problem of ensuring justice t9 botb 
nationalities and only want to point out the 
impracticability of such a State, 

The setting-up of Palestine as a one-national 
State wouId mean: 

The denial of sovereign rights to one of 
nations, 
The complete mobilization of the other 
nation against such a State, 
Economie and political boycott up to &med 
uprisings, bloodshed and mutual massacres, 
must also be taken into account that a 

We reject the method of individual terrorism 
which is pursued by certain groups within the 
JeWiSIl Wshuv. NevetheIess, everybody knows that 
within the Jewish Yishuv are dormant vast and 
consequent forces of liberation, which Will fight 
untiringly against every oppressive regime until 
national liberation is achieved. Not we alone, but 

wide masses of tbe Yishuv know that freedom and 
independence are not bestowed as a gift but 
gained through mass resistance to a11 Iegislation 
of t.he Police State and the struggle for the 
realization of the democratic proposaIs we wish 
to present tu you. 

WrOnged people Will be ready to assist war 
mongers inciting them to a new world war, 
ll”ping thUs to rise from its downtrodden 
position. 

The second proposai, partition, seems just and 
practical. But aCtUally it is quite unpractical and 
leaves mOst problems unsolved. For in the p& 
posed “Jewish” State conditions wil1 be as 
follows: 

A programme guaranteeing the interests of 
bath peoples of Palestine. A programme for 
which every honest patriot among both peoples 
cari be enlisted, A programme which, if recom- 
mended by the United Nations, would be able 
to render the utmost help to our enslaved coun- 
try and to ;ts peoples striving for independence. 

(a) The Arabs Will still constitute a +ird of 
the population, SO tbat the difficulty of majority 
and minority as existing in the non-partitioned 
Palestine Will remain (altbough in this case tbe 
Jews Will be in the majority and the Arabs in 
the minority), 

(b) As regards land ownersbip, more than two- 
thirds of the lands Will be in the hands of & 
Arabs. 

Our proposals are based upon the recognition 
of the just rights of bath peoples to full national 
sovereignty and complete independence of any 
foreign factor, the defence of which is the fore- 
most and noblest duty of United Nations. 

(c) Thè problem of development, though, Will 
be more difficult because the raw materials (oi1, 
Dead Sea resources) as well as water resources 
are distributed in sucb a manner as Will prevent 
their being exploited under conditions imposed 
by any partition of Palestine into two separate 
States, 

The main difficulty of the Palestine problem 
is the false argument that in Palestine tbere 
exists a contradiction between right and right. 
It is argued that each of the peoples aspires to a 
status of majority and exclusive rule. The oppo- 
sition to political parity is put forward under the 
pretence that it creates a deadlock. In connection 
with this stands the question of immigration. 
There are many who fear that an Arab majority 
Will deny our right of immigration. 

(d,j Industry, even now suffering from market- 
ing difficulties, Will altogether suffocate, being 
boycotted by surrounding antagonistic countries. 
For it has to be remembered that partition, which 
cari only be forced on tlie peoples of the cauntry 
against tbeir wish, Will not minimize, but iatensi- 
fy tension between the two peoples. 

(e) SU& a State Will, of necessity, turn into a 
typicaI police State, as it Will bave to supprw a 
large national minority. 

Let us examine the question of majority. The 
Hindus constitute the majority in India, but does 
eis fact guarantee their independence? The 
Arabs in tiis country cari Iearn from their oWn 
experience that they did not attain sovereigntY 
in spite of being the majority. In Connection with 
this bas to t>e considered tbe problem of imlni- 
gration. The Arabs have no economic or social 
arguments agdnst immigration, their Qpposition 
springing mainly from the fear of political dom- 
ination, 

What We need is a political Settlement that I 
Will safeguard both peoples against the danger 
of domination and Will salve the problem Of 
‘majority and minority- and Will certainly also 
guarantee the right of the Jews to immigrate’ -. 

(f) Lastly, what is most important, iS that, 
after partition, none of the two nations Will be 
independent, and both Will ~t?me as pawns in 
be bands of fore@ imperialist pOWers. 1-t iS 
therefore no coincidence that aIl the varmus 
partition plans were born in tbe BAti~h cOlOniaI 
office. Partition, according (0 a local po@ar 
say@ giv@ the hak to th@ Je% $e nails ty 
&e Arabs and the body to the Brxtlsb. ‘I%ls 
s&eme does net offer a final solution, and m 
tainly-as sbown by Xndia’s bi~d~ fl@en@+’ 
it will net improvc relations between the negb- 
bouring peoples. 

There a]so are proposah of another nature. 
they seem “idealjstic” but &y are much moW 
realistic (ban those of the first cat’%oq* ‘rba! 
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recognize that in Palestine there exist t~vo na- 
tions and they take into account the just rights 
of both peoplcs in one way or anoher. Yet these 
proposa& are not consequent, since they are not 
based on the principle of the recognition of the 
right of both peoples to national self-determina- 
tion up to secession, the principle which alone 
cari bring about co&operation free of any fear of 
domination or deprivation of rights. 

Therefore, the authors-of these proposals built 
upon trusteeship or even a British Mandate in 
order to “educate” the people towards co-opera- 
tien, We reject any proposa1 designed to bring 
in any third factor, whose task Will be to con- 
ciliate as it were between the peoples. A bi- 
national proposa1 of .this kind does not grant 
in fact sovereignty to any of the peoples. 

Our plan is based on the principle of terri- 
torial federalism: 

It seems to us that the best means of using 
national sovereignty for the good of both nations 
in order to ensure economic success and the ab- 
sorption of the Jews desirous of entering Pales- 
tine, consists in the creation of an independent, 
democratic united State, common ,to both Jews 
and Arabs, built on full national and political 
equality for both its nations and on full demo- 
aatic rights for a11 its inhabitants. The form. 
of government ensuring political equality Will 
bave to be based on parity. We do not here wish 
to enter into a cletailed constitutional description 
of the future Palestinian State for we think it 
carly to discuss its constitution SO long as the 
basic principles on which co-operation between 
the peoples depends have not bèen guaranteed. If, 
on the other hand, such principles are accepted, 
the representatives of the two peoples Will be 
able to work out the details for their constitu- 
tion according to the interests of the two nations. 

We wish again to emphasize that, as the ex- 
perience of the Soviet Union and other multina- 
tion States (Yugoslavia, Czechoslovakia, etc.) has 
proved, it is only the right of self-determination 
up to secession that cari serve as a sufficient guar- 
antee to each nation that no danger exists of the 
other nation dominating it. 

Nevertheless we stress that it is in the interest 
of both peoples not to make use of the right to 
secede because only the united bi-national form 
of government Will be able to secure free eco- 
nomic development, peace between peoples, exer- 
cise of the national right of the Jews to absorb 
immigration and settle on the land, and a rising 
of the standard of living of the two peoples. 

A ;Oint Government cari be established when 
1~0th peoples understand chat. their interests de- 
mand a united State and an agreement on’ a 
united government. No outside power has the 
right to force this form of government upon the 
peoples. Therefore, in order to enable them to 
reach a settlement, the fear Of domination should 
be removed, sufficient guarantees against, national 
domination should be given. 

We have already shown that such a guarantee 
is inherent in the right of self-determination up 
to secession, in the right of each nation to create 
a State of its own. This right cari be exercised 

only on a territorial basis. Therefore, we think 
chat the joint State of Jews and Arabs should be 
composed of territorial districts possessing re- 
gional authorities of their own, being equally 
represented at the supreme Government insti- 
tutions. 

The cancellation of the colonial political and 
economic restrictions is to be regarded as a 
pre-condition of the establishment of a bi-na- 
tional regime based on parity. The Ottoman law, 
to this day the basic law of Palestine, has to be 
abolished as well as a11 the extraordinary and 
“defence” regulations which were issued by the 
Mandatory Government. Furthermore, the ex- 
isting system of property qualifications for voting 
should be liquidated as well as the undemocratic 
taxation system whi&h is a heavy burden upon 
the wide masses of the people, on the one hand, 
and bars them from the right of voting, on the 
other. 

Under the supervision of United Nations, 
democratic local institutions should be estab- 
lished in a11 regions. 

In one-national regions these organs should be 
elected by direct democratic vote. In bi-national 
regions these organs shoulcl be constituted on a 
parity basis, but elected democratically by bath 
Jews and Arabs. A parity Constituent Assembly, 
elected democratically by the two nations of 
Palestine, should be convened and proceed to 
clemarcate, under a special commission’ elected by 
the September General Assembly of the United 
Nations, the territorial regions and work oui the 
future constitution of Palestine. 

The right to absorb immigration and to settle 
on the land is one of the funclamental national 
rights of the Jewish Yishuv. TO try to deny these 
rights is tantamount to striking at the national 
independence of the Jews, sincé every nation has 
the right to choose its own way in a11 questions, 
especially more SO regarding such a vital question 
as the admission of Jewish brethren, the rem- 
nants of the terrible destruction of the Jewish 
people by Fascism. Our members who were sent 
to Europe have, on their return, reported on the 
terrible plight of those pitiable remnants of 
Jewry that are now in the camps. We, and the 
Jewish Yishuv as a whole, would like you 
gentlemen of the Committee to visit those camps, 
as well, the Cyprus concentration camps and the 
middle-aged prisons existing in this country until 
this very day. After the Kishinev pogrom, 43 
years ago, our national poet wrote of “Revenue 
such as Satan could not have”-and those that do 
burst through and succeed to enter the country, 
are thrown out with rifle fire and tear-gas and 
èxpelled to Cyprus. A girl and her dog arrived 
on one of the ships-the dog was granted per- 
mission to land and sent with a soldier to the 
girl% relatives, but the girl was thrown out. 
Government permits only the landing of the 
bodies of those immigrants which it has mur- 
dered-those that remain alive are sent away. 

On the other hand, immigration should be 
carried out in su& a way as not to strike at the 
right of the existing population of Palestine. 
Therefore, within the framework of the bi-na- 
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tional State, large-scale immigration eau be car 
ried out OI+ on the basis of a development plan 
for the whole of Palestine, especially of the 
sparsely populated regions, the abject of &ich 
Will be the exploitation of the national resourccs 
of Palestine (Oil, potash, irrigation, etc.) The de- 
velopment plan cari be carried out with the aid 
of United Nations SO that it Will be able to en- 
sure both the absorption of immigration by the 
Jews and the rîsing of the standard of living of 
the Arabs. 

These ‘fundamental principles, if applied to 
the solution of the problem of Palestine, will be 
able to create in this country the best conditions 
for bath its peoples, avoiding the defects inherent 
in other plans and laying the foundations of a 
free national and political development of the 
nations of Palestine. A solution based on these 
lines is in agreemnt with the spirit of the United 
Nations Charter and could bring about the con- 
version of Palestine from a country endangering 
the peace of the world into a peaceful State, 
contributing to the strengthening of peace 
throughouc the world, as an equa1 among equals 
within the framework of the United Nations 
Organization. 

The immediate termination of tire British 
Mandate, abolition of the foreign administra- 
tion, the WaCUation of a11 British forces and 
liquidation of their mihtary bases in this coulltry 
without delay. I 

‘ne intention of the leaders of the British 
EmPire at the Lime of the Balfour Dec]aation 
was not consideration for the needs of the Jew- 

ish peopk but the creation of a nationa minore 
ity in the Middle East which would serve them 
as an excuse to fight the aspirations of national 
independence of the Arab nations. The strength- 
ening and the national consolidation of the 
Jewish Yishuv have uncovered the unbridgeable 
contradiction between our people, an oppressed 
colonial peOpk striving for its freedom, and the 
intentions of the Empires leaders. Thus was 
born the struggle of national liberation of the 
Jewish Yishuv. 

It has to be kept in mind that in order to 
carry into effect the solution of t.he problem of 
Palestine on the above-mentioned lines, a period 
of transition may be necessary, during which, 
with the aid of the above-mentioned special 
commission of United Nations, this settlcment, 
which Will secure the national independence of 
the two peoples in a free Palestine, Will be car- 
ried out. 

Our proposa1 guarantees to each people the in- 
alienable right of secession and creation of a 
separate State, and therefore our proposa1 of ter- 
ritorial federalism is based not on force and 
compdsion but on the free Will of both peoples 
of Palestine to unite. 

The advantage of our proposa1 rests upon the 
fact chat in the very structure of the federal 
State sufficient safeguards are provided for the 
sovereignty of both peoples and conditions for 
free association are provided. Thus there is no 
need of the interference of a third party. There 
is no danger of deadlock, since the right of seces- 
sion Will compel both peoples to agree. The vital 
interests of the two peoples of Palestine specialIy 
demand the territorial integrity of Palestine (as 
we have proved regarding the possibilities of 
development, immigration and the realization 
of its true independence). From a11 that has been 
said it is easy to see that this plan, the principles 
of which we have here expounded, embodies 
a11 the advantages of the other plans (including 
the partition plan), excluding their shortcomings, 
For whilst our proposals recognize the right of 
each of the peoples of Palestine, to form its own 
State and make use of its sovereign Pohtical 
rights, they do not deprive the other peoP1e of 
its rights and do not strike at the territorial in- 
tegrity of the country, the possibiiities of its devel- 
opment aud absorption of immigration. Two 
conditions are imperative for the realization Of 
this plan. 

By its policy of “Divide and Rule”, and the 
fostering of nationa hatred and with the help 
Of the reactionary leadership among both pco- 
ples, imperialism bas succeeded to turn the justi- 
fied fight against itself into a fight between the 
peoples of this country. Today, though, wide 
sections of the Yishuv realize more clearly every 
day who is their real enemy. It becomes ap- 
parent that under the skies of Palestine there 
is no room both for a flowering and developing 
Jewish Yishuv and British rule. That is the 
source of the mass resistance movement which 
grew in the ,Yishuv. Realizing this fact, the 
leaders of the British Empire have started a 
campaign of repression against the Jewish Yishuv 
in order to destroy it as a national entity, as a 
nation, Such a campaign is aimed to destroy the 
economic basis of the Jewish Yishuv, strike at its 
political life, and undermine its morale. 

Mr, Chairman, gentlemen of the Commission, 
I Will nat tire you with a descripkion of the 
systematic destruction of the Yishuv’s economic 
existence, I shall only show three examples. 

l. The estimated incomc of the Government 
for the year 1947-48 is f23.5 million. Of this 
only 2.5 millions are from income tax, whereas 
18.5 million corne from taxation Of the popn1a- 
tion’s essential commodities, 

2. The only commercial institution, seeming- 
ly a very poor one that is exempt from dnties, tax 
or any other obligations is the Brltrsh Orf Com- 
pany, I.P.C., in the concession of which we 
read as follows: “. . . to carry out and establish 
on tlle territory of Palestine bureau% pumpjng 
sta&ns, WOrksllOpS, . - . means of transportation 
on the land, on the sea and in the air, telegtaplr 
and tz&p]lone instahations . . . Refmeries . + . 
Income free from any tax, duties or any 0th 
import taxes on a11 goods, tools. Only the com- 
pany wi11 have the right to impose postal dues, 
lighting dues . - . on ships entering the toast 
of the company. To keep an armed force . - + 
net only for thc case of mutiny, disturbances, 
war, but also for the case of strikes and Iock-outs 
. . < 1, This company which fulfils no obligation 
whatsoever towards the State, whicb 1cts its by- 
pro&& flow into the sea, to prevent the growth 
of any clremical industry that might compcte 
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witb I.C.I-has in these last days obtained special 
permission of the Government to increas-e the 
price of kerosene by a further 9 per cent. 

That the inflationary, trends are caused by 
the Government’s policy of buying in dear 
markets, may be proved by the fact tbat while 
the general high cost of living index is 276 points, 
dle index of cereal prices for 1946 was 374, that 
of fodder 502, and of cattle for slaughter-554 
points. 

As we have already pointed yout, the political 
regime intends to break the power and might 
of the Yishuv. Here also are a few facts: 

A. Discrimination in Government employ- 
ment. A Jewish supernumera policeman gets 
16.688 pounds per month; the allowance for wife 
and Child is 3.512 pounds, while the same allow- 
ance for a British policeman whose wife and child 
have been transferred to England is 25 pounds 
apart from his payl 

B. Discrimination before the law. According 
to regulations published in the Palestine Gazette 
of January the 28th, 1946-page 152, extraordi? 
nary issue No. 1470-the death penalty is in- 
curred by any person who is a member of “. . . 
any group . . . of persons, any one . . . of whom 
has comitted . . . terrorist activities . . .” On the 
other hand only two days ago the murdefer of; 
IQtber Tobi (a soldier who, without any reason 
shot and killed a girl of 18 standing in a bus 
queue) was sentenced to five years imprisonmetit, 
and even this is an isolated case where the au- 
thorities were forced to find out tha identity of 
the murderer. The case of Major Farran uncov- 
ered a11 the rot of the form of Government in 
the country, the existence of “special squads” 
among the police, the systcm under which’any 
soldier or policewan may, without having to 
account for his actions decide the fate of people. 
The boy Rubovitz was murdered during a “vol- 
untary investigation” by Major Farran, as ex- 
actly any inhabitant of Palestine. may be ar- 
rested any day on any corner, and then murdered 
during “additional investigation”. 

During the last two days we have bcen wit- 
nesses to martial law and curfew in Nathanya, 
attempted rape of a girl by soldiers in Tel-Aviv, 
alarms in Jerusalem. 1s it not obvious that under- 
lying this system is the clear Will to break the 
morale of the Yishuv? 

C. Al1 this happens at a time when death- 
sentences have become a daily occurrence (just 
now the death sentence on three youths has been 
confirmed, and as is noted by the “London 
Tribune”, at a time when Kesselring, the mur- 
derer of thousands of people, had his sentence 
commuted; these three youths, who had tried 
to free prisoners, have not received a pardon.) 
It happens at a time when Jews, who, under 
tremendous difficulties and untold suffering, 
reach the shore of the country and are again 
sent to concentration camps-with tear-gas, baton- 
charges, and rifle fire. 

These aings happen following a long tradi- 
tion of persecution of people because of their 
political views. Had it been truc that a11 these 
repressive measures are being carried out in 

order to stamp out terrokism, 110~ is the perse- 
cution of people (investigations by the C.I.D., 
taking of fingerprints, etc.) W~O have nothing to 
do with. terrorist activities to be explained, as, 
for instance, in the case of the leaders of the 
Yishuv, or of members of our organization, the 
Palestine Communists Union, explained? 

That tbis tradition is one of long standing, 
and bas been well established long before there 
were any acts of terrorism is evident from the 
fact that Miss S. Zabari, who is sitting next to 
me, served five years in the jails of Palestine, and 
our President, Meir Slomi was imprisoned for 
six years. In our written memorandum, submitted 
to the Committee, we extensively described the 
political rcgime and the legislative and executive 
activities of the Palestine Government. 

From the aforesaid it, clearly appears that any 
rectification of the present situation and the 
realization of a democratic plan cari only be 
based upos the abolition of the dependence of 
Palestine upon Britain, in whatever form. This 
is to be achieved by fulfilling two condition: 

(a) The liquidation of the Britisb Mandate, 
the withdrawal of British troops, bases, police 
and administrative apparatus. 

(b) The international recognition of the in- 
dependençe of Palestine and of the right of its 
peoplcs to national self-determination up to 
secession (this point has been elucidated in para- 
graph 3 above.) 

At the time the various proposals were put 
forward, there have been a great variety of calcu- 
lations as to the supporters and opponents of 
those proposals. But in most cases those calcu- 
lations did fiot, materialize. 

We Hebrew Communists regard ourselves as 
one of the most loyal champions of the Hebrew 
working class in Palestine. Among the working 
class, within the General Federation of Jewish 
Labour, only GO pcr cent expressed themselves 
in favour of the “Biltmore” programme, the 
political programme of the Yishuv’s leadership, 
while 40 per cent were, and are against this plan. 
Forty per cent of the Jewish working class, 
found expression at the iast elections, desire a 
solution in the spirit of a national democratic 
programme, in the spirit of recognition of the 
neighbouring people and of alliance with the 
democratic forces the world over. 

We do not claim that a11 those accept our 
programme as put forward to you. We only wish 
to stress that they a11 have a common basis and 
a common fundamqntal attitude to the problem. 

If the recommendations of the Committee be 
in the spirit of what Bas bcen proposed by us in 
the foregoing, that Will uncloubtedly help to 
consolidate the democratic forces within the 
Yisbuv to strengthen those who honestly seek 
the way towards a just and democratic solution 
of the problems of Palestine. 

Due to the un-democratic ban of the Jewish 
Agency Executive upon the appearance before 
the Committee of the opposition parties, the 
Hashomer Hatzair and the Ahdut Avoda, we 
think chat, nothwithstanding tbe differences be- 
tween our specific position, as bas bcen ex- 
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pounded here, and the position of the above- 
mentioned parties, we did service to our common 
cause. 

We hope that your activities will advance the 
solution of the problems of our much suffering 
country, and help OU~ Jewish brethren, who bave 
been driven to the verge of desperation by the 
Angle-Saxon rulers of the various occupation 
zones, and who regard Palestine as the only place 
of their redcmption. The Jewish Yishuv increas- 
ingly cornes to see this struggle for its national 
independence as the decisive struggle, a question 
of life and existence. WC are sure that in this 
struggle the Yishuv will be Victor and not sur- 
render, just in the same mariner in which its 
brethren in every quarter of the world have helcl 
out through many years of .persecutions ancl 
darkness, carrying forward the light and hope of 
freedom. 

CHAIRMAN: I thnnk you. You have filled up 
a11 the timc allotted to you, nnd therefore I 
think we shall go on to the questions and an- 
swers. 

How many members are there in your Union? 
Mr. PREMINGER: Nine hundred. 
CHAIRMAN: FIave you a papcr? 
Mr. PREMINGER: We bave a weekly paper. 
CHAXWAN: How many copies are printed? 
l’&. PREMINGER: It is printed in 3,000 copies. 
CHAIRMAN: How many do you reckon your 

followers are-the followers of your Organiza- 
t ion? 

tics. T%e right ot’ secession-the rigl!t of selfqe-’ 
termination including the right of secession-is 
the only guarantee which cari convince eaCh of 
those peoples that there is no possibility of domi- 
nation on behalf of the other people. SO if 
bath peoples agree to accept chat guarantee and 
agree to live together in one united State for 
their own good, for their own development, be- 
cause they think that the partition scheme is 
worse, then there is a possibility of establishing 
the above-mentioned federal State. But in the 
other case, if those elements which are opposing 
a common solution of the Palestine problem are 
on top of the peoples, there is no question that 
then there Will be partition. 

There are only two questions, two possibili- 
tics. Ether both peoples will agrce to Eve to- 
gether under the guarantee of the right of seces- 
sion, or there must be partition, 1 think it is 
obvious; there is no third possibility. But we 
think both peoples will recognize their own good. 
They will recognize that the partition scheme 
will only bring new and harder oppresbion than 
before and they Will agree to accept that guar- 
antee of the right. of self-determination, including 
the right of secession, and Will unite ip one 
common Palestinian State. 

h4r. BLOM (Netherlands): Do 1 understand that 
you would have a referendum letting the people 
themselves decide whether ihey Will live to- 
gether in one bi-national State or have a parti- 
tion? 

Mr. PKETMINGER: Some thousands. 
CHAIRMAN: You put forward a scheme for a 

federal State. ‘IXe working of a federal State 
depends very much on the sifting out of powers 
between the different States and the federal Gov- 
ermnent. Which special questions had you 
thought would be reserved for the federal Gov- 
ernment? 

Mr. PREMINGER: Al1 the questions of clevelop- 
ment, relations with other countries, financial 
questions; also the working out of à scheme of 
dcvelopment which cari enable the absorption 
of large grnnt of Jcwish immigration. 

CHA~RMAN: No more functions for the federal 
government? 1 mean, in the federal State you 
bave to make up your mind which functions 
you Will give the partition stated and which 
functions you Will reserve for the federal Gov- 
ernment. What 1 ask is, whcther the functions 
you mentioned were the only ones you thought 
would be left ta the federal Government? 

Mr, PREMINGER: X think thcy are. 
Mr. Bta~ (Netherlands): Jn the statement we 

have just heard there are several places where 
it speaks of fecleration of bi-national State or- 
ganization, with free and equal rights of a11 in- 
habitants up to secession. We bave liea:+ that 
the idea is that there will be Jewish dlstricts, 
Arab districts, and mixed districts. I should like 
to know how COUIC~ secession be materialized in 
mixed ‘districts? 

Mr. PREMINGER: We think that the immediate 
steps which we are proposing before the Com- 
mittee are, to decide in the September Assembly 
to abolish the Mandate, to, evacuate the foreign 
troops and to hand over the question of Palestine 
to a provisional assembly elected by Jews and 
Arabs on a parity basis, which, with the help 
and assistance of a special committee elected at 
the above-mentioned assembly, together with the 
help of the United Nations, Will decide a11 the d 
other questions. Z agree with you that the Pales- ‘d 
tine peoples Will be against a solution like this. ’ 
We think it is impossible to influence the power 
of the United Nations. We think the solution of 
the problems of the peoples is a matter first Of 
a11 for the peoples themselves, but we hope that 
if the United Nations Assembly in Septcmber 
reaches a decision like this, it’will give an oppor- 

:i 
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tunity to the democratic elements in bath peo- ’ 
ples to rise, strengthen their forces and to con- 
vince their peoples that it is better to decide in 
faveur of a united State than in faveur of a par- 
tition scheme, which Will only bring a lot .of 
harm, disturbances, murder, etc., for bath peoples 
of Palestine. 

C~$AI~MAN: 1 think Mr. Blom’s question aimed 
at something else. His question was, assuming 
that &re is going to be a State of the structure 
that you propose, but later on when other States 
want to secede, how is that going to be brought a 
about? 

Mr. BLOM (Netherlancls): That was tiy first 
question, 

Mr. PREM~NGER: We think the question is a 
broad one because there are only two possibili- 

Mr, PREMINGER: 1 am sure that in case, after 
the estahlishment of a united State, a question ,. 
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of separation should arise, then we Will be in the 
same situation as we were in before the estab- 
lishment of the united State. Then certainly bath 
nations must decide to vote democratically within 
both nations; either they want to be together, or 
they want to be two separate States. 

the Jewish Yishuv in favour of such a proposa1 
as wë put forward to ~OU. 

CHAIRMAN: Any more questions? Then I thank 
you. 

Mr. BLOM (Netherlands): My second question 
was how they think the first decision Will be 
taken; whether they want to have a referendum 
before the United Nations decidès on what form 
of State is to be established. 

We have now gone through the agenda and 
the hearing is adjourned. If there are going to 
be more public hearings it Will be announced in 
the proper way. 

The hearing is adjourned. 
The meeting adjourned at 12.20 p-m. 

Mr. PREMINGER: If the United Nations As- 
sembly Will decide in favour of our proposals, we 
think the United Nations must ask the peogles 
themselves, and there is no doubt that then there 
must be elections or votes between the two peo- 
ples in Palestine. But furthermore, we are sure 
that such a decision of the United Nations Will 
give the possibility to the democratic forces to 
rise and to convince their peoples in favour of 
a common solution. On the top of both nations 
in Palestine there have been people who were 
against such a solution and who were in favour 
either of a one-nation State or of a partition 
scheme; but we think that the opportunity may 
be given to the British Government to incite the 
peoples of the two countries, one against the 
other, the opportunity to back those reactionary 
leaders in both sections. We have many examples 
of such a hacking; for instance, in the past when 
a mayor of Tel-Aviv was elected about twelve 
years ago, Mr. Chlouch, the Government decided 
in favour of another mayor of Tel-Aviv and 
they put in Mr. Rokach, and since then the 
Government did a11 it could to prevent any 
new elections in Tel-Aviv and aided the reaction- 
ary rulers in the Tel-Aviv Council to prevent 
those elections. But we think such a decision of 
the United Nations Will help to democratize the 
inner life of both peoples in Palestine and will 
help to bring to the top those democratic forces 
in favour of 0Gr proposals. 

VERBATIM RECORD OF 
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Statements by the Representatives of the 
Arab Countries 

Mr. BLOM (Netherlands): Do you think the 
majority of the Jewish people, for example, will 
vote in another direction from the one in which 
they have voted now when elections such as you 
visualize are put through? 

CHAIRMAN: 1 declare the meeting called to 
order, and 1 cal1 upon His Excellency, the Preai- 
dent of the Council of Lebanon. 

(H. E. the President of the Council of Lebanon 
spoke in Arabie). 

CHAIRMAN: 1 understand that a translation bas 
been prepared. 1 request that it be read. 

Mr. PRIEMINGER: In the last election to the 
largest and most important organization within 
the Jewish Yishuv, the Jewish Federation of 
Labour, the majority party, Mapai, who faveurs 
mostly now a partition scheme or a scheme of 
one-nation State, got only about 53 per cent 
of a11 the elections. On the other side, the oppo- 
sition parties, the Hashomair Hatzair and the 
Ahdut Avoda, got about 40 per cent. That was 
the situation in Palestine before the decision of 
the United Nations. But 1 am sure that in, 
case of such a decision, the peoples of Palestine, 
especially my own people, the Jewish Yishuv, 
must decide, and must decide either in favour of 
a scheme which does not give it anything but 
harm, as 1 told you before, or in favour of the 
possibility of establishment of a State which will 
grant the national independence of my own 

, people, the Jewish Yishuv. SO 1 think it will 
be possible for the democratic forces to convince 

H.E. THE VICE-PRESIDENT OF THE COUNCIL OF 
LEBANON (translation fronz Arnbic): Gentlemen, 
on behalf of the Lebanese Government and the 
other Arab Governments who have chosen to 
met in Lebanon, 1 wish to extend to you a hearty 
welcome, and 1 sincerely hope that your brief 
stay among us Will be very happy. 

We lay before you a case in which we have 
borne many hardships. It is gratiffing, however, 
to feel that the Arabs had no hand in creating 
this problem nor in inflicting it upon the United 
Nations and the rest of the world. 

In passing through Lebanon, a sister Scate 
of Palestine and co-partncr in the annals of 
history, you may have seen remnants of what 
in the past this country has contributed in the 
way of civilization and proof of its appreciation 
of spiritual values. 

You must have observed signs of modern 
development in a people which has only recently 
begun to attempt to take an active part in one 
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universal civilization after it had been liberated 
from the fetters that had constrained its activ- 
ities in the attainment of possible territory. 

You have been sent by the United Nations to 
look into a problem that continues to be a source 
of anxiety in a sensitive part of the warld and to 
find for it a proper solution in accordance with 
the principles laid down by the United Nations 
as a base for international relations, The 
problem may seem complicated. It may seem 
impossible to find a final settlement. It is in fact 
very simple if settled in the light of right, as 
no doubt you will be doing, Much has been 
said about the rights of the Arabs and the claims 
of the Zionists. The Arabs never found it neces- 
sary to invent theories to supplement their rights. 
It suffices them to refer to conscience for the 
manifestation of their unmistakable right. 

We often assume the position of those free 
*peoples who look at our case in Palestine from 
a distance. We try to imagine whethcr we could 
refrain from helping the Arabs of Palestine with- 
out having first ignored the democratic feelings 
for which we have given great sacrifices. We often 
stand as Jews to compare the Zionist method oE 
pressing their claims on the basis of religious 
grounds and that theory of the lords of races 
who caused the most terrible war in history. 

In passing through Lebanon, a sister State of 
Palestine, you must have seen remnants of what 
in the past this country has contributed in the 
way of civilization. That which you have seen 
was not the product of foreign funds, bringing 
forth artificial prosperity. In order to maintain 
that prosperity, artificial sustenance must be con- 
tinued. What you saw was the result of the efforts 
of this people, who do not discriminate between 
individual success, but unite in constructive work 
as they have united in the past for the achieve- 
ment of independence and sovcreignty. 

Gentlemen, the Arab countries which bave 
been togethcr for thousands of years, free from 
anything which marred their harmony, Will not 
allow the imposition of a home that Will menace 
their close relationship, They Will therefore de- 
fend themselves by defending Arab Palestine and 
by putting an end to Zionist ambitions. Thus 
they Will dcstroy the home of evil in the Middle 
East, Will serve world peace and Will prove their 
loyalty to the principles of human rights. 

CHAIRMAN: Your Excellency, 1 wish to thank 
you for the very kind words of welcome you 
have directed to us. 

First, I wish to thank very sincerely the repre- 
sentatives of a11 the Arab States who accepted 
our invitation to came here to help us salve 
this very difficult problem. 

bas become unnecessary, nevertheless warmly 
welcomed the invitation of your Committee, as 
representative of the highest international au- 
thority the world has yet known. 

The Governments of the Arab States are 
persuaded that the Committee, desirous of es- 
tablishing the conditions necessary for interna- 
tional co-operation, as the result of its investiga- ’ 
tien Will adopt recommendations in conformity 
with the principles of self-determination and in- 
dependence consecrated by the United Nations 
Charter. 

The Governmcnts of the Arab States do not 
intend to enumerate in this Memorandum a11 the 
arguments in support of the Palestine case. They 
Will confine themselves to drawing the Commit- 
tee’s attention to two main points: 

1. Palestine’s right to self-determination. 
2. The need to maintain peace in the Middle 

East. 
I. Palestine’s right to self-determination. 

When the Balfour Declaration was issued, 
envisaging the establishment of a Jewish national 
home and opening the way for Zionist immi- 
gration, the Arabs formed 93 per cent of the 
population of Palestine. The Declaration, which 
cannot in any case be considered valid as regards 
Arab Palestinp, ignored Palestine’s right to self- 
determination bot11 at the time it was issued and 
afterwards. Later, attempts were even made to 
silence the Arabs and bring them to an attitude 
of resignation. Far from stifling, their claims, 
these attempts had the effect ‘of strengthening 
their desire for liberation and their faith in the 
justice of their cause. 

Their struggle for independence and for the 
safeguarding of their rights started at the be- 
ginning of this Century with the tiatural awaken- 
ing of the Ar’ab peoples and the movement 
against Ottoman domination. They took part in 
this Iiberation movement and spared no effort 
or sacrifice. Together with the rest of the Arabs, 
they rose against the Turks, fighting alongside 
the Allies on a11 the battlefields of the Middle- 
East, in the Hedjaz, Palestine, Syria, : the 
Lebanon, and Iraq. 

As partners of the victorious Allies in 1918, $ 
they were entitled to enjoy the freedom for which f 
the Allies had fought. But that freedom to which 
they aspired and for which they had fought was. 
denied them, for reasons irrelevant to their case. 
Abruptly confronted by Zionist ambitions and 
Allied promises to satisfy them, the Arabs of 
Palestine were forced to turn their struggle 
against the Ottoman Empire into one against 
their own Allies. 

The Allies renounced the promises they had L . . 
I now cal1 upon His Excellency, the Minister made to the Arabs at the beginning ot tneir 

for Fore@ Affairs of the Lebanon. struggle for independence, imposing a mandate 
Mr. HAMXD FRANC-XE (Minister for Foreign Af- system which is nothing less than colonization., 

fairs of the Lebanon) (translation from Trench): Anb the strictest of the mandates was the one 
Mr. Chairman, Members of the Committee, the applied to Palestine. 
Governments of the Arab States, though con- 
vinced that there is only one solution for the 

In spite of the promises made in the course 
of hostilities, the mandates system imposed up0n 

Palestinian problem, namely cessation of the a11 the Arab countries which had formed part 
Mandate and independence for Palestine, and of the old Ottoman Empire was applied at the 
that any investigation of SO obvious a question same time, in a11 its severity, to Palestine. 
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Whereas by the texts of the Mandates for. the 
Lebanon, Syria and Iraq, the Mandatory Power 
was under obligation to assist the mandated 
State and lead it towards independence, the 
principle of which had been recognized by AF- 
ticle 22 of the League of Nations Covenant, the 
text of the Mandate for Palestine provided for 
the establishment of a Jewish national home 
and opened the door to immigration and the 
settlement of foreign Jews in Palestine, 

The Mandate thereby distorted the normal de- 
velopment of Arab Palestine and deflected the 
natural course of its history. In the attempt to 
recover their lost freedom and independence, the 
Palestinian Arabs found themselves compelled 
not only to throw off the yoke of foreign CO& 
trol but also to struggle against the inroads of 
a foreign population whose ultimate aim was to 
relegate them to, a secondary position in their 
own country. 

Whilst the people of Iraq were casting off the 
heavy burden of the Mandate and Syria and the 
Lebanon freeing themselves from foreign occupa- 
tion and gaining full independence and sov; 
ereignty, the situation in Palestine became steadi- 
ly worse. Wave upon wave of Zionist immigrants 

. streamed into the Holy Land, National libera- 
tien became nothing more than a mirage. 

The origin of Palestine’5 troubles is to be 
found in two documents, which are nul1 and 
valueless, although it is upon them that Zionist 
claims are based: the Balfour Declaration and 
the Mandate. 

In the first of these documents, the British Gov- 
ernment undertook to facilitate the establish- 
ment of a Jewish National Home, thereby vio- 
lating the principle of self-determination and the 
ruIes of international law. At the time when 
the undertaking was given, Great Britain had 
no legal relations with Palestine, which then 
formed part of the Ottoman Empire. Further, 
the Balfour Declaration violates the undertak- 
ings given by the British Government concerning 
the Arabs in the letters exchanged between Sherif 
Hussein and Sir Henry MacMahon, recognizing 
Arab independence within boundaries which 
included Palestine. Finally, the Balfour Declara- 
tion contravened the 1918 Declarati,on which 
stated that the British Army was entering Pales- 
tine not as a conquering but as a liberating army. 

As for the Mandate, it contains the same red- 
hibitory defects as the Balfour Declaration. Ii 
also violates Article 22 of the League of Nations 
Covenant. Whereas the Covenant states that 
the purpose of the Mandate is to serve the in- 
terests of the mandated territory and requires 
the Mandatory to lead it towards independence, 
the text of the Palesine Mandate envisages 
placing Palestine under such political, admin- 
istrative and economic conditions as Will secure 
the establishment of a Jewish National Home. 

The same article of the League of Nations 
Covenant provides for consultation of the inhabi- 
tants of the mandated territories. The inhabi- 
tants of Palestine were not consulted. 

However, the Ameiican King-Crane Commis- 
sion, which was sent to Palestine in 1919, -ex- 

pressed its views on the Balfour declaration in 
the following terms: 

“For a national h9me for thé Jewish People 
is not equivalent to making Palestine into a 
Jewish State; nor cari the erection of’ such a 
Jewish State be accomplished without the gravest 
trespass upon the civil and religious rights of 
existing non-Jewish communities in Palestine . . , 
The fact came out repeatedly in the Commission’s 
conferences with Jewish representatives. that the 
Zionists ‘looked forward to a practically complete 
dispossession of the present non-Jewish inhabi- 
tants of Palestine by various forms of purchase 
. . . TO subject a people SO minded to unlimited 
Jewish immigration . . . would be a gross vioIa- 
tion of the principles (for which the Allied 
Powers had fought the war). 

“The Peace Conference should not shut its 
eyes to the fact that the anti-Zionist feeling in 
Palestine and Syria is intense and not lightly to 
be flouted. No British officer, consulted by the 
Commissioners, believed that the Zionist pro- 
gramme could be carred out except by force of 
arms. The officers generally thought that a force 
of not less than 50,000 soldiers would be re- 
quired . . . 

“That of itself is evidence of a strong sense of 
the injustice of the Zionist programme on the 
part of the non-Jewish populations of Palestine 
and Syria. Decisions requiring armies to carry 
them out are sometimes necessary but they are 
surely not gratuitously to be taken in the in- 
terests of serious injustice. For the initial claim 
often submitted by Zionist representatives, that 
thei have a ‘right’ to Palestine, based on an oc- 
cupation of 2,000 years ago, cari hardly be 
seriously considered . . . 

“It is to be remembered that the non-Jewish 
population of Palestine-nearly nine-tenths of 
the whole-is emphatically against the entire 
Zionist programme. The tables show that there 
was,no one thing upon which the population of 
Palestine was more agreed than upon this . . . 
It must be believed that the meaning . . . of the 
complete Jewish occupation of Palestine has not 
been fully sensed by those who urge the extreme 
Zionist programme, It would intensify , . . the 
anti-Jewish feeling both in Palestine and in a11 
other parts of the world which look to Palestine 
as the Holy Land.” 

The Zionists however were not satisfied with 
the Balfour Declaration or the Mandate, in 
spite of the extent to which these documents 
violate the sacred rights of the Arabs. They 
took advantage of the ambiguity of the texts in 
order to extinguish the very life of Arab 
Palestine. 

Great Britain recognized the abnormal situa- 
tion created by the conflicting Allied promises 
to the Arabs and Jews. She also recognized that 
in fulfilling her obligations as a Mandatory 
Power she came into conflict with the rights of 
the Arabs in their own country on the one hand, 
and on the other with the promises given in 
the Balfour Declaration, the result being to 
make application of that Mandate impossible. 
That is why she has referred the Palestine ques- 
tion to the United Nations. 
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In bis concluding statement, after the failure 
of the last Conference on Palestine, Mr. Bevin 
said: 

“We shall explain to thé United Nations that 
the Mandate has proved to be unworkable in 
practice and tbat the obligations undertaken to 
the two communities in Palestine have proved to 
be irreconcilable.” 

That is proof that both the Balfour Declara- 
tion and the Mandate were irregular and could 
not provide the basis for an acceptable Iegal 
situation; and that therefore the Arabs are en- 
titled to reject them and to regard any interpre- 
tation of either as contrary to the elementary 
principles of justice and implying a threat to 
the most cherished of rights, their right to 
existence. 

TO sum up, the right to self-determination to 
which thé Arab people of Palestine are entitled 
and which they should be able to exercise, has 
been continually violated and is still violated 
today. It is none the less a natural, absolute, 
inalienable right, which neither force nor “fait 
accompli” cari remove; and it consecrates the 
Arab claims and condemns Zionist ambitions. 

The Governments of the Arab States, looking 
towards the democratic principles on which the 
United Nations was founded as the best defence 
and surest guarantee of that right, demand the 
full application of those principles in Palestine, 
They are convinced that the Special Committee 
would not envisage a solution violating that right 
or the principles of the United Nations. 

II. Threats to peace in the Middle East 

The attitude of the Arab Governments and 
peoples to Zionism is based, secondly, upon their 
anxiety to maintain peace in the Middle East. 

Peace there is threatened by the expansionist 
aims and terrorist methods of Zionism. ’ 

1, At the outset the Zionist movement was con- 
tent merely to look to Palestine for a refuge. Then 
it demanded a National Home. Having ob- 
tained that, it sought to extend its domain and 
create a kind of State within the Palestinian 
State, with its own institutions and finances, its 
own economy and its own army. Now the the 
Zionists are planning to establish a Jewish State 
on Palestinian territory, a State which Will take 
in the whole of Palestine. And even before 
achieving that, they are already seeking to 
spread further at the expense of the neighbour- 
ing Arab States. 

As far back as the 1918 Peace Conference, 
the Zionist Organization issued a memorandum, 
dated 3 February 1919, oflicially claiming the 
whole 01 Transjordan and part of Syria and the 
Lebanon, up to Salda, Jisr el-Karaon, Wadi-el- 
Tein and the Harmonn. In the course of nego- 
tiations which took place that same year be- 
tween France and Great Britain, in their capaci- 
ity of Mandatory Powers over the countries for- 
merly belonging to the Ottoman Empire, rhe 
Zionist Organization ctemanded the ,extension of 
the northern frontiers of Palestine as far as the 
Litani River and the plains !Of Hauran and 
Fatulan in Syria. 

These plans for territorial expansion have sub. 
seqnently been supported in public. Every re. 
sponsible Zionist leader, every Zionist doctrinaire 
and publicist has continually proclaimed that the 
boundaries of Palestine as drawn in 1919 kere 
the “Mandate boundaries” which Zionism re- 
fuses to recognize and aims to, extend consider- 
ably in the future, 

Not long ago, on the occasion of the Histraduth 
elections at Haifa, in 1944, Mr, Ben Gurion 
publicly declared that the Jews who propose to 
settle in Palestine, by force if necessary, Will not 
hesitate to extend the boundaries of the country, 

since the Jewish State demanded by the Zionists 
is net their movement’s final goal .but only a 
preliminary step thereto. 

When at the beginning of 1946 the British 
Government made known its intention to recog- 
nize the independence of Transjordan witbin its 
present boundaries, Mr. Shertok told the press, 
on 23 January 1946, that the Jewish Agency 
would make every possible effort to prevent the 
execution of this plan and that although the 
Zionists had not previoudy opposed the Mandate 
over Transjordan, nevertheless they could not 
approve the final secession of Transjordan from 
Palestine. 

This statement by one of the heads of the 
Jewish Agency was officially expressed in a note 
to the British Secretary of State for the Colonies 
protesting against the proclamation of the in- 
dependence of Transjordan and stressing the 
fact that Transjordan, which formed part of the 
territory under British Mandate, could only bc 
considered as the eastern part of Palestine. 

The Zionists did not fail to reveal to your 
Commitree their organization’s real intentions 
as regards the boundaries of Palestine. These 
intentions were clearly evident from the state- 
ments made by Mr. Shertok and Rabbi Fishman, 
who recalled that God had promised the Jews a 
land stretching from the peninsula of Sinai to 
the Euphrates. 

2. Zionism however does not content itself :, 
i&h mere propaganda in favour of the fulfil- i J 
ment of its expansionist projects at the expense \ 
of the Arab countries. Its plan involves recourse 
to terrorism, both in Palestine and in other 
countries. It is known that a secret army bas 
been formed with a view to creating an atmos- 
phere of tension and unrest by making attempts 
on the lives of representatives of the governing 
authority agd by destroying public buildings. 
The assassination of Lord Moyne in Egypt, the 
actacks on the British Embassy at Rome, the 
incidents of the King David Hotel and tbe 
OEcers’ Club in Jerusalem, the St. John of Acre 
prison, the destruction of road and rail com- 
munications and the kidnapping and fiogging 
of British officers, are a11 examples of ehe tenor- 
ists merhods instituted by the Zionist organiza- 
tiens for the purpose of gaining possession by 
violence of a country which is nor. theirs. 

This aggressive attitude, resulting from the 
Mandatory Power’s weakness in dealing with 
thym, WiII not faail to give rise in turn to the 
creation of ,similar ,organizations by the Arabs. 



The responsibility for the disturbances which 
might result therefrom throughout the Middle 
East Will rest solely with the Zionist organiza- 
tions, as having been the first to use these vio- 
lent tactics. 

It is the hope of the Governments of the 
Arab States, however, that the situation of the 
Jewish communities in their country Will not 
be affected theieby. 

3. No State could tolerate mass immigration 
such as that to which Palestine is subjected. Im- 
migration restrictions are established in a11 çoun- 
tries to protect the best interests of the country 
and the rights of the inhabitants. Thus the Cana- 
dian Government has just announced that it Will 
admit only 5,000 foreign refugees to its vast 
territories. The Australian Government has also 
made known rhe fact that it Will not permit the 
refugees admitted to its territory to form colonies 
and that they are to be distributed throughout 
the country in order that they may become assimi- 
lated. Similar measures have been taken in 
Norway and various other countries. 

Your honourable Committee Will surely have 
realized that the situation in Palestine is very 
unstable and contains within it the seeds of 
possible conflicts which may spread throughout 
the Middle East. 

The Arab people of Palestine demand above 
a11 their recognized liberty and sovereign inde- 
pendence. The Arab States unanimously grant 
their unreserved support in the achievement 
of these claims. They have already submitted 
definite proposals in this sense and today wish 
to stress once more one of these proposals be- 
/cause they attach the greatest importance to it 
and because it constitutes a basiç condition which 
Will not admit Of any compromise. 

The Governments of the Arab States cannot 
remain indifferent to this state of affairs. The 
safety of their own country is at stake and this 
gives them the right to oppose Zionism by every 
means at their disposa1 and even makes it their 
duty to do SO. 

This proposa1 consists of the necessity of 
‘stopping immediately a11 Jewish immigration 
into Palestine, of maintaining the regulations 
now in force with regard to land transfer and 
of creating, without delay, an independent Arab 
Government based on democratic principles. 

Moreover, Palestine has for centuries been an 
Arab country and its preservation as such is a 
prèrequisite for the harmonious development of 
the peoples of the Middle East and for: their co- 
operation in the work of world peace and 
progress. 

For ethnie, cultural, political and economic 
reasons, Palestine is in fact an integral part of 
this Arab world, which is organized into sôv- 
ereign States bound together by the political and 
economic pact of 22 March 1945. This organiza- 
tion of States, which subscribes to the Charter of 
the United Nations, fulfils, its aspirations in en- 
couraging regional organizations and agreements. 

The Governments of the Arab States are of 
the opinion that any plan involving partition, 
far from solving the Palestine dispute, would 
only aggravate it. Any Jewish State established 
in, Palestine would inevitably become. a centre 
of intrigue and ‘a rallying-point for the Zionist 
forces, which are to be hurled against the Arab 
countries. The Gqvernments of the Arab States 
Will not under any circumstances agree to per- 
mit the establishm!ent of Zionism as an autono- 
mous State on Arab teritory, towards which 
hundreds of thousands of foreign immigrants 
would stream. 

Any breach in this union, any scission between 
the States of which it is composed, threatens 
to destroy it and to cause unrest and confusion 
in this particularly vulnerable part of the world. 

4. The Jewish State which the Zionists are 
endeavouring to establish in Palestine is not 
moreover a viable State either from the political 
or from the economic point of view. 

They wish to state that they feel certain that 
the partition of Palestine and the creation of 
a Jewish State would result only in bloodshed 
and unrest throughout the entire Middle East. 
The proposa1 which the Royal Commission made 
in 1937 with regard to partition sufficed to pro- 
voke a national revolution which went on until 
the outbreak of the war. Moreover, in view of tile 
country’s geographical, economic ‘and social con- 
ditions, no plan for partition cari be feasible, 
This little country cannot be divided into two 
or three State which would feel only suspicion 
an& hostility towards one another. 

The Arab States could not, in fact, tolerate the 
creation of a State composed of foreign elements 
from SO many parts, each with its own men- 
tahty, its insatiable desires, for the fulfilment of 
which they deliberately use violent and destruc- 
tive means such as those we have mentioned. 

Against a State established by violence the 
Arab States Will-be obliged to use violence; that 
is a legitimate right of self-defence. 

Moreover, the foreign State on Arab territory 
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The only possible solution and the only one 
which would, in the opinion of the Governments 
of the Arab States, be capable of settling the dis- 
pute, would, as indicated in the> draft submitted 
by the Arab delegation to- the London Confer- 
ence on Palestine in September 1946, be to forrn 
a free Government on the basis of proportional 

Will not in any case be able to Count upon the 
establishment of economic or any other relations 
with the neighbouring Arab States. 

A State created under such conditions could 
not but be doomed to failure. 
Conchding remarks 

The Governments of the Arab States firmly 
hope that the Committee Will bear these con- 
siderations in mind and endeavour to propose 
such a solution as may put an end to the present 
unrest and ensure the triumph of justice and 
the establishment of peace. They feel sure that 
this solution could only be inspired by the demo- 
;cratic principles on which the United Nations 
is founded. 

The first of these principles establishes respect 
for the independence of the peoples and their 
right of self-determination. 



representation and to grant a11 the Jews who 
have acquired Palestinian nationality through 
legai channels the same rights as are recognized 
to Arab citizens. The Arabs, who have always 
feIt that the Jewish immigrants who had settled 
in Palestine since the beginning of the Mandate 
could trot be considered Palestinian citizens, 
wish by these proposals to show proof of the 
conciliatory spirit by which they are motivated 
and their ardent desire to smooth out the difi- 
culties. 

The result of this arrangement could not, as 
certain Zionist leaders claim, be that the Jewish 
citizcns of Palestine would fail to enjoy their 
full rights because of the fact that they would 
remain a minority. The Jewish minority in the 
Arab countries bave never been maltreated. On 
the contrary, they live in Perfect harmony with 
the majority and enjoy equal rights. From earli- 
est times, the Arabs have never practised any 
discrimination between their citizens as regards 
race or religion, and to the Jewish community 
in particular they have always shown fair treat- 
ment based on the principles of justice and 
equality. Far from oppressing them, they have 
offered a refuge to those fleeing from persecu- 
tion in other countries and some of them, bene- 
fiting by their recognized rigbts to liberty and 
equality have even attained the highest positions 
in the world of politics, administration, finance 
and science. 

The Zionists try to justify their claims by say 
ing that they wish to save their fellow Jews 
from the persecution to which they are at present 
subjected. Nevertheless, thanks to the victory of 
the democracies, there is no longer any hotbed 
of anti-semitism anywhere in the world. The 
minorities have regained their Eu11 rights and 
are exercising them everywhere. 

As far as the problem of refugees and displaced 
persons is concerned, it should be dealt with 
apart from the Palestine problem and settled 
on the basis of international co-operation and 
solidarity. There cannot be any question of 
transferring these refugees to Palestine en masse. 
The alleviation of the sufferings of one nation 
must not and cannot be sought in the aggrava- 
tion of the sufferings of another nation and in 
its annihilation, 

The Governments of the Arab States could 
not bring this statement to a close without again 
expressing the hope that your Committee, taking 
into consideration the views we have expressed 
herein, Will adopt the only just solution to the 
problcm, viz., recognition of the sovereign inde- 
pendence of Palestine and immediate discontinu- 
a tion of immigration, which threatens to change 

the face of the country. For any sohitfon whi& 
does net take into account the atmosphere of 
Palestine, i.e., the attitude of the peoples and of 
the Governments of the Arab States, would be 
‘doomed to certain failure. Moreover, it would 
only increase the dangers which now exist and 
hold dire threats for the future. 

CHAIRMAN: We have before us an English 
translation. 1 wonder therefore whether it is 
necessary to have an oral translation of this 
speech. Does anyone wish that it be translated? 

Sir ABDUR RAHMAN (India): No, it is not neces- 
ary for me. 

CHAIRMAN: We shall dispense with the transla- 
tion. 

Mr. HOOD (Australia): Arising out of your 
remark, 1 would like to enquife as to the exact 
status of these two texts. 1 notice at first glance 
that there are substantial differences between 
the two. Possibly we cari have information as to 
which is to be regarded as the authentic text. 
May 1 just mention one example? In the English 
text 1 see the statement that the White Paper 
has, to a11 intents and purposes, been scrapped. 
SO far as 1 cari see, that statement does not re- 
appear in the French text. That is one exampIe. 

Mr. HAMID FRANC~E (Lebanon): We apologize. 
We did not have time to do chat very carefully, 
and therefore we would like to ask the Com- 
mittee to consider that the French text is the 
correct one. 

Sir ABDUR RAHMAN (India): Would it be pas- 
sible for them to give us the differences SO that 
we may correct our English copies? 
, CHAIRMAN: We have just been promised a, 
modified English translation, 

Mr. GARCIA GRANADOS: (Guatemala): 1 just 
noticed that there are certain differences be 
tween the French text which has been distributed 
‘to us and the text which has been read. 1 would 
therefore be very grateful if the exact text Cou]d 
be given to us. 

CHAIRMAN: There may be certain typographi- 
cal mistakes which Will be corrected. 

We shah do without an oral translation and 
shah wait until we get the correct trandation 
into\ English. 

Before closing this meeting 1 should like to 
say that if we find it necessary that another meet- 
ing should take place between this Committee 
and the representatives of the Arab States, we 
shall say SQ and we shall also say under what 
conditions this meeting should take place. 

The meeting is closed, 
The meeting rose at 11.50 a.m. 
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